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ALABAMA
AL-1. Aliceville, 1906, G+ Doane 3 CDS/Recd (EKU; B edge nicks) as recd on PPC. E $8
AL-2. Allen, 1914, G+ 4-bar (lite tone; cr) on PPC. E $8
AL-3. Altoona, 1907 (Jul 4), F RFD 11/2 (UNLISTED) complete ms on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AL-4. Altoona, ca.1912, VG RFD 11F/2 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AL-5. Batesville, 1898, G+ CDS/target (54/42) on GPC. E $8
AL-6. Bel Green, 1885, G+ CDS (79/58) on reg.bill card. E $12 MIN.6
AL-8. Bridgeport, ca.1907, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8
AL-9. Burleson, 1908, G+ D3/2 (LKH; stamp mostly peeled, removes "SON"; AS IS for that) (48/09) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AL-10. Canoe, 1921, VG 4-bar (toned; trim R, barely in perfs) (15-66) on cvr w/enc. E $14
AL-11. Central Mills, 1908, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi; crnr crs) (78-37) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AL-12. crews Depot, 1909, G+ 4-bar (stuttered; year heavy inked) (88-50) on PPC. E $8
AL-13. Crichton, 1911, VG CDS/target (94-45) on PPC. E $8
AL-14. Crossville, 1913, F RFD 11/1 (UNLISTED) complete ms, w/town as "Xville"; on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AL-15. Eulaton, ca.1908, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED; upper L edge scuff; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC w/closed P.O.as address. E $8
AL-16. Greenville, ca.1908, VG RFD 11F/3 (UNLISTED; lite tone) on PPC. E $8
AL-17. Gulf Crest, 1907, G+ 4-bar (edge & crnr wear; upper L cr clip) (06-33) on PPC. E $8
AL-18. Haleysville, 1907, G+ Doane 3/5 (UNLISTED; dial HI: "YSVI" mostly off; tip crs; B edge bit scuff) on PPC. E $12
AL-19. Heiberger, ca.1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKH; town part spotty; day not struck; year reads "191"; lite tone; crs) 2nd known example (04-59) on PPC. E $12
AL-20. Helena, 1907, VG Doane 3/3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AL-21. Hopewell, 1907, VG+ Doane 2/1 as recd (88-57) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AL-22. Hurricane, 1920, VG 4-bar (toned; trim R; 1 stamp bit faulty) (95/62) on cvr w/enc. E $15
AL-23. Keener, 1916, VG 4-bar (bit heavy inked; tip cr) (88-54) on PPC. E $8
AL-24. Lewisburg, 1907, VG 4-bar (part o/s; toned; tear T; lite soiled) as recd (90-50) on PPC. E $6
AL-25. Lillian, 1917, G+ 4-bar (cr; lite water tone) on PPC. E $8
AL-26. Lowe, 1907, VG Doane 2/1 (toned) (81-09) on PPC. E $16
AL-27. Marion, 1907, F RFD 11C/1 (UNLISTED type; heavy cr) on PPC. E $8
AL-28. Milan, 1907, G+ CDS/target (near F; lite tone; lite crs) (91-22) on PPC. E $15
AL-29. Murphy, 1894, G+ CDS/cork (canx reads "1893" in error; backstamped 1894; edge tear T) (90-95) on 2c Colum.PSE. E $100
AL-30. Odenville, ca.1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKH; blank slug for year, but is '07 or later; worn letters; TONED; tear T) on PPC. E $12
AL-31. Phipps, 1908, VG Doane 2/1 (UNLISTED; crs; L tips nib) (78-14) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
AL-32. Pinson, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (UNLISTED; lite tone) on PPC. E $16
AL-33. Pinson, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (UNLISTED; near F; toned; few ink spots, 1 in dial) on PPC. E $16
AL-34. Pleasant Hill, 1910, G+ duplex (1828/1933) on PPC. E $5
AL-35. Portersville, 1909, VG+ 4-bar w/bars offset hi to dial (date part heavy inked; o/w VF; cr) (1852/1966) on PPC. E $8
AL-36. Prichard, 1909, G+ 4-bar (80/43) on PPC. E $8
AL-37. Riverside, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (UNLISTED; near VF; part o/s) as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AL-38. Rogersville, 1909, G+ Doane 3/4 (Eku; part on stamp; stamp about 1/2 peeled, affects #) 2nd known example; on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AL-39. Scott, 1908, G+ 4-bar (lite pink toning at T & R) (90-09) on PPC. E $16
AL-40. Seale, 1911, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $8
AL-41. Snowdoun, 1923, VG 4-bar (part on stamp; tip cr) (59/57) on PPC. E $8
AL-42. Speighner, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 (UNLISTED; stamp bit scuff; lite tone; tip cr) (06-57) on PPC. E $20
AL-43. Spring Hill, 1913, G+ 4-bar (tip cr) (77/44) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AL-44. Steppville, 1926, VG 4-bar (near VF) (22-55) on PPC. E $8
AL-45. Swift, 1910, VG 4-bar (82-12) on PPC. E $20
AL-46. Thomas, 1909, G+ 4-bar (near VG) (88-14) on PPC. E $16
AL-47. Wellington, 1907, F Doane 2/1 on PPC. E $12
AL-48. Whatley, 1908, G+ 4-bar (near VF) on PPC. E $8
AL-49. Yellow Pine, 1910, G+ 4-bar (88/83) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

ALASKA (Helbock types) Do you need "120 Years of Alaska Postmasters 1867-1987"? We have it!
AK-1. College, 1943, VF 4-bar (ty.3) (26-66) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AK-2. Cordova, [1908], G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (year partial; lite tone) on REAL PHOTO PPC (Eyak Lake; recd canx at B). E $20
AK-3. Cordova, [1908], G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (year partial; lite tone) on REAL PHOTO PPC (The Only Cow in Cordova). E $20
AK-4. Cordova, [1908], G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (year partial; lite tone) on REAL PHOTO PPC (Howling Malamute Dog Team w/sled, drivers). E $20
AK-5. Diamond, 1942 (Dec 10), G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (near VF) "Dogteam Post" text cachet (06/51) on cvr w/Nenana F duplex (ty.5) as recd b/s. E $15
AK-6. Ester, 1996, F zip code 4-bar on window PSE. E $6
AK-7. Fairbanks/North Pole Rur.Sta., 1976, G+ DCDS (lite tone; crnr cr) "North Pole/Santa's Official Mail/Alaska" blue h/s ("SKA" not struck) below address on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AK-8. Fort Yukon, 1933, G+ 4-bar (ty.3) (part on stamp) as fwd w/"Returned to Sender" boxed h/s on cvr w/Fairbanks G+ Univ.origin. E $20
AK-9. Healy Fork, 1947, G+ 4-bar (ty.3) (21-68) on commer.PPC. E $8
AK-10. Juneau, 1907, G+ duplex (ty.14) on PPC (town). E $12 MIN.6
AK-12. Nushagak, [1911], G+ CDS/target (ty.1) w/blank slug for year ("NUS" mostly not struck, but message clearly datelined; tip cr) (99-35) on PPC. E $70
AK-13. Saint Michael, 1907, G+ Doane 2/5 (R arc on stamp) on PPC to Canada. E $24
AK-14. Thane, 1915, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (o/s; lite tone) (14-35) on PPC. E $75
AK-15. Tok, 1966, G+ 4-bar on commer.air PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AK-16. Wales, 1947, F 4-bar (ty.3) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

ARIZONA (Kriege types)
AZ-1. Bisbee/Lowell Sta., 1908, G+ CDS/Rec'd (lite tone; upper L tip nib) as recd on PPC. E $20
AZ-2. Black Canyon, 1957, G+ 4-bar ("N" not struck; o/w VF; dial bit hi) (55-65) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AZ-3. Cameron, 1931, F 4-bar (crnr cr) on commer.PPC datelined Lees Bridge. E $15 MIN.8
AZ-4. Fort Apache, 1907, G+ duplex (ty.6) (trim R; lite tone) on cvr. E $14
AZ-5. Fort Defiance, 1936, F 4-bar on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AZ-6. Goodyear, 1947, VG 4-bar (bit heavy inked) (19/75) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AZ-7. Grand Canyon, 1905, G+ Doane 2/4 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AZ-8. Pantano, 1911, G+ 4-bar (ty.6) (near VG) (80/52) on PPC. E $70
AZ-9. Peoria, 1910, G+ CDS/target (ty.2) on PPC. E $70
AZ-10. Phoenix/M.O.B., 1883, VG+ magenta MISUSED CDS w/ms killer (ty.10) (slight ruff slit L) on PSE. E $65
AZ-11. Poland, 1909, G+ 4-bar (ty.3) (part on stamp) (02-13) on PPC. E $24
AZ-12. Scottsdale, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (near VF; bit ruff trim R) as recd b/s on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AR-1. Bay, 1923, F+ purple 4-bar non-standard on PPC. E $14
AR-2. Cabot, 1911, F+ RED 11E/2 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms date only on PPC. E $8
AR-3. Clark Ridge, 1938, G+ 4-bar ty.E (o/s; tip cr) as recd on commer.PPC. E $12
AR-4. Des Cane, 1915, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (13-18) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
AR-5. Doyle, 1910, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp) (90-17) on PPC. E $20
AR-6. Elk Ranch, 1910, G+ 4-bar (part lite) (09-55) on PPC. E $8
AR-7. Frank, 1907, G+ Doane 3/1 (UNLISTED; stamp bit scuff) (96-15) on PPC. E $20
AR-8. Frank, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (UNLISTED; stamp about 1/3 peeled; part lite tone) (96-14) on PPC. E $15
AR-9. Frank, 1908, VG Doane 3/1 (UNLISTED; slight stutter; lite tone) (96-15) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
AR-10. Gifford, 1918, VG+ 4-bar (lite tone) (74/29) on PPC to AEF soldier. E $15 MIN.8
AR-11. Green Forest, 1908, VG REDF 11F/3 (UNLISTED) ms date/route on PPC. E $14
AR-12. Greer, 1907, G+ Doane 2/? (UNLISTED; lite tone) (84-10) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
AR-13. Hiwassee, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AR-14. Hon, 1907, VG Doane 2/1 (LKU; 2nd known example; lite tone) as recd (04-73) on PPC w/Heavener, Ind.T., G+ duplex origin. E $20 MIN.10
AR-15. Kingdon Springs, 1906, VG Doane 2/2 (near VF) as recd (02/33) on PPC. E $14
AR-16. Lafe, 1909, G+ 4-bar (bit stutter; stamp nicks; lite tone) (02-66) on PPC. E $8
AR-17. Lorado, 1908, G+ Doane 2/(2) (stamp gone, removes #; lite tone) (48/18) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AR-18. Minorca, 1908, G+ CDS/target (near VG; cr) (03/45) on PPC. E $12
AR-19. Mirsmann, 1911 (Jan 1), VG 4-bar (08-16) on PPC. E $40
AR-20. Mist, 1907, G+ 4-bar (uneven toned) (92-43) on PPC w/"Writing on this part of the address side permitted after March 1, 1907" printed above message area. E $15
AR-21. Okay, 1908, VG Doane 2/1 as recd (04-29) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AR-22. Pitkin, 1909, F+ 4-bar (uneven toned) (84-28) on PPC. E $15
AR-23. Robinson, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (EKU; dial hi: "BINS" partly off) (81-42) on PPC. E $12
AR-24. Springdale, 1874, VF ms (EARLY; ruff R) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AR-25. Sulphur Springs, 1906, VG Doane 2/6 (o/s; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $14
AR-26. Summers, 1908, G+ Doane 1/(1) (# not struck; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CALIFORNIA (Williams types) Need John Williams' "California Town Postmarks"? We have it!
CA-1. Adin, 1933, VG 4-bar ty.E (MOD-120) on commer.cvr. E $12
CA-2. Allendale, 1907, VG+ CDS (ALA-300) (near VF; dial bit hi; bit lite tone) (03-08) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-3. Altaville, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (part on stamp; lite tone) (04/75) on PPC. E $12
CA-4. Amedee, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (90-24) on PPC. E $16
CA-5. Angel Island, 1916, VG 4-bar non-standard (MRN-90) (bit heavy inked) (75-45) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-6. Angel Island, 1916, VG 4-bar (MRN-90) (part smear) (75-45) on PPC datelined Fort McDowell. E $15 MIN.8
CA-7. Angiola, 1909, VG 4-bar (TUL-160) (toned; tiny tear B) (98-27) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-8. Annette, 1912, G+ Doane 2/1 (toned; stamp gone, not affecting this canx) as recd (89-30)
on PPC. E $6
CA-9. Atascadero, 1910, G+ purple TCDS w/7 line killer non-standard (R arc on stamp; lite tone) on REAL PHOTO PPC (soldiers). Military P.O. E $15 MIN.8
CA-10. Atascadero, [1910], G+ TCDS/wavy lines non-standard (SAL-260) (LKI; year partial) on REAL PHOTO PPC; soldiers. E $20
CA-11. Bakersfield/Kern Br., 1918, F duplex (KER-580) on PPC. E $10
CA-12. Bay City, 1911, VG+ Doane 2/1 (04-14) on PPC. E $10
CA-13. Bijou, 1920, F+ 4-bar (ELD-130) (88-67) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-14. Blairsden, 1915, VF 4-bar (PLU-200) (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-16. Bowles, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (o/s) as recd (04-43) on PPC. E $8
CA-17. Boyes Springs, 1913, G+ 4-bar (SON-570) ("NGS" on stamp) (11-38) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-18. Brownsview/Yuba Co., 1879, VF CDS/target (YUB-130) on PPC. E $40
CA-20. Bruceville, 1911, VG+ 4-bar (SAC-240) (LKI; bit heavy inked; toned) (96-16) on PPC. E $20
CA-21. Burlingame, 1907, G+ Doane 3/7 (R arc on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $8
CA-22. Burnett, 1913, F 4-bar (LOS-1180) (97-29) on PPC. E $8
CA-23. Burnett, ca.1920, G+ DCDS (UNLISTED type; date & lower arc on stamp) appears "MOB" type w/part of lower arc excised (97-29) on PPC. E $12
CA-24. Calexico, 1914, G+ duplex (IMP-270) (LKI; state partial but message fully datelined) on PPC w/Pan-Cal Expo logo. E $20
CA-25. Camp Baldy, 1926, G+ 4-bar (SBE-1050) (lite tone) (13-51) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-26. Camp Curry, 1912, G+ 4-bar (MAR-450) (part on stamp) (09-20) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-27. Camp Curry, 1912, VG 4-bar (MAR-450) (o/s) as fwd (09-20) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-28. Camp Meeker, 1909, G+ 4-bar (SON-680) (year partial; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-29. Camp Richardson, 1944, VG+ 4-bar (lime tone) 1.5c Prexie (27-64) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-30. Casa Verdugo, 1911, G+ 4-bar (LOS-1440) (slight stutter) (06-13) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-31. Casa Verdugo, 1912, G+ 4-bar (LOS-1440) (2nd "A" not struck; toned) (06-13) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-32. Castella, 1907, G+ Doane 3/4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-33. Chula Vista, 1911, VF 4-bar (SAN-860) (LKI; tip cr) on PPC to ENGLAND. E $8
CA-34. Cima, 1916, VF 4-bar (SBE-1300) (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-35. Clearlake Highlands, 1936, G+ 4-bar (date & most of R arc on stamp, but shows well) (25-81) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-36. Clearlake Oaks, 1945, VG+ 4-bar on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-37. Coram, 1908, VF Doane 3/1 (lower L tip nick; edge tears L) (06-22) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-38. Coronado, 1897, G+ CDS (SAN-930) (lite tone) (87-12) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
CA-39. Craftonville, 1911, G+ CDS/Recd (date & B arc much obscured on stamp; o/s) as recd (92-20) on PPC. E $8
CA-40. Cranmore, 1906, G+ CDS/target (SUT-20) (lite tone) (86-28) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-41. Daggett, 1909, G+ 4-bar (SBE-1830) (LKI; lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-42. Lot 4) Delta; Hat Creek; Igo; Shingletown, 1948-51, F 4-bars on GPCs. E $20 MIN.10
CA-43. Dobbins, 1909, VG CDS/cork (YUB-460) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-44. Donner, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (lite tone) (82-26) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-45. Dutch Flat, 1919, G+ 4-bar (PLA-1470) (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-46. Eaglelend, 1910, G+ 4-bar (SON-1390) (part on stamp) (08-14) on PPC. E $24
CA-47. East Highlands, 1928, VG 4-bar (UNLISTED type) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
CA-48. East San Pedro, 1910, F+ 4-bar (LOS-2580) (toned; tip cr) (06-24) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-49. Echo Mountain, 1905, VF duplex (LOS-2630) (toned) (93-10) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-50. Echo Mountain, 1908, G+ blue Doane 3/5 (bit o/s; lite tone; crnr crs) (93-10) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-51. Edna, 1909, VF 4-bar (SAL-1910) as recd (87-20) on PPC. E $12
CA-52. El Rock, 1915, VG+ 4-bar (HUM-1490) (EKU; bit stutter) lc perf.10 Balboa (15-60) on PPC. EARLIEST for this town. E $24 MIN.12
CA-53. El Toro, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (LKI; "EL" mostly not struck, but ID sure) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-54. Elinor, 1912, G+ 4-bar (HUM-1550) (LKU; state not struck; date mostly on stamp) (06-14) on PPC. 2nd known & LATEST for this town. E $24 MIN.12

CA-55. Encinitas, 1924, VG+ 4-bar (UNLISTED type w/"Calif."; lite tone) (82-64) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

CA-56. Fairfield/Solano Co., 1887, G+ purple DCDS/target (SOL-1010) (LKU; tape tone spots B edge) on GPC. E $75 MIN.38

CA-57. Fetters Springs, 1916, F 4-bar (SON-1570) (dial bit hi; tear T; crs; tone spot) (13-39) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

CA-58. Pitchburg, 1909, G+ 4-bar (ALA-1690) (part on stamp) (08-11) on PPC. E $20

CA-59. Forestville, 1929, F purple DCDS/4-bar non-standard (tears T; crs) on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6

CA-60. Fort Barry, 1913, VG 4-bar (MRN-750) (lite tone) (11-18) on PPC datelined "Rifel Rang" (sic). E $24 MIN.12

CA-61. Fort Rosecrans, 1922, G+ duplex (UNLISTED; date spotty) (20-22 period) on cvr w/"USS Koka" return add.on flap. 1st known example as independent P.O. E $50

CA-62. French Camp, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (part lite tone) as recd on PPC. E $8

CA-63. French Corral, 1896, G+ CDS (NEV-420) (part ruff trim L) as transit, at L (59-45) on cvr w/enc.to Sweetland. E $15 MIN.8

CA-64. General Grant National Park, 1926, G+ 4-bar (TUL-1000) (bit ruff slit T) (10-40) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8

CA-65. Goshen, 1889, G+ CDS/target (LKU) on cvr. 2nd known example. E $24 MIN.12

CA-66. Goshen, 1894, F CDS/target (TUL-1100) (toned; bit cr) 2c Colum. on cvr. E $24 MIN.12

CA-67. Goshen, 1911, G+ Doane 2/3 non-standard mimic (LKU; town heavy inked; AS IS for that; lite tone) on PPC. E $12

CA-68. Graeagle, 1933, VG 4-bar (PLU-890) (LKU; bit heavy inked) (20-60) on commer.PPC datelined Feather River Park, Blairsden. E $20 MIN.10

CA-69. Grand Island, [1906], G+ Doane 3/2 (year omitted; message dated) (54-19) on PPC. E $20

CA-70. Grangeville, 1910, G Doane 2/4 ("GRAN" & part of date obscured by design; lite tone) (74-20) on PPC. E $8

CA-71. Grapevine, 1949, F 4-bar (23-60) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CA-72. Greenview, 1909, G+ 4-bar (SIS-1860) w/"9" for year on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CA-73. Guerneley, 1910, G+ 4-bar (KIN-260) (dial bit hi) (98-18) on PPC. E $20

CA-74. Hanford, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F (bit lite tone; crnr crs) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8

CA-75. Hartsook, 1936, F 4-bar (26-38) on commer.PPC. E $8

CA-76. Henleyville, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (3 letters strengthened) (73/36) on PPC. E $8

CA-77. Hercules, 1918, VG 5-bar non-standard (COC-1530) (14-74) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

CA-78. Hermon, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; rim partly off T; crnr crs) as recd (04-16) on PPC. E $14

CA-79. Hill, 1914, G+ 4-bar (SAN-2170) (near F) (09-27) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CA-80. Hobbergs, 1957, VF 4-bar (29/67) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CA-81. Hornitos, 1897, G+ CDS/target (NEW TYPE; lite tone) on cvr. E $20

CA-82. Hot Springs, 1909, VF 4-bar (TUL-1340) (ruff R) as fwd, at L (00-26) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8

CA-83. Hunters, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (toned) (88-30) on PPC. E $8

CA-84. Huntington Lake, 1929, G+ 4-bar (FRE-2690) (R arc on stamp) (16-64) on commer.REAL PHOTO PPC (lake). E $12 MIN.6

CA-85. Huntington Lake, 1952, G+ 4-bar (crnr crs) (16-64) on commer.PPC (lake). E $12 MIN.6

CA-86. Hyde Park, 1907, VG CDS/target (LOS-4190) (LKU; bit o/s) (88-24) on PPC. 5 yrs.later than catalog. E $15 MIN.8

CA-87. Indian Diggins, ca.1934, VG blue CDS w/purple target (ELD-1930) used LATE (88-35) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

CA-88. Kaweah, 1898, VG CDS/target (TUL-1400) (part ruff T) (79-74) on PSE. E $20 MIN.10

CA-89. Kennett, 1907, G+ Doane 3/5 (worn letters; edge tear T) w/Terlingua, TX, Doane 2/3 as recd b/s (86-42) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

CA-90. Kentfield, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (tear R; crs R) (05-52) on PPC. E $8

CA-91. Kings Canyon National Park, 1941, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp) (40-66) on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6

CA-92. Knob, 1909, VG 4-bar (SHA-2500) (LKU) (96-44) on PPC. E $14
CA-93. La Mesa, 1925 (Jan 1), VG+ 4-bar (UNLISTED type w/"Calif."), on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-94. Lancaster, 1909, VG Doane 2/4 (lite tone; crnr cr) on PPC. E $8
CA-95. Larkin, 1908, G+ CDS/target (SHA-2600) (dia hi: "N" mostly off; o/w F+; uneven toned) (99-12) on PPC. E $24
CA-96. Latrobe, 1883, VG+ CDS/cork (SAJ-1190) (ruff R; edge tears, 1 in dial; nicks; open 2.5 sides) on cvr. E $20
CA-97. Leggett, 1950, F 4-bar (EARLY) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-98. Lemoore, 1894, G+ CDS/cork (KIN-500) (LKU; upper R on stamp; cris) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
CA-100. Loma Linda, 1908, G+ 4-bar (SBE-3330) (flap partly off; bit lite tone) Loma Linda Sanitarium cc; 8c M.Wash.+2c Wash. on reg'd cvr. E $14
CA-101. Lucerne Valley, 1949, G+ 4-bar on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-102. Lytton, 1911, VG DCDS/target non-standard (95-54) on PPC. E $8
CA-103. Manhattan Beach, [1953], VF red precancx; illus.feather at L; Community Chest text ad on back on GPC Sc.UY13m to "Patron". E $15 MIN.8
CA-104. Matilija, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (R arc & part of date on stamp; toned) (89-16) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-105. McCloud, 1911, F duplex (SIS-2640) (crnr crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-106. McFarland, 1913, G+ 4-bar (KER-2590) (lite tone) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
CA-107. Meeches Bay, 1955, VG 4-bar (29-67) on commer.PPC. E $8
CA-108. Merced Falls, 1906, G+ Doane 1/2 ("MERCED" mostly not struck, but ID sure; o/w VG) as recd; AS IS for strike, but UNLISTED w/"2" in bars (1856-1957) on PPC. E $30
CA-109. Mill Creek, 1949, G+ 4-bar (dia bit hi; date mostly on stamp) (36-75) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-110. Milton, 1908, VF 4-bar (CAL-1530) (EKU) (71-42) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-111. Montague, 1909, VG 4-bar (SIS-2740) (lite tone) on litho PPC (Main St., w/small "x" over 1 bldg). E $15 MIN.8
CA-112. Montecito, 1910, F 4-bar (SBA-1180) (lite tone) (86-14) on PPC. E $20
CA-113. Morongo Valley, 1954, F 4-bar on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-114. Murphy, 1907 (Dec 25), G+ Doane 2/7 (94-35) on PPC. E $8
CA-116. Nicolaus, 1909, G+ 4-bar (SUT-430) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-117. Nimshew, 1909, VG Doane 2/3 (lite tone) (80-23) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-118. O'Brien, 1964, VF 4-bar (46-66) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-119. Oakley, 1933, G+ 4-bar ty.E (COC-2090) (LKU) Oakley Garage cc on cvr. 2nd known example. E $15 MIN.8
CA-120. Oceanside, 1885, G+ CDS (SAN-3790) (LKU; month omitted & day partial, but confirmed by h/s; upper R tip nib) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
CA-121. Orloff, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 (05-11) on PPC. E $15
CA-122. Palms, [1909], G+ 4-bar (LOS-10930) (LKU; year/state partial; lite tone) (87-27) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-123. Pasadena/Los Angeles Co., 1881, G+ purple TCDS/circled neg.star (LOS-11060) (trim R, into stamp portrait) on cvr. E $50
CA-124. Patton, ca.1908, G+ Doane 3/5 (year not struck; o/w about F+) on PPC. E $8
CA-125. Pepperwood, 1910, G+ 4-bar (HUM-3990) (near VG) (87/65) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-126. Perkins, 1907, VG+ 4-bar (SAC-2160) (EKU) (86-57) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-127. Philo, 1926, G+ 4-bar (NEW TYPE; part heavy inked; part ruff slit T) Indian Lookout Camp return add. on PSE. E $20 MIN.10
CA-128. Piercy, 1936, VG+ 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-129. Pismo, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone) (94-23) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-130. Pismo, 1922, VG 4-bar (SAL-1780) (bit stutter) (94-23) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-131. Placerville, 1885, G+ CDS/cork (ELD-3040) (nick R; lite tone) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
CA-132. Playa Del Rey, 1908, VF Doane 2/1 (crnr crs; edge tears T) (04-14) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-133. Pleasant Valley, 1914, G+ 4-bar (ELD-3250) (near VG+) (64-17) on PPC. E $8
CA-134. Point Loma, 1911, G+ 4-bar non-standard (SAN-4450) (tear T; bit cr) (93-56) on cvr. E $14
CA-135. Pope Valley, 1911, VG 4-bar (NAP-1270) (dial bit hi) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-136. Portersville, 1893, VG CDS/cork (NEW TYPE: as TUL-2290, but rimless) Pioneer Bank cc (71-15) on 2c Colum.PSE. E $24 MIN.12

CA-137. Portersville, 1898, G+ CDS/cork (TUL2330) (EKU; toned; part ruff T) (71-15) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

CA-138. Portola, 1917, VF CDS/oval grid non-standard (PLU-1710) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CA-139. Poway, 1909, VG Doane 2/2 (part on stamp; lite tone; horiz.cr) on PPC. E $8

CA-140. Poway, 1912, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKU; lite tone; crs) on PPC. E $14

CA-141. Preston, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (90-41) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CA-142. Purser, 1909, VG 4-bar (LAS-1280) (bit stutter; stamp mostly peeled) (02/15) on PPC. E $16

CA-143. Redwood Valley, 1945, VG 4-bar on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CA-144. Richmond, 1907, G+ Doane 2/4 (crs) on PPC. E $8

CA-145. Ripon, 1889, VG DCDS/target (SAJ-2090) (EKU; tear T, in dial) on cvr. 2nd known example. E $24 MIN.12

CA-146. Saint John, 1912, G+ 4-bar (GLE-660) (64/17) on PPC. E $16


CA-148. San Diego/Andrew Jackson Sta., 1990, G+ DCDS on certified #10 cvr to San Diego Municipal Traffic Court. E $15 MIN.8

CA-149. San Diego/Fashion Valley Sta., 1990, G+ DCDS (part o/s; trim R) on 5.5x7.5" cvr to San Diego Municipal Court. E $12 MIN.6

CA-150. San Diego/Hillcrest Sta., 1990, F DCDS on certified #10 cvr to San Diego Municipal Court. E $15 MIN.8

CA-151. San Diego/NPO No.2, 1990, G+ DCDS (part on stamp; part o/s; tear T; trim R) on 5.5x7.5" cvr to San Diego Municipal Court. E $15 MIN.8

CA-152. San Diego/Point Loma Sta., 1989, G+ DCDS (part on stamp; o/s; trim R) on 5.5x7.5" cvr to San Diego Municipal Court. E $12 MIN.6

CA-153. San Diego/STA No.7, 1985, G+ DCDS (part on stamp; trim R) on 5.5x7.5" cvr to San Diego Municipal Court. E $12 MIN.6

CA-154. San Francisco, 1890, VG CDS/target (LOS-12700) (EKU) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

CA-155. San Francisco, ca.1879, G+ CDS w/BOLD crude "M" killer (appears to be ty.SAP-900) (bit uneven slit T, in rim) on cvr. E $16

CA-156. San Francisco/STA K, 1907, G+ CDS/Rec'd (upper L on stamp) as origin on PPC. E $15 MIN.8


CA-158. San Juan Capistrano, 1908 (Aug 18), G+ Doane 3/4 (part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CA-159. San Luis Obispo, [1877], G+ blue CDS (SAL-2000) (part tape tone L & R edges) as transit at L on cvr to Central City, CO, w/"Cal." corrected to "Col.". E $20

CA-160. Sanitarium, 1910, VG 4-bar (NAP-1630) (dial bit hi; tip of "T" off) (01-68) on PPC. E $14

CA-161. Santa Rosa, 1889, G+ CDS/cork (SON-4750) (EKU; trim R) on cvr. E $20

CA-162. Sheeppranch, 1958, G+ 4-bar (77-67) on commer.GPC. E $12 MIN.6

CA-163. Skyland, [1908], G+ Doane 2/3 (year partial; dial bit hi; toned) (93-10) on PPC. E $20

CA-164. Snelling, 1916, VF 4-bar (MER-1450) (tiny tear L) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

CA-165. Solana Beach, 1931, F 4-bar ty.E; Lumber & Builders Supply cc on window PSE. E $15 MIN.8

CA-166. Sunol Glen, 1908, VG duplex (ALA-4880) (toned) (71-20) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6


CA-168. Tahoe, 1921, G+ 4-bar non-standard (PLA-3540) 1c Mayflower (71/49) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6


CA-170. Tamalpais, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (dial bit hi; lite tone) (06-29) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CA-171. Tamalpais, 1911, VG Doane 3/1 (toned) (06-29) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CA-172. Terminal, 1910, F Doane 2/5 (lite tone) (98-24) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CA-173. Terra Bella, 1911, G+ 4-bar (TUL-2760) (uneven lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CA-174. The Geysers, 1911, F CDS/target (SON-5740) (dial bit hi; lite tone) (93-35) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CA-175. Tipton, 1885, G+ DCDS/fancy wheel (TUL-2920) (EKU; near F) on GPC. E $30

CA-176. Traver, 1887, F+ DCDS/grid (TUL-3030) (EKU) on GPC. E $24 MIN.12
CA-177. Trinity Alps, 1940, G+ 4-bar (upper R on stamp; dial bit hi) (28-54) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-178. Union, 1918, G+ 4-bar (SAL-2630) (LKU; lite tone) (00-24) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-179. Vacation, 1909, G+ 4-bar (SON-5950) (EKU; dial hi: "CATI" partly off; tip crs) CATALOG COPY (04-41) on PPC. E $8
CA-180. Vallevista, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (part lite tone; tip cr) (89-08) on PPC. E $20
CA-181. Van Nuys, 1916, G+ 4-bar non-standard (LOS-15190) (EKU; year weak) on PPC. E $14
CA-182. Venice, 1906, G+ Doane 3/11 (o/s) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-183. Vorden, 1916, F 4-bar (SAC-3430) (02-36) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-184. Waldo, 1908, F 4-bar (YUB-1610) (98-15) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
CA-185. Watts, 1908, F Doane 2/1 (edges water tone) (04-26) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-186. Westgate, 1910, VG 4-bar (tip cr) (09-15) on PPC. E $12
CA-187. Westminster, 1909, VG Doane 2/5 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-188. Willow Springs, 1911, G+ 4-bar (KER-4400) (lite; tear T, in dial; lite crs) (09-18) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
CA-189. Winston, 1919, G+ 4-bar (MER-1680) (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

COLORADO / Need Meschter's "Preterриториal Colorado Postal History?" We have it!
CO-1. Abbey, 1907, G+ CDS as recd (91-14) on pix side of PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CO-2. Abbott, 1907, F 4-bar (87-26) on PPC. 2 strikes overlapped, dated Mar 23 & Apr 6; earlier strike maybe misdated, as Hillrose VG+ duplex applied as recd 2 days later. UNUSUAL. E $24
CO-3. Abbott, 1910, F 4-bar (cr) (87-26) on PPC. E $20
CO-4. Adena, 1922, F 4-bar (toned) (10-49) on PPC (Curry Hotel, Ft.Morgan). E $15 MIN.8
CO-5. Argo, 1906, F+ Doane 2/1 (slight stutter; tip crs) (81-11) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CO-6. Arkansas Junction, 1907, G+ 4-bar (part o/s; toned) (80/14) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
CO-7. Arrow, 1905, G+ Doane 2/1 (05-15) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-8. Arrow, 1913, VG 4-bar ("W" on stamp) (05-15) on PPC. E $14
CO-9. Bennet, 1907 (Jun 30), G Doane 2/2 (LKU; "NN" mostly not struck; o/s; inverted strike w/state partly off edge) as fwd on PPC. Used 29 days AFTER spelling changed to "Bennett". E $20
CO-10. Bennett, 1917, G+ 4-bar (lite tone; crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-11. Byers, 1910, G+ 4-bar non-standard (near VG+) on PPC. E $14
CO-12. Canon City/Buckskin Joe Rur.Sta., 1963, G+ 4-bar (1 stamp faulty) on commer.PPC. E $12
CO-13. Cardiff, 1912, G+ 4-bar ("IFF" & part of date on stamp) (89-18) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-14. Cassells, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 ("C" in town mostly not struck; o/w about F+; swollen dial) (99-29) on PPC. E $20
CO-15. Clifford, 1909, VG+ 4-bar (08-18) on PPC. E $20
CO-16. Clifford, 1910, G+ 4-bar (near VG+) (08-18) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
CO-17. Clifford, 1910, VG 4-bar (toned; edge nicks) (08-18) on PPC. E $20
CO-18. Cole, 1911, VG+ 4-bar (lite tone; tip crs) (07-19) on PPC. E $65
CO-19. Cole, 1913, F 4-bar (07-19) on PPC. E $75
CO-20. Cross Mountain, 1907, G+ purple Doane 3/6 as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-21. Cross Mountain, 1942, VG+ 4-bar (19-43) on commer.PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CO-22. Cucharas Camps, 1938, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi) (16-57) on PPC. E $12
CO-23. Daffodil, 1905, G+ Doane 2/1 (dial hi: "DAF" mostly off; crnr cr) as recd (96-08) on pix side of PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CO-24. Denver, 1892, F purple DCDS/M.O.B. (crs; edge tears; lite tone) on 5.75x8" Internat'l Money Order receipt for $128 ("648-05" in "Foreign money") paid to Postmaster at Launersbach, Austria. E $24
CO-25. Denver/Alcott Sta., 1912, F duplex on PPC. E $8
CO-26. Elco, 1909, G+ Doane 3/(1) (LKU; stamp gone, affects # & part of rim, but gap for # shows clearly) (05-14) on PPC. E $20
CO-27. Elco, 1911, G+ 4-bar (stamp gone, affects bars; toned) (05-14) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
CO-28. Ellicott, 1910, F 4-bar (part o/s; stamp gone, not affecting this canx; part lite tone) as recd (95-16) on PPC. E $20
CO-29. Galatea, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 ("G" mostly not struck but message fully datelined) (87-48) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-30. Genoa, 1915, G+ 4-bar (dial hi: "N" partly off) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-32. Guffey, 1924, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-33. Gulch, 1913, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (95-16) on 2.75x5.5" PPC. E $60 MIN.30
CO-34. Halfway, 1915, G+ 4-bar (03-17) on PPC. LATE use. E $15 MIN.8
CO-35. Hamilton, 1961, F 4-bar on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-36. Hardin, 1910, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (81/55) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-37. Haswell, 1910, VG 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-38. Hawthorne, 1908, G+ magenta 4-bar (near VF) (06-30) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CO-39. Haxtum, 1910, G+ 4-bar (near F; toned) (88-22) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CO-40. Henry, 1910, G 4-bar (town part spotty & stutter; AS IS for strike but message fully datelined; lite tone; lite crs) (07-17) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CO-41. Henry, 1911, G+ 4-bar (state partial; stamp gone, affects bars; toned) (07-17) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CO-42. Highlandlake, [1907], G CDS (day/year not struck; crs; toned; AS IS) as recd (83-13) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CO-43. Highpark, 1909, G+ CDS/target (96/17) on PPC (Elkton Mine, Cripple Creek). E $30
CO-44. Hyde, 1908, G+ 4-bar (stamp fault) (82/40) on LEATHER PPC. E $12
CO-45. Pony Express Sta./Idaho Springs, 1991, VF pictorial h/s (rider on horse) (bit o/s) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CO-46. Idaho Springs/150th Gold Rush Anniv.Sta., 2009, VF pictorial h/s (miner w/pan); Idaho Springs Volunteer Fire Dept.cc on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
CO-47. Idaho Springs/150th Gold Rush Anniv.Sta., 2009, G+ pictorial h/s (miner w/pan) on #10 PSE w/related encls. E $15 MIN.8
CO-48. Lehman, 1909, VG 4-bar (03-11) on PPC. E $75
CO-49. Lehman, 1909, G+ 4-bar (town part obscured by printing on card; tip cr) (03-11) on PPC. E $40
CO-50. Leroy, 1915, G+ 4-bar (town lite; day not struck; part lite water tone, partly in dial) (88-18) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
CO-51. Malta, 1915, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (75/55) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-52. Mattison, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (part on stamp) (89/15) on PPC. E $14
CO-53. Messex, 1909, G+ 4-bar (heavy cr thru stamp; toned) (07-42) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-54. Milner, 1952, F 4-bar as origin b/s (20/66) on reg'd cvr. E $15 MIN.8
CO-55. Monon, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 (bit o/s) (01-18) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-56. Montclair, 1908, G+ Doane 2/5 (88-12) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-57. Primos, 1907, VF 4-bar (toned; upper L tip clip; tip crs) (07-13) on PPC. E $75
CO-58. Prowers, 1909, VG 4-bar (81/33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-59. Ramah, 1908, G+ Doane 2/4 (upper R on stamp; bit uneven trim T) on PPC. E $6
CO-60. Richards, 1922, G+ 4-bar (diacl hi: "HAR" partly off; message partly on town; lite tone) (12-38) on PPC. E $24
CO-61. Rosemont, 1907, G+ CDS/target (lite tone; crnr cr) (03-26) on PPC. E $24
CO-62. Roubideau, 1913, G+ 4-bar ("ID" weak; lite tone) (09-18) on PPC. E $50
CO-63. Ruedi, 1910, G+ 4-bar (4 crnrs scuff, 1 partly on stamp; toned) (89-41) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-64. Ruedi, 1913, G+ blue 4-bar (tone spot by add.) (89-41) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CO-65. Seibert, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (diacl hi; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-66. Shawnee, 1949, VG 4-bar on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-67. Snowmass, 1964, F 4-bar on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-68. Starbuck, 1922, G+ 4-bar (tear T, in stamp) (20-30) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
CO-69. Stewart, 1889, G+ CDS (town weak & partial; AS IS for that; ruff R) as recd b/s (88-99) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
CO-70. Tacony, 1942, F 4-bar (lite tone spot) Last Day P.O.; PM's signature (15-42) on GPC. E $15
CO-71. Tolland, 1906, G+ Doane 2/1 (near F; edge tear T; tip crs) (04-44) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-72. Tolland, 1908, VG+ 4-bar (bit stutter; tip cr) (04-44) on PPC. E $14
CO-73. Tolland, 1909, F+ 4-bar (04-44) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-74. Trail Ridge, 1952, G+ 4-bar (month omitted) (37-54) on commer.PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CO-75. Vilas, 1934, G+ 4-bar ty.E (bit ruff slit upper R) on commer.cvr. E $12
CO-76. Waldorf, 1908, G+ 4-bar (toned) (06-12) on PPC w/Clarkston, GA, VG Doane 3/3 as recd. E $12 MIN.6
CO-77. Waldorf, 1910, G+ 4-bar (upper R on stamp; lite tone; lower L tip nib) (06-12) on PPC: "...mailing this at the highest P.O. in the world". E $12 MIN.6

CO-78. Welcome, 1911, G+ 4-bar ("W" partial; "C" in state not struck; crs) (10-12) on PPC. E $150

CO-79. Woodmen, 1912, G+ 4-bar (EARLY) (12-49) on PPC. E $15

CO-80. Yoder, 1913, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CONNECTICUT

CT-1. Beach Park, 1908, F+ 4-bar (T edge bit scuff) (03-20) on PPC. E $12

CT-2. Birmingham, [1880], VF CDS/cut cork (76-94) on PSE. E $14

CT-3. Chapinville, 1907, VG+ Doane 3/4 (lite tone) (28/16) on PPC. E $20

CT-4. Chapinville, 1910, G+ 4-bar (or Doane?) (28/16) on PPC. E $16

CT-5. East Hartford, 1878, VF bright RED CDS/target (trim R) faulty 1c banknote (1806-1909) on local cvr. E $14

CT-6. East Hartford Meadow, 1901, G+ CDS/cork (part spotty; month/day mostly not struck; bit ruff trim R to stamp) (90-09) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8

CT-7. East Windsor Hill, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CT-8. Essex, ca.1880s, F dateless straight-line town/state only (few tone specks) 1c banknote on cvr to local add. E $15 MIN.8

CT-9. Hamden, 1891, VG purple DCDS/target (no flap) (78-18) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8

CT-10. Hamden, [1915], G+ DCDS/8-bar(?) non-standard (part on stamp; killer partial) (34-15) on PPC. E $8

CT-11. Hartford, 1897, G+ magenta straight-line reg'd h/s (part lite tone; lower L tip nib) Aetna Nat'l Bank cc; 8c Sherman on reg'd 2c PSE. E $14

CT-12. Holly Oak, 1919, G+ 4-bar ("K" not struck; o/w F; toned) (89-50) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CT-13. Hotchkissville, 1893, G+ CDS/cork ("KISS" partial; tip cr) Amer.Shear Co.cc (49-17) on 2c Colum.PSE. E $12 MIN.6

CT-14. Lanesville, 1887, G+ CDS/target; 2x 1c banknote (53-01) on cvr. E $55

CT-15. Little River, 1907, G+ CDS (near F; dial bit hi; lite tone) (76-28) on PPC. E $12

CT-16. Longhill, 1906, G+ Doane 2/4 (bit o/s; toned) (1822/1949) on PPC. E $8

CT-17. Longhill, 1907, VG+ Doane 2/4 (1822-1949) on PPC. E $12

CT-18. Mashapaug, 1880, VF ms (51-07) on cvr w/enc. E $40

CT-19. Mystic River, [1876], G+ CDS/cork on cvr. E $30 MIN.15

CT-20. North Colebrook, 1860s, F ms (trim L) (45-02) on cvr. E $14

CT-21. North Guilford, 1880s, G+ CDS/cork (trim R) (37-07) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

CT-22. North Kent, 1914, G+ purple 4-bar (dial hi: "TH K" partly off; part lite tone) (33/16) on PPC. E $14

CT-23. North Stonington, 1908, F Doane 3/4 (EKU; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CT-24. Northville, 1906, VG CDS/cork (part on stamp; bit lite tone) (32-20) on PPC. E $16

CT-25. Preston Rural Sta./Norwich, 1910, VG RFD 10L (dial bit hi; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CT-26. Norwichtown, 1905, G+ RFD 2F/1 (crnr cr) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

CT-27. Ore Hill, 1914, VG+ purple 4-bar (bit cr; bit lite tone) (50-18) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10

CT-28. Poquetanuck, 1910, G+ Doane 3/3 (LKI; part on stamp) (28-10) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12

CT-29. Somerville, 1906, F Doane 2/5 (part lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CT-30. South Canterbury, ca.1890, G+ CDS/target (dial bit hi; year partial; ruff R) 1c blue (72-16) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

CT-31. South Lyme, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CT-32. Stratford, 1905, G+ RFD 1/13? on PPC. E $8

CT-33. Stratford, 1906, VG purple RFD 1/13 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CT-34. Thompson, 1879, F fancy DCDS/target on GPC. E $15 MIN.8

CT-35. Twin Lakes, 1910, VG+ 4-bar (08-43) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CT-36. Post Office/Waterville, 1887, G+ oval (part on stamp; edge wear) (50-09) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12

CT-37. West Stafford, 1905, G+ Doane 2/2 (near VG; toned) as recd (32-07) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

CT-38. West Stafford, 1907, F Doane 2/2 (32-07) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10

CT-39. West Woodstock, 1908, VG Doane 2/3 (bit stutter) (25-16) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

CT-40. Wilton, 1906, G+ RFD 1/36 on PPC. E $8
DELWARE
DE-1. Brandywine Springs, 1911, F 4-bar (51-28) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
DE-2. Edge Moor, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED) ms scribble only (84-50) on PPC. E $8
DE-3. Forest, 1908, F 4-bar (bit of rim & part of bars off B; tip cr) as recd (73-29) on PPC. E $15
DE-4. Granogue, 1910, G+ 4-bar (bit light tone) (90-44) on PPC. E $12
DE-6. Henry Clay Factory, 1910, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; light tone; tip crs) (51-24) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
DE-7. Holly Oak, 1920, G+ 4-bar (toned) (89-50) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
DE-10. Kirkwood, 1915, G+ 4-bar (near VF) on PPC. E $8
DE-11. Montchanin, 1913, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED; light tone; bit cr) ms scribble only on PPC. E $12
DE-12. Mount Cuba, 1907, G+ Doane 3/1 (part on stamp; tip tear; light tone) (77-33) on PPC. E $8
DE-13. New Castle, 1906, G+ RFD 2F/1 variety, w/date & bars only; "RFD," town & state omitted; part o/s by CDS/Rec'd, used together as recd (UNLISTED) on PPC from Germany. E $16
DE-14. Porters, 1906, VG+ Doane 2/3 mimic non-standard (86-30) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
DE-15. Smyrna, 1906, G+ RFD 2F/9 (o/s; unevenly light tone; crs) on PPC. E $16
DE-16. Talleyville, 1909, G+ 4-bar (LATE) as recd (85-09) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

DISTRICT of COLUMBIA / See "Political" & other topical categories for more DC.
DC-1. Southwest Station, 1893, G+ duplex w/rectangle in killer (dial hi: "WES" partly off; light tone) on cvr. E $20
DC-2. Washington (Sta.No.29), 1913, G+ DCDS (bit o/s) as origin b/s on reg'd cvr. E $24 MIN.12
DC-3. Washington City/Free, 1961, G+ CDS; (dial hi: "TON" partly off; pen note partly into dial; bit uneven slit T) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
DC-4. Washington/Coln F, 1911, G+ duplex w/"F" killer on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
DC-5. Washington/Coln G/Gen'l Delivery, 1909, G+ magenta DCDS as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

FLORIDA / Do you need my "Florida Post Offices" book? $16.00 in US; $30.00 outside US.
FL-1. Alford, 1936, F 4-bar on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-2. Anna Maria, 1913, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-3. Atlantic Beach, 1936, G+ 4-bar ty.E (part on stamp) (01-61) on commer.PPC. E $12
FL-5. Belleair, 1907, G+ 4-bar (R arc & part of date on stamp; dial bit hi) (97/40) on PPC. E $6
FL-6. Blue Spring, 1890, G+ CDS (light tone) as recd b/s (87/98) on cvr. E $20
FL-8. Buena Vista, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (LUK; part on stamp; tip cr) (92-21) on PPC. E $12
FL-9. Christmas, 1931, F 4-bar ty.E on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
FL-10. Clarcona, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (o/s; toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-11. Conner, 1911, F 4-bar (91-48) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-12. Cortez Plaza, 1963, VF 4-bar on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-13. Crystal Springs, 1958, F 4-bar on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-14. Dunedin, 1884, G+ CDS/maltese (tips of killer off R; part ruff slit T) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
FL-15. Earnestville, 1921, G+ 4-bar ("ST" mostly not struck) (15-21) on PPC. E $20
FL-16. Emporia, 1910, VG Doane 3/2 (82-54) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-17. Fogartyville, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite) (99-15) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
FL-18. Port Barrancas, 1908, G+ 4-bar (part heavy inked; light tone) (03-43) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-20. Fort Myers/Lehigh Acres Rur.Sta., 1959, VF 4-bar on commer.PPC. E $20
FL-21. Gibsonton, 1940, VG 4-bar w/ms day (lite tone) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-22. Goodland, 1965, VG 4-bar on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-23. Groveland, 1914, VG 4-bar (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-24. Holly Hill, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (lite tone) (77-49) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-25. Indian Town, 1921, VG 4-bar (year bit heavy inked; lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
FL-26. Jacksonville, 1880s, F CDS/segmented cork (trim R) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
FL-27. Lake Maitland, 1899, G+ CDS/cork (72-05) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
FL-28. Lake Placid, 1931, G+ 4-bar ty.E (part on stamp; lite tone) on commer.PPC. E $16
FL-29. Lake Worth, 1890, G+ CDS/target (ruff R, well in stamp to oval; lite tone; edge tears)
Hotel Lake Worth cc (80-01 period) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
FL-30. Lakeside, 1896, G+ CDS at L, w/VG+ strike as b/s; both as recd (81-02) on cvr. E $20
FL-31. Manatee, 1907, VG CDS/cork (lite tone) (50-27) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-32. Mary Esther, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-33. Miami, 1951, VF TCDS/6-bar non-standard tying precanx ed 1c Prexie coil on "Summer-Gram"
PCC. E $14
FL-34. Mount Dora, 1907, G+ Doane 3/5 (part on stamp) overlap by Lansing, OH, Doane 3/2 as recd
on PPC. E $8
FL-35. Nashua, 1910, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (76-19) on PPC. E $16
FL-36. Oakland Park, 1941, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (29-55) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-37. Omega, 1910, VG+ 4-bar (02-11) on PPC. E $20
FL-38. Ormond Beach, 1907, F Doane 3/1 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-39. Oviedo, 1908, VG Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-40. Pablo Beach, 1906, G+ Doane 2/3 (toned) (86-25) on PPC. E $12
FL-41. Palm Beach/B., 1908, F 4-bar; hotel canx on PPC. E $15
FL-42. Palm Beach/B., 1908, VG+ 4-bar; Royal Poinciana Hotel type on PPC. E $20
FL-43. Parish, 1914, VG 4-bar (bit lite tone; tip cr) (79-50) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-44. Penney Farms, 1930, VG 4-bar (bit stutter) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-45. Piedmont, 1917, G+ 4-bar ("I" not struck) (03-22) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-46. Rattlesnake, 1941, F 4-bar (dial bit hi) (39-55) on commer.PPC. E $15 MIN.8
FL-47. Redbay, 1951, VF 4-bar (81/59) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-48. Saint Johns Park, 1919, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (11-30) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-49. Sylvan Lake, 1892, G+ CDS (toned) as recd b/s (75-06) on cvr w/enc. E $20
FL-50. Weirsdale, 1909, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi; tips of "SD" partly off; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-51. Zellwood/Received, [1892], G+ CDS (tear L; flap tip off) as recd b/s on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

GEORGIA

GA-1. Arcadia, 1910, G+ 4-bar (tiny tear T; crnr cr) (82-13) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
GA-2. Bel Air, 1918, VG blue 4-bar (crnr crs) (1832/1932) on PPC. E $12
GA-3. Blundale, 1925, G+ 4-bar (01-51) on PSE. E $8
GA-4. Cameron, [1910], G+ 4-bar w/blank slug for year (66-20) on GPC. E $14
GA-5. Charles, 1906, VG Doane 2/2 (slight stutter; part on stamp) (98-12) on PPC. E $20
GA-6. Cumming, 1909, F Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $8
GA-8. Flovilla, 1910, F RPFD 11/1 (UNLISTED; lite tone) complete ms on PPC. E $15
GA-9. Haddock, 1913, G+ 4-bar (lite tone; crnr cr) on PPC. E $5
GA-10. Heartpine, 1896, G+ CDS (town bit obscured by tablet; horiz.cr) (94-02) on GPC. E $30 MIN.15
GA-11. Hephizbah, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (o/s; lite tone) on PPC. E $12
GA-13. Lavonia, 1906, G+ RPFD 2B/2? (route # lite on stamp) on PPC. E $16
GA-14. Linton, 1911, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; toned) (60-57) on PPC. E $8
GA-15. McDonald, 1910, G+ 4-bar (00-16) on PPC. E $20
GA-16. Meda, 1906, VG CDS/target (o/s; lite tone; crnr cr) (96-40) on GPC. E $8
GA-17. Pitts, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3? (IKU; # not struck; lite tone; trim R) as recd b/s on cvr. 2nd
known example. E $15 MIN.8
GA-18. Taylors Creek, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (edge tear T) (1832-1941) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
GA-19. Trenton, 1908, G+ Doane 2/4 (LKU; near VG; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
GA-20. Villanow, 1910, G+ 4-bar as recd (44-34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

HAWAII
HI-1. Eleele, 1909, G+ duplex ("IE" on stamp; B arc not struck; AS IS for that) on PPC. E $20
HI-2. Eleele, 1969, G+ 4-bar w/zip code on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
HI-3. Haiku, H.Isli, 1911, G+ duplex ("U" mostly not struck) on PPC. E $24
HI-4. Hawaii National Park, 1955, G+ duplex on air PPC. E $12 MIN.6
HI-5. Honokaa, 1884, F+ TCDS (heavy crs; tear B) on GPC Sc.UX1. E $50 MIN.26
HI-6. Honolulu P & D Ctr, 1998 (Jan 3), VF sprayer w/"GO STEELERS" slogan, as transit, tying 20c Cog Rwy.; o/s by Guam, Guam, machine origin on commer.PPC to U.S., on date of Steelers AFC Divisional win. E $15 MIN.8
HI-8. Kailua, 1935, G+ duplex (part on stamp) (00-57) on REAL PHOTO PPC (Kona Inn). E $15 MIN.8
HI-10. Papaaloa, 1927, VG duplex (lite tone) on PC. E $20
HI-11. Wahiawa, 1946, G+ duplex; 15c transport air on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

IDAHO
ID-1. Bear, 1910, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (92-63) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ID-2. Boise City, 1886, G+ CDS/cork (upper R on stamp) (64-96) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ID-3. Chesterfield, 1914, G+ 4-bar (toned) (85-56) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ID-4. Colburn, 1910, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (01-59) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ID-5. Heath, 1916, VF 4-bar (00-44) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
ID-6. Hill City, 1913, F 4-bar (EARLY) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ID-7. Idaho City, 1939, G+ 4-bar ty.E (part on stamp; tone spot T) on commer.PPC. E $8
ID-8. Junction, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (EKU; town part obscured by design; tip crs; tiny tear T) (74-19) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ID-9. Kuna, 1914, VF 4-bar (crnr crs) on PPC. E $8
ID-10. Landing, 1911, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp) (98-14) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
ID-11. Lardo, 1911, G+ Doane 2/3 (part obscured) (89-17) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ID-12. Mace, 1911, VG+ 4-bar (toned) (99-22) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ID-13. Malad City, 1907, G+ Doane 2/10 (cr) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
ID-15. Roseberry, (1910), G+ 4-bar (year mostly not struck; edge tear B; tip crs) (91-43) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ID-16. Roselake, 1911, G+ 4-bar (near F+; dial hi: "E" partly off; lite tone) (05-57) on PPC. E $8
ID-17. Rupert, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ID-18. Sugar, 1908, VG Doane 3/7 (dial bit hi: "UG" partly off) (04-50) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ID-19. Sunnyside, 1908, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (07-30) on PPC. E $20
ID-20. Tharp, 1914, G+ 4-bar (state partial) (09-15) on PPC. E $16
ID-21. Treffry, 1912, G+ 4-bar (12-24) on PPC. E $30

ILLINOIS / Need my "Illinois Post Offices"? $25 in US. (In Illinois, add 8.5% tax.) $40 outside US.
IL-1. Adair, 1909, VG RFD 11A/1 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms town/state/date on PPC. E $8
IL-2. Addieville, 1907, G+ Doane 3/4 (toned; crnr crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-3. Addieville, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (edge tear T, just in rim) on PPC. E $5
IL-4. Addison, 1910, VG+ Doane 2/6 (lite tone) on PPC. E $5
IL-5. Albion, 1891, G+ CDS/cork (part lite tone) faulty 1c blue on cvr w/bit faulty enc.(High School commencement notice) to local add. & fwd. E $15 MIN.8
IL-6. Alhambra, ca.1912, VG RFD 11F (bit lite tone; part edge wear) on PPC. E $5
IL-7. Altona/Knox Co., 1880, VG+ blue TCDS/cork (bit ruff trim L; part lite water tone) on cvr w/enc. E $20
IL-8. Amboy, Ills, 1907, G+ purple RFD 6B/2 FLAG h/s on PHOTO PPC: boy w/straw hat in rowboat. E $70
IL-9. Andover, [1842], VF tiny ms w/"10" rate (lower half toned) on SFL. E $20
IL-10. Andover, 1910, VG+ Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-11. Annawan, 1858, VF ms town/date only (bit cr; edge tear T) on cvr. E $20
IL-12. Arenzville, ca.1908, VG RFD 11F/3 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
IL-13. Atterberry, 1910, G+ Doane 3/2 (tone spots) as recd (83-DPO) on PPC. E $8
IL-14. Atwater, 1904, G+ Doane 1/3 (EKU; state not struck; ruff L; lite tone) as recd b/s on cvr w/enc. E $8
IL-15. Atwater, 1911, G+ Doane 1/3 (near VG+) on PPC. E $8
IL-16. Ball, 1899, VG+ CDS/target (near VF; upper R tip nib; lite tone; part lite soiled) (91-03) on PSE. E $24 MIN.12
IL-17. Bardolph, 1860s, VF ms (upper L tip nick; edge tears L & T) on 2.75x4.75" cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IL-18. Barstow, 1908, G+ purple Doane 2/2 (LKU; near VG+) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-19. Basco, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/2 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
IL-20. Beardstown, ca.1908, VG RFD 11F/2 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
IL-21. Beecherville, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (ONLY known example; dial hi: "CH" off T edge; lite tone) (79-16) on PPC datelined Brussels. E $30
IL-22. Belle Prairie, ca.1898, G+ CDS/target (year partial; bit smear) 8c Sherman (48-DPO) on reg’d 2c PSE. E $15 MIN.8
IL-23. Benson, 1880, VG CDS/neg.star (edge tear R) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IL-24. Benson, 1886, VG octagon/target (part lite tone) on GPC. E $14
IL-25. Benson, 1913, F DCDS/4-bar non-standard on PPC. E $14
IL-26. Bentley, 1906, VG Doane 2/1 (o/s; lite crs; lite tone) 2 strikes, as recd & fwd (70-DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-27. Benville, 1909, VG Doane 2/1 (toned) (78-19) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-28. Benville, 1912, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; lite tone; nicks T) (78-19) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-29. Berryton, Ills, 1860s, VF ms (50-92) on cvr. E $20
IL-30. Bethalto, 1914, VG+ 4-bar on PPC. E $6
IL-31. Bible Grove, 1908, VG Doane 2/8 (year heavy inked; toned) on PPC. E $8
IL-32. Big Prairie, 1866, VF ms (bit lite tone) 2x 2c Jackson (Sc.73; each w/couple nib perfs) (61-67) on cvr. E $100 MIN.50
IL-33. Biggs, 1911, VF blue-green 4-bar (75-13) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-34. Blackstone, ca.1909, VG RFD 11E (UNLISTED; crs) ms month/day on PPC. E $6
IL-35. Bloods Point, Ills, 1863, VF ms (upper L tip short, obviously rebuilt) (47-67) on cvr to Col.T.W.Humphrey, 95 Regt ILL Infrty Vol, Vicksburg, MS, via Cairo. E $120
IL-36. Bloomington, 1860, G+ CDS/grid (bit ruff trim R; lite tone) on cvr w/Mendota, IL, illus.grid map w/railroads on back. E $20
IL-37. Bluff City, 1909, VF 4-bar (tip cr; tiny tear T; bit lite tone) (70-DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-38. Boaz, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 ("Z" on stamp; o/w VF; crnr cr) (91-19) on PPC. E $15
IL-39. Bolivia, 1911, VG 4-bar (toned) (79-15) on PPC. E $16
IL-40. Bradford, 1902, G+ RFD 2B/4 (UNLISTED; upper R tip slit; mostly lite water tone) 2c +1c on 2c PSE to England. E $20
IL-41. Lot 2) Bradford, 1909-14, F RFD 11A/3 ms town/state/date; RFD 11E/3 ms date only; on PPCs. E $12 MIN.6
IL-42. Broadfordton, 1896, G+ CDS/target (toned) (75-23) on reg’d cvr. E $20
IL-43. Breeds, Ills, 1882, VF ms (trim R; upper R tip nib; pen note L) (73-DPO) on cvr w/enc. E $15
IL-44. Briar Bluff, 1890, VG CDS/target (bit ruff trim R; lite tone; tear L) Briar Bluff Mining & Stock Co.cc (72-19) on cvr. E $20
IL-45. Brick Creek, 1850s, F ms (big tear thru address; AS IS for that; lower R crnr ruff; toned) 3c imperf (55-58) on cvr. E $200
IL-46. Bridgeport, ca.1908, F RFD 11F/1 (crs) scribble only on PPC. E $6
IL-47. Brimfield, Ills, 1850s, G+ CDS/circled "Paid 3" (lite strike; nicks; lite crs) on stampless cvr. E $30
IL-48. Brimfield, 1892, G+ CDS/cork (bit ruff trim R) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IL-49. Broadwell, 1908, G+ Doane 1/3 (dial bit hi; lite tone) on PPC. E $12
IL-50. Broadwell, 1909, G+ violet Doane 1/3 (LKU; worn letters; part on stamp) on PPC. E $8
IL-51. Brooklyn, 1932 (Dec 31), VF 4-bar ty.E (slight trim T) strip of 3x 10c Wash.Bicent’l
(49-DPO) on commer.reg'd 3c PSE w/2x DCDS/M.O.B.as b/s. E $16
IL-52. Brookville, 1884, G+ magenta CDS/cork (ruff R; edge tears T) (48-28) on cvr. E $15
IL-53. Brookville, 1898, G+ CDS/target (nick T; edge tears T) (48-28) on cvr. E $15
IL-54. Brookville, 1910, VF 4-bar (48-28) on PPC. E $14
IL-55. Brownfield, 1897, G+ CDS/target (near F; year heavy inked) 8c Sherman (92-06) on reg'd 2c PSE. E $20
IL-56. Bruceville, 1880s, VF CDS/target (67-87) on PSE. E $30
IL-57. Buffalo Hart, 1911, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (73-DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-58. Burns, 1850s, VF ms w/"Paid 3" rate (48-79) on stampless cvr. E $60
IL-59. Burns, Ills, 1868, VF ms (ruff R) (48-79) on 2.25x5.25" cvr. E $24
IL-60. Burton View, 1914, G+ purple 4-bar (dial bit hi) (73-18) on PPC. E $15
IL-61. Busey, 1898, G+ CDS/target (upper R tip nib) 8c Sherman (94-02) on reg'd 2c PSE. E $40
IL-62. Butler, 1910, VG Doane 2/5 (dial bit hi; lite tone) on PPC. E $8
IL-63. Cadiz, 1907, G+ CDS/target (toned) (03-13) on PPC. E $20
IL-64. Camp Grove, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-65. Campbell Hill, 1932, VG 4-bar ty.E (bit cr) on commer.PPC. E $8
IL-66. Carlton, 1903, G+ purple CDS/cork (lite tone; slight ruff R) (86-08) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
IL-67. Carlyle, 1908, VG RFD 11f/1 (UNLISTED; nick R) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
IL-68. Casey, 1911, VG RFD 11f/8 (UNLISTED; toned) complete ms on PPC. E $8
IL-69. Cazenovia, 1906, F+ Doane 1/2 (lite tone) as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-70. Cazenovia, 1908, G+ Doane 1/2 (lite tone; tip crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-71. Cedarville, 1911, G+ Doane 3/4 on PPC. E $6
IL-72. Chambersburg, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (crnr crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-73. Chana, 1908, G+ DCD/cork non-standard on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-74. Chana, 1934, G+ 4-bar ty.E on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-75. Channahon, 1882, F CDS/star (killer partial; trim L; upper L tip nib) on cvr. E $14
IL-76. Charlotte, 1918, G+ Doane "mimic" w/"2" in 6-bar killer non-standard (L/KU; # partly off R; date/state/much obscured on stamp; o/s; tip cr) (80-DPO) on PPC. E $14
IL-77. Chatham, 1910, G+ RFD 2F/? (# not struck) on PPC. E $8
IL-78. Chauncy, 1898, G+ CDS/target (tiny pinholes) 10c Webster (73-DPO) on reg'd cvr. E $15
IL-79. Chautauqua, 1906, G+ Doane 3/2 as recd (97-DPO) on PPC. E $6
IL-80. Cherry Point, 1897, VG+ CDS/target; 8c Sherman (83-16) on reg'd 2c PSE. E $20
IL-81. Chicago/Stock Exchange Sta., 1902, G+ reg'd straight-line h/s/cork; lawyer cc; 8c +2c on reg'd cvr. E $20
IL-82. Chicago/Sub-Sta.35, 1898 (Dec 13), G+ duplex (UNLISTED #) on GPC. E $70
IL-83. Chicago/Twentieth St.Sta., 1915, G+ duplex on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-84. Chillicothe, 1909, VG RFD 11E/32 (UNLISTED) ms date only on PPC. E $6
IL-85. Cisne, ca.1909, VG RFD 11f/4 (UNLISTED; toned) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IL-86. Claremont, 1909, VG+ Doane 3/5 (tare R) on PPC. E $6
IL-87. Clarksville, 1909, G+ MISUSED DCDS/M.O.B. (part on stamp) (71-31) on PPC. E $12
IL-88. Cleveland, 1880, VG blue DCD/target (69-11) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-89. Cleveland/J.H.Sale, P.M., 1883, G+ DCDS/target (bit ruff trim R to stamp) (69-11) on PSE. E $20 MIN.10
IL-90. Cleveland, 1895, G+ CDS/target (near VF) (69-11) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
IL-91. Clifford, 1909, VG Doane 3/1 (05-DPO) on PPC. E $8
IL-92. Colona, 1911s, G+ Doane 3/3 (L/KU; tear T; crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-93. Colona Station, [1894], G+ CDS/target (near VF; lite tone) (55-06) on GPC. E $14
IL-94. Compton, 1907, F Doane 3/6 (slight stutter; crs) 1c Jamestown on PPC. E $8
IL-95. Congerville, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-96. Cooksville, 1908, VG RFD 2F/1 (dial hi: "R" partly off; few lite ink specks) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-97. Cooksville, 1910, G+ RFD 2F/1 (T line heavy inked) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-98. Cornland, 1910 (Jan 1), G+ Doane 2/4 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-99. Crete, 1862, F ms on cvr. E $20
IL-100. Crete, 1884, G+ RED CDS/target; 1c banknote on local cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IL-101. Cropsey, 1920, G+ 4-bar non-standard (upper R on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-102. Crotty, 1860s, G+ CDS/target (trim L) (54-65) on cvr. E $40
IL-103. Cruger, 1906, G+ Doane 2/1 (EKU; # not struck; tip cr) as recd (56-09) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-104. Cushman, 1911, VG Doane 2/1 (LKU; cr) (72-11) on PPC. E $15
IL-105. Dahinda, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (edge tear T; part lite soiled) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-106. Dana, 1870s, VG CDS/target on diagonally striped cvr. E $14
IL-107. Dana, 1887, VF magenta DCDS/target (lite tone line) on GPC. E $14
IL-108. Davis, 1894, G+ CDS/Rec'd/target (trim R; lite tone) as origin on 2c Colum.PSE. E $12 MIN.6
IL-109. Davis, 1910, VG+ RFD 11/2 (UNLISTED) complete ms on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-110. Davis Junction (Junc), 1889, G+ CDS/target on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IL-111. Davis Junction, 1907, VG+ purple Doane 2/3 as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-112. Decatur, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/8 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
IL-113. Deer Grove, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-114. Deer Park, 1908, F 4-bar (small extraneous h/s by add.) (06-17) on PPC. E $20
IL-115. Dement (Station), ca.1860, VG+ ms (few ink spots, 1 on day; lite tone; edge tear T) (54-69) on cvr. E $50
IL-116. Dieterich, 1925, VF RFD 11A/2 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms town/date; LATE use on PPC. E $8
IL-117. Dingley, 1909, G+ CDS/target (state mostly not struck, but ID sure; lite tone; part soiled; crnr crs) (99-10) on PPC. E $20
IL-118. Dingley, 1909, G+ CDS/target (state mostly not struck but ID sure; lite tone) (99-10) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
IL-119. Disco, 1870s, F ms (bit scrawled; trim R; upper R tip nib) (72-20) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IL-120. Dressor, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (88-42) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
IL-121. Dudley, 1909, G+ CDS/target (bit ruff trim R) (55-DPO) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IL-122. Duncan, 1908, G+ TCDS/non-standard (state obscured on stamp) used during Doane period (70-DPO) on PPC. E $14
IL-123. Duncan, 1913, G+ Doane 3/2 (LKU; lite tone) (70-DPO) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-124. Earlville, Ills, [1847], F ms w/"10" rate (lite tone; interior separation) on SFL. E $20 MIN.10
IL-125. Earlville, 1850s, G+ CDS w/arced "Paid/3" h/s (part ruff B; no flap; edge tear T; crnr toned) on stampless cvr. E $30
IL-126. Earlville, ca.1860, F rimless CDS/grid on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
IL-127. Earlville, [1871], G+ CDS/circled cross (trim R) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
IL-128. Earlville, 1890, VG+ CDS/cork (cr; part lite tone; no flap) 2c +1c on 2c PSE to England. E $12 MIN.6
IL-129. Earlville, 1903, VG+ RFD 1A/1 (trim R) on cvr. E $20
IL-130. Earlville, 1904, G+ RFD 2F/44 (UNLISTED) on cvr. E $20
IL-131. East Cambridge, ca.1860, VF ms (ruff R) (53-68) on 2.75x4.75" cvr. E $60
IL-132. East Cape Girardeau, 1899, G+ CDS/target (slight uneven slit upper L) grocer's cc; 10c Webster (74-13) on reg'd cvr. E $20
IL-133. Ebbert, 1896, G+ CDS/target ("RT" mostly not struck) 8c +pair 1c (92-02) on reg'd cvr. E $24 MIN.12
IL-134. Edgington, 1871, VF ms (lite tone) (74/20) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IL-135. Edgington, 1907, VG+ Doane 1 CDS w/6-bar killer (toned; crs) (47/20) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-136. Edison, 1905, F Doane 2/3 (o/s; trim R) as recd b/s (95-11) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IL-137. Edwards Station, 1880s, G+ CDS/target w/ms day correction (bit ruff trim R) (56-83) on cvr. E $15
IL-138. El Paso, 1870s, G+ purple CDS w/thick "M" h/s killer ("M" mostly obscured on stamp; trim R) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IL-139. El Paso, 1902, G+ RFD 2B/2 (UNLISTED; trim R) on PSE. E $20
IL-140. El Paso, 1908, VG RFD 11C/1 (UNLISTED) ms "RFD" & date on PPC w/CODED message. E $12 MIN.6
IL-141. El Paso, 1909, F RFD 11A (UNLISTED) ms town/state/date on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-142. Eldara, 1907, VF (1849-DPO) (tip crs) (1849-DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-143. Elliotstown, 1897, VG CDS/target; 8c Sherman (55-06) on reg'd 2c PSE. E $20 MIN.10
IL-144. Ellis, 1913, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp) (08-DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-145. Elmira, 1860s, G+ CDS/target (trim L; tear B) (40-06) on PSE. E $20 MIN.10
IL-146. Elmira, 1888, G+ CDS/target (lite tone; bit cr) (40-06) on PSE. E $20
IL-147. Elmore, [1873], G+ CDS/target (part heavy inked; bit ruff trim R) (47-40) on cvr w/enc.(dated 9 days later, but apparently belongs; canx probably misdated). E $15
IL-148. Elsah, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/3 (upper L crnr nib) on PPC. E $6
IL-149. Emery, 1882, G+ purple TCDS/target (part toned; trim R) (79-18) on cvr. E $15
IL-150. Eminington, 1906, G+ Doane 2/6 ("NG" not struck) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-151. Emma, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3(?) (EKU; stamp gone, affects #) on PPC. SCARCE type. E $12
IL-152. Empire, 1850s, VF ms (51-65) on PSE. E $75
IL-153. Fairfield, 1909, VG RFD 11E/1 (UNLISTED) ms date only; stamp heavily obliterated; on PPC. E $8
IL-154. Fairfield, ca.1910, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED; toned) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IL-155. Farm Ridge, [1845], VF ms w/"Paid 18 3/4" & "Due 6 1/4" at upper R; blue "Paid" & "Single" in same ink as add.at L (crs) (44-02) on SPL (no contents). E $70
IL-156. Farm Ridge, [1857], VG ms (uneven toned; nicks T; pen note on add.) (44-02) on cvr. E $20
IL-157. Farm Ridge, 1864, G+ CDS (trim R) (44-02) on cvr. E $20
IL-158. Farm Ridge, 1870s, G+ purple CDS/target (44-02) on cvr. E $20
IL-159. Fillmore, 1913, VG RFD 11E (UNLISTED) ms date only, all on stamp; on PPC. E $5
IL-160. Filson, 1907, G+ D17/? (UNLISTED; o/s; tear L; crnr crs) bars mostly not struck, but position of inking at R end of bars suggest this may be Doane; if not, then non-standard; as recd (80-DPO) on PPC. 1 of 3 examples known. E $20
IL-161. Forreston, 1896, VF DCDS/star (killer part obscured; bit lite tone) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
IL-162. Forsyth, 1906, VG+ Doane 2/3 (EKU; edge tear T; crs) as recd; Kizer, TN (93-39) CDS/cork origin; on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-163. Forsyth, 1911, G+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
IL-164. Fort Gage, 1912, G+ 4-bar (nick T) (97-DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-165. Fowler, 1908, F Doane 2/2 (crs; lite tone; stamp faults) on PPC. E $8
IL-166. Frankfort, 1906, G+ Doane 3/6 (EKU) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-167. Franklin Grove, 1911, VG RFD 11/1 (UNLISTED; part lite tone) complete ms w/town as "FG" on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-168. Freeburg, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED; toned; crnr crs) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
IL-169. Freedom, 1860s, G+ blue CDS (part spotty; trim R) patriotic "Union & Constitution" illus.eagle & shield on flap (48-03) on cvr w/red & blue trim on flaps. E $20
IL-170. Freedom, 1881, G+ oval/star (killer partial; trim L; edge tears; back tears) (48-03) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IL-171. French Village, 1909, G+ 4-bar (41/10) on PPC. E $12
IL-172. Geneseo, 1907, G+ RFD 2F/2 ("RFD" heavy inked & blurred; o/s) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-173. Glenwood, 1894, G+ CDS/target; 2c Colum. on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IL-174. Godfrey, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED; toned) ms scribble only on PPC; 2 other PPCs included: "fantasy" uses from addressee's siblings. E $8
IL-175. Goodenow, 1895, G+ CDS/target (70-DPO) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IL-176. Goodfield, 1911, G+ Doane 3/2 (upper R on stamp) on PPC. E $6
IL-177. Goodwine, 1910, VG Doane 3/2 on PPC. E $6
IL-178. Grand Ridge, [1876], G+ CDS/target (EARLY; lower R tip nick; bit lite tone) on cvr w/enc. E $15
IL-179. Grand Ridge, 1882, G+ oval/cork (bit trim R, just in perfs; part lite soiled) on cvr. E $14
IL-180. Grand Ridge, 1884, VF fancy DCDS/target w/2 stars in dial on PSE. E $20
IL-181. Grand Ridge, 1896, G+ CDS/cork, w/state spelled out; on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
IL-182. Grand River, 1904, G+ RFD 2F/18 (month omitted) on PPC. E $15
IL-183. Grinnell, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (UNLISTED; crs) (90-19) on PPC. E $40
IL-184. Grinnell, ca.1909, G+ Doane 3/1 (UNLISTED; most of date/state on stamp; toned) (90-19) on PPC. E $30
IL-186. Hanna City, ca.1909, VG RFD 11/10 (UNLISTED) ms route/month/day/"H.C."/state on PPC. E $6
IL-187. Harding, [1848], VF ms (lite crs) (47-48) on SPL. E $120
IL-188. Harness, 1909, G+ Doane 3/2 (bit spotty) (98-11) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-189. Henning, 1909, VG Doane 3/4 (EKU; addressee name obliterated in black marker; toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-190. Herbert, 1923, G+ 4-bar (near F) (86-DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-191. Hersman, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (orig.stamp replaced, partly affects #; bit lite tone; crs) (65-63) on PPC to Mt.Sterling, IL, STAR ROUTE. E $6
IL-192. Hersman, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (65-63) on PPC. E $8
IL-193. Hettick, Ills./B.G.Lorence,P.M., 1887, G+ purple DCDS/target (part ruff R; bit lite tone) 1c banknote on locally mailed cvr. E $24
IL-194. Hettick, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED; upper R tip nib) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
IL-195. Highland, 1883, G+ CDS; 3x 5c brown Garfield on reg'd cvr to Switzerland. E $15 MIN.8
IL-196. Highland, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F (toned) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
IL-197. Hills Grove, 1896, F ms (edge tears T; lite tone) 8c Sherman +2c red (40-98) on reg'd cvr w/partial, unreadable CDS applied first, then ms applied. E $30 MIN.15
IL-198. Hillside, 1907, G+ CDS w/separate straight-line dater as killer (dial bit hi; edge tears T & L; crs) (90-DPO) on PPC. E $12
IL-199. Hinsdorfo, 1910, VG+ purple DCDS/target non-standard (edge tear T; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $12
IL-200. Holland, 1909, G+ CDS/target (near F; part lite tone) (61/22) on PPC. E $8
IL-201. Hornsby, 1912, G+ Doane 3/3 (55-DPO) on PPC. E $8
IL-202. Hubbard Woods, 1907, F 4-bar (bit o/s) (07-13) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
IL-203. Hull, [1912], VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED type) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
IL-204. Hutsonville, 1921, G+ 4-bar non-standard; wide-spaced serifed letters w/state spelled out; on cvr. E $12
IL-205. Johnsonville, 1911, VG Doane 2/4 (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-206. Joy, 1908, VG Doane 2/7 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-207. Kaufman, 1906, G+ Doane 2/1 (year/state partial; L crnrs clip; crs; toned; AS IS for faults) (84-DPO) on PPC. E $8
IL-208. Kernan, 1880, VG+ magenta TCDS w/"+" in dial; 6-bar killer (77/DPO) on PSE. E $14
IL-209. Kernan, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-210. Kings, 1907, F Doane 2/2 (tip crs) (75-DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-211. Kirkwood, 1870s, G+ CDS/target (trim L) flour mfr.cc on pink cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IL-212. Lacon, 1850s, G+ CDS w/BOLD circled "Paid/3" (bit stutter) on SPL (no contents). E $20
IL-213. LaMoille, 1911, G+ RFD 2F/2 "ODDITY" variety w/no town/state (UNLISTED; lite crs; bit lite soiled) on PPC. E $20
IL-214. LaPrairie, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-215. LaSalle, [1838], G+ blue CDS w/ms "10" rate (lite tone; cr) on SPL datelined Peru, to Sec'y Canal Board, Lockport. E $24
IL-216. LaSalle, [1851], G+ CDS w/"5" in cogwheel rate (tears B; crs; ink spot lower L) on SPL w/SEPARATE enc.letter. E $20
IL-217. LaSalle, Ills., [1854], G+ CDS w/"5" h/s on SPL. E $20
IL-218. LaSalle, Ills., [1855], VG CDS w/"5" h/s (lower L crnr ruff; bit ruff slit L; tear T) on stampless cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
IL-219. LaSalle, Ills., [1859] (Oct 31), VG CDS w/ms "24" rate on 2.5x5.5" stampless cvr to ENGLAND w/London G+ CDS as b/s. E $40
IL-220. LaSalle, Ills., ca.1860, G+ CDS w/fancy radial geometric "sunburst" killer (lower L tip ruff; edge tears) bit faulty pair 3c Sc.26 on cvr. E $30
IL-221. LaSalle, 1885, G+ duplex; 2c brown +1c banknote on 2c PSE to Germany. E $15 MIN.8
IL-222. Lawndale, 1910, G+ Doane 3/3 (month/day partial) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-223. Leasure, 1894, G+ CDS/target (edge tears; lite tone) (90-95) on cvr. E $24
IL-224. Lee Center, 1907, VG Doane 3/3 on PPC. E $8
IL-225. Leland, Ills./E.Carpenter, P.M., 1882, G+ DCDS/target (killer partial) on GPC. E $20
IL-226. Leland, Ills., 1886, VG DCDS/target; 10c banknote +2c brown on reg'd cvr. E $15
IL-227. Leland, [1909], VG magenta straight-line town/state (toned) on 1st Nat'l Bank calendar PPC w/name-only address. E $12 MIN.6
IL-228. Lena, 1916, F RFD 11E/2 (UNLISTED) ms date only on PPC. E $8
IL-229. Leonore, 1899, G+ CDS/target on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IL-230. Liberty, 1911, F RFD 11F/3 (crs; bit lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
IL-231. Little York, 1910, VF RFD 11N/1 (UNLISTED) ms date/carer's initials on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-232. Loda/H.M(?) Gambell, P.M., 1885, G+ CDS/target on GPC. E $20 MIN.10
IL-233. Lombardville, 1931, VF 4-bar (slight lite tone) Last Day P.O.; PM's signature (70/31) on cvr. E $20
IL-234. Lostant, 1879, G+ magenta TCDS/target (trim R) on cvr. E $14
IL-235. Lot 11) Lostant, 1907-9, VF-G+ RFD 2F (some toned) all appear to be rte.12; on PPCs. E $40
IL-236. Lostant, 1914, F magenta reg'd DCDS (bit uneven trim 3 sides) on reg'd cvr to Canada. E $14
IL-237. Low Point, ca.1860, VF ms (part ruff trim L) on cvr. E $20
IL-238. Low Point, 1870s, VG CDS/target w/month/day (trim R in stamp to oval; bit lite tone) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IL-239. Lowell, 1850s, G+ ms pencil canx w/"Paid 3" rate in ink (lite tone; tiny tear L) (50/03) on 2.5x4" stampless lady's cvr/w/fancy albino embossed border. E $24
IL-240. Lynn Center, 1915, G+ Doane 3/4 (LKU; lower R & part of date on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-241. Lyons, 1906, F Doane 1/2 (toned) on PPC. E $20
IL-242. Mackinaw, ca.1910, VG RFD 11P (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
IL-243. Macon, ca.1908, VG RFD 11F (lite tone; stamp fault) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
IL-244. Macon, ca.1908, VG RFD 11F/3 (UNLISTED route) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
IL-245. Manville, 1909, VG Doane 2/2 on PPC. E $8
IL-246. Marseilles, I1ls, [1843], VF ms w/"free/L.Kimball P.M." frank on SPL. E $30
IL-247. Marseilles, I1ls, 1850s, VF ms w/"5/paid" rate (heavy cr; lite tone) on SPL. E $20
IL-248. Marseilles, 1850s, VF ms (R tips nick; toned) on PSE. E $15
IL-249. Marseilles, 1868, F CDS/target w/year in dial (part ruff slit L) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IL-250. Marseilles, 1869, F CDS/cork w/year in dial (trim R) 3c locomotive on cvr. E $20
IL-251. Marseilles, 1869, F CDS w/year in dial; circled cross-in-triangle killer (trim L; toned) 3c locomotive on cvr. E $50
IL-252. Marseilles, 1870s, G+ purple CDS w/large solid star killer (town partial; trim L) on cvr. E $20
IL-253. Marseilles/Lasalle County, 1878, F CDS/target (trim R, just in stamp) on cvr. E $20
IL-254. Marseilles/Lasalle County, 1878, G+ purple CDS/target (trim R; edge tear T; bit lite tone) on cvr. E $20
IL-255. Marseilles/Lasalle County, 1879, G+ purple DCDS/target (near VF; trim R, just in stamp) on cvr w/enc. E $20
IL-256. Marseilles, 1881, G+ octagon/cork (near F; lite tone; edge tears) strip/4x 5c Taylor (couple minor faults) on reg'd cvr to "Old England". E $30
IL-257. Rec'd at P.O./Marseilles/D.H.Slagle,P.M., 1881, G+ rectangular h/s (trim L) as recv b/s on cvr. SCARCE type. E $20 MIN.10
IL-258. Marseilles, 1901, G+ duplex; 3c Jackson on 2c PSE to England, fwd to Scotland; 5 diff.markings on back. E $20
IL-259. Marseilles, 1907 (Dec 24), G+ RFD 2F/? (killer partial; trim R; tip nick) 2 strikes on PPC. E $14
IL-260. Marseilles, 1908, G+ RFD 2F/56 on PPC. E $14
IL-261. Martinsville, ca.1910, VG RFD 11F/3 ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
IL-262. Maryland, 1907, VG+ CDS/target (part toned) (74-34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-263. McGirr, 1912, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (08-19) on PPC. E $20
IL-264. Melrose Park, ca.1908, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IL-265. Melville, 1899, G+ CDS/cork (ruff R) pair 1c (1 faulty) (74-07) on cvr. E $16
IL-266. Mendota, [1855], VF ms w/"Paid 3" rate (tiny tear T) on stampless cvr/w/enc. E $24
IL-267. Mendota, [1856], G+ CDS w/ms "Paid 3 cents" inverted at T ("ME" not struck; cr) 3c imperf on folded letter. E $20
IL-268. Mendota, ca.1860, G+ CDS (trim R, partly in add.) on cvr to "Mrs.Magaret Crisman, WIDOW..." E $15
IL-269. Mendota, 1889, G+ CDS/cork (edge tears) 2c green on black-border MOURNING cvr. E $15
IL-270. Mendota, 1897, F reg'd straight-line h/s (L edge cr) 8c Sherman on reg'd 2c PSE. E $14
IL-271. Meriden, 1864, VF ms (63-DPO) on cvr. E $20
IL-272. Meriden, 1865, F ms (trim L, barely in month; bit lite tone) (63-DPO) on cvr. E $15
IL-273. Meriden, 1880, G+ purple CDS/star (killer partial; bit trim R) (63-DPO) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IL-274. Meriden, 1885, F CDS/grid (bit trim T) 10c banknote +2c brown (63-DPO) on reg'd cvr. E $20
IL-275. Merriam, 1914, G+ purple 4-bar (date partial; toned) (83-22) on PPC. E $14
IL-276. Metamora, [1848], F ms w/"10" rate (nicky T) on SPL. E $24 MIN.12
IL-277. Millersburg, 1906, G+ Doane 2/3 as rec'd (38-DPO) on PPC. E $8
IL-278. Millington, [1882], G+ CDS/ms (trim R) 10c +2x 3c on reg'd cvr. E $15
IL-279. Millington, 1920, G+ Doane 3/5 (LKU; part stutter; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-280. Milmine, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F (lite tone; cr) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
IL-281. Milmine, 1910, G+ Doane 3/4 on PPC. E $6
IL-282. Minonk, ca.1860, F ms on 2.5x4.25" cvr. E $20
IL-283. Minonk, ca.1868, G+ CDS/cork (trim R) 3c grill on 2.25x5" cvr w/lite illus.dove & ribbon forming address lines. E $15
IL-284. Moccasin, 1912, G+ Doane 3/2 (LKU; part on stamp) (65-43) on PSE. E $8
IL-285. Monmouth, 1841, (no canx; horiz.crs) handwritten document signed "Daniel McNeil, PM, per E.S.Swinney Ast P.M.", stating that Ivory Quinby has sent a $100 bank note via mail; on 6.5x7.5" paper. EARLY "certificate of mailing". E $24
IL-286. Monmouth, 1842, (no canx; horiz.crs) handwritten document signed "Daniel McNeil, PM, By Otis G.Welch Depy", stating that Ivory Quinby has sent 3 $50 bank notes via mail; on 7x7.5" paper. EARLY "certificate of mailing". E $24
IL-287. Monmouth, 1843, (no canx; horiz.cr) handwritten document signed by Daniel McNeil, Postmaster, stating that Ivory Quinby has sent a $50 bank note via mail; on 5x8" paper. EARLY "certificate of mailing". E $24
IL-288. Mossville, 1906, G+ Doane 3/2 (EKU; town spotty, but ID sure; bit o/s; lite tone) as rec'd on PPC. E $8
IL-289. Mount Station/Brown Co., 1881, G+ TCDS/cork (bit ruff R) (60-03) on cvr. E $20
IL-290. Mount Knickerbocker, [1846], VF ms w/"5" rate (crs) (43-46) on SPL. E $150
IL-291. Munson, [1847], F+ ms w/"10" rate (heavy cr) (44-47) on SPL. E $200
IL-292. Nauvoo, 1910, VG RFD 11E/2 (UNLISTED) ms date only on PPC. E $8
IL-293. Nelson, 1908, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (08-24 period) on PPC. E $14
IL-294. New Athens, 1916, F RFD 11A/1 (UNLISTED) ms date/town (no state, but assumed IL as none known from OH) on PPC. E $6
IL-295. New Berlin, Ills., 1907, G+ RFD 23/31 (month not struck) on PPC. E $12
IL-296. New Berlin, 1912, VG TCDS/target non-standard (dial hi: "BE" partly off) on PPC. E $12
IL-297. New Design, 1909, G+ 4-bar (pencil line into dial; lite tone) (74-12) on PPC. E $12
IL-298. New Rutland, ca.1850s?, VF ms w/"Paid" (trim L) (57-77) on 2.5x4" stampless cvr. E $24
IL-299. New Rutland, 1850s, VG ms (57-77) on cvr. E $24
IL-300. New Rutland, 1870s, G+ CDS/cork (part ruff trim R; pen note B) (57-77) on cvr. E $15
IL-301. North Chillicothe, 1907, G+ Doane 3/4 (92-17) on PPC. E $20
IL-302. Northville, ca.1860, VG+ red CDS/ms w/ms day (39-01) on 2.5x4.5" cvr. E $30
IL-303. Northville, [1882] (Aug 7), G+ CDS w/BOLD "M" (for "MONDAY") killer (trim L) (39-01) on cvr. E $30
IL-304. Northville, [1882] (Dec 7), G+ CDS w/BOLD "T" (for "TUESDAY") killer (ruff R to stamp) (39-01) on PSE w/dated partial enc. E $30
IL-305. Northville, 1901, G+ CDS/cork (lite tone) 1c Frank. (39-01) on cvr w/enc.to local add. E $2
IL-306. Norway, 1884, G+ CDS (trim L; part toned) as rec'd b/s (46-06) on cvr. E $15
IL-307. Norway, Ills, 1887, G+ DCDS w/damaged year slug (trim R; lite tone) as rec'd b/s (46-06) on cvr. E $15
IL-308. O'Hare Field, 1953, VG 4-bar on cacheted cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IL-309. Oak Lawn, 1908, G+ Doane 3/27 (LKU; part on stamp; bars partial, but characteristic font ID's as Doane; edge tears R; tip cr) 2nd KNOWN EXAMPLE; on PPC. E $20
IL-310. Oakford, 1909, VG Doane 3/3 (tiny tear T) on PPC. E $5
IL-311. Occoia, 1916, G+ 4-bar (town part obscured by design (60/22) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-312. Oglesby, 1869, F ms (EARLY; edge tears T; edge wear; toned) on PSE. E $20
IL-313. Oglesby, 1874, G+ blue CDS w/crude, spotty 6-pt.star killer ("O" & "$" mostly not
struck; tiny tear R; no flap) Oglesby Coal Co.cc on PSE. E $14
IL-314. Ophir, ca.1860, VG ms (bit smear) (51-69) on cvr. E $75
IL-315. Oquawka, 1903, G CDS/cork (trim R; cr; part lite tone) "White Chapter No.383/Order of Eastern Star" logo cc on cvr. E $6
IL-316. Orleans, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (EKU; part on stamp; dial bit hi; lite tone; tear R) (52-DPO) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-317. Orleans, 1912, G+ Doane 3/(2) (LKU; dial bit hi; date/state on stamp; # off R) (52-DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-318. Osborn, 1901, VG CDS/cork (edge nicks) (70-21) on cvr. E $14
IL-319. Osco, 1907, F magenta DCDS (toned) P.O.Dep't cc on penalty cvr w/42x89mm Money Order receipt w/same canc. E $15 MIN.8
IL-320. Ottawa, 1837, F red CDS w/"Free" h/s & redundant ms "Free" (cr; part lite tone; tiny tears T) on SFL to North Fairhaven, MA, PM. E $24
IL-321. Ottawa, 1840 (Oct 26), G+ CDS w/ms "paid" (lite tone) New-York G+ CDS (Nov 9) as transit on SFL to France w/"1 D." oval h/s & other markings. E $90
IL-322. Ottawa, [1847], G+ red CDS/boxed "5" w/ms day (cr) on SFL to Sec'y of Ill & Mich.Canal. E $24
IL-323. Ottawa, [1850], F red CDS w/"40" h/s rate (tips nick; lite crs) on #10 stampless cvr. E $30
IL-324. Ottawa, [1851], VG+ blue CDS w/"10" h/s rate (lite crs) on SFL. E $20
IL-325. Ottawa (MISSPELLED "Ottaway"), [1853], VG CDS w/"5" h/s rate (T tip nick; part soiled) on stampless cvr w/long enc. E $40
IL-326. Ottawa/3 Paid, [1855], VG CDS (cr) on SFL. E $20
IL-327. Ottawa, 1903, G+ RFD 2F/33 (UNLISTED; crs; lite tone) on GPC. E $20
IL-328. Padua, 1908, F Doane 2/2 (UNLISTED; ruff R) (74-DPO) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
IL-329. Paloma, 1917, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-330. Panama, 1907, VG Doane 3/1 (bit cr) on PPC. E $8
IL-331. Papineau, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp; 2 crnrs clip) on PPC. E $8
IL-332. Paw Paw Grove, 1850s, G CDS w/circled "Paid/3" (L arc & month mostly not struck; AS IS for strike) (36-83) on SFL datelined Paw Paw. E $24
IL-333. Paw Paw Grove, [1857], G CDS (L arc & state partial; AS IS for strike) 3c Sc.25 (36-83) on cvr w/enc.datelined West Paw Paw. E $50
IL-334. Peoria, 1901, G+ RFD 1/1 (near F; ruff R, just in stamp; edge wear) on cvr. E $15
IL-335. Peoria Heights, 1920, G+ DCDS (part on stamp; small scuff on stamp) on PPC. Br.of Peoria. E $15
IL-336. Peru, [1848], F red CDS w/"Paid" h/s & ms "5" rate (cr) on SFL. E $24
IL-337. Peru, [1850], G+ red CDS w/spotty "Paid" h/s & ms "5" rate (cr) on SFL. E $20
IL-338. Peru, [1850], VG+ red CDS w/ms day correction; "Paid" h/s & ms "5" rate (dial bit hi; crs) on SFL. E $20
IL-339. Peru, Iiffs, [1854], VG+ CDS w/arced "Paid/3" (crs; pen notes L) on #10 stampless cvr. E $20
IL-340. Peru, Iiffs, ca.1860, VF CDS as transit, w/ms "Missent" on cvr to Pera, IL. E $20
IL-341. Peru, 1903, G+ RFD 2FA/20 ("0" & part of bars not struck; trim R; part toned) on cvr w/enc. E $15
IL-342. Phelps, 1911, G+ 4-bar (date partial) (83-13) on PPC. E $15
IL-343. Pierson Station, 1908, G+ Doane 2 CDS/Rec'd (tip crs) as rec'd on PPC. E $14
IL-344. Pierson Station, 1908, VG Doane 2 CDS/Rec'd (LKU; part o/s; L edge nibbles) as rec'd (77-DPO) on PPC. E $8
IL-345. Plattville, 1905, G+ Doane 2/3 (part of rim & "IL" partly off R) as rec'd (47-06) on PPC. SCARCE short-term Doane. E $20
IL-346. Plattville, 1905, G+ SHORT-TERM Doane 2/3 (LKU) as rec'd (47-06) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
IL-347. Pleasant Plains, 1906, G+ RFD 2F/42 (near VG+; # shows boldly on card; part o/s; lite soiled; tip crs) on PPC. E $16
IL-348. Pleasant Plains, 1908, G+ RFD 2F/(40?) on PPC. E $8
IL-349. Pocahontas, 1907, G RFD 2FD/? (UNLISTED; WORN town & fuzzy killer; AS IS for that, but ID SURE) on PPC. E $8
IL-350. Point Republic, [1839], VF ms (no rate; thin tone line at cr; some interior separation) (36-54) on SFL. E $40
IL-351.  Point Republic, [1849], VF ms w/"Free" & "G.M.Newton P.M." signature frank (crs) (36-54) on SPL. E $70
IL-352.  Polo, ca.1909, VG RFD 11D/8 (UNLISTED; toned) ms route only, all on stamp; on PPC. E $8
IL-353.  Prairie Center, 1894, VG magenta DCDS/grid (trim L; lite crs) (66-03) on cvr. E $20
IL-354.  Prairie Center, 1899, G+ CDS/target (trim R; cr) (66-03) on PSE. E $14
IL-355.  Prairie Centre ("Center" variant), 1867, VF ms (66-03) on cvr. E $20
IL-356.  Prairie Centre, [1882], G+ CDS/cork (date partial) (66-03) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IL-357.  Prairie Centre, Ills, 1883, VG+ CDS/grid (66-03) on GPC. E $20
IL-358.  Prairie Centre, Ills, 1884, F CDS/grid (trim L; upper L tip ruff; toned) (66-03) on cvr. E $14
IL-359.  Prairie du Long, ca.1850, F ms (part toned; edge crs) w/ms "F.A.Dewey Free P.M." frank (28-60) on stampless cvr. E $70
IL-360.  Princeton, 1850s, G+ CDS/circled "Paid 3" (lite crs; bit lite soiled) on stampless cvr. E $20 MIN.10
IL-361.  Princeton, 1901, G+ purple RFD 1/2 (ruff L) on cvr. E $16
IL-362.  Ransom, 1887, VG+ CDS/target (part ruff trim R, just in stamp) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
IL-363.  Ransom, 1904, G+ RFD 2F/63 (UNLISTED; trim R; slit 3 sides; big piece of back cut away) on FRONT w/partial back. E $15
IL-364.  Redoak, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (near VG+; dial hi: "DO" partly off; lite tone) (88-DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-365.  Reno, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (near VG+; lite tone) (83-DPO) on PPC. E $6
IL-366.  Reno, 1912, G Doane 2/3 (LKU; "RE" very weak, but message fully datelined) on PPC. E $8
IL-367.  Rinard, 1908, F Doane 1/3 (bars part o/s; lite tone) as recd on PPC. E $8
IL-368.  Rochester, 1907, G+ RFD 2F/18 (part lite tone) on PPC. E $8
IL-369.  Rochester, 1915, VG RFD 2F/D/18 (UNLISTED) on PPC. E $12
IL-370.  Rollo, 1913, G+ Doane 3/2 (LKU) (86-22) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-371.  Roadhouse, [1912], VG RFD 1F/3 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IL-372.  Rosemonde, 1909, VG+ Doane 2/4 (56-23) on PPC. E $8
IL-373.  Saint Augustine, 1911, G+ Doane 3/5 (LKU; R arc on stamp; toned) on PPC. E $14
IL-374.  Salisbury, 1911, G+ CDS/target non-standard (dial bit hi; month not struck) (39-16) on PPC. E $12
IL-375.  Schaumburg/Roselle Br., 2005, VG black CDS w/RED date insert on commer.#10 cvr. E $6
IL-376.  Scott, [1861], VF ms w/"Paid 3" rate (ink smear on "3"; upper L tip nick) (50-68) on stampless cvr w/enc.date,ioned Ottawa. E $90
IL-377.  Selbytown, 1903, G+ CDS/target (bit lite tone) (00-12) on cvr w/enc. E $24
IL-378.  Seneca, 1884, VG+ CDS w/state spelled out/target; D.L.Carpenter h/s cc; 2c banknote on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IL-379.  Serena/R.H.Pooler, P.M., [1890], G+ magenta TCDS/target (year & "ER, P." mostly not struck; bit trim T; piece out T) on cvr. E $20
IL-380.  Serena, [1899], G+ CDS/target (year partial; o/w VF) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IL-381.  Serena, 1934, VG 4-bar ty.E; Co-Operative Grain & Supply cc on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
IL-382.  Sesser, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 (LKU; worn letters; message in dial, obscuring year, but on Sc.331; lite tone) on PPC. E $8
IL-383.  Shaw, 1888, G+ CDS/target (bit smear; part ruff trim R to stamp) (75-04) on PSE. E $15
IL-384.  Sheridan/D.Robinson, P.M., 1879, G+ TCDS/target (part ruff trim R) on cvr. E $20
IL-385.  Sheridan, 1882, G+ magenta DCDS/cork; Millington G+ CDS & ms "Missent" at L on cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
IL-386.  Sheridan, 1883, G+ octagon/crude star on PSE. E $15
IL-387.  Sheridan, 1884, F CDS/maltese (trim R; lite tone) on cvr. E $15
IL-388.  Sheridan, 1914, VF RFD 11C/52 (UNLISTED) ms route/date on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-389.  Siloam, 1909, G+ 4-bar (82/40) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-390.  Sollitt, 1915, G+ 4-bar (year spotty; o/w F) (54-DPO) on PPC. E $8
IL-391.  Sorento, 1910, VG RFD 11E/2 (UNLISTED) ms date on PPC. E $8
IL-392.  Sorento, [1915], VG RFD 11F/2 (UNLISTED; toned; crs) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IL-393.  South Moline, 1897, G+ CDS (bit ruff R) as transit b/s (92-98) on cvr to "Stewart's Addition/Stewartville, IL". E $24
IL-394.  Sparta, 1904, G+ RFD 2F/4 (vert.cr; part soiled) on PSE. E $12
IL-395.  Spring Bay, 1860s, G+ CDS/target (town heavy inked but ID sure; bit ruff trim L)
(48-06) on cvr. E $15
IL-396. Strasburg, [1913], VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED route) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IL-398. Streato, 1904, G+ RFD 2F/8 (part heavy inked) on cvr. E $15
IL-399. Streato, [1905], G+ RFD 2F/6 (year partial; bit cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-400. Stout, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (EKU; part on stamp; part toned; tip crs) (76-15) on PPC. E $15
IL-401. Stout, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone; edge tear T; edges bit uneven trim) (76-15) on PPC. E $12
IL-402. Stout, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (tip cr) (76-15) on PPC. E $14
IL-403. Sunbeam, Ills, 1881, G+ CDS/target (T arc partial, affects "NBEA"; trim L) (53-02) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IL-404. Sunrise, 1888, G+ CDS/target (near F; trim R) (87-02) on cvr. E $50
IL-405. Surrey, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (EKU; lite tone; tiny tear T; tip cr) (94-11) on PPC. E $20
IL-406. Sweygert, 1907, G+ CDS (80-16) on PPC. E $15
IL-407. Tamalco, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (town part obscured by printing on card) on PPC. E $5
IL-408. Tolono, 1850s, G+ CDS (near F; ruff R to stamp; L tip crs) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
IL-409. Tonica, ca.1860, VG balloon CDS (dia: tips of "CA" off; trim R) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IL-410. Tonica, [1862], VG+ CDS/target (trim L) on cvr w/enc. E $14
IL-411. Tonica, [1886], G+ CDS/grid (year partial) pair 1c banknotes on cvr w/G.A.R.illus.letterhead enc. E $14
IL-412. Tonica/W.M.Harkins, P.M., 1890, G+ CDS/circled star (part stutter; killer partial; part toned; bit ruff trim R; edge tears T) on cvr. E $20
IL-413. Tonica/W.M.Harkins, P.M., 1890, VG blue-green CDS/circled star (killer mostly not struck; trim L; lite tone) on cvr. E $24
IL-414. Tonica, 1898, VF CDS/segmented cork (trim L; lite tone) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IL-415. Tonica, 1903, G+ RFD 2F/15 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IL-416. Tonica, ca.1907, VF RFD 11A/14 (UNLISTED) ms town/state/month/day on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-417. Topeka, 1909, G+ RFD 2T/1 (spotty) on PPC. E $15
IL-418. Tower Hill, ca.1907, VG RFD 11F/3 (UNLISTED route; lite tone; tips cr) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IL-419. Troy Grove, Ills, [1853], G+ CDS w/"Paid/3" arced h/s & redundant ms "Paid 3" (cr) on SFL. E $50
IL-420. Troy Grove, Ills, ca.1860, G+ CDS (part spotty; lite tone) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IL-421. Troy Grove, 1870s, VG+ CDS/ms (slight trim R) 2c +1c banknotes on cvr. E $20
IL-422. Troy Grove, 1884, VG ms (ruff; lite tone) on PSE. E $20
IL-423. Troy Grove, [1898], G+ CDS/"3-d" star killer (year not struck; trim R) on cvr. E $20
IL-424. Troy Grove, 1903, G+ RFD 2F/34 (R edge cr; tiny edge crs) on GPC. E $15
IL-425. Utica, [1870], G+ blue CDS/cork; 3c locomotive on cvr. E $15
IL-426. Utica, 1903, G+ RFD 2FA/25 (UNLISTED; trim R) on PSE. E $20
IL-427. Valley, 1912 (Jan 1), G+ 4-bar (lite tone; crs) (94-28) on PPC. E $14
IL-428. Venedy, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 on PPC. E $6
IL-429. Vermilion Grove, 1935, G+ 4-bar ty-E (part on stamp) (92-DPO) on commer.cvrr. E $14
IL-430. Vermillionville, [1838], VG red ms w/"Paid 12 1/2" (35-50) on SFL to Col.Jas.W.Stephenson, Galena, IL. E $75
IL-431. Vermillionville, 1865, F ms (trim R, just in add.; L tip nick) (54-01) on cvr to Miss Rosy Moorhead, Dongola, ICRR. E $20
IL-432. Vevay Park, 1909, G+ Doane 3/3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
IL-433. Virginia, ca.1907, VG RFD 11F/5 (UNLISTED route; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
IL-434. Walker, 1907, VF Doane 2/2 (EKU; uneven tone; crs; tip nick) (57/DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-435. Walker, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (near VF; lite tone) (57/DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-436. Walker, [1909], G+ Doane 2/2 w/inverted "1906" year slug used for '09 (LKU; lower L tip nick; lite tone) 1c Sc.331 (57/DPO) on PPC. E $14
IL-437. Warner, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 (EKU; state partial) (84-28) on PPC. E $20
IL-438. Washburn, 1860s, G+ DCDS/target (trim L) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IL-439. Washburn, 1886, VG CDS as transit, w/"Return to Writer" pointing hand h/s on cvr. E $15
IL-440. Washburn, 1894, G+ CDS/target on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-441. Watertown, 1911, VG 4-bar (59-15) on PPC. E $14
IL-442. Watertown, 1912, G+ 4-bar (59-15) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-443. (West Jersey), 1910, G+ RFD 11E (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms date only (49-06) on PPC to old town name, after closing. E $12 MIN.6
IL-444. West Point, 1909, VG CDS/target non-standard (slight stutter) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-445. Wheeler, ca.1912, VG RFD 11E (bit lite tone; crs) ms date only on PPC. E $5
IL-446. Whiteheath, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (EKU; bit o/s) as fwd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-447. Willey, 1910, F 4-bar (L edge cr) (83-13) on PPC. E $12
IL-448. Williamsville, 1932, G+ 4-bar ty.E (year partial; o/w VF) 2c Red Cross on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IL-449. Winnebago, 1905, G+ RFD 2F/1 (UNLISTED; part o/s; crnrs cr; toned) on PPC. E $12
IL-450. Winnetka/Hub.Woods Sta., 1915, VG duplex on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-451. Woodford, 1854, VF ms (trim L; tiny tear L) (40/17) on PSE. E $20
IL-452. Woodson, ca.1907, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED; part toned) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IL-453. Youngstown, 1870s, G+ CDS/target (EARLY; trim L; lite tone) (71-DPO) on cvr. E $15

INDIANA / Do you need Baker's "Postal History of Indiana"? We have it!
IN-1. Lot 47) RFD manuscripts, 1907-21, F-VG, 35 diff.towns; 39 diff.types, inc.24 UNLISTED in Richow catalog; on PPCs. E $90 MIN.46
IN-2. Advance, 1909, VG Doane 2/4 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $5
IN-3. Alexandria, 1894, VG CDS/cork (bit; ruff R) atty.cc; 2c Colum. on cvr. E $5
IN-4. Angola (Lake James Rural Sta.), 1916, G+ RFD 10RB (part on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-5. Ari, 1909, G+ Doane 3/2 (near F+) (87-14) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IN-6. Bean Blossom, 1884, G+ DCDS/cork (ruff R, barely in stamp) (42/11) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
IN-7. Bennington, 1908, VG RFD 11A/2 ms town/state/date on PPC. E $5
IN-8. Bennington, 1912, G+ Doane 2/2 (part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $8
IN-9. Blocher, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (near VF) (88-65) on PPC. E $8
IN-10. Branchville, 1909, G+ Doane 1/2 (upper R on stamp; date partial; lite tone) on PPC. E $6
IN-11. Branchville, 1909, G+ Doane 1/2 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-13. Bristow, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 as recd on PPC. E $6
IN-14. Bristow, 1910 (Jan 1), VG Doane 2/2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-15. Browns Valley, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKU; ink spot in message) (50/45) on PPC. E $12
IN-17. Castleton, 1908, G+ straight-line non-standard, or RFD? (most on stamp) on PPC. E $12
IN-18. Clarksburg, 1908, VG Doane 2/4 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $5
IN-19. Commiskey, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (EKU; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IN-20. Cottage Grove, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (1848-1951) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-22. Dayton, 1903, G+ RFD 2F/22 w/misaligned "22" in killer (year partial; uneven trim R; small tone spot) on cvr w/enc. E $15
IN-23. Dover Hill, 1860s, G+ CDS/target (date spotty; trim R; tear R) (46-06) on cvr. E $20
IN-24. Elvren, 1911, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (10-34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-25. Evanston, 1914, G+ RFD 11/1 (UNLISTED; lite tone; crn cr) complete ms, mostly on stamp (91-89) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-26. Falmouth, 1908, VG Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $5
IN-27. Falmouth, 1909, G+ straight-line non-standard w/indistinct partial mute oval applied as add'l killer in transit (73-15) on PPC. E $20
IN-28. Falmouth, 1912, VG Doane 2/3 (toned) (73-15) on PPC. E $14
IN-29. Farmers Institute, [1892], G+ CDS/target ("ER" mostly not struck; dial bit hi; trim R) (66-99) on PSE. E $15
IN-30. Fillmore, 1906, G+ Doane 2/2 as recd on PPC. E $5
IN-31. Forest, 1909, VG Doane 3/5 (lite tone) on PPC. E $5
IN-32. Fountaintown, 1910, VG RFD 11/1 complete ms on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-33. Fulton, 1912, VG+ Doane 3/5 (dial bit hi; lite tone) on PPC. E $8
IN-34. Garrett, 1904, G+ RFD 2F/1 (near F; trim R; lite tone) on PSE. E $15
IN-35. Grabill, 1910, G+ Doane 3/4 on PPC. E $8
IN-36. Henryville, 1909, G+ Doane 3/5 (part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-37. Howe, 1910, G+ DCDS/Doane 2/? mimic non-standard on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IN-38. Jonesville, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 as recd on PPC. E $8
IN-39. Julietta, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp) (69-17) on PPC. E $5
IN-40. Kingsland, 1909, G+ 4-bar (dia! hi: "SLA"; bit lite tone) (84-22) on PPC. E $12
IN-41. Lafayette, [1835], G+ black CDS w/ms "10" rate (tips of "LA" off L edge) on SFL (no contents). E $20 MIN.10
IN-42. Lafayette, [1840], G+ red CDS w/ms "10" rate (crs) on SFL. E $20 MIN.10
IN-43. Lake Station, 1905, G+ Doane 2/4 (EKU; part on stamp; part o/s; bit cr) (52-08) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IN-44. Lamar, 1907, VG Doane 2/2 on PPC. E $8
IN-45. Larwill, 1909, VG RFD 11/2 (UNLISTED) complete ms on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IN-46. Lewis Creek, 1909, VF 4-bar (61-31) on PPC. E $8
IN-47. Loree, 1908?, G+ CDS/target (lower L crnr nib; lite tone) (88-26) on PPC. E $12
IN-48. Loree, 1911, VG 4-bar (crnr cr) (88-26) on PPC. E $12
IN-49. Magley, 1907, G+ CDS (part o/s; tip cr) as recd (83-27) on PPC. E $12
IN-50. Magley, 1912, G+ 4-bar (near F; bit lite tone; B edge scuff) (83-27) on PPC. E $15
IN-51. Majenica, 1886, VG+ CDS/target (ruff R) (58/09) on cvr. E $30 MIN.15
IN-52. Metz, 1906, G+ Doane 3/3 (EKU; near VF) (49/44) on PPC. E $12
IN-53. Monroe, 1907, G+ Doane 2/4 (EKU; dial bit hi; part on stamp) on PPC. E $12
IN-54. Monroe City, 1909, G+ Doane 2/5 (near VG) on PPC. E $5
IN-55. Morris, 1945, VG 4-bar ty.E (bit stutter) on commer.PPC. E $12
IN-56. Mount Liberty, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (bit lite tone) (56/32) on PPC. E $8
IN-57. Muncietown, [1842], G+ red CDS w/ms day correction; smeared ms "10" rate (28-55) on SFL. E $20 MIN.10
IN-58. New Lisbon, 1921, G+ 4-bar non-standard; ty.E forerunner w/town & state at T (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
IN-59. New Market, 1902, G+ RFD 2B/? (bars & # not struck) on GPC. E $20
IN-60. Nineveh, 1906, F Doane 3 CDS/Recd (EKU; tears T into dial; o/s; pinholes) as recd on PPC. E $8
IN-61. Oaklandon, 1903, VG RFD 1/1 on GPC. E $15
IN-62. Oakville, 1909, G+ Doane 3/2 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $5
IN-63. Ogden, 1870s, G+ purple CDS/cork (trim L) (40-08) on cvr. E $24
IN-64. Onward, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
IN-65. Palmyra, 1907, VG+ Doane 2/3 as recd on PPC. E $6
IN-66. Paris Crossing, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (dial bit hi; crnr cr) on PPC. E $8
IN-67. Pettysville, 1911, G+ Doane 2/1 (address obliterated w/black marker; R edge lite tone) (75-17) on PPC. E $6
IN-68. Point Isabel, 1910, G+ Doane 3/2 (dial bit hi; toned) (59-11) on PPC. E $15
IN-69. Princeton, 1904, G+ RFD 1A/4? (# obscured; toned; tip crs) on PPC. E $15
IN-70. Rigdon, 1887, G+ CDS (state partial; part ruff L) as recd b/s (55/12) on cvr. E $14
IN-71. Rigdon, 1897, G+ CDS/target (uneven trim T; edge tears T) (55/12) on cvr. E $15
IN-72. Rockfield, 1912, G+ Doane 3/3 (LKU) on PPC. E $8
IN-73. Rosston, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone) (86-18) on PPC. E $12
IN-74. Rosston, 1912, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKU; lite tone; lower R tip nib) as recd (86-18) on PPC. E $12
IN-75. Sims, 1908, G+ Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $5
IN-76. Soldiers Home, 1912, G+ duplex (part on stamp; toned) (08-14) on PPC. E $15
IN-77. South Milford, 1906, G+ Doane 2/3 (trim L; part lite tone) on cvr. E $8
IN-78. Summit, 1850s, VF ms (bit lite soiled) (46-66) on PSE. E $150 MIN.75
IN-79. Tippecanaoe, 1910, VG RFD 11E (UNLISTED; toned) ms date only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-80. Vincennes, ca.1840s, G+ CDS w/"10" h/s rate (uneven lite tone) on SFL w/no contents. E $15
IN-81. Vincennes, [1847], G+ blue CDS w/"Paid" & 5" h/s (bit of rim off L) on SFL. E $20
IN-82. Wabash, 1908, VG RFD 11/2 (UNLISTED; lite tone; lite crs) complete ms on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-83. Wadesville, 1907, F Doane 2/5 (dial bit hi) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-84. Wailesborough, 1890, G+ CDS/cork (57-04) on GPC. E $20
IN-85. Waterloo City, 1860s, G+ CDS/target (trim L) (62-71) on cvr. E $80
IN-86. Williamsport, 1893, VF CDS/target (ruff R, in stamp tip) bit faulty 2c Colum. on cvr. E $8
IN-87. Yeoman, 1908, VG Doane 1/1; "Not in Directory" h/s applied at Indianapolis; on PPC. E $8
IN-88. Yeoman, 1911, G+ Doane 1/1 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

IOWA
IA-1. Ackley, 1907, VG RFD 1/1 (lite tone; crnr cr) on PPC. E $15
IA-2. Alburnett, 1908, VG+ magenta RFD 1/1 (bit lite tone; bit cr) on PPC. E $8
IA-3. Alburnett, 1909, G+ magenta RFD 1/1 (lite; dial partly struck on message) on PPC. E $6
IA-4. Andover, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (part stutter; bit lite tone) (86-54) on PPC. E $8
IA-5. Andover, 1912, F Doane 3/1 (toned; L tip repair) on PPC. E $8
IA-6. Baxter, 1886, VG TCDS/w/fancy killer (trim L) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
IA-7. Bertram, 1911, VG 4-bar (60-16) on PPC. E $16
IA-8. Brandon, 1898, VG+ magenta CDS/BOLD star (trim R; slit 3 sides) killer socked-on-nose on 2c red on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IA-9. Brown, 1907, G+ 4-bar as recd (83-15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IA-11. Carrville, 1911, VF 4-bar (92/23) on PPC. E $14
IA-12. Castalia, 1909, G+ Doane 3/5 (part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $5
IA-13. Center Point, ca.1908, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IA-14. Center Point, 1911, F RFD 1A/2 (lite tone; crs) on PPC. E $8
IA-15. Charles City, ca.1912, VF RFD 11F/2 ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
IA-16. Clarinda, ca.1912, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IA-17. Clarion, Wright County, 1886, G+ DCDS/fancy wheel (R arc weak) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IA-18. Concord/Hancock Co., 1884, G+ TCDS/grid (edge tears T, 1 in cc) atty's cc (68/03) on cvr. E $40 MIN.20
IA-19. Cromwell, 1908, G+ Doane 3/6 (dial hi: "MW" partly off; part on stamp) on PPC. E $8
IA-20. Crotton, 1911, VG 4-bar (part on stamp; lite tone) (52-25) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IA-21. Danville, 1907, G+ RFD 1/1(?) (# not struck; edge tears T; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-22. Donahue, [1911], VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
IA-23. Dudley, 1909, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (70-39) on PPC. E $8
IA-24. Dyersville, 1903, G+ RFD 1N/? (UNLISTED; route # not struck) on PSE. E $15
IA-25. Earlville, 1908, F RFD 11/3 (UNLISTED; toned) complete ms on PPC. E $12
IA-26. Elberon, 1907, G+ Doane 3/5 (part foxed) on PPC. E $5
IA-27. Elkhart, 1908, VG Doane 3/2 on PPC. E $8
IA-28. Ells, 1990, G+ CDS/target (near VG+; toned) (00-14) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
IA-29. Enterprise, 1910, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (03-20) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IA-30. Fairbank, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
IA-31. Fairfax, 1919, G+ CDS w/4 wavy lines (dial bit hi: tip of "F" off; lite cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-32. Floyd, 1906, G+ Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $8
IA-33. Floyd, 1911, VG Doane 3/5 (bit stutter) on PPC. E $6
IA-34. Garvin, 1908, F+ duplex non-standard on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-35. Grand Mound, 1909, G+ purple 4-bar non-standard on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-36. Hanley, Io (MISSPELLED "HENLEY"), 1890, VF ms (tears T; lite tone) (89-11) on cvr. E $30 MIN.15
IA-37. Harlan, 1913, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IA-38. Highview, 1908, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp) (92-10) on PPC. E $24
IA-39. Hinton, 1909, F Doane 2/5 on PPC. E $8
IA-40. Howard, 1860s, VF ms (slight trim R) (56/91) on cvr. E $50
IA-42. Kamrar, 1908, G+ Doane 2/5 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
IA-43. Kamrar, 1908, G+ Doane 2/5 (toned) on PPC. E $6
IA-44. Kiron, 1907, G+ RFD 11E (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms date & "RFD," all on stamp; on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-45. Knoxville, 1910, VG RFD 11F/5 ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
IA-46. Linby, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (lite strike; bit lite tone) (04-44) on PPC. E $8
IA-47. Little Cedar, 1908, F Doane 2/3 (bit o/s) (1870-1983) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-48. Littleton, 1908, F Doane 3/2 (82-11) on PPC. E $20
IA-49. Littleton, 1911, G+ Doane 3/2 (LKU; toned; punch hole by L edge) (82-11) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
IA-50. Manhattan, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; dial hi: "NH" partly off; WORN letters; lite tone; crnr cr) month slug reads "AV9" for "AUG" (04/22) on PPC. E $16
IA-51. Mederville, 1908, G+ sawtooth DCDS non-standard (70-35) on reg.ret.rect.card. E $12 MIN.6
IA-52. Morse, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (year partial) (71-48) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-54. Nassau, 1894, G+ CDS/target (town part spotty) (80-03) on PSE. E $30 MIN.15
IA-55. New York, Ioa, ca.1886, G+ CDS (56-03) on GPC. E $20
IA-56. Numa, 1908, VG Doane 2/4 (part o/s; toned) on PPC. E $8
IA-57. Odebolt, 1911, F RFD 11E (UNLISTED; part lite tone; lite cr) ms date only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-58. Palo, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (bit stutter) on PPC. E $8
IA-59. Parkersburg, 1903, VG RFD 2B/3 on GPC. E $15
IA-60. Persia, 1911, G+ 17-bar non-standard (lite tone) on PPC. E $15
IA-61. Portsmouth, 1911, VF DCDS/18-bar non-standard (toned) on PPC. NICE strike of this stunning type. E $15
IA-62. Portsmouth, 1913, VG DCDS/18-bar non-standard (toned; tear T) on PPC. E $15
IA-63. Portsmouth, 1914, G+ DCDS/18-bar non-standard (killer partly off R; lite tone) on PPC. E $8
IA-64. Robins, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (crnr cr; edge tear T) (88-76) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-65. Rodman, 1910, F Doane 2/4 (toned) on PPC. E $8
IA-66. Ruthven, 1909, G+ RFD 1WA/2 (struck hi: "RFD" & part of bars off T) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IA-67. Saint Olaf, 1910, VG Doane 2/4 (dial hi: "T O" partly off) on PPC. E $8
IA-68. Sanborn, 1907, G+ RFD 2F/3 ("A" not struck; bit o/s) on PPC. E $14
IA-69. Sherwood, 1907, G+ CDS/target (o/s) (00-39) on PPC. E $8
IA-70. South Amana, 1906, G+ Doane 2/3 (bit scuff tip) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-71. Stennett, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (dial bit hi; part on stamp) (80/43) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-72. Strawberry Point, [1910], VG RFD 11F ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
IA-73. Swedenburg, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (toned) as recd on PPC. E $6
IA-74. Tara, 1910, VG+ 4-bar (bit stutter) (73-11) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
IA-75. Tiffin, 1909, F RFD 11/1 complete ms on PPC. E $8
IA-76. Treynor, 1909, F Doane 2/3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
IA-77. Walker, 1912, VG RFD 11C/3 ms date & route on PPC. E $5
IA-78. Waupeton, 1911, G+ Doane 3/1 non-standard (lite tone; crnr cr) (86-55) on PPC. E $12
IA-79. Weldon, 1909, VG RFD 11/2 complete ms on PPC. E $8
IA-80. Woodburn, 1934, F 4-bar ty.E (lite tone) on commer.PPC. E $12

KANSAS
KS-1. Ackerland, 1913, G+ 4-bar (town part spotty; message into town; lite tone; tip crs) (83-23) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-2. Agenda, [1912], VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8
KS-3. Albert, 1909, G+ magenta Doane 2/3 (dial bit hi; part on stamp; lite soiled) on PPC. E $6
KS-4. Alma, 1868, VF ms (trim R) on PSE. E $20
KS-5. Annelly, 1910, G+ CDS/target (lite tone) (85-21) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-6. Arkalon, 1909, G+ Doane 3/2 (LKU; tear T) (88-29) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-7. Baker, 1907, F Doane 2/3 (82-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-8. Beaumont, 1907, VG Doane 3/5 (part o/s; toned; cr; bit uneven cut from sheet) on PPC. E $6
KS-9. Beaverview, 1908, G Doane 3/1 (town part spotty; state partial; lite tone) (06-16) on PPC w/Linda (91-34) G Doane 3/1 ("IND" mostly not struck) as transit, on pix side. BOTH EKU's. E $15
KS-10. Bellaire, 1907, VG Doane 3/3 (EKEU) (88-80) on PPC. E $8
KS-11. Bendena, 1910, G+ Doane 2/4 (uneven lite tone; tear B into address) on PPC. E $6
KS-12. Bentley, 1908, VG+ Doane 1/3 (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-13. Bernal, ca.1907, G+ 4-bar (year partial) (87-13) on PPC. E $16
KS-14. Bisson, 1917, VG RFD 11F/2 (UNLISTED; toned) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8
KS-15. Blaine, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/2 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only (1874-1985) on PPC. E $6
KS-16. Blaine, 1932 (Jan 1), VG+ 4-bar ty.E (1874-1985) on commer.PPC. E $15
KS-17. Bremen, [1918], VF RFD 11E/1 (lite tone) ms month/day only on thick embossed PPC. E $6
KS-18. Brewster, 1915, G+ 4-bar ty.E forerunner non-standard (dial hi: "TER" partly off; bit lite tone; stamp fault) poss.modified type w/"Recd" excised, but looks like "ty.E"; on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-20. Bridgeport, ca.1910, VG RFD 11F/2 ms scribble on PPC. E $6
KS-21. Burns, 1908, F RFD 11A/1 (crnrs TONED; stamp torn) ms town/date on PPC. E $6
KS-22. Canada, 1907, VG Doane 3/2 (stamp toned; tears B) (84-54) on PPC. E $8
KS-23. Cedron, 1910, G+ CDS/target (dial bit hi; lite tone) (71-11) on PPC. E $20
KS-24. Chanute, ca.1908, VG RFD 11F/5 ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
KS-26. Clearwater, 1907, VG Doane 2/7 (LUK) on PPC. E $8
KS-29. Collyer, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (bit lite tone) on PPC. E $6
KS-30. Comiskey, 1908, F 4-bar (dial bit hi) (87-29) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-31. Comiskey, 1910, G+ 4-bar (near VG+; lite tone) 87-11 period (87/29) on PPC. E $16
KS-32. Concordia, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F (toned) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
KS-33. Council Grove, [1863], G+ CDS w/ms day on 4x4.75" "Letters from..." form. E $20
KS-34. Courtland, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED) ms scribble (could be town/date) all on stamp; on PPC. E $5
KS-35. Culver, [1910], VG RFD 11F/2 (UNLISTED; tip cr) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
KS-36. Cunningham, 1908, VG RFD 11E (UNLISTED; toned) ms date only on PPC. E $8
KS-37. Curranville, 1908, VG+ 4-bar (near VP) (05-15) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
KS-38. Dana, 1906, G+ Doane 3/2 (dial bit hi; lite tone; crs) (88-07) on PPC. E $20
KS-39. Detroit, 1906, G+ Doane 1/2 (EKU; near VG+; lite tone) as recd (66-61) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-40. Dillon, 1909, F Doane 2/2 (72-44) on PPC. E $6
KS-41. Dillwyn, 1911, VG 4-bar (bit stutter; lite tone) (88-27) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-42. Division, 1916, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (05-35) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-43. Dunavant, 1908, G+ Doane 1/3 (88-32) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-44. Edith, 1911, F 4-bar (toned) (88-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-45. Elmont, 1911, G+ Doane 2/3 (87-55) on PPC. E $6
KS-46. Emmett, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 on PPC. E $8
KS-47. Fargo, 1907, VG+ Doane 3/1 (EKU; cr; upper L nib) (06-12) on PPC. E $24
KS-48. Farlinville, 1897, F CDS/target (68-17) on GPC. E $24 MIN.12
KS-49. Farlinville, 1909 (Dec 25), G+ Doane 3/3 (near VG+; lite tone; lower L crnr toned) (68-17) on PPC. E $15
KS-50. Fawn, 1889, G+ 6-bar h/s as recd, at L (86-93) on GPC. E $40
KS-51. Ferguson, 1872, VF ms (bit ruff trim R, in 1 stamp) strip/3x 6c Lincoln (70-79) on cvr, likely applied to package, resulting in high rate. E $150
KS-52. Fort Harker, 1860s, G+ CDS/target (near F+; trim L) (66-86) on cvr. E $80 MIN.40
KS-53. Fremont, 1907, VG CDS/target (lite tone) (95-32) on PPC. E $8
KS-54. Garland, 1912, G+ Doane 3/6 (LUK; part on stamp; crnr crs; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-55. Goffs, [1894], G+ CDS/cork (year partial) State Bank of Goffs cc (80-94, this spelling) on 2c Colum.PSE. E $30 MIN.15
KS-56. Grigsby, 1913, VG 4-bar (86-22) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-57. Hanover, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/2 (UNLISTED; crs; bit lite tone) ms scribble on PPC. E $6
KS-58. Haven, ca.1910, VG RFD 11N (UNLISTED) ms month/day/cARRIER'S full name on PPC. E $8
KS-59. Hawley, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (near VG; lite tone; tear B; crs) (80-09) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
KS-60. Hewins, 1910, G+ DCDS/target non-standard on PPC. E $12
KS-62. High Prairie, [1879], VF ms (MULTI-crs; AS IS for that) (75-82) on GPC. E $80
KS-63. Hilltop, 1908, VG+ CDS/scarab non-standard (lite tone) (84-51) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-64. Hilltop, 1910, F purple Doane 3/3 (crs) (84-51) on PPC. E $8
KS-65. Holloenberg, 1909, VG Doane 3/5 (part stutter on PPC. E $8
KS-67. Hruscher, 1910, G+ 4-bar (year partial; o/w F+) (92-34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-68. Hutton, 1880, F ms (tear T, in town; bit lite tone) (78-87) on cvr. E $60
KS-69. Inman, 1908, VG RFD 11A ms town/state/date on PPC. E $6
KS-70. Iuka, 1913, G+ Doane 3/4 (LKU; part on stamp; bit smear) on PPC. E $8
KS-71. Jamestown, ca.1909, VG RFD 11P (lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
KS-72. Jarballo, 1909, VG 4-bar (toned) (72-58) on GPC, during known Doane period. E $12 MIN.6
KS-73. Jarballo, 1922, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKU; L tips ruff; tear B) (72-58) on PPC. E $14
KS-74. Jasper, 1910, VG 4-bar (dial bit hi; lite tone) (88-12) on PPC. E $20
KS-75. Jefferson, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp) (88-54) on PPC. E $8
KS-76. Kansas Centre, 1870s, G+ CDS/cork (ruff R to stamp; part lite soiled; edge tear T) (75-87) on PSE. E $70
KS-77. Kearney, 1909, F Doane 2/1 (toned) (86-18) on PPC. E $20
KS-78. Keelville, 1897, G+ CDS/target (town bit spotty but printed cc confirms; lite tone) 8c
Sherman (68-05) on reg'd 2c PSE. E $24 MIN.12
KS-79. Kellogg, 1906, G+ CDS/target (lite tone; 4 pinholes; tip crs) (84-10) on PPC. E $20
MIN.10
KS-81. Kenneth, 1913, VG+ 4-bar (toned) (07-43) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-82. Key, 1880, VG+ ms (bit scrawled but ID sure) (78-81) on PSE. E $250
KS-83. Kickapoo City, 1870s, G+ blue CDS/ms (part lite soiled) (55-02) on cvr. E $15
KS-84. Kimbal, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (EKU; part on stamp; # partly off R; lite tone) (88-50) on
PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-85. Kimbal, [1914], G+ CDS/target non-standard (near VF; year omitted; lite tone) (88-50) on
PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-86. Kingery, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; dial hi; "GE" mostly not struck; lite tone; message
part smear) (04-16) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-87. Kingery, 1915, G+ 4-bar ("E" mostly not struck; cr; lite tone) (04-16) on PPC. E $20
MIN.10
KS-88. Kingsdown, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (near VG; extraneous h/s B; tip cr) on PPC. E $15
KS-89. Kingston, 1884, G+ magenta DCDS/circled star (tears T, 1 in dial; edge tear B; trim R;
toned) (78-86) on cvr. E $60
KS-90. Kiowa, [1911], VG RFD 11F/4 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
KS-91. Kipp, 1915, VG purple 4-bar non-standard (90-57) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-92. Kong, 1894, G+ CDS/target (toned) (90-01) on cvr. E $40
KS-93. Lafayette, [1891], G+ CDS/target (toned) (87-16) on cvr. E $20
KS-95. Lafontaine, 1899, G+ CDS/target (ruff R) (1879-1889) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
KS-96. Lakeland, [1888], G+ CDS/cork (year mostly not struck) (85-24) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-97. Lakeland, 1911, G+ 4-bar (toned; crs) (85-24) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-98. Lakeview, 1913, VG 4-bar (98-14) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
KS-99. Lamborn, [1892], G+ CDS/target (date obscured by tablet; toned) (89-03) on GPC. E $30
KS-100. Lanham, 1917, G+ 4-bar (14-23) on GPC. E $20
message on GPC. E $14
KS-102. Lapeer, 1898, VG CDS/circled star (dial bit hi: tip of "E" off; killer partial; lite
tone; trim L) 2c Trans-Miss (73-02) on cvr. E $30
KS-103. Lapland, 1901, VG CDS/target (toned) (71-06) on cvr. E $40
KS-104. Lasita, 1909, F Doane 3/2 (92-35) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-105. Lasswell, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (05-31) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-106. Laton, 1900, G+ CDS/target ("TON" LITE; tear T, in rim) (84-04) on PSE. E $20 MIN.10
KS-107. Lawson, 1909, G+ 4-bar (toned) (87-25) on PPC. E $15
KS-108. Leanna, 1880s, G+ CDS/target (year partial; trim R to stamp; small tone spot) (81-20) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
KS-109. Leanna, 1910, G+ CDS/cork (toned; crs; edge tear T) (81-20) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-110. Leeds, 1895, G+ CDS/target w/ms year (tears T; toned; trim L) (83-27) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
KS-111. Lena Valley, [1886], G+ CDS/target ("EY" partial; bit ruff R; toned; cr) (72-87) on PSE. E $70
KS-112. Lewis, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/3 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
KS-113. Lexington, 1919, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; trim R) 3c Victory (86-27) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-114. Lillis, 1910, VG+ 4-bar (EARLY; lite tone) (10-58) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-115. Lillis, 1916, G+ 4-bar; State Bank of Lillis cc (10-58) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
KS-116. Lincolnville, 1907, G+ Doane 3/4 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $8
KS-117. Lindsey, 1911, G+ D/2 (dial bit hi: tip of "D" off; lite tone) (68-42) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-118. Litchfield, 1901, G+ CDS/target (dial bit hi) (81-03) on cvr. E $40
KS-119. Lobdell, 1911, G+ CDS/target ("KAN" mostly not struck; toned) (02-12) on PPC. E $20
KS-120. Loco, 1907, VG Doane 2/1 (lite tone) as recd (01-10) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-121. Lone Star, 1909, F CDS/target (toned; stamp bit faulty) (99-53) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-122. Longton, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/2 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8
KS-123. Lorette, 1878, VF ms (half of stamp gone; AS IS for that; lite tone; ruff R) (77-83) on cvr. E $80
KS-124. Louisburg, 1887, G+ purple CDS/target (town part spotty; cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-125. Lowe, [1895], G+ CDS/target (lite tone; trim R) (71-39) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
KS-126. Lowell, 1897, G+ CDS/target; 8c Sherman (68-05) on reg'd 2c PSE. E $30
KS-127. Lowemont, 1931, G+ 4-bar (near VF; rebuilt ruff R) (88-38) on commer.cv. E $12 MIN.6
KS-128. Lucerne, 1890, G+ CDS/target (bit smear; part ruff R to stamp) (79-43) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
KS-129. Lyle, 1899, G+ CDS/target (trim R; lite tone) (77-07) on cvr. E $40
KS-130. Lyle, 1906, G+ Doane 2/2 (state mostly not struck; crs) as recd (77-07) on PPC w/stamp on pix side. ONLY known example. E $24
KS-131. Lyons, 1910, F RFD 11E (UNLISTED; trim L) ms date only; pair 1c Frank. on cvr w/overall photo illus.on back: "The Bridge, Epworth Lake Park, Lincoln, Neb.". E $12
KS-132. Macyville, 1898, G+ CDS/target (bit ruff lower R tip) (79-05) on cvr. E $40
KS-133. Mahaska, 1913, G+ Doane 3/4 (LKU; part lite tone; upper L crnr nib) on PPC. E $12
KS-134. Marietta, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 ("M" mostly not struck) as recd (90-59) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-135. Marmaton, 1908, G+ 4-bar (82-18) on PSE FRONT ONLY. E $15 MIN.8
KS-136. Mathewson, 1914, G+ 4-bar (near VG+; dial bit hi; bit lite tone) (78-14) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
KS-137. Maxson, 1907, F 4-bar (part lite tone) (82-10) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
KS-138. Mayfield, ca.1906, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED; bit lite tone) ms "M/RFD" & scribble; late used 1c banknote on PPC. E $12
KS-139. Mayo, 1911, VF 4-bar (86-27) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-140. McLoud, 1887, G+ purple TCDS/cork (bit lite tone) on PPC. E $20
KS-141. Melrose, 1904, VF Doane 1/3 (LKU; toned; lower L tip nib; lite crs (77-05) on cvr. E $40
KS-142. Mendota, 1909, G+ CDS/cork (82-09) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
KS-143. Menlo, [1911], F RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8
KS-144. Menno, 1921, G+ 4-bar (07-24) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-145. Menoken, 1909, VG 4-bar (day omitted; message bit smear) (77-10) on PPC. E $20
KS-146. Meredith, 1904, F Doane 2/2 (EKU; dial bit hi; upper R tip tear; toned) (71-10) on cvr w/enc. E $20 MIN.10
KS-147. Meredith, 1910, VF Doane 2/2 (71-10) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
KS-148. Mertilla, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (85-16) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
KS-149. Mertilla, 1911, VG Doane 2/1 (town bit obscured) (85-16) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
KS-150. Miami, 1880s, G CDS/cork (2nd "MI" not struck, but message plainly datelined; year partial; AS IS for strike) (84-96) on PPC. E $30
KS-151. Middletown, 1899, G+ CDS/target (bit o/s; trim R) (73-05) on cvr. E $40
KS-152. Midway, 1897, G+ CDS/target (tears R & T, 1 in dial; ruff R to stamp; tone spots T) (71-12) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
KS-153. Miles, 1911 (Jan 1), G+ 4-bar (uneven TONED) (99-13) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-154. Millard, 1906, G+ Doane 3/1 (part lite tone; lower L tip nib; cr) (77-06) on GPC. ONLY known example. E $50
KS-155. Millbrook, 1885, G+ CDS/target (trim R, just in stamp; lite tone) county clerk cc (78-89) on cvr. E $70
KS-156. Millbrook, 1887, G+ purple fancy cogwheel CDS/cork (trim R) (78-89) on cvr. E $65
KS-157. Miller, [1921], VF magenta undated straight-line h/s w/odd "1296" preceding town on PPC. E $15
KS-158. Millerton, 1909, VG blue Doane 2/2 (multi-crs; lite tone; edge tears T) (84-12) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
KS-159. Milo, 1908, VG 4-bar (72-38) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-160. Mirage, 1892, G CDS/target (date partial; state spotty; AS IS for strike, but plainly written return add.; lite tone) 10c banknote +2c Sc.220 (85-95) on reg’d cvr. E $30
KS-161. Monett, 1913, G+ 4-bar (tip cr) (87-18) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
KS-162. Monitor, 1901, G+ CDS/target (year mostly not struck; trim R to stamp; toned; upper R tip nib) (74-02) on PSE w/enc. E $40
KS-163. Montana, 1884, G+ CDS/cork (lite tone) (66-18) on GPC. E $20
KS-165. Moonlight, 1895, G+ CDS/target (trim R) (94-05) on PSE. E $50
KS-166. Moray, 1909, VG Doane 2/2 (trim R) (94-38) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
KS-169. Morrill, 1876, F ms (trim R) on cvr. E $20
KS-170. Morrowville, 1907, G+ Doane 2/5 (edge tears T & B; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $6
KS-171. Moundridge, [1911], VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
KS-172. Moundridge, 1913, F RFD 11/3 (UNLISTED) complete ms on PPC w/Xmas seal at upper L (not tied). E $12
KS-173. Munjor, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (81-41) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-175. Narka, 1909, F RFD 3NB (toned; tip cr) 2 strikes, h/s date only on PPC. E $8
KS-176. Narka, 1910, VG RFD 11A (UNLISTED; tip cr) ms town/date/state, all on stamp on PPC. E $6
KS-177. Narka, 1913, VG RFD 11/2 (UNLISTED) complete ms, all on stamp; on PPC. E $6
KS-178. Narka, 1925, F RFD 11E/1 (UNLISTED; part lite tone) ms date only; LATE use on PPC. E $8
KS-180. Neely, [1896], VG CDS/target (part ruff T; crs; lower L tip nib) 10c Webster solo (88-23) on reg’d cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-181. Neely, 1909, G+ CDS (o/s) as recd (88-23) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-182. New Murdock, 1907, G+ Doane 3/4 (crs; lite tone) (84-10) on PPC. E $14
KS-183. Nicodemus, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (dial hi: "D" partly off; lite strike; toned) (77-53) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-184. Norwich, 1918, VG RFD 11E/1 (UNLISTED) ms "RFD" & date on PPC. E $6
KS-186. Offerle, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-187. Oil Hill, 1918, VG 4-bar (EARLY; lite tone) (17-58) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-188. Oneida, 1903, G+ RFD 2F/1 w/inverted "1" on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-189. Opolis, 1903, F RFD 2F/1 (trim R) on PSE w/enc. E $20
KS-190. Osage City, 1903, G+ RFD 1/2 on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
KS-191. Osage City, 1903, VG+ RFD 2B/4 (slight trim T; tiny tear T) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-192. Osawatomie, 1901, G+ RFD 1A/1 (trim L) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
KS-193. Osborne, 1903, G+ RFD 2B/1 (trim R; tiny tear T; lite tone) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
KS-194. Oskaloosa, 1860s, VF ms (trim R; lower R crnr toned) on cvr to Ft.Riley, KS, c/o Maj.Fletcher, Pay Master, USA. E $30
KS-195. Oskaloosa, 1903, VG RFD 1/2 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-196. Ottawa, 1901, G+ RFD 1/2 (ruff; lite tone) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-197. Ottawa, 1902, G+ RFD 1/6 (near VG; lite tone; no flap) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
KS-198. Ottumwa, [1862], VF ms (B tips nib; upper L tip slit) (57-06) on PSE. E $50
KS-200. Ozawikie ("OSAWKKE" variant spelling), 1883, G+ CDS/neg.star (near VF; upper L tip ruff; bit nick B; tears T) faint dateline appears to match canx spelling; on GPC. E $20 MIN.10
KS-201. Ozawikie, 1901, G+ RFD 1/1? (# not struck; trim R to stamp) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
KS-203. Pendennis, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (LUK; tip crs) as recd (94-57) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-204. Peru, ca.1908, VG RFD 11E (toned; crs; tear T) ms month/day on PPC. E $5
KS-205. Pigua, 1909, G+ Doane 3/2? (LUK; bit stutter; tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-206. Pittsburg, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/7 (UNLISTED; lite tone; stamp fault) ms scribble only; address in message area on PPC. E $6
KS-207. Pittsburg (Radley Rural Sta.), 1909, G+ RFD 10R (toned) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-208. Point View, 1910, VG+ Doane 1/1 (near VF; toned) (79-12) on PPC. E $15
KS-209. Portland, 1933, VG 4-bar ty.E (part on stamp; o/s) (86-40) on commer.cvr. E $12
KS-210. Potwin, 1910, VG RFD 11A (UNLISTED; crnr crs) ms town/date/"RFD" (no #) on PPC. E $8
KS-211. Prescott, 1907, VG Doane 2/5 on PPC. E $8
KS-212. Princeton, 1909, G+ Doane 2/5 (R arc on stamp) on PPC. E $8
KS-213. Randall, ca.1908, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
KS-214. Randolph, 1913, G+ RFD 3NB (UNLISTED) straight-line date only h/s on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-216. Reading, 1900, F purple RFD 1/1 on PSE. E $20
KS-217. Reading, 1925, F RFD 11E/3 (UNLISTED) ms date only on PPC. E $8
KS-218. Reno, 1912, F 4-bar (64-18) on PPC. E $20
KS-219. Reserve, 1904, G+ RFD 2F/3 (UNLISTED; route # not struck; year partial) on GPC w/illus.Masonic Temple card adhered to back. E $20
KS-220. Rest, 1910, VG Doane 1/2 (tiny tear T; bit lite tone) (87-55) on PPC. E $12
KS-221. Richmond, 1909, G+ Doane 3/7 on PPC. E $5
KS-222. Richmond, 1917, G+ DCDS/4-bar NON-STANDARD (dial hi:"ON" partly off) on PPC. E $10
KS-223. Riverdale, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (UNLISTED; bit lite tone) (87-73) on PPC. E $16
KS-224. Rock Creek, 1922, G+ 4-bar (ruff R) on cvr w/"mock leather" high school graduation announcement w/student’s calling card. E $15 MIN.8
KS-225. Rose, ca.1909, VG RFD 11P ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
KS-226. Roseland, 1909, VG 4-bar (bit stutter; lower L tip nick; tip crs) (02-18) on PPC. E $20
KS-227. Roxbury, ca.1908, VG RFD 11E (UNLISTED; part lite tone) ms "RFD"/month/day on PPC w/sender's circled instruction: "Please leave at school house". E $12
KS-228. Sabetha, 1879, VF purple TCDS/neg.star (lower R tip slt) State Board of Charitable Institutions cc on cvr. E $20
KS-229. Sac & Fox Agency, [1867], G+ CDS/grid (spotty strike but ID sure; bit lite soiled; bit trim L) (62-70) on cvr w/enc.datelined Ridgeway. E $150
KS-230. Safford, 1883, G+ CDS/target (ruff R; tears T) (72-87) on cvr w/enc. E $70
KS-231. Saint Benedict, [1896], G+ CDS/target (long tears R, 1 thru stamp; trim R, in stamp to oval; bit ruff T; toned; AS IS for faults) St.Joseph (MO) Business Univ.ad cc (83-02) on cvr. E $24
KS-232. Saint Mary's Mission, 1870s, VG CDS/target (lower L crnr off; few ink spots) (55-78) on cvr. E $100
KS-233. Saint Theresa, 1912, F 4-bar (86-16) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
KS-234. Salina, 1904, VF RFD 2F/2 (ruff R, just in stamp; lite tone) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-235. Santa Fe, 1912, F 4-bar (lite tone) (86-25) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-236. Saunders, 1906, VF Doane 3/1 (EKU) (86-08) on GPC. E $50
KS-237. Scandia, 1886, VF DCDS/partial fancy wheel (slight ruff R; no flap; heavy cr) pair 3c banknotes on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-238. Schroyer, 1908, VG+ 4-bar (toned) (89-18) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
KS-239. Schulte, 1920, G+ 4-bar (near VG+; nicks T) (06-34) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
KS-240. Scott, 1880s, G+ CDS/target (year mostly not struck; ruff R) 2c brown (80-13) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
KS-241. Seabrook, 1899, g= CDS/target ("S" & date spotty; ruff L) (87-99) on cvr. E $60
KS-242. Sedgwick, 1905, G+ RFD 1/2 ($# partial; tears T & B) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
KS-243. Sedgwick, 1905, G+ RFD 1/2 (near F; lower R tip nib) on cvr. E $15
KS-244. Sedgwick, 1905, G+ RFD 1/2 (lower R tip nib) on cvr. E $12
KS-245. Seely (MISSPELLED "Seeley"), 1909, F 4-bar (toned) (80-11) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
KS-246. Seely (MISSPELLED "Seeley"), 1910, G+ 4-bar (80-11) on PPC w/Harness, IL (98-11) G+ Doane 3/2 as rec'd. E $24 MIN.12
KS-247. Seguin, 1907, F+ 4-bar (dia[...]
KS-250. Selma, 1909, VG Doane 2/2 (lite tone) (87-56) on PPC. E $8
KS-251. Shadybrook, 1903, G+ CDS/target (01-07) on PSE. E $60
KS-253. Sharpe, 1909, VF 4-bar (lite tone) (90-18) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
KS-254. Sharps Creek, 1887, F ms (trim R; part lite water tone; nicks) (72-99) on cvr. E $50
KS-255. Shaw, 1911, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKU; near VG+) (85-54) on PPC. E $12
KS-256. Shawnee, 1886, VG purple CDS/star (3 pen lines on stamp because killer partly off R & barely touches stamp; lite tone; trim L; tears L & T) 2c banknote (1857-1960) on cvr. E $20
KS-257. Sherlock, Finney (Co.), 1886, G+ sawtooth TCDSS/maltese ("CO" not struck; o/w F+) (78-01) on GPC. E $60
KS-258. Sherwin, 1953, F 4-bar; Last Day P.O. (50-53) on GPC w/PM signature on back. E $15 MIN.8
KS-260. Shook, 1913, VG+ 4-bar (lite tone) (00-25) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-261. Shorey, 1907, VG+ Doane 2/4; J.H.Skinner & Co./Capital Nurseries, Sta.A, Topeka, ad cc; lc Sc.300 (89/07) on cvr w/enc.8-pg.price list. E $50
KS-263. Silvers Lake, 1882, VG purple DCDS w/2 * in dial/cork (part ruff R) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
KS-264. Skidmore, 1909, G+ CDS/target (2 strikes overlap, 1 dateless; lite tone) (03-15) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
KS-265. Smith Center, 1909, VG RFD 11E/4 (UNLISTED) ms date only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-266. Smokey Hill, 1908, G CDS/cork (part spotty; lite tone) (00-15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-267. Solomon City, 1870s, G+ CDS/target (spotty strike; month not struck; trim L) (60-94) on 2.5x4.5" cvr. E $20 MIN.10
KS-268. Solomon City, 1893, F CDS/cork; Citizen's State Bank cc (60-94) on 2c Colum.PSE. E $24 MIN.12
KS-269. Speed, 1909, G+ Doane 1/3 (LKU) (95-64) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-270. Spivey, 1912, G+ DCDS/Rec'd/4-bar non-standard as origin (surface scuffs, some slightly affecting canx) on PPC. E $12
KS-271. Spring Hill, ca.1917, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED; crs) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
KS-272. Spring Valley, 1892, G CDS/cork (upper L arc mostly not struck but message datelined; AS IS for strike) (72-02) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-273. Springdale, 1865, VG ms (60-07) on 2.5x4.25" cvr. E $50
KS-275. Springfield, 1912, VG 4-bar (LATE) (87-13) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-276. Springfield, 1903, G+ Doane 1/1 (UNLISTED; town spotty but ID sure; bit lite tone) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-277. Springside, 1880s, G+ CDS/target (ruff L; lite tone) inverted strike; 2c brown (70-01) on cvr. E $40 MIN.20
KS-278. Stafford, 1888, G+ dark purple oval w/BOLD neg.star on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
KS-279. Staples, 1891, G+ CDS/target (trim R to stamp) (89-05) on PSE. E $50
KS-280. Star Valley/J.C.Gibson, P.M., 1887, VG+ DCDS/target (part soiled; upper L crnr ruff) (76-95) on PSE w/enc. E $75
KS-281. Sterling, 1906, G+ RFD 1N/5 w/ms day correction on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
KS-282. Stickney, 1910, F 4-bar (toned) (98-13) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
KS-283. Stilwell, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-284. Stitt, 1898, G+ CDS/target (bit lite tone) (88-02) on PSE. E $50
KS-285. Stockdale, 1913, G+ 4-bar non-standard (72-43) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-286. Stockholm, 1909, F 4-bar (90-15) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
KS-287. Stockton, [1880], VG fancy CDS w/2 * in dial/target (dial bit hi) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-288. Stockton, 1886, G+ TCDS/fancy wheel (bit stutter; killer obscured on stamp) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-289. Stone City, 1910, F+ 4-bar (00-18) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
KS-290. Stone Corral, [1874], VG ms (ruff L; ink smudge by add.) (72-80) on cvr w/enc. E $200
KS-291. Stowell, 1908, VG 4-bar (86-13) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
KS-292. Straight Creek, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (2nd "T" not struck; lite tone) (88-29) on PPC. ONLY known example. E $24 MIN.12
KS-293. Straight Creek, 1922 (Dec 21), G+ RED 4-bar, for Xmas season (upper R edge bit ruff) (88-29) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-294. Stuart, 1900, G+ CDS/cork (81-03) on cvr. E $50
KS-295. Stuttgart, 1931, G+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard (part on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-296. Success, 1909, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (78-09) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
KS-297. Sunnydale, 1900, G+ CDS/target (77-01) on GPC. E $50
KS-298. Sunnyside, 1910, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; lite tone) (06-16) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
KS-299. Superior, 1882, VF ms; 1c +4x3c banknotes (75-89) on reg’d cvr. E $90
KS-300. Superior, 1887, G+ CDS/target (year spotty; ruff R; lite tone; tiny tears T) (75-89) on PSE. E $75
KS-301. Swedonia, 1870s, VF ms (ruff R) (77-85) on cvr. E $80
KS-302. Sycamore Springs, 1872, VG ms (trim R; tiny tear T) (68-06) on PSE. E $50
KS-303. Sylvan Grove, 1904, G+ RFD 2B/1 (UNLISTED; near F+) on GPC. E $24 MIN.12
KS-304. Talmo, 1910, VG Doane 2/3 (Lku; lite tone; crs) (84-53) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-305. Talmo, 1910, VG Doane 2/3 (Lku; toned; tear L) (84-53) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-308. Tecumseh, 1889, VG DCDS/star (ruff L; lite soiled) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
KS-309. Tehama, 1896, G+ CDS/target ("EHA" mostly not struck but ID sure; lite tone) pair 5c Grant (73-01) on reg’d cvr. E $30 MIN.15
KS-310. Terra Cotta, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (upper R tip taped) (78-13) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-311. Terryton, 1908, G+ D27/1 (w/"Oct" month in error (bars off B edge; part lite tone) as recd (86-23) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-312. Thayer, 1903, G+ RFD 1/1 (ruff R) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-313. Thurman, 1908, G+ 4-bar (74-09) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-314. Tiblow, 1870s, G+ CDS/target (tiny tears T; lower R tip nick) (66-86) on cvr. E $60
KS-315. Tiblow, 1870s, VF ms (trim L; lite tone; lower R tip nick) (66-86) on cvr. E $75
KS-316. Tisdale, 1910, G+ 4-bar (state spotty) (71-20) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-317. Toluca, 1912, VG+ 4-bar (00-13) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
KS-318. Tonganoxie, 1902, F RFD 2B/4 (bit trim R; lower R tip ruff) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-319. Tonganoxie, 1903, G+ Doane 1/3 on GPC. E $20
KS-320. Topeka, 1903, G+ RFD 2B/3 (near VF; bit trim R, just in stamp tip) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-321. Topeka, Sta.A, 1903, G+ RFD 1B/1 (lite strike; state not struck) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-322. Topland, 1888, G+ CDS/target; 10c banknote +2x 2c green (87-98) on reg’d cvr. E $75
KS-323. Towanda, 1903, G+ RFD 2B/2 (UNLISTED route; town part obscured; lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-324. Townsend, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 (part on stamp; lite tone) (92-18) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
KS-325. Trading Post, 1896, F CDS/target (80-02) on cvr. E $60
KS-326. Traver, 1909, F Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (04-11) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
KS-327. Troy, 1876, F blue fancy DCDS w/2 * in dial/target (trim L) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-328. Troy, 1903, VG+ RFD 1/? (# off R edge; bit ruff R; lite tone) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-329. Troy, ca.1910, F RFD 11/2 (UNLISTED; toned) complete ms, except year on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-330. Tully, 1908, F Doane 2/1 (88-19) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
KS-331. Tully, [1915], G+ 4-bar (year omitted) (88-19) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-332. Turkville, 1898, VG+ CDS/target (angle trim R; toned) (75-18) on cvr w/enc. E $24
MIN.12
KS-333. Twin Creek, 1881, G+ purple DCDS/maltese (part lite; trim R in stamp to oval) (72-15) on PSE. E $20 MIN.10

KS-334. Twin Creek, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (near F; dial bit hi) (72-15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-335. Twin Creek, 1910, VG 4-bar (slight stutter; lite tone) (72-15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-336. Twin Falls, 1880, VF magenta TCDS/circled star (trim R) (70-99) on 3x4.75" cvr. E $80
KS-337. Twin Mound, 1897, VG+ CDS/target (trim R) (58-03) on cvr. E $40
KS-338. Twin Springs, [1869], G+ CDS/target (slight trim L) 3c locomotive (57-76) on cvr. E $150

KS-339. Uneda, 1909, VG 4-bar (slight stutter) (08-21) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-340. Union, 1889, F CDS/target (bit ruff R) (84-00) on PSE. E $50
KS-341. Upola, 1899, G+ CDS (part o/s; ruff L) as recd (87-09) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-342. Urbana, 1910, VG+ Doane 2/2 (LKU; lite tone) as recd b/s (70-57) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-343. Utopia, 1909, VG RFD 11E/1 (UNLISTED) ms date only on PPC. E $8
KS-344. Utopia, 1917, G+ 4-bar (near VG+; toned) (80-35) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-345. Valeda, 1898, F CDS/cork (lite tone) 2c +8c (86-68) on reg'd 2c PSE. E $15 MIN.8
KS-347. Valeda, 1929, G+ 4-bar; 1c "Kans." overprint (86-68) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-348. Valhalla, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 ("La" on stamp; crnr crs) (03-21) on PPC. E $20
KS-349. Valley Falls, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED; toned) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8
KS-350. Vallonia, 1883, VF ms (upper R tip ruff; small tone spot; slit 3 sides) (79-87) on PSE. E $80

KS-351. Varck, 1902, G+ CDS/target (part o/s) (81-06) on GPC. E $40
KS-352. Venango, 1890, VG CDS/target (trim L) (75-02) on cvr. E $50
KS-353. Vera, 1895, G+ CDS/cork w/separately applied straight-line date (lower L tip clip) (89-04) on PPC. E $40 MIN.20
KS-356. Verdi, 1912, G+ straight-line town w/ms date non-standard (scuff at L where Xmas seal peeled, not affecting canx) (85-35) on PPC. E $20
KS-357. Vernon, 1888, G+ CDS/target (EARLY; upper R edge bit ruff) (87-53) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-358. Vesper, 1911, G+ 4-bar non-standard (lite tone) (72-66) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-359. Victor, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (date partial) (79-41) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-360. Victor, 1911, VG 4-bar (79-41) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-361. Victoria, 1880, VG magenta DCDS/NEG.star (trim R; edge tear R; upper L tip nick) as fwd on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-362. Vincent, 1887, F ms vertically below stamp (ruff trim R to stamp, just in tips of "V" in town) (78-01) on PSE. E $40 MIN.20
KS-364. Vinland, [1886], G+ CDS/target (bit lite tone) (68-54) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-365. Waco, 1887, G+ magenta CDS/ms (trim R; tear T; toned) (73-05) on cvr. E $30 MIN.15
KS-366. Wagsstaff, 1907, VG+ Doane 3/2 (EKU; lite tone) as recd (88-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-367. Wainwright, 1901, G+ CDS/target (day/year partial) (99-06) on cvr. E $50
KS-368. Waldron, 1908, VG Doane 3/3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
KS-369. Walkertown, ca.1889, VF ms (toned; trim R) 2c green (83-10) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
KS-370. Walsburg, 1899, VG+ CDS/target (lite tone) (91-35) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-371. Walsburg, 1910, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi; lite tone) (91-35) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-372. Wamego, 1905, G+ RFD 2F/3 on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-373. Wamego, 1906, G+ RFD 2F/1 (lite tone) on PPC w/small oval REAL PHOTO of business street. E $15 MIN.8
KS-374. Warren, 1905, F CDS/target (ruff L) (88-09) on PSE. E $24 MIN.12
KS-375. Warwick, 1908, F Doane 3/1 (82-19) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
KS-376. Warwick, 1911, VG Doane 3/1 (LKU) (82-19) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
KS-377. Washington, 1902, G+ RFD 1/1 (UNLISTED; trim L; tiny tear L; lite tone) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-378. Washington, 1904, F RFD 2F/3 (UNLISTED) on GPC. E $20
KS-379. Waterloo, 1902, VF CDS/target (R rim barely off) (81-12) on GPC. E $24 MIN.12
KS-380. Waterloo, 1909, G+ Doane 3/2 (EKU; toned) as recd (81-12) on GPC. 1 of 2 known. E $20
KS-381. Wathena, 1877, VG+ CDS/circled star w/4-digit year on GPC. E $20
KS-382. Wathena, 1887, VG CDS/circled star w/2-digit year (trim R) on PSE. E $20
KS-383. Waushara, ca.1870, G+ blue CDS/cork (bit trim R; tear R; edge tears T & B) bit faulty
3c locomotive (58-95) on cvr w/partial enc. E $65
KS-384. Waverly, 1902, VF RFD 1/1 (UNLISTED; ruff L; stamp faults) on cvr w/enc. E $24
KS-385. Waverly, 1903, VF RFD 1/2 on PSE. E $20
KS-386. Wayne, 1909, VG+ Doane 3/- w/no # in bars (EKU; killer partly off R; lite tone) (84-71)
on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-387. Webb, 1888, G+ CDS/cork (water damage: T edge faults; part soiled; no flap; add.faded)
(80-89) on PSE. AS IS, but SCARCE. E $30 MIN.15
KS-388. Webster, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (upper R & date on stamp) (79-53) on PPC. E $8
KS-389. Welda, 1902, G+ RFD 1/1 (toned; tears) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-390. Wellmanville, 1908, G+ CDS/target (spotty; lite tone) (78-09) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-391. Weltbote, [1897], F CDS/target (ruff R; lite tone) (88-98) on cvr w/enc. E $80
KS-392. West Plains, 1889, G+ CDS/target (84-94) on GPC. E $50
KS-393. Western Park, 1898, G+ CDS/target (near VG; lite tone; trim R) (71-05) on cvr. E $50
KS-394. Westfield, 1885, VF ms (74-88) on GPC. E $80
KS-395. Westgate, 1893, VF ms; 10c Webster (84-01) on reg'd cvr. E $50
KS-396. Weston, ca.1890, G+ CDS/target (dial hi: "S" partly off; year mostly not struck)
(74-04) on PSE. E $30 MIN.15
KS-397. Wetmore, 1909, VG RFD 11E ms date only on PPC. E $6
KS-398. Wherry, 1911, VF Doane 3/1 (toned) (88-23) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-399. White Church, [1880], G+ CDS w/ms month/day (bit lite tone) (69-07) on GPC. E $50
KS-400. White Cloud, 1909, VG RFD 11/1 (UNLISTED) complete ms on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-401. Whitewater, 1904, VG+ RFD 2B/1 (stamp about 1/3 peeled) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-402. Wichita, 1903, G+ RFD 1/1 (RUFF L; no flap; lite tone; AS IS for faults) on cvr w/enc.
E $12 MIN.6
KS-403. Wichita, 1905, G+ RFD 1/5? (# obscured on stamp; cr) on GPC datelined No.Wichita. E $15
MIN.8
KS-404. Wichita, ca.1908, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED; bit lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
KS-405. Wilburn, 1893, F red CDS w/black scarab (85-11) on 2c Colum.PSE. E $24 MIN.12
KS-408. Willard, 1912, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (87-59) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-409. Willis, 1908, G+ RFD 2F/1 on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
KS-410. Willis, 1909, G+ magenta RFD 2F/1 (crnr crs; lite tone) on PPC. E $15
KS-411. Willis, 1909, VG+ RFD 11/1 (UNLISTED; TONED; tip cr) complete ms on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-412. Wilmington, 1866, VG+ ms town/date (trim L; lite tone) (57-06) on 2.75x4.5" cvr
w/enc.to Burlingame. E $50
KS-413. Wilmot, 1908 (Dec 25), G+ Doane 3/2 (LKV; toned) (79-57) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-414. Wilmot, 1910, VG 4-bar (09-22) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-415. Wilson, 1906, G+ RFD 1N/1 (slight stutter; trim R, in stamp) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-416. Wilson, 1885, G+ CDS/target (87-14) on PSE. E $24 MIN.12
KS-417. Wilsonston, 1911, G+ Doane 3/1 (LKU) (87-14) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
KS-418. Windom, 1902, VF RFD 1/1 (bit trim R; small tone spot) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
KS-419. Windsor, [1886], VG ms (horiz.cr, partly in town; notch T; edge tears T; no flap)
(69-87) on cvr. E $40 MIN.20
KS-420. Winfield, 1883, VG+ TCDS/grid (trim R; bit cr; lite tone) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
KS-421. Winfield, 1903, G+ RFD 1N/1 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-422. Winkler, 1909, G+ Doane 2/(2) (stamp gone, removes # & bars; lite tone) (95-60) on PPC.
E $6
$20
KS-424. Wittrup, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (85-13) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
KS-425. Wolcott, 1905, G+ CDS/target (99-44 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-426. Woodland, 1888, G+ CDS/grid (near F+; slight o/s; upper R tip clip) (87-01) on PSE. E
$50
KS-427. Woodruff, 1886, G+ ms vertically at R (EARLY; trim R, affects date) (85-56) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
KS-428. Woodsdale, 1912, G+ Doane 3/1? (or 4-bar; R arc on stamp) (86-15) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
KS-429. Wreford, 1900, G+ CDS/cork; 8c Sherman (82-18) on reg'd 2c PSE. E $24 MIN.12
KS-430. Wyandotte, 1870s, G+ CDS/cork (55-87) on cvr. E $30
KS-431. Wyandotte, 1885, G+ CDS/cork (dial bit hi; tip of "D" off; nicks T) (55-87) on cvr w/enc. E $24
KS-432. Wyoming, 1893, G+ CDS/target (town spotty; part ruff slit R) (62-01) on PSE. E $30 MIN.15
KS-433. Xenia, 1909, G+ CDS/target (58-26) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-434. Yale, 1910, VG CDS (lite tone) socked-on-nose on 1c Frank. (92-14) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-435. Yates Center, 1877, VG purple CDS/target (EARLY; trim R; R tip nick) on cvr. E $20
KS-436. Yates Center, 1879, VF CDS/circled star (tears; L tips nick; trim R; 3c removed before trim?) 10c banknote solo on reg'd cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-437. Yocemento, 1915, G+ 4-bar (07-17) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-438. Zarah, 1910, VG+ Doane 2/1 (slight stutter; bit lite tone) (90-54) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-439. Zella, ca.1908, G+ CDS/target (year/state not struck) (86-09) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-440. Zenith, 1909, VF magenta 4-bar (lite tone) (02-74) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-441. Zyba, 1906, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; lower R tip ruff; tiny tear T; stamp faults) (87-06) on cvr. E $50

KENTUCKY

KY-1. Anchorage, 1910, VG RFD 11C/16 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms date/route on PPC. E $8
KY-2. Bandy, 1913, G+ Doane 3/1 (LKU; date not struck, o/w VG+) (01-42) on cvr. E $14
KY-3. Bauer, 1910, F blue 4-bar w/ms day correction (toned) (07-24) on PPC. E $15
KY-4. Belmont, 1914, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKU; part on stamp) (1854/1966) on PPC. E $12
KY-5. Birdsville, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KY-6. Bowling Green, 1866, G+ DCDS/target (trim R) on cvr to Morristown, E.Tennessee, w/ms note at L "c/o Samuel Steel, 3 miles below Warrensburg". E $15 MIN.8
KY-7. Boydsville, 1909, VF 4-bar (lite cr) (66-16) on PPC. E $12
KY-8. Brady, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (05-35) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KY-9. Bramlette, 1873, G+ CDS/cork (near VG+; ruff R) (65-79) on FRONT ONLY. E $30
KY-10. Brodhead, 1887, VG+ purple DCDS/target (lite tone) 10c + 2c on reg'd cvr. E $15
KY-11. Brooksville, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/4 (UNLISTED route) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
KY-12. California, 1911, VG RFD 11E/2 (UNLISTED) ms date only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KY-13. Carlisle, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
KY-14. Carrollton, Carroll Co., 1880, F TCDS/target (tear T; upper L tip nick) on cvr. E $20
KY-16. Chilesburg, 1865, VF ms (EARLY; trim R) (63-54) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
KY-17. Claryville, 1911, G+ CDS/target (76-19) on PPC. E $12
KY-18. Cliff, 1906, VG Doane 2/1 (bit ruff trim R; nick L) (03-73) on PSE. E $12
KY-19. Costelow, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 (date partial) (82-31) on PPC. E $8
KY-20. Cottageville, 1908, VG Doane 2/1 (dial hi: "AGE" partly off) (86-13) on PPC. E $16
KY-22. Crescent Springs, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 as recd (91-18) on PPC. E $8
KY-23. Crittenden, 1860s, VF ms (lite soil; back faults) (48/92) on PSE. E $16
KY-25. Dunnville, 1878, VF ms (EARLY; ruff L) on cvr. E $20
KY-27. Esto, 1909, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi; tips of "ST" off; toned) (77-35) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KY-28. Faith, 1909, F 4-bar (toned) (88-17) on PPC. E $16
KY-29. Flat Rock P.O./Flat Rock, 1884, VG+ DCDS (R arc on stamp mostly obscures "P.O.", but ID sure) on PPC. E $16
KY-30. Folsom, 1911, VF 4-bar (bit lite tone) (93-16) on PPC. E $16
KY-31. Forkton, 1906, G+ CDS/target; "Returned..." & 3x "Unclaimed"; collection agency overall ad; (83-53) on cvr. E $8
KY-32. Foster, 1908, G+ Doane 1/3 (near VG; part lite tone) on PPC. E $8
KY-33. Foxport, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone; crnr crs) (80-15) on PPC. E $12
KY-34. Gamaliel, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (L/KU; lower R crnr ruff; uneven lite tone) on cvr w/enc. E $8
KY-35. Glasgow Junction, 1910, G+ Doane 2/5 (toned) (63-38) on PPC. E $8
KY-36. Goshen, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (near VG+; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KY-37. Greenbrier, 1909, VG magenta Doane 1/1 (part on stamp; lite tone) (92-25) on PPC. E $20
KY-38. Guston, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (toned; crs; uneven trim, probably before mailed) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KY-39. Hobbs' Station, 1867, G+ CDS/target (65-72) on 2.25x5.25" cvr. E $20
KY-40. Iron Hill, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (R arc on stamp) (73-14) on PPC. E $14
KY-41. Jeffersontown, 1907, VG RFD 3NB/13 (UNLISTED; lite tone) h/s date only, struck twice (1817-1966) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KY-42. Kilgore, 1910, F CDS/cork (crs) (86/23) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KY-43. Kirklevington, 1899, G+ CDS/target (bit ruff R) (88-00) on cvr. E $24
KY-44. Laynesville, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (UNLISTED; toned) w/Ivel Doane 3/1 as recd; (78-17) on PPC. E $15
KY-45. Leesburg, 1883, VG ms town/date only (part lite tone; trim L; L edge cr) (1817/1917) on cvr. E $14
KY-46. Lewisport, 1887, VG+ CDS/maltese (slight stutter) on GPC. E $14
KY-47. Livia, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (L/KU; 2 tape spots, 1 partly on bars; crs; lite tone; crnr wear; tear B) as recd (72-66) on PPC. E $12
KY-48. Mammoth Cave, 1913, VG+ 4-bar on PPC (Marble Temple). E $12 MIN.6
KY-49. Massack, 1905, VG Doane 1/1 (EKU; nicks B; water tone B) as recd (51/08) on PPC. E $16
KY-50. Moscow, 1911, G+ Doane 3/4 (L/KU; lite tone) (1829-1955) on PPC. E $8
KY-51. Mount Eden, 1910, G+ 4-bar (near VG; lite tone; crnr crs; edge tear T) on PPC. E $5
KY-52. Muldraugh, 1906, G+ Doane 2/2 (EKU) as recd on PPC. E $8
KY-53. Muses Mills, 1908, F Doane 2/(2) (EKU; stamp about 1/2 peeled, affects bars) on PPC. E $8
KY-54. Oakland, 1908, F Doane 3/5 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KY-55. Olde, 1911, G+ 4-bar (bit o/s; lite tone) (10-13) on PPC. E $30
KY-56. Otter Pond, 1934, G+ 4-bar ty.E´ (part lite tone) (88/42) on commer.GPC. E $12 MIN.6
KY-57. Panama, 1937, G+ 4-bar ty.E (part on stamp) (05-55) on commer.cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
KY-58. Philpot, 1909, VF Doane 2/2 (lite tone; crs; crnr wear) on PPC. E $8
KY-59. Pleasant Ridge, 1870s, VF ms (bit lite tone; edge tear T) (59/13) on PSE. E $20
KY-60. Pope, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (EKU; crnr cr) as red (93-15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KY-61. Pope, 1908, VG Doane 2/? (bars mostly off edge) as recd (93-15) on PPC. E $8
KY-62. Poplar Flat, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (part on stamp) (36/30) on PPC. E $8
KY-63. Ribolt, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (EKU; R arc on stamp; lite tone) (98-36) on PPC. E $14
KY-64. Rock Gap, 1911, G+ Doane 2/1 (L/KU; "AP" mostly not struck; date partial; lite tone) (DPO; UNLISTED in Helbock) on PPC. E $24
KY-67. Rockland, 1907, G+ 4-bar (near VG+; toned) (75/16) on PPC. E $14
KY-69. Samuels, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone; crs) (94-87) on PPC. E $8
KY-70. Spottsville, 1907, G+ Doane 3/4 (year partial; water tone spot in message) on PPC. E $8
KY-71. Stithton, 1908, VG+ 4-bar (74-25) on PPC w/Weldon (89-14) F 4-bar as recd. E $16
KY-72. Stithton, 1909, VG+ 4-bar (bit lite tone) (74-25) on PPC. E $8
KY-73. Sturgeon, 1909, VG Doane 2/2 (L/KU; lite tone; tip cr) (88/66) on PPC. 2nd known example. E $15 MIN.8
KY-74. Tonieville, 1910, G+ Doane 3/2 (part on stamp) (88-38) on PPC. E $15
KY-75. Tousey, 1912, G+ Doane 2/1 (town part spotty, but message clearly datelined; lite tone) (80-57) on PPC. E $12
KY-76. Trace, 1908, VG Doane 2/1 (EKU; o/s) (91-13) on PPC. E $20
KY-77. VanBuren, 1912, F PROVISIONAL ms (lite tone; crs) (86-22) on PPC. E $15
KY-78. Weir, 1912, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi; tip of "E" off; lite tone) (94-15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KY-79. Weller, 1899, G+ CDS/target (lower L tip nick) (98-05) on cvr w/enc. E $24 MIN.12
KY-80. West Point, 1918, VG 4-bar non-standard (part stuffer) on PPC. E $14
KY-81. Weston, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (EKU; part o/s by partial 2nd strike; lite tone) (77-16) on PPC. E $16
KY-82. Wyoming, 1909, VG 4-bar (53-12) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

LOUISIANA / Do you need my "Louisiana Post Offices" book? $16.00 in US; $30.00 outside US.
LA-1. Arbroth, 1885, G+ CDS/target (date spotty; state partial; bit lite tone) (80-56) on PSE. E $12
LA-2. Bayou Goula, [1887], G+ purple TCDS/target (year partial; part ruff R) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
LA-4. Bellevue, 1875, F ms (water spot on couple letters; bit trim T) (57-15) on cvr. E $20
LA-5. China, 1906, G+ CDS (lite tone) as recd (80-11) on PPC. E $15
LA-6. China, 1907, VG 4-bar (crs) (80-11) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
LA-7. Coverdale, 1912, G+ 4-bar (tip cr) (15-22) on PPC. E $15
LA-8. Estopinal, 1909, G+ CDS/cork (upper R arc spotty; AS IS for that; lower L crnrl clip; R
tip nib; tear B) (99-15) on PPC. E $12
LA-9. Franklinton, 1907, VF Doane 2/5 (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
LA-10. Harris, 1907, VG+ Doane 3/1 (EKU; toned) (89/28) on PPC. E $20
LA-11. Kinder, 1907, VG+ Doane 2/4 (bit cr) on PPC. E $12
LA-12. Lecomte, ca.1857, VF CDS w/ms day (edge tears T; edge crs) (54-66) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
LA-13. Marthaville, 1908, G+ Doane 2/6 (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
LA-14. McDonoghville, 1911, G+ Doane 2/3 ("Mc" weak; toned; crnrl crs) (93-26) on PPC. E $12
LA-15. Milliken, 1907, G+ 4-bar (near F+) as recd (04-29) on PPC. E $12
LA-16. Pine Grove, 1909, VF Doane 2/1 on PPC. E $14
LA-17. Riverton, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (stamp fault) (93/42) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
LA-18. Standard, 1909, G+ 4-bar (bit stuffer; lite crnrl crs) (04-38) on PC. E $14
LA-19. Torras, 1907, G+ Doane 2 (or 1?) CDS/Recd (UNLISTED; lite tone) as recd (02-54) on PPC.
Characteristic dial & font ID this as SURE Doane. E $15
LA-20. Waxia, 1907, VF Doane 3/2 (EKU; lite tone) (93-54) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

MAINE
ME-1. Allens Mills, [1909], VG+ Doane 2/1 dateless dial; as recd (79/15) on PPC. E $8
ME-2. Bald Mountain, 1907, G+ CDS/target (dial hi: "MOUN" partly off) (03-66) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-3. Barker, 1906, VG CDS/target (bit lite tone) (03-34) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ME-4. Beachwood, 1906, G+ Doane 3/2 as recd (95-18) on PPC. E $8
ME-5. Beachwood, 1907, F Doane 3/2 (95-18) on PPC. E $14
ME-6. Belgrade Lakes, 1907, F Doane 3/5 (dial hi: "ADE" partly off) on PPC. E $8
ME-7. Bigelow, 1907, VG+ Doane 2/4 (bit stuffer; part on stamp) w/Stratton G+ Doane 2/4 (as recd (# off R); (00-11) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
ME-8. Birches, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/2 ("S" on stamp; lite tone) (96/26) on PPC. E $12
ME-10. Bowdoinham, 1878, VF CDS/star on CPC. E $15
ME-12. Brownville, [1860] (Jan 1), G+ balloon CDS w/ms day (nick T; edge tear T; flap fault) on
cvr. E $14
ME-16. Chebeague Island, 1925, G+ 4-bar non-standard w/2 * in dial (lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ME-17. Chesuncook, 1908, F 4-bar (large scuff lower R, into add.; TONED) (00/55) on PPC. E $5
ME-18. Cooper, 1911, VG 4-bar (1827/1944) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-19. Dry Mills, 1912, F 4-bar (part lite water tone; tip crs) (65-60) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-22. East Gray, 1906, VF Doane 2/2 (o/s) (86-31) on PPC. E $8
ME-23. East North Yarmouth, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (R arc & part of date on stamp; crnrs toned) (51-09) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-26. East Waterford, 1906 (Dec 25), G+ Doane 3/1 (EKU; o/s; edge tears) on PPC. E $12
ME-29. Gilbertsville, 1907, VG Doane 2/2 (dial bit hi) w/Houghton (95/48) G+ Doane 3/1 as recd; (81/33) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
ME-30. Golden Ridge, 1908, G Doane 1 CDS only, as usual (LKU; date & most of town on stamp, but I.D. guaranteed; bit lite tone; extraneous pen note in address area) not pretty, but this is a RARE type; about 3 known (68/18) on PPC. E $20
ME-31. Grange, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (o/s; lite tone) (86-13) on PPC. E $20
ME-32. Grange, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (# off B edge; stamp gone, not affecting this canx; tip cr as recd (86-13) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-33. Greenwood Mountain, 1923, G+ 4-bar (near VG+) (18-59) on PPC. E $12
ME-34. Hancock Point, 1909, VG Doane 2/3 (lite tone) (83-67) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-35. Hartford, 1916 (Dec 25), G+ CDS non-standard w/2 stars in dial (1807-1934) on PPC. E $14
ME-36. Hermon, 1880s, VG ms (ruff R) (34-19) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ME-37. Isle of Springs, 1907, F+ Doane 3/1 (92-67) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-38. Kennebunk Beach, 1908, VG Doane 2/5; dial repaired w/string or rubber band (83-67) on PPC. E $8
ME-39. Ketchum, 1908, G+ CDS/target (near VF; trim R; edge tear R) (01-13) on cvr. E $24
ME-41. Lake View, 1921, G+ 4-bar non-standard (lite tone) (90-40) on PPC. E $8
ME-43. Lawry, 1915, F 4-bar (94-53) on PPC. E $8
ME-44. Linekin, 1908, G+ 4-bar (bit stutter) (80-29) on PPC. E $14
ME-45. Mainstream, 1912, G+ Doane 3/3 (LKU) (52/33) on PPC. E $12
ME-46. Maranacook, 1907, F+ Doane 2/3 (91/55) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-47. Medford Center, 1908, F+ Doane 1/2 (60-40) on PPC. E $8
ME-48. Medford Center, 1913, VG Doane 1/2 (LKU; part on stamp; gum tone around stamp) (60-40) on PPC. E $12
ME-49. Middleham, 1903, VG CDS/target (bit lite tone) (81/42) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-50. Naskeag, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 (part on stamp) (93-20) on PPC. E $16
ME-51. National Soldiers Home, 1909, G duplex (R arc & part of date on stamp; killer mostly off R) (08-25) on PPC. E $14
ME-52. New Sharon, 1917 (Nov 19), VG+ 4-bar (part lite tone) 2c Wash.paying War Rate on PPC. E $5
ME-54. North Limington, 1915, F 4-bar (crnrs crs) (65-18) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-55. Northfield, 1911, G+ Doane 2/2 (40/35) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-56. Northport Camp Ground, [1906], G+ Doane 3/2 (year partial; near F+; lite tone) (78/07) on REAL PHOTO (town from lake). E $12 MIN.6
ME-57. Notch, 1909, F+ 4-bar (toned) (82-14) on PPC. E $15
ME-58. Ocean Park, 1906, G+ Doane 2/3 (o/s) (83/66) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-59. Ocean Park, 1909, G+ Doane 3/5 (R arc on stamp) (83/66) on PPC. E $8
ME-60. Old Orchard, 1880, G+ CDS/cork (74-29) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-61. Onawa, 1908, G+ duplex non-standard (95/70) on PPC. E $8
ME-62. Pem aquid Beach, 1923, G+ 4-bar (97-80) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-63. Portland, [1883], F CDS w/neg."O" in cork on GPC w/Cumberland Mills (75-03) G+ CDS as recd. E $14
ME-64. Portland, [1883], VF CDS w/neg."M" in cork on PSE. E $14
ME-65. Prouts Neck, 1905, VG Doane 2/5 (nick T; bit lite tone) (84-60) on cvr. E $12
ME-66. Prouts Neck, 1906, G+ Doane 2/5 (84-60) on PPC. E $5
ME-67. Richmond Corner, 1911 (Dec 25), G+ Doane 2/2 (near VG) (1842-1952) on PPC. E $8
ME-68. Riggsville, 1907, VG Doane 3/2 (toned) (86-16) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-69. Rockland, 1860s, VG DCDS w/BOLD crossroads killer (trim L; bit lite tone) on cvr. E $14
ME-70. Sandy Creek, 1920, VG 4-bar (79-27) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-71. Scarboro, 1906, G+ Doane 2/5 (o/s; part on stamp; crs) on PPC. E $6
ME-72. Sealant, 1917, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (13-37) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-73. Small Point, 1965, VF 4-bar (64-67) on commer.PPC. E $14
ME-74. Sound, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (upper R edge scuffs; tip cr; extraneous pen note L) (82/18) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
ME-75. South Bluehill, 1911, F Doane 3/2 (part lite tone) (86-23) on PPC. E $12
ME-76. South Bluehill, 1913, G+ Doane 3/2 (LKU; stutter) (86-23) on PPC. E $12
ME-77. South Bristol, 1909, VG+ Doane 2/5 (crs) on PPC. E $8
ME-78. South Casco, 1891, G+ purple DCDS/target (couple tone specks) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
ME-79. South Cushing, 1913, VG Doane 2/2 (85-44) on PPC. E $8
ME-80. South Lagrange, 1910, G+ Doane 3/2 (most on stamp; dial bit hi) BOLD "Missent to/Orono, Maine." h/s (72-19) on PPC. E $8
ME-81. South Orrington, ca.1860, VF ms (lite soiled; edge tears; upper L tip nib) (1829-1959) on cvr. E $12
ME-82. South Standish, 1908, VG Doane 3/1 (dial bit hi: "ST" partly off) (93-17) on PPC. E $15
ME-83. South Standish, 1911, G+ Doane 3/1 (LKU) (93-17) on PPC. E $16
ME-84. South Surry, 1907, G+ Doane 3/1 (dial bit hi; lite tone) (74/34) on PPC. E $15
ME-85. South Surry, 1909, VG Doane 2/1 (# & part of bars off T) as recd (74/34) on PPC. E $16
ME-86. Spragues Mills, 1905, G+ CDS/target ("MILL" not struck; lite tone) (79-08) on PPC. E $14
ME-87. Steuben, 1908 (Dec 25), G+ Doane 3/4 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-89. Trefethen, 1906, VG Doane 2/1 (04-13) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-90. Turner Center, 1912, VG+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone) (73-67) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-91. Walnut Hill, 1912, G+ 4-bar ("NUT" partial; o/w VG+) datelined message; (09-34) on PPC. E $8
ME-92. Winnegance, 1910, VG Doane 3/3 (part lite tone; crnr cr) (48-17) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-93. Woodfords, 1880s, G+ CDS/segmented cork (dial hi: "D" partly off; trim R) (70-00) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ME-94. York Corner, 1912, G+ Doane 3/5 (LKU; tip crs; "2" in year spotty, but enough shows) (74-19) on PPC. E $8
ME-95. York Village, 1917, VF duplex (edge tear B; crnr crs) (86-50) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MARYLAND
MD-1. Adamstown, 1906, G+ Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-2. Lot 9) Adamstown; Glen Echo; Ingleside; Issue; Upper Fairmount; Upper Falls; Upperco; Valley Lee; Wye Mills, 1948-51, VF-G+ 4-bars on GPCs. MIN.$20
MD-3. Alberton, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (lite tone) (54-43) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-4. Baltimore/Camp Holabird Sta., 1941, F+ 4-bar (40-50) on commer.PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MD-5. Reg'd/Baltimore/STA.19, 1897, VG+ purple sawtooth CDS at lower L; Baltimore/Reg.Div. F DCDS at T; mute oval on 10c green Webster on reg'd cvr. E $30
MD-6. Baltimore/Westport Sta., 1908, G+ duplex (B edge lite water tone) (98-18) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MD-7. Baltimore/Woodlawn Sta., ca.1908, G+ duplex (year obscured on stamp; o/w VF) (04-08) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MD-8. Woodlawn (br.of Baltimore), 1908, G+ duplex (EARLY; year on stamp; o/w VG) (08-44) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MD-9. Woodlawn (br.of Baltimore), 1909, G+ duplex (year spotty; o/w VF) (08-44) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-10. Beaver Creek, 1910, G+ 4-bar (near VG+; lite tone) (36/17) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MD-11. Beaver Creek, 1910, G+ 4-bar (near F) (36/17) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MD-12. Beaver Creek, 1914, VG 4-bar (36/17) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MD-13. Berlin, 1909, VG RFD 11E (TONED; part soiled; crs ms date only on PPC. E $5
MD-15. Bond, 1908, G+ magenta 4-bar (day/state lite) (02-16) on PPC. E $20
MD-16. Boring, 1909, VG RFD 11A (uneven toned) ms town/state/date on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-17. Burkittsville, 1906, VF Doane 2/1 (EKU) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-18. Bush River, 1912, G+ 4-bar (surface scuffs upper R, 1 in dial affects "R") (84-15) on PPC. E $20
MD-19. Chesapeake Beach, 1908, G+ 4-bar non-standard on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-20. Cumberland, 1911, G+ RFD 8B/3 (UNLISTED; upper R on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $40
MD-21. Darlington, [1912], VG RFD 11P (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
MD-22. Davidsonville, [1863], VF ms on cvr w/encl.to doctor. E $20
MD-23. Dayton, 1910, G+ Doane 3/2 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-25. Forestville, [1881], G+ CDS/cork (trim R; R tips nick) (64/19) on cvr. E $20
MD-26. Libertytown Rural Sta./Frederick, 1906, F+ RFD 10L (o/s) (01-06) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MD-27. Gaithersburg/Laytonsville Rur.Sta., 1951, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-28. Gary, 1908, VG Doane 2/1 as recd (92-18) on PPC. E $14
MD-29. Greenmount, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (near VG+; lite tone) (86-70) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-30. Grimes, 1917 (Dec 25), G+ 4-bar (85/34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-31. Guard, 1914, F 4-bar (01-31) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-32. Hagerstown, [1907], F RFD 11E/8 (UNLISTED; year added (by addressee?); bit ruff R) ms month/day/route, w/route repeated twice on 2c Jamestown; on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-33. Halfway, 1907, VG 4-bar (87-21) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MD-34. Harmony Grove, 1913, F 4-bar (toned) (75-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-35. Jefferson, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 on PPC. E $5
MD-36. Johnsonville, 1909, G+ 4-bar (11/10) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MD-37. Lamotte, 1907, G+ CDS as recd (85-14) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-38. Lantz, 1911, G+ Doane 3/2 (80-64) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-39. Libertytown, 1935, G+ 4-bar ty.E (dial hi: "YTO" partly off; part on stamp) on commer.PPC. E $8
MD-40. Luke, 1898, F CDS/target (ruff R) Piedmont, WV, lumber mill cc; 2c Trans-Miss (97-68) on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $20
MD-41. Luke, 1907, VG Doane 3/5 (crnr crs) as recd (97-68) on PPC. E $8
MD-43. Manchester, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 (state partial; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-44. Mapleville, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 (dial bit hi) (85-57) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-45. Maugansville, 1908, VG Doane 2/2 (slight stutter; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-46. Maynard, 1907, F+ Doane 1/2 as recd (88-08) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MD-47. McCooie, [1910], G+ Doane 2/1 w/"1909" year slug in error (uneven toned; tip cr) (03-10) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MD-48. Medford, 1907, VF Doane 2/3 (85-52) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-49. Middleburg, 1907, F Doane 3/3 (lite tone) as recd (1815-1993) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-50. Middletown, 1906, G+ Doane 2/12 ("WM" on stamp; o/w VF) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-51. Millersville, 1907, VF Doane 3/4 (toned; tear L) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-52. Monkton, 1907, VG Doane 3/4 (lite tone; edge tear B) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-53. Motters, 1924, G+ 4-bar (state heavy inked; lite tone) (76-27) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-54. National, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (near VG+) as recd (05-42) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-55. National, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (part on stamp; o/s; lite tone) (05-42) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-56. New Germany, 1907, VG+ Doane 2/1 (near VF; lite tone) (83-27) on PPC. E $14
MD-57. Norrisville, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (part o/s; lite tone) (70-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-58. Olney, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-59. Peninsula Junction, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (R arc on stamp; bit smear) (84-32) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-60. Petersville, 1908, VG Doane 2/1 (slight o/s; lite tone) as recd (13/09) on PPC. E $20
MD-61. Piney Point, 1911, VF Doane 2/2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-62. Pinto, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 ("TO" & year on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-63. Pylesville, 1908, VG Doane 3/4 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-64. Richardsmere, 1906, G+ CDS/target (lite tone) (97-08) on PPC. E $75
MD-65. Rising Sun, 1850s, F ms (R tips nick) on PSE Sc.U1 w/Nesbitt seal on flap. E $40
MD-66. Rossville, 1906, VG Doane 2/2 (39/20) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MD-67. Sabillasville, 1907, G+ Doane 1/2 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-68. Sharon, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 ("N" on stamp; o/w F; toned) (89-42) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-69. Sharpsburg, ca.1908, VG RFD 11/1/var (message area inked out & scuffed; AS IS for that) complete ms town/month/day/route w/unusual "Mail at Sharpsburg..." wording; on PPC. E $8
MD-70. Sharptown, 1908, F Doane 2/5 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-71. Sherwood Forest, 1929, G+ 4-bar (near F) 3c baseball (25-64) on commer.cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-72. Sligo, 1877, G+ ms (lite) (63/07) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
MD-73. Sligo, 1877, F ms (63/07) on cvr. E $30 MIN.15
MD-74. Smithsburg, 1903, F+ RFD 1/51 (lite tone) on cvr. E $20
MD-75. Spring Gap, 1915, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-76. Sutton, 1910, VG+ Doane 2/1 (part o/s; toned) (04-17) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MD-77. Sykesville/Rur.Sta.No.1, 1943, VG 4-bar (gum toned) as recd b/s on cvr to Springfield State Hospital. E $15 MIN.8
MD-78. Sylmar, 1908, VF Doane 2/2 (86-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-79. Taneytown, ca.1909, VG RFD 11P/1 (UNLISTED type) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
MD-80. Tolchester Beach, 1910, VF Doane 3/2 (79-42) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-81. Tolchester Beach, 1912, F Doane 3/2 (lite tone) (79-42) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-82. Upper Fairmount, 1908, F Doane 3/4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-83. Upperco, 1909, VG Doane 2/2 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-84. Vale, 1901, G+ CDS/target (state fuzzy but ID sure) (87-32) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-85. Vale Summit, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (EKU) (82-41) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MD-86. Wakefield, 1904, G Doane 2/1 (EKU; date/state part obscured on vignette; bars o/s; cr) as fwd (36-16) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-87. Warwick, 1907, VG+ Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-88. Watersville, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKU; R arc on stamp; toned) (59/37) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MD-89. Union Mills Rural Sta./Westminster, 1908, G+ RFD 10LB (R arc on stamp) (05-34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-90. Westminster (Union Mills Rural Sta.), 1915, G+ purple RFD 10U (UNLISTED type) (05-34) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MD-91. Westminster (Union Mills Rural Sta.), 1922, G+ RFD 10QB/var w/serifs (UNLISTED type; small tone spot; lower L tip wear) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MD-92. Westminster (Uniontown Rur.Sta.), 1927, VF RFD 10U/var w/state after town (UNLISTED type) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MD-93. Westminster/Union Mills Rur.Sta., 1921, F RFD 10RB/var w/serifed letters (UNLISTED type) (05-34) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MD-95. White Marsh, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-96. Whitehall, ca.1906, G+ RFD 2F/3 (year partial) on PPC. E $15
MD-97. Whitehall, ca.1907, VG RFD 11C/2 (UNLISTED; L edge scuffs; crnr crs) ms month/day/route on PPC. E $8
MD-98. Williamsburg, 1911, VG+ Doane 3/3 as recd (1858/1983) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-99. Williamsport, 1914, VG RFD 11/1 (UNLISTED) complete ms on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-100. Zion, [1901], G+ duplex (year partial; small spindle) (49-03) on GPC. E $24 MIN.12

MASSACHUSETTS

MA-1. Barrowsville, 1906 (Jan 1), G+ Doane 3/3 (bit o/s) (73-72) on PPC. E $8
MA-2. Beach Bluff, 1890, G+ CDS/cork (bit ruff trim R) (79-03) on cvr. E $20
MA-3. Bisbees, 1915, G+ 4-bar (toned) (00-20) on PPC. E $15
MA-4. Boston, [1810], G+ red CDS w/7 stars at B; ms "20" rate (lite tone; some interior tears) on SFL. E $24
MA-5. Boston, [1882], G+ CDS w/neg."X" in rectangle killer (near F) on GPC. E $14
MA-6. Boston, 1908, G+ 24mm CDS non-standard (state & part of date on stamp) 1c Sc.300 on PPC to France. E $14
MA-7. Braggville, 1890s, VF CDS/target (part ruff trim R; lite tone) (49-19) on cvr. E $20
MA-8. Cataumet, 1936, G+ 4-bar ty.E (heavy inked; part on stamp; bit lite tone) on commer.PPC. E $12
MA-9. Chiltonville, 1903, G+ CDS/cork (trim R) "Plymouth Hackney Stud Farm" cc (46-08) on cvr. E $14
MA-10. Clifton, 1911, VG 4-bar (88-49) on PPC. E $8
MA-11. Crow Point, 1909, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; tip cr) (97-15) on PPC. E $20
MA-12. Dodge, 1901, VG CDS/target (lite tone; tiny tear R) 2c Pan-Am (97-54) on cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
MA-13. East Deerfield, 1910, VG 4-bar (lite tone) as recd (86-27) on PPC from Italy. E $15 MIN.8
MA-15. East Pepperell, 1881, G+ CDS/cork (trim L) 1c banknote on local cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MA-16. East Templeton, 1909, G+ Doane 3/5 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $8
MA-17. Ellis, 1904, VG CDS/target (tip cr) (88-28) on PPC to Sweden. E $16
MA-18. Ellis, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (near VF) as recd (88-28) on PPC. E $12
MA-19. Fairview, 1907, G+ Doane 3/1 (near F; upper R crnr ruff) as recd (95-09) on PPC. E $30
MA-20. Florence/Hampshire County, 1879, VG+ magenta DCDS/target (tear R) (52-06) on cvr. E $16
MA-22. Greenwich Village, 1909, G+ 4-bar w/small letters ("WICH" not struck) (1824-1938) on PPC. E $8
MA-23. Greenwich Village, 1913, VG+ 4-bar w/normal letters (1824-1938) on PPC. E $8
MA-24. Hyannis Port, 1936, G+ 4-bar ty.E (part heavy inked; bit smear) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MA-25. Locks Village, 1911, G+ 4-bar (41-25) on PPC. E $20
MA-27. Meadowbrook, 1910, G+ CDS (part on stamp; date spotty) (02-12) on PPC. E $24
MA-28. Medfield, 1880, G+ magenta fancy double oval/circled neg.star-in-star (near VG; trim L) on cvr. E $16
MA-29. Melrose Highlands Sta, Melrose, 1905, VG duplex (bit o/s) (97-07) on PPC. E $16
MA-30. Moores Corner, 1912, F 4-bar (90-67) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MA-31. Myricks, 1908, G+ 4-bar (near F; bit lite tone) as recd (88-24) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MA-32. North Bridgewater, [1870], G+ CDS/cork (16-74) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MA-33. North Dana, 1901, G+ duplex ("NA" on stamp) (54-38) on GPC. Quabbin Reservoir town. E $20
MA-34. Northampton, 1880s, partial CDS w/bold, weird pictorial (dragon?) killer (town partial; lower L tip nib) on PSE. E $24
MA-36. Rehoboth, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $8
MA-37. Sandhills, 1908, VF Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (96-56) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MA-38. South Athol, 1906, VG Doane 2/2 (bit stutter; part o/s) as recd (1872-1975) on PPC. E $8
MA-39. South Lancaster, 1914, G+ CDS w/4 wavy lines non-standard (lite crs) on PPC. E $12
MA-40. South Sudbury, 1908, G+ Doane 3/5 (62-57) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MA-41. Tolland, 1921, G+ 4-bar (1811-1943) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MA-42. Tully, 1913, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKU; town part obscured) (89-34) on PPC. E $12
MA-43. Wadsworth, 1910, G+ CDS/target (98-17) on PPC. E $24
MA-44. Walnut Hill, 1880s, G+ CDS/cork (80-01) on cvr. E $40
MA-45. Warnerville, [1888], G+ CDS/cork (2 file holes L; slight ruff L) Massachusetts Reformatory cc w/illus/logo (76-91) on cvr. E $75
MA-46. Watson, 1909, G+ CDS/target (98-20) on PPC. E $24
MA-47. Wellesley Hills, 1888, VG+ oval/target (trim R) (81-05) on cvr. E $14
MA-48. Wellington, 1886, VG+ CDS/target (bit lite tone) (83-05) on GPC w/Jos.Breck/Grass Seed, Boston, printed price list on back. E $65
MA-49. West Newbury, 1933, G+ 4-bar ty.E (L arc spotty) on commer.PPC. E $8
MA-50. Westford, 1934, VG 5-bar non-standard (part on stamp) on PPC. E $8
MA-51. Worcester, [1879], G+ CDS w/cut cork "leaf" killer on GPC. E $12 MIN.6

MICHIGAN
MI-1. Ann Arbor, Mic, 1850s, VG CDS on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
MI-2. Barryton, 1912, G+ 7-bar non-standard on PPC. E $15
MI-3. Beacon, 1908, VG+ Doane 3/5 (o/s) (77-57) on PPC. E $12
MI-4. Berrien Center, 1912, VG RDF 11F/1 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
MI-5. Big Rock, 1911, VG+ 4-bar (lite tone around stamp) (85/20) on PPC. E $12
MI-6. Blount, 1907, VF 4-bar (toned; crs) (00-11) on PPC. E $40 MIN.20
MI-7. Buckley, 1909, G+ purple CDS/target non-standard on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-8. Butman, 1908, G+ CDS/cork (lite crs) (84-19) on PPC. E $20
MI-9. Byron Center, 1908, VG 4-bar (EKU; trim L; no flap) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MI-10. Camden, Hillsdale Co., 1882, G+ DCDS/circled cross (part ruff trim R) as transit b/s on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
MI-11. Carrollton, 1909, G+ Doane 3/4 (near F+; dial bit hi; lite crs) on PPC. E $8
MI-12. Chippewa Station, 1910, G+ 4-bar (78-25) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-13. Clyde, ca.1913, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED) ms "X" only; 1c Parcel Post Sc.Q1 on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
MI-14. Crooked Lake, 1907, VG CDS/recd as recd (77-09) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MI-15. Crooked Lake, 1909, F 4-bar (LATE use; bit irregular trim from larger sheet) (77-09) on PPC. E $20
MI-16. Curtis, [1933], G+ 4-bar ty.E (year omitted, but message dated) on commer.GPC. E $12
MI-17. Dansville, 1912, VG+ Doane 3/7 on PPC. E $5
MI-18. Decatur, 1850s, G+ balloon CDS (rim partly off T & R; lite tone) socked-on-nose on 3c PSE. E $24 MIN.12
MI-19. Detroit, ca.1865, G+ DCDS ty.6b w/town/state at T; 12-wedge killer (trim R) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MI-20. Doster, 1913, F 4-bar (dial hi: "STE"); lite tone; cnr cr) (00-26) on PPC. E $8
MI-21. Drenthe, 1893, G+ CDS/target (EKU; state partial, but ID sure; tiny tear R) 2x 1c Colom.(1 faulty) (77-07) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
MI-22. East Gilead, [1901], G+ duplex (LKU; year partial; lite tone; upper R tip slt) gen'l store cc (57/05) on cvr. 2nd known example. E $30 MIN.15
MI-23. East Leroy, 1911, VG Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $8
MI-24. East Saginaw, 1870s, G+ CDS/cork (51-92) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MI-25. East Saugatuck, 1892, G+ purple DCDS/cork (LKU; ruff R) (74-65) on PSE. 2nd known example. E $15 MIN.8
MI-26. Ecorse, 1911, G+ Doane 3/3 (dial bit hi; part on stamp; # partly off R) (63-19) on PPC. E $8
MI-27. Edgerton, 1910, G+ magenta 4-bar (69-37) on PPC. E $12
MI-28. Edgetts, 1909, G+ 4-bar (part toned; 2 pinholes) (02-20) on PPC. E $20
MI-29. Essexville, 1912, G+ Doane 3/5 (LKU; part on stamp; # partly off R; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-30. Evans, 1910, G+ CDS/target; part overlap by Lincoln Lake (01-17) 4-bar as recd (88-20) on PPC. E $16
MI-31. Evans, 1912, G+ 4-bar (bit o/s) (88-20) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MI-32. Fennville, 2002, F 4-bar non-standard w/pictorial 2 ducks in flight at L of dial on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MI-33. Ford River, 1911, G+ 4-bar (60/14) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MI-34. Fox, 1920, G+ 4-bar (LKU; lite tone) (02-51) on PPC. 2nd known example. E $15 MIN.8
MI-35. Francisco, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 as recd (77-14) on PPC. E $16
MI-36. Francisco, 1910, G+ magenta 4-bar (near F+) (77-14) on PPC. E $12
MI-37. French Landing, 1909, G CDS/cork (date mostly not struck; town stutter; AS IS) (96-19) on PPC. E $8
MI-38. Frontier, 1909, VG Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $6
MI-39. Galesburgh, [1855], VG CDS (part lite tone) as transit, w/ms "Missent & for'd" on PSE. E $24
MI-40. Gooding, 1910, VG 4-bar (near VF; but dial hi: "ODI" partly off; bit stutter) (88-18) on PPC. E $24
MI-41. Gowen, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (bit lite tone) on PPC. E $8
MI-42. Hagensville, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (bit o/s) as recd (86-12) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MI-43. Hand Station, 1910, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (82-26) on PPC. E $10
MI-45. Helmer, 1909, VG Doane 2/2 ("R" on stamp) (94-14) on PPC. E $15
MI-46. Houghton Lake, 1922, VG+ Doane 2/1 (LATE; ink specks in dial; part lite tone) on PPC. E $8
MI-47. Ivan, 1910, G+ CDS/target (state partial, but message datelined) (81-11) on PPC. E $24
MI-48. Jackson, [1840], VG red CDS w/ms "10" rate (crs) on SPL. E $30
MI-49. Jerome, 1909, G+ Doane 2/4 (dial bit hi; lite tone) on PPC. E $5
MI-50. Jonesville, [1855], VG CDS (bit ruff upper R; tear T) socked-on-nose on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
MI-51. Kibbie, 1912, G+ RFD 6DD/2 tiny FLAG h/s (year & "RFD" partial; o/w about F+; lite tone; crnr cr) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
MI-52. Kinderhook, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU; toned) (43/17) on PPC. E $12
MI-53. Kurtz, 1909 (Dec 25), G+ 4-bar (bit o/s) as recd (09-11) on PPC. E $24
MI-54. Lake George, 1939, VG+ 4-bar ty.E (dial bit hi) on commer.PCC. E $12
MI-55. Lake Point, 1917, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; part obscured by design; L edge scuff) (09-19) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-56. Lakeside, [1907], G+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone) as recd on PPC. E $8
MI-57. Lathrop, 1884, VG ms (bit lite soiled) (73-45) on GPC. E $20
MI-58. Lowell, [1874], F DCDS/target (trim R) on 2.75x4.5" cvr w/illus.dove & ribbon forming add.lines. E $12 MIN.6
MI-59. Lupton, 1909, G+ Doane 2/4 (crnr cr; tiny edge tears T) on PPC. E $8
MI-60. Mackinac Island, 1940, F+ MISUSED DCDS/Parcel Post on commer.PPC. E $20 MIN.10
MI-61. Matherton, 1911, VG 4-bar (1848-1965) on PPC. E $8
MI-62. (Mesick), ca.1930s?, VG purple "Thanks/Call Again" smiling moon pictorial h/s (rim bit hi; toned) on GPC Sc.UX27 to B.Hertzberg, well-known collector. Known type, normally seen on reg'd cvrs. E $20
MI-63. Millett, 1907, G+ Doane 2(2) (EKU; stamp gone, affects # & bars) (77-10) on PPC. E $12
MI-64. Moline, 1911, VG Doane 3/5 (LKU) on PPC w/little envelope attached to pix side, w/enc.; should have been assessed 1c due. E $12
MI-65. Monroe, [1916], VG 11F/2 ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
MI-66. Monroe Center, 1908, G+ CDS/grid (o/s; bit lite tone; crnr crs) (93-10) on PPC. E $12
MI-67. Morgan, 1901, G+ duplex (UNLISTED type) (78-33) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-68. Morrice, 1917, G+ Doane 3/9 (worn letters) on PPC. E $8
MI-69. Moscow, 1909, G+ Doane 2/4 (bit stutter; trim B) 1c Frank. on local cvr. E $8
MI-70. Moscow, 1914, F Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-71. Munger, 1907, G+ Doane 2(3) (LKU; part on stamp; # mostly off R; o/s) as recd on PPC. E $8
MI-72. Munith, ca.1912, VG RFD 11F (edge tears L; crs) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
MI-73. Navarre, 1910, G+ 4-bar (lite tone; tip cr) (99-18) on PPC. E $15
MI-74. Neebish, 1939, F 4-bar (LKU) (85-43) on PPC. E $16
MI-75. Nessen City, 1907, F Doane 2/3 (trim L; lower L crnr clip) (89-30) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MI-76. North Branch, 1930, VG MISUSED DCDS/Parcel Post (dial bit hi; tape on address; nick B) on PPC. E $12
MI-77. North Street, ca.1912, G+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard (dial bit hi; lite; R arc on stamp) on PPC. E $12
MI-78. Norvell, 1907, G+ Doane 2/5 (LKU; town part obscured by design; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-79. Old Mission, 1895, G+ CDS/cork (R tips nick) on PSE w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
MI-80. Orangeville, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (EKU; toned; scuff by stamp) as recd (94-17) on PPC. E $14
MI-81. Orangeville, 1909, VG+ Doane 2/3 (94-17) on PPC. E $12
MI-82. Park Lake, 1909, F+ 4-bar (88-20) on PPC. E $14
MI-83. Paye, 1911, VG+ 4-bar (near F+; bars mostly not struck) (09-14) on PPC. E $24
MI-84. Pinckney/Hell Rur.Sta., 1964, VG+ 4-bar (61-66) on commer.PPC. E $14
MI-85. Pioneer, 1908, VG+ 4-bar (o/s) as recd (76-14) on PPC. E $15
MI-86. ProvoMent, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU; lite tone) (71-24) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MI-87. Rockland, 1897, F CDS/cork (EKU) on PSE. E $14
MI-88. Rondo, 1910, G+ 4-bar (toned; crnr cr) w/Leer (01-35) 4-bar as recd; (81-17) on PPC. E $8
MI-89. Ross, 1910, G+ 4-bar (near VG; bit stutter; bit lite tone) (71-22) on PPC. E $12
MI-90. Rothbury, 1908, VG Doane 2/2 (bit o/s) as recd on PPC. E $6
MI-91. Rushton, 1911, F Doane 2/3 (84-35) on PPC. E $8
MI-92. Rushton, 1913, VG+ Doane 2/3 (1st period LKU; lite tone) (84-35) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-93. Sault Sainte Marie/Canal Station, 1906?, G+ straight-line non-standard h/s (UNLISTED type; worn letters; part on stamp; toned) on PPC. E $24
MI-94. Shaftsbury, 1909, G+ Doane 3/4 on PPC. E $6
MI-95. Sharon, 1908, G+ 4-bar (near VG; lite tone) (91-21) on PPC. E $12
MI-96. Shepherd, 1888, VG CDS/cork (EARLY; trim R) as transit b/s on cvr to Shepardsville. E $12 MIN.6
MI-97. Shultz, 1912, F blue Doane 2/2 (88-33) on PPC. E $8
MI-98. Sibley, 1909, G+ 4-bar (crnr crs; bit lite tone; edge tear L) (03-30) on PPC. E $12
MI-99. Skeels, 1908, G+ Doane 1/1 (part on stamp; tear T; crs) (98-20) on PPC. E $12
MI-100. Slocum, 1916, G+ 4-bar (trim R) gen'l store cc (94-20) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
MI-101. South Saginaw, 1870s, G+ CDS/cork (part lite tone) (66-84) on cvr. E $30 MIN.15
MI-102. Southbranch, 1908, G+ purple Doane 2/1 on PPC. E $8
MI-103. Spencer, 1910, VG+ Doane 2/3 (thin hole in stamp) (99-54) on PPC. E $8
MI-104. Summer, 1910, G+ 4-bar composite w/CDS/Recd dial as origin on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-105. Temple, 1909, G+ Doane 2/4 (90-66) on PPC. E $8
MI-106. The Heights, 1931 (Jan 14), G+ 4-bar ty.E (EKU; bit stutter) (23-56) on GPC. E $12
MI-107. Tipton, 1907, VG Doane 3/3 (o/s; lite tone; crnr cr) on PPC. E $8
MI-108. Townley, 1906, G+ RFD 1/1 (UNLISTED) on PPC. E $20
MI-109. Townley, 1909, F 4-bar (02-16) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-110. Townley, 1914, F 4-bar (02-16) on PPC. E $24
MI-111. Webberville, 1880, VG purple DCDS/cork (toned; trim L) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
MI-112. Wellston, 1909, G+ 4-bar (LKU; lite tone) 2nd known example; on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-113. White, 1881, G+ CDS (ruff R; part lite tone) as recd b/s (72-03) on cvr w/Camden, Hillsdale Co./J.G.Bradley, P.M. G+ DCDS/circled star (UNLISTED type; R arc spotty) as transit b/s. E $24 MIN.12
MI-114. Winters, 1911, G+ 4-bar (dia hi: "ER" partly off; crs) (89/28) on PPC. E $20
MI-115. Woodbury, 1913, G+ 4-bar (year heavy inked; o/w VF; lite cr) (89-33) on PPC. E $12
MI-116. Woodland, ca.1908, VG RFD 11P/2 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
MI-117. Woodmere, 1905, G+ CDS/cork (84-06) on PPC. E $16
MI-118. Wooster, 1914, G+ magenta 4-bar (message partly into dial) (95-17) on PPC. E $30
MI-119. Ypsilanti, 1870s, F+ blue CDS/target; 1c banknote on local cvr. E $15 MIN.8

MINNESOTA
MN-1. Albertville, 1923, G+ 4-bar non-standard on PPC. E $8
MN-2. Alborn, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 on PPC. E $8
MN-5. Brooks, 1909, G+ Doane 1/1 (ink blot by message) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-6. Canton, ca.1915, VG RFD 11P/2 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
MN-7. Carlos, 1909, VG Doane 2/1 (part on stamp; crs; part lite tone; tear B) on PPC. E $8
MN-8. Carrollsville, 1884, VG ms (ruff R to stamp; bit lite tone) (72/02) on PSE. E $14
MN-9. Carson Lake, 1910, VG 4-bar (EARLY; near VF; part on stamp) (10-53) on PPC. E $12
MN-10. Cazenovia, 1913, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; town part obscured; adhesions on L & B crnr) (85-38) on PPC. E $8
MN-11. Cedar Spur, 1910, G+ 4-bar (o/s) w/ms "Missent" as fwd (09-17) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-12. Cedar Spur, 1912, G+ 4-bar (tip crs) as recd (09-17) on pix side of PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MN-13. Clontarf, 1908, F RFD 11/1 complete ms on PPC. E $8
MN-14. Coburg, 1876, VG ms (73-77) on GPC. E $40 MIN.20
MN-16. Cotton, 1908, F Doane 3/1 (toned) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MN-17. Crookston, Polk Co., 1882, G+ purple DCDS/target (trim R; lite crs) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MN-18. Crystal Bay, 1907, F Doane 3/3 (bit lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-19. Currie, 1908, VG RFD 11/1 (most on stamp; lite tone) complete ms on PPC. E $8
MN-20. Currie, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED; uneven lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
MN-22. Deer River, 1908, F purple Doane 2/9 (lite soiled) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-23. Eitzen, 1909, VG+ Doane 2/2 on PPC. E $8
MN-24. Fairmont, ca.1886, G+ fancy scalloped TCDS/star (year fuzzy; trim R; L edge cr) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MN-25. Fairmont, 1930s, VG RFD 11F (LATE use) ms scribble on PPC. E $5
MN-26. Freeburg, 1911, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKU; near VG+; addressee blacked out w/marker) on PPC. E $8
MN-27. Gracelock, 1901, G CDS (part obscured on stamp) socked-on-nose (01-03) on GPC. E $24 MIN.12
MN-28. Green Isle, 1911, F Doane 2/5 on PPC. E $8
MN-29. Hazel Run, 1895, G+ magenta CDS/grid (ruff R into stamp; lite tone) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MN-30. Hazel Run, 1910, VG+ Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $8
MN-31. Hersey, 1870s, G+ CDS/cork (day partial) (72-86) on cvr. E $14
MN-32. Highwood, 1906, VG+ Doane 2/2 as recd (01-07) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MN-33. Ihlen, 1908, G+ non-standard flag h/s w/most of flag off T edge (bit o/s) as recd on PPC. E $12
MN-34. Klossner, 1909, G+ Doane 3/2 (near VG+; lite tone) on PPC. E $6
MN-35. Lake Johanna, 1897, G+ CDS (B arc on stamp) (68-03) on GPC. E $40
MN-36. Little Sauk, 1900, G+ CDS on 1c Madison GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-37. London, 1909, G+ Doane 1/2 (near F; crnr cr) on PPC. E $8
MN-38. (Lone Tree Lake), 1883, F ms "X" only as canx, w/town & county dateline in message (bit lite tone) (69-94) on GPC. E $24
MN-39. Manannah, 1900, G+ CDS/Rec'd/target as origin (57-07) on 1c Madison GPC. E $30
MN-40. Mavie, 1908, VG 4-bar (part stutter; tip cr) UNLISTED in references (DPO) on PPC. E $24
MN-41. Mount Pleasant, 1860s, VG ms (trim R) (59-68) on cvr. E $50
MN-42. New Paynesville, 1901 (Jan 1), F duplex (91-05) on 1c Madison GPC. E $24 MIN.12
MN-43. New Richland, 1882, G+ sawtooth DCDS/circled star (dial partly on message; trim L; tip nick) on cvr. E $15
MN-44. Newfolden, 1910, VG+ Doane 2/2 on PPC. E $6
MN-45. Nichols, 1910, F Doane 2/1 (stamp gone, not affecting this) as recd (84-26) on pix side of PPC. E $8
MN-46. Nicollet, 1912, G+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard (near F; lite tone) on PPC w/Cobden (86-72) G+ Doane 2/2 as recd. E $14
MN-47. Otisville, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (86-14) on PPC. E $8
MN-48. Paynesville, 1889, G+ CDS/target ("ESV" mostly not struck) (57-04) on PSE. E $40
MN-49. Pine Island, 1909, VG RFD 11E/3 (UNLISTED route) ms date only on PPC. E $5
MN-50. Quiring, 1911, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (00-36) on PPC. E $8
MN-51. Roundlake, 1907, G+ Doane 2/5 (near VG+) on PPC. E $8
MN-52. Sabin, 1910, F+ Doane 2/3 (toned) on PPC. E $5
MN-53. Saint James, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/4 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
MN-54. Saint Peter, 1884, G+ DCDS/target (trim R) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MN-55. Scandia, 1894, G+ CDS/target (ruff L; soiled; tear B) 2c Colum. (78-07) on cvr. E $40
MN-56. Schoolcraft, 1912, G+ Doane 2/1 (05-18) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
MN-57. Shoreham, 1906, VG+ SHORT-TERM Doane 3/(1) (most of stamp gone, affects # & bars; tip cr) (95/07) on PPC. E $24
MN-58. Spooner, 1927, VG 4-bar (07-54) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-59. Spring Valley, 1907, VG+ RFD 1/2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-60. Swift, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/1 w/inverted town/state (bit o/s) as recd (05-85) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-61. Terrace, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (toned) (81-74) on PPC. E $8
MN-62. Thomson, 1909, G+ Doane 1/2 (near F+) (70-55) on PPC. E $8
MN-63. Verdi, 1908, G+ Doane 1/2 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $14
MN-64. Vern, 1910, G+ CDS/target (near VG+; lite tone) (00-20) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MN-65. Wells, ca.1909, F RFD 11E/2 (UNLISTED) ms month/day only on PPC. E $6
MN-66. Wells, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/2 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
MN-67. Zimmerman, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (part on stamp; crs) on PPC. E $8

MISSISSIPPI / Do you need my "Mississippi Post Offices" book? $20 in US; $34 outside US.
MS-1. Brandon, MI, 1850s, G+ CDS/target (small ink spot above add.) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
MS-2. Egypt, 1910, VG Doane 2/1 w/ty.3 dial (lite tone) (1859-1965) on PPC. E $20
Missouri / Do you need my "Missouri Post Offices" book? $20 in US; $36 outside US.

MO-1. Aaron, 1909, G+ CDS/target (lite tone) (95-33) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

MO-2. Allbright, 1907, G+ Doane 3/1 (05-41) on PPC. E $8

MO-3. Alma, 1931, VF 4-bar ty.E on commer.PPC. E $16

MO-4. Altenburg, 1908, VG Doane 3/3 on PPC. E $8

MO-5. Annada, 1907, F Doane 2/2 as transit on PPC. E $8

MO-6. Arcola, ca.1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (year partial; TONED) on PPC. E $6


MO-11. Broadway, 1908, G+ Doane 1/1 (98-21) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6


MO-15. Christy, 1902, VG CDS (tear T; upper R tip nick; lite tone) as rec'd b/s (90-08) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12

MO-16. Clark, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/5 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8

MO-17. Claysville, 1909, VG Doane 3/3 (dial bit hi; lite tone) (72/53) on PPC. E $8

MO-18. Clementine, 1910, G+ 4-bar (dial hi: "HEN" partly off) (91-26) on PPC. E $14

MO-19. Cobb, 1908, G+ 4-bar (89-19) on PPC. E $20

MO-20. Cobb, 1910, VG 4-bar (inked areas within dial; tip cr) (89-18) on PPC. E $15

MO-21. Elwood, 1907, VG+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone) as rec'd (97-40) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

MO-22. Ferguson, 1906, VG Doane 2/3 (o/s; part lite tone; crnr cr) (68/12) on PPC. E $8

MO-23. Ferguson, 1907, F Doane 2/3 (crs; lower L tip nib) (68/12) on PPC. E $8


MO-25. Flucom, 1908, VG Doane 3/2 (lite tone) (91-21) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MO-26. Forest City, ca.1912, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED; tear R) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8

MO-27. Gashland, 1907, VG CDS/target (lite tone) (99-59) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MO-28. Hagers Grove, 1912, G+ 4-bar (51/15) on PPC. E $12

MO-29. Huckaby, 1911, VG+ Doane 2/1 (part on stamp; toned; nick R) (05-15) on PPC. E $15

MO-30. Hutton Valley, 1911, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone; tip cr) (57/53) on PPC. E $8

MO-31. Ilasco, 1908, VF Doane 3/4 (toned; crs; edge tear B) (05-60) on PPC. E $8

MO-32. Jacksonville, 1908, G+ Doane 2/5 (part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $8

MO-33. Knox City, 1911, VG RFD 11E (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms date only (1858/1973) on PPC. E $8

MO-34. Koenig, 1910, VG+ Doane 2/1 (bit of stamp peeled) (92-20) on PPC. E $12

MO-35. Lenox, 1911, VG Doane 3/2 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8

MO-36. Leonard, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $8

MO-37. Luebbering, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 on PPC. E $8

MO-38. Marion, 1910, F Doane 2/1 (lite tone) as rec'd (1823-1953) on PPC. E $8


MO-40. Medoc, 1912, G+ Doane 3/1 (gum tone around stamp; lite edge tone; crnr crs) (54/27) on PPC. E $12

MO-41. New Grove, 1909, VG+ Doane 2/1 (05-15) on PPC. E $20

MO-42. New Grove, 1911, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; lite tone; tip cr) (05-15) on PPC. E $30

MO-43. Nixa, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (half of dial on stamp) on PPC to Carter, NM. E $5

MO-44. Noble, 1908, G+ Doane 1/2 (dial bit hi; tip of "B" off; lite tone) on PPC. E $14

MO-45. Noble, 1908, G Doane 1/2 (LITE strike; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $6

MO-46. North Salem, [1908], G+ Doane 2/3 w/blank slugs for day/year/time (lite tone) (55-53) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MO-47. Osage City, 1907, VG+ Doane 2/4 (1856-1962) on PPC. E $8
MO-49. Plad, 1911, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone; crnr crs) (91-60) on PPC. E $8
MO-50. Reeds Spring, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (T & L edges lite tone; L edge nibble) on PPC. E $6
MO-51. Rosendale, 1895, G+ CDS/target (tear R; cr) 10c Webster on reg’d cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MO-52. Saunders, 1909, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (03-16) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
MO-53. Schlicht, 1911, G+ 4-bar (town part spotty) (98-15) on PPC. E $20
MO-54. Sheldon, 1909, VG+ Doane 3/9 on PPC. E $5
MO-55. Strother, 1914, F purple 4-bar (tip crs) (84-38) on PPC. E $14
MO-56. Swart, 1910, G+ 4-bar (town part obscured; lite tone) (93/19) on PPC. E $20
MO-57. Vista, 1907, VF Doane 3/2 (crnr crs) (89-73) on PPC. E $8
MO-58. Vista, 1910, VF Doane 3/2 (toned; crnr crs) (89-73) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-59. Voris, 1900, G+ CDS/target (bit stutter; ruff L) (85-02) on cvr w/enc. E $16
MO-60. Wardsville, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (R arc & most of date on stamp; toned) (01-33) on PPC. E $6
MO-61. Wayland, 1917, G+ Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $6
MO-62. Westboro, 1908, VG Doane 3/7 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-63. Wooldridge, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (near VG; lite tone) on PPC. E $8
MO-64. Yarrow, 1911, VF Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (04-69) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MONTANA

MT-1. Benchland, 1910, G+ 4-bar (EARLY; town part obscured) (09-64) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MT-2. Benchland, 1911, G+ 4-bar (09-64) on PPC. E $8
MT-4. Chance, 1909, G+ 4-bar ("E" partial; o/w about VG+; lite tone) (98-21) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
MT-5. Cooke, 1952, G+ 4-bar (near VG; bit lite tone) (82-57) on commer.PPC. E $8
MT-6. Custer, 1908, VG 4-bar (dial bit hi; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MT-7. Dell, 1913, G+ 4-bar (90-73) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MT-8. Dovetail, 1945, VG+ 4-bar (bit heavy inked) Last Day P.O. (16-45) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MT-9. Eden, 1913, VF purple PPC (00/60) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MT-10. Elliston, 1893, G+ CDS/cork (lower R tip nib) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MT-11. Evaro, 1948, F 4-bar (05-53) on cvr w/DCDS as b/s. E $12 MIN.6
MT-12. Frenchtown, 1929, G+ 4-bar (day not struck) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MT-13. Glendale, [1882], G+ CDS/target (year mostly not struck; o/w VF) (75/00) on GPC w/Banking House of N.Armstrong printed form on back. E $16
MT-14. Gold Stone, 1912, F+ 4-bar (EARLY; toned; edge tears/crs B) (11-54) on PPC; cloth "envelope" applique w/metal SNAP on pix side contains 2.25x3.75" printed SHEET MUSIC. E $20 MIN.10
MT-15. Hilger, 1913, VG+ 4-bar (EARLY) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MT-16. Homepark, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (dial bit hi; sealed spindle; crs; lite tone) (79/19) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MT-17. Hysham, 1914, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $8
MT-19. Kendall, 1912, G+ duplex (lite tone) (01-23) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MT-20. Maiden, 1910, G+ 4-bar (tip crs) (82/21) on PPC. E $24
MT-21. Maiden, 1918, VG 4-bar (year heavy inked; lite tone; L edge notch) (82/21) on PPC. E $16
MT-22. Meyersburg, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (87-11) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MT-23. Miles City, 1899, VG CDS/cork; "C.A.Wiley" cc on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
MT-24. Osborn, 1910, VG 4-bar (ruff R; lite tone) (08-14) on cvr w/enc. E $40
MT-25. Oxford, 1911, G+ 4-bar (near F; toned; cr; orig.stamp replaced) (09-16) on PC w/hand-drawn cabin on pix side. E $24 MIN.12
MT-27. Poision, 1910, VG Doane 3/1 on PPC. E $5
MT-28. Red Rock, 1909, G+ red 4-bar (bit lite tone; tip cr) (79-23) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MT-29. Ridgelawn, 1908, VG Doane 2/2 (lite tone) (83/14) on PPC. E $20
MT-30. Roberts, 1933, G+ 4-bar ty.E (ruff R) on commer.4.25x5.25" cvr. E $14
MT-31. Sedan, 1911, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone) (91-15) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
MT-32. Silver, 1902, VG CDS (trim R) as transit b/s (88/12) on cvr w/enc.; Lincoln, MT, G+ CDS/target origin. E $24 MIN.12
MT-33. Stipek, 1938, G+ 4-bar (10/42) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MT-34. Sunburst, 1954, VG+ 4-bar on commer.GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MT-35. Terry, 1909, G+ Doane 3/4 (near VF; tip cr) on PPC. E $8
MT-36. West Yellowstone, 1928, G+ 4-bar on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6

NEBRASKA
NE-1. Anselmo, 1887, G+ CDS/target (EARLY; lite tone; ruff r on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NE-2. Arcadia, 1914, VG RFD 11F/2 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
NE-3. Beatrice, ca.1907, VG RFD 11F/6 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
NE-4. Benson, 1908, VG RFD 11E (UNLISTED) ms date only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-5. Bertrand, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
NE-6. Bingham, 1911, VG Doane 2/1 (LKU) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-8. Box Elder, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (toned) (79-11) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
NE-9. Brownsville, [1881], G+ CDS/target; late use of old spelling canx on GPC w/1st Nat'l Bank header. E $15 MIN.8
NE-10. Charleston, 1918, G+ MISUSED DCDS/M.O.B. (upper R on stamp; lite tone) (88-41) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-11. Clay Center, 1882, G+ fancy DCDS/circled wedges (part on stamp; sealed spindle) on GPC. E $14
NE-12. Columbus, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
NE-13. Columbus, ca.1917, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
NE-14. Dakota, 1908, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (56-16) on PPC. E $10
NE-15. Dorchester, 1883, F CDS/grid (crs) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
NE-16. DuBois, 1911, VG RFD 11E (UNLISTED; toned) ms date only on PPC. E $8
NE-17. Enola, 1912, G+ Doane 3/1 (lite tone) (06-59) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-18. Eyria, 1904, G+ Doane 1/2 (EKU) (1888-198?) on message GPC. E $16
NE-19. Gifford, 1913, VG 4-bar (part stuffer) (11-18) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
NE-20. Giltner, 1914, G+ CDS/target non-standard on PPC. E $12
NE-21. Glenrock, 1910, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi; toned) (94-29) on PPC. E $16
NE-22. Glenvil, ca.1917, VG RFD 11F/4 (UNLISTED; toned) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8
NE-23. Glenvilene, 1910, G+ CDS/cork (bit lite tone) (73-14) on PPC. E $16
NE-24. Gremshaw, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
NE-25. Hampton, ca.1908, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8
NE-26. Hazard, 1926, G+ 4-bar non-standard w/dual "1925/1926" year slugs in error on PPC. E $12
NE-27. Heartwell, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (part on stamp; bit lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $8
NE-28. Helvey, 1911, VG 4-bar (slight stuffer) (92-37) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NE-29. Hillside, 1910, VG+ 4-bar (near VF; slight stuffer) (08-33) on PPC. E $15
NE-30. Howell, 1911, G+ RFD 8VD/2 (tip cr) duplex & straight-line combo on PPC. E $20
NE-31. Juniata, ca.1908, VG RFD 11F/(3) (UNLISTED) ms scribble only; rte.known from other correspondence; on PPC. E $6
NE-32. Lakeside, 1908, G+ DCDS/target non-standard (lite tone) on PPC. E $14
NE-33. Lanham, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (crnr cr) (86-59) on PPC. E $8
NE-34. Leigh, ca.1910, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
NE-35. Leigh, 1910, VG RFD 3E/1 (UNLISTED route; most on stamp) on PPC. E $24
NE-36. Level, 1902, G+ CDS/target (day not struck; lite tone) (84-04) on PSE. E $40 MIN.20
NE-37. Millerton, 1922, G+ 4-bar (near F) (88-34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-38. Nelson, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
NE-41. Nysted, 1915, G+ 4-bar (bit stuffer) (83-18) on PSE. E $20 MIN.10
NE-42. Perch, 1911, G+ 4-bar ("P" part obscured; year partial) (86-15) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
NE-43. Pilot, 1890, G+ CDS/target (trim R, in 1 stamp to oval; lite tone; R edge cr) 2x 1c (80-09) on cvr. E $24
NE-44. Plattsough, N.T., 1860s, G+ CDS/target (ruff R to stamp; edge tear T) on cvr. E $65
NE-45. Plymouth, 1909, VG RFD 2FD/1 (UNLISTED TYPE) on PPC. E $12
NE-46. Plymouth, 1910, G+ RFD 2F/1 on PPC. E $12
NE-47. Poole, 1910, G+ Doane 3/2 (part on stamp) (06-82) on PPC. E $8
NE-48. Roca, 1907, VG Doane 3/4 (part stutter) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-49. Rokeby, 1910, G+ Doane 3/2 (part stutter; bit lite tone) (94-19) on PPC. E $16
NE-50. Rokeby, 1911, G+ Doane 3/2 (LKU; town part spotty, but mailed within town) (94-19) on PPC. E $16
NE-51. Stella, 1903, G+ RFD 2B/1 (UNLISTED; ruff R tear R; toned) on cvr w/enc. E $24 MIN.12
NE-52. Superior, 1886, VG+ MISUSED "M.O.B." TCDS/cork (lite tone) on PSE. E $16
NE-53. Table, 1913, VG 4-bar (scrape spot by sender where her signature crossed into address area; then rewritten at upper L; tip cr) (96-28) on PPC. E $8
NE-54. Tobias, ca.1910, VG+ RFD 6C/2 tiny FLAG h/s on PPC. E $75 MIN.38
NE-55. Unit, 1911, G+ Doane 2/1 (04-21) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-56. Wagner, 1908, G+ 4-bar (near VG+; toned) (06-19) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
NE-57. Walworth, 1909, G+ Doane 3/2 (84-28) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-58. Walworth, 1912, G+ 4-bar (near VG+; tip cr) (84-28) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-59. Walworth, 1912, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (84-28) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NE-60. Weston, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6

NEVADA
NV-1. Bauvard, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (bit stutter; crnr crs) (04-12) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NV-2. Beatty, 1944, VG 4-bar on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NV-3. Crystal Bay, 1949, G+ 4-bar on commer.REAL PHOTO PPC (Bay). E $12 MIN.6
NV-4. Empire, 1907, VG 4-bar (slight stutter) (95-12) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NV-5. Eureka, 1903, G+ duplex; Eureka Co.Bank cc on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
NV-6. Hazen, 1907, VF Doane 3/6 (04-79) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NV-7. Red House, 1944, VG 4-bar (edge tear R; edge cr) (14/55) on #10 air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
NV-8. Wadsworth, [1879], G+ magenta CDS (sealed spindle) on PPC. E $14
NV-9. Wadsworth, [1883], G+ purple CDS (dial hi: "SW" partly off) on GPC. E $14
NV-10. Winnemucca, 1926, P DCDS/Reg'd (lite tone; pinholes) as origin b/s; straight-line town/state tying pair 10c Monroe on reg'd cvr. E $16

NEW HAMPSHIRE
NH-1. Bank Village, 1908, VG+ Doane 3/(2) (stamp gone, affects #, crnr cr) (84-14) on PPC. E $8
NH-2. Bear Island, 1915, G+ Doane 3/1 (part on stamp; lite tone) (92/54) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NH-3. Benton, 1908, G+ 4-bar (o/s; toned) (43-17) on PPC to Dennis, MA, w/ms "Unknown here" & "Advertised... Unclaimed & unknown" on address. E $15
NH-4. Campton/West Campton Rur.Sta., 1964, G+ 4-bar (dial hi: "TON" partly off T; part on stamp) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NH-5. Canobie Lake, 1907, VG+ Doane 3/4 (86-62) on PPC. E $8
NH-6. Centerville, 1906, G+ Doane 3/4 (82-09) on PPC. E $30
NH-7. Chesham, 1906, G+ blue-green RFD 2G/1 (toned; tips nick; cr) on cvr. E $20
NH-8. Chester, 1911, G+ RFD 8S/3 (part on stamp; toned) on PPC. E $8
NH-9. East Acworth, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (R arc on stamp) (61-14) on PPC. E $20
NH-10. East Grafton, 1907, VG+ Doane 1/2 (lite tone) w/Wendell, MA, Doane 2/2 as recd; (86-11) on PPC. E $20
NH-11. East Kingston, 1910, VG Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NH-12. East Northwood, 1881, G+ CDS (R arc on stamp) (32-85) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
NH-13. Epping (Hedding Rur Sta), 1927, G+ RFD 10R on PPC. E $14
NH-14. Fairview, 1910, VG 4-bar (92-33) on PPC. E $8
NH-15. Franklin Falls/Franklin Sta., 1905, VG+ duplex (toned) (03-06) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NH-16. Fremont, 1906, G+ Doane 2/4 (near F+) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NH-17. Gorham/Sta.A, 1941, VG duplex (24-49) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NH-18. Hampstead, 1905, VG+ Doane 2/4 (bars o/s; crs) on GPC. E $6
NH-19. Hillsboro Lower Village, 1915, G+ 4-bar (near VG+; toned) (08-18) on PPC. E $15
NH-20. Iona, 1907, G Doane 3/1 (town mostly not struck but ID sure; o/w F+) (94-10) on PPC. E $15
NH-21. Isle of Shoals, 1914, G+ straight-line non-standard h/s (EARLY; part osbscured by
design; bit lite tone) (14-17) on PPC datelined Oceanic Hotel. E $15
NH-22. Johnson, 1913, F 4-bar (edge tear T; lite tone) (99-15) on PPC. E $14
NH-23. Kelleyville, 1911, VG+ 4-bar (tip cr) (94-18) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
NH-24. Lake View, 1909, F 4-bar (dia) bit hi) (84-09) on PPC. E $20
NH-25. Lake Village, 1860s, G+ balloon CDS (43-91) on (bit lite tone). E $12 MIN.6
NH-26. Lake Village, 1887, VG CDS/cork (46-92) on GPC. E $12
NH-27. Lakeview, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (dia hi: "VI" partly off; bit lite tone) (84-09) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NH-28. Little Boars Head, 1912, VG 4-bar (dia hi: "OAR" partly off; tip crs) (86-26) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NH-29. Long Island, 1906, F Doane 2/1 (bit o/s) (78-17) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NH-30. Manchester (Bedford Rural Sta.), 1914, G+ RFD 10QB on PPC. E $20
NH-31. Mill Village, 1933, G+ 4-bar ty.E (state mostly not struck, but return add.confirms) (52-42) on commr.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
NH-32. Mountainview, 1909, G+ 4-bar (EARLY; part on stamp; lite tone) (09-26) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NH-33. New London, 1893, G+ CDS/circled star (bit ruff R; 2 tips nib) as recvd b/s on PSE. E $14
NH-34. North Branch, ca.1860, F blue CDS/grid (trim R) (37-01) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
NH-35. North Dorchester, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 (toned) (56-29) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NH-36. North Richmond, 1907, F+ Doane 3/1 (53/14) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NH-38. Orford, 1934, G+ 4-bar ty.E (near VG+) on commr.PPC. E $8
NH-39. Pierce Bridge, 1911, G+ 4-bar (near VG) (73-43) on PPC. E $12
NH-40. Plaistow, 1906, VG+ Doane 2/4 (bit lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $12
NH-41. Ponemah, 1911, F duplex (tip cr) (00-30) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NH-42. Quaker City, 1908, G+ 4-bar (dia hi: "KER C" partly off) (83-20) on PPC. E $14
NH-43. Riverdale, 1908, G+ CDS/target (part o/s) (94-18) on PPC. E $16
NH-44. Robys Corner, 1905, G+ CDS/target (68-22) on PPC. E $14
NH-47. Salisbury, 1906, F Doane 3/2 (toned) as recvd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NH-48. Salisbury, 1906, G+ Doane 3/2 (near VG+) as recvd on PPC. E $8
NH-49. Sandown, 1907, VG Doane 2/3 (ccrr cr) on GPC. E $8
NH-51. Silver Lake, 1911, VG Doane 3/4 on PPC. E $8
NH-52. Soo Napi Park, 1921, VG duplex (partly struck on add.; part water toned) (07-38) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NH-53. South Newbury, 1906, VG+ Doane 2/4 (o/s) as recvd (1850-1987) on PPC. E $8
NH-54. Stinson Lake, 1918, G+ Doane 3/1 (05-66) on cvr. E $12
NH-55. Stratham, 1909, VG+ Doane 3/4 on PPC. E $8
NH-56. Sullivan, 1907, VG+ Doane 3/1 (1828-1959) on PSE. E $8
NH-57. Sullivan, 1907, VF Doane 3/1 (1828-1959) on PPC. E $8
NH-58. West Wilton, [1864], F ms (ms docket at L, barely into town; trim R, into stamp; lite tone; edge tear R) (56-04) on cvr. E $24
NH-59. Wilmot Flat, 1908, VG Doane 2/3 (lite cr) (05-95) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NH-60. Wilton, 1903, VF RFD 1/3; 2c Sc.301 on cvr. E $14
NH-61. Windham Depot, 1906, G+ Doane 2/3 (toned) (65-56) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

NEW JERSEY
NJ-1. Blue Anchor, 1908, G+ 4-bar (91-21) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
NJ-3. Coytesville, 1908, VF 4-bar (02-60) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NJ-4. Creamridge, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (LKU; bit o/s) on PPC. E $12
NJ-5. Deal Beach, 1905, G+ duplex (near VG) (74-18) on PPC. E $14
NJ-6. Delaware, ca.1912, VG RFD 11D/2 (UNLISTED) ms "RD" on stamp; # in address; on PPC. E $6
NJ-7. Dundee Lake, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (near VG; lite tone) (73/17) on PPC. E $12
NJ-8. Ewan, 1908, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NJ-10. Franklinville, ca.1906, VG RFD 1½f/1 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
NJ-11. Junction, 1907, F+ 4-bar (66-09) on PPC. E $8
NJ-14. Midvale, 1909, G+ 4-bar (near VG) (78-30) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NJ-15. Montclair/U M't (Upper Montclair), [1926], F mute oval applied at Upper Montclair, tying 2c due (upper L tip nib; lite tone) New York, NY/GPO/Due 2 Cents dateless h/s; 1p Gt.Britain on PPC w/Hastings, England, origin. E $8
NJ-17. Montville, 1907, VG+ Doane 3/5 (bit stuttter; part lite tone) w/Towaco G+ Doane 2/2 as transit; on PPC. E $14
NJ-19. Ocean Beach, 1886, VG purple fancy CDS/star (lite tone; slit 3 sides; 2 tips nib) (74-89) on cvr. E $14
NJ-20. Othello, 1902, VG CDS/target (toned) (97-06) on PPC. E $40 MIN.20
NJ-21. Papakating, 1907, G+ CDS/scarab non-standard (near VG+) (62-23) on PPC w/ms "Missent" & hand-drawn pointing hand applied at Maplewood, NJ. E $15
NJ-22. Pittstown, 1907, G+ RFD 1/1 (bit smear; near VG+) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NJ-23. Pleasant Run, 1859, VF ms (ruff R, well in stamp to oval) (56-07) on cvr. E $20
NJ-26. Sewell, 1904, VG RFD 2½f/4 (UNLISTED; ruff slit R crnrs; lite tone) on cvr. E $20
NJ-27. Silverton, 1913, G+ 4-bar (uneven toned; tip cr) (70-20) on PPC. E $14
NJ-28. Sunnyside, 1910, G+ Doane 1/2 (L ku) (76/15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NJ-29. Sussex, 1908, G+ RFD 2½f/1 (lite tone; tip crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NJ-30. Yardville, 1907, F Doane 2/8 (1832-1955) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

NEW MEXICO (Todsen types)
NM-1. Akela, 1943, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (L ku; near VF) LATEST for this town (41-43) on commer.PPC. E $15
NM-2. Alameda, 1909, VG CDS/target (ty.1) (0/s) (66/60) on PPC. E $40
NM-3. Cambray, 1905, G+ CDS/target (ty.1) (L ku; day partial, but message dated) (93-52) on PPC. E $24
NM-4. Cedarvale, 1908, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (EKu; stamp gone, affects bars & "E") on PPC. E $100
NM-5. Centerville, 1910, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (dia hi: "TER" partly off; bit stuttter) (07-44) on PPC. E $8
NM-6. Cherryvale, ca.1911, partial 4-bar (ty.1) (town mostly not struck & year on stamp, but datelined message confirms town) (10-21) on PPC. E $12
NM-7. Claudell, 1909, VG+ 4-bar (ty.1) (08-35) on PPC. E $75
NM-8. Corona, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (part stuttter; lite tone; crnr wear) on PPC. E $14
NM-9. Cowles, 1929, G+ magenta 4-bar (ty.4) (05-64) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NM-10. Cumberland, 1908, VG+ 4-bar (ty.1) (EKU; near VF) as recd (07-33) on PPC. E $30
NM-11. Dexter, 1908, F 4-bar (ty.3) on PPC. E $8
NM-12. Dexter, 1910, G+ 4-bar (ty.3) on PPC (farmers "Mowing Alfalfa, Roswell, NM"). E $15 MIN.8
NM-14. Dunlap, 1910, G 4-bar (ty.1) (town VERY SPOTTY & partial on embossed card; AS IS ONLY) & partial Buchanan CDS/Reed (ty.4) (07-40) as recd on pix side (07-61) on PPC. E $12
NM-15. East Las Vegas, 1888, VG CDS/cork (ty.5) (edge tear T) San Miguel Nat’l Bank cc (85/28) on PSE. E $14
NM-17. Elida, 1909, VG 4-bar (ty.2) (part heavy ink; bit ruff R) on cvr w/enc. E $10
NM-18. Elkins, 1911, VG 4-bar (ty.1) (lite tone) (07-43) on PPC. E $20
NM-19. Estancia, 1908, VF purple Doane 2/4 (upper R tip tear) on PPC. E $12
NM-20. Forrest, 1909, VG 4-bar (ty.1) (toned) (08-19) on PPC. E $75
NM-21. French, 1914, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (lite tone) (08-45) on PPC. E $20
NM-22. Hayden, 1908, VG+ 4-bar (ty.1) (rim bit o/s) (08-74) on PPC. E $55
NM-23. Hillsboro, 1897, F CDS/cork (ty.13) (part lite tone; sealed spindle) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
NM-24. House, 1908, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) ("N.ME" weak; o/w VG+) on PPC. E $40
NM-25. House, 1909, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (near F; lite tone; tip crs) on PPC. E $30
NM-26. Ione, 1910, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (toned; cr) (08-62) on PPC. E $40
NM-27. Kelly, 1911, G+ purple 4-bar (ty.4) (dial bit hi; part on stamp; part lite tone) (83-45) on PPC. E $15
NM-29. La Union, 1911, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (09-13) on PPC. E $80
NM-30. LaCueva, 1901, VG CDS/target (ty.6) (trim R; bit lite tone) LaCueva Ranch Co.cc (68-61) on PSE. E $20
NM-31. Lake Valley, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (ty.11) (crs) (82-55) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NM-32. Lakewood, 1910, VG 4-bar (ty.2) (town part obscured; part on stamp) on PPC. E $12
NM-33. Logan, 1911, F 4-bar (ty.6) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NM-34. Lon, 1936, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (EKU; part lite tone; lite cr) EARLIEST for this town (34-43) on commer.GPC. E $20
NM-35. Manuelito, 1911, F 4-bar (ty.6) (o/s; most bars off edge) as recd (81-74) on PPC. E $16
NM-36. Melrose, 1908, VF Doane 3/1 (crnr crs) on PPC datelined House, NM. E $20
NM-37. Mora, 1885, G+ M.O.B.octagon (ty.8) (month omitted; trim R to stamp) as recd b/s on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
NM-38. Nolan, 1910, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (near F) (08-44) on PPC. E $8
NM-39. Nolan, 1912 (May 22), F 4-bar (ty.1) (lite tone) (08-44) on PPC. E $8
NM-40. Obar, 1914, F 4-bar (ty.2) (bit ruff trim T) (08-53) on PSE. E $20
NM-41. Olive, 1909, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) as recd (09-55) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NM-42. Orchard Park, 1910, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (state partial; bit lite tone) (07-26) on PPC. E $30
NM-43. Oscura, 1950, VG 4-bar (ty.1) (staple holes B; bit cr) (47-51) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
NM-44. Otten, 1932, F 4-bar (lite tone) Last Day P.O. (22-32) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
NM-45. Park View, 1892, VG+ CDS/target (ty.4) gen'l store cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NM-46. Perry, 1908, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) ("RY" on stamp; lite tone) (07-08) on PPC. E $80
NM-47. Plateau, 1908, G+ magenta 4-bar (ty.1) (lite strike; dial hi: "TEA" partly off) (06-10) on PPC. E $40
NM-48. Ranches of Taos, 1910, VG 4-bar (ty.9) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NM-49. Red Hill, 1951, G+ 4-bar (ty.2) (edge tear B) (35-57) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
NM-50. Redland, 1911, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (LKU; near VG; bit o/s; toned; trim R) (07-17) on PSE w/enc. E $120
NM-51. Ricardo, 1909, VG+ 4-bar (ty.1) (08-56) on PPC. E $40
NM-52. Ricardo, 1910, F+ 4-bar (ty.2) (08-56) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
NM-53. Riverside, 1938, F 4-bar; Last Day P.O.; PM's signature (05-38) on cvr. E $12
NM-54. Rociada/San Miguel Co., 1889, G+ sawtooth CDS (ty.3) (LKU) as transit b/s on PSE. E $24 MIN.12
NM-55. Roosevelt, 1911, G+4-bar (ty.1) (EKU; uneven toned) 2nd known example (06-19) on PPC. E $100
NM-56. San Antonio, 1908, G+ 4-bar (ty.10) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NM-57. Santa Fe, 1888, G+ duplex (ty.39) (bit ruff trim R to stamp; lite crs) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
NM-58. (Santa Fe), [1890], VG pen lines only, but w/ms registry # below cc (trim L) "Felipe Delgado" h/s cc; 5c + 1c + 2x 2c on reg'd cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NM-59. Sedan, 1911, VG 4-bar (ty.1) (LKU; near VF) LATEST territorial use; on PPC. E $100
NM-60. Sedan, 1912 (Jan 3), VF 4-bar (ty.1) (LKU) LATEST territorial use; on PPC. E $200
NM-61. Seneca, 1911, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (part lite tone) as recd on PPC. E $50
NM-62. Solano, 1909, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (crs) on PPC. E $55
NM-63. Steins, 1943, VF 4-bar (ty.4) (LKU) sailor's ms "Free" frank (05-44) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NM-64. Sunnyside, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 (dial very Hi: "NNYSID" off T, but message datelined so ID sure; lite tone) (78/10) on PPC. E $20
NM-65. Texico, 1932, F+ 4-bar (ty.4) (2nd known example) on PPC. E $15
NM-66. Turley, 1907, VG 4-bar (ty.1) (tip cr) (06-41) on PPC. E $120
NM-67. Turnerville, 1948, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (near VG+) (45-74) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NM-68. Turquesa, 1882, VG+ CDS/target (ty.2) (edge tears, nicks & other faults; toned; AS IS for faults, but scarce) (80-99) on cvr. E $20
NM-69. Van Houten, 1911, G+ 4-bar (ty.2) (R arc on stamp; lite tone) (02-52) on PPC. E $40
NM-70. Van Houten, 1911, G+ 4-bar (ty.2) (part on stamp; uneven toned; edge tears T) (02-52) on PPC. E $20
NM-71. Van Houten, 1951, G+ 4-bar (ty.4) (02-52) on GPC w/G+ DCDS (ty.5; EKU) as b/s. E $12
NM-72. Vermejo Park, 1912 (Sep 7), VG 4-bar (ty.1) (lite tone) (07-66) on PPC. E $20
NM-73. Watrous, 1911, VG 4-bar (ty.14) (part heavy inked; tear B; tip cr) on PPC. E $8

NEW YORK / Do you need Kay & Smith's "New York Postal History"? We have it!
NY-1. Alden, 1908, G+ purple RFD 1MA/1 (bit stutter; lite tone) on PPC. E $12
NY-3. Alvord, 1908, VG Doane 2/2 (part on stamp; dial bit hi; tip cr) (96-13) on PPC. E $24
NY-4. Averill Park, 1913, G+ 5-bar non-standard on PPC. E $12
NY-5. Ballston Spa, 1907, G+ RFD 2F/1 on PPC. E $8
NY-6. Barryville, [1849], G red CDS w/"Fre(e)" h/s frank (lite; cr) on SFL. E $12
NY-8. Belvidere, 1884, G+ fancy DCDS/maletes (killer partial; ruff R, in stamp) (51-32) on cvr w/enc. E $14
NY-10. Blodgett Mills, 1910, VG+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
NY-11. Brooklyn, ca.1860, VG+ CDS/circled grid (trim L) 3c + bit faulty 1c on cvr. E $20
NY-12. Bruynswick, 1870s, F ms town/month/day; 2c +1c banknotes (21-07) on cvr. ONLY town by this name. E $20
NY-13. Bruynswick, 1902, G+ CDS/target (toned) (21-07) on GPC. E $15
NY-14. Buffalo/10, [1850], G+ blue CDS w/"Paid" in ribbon (lite crs) on SFL. E $12
NY-15. Campbell Hall, 1880, VG+ fancy DCDS/maletes (trim R) on cvr. E $14
NY-16. Canastota, 1902, VF RFD 1/1 on cvr. E $15
NY-17. Chepachet, 1907, VG+ Doane 3/2 (82-53) on PPC. E $12
NY-18. Collins Centre, 1907, VG+ RFD 2FD/1 (UNLISTED) on PPC. E $20
NY-20. Delanson (Mariaville Rural Sta.), 1911, VG RFD 10QB (part o/s) as recd on PPC. E $20
NY-21. East Bethany, 1904, G+ RFD 2F/24 (trim R; stamp faults; lite tone) on cvr w/encr. E $15
NY-22. East Meredith, 1912, G+ Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $6
NY-23. East River, 1888, G+ CDS/target (lower R edge ruff) (73-03) on cvr. E $40
NY-24. Elmira, [1842], G+ red CDS w/"Free" h/s frank (crs) on SFL to Thos.Noyes, Esq, (P.M.at E Painted Post N.Y.), Stonington, CT $20
NY-25. Elnora, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (near VG+) (91-76) on PPC. E $6
NY-26. Emerick, 1910, G+ 4-bar (near VG+; stamp fault) (99-24) on PPC. E $16
NY-27. Evans' Mills (w/apostrophe), 1860s, VF CDS/grid (bit uneven trim T; no flap; cr) on cvr. E $15
NY-29. Forest Home, 1894, G+ CDS/target (76-02) on PSE. E $12
NY-30. Forestville, 1912, G+ RFD 1SA/7 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12
NY-31. Frankfort, ca.1912, VG RFD 11F/1 (lite tone) ms scribble only ("24") on stamp; on PPC. E $5
NY-32. Frankfort, ca.1912, VG RFD 11F (TONED; crs) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
NY-33. Fulton/Oswego Falls Sta., 1908, F duplex (lite tone) (03-15) on PPC. E $12
NY-34. Geneva, 1846, VG blue CDS w/"Paid" & "10" h/s (cr) on SFL. E $15
NY-35. Getzville, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (o/s) as recd on PPC. E $8
NY-36. Glenspey, 1911, G+ Doane 2/4 (near VG) on PPC. E $5
NY-37. Grafton, 1912, G+ Doane 3/3 (dial bit hi) on PPC. E $8
NY-38. Greenville, 1908, VG RFD 2F/1 (lite tone) on PPC. E $10
NY-39. Guilderland Centre, 1863, VF ms w/"Paid 3" rate (part lite tone) on stampless cvr. E $20
NY-40. Guilford, 1907, G+ RFD 2F/2 (part lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $12
NY-41. Haillesboro, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $8
NY-42. Hardys, 1888, G+ CDS/target (trim R; lite tone) (80/14) on cvr. E $20
NY-44. Harrower, 1908, G+ CDS/target (lite cr) (01-18) on PPC. E $12
NY-45. Hasbrouck, 1907, VG Doane 1/1 (46-23) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-46. Henrietta, 1922, G+ CDS/scarab non-standard (part on stamp) on PPC. E $8
NY-47. Horton, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (bit lite tone) (87-54) on PPC. E $8
NY-48. Inverness, 1850s, VG+ red CDS/ms (bit ruff L) ms "Paid 38" at L; 3c imperf (53-62) on cvr. E $30
NY-49. Ironville, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (TONED; L edge bit scuff) (76-11) on PPC. E $12
NY-50. Kalurah, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (dial bit hi; lite tone) (04/18) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
NY-52. Kidders, 1907, F Doane 2/2 (tip cr) (92-19) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-55. Knights, 1929, G+ 4-bar non-standard (part on stamp) (10-33) on PPC. E $8
NY-56. Lakewood, 1915, G+ 4-bar non-standard (dial bit hi; lite tone) on PPC. E $8
NY-57. Lamont, ca.1895, G+ CDS/target (year partial) (87-03) on GPC. E $14
NY-58. Leontla, 1907, VG+ CDS/target (crnrs toned) (97-16) on PPC. E $20
NY-59. Leptondale, 1901, G+ CDS/target (crnrs toned) (81-15) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NY-60. Ludlowville, 1907, G+ duplex non-standard (crs) (1817-1973) on PPC w/Atwater (74-34) DCDS/Recd non-standard as recd; 2 DPO/non-standards on same card. E $15
NY-61. McIntyre, 1900, G+ CDS/target ("Mc" spotty; lite tone) 2c Pan-Am (71-03) on cvr w/enc. E $24
NY-62. Mendon, 1911, G+ Doane 2/4 (near F) on PPC. E $6
NY-63. Moira, 1908, VG Doane 3/9 on PPC. E $6
NY-64. Mongaup Valley, 1905 (Dec 25), G+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
NY-65. Morrisville, 1879, G+ maltese TCDS w/6-bar killer (near F) on PSE. E $14
NY-66. New Baltimore Station, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (87-24) on PPC. E $8
NY-67. New Salem, 1907, G+ CDS/target (near VG; tip cr) (34-10) on PPC. E $12
NY-68. New York, [1828], G+ red CDS on SPL. E $15
NY-69. New York, [1837], G+ red CDS/arced "Paid" (near F) on SFL. E $14
NY-71. North Hoosick, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (part o/s by partial 2nd strike; lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $8
NY-72. North Lansing, 1908, VG Doane 2/2 (part o/s by weak 2nd strike) (26-20) on PPC. E $8
NY-73. North Spencer, 1910, VG Doane 2/2 (72-35) on PPC. E $8
NY-74. Oguaga Lake, 1908, VG+ Doane 3/3 (lite tone) (84-21) on PPC. E $8
NY-75. Owasco Lake, 1909, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (50/19) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NY-76. Pierrepont Manor, 1889, VG purple CDS w/small killer (bit ruff trim R) on cvr. E $14
NY-77. Pinelake, 1911, G+ Doane 2/2 (part on stamp) (68-12) on PPC. E $8
NY-78. Plainville, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (o/s; R edge crs) on PPC. E $8
NY-79. Ponds, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (06-09) on PPC. E $40
NY-80. Pulpwood, 1924, G+ 4-bar; Ne-Ha-Za-Ne Park Ass'n cc (21-31) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
NY-81. Raybrook, 1920, G+ 4-bar non-standard (upper R on stamp; tip crs) on PPC. E $12
NY-83. Sagamore, 1908, VF Doane 3/8 (94-17) on PPC. E $8
NY-84. Salisbury, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (crs; small tone spot T) (1813/1966) on PPC. E $6
NY-85. Sand Lake, 1908, VG Doane 3/3 on PPC. E $6
NY-86. Sciota, 1907, F Doane 2/2 (slight o/s) (48-36) on PPC. E $6
NY-87. Scottsville, 1903, VG+ RFD 2F/34 (bit ruff slit T) on cvr. E $15
NY-88. Scottsville, 1903, G+ RFD 2F/7 (# not struck; no flap) 2c Sc.301 on cvr. E $14
NY-89. Columbus Postal Sta./Sherburne, 1901, G+ RFD10CB; 2c Pan-Am (01-07) on 1.5x2.75" PIECE ONLY. E $20 MIN.10
NY-90. Sherwood, 1880s, G+ CDS/grid (50-14) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NY-91. Sherwood, 1880s, VG CDS/grid w/ms month/day (lower R edge ruff) (50-14) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NY-92. Silver Lake Assembly, 1909, G+ 4-bar (month omitted) (90/25) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-93. South Columbia, 1909, G+ Doane 3/3 (part on stamp; bit o/s) (1833-1951) on PPC. E $6
NY-95. South Sodus, 1888, VG CDS/target (lite tone; tiny nicks B) (28-02) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NY-96. Sprakers, 1914, G+ CDS/target non-standard on PPC. E $8
NY-97. Stockton, 1850s, VG ms (crs; edge tears) w/ms "Paid 3" on stampless cvr. E $24
NY-98. Mailed TO: Stone Mills, 1908, F RFD "oddity" type: date, w/route #2 in bars h/s only (lower R tip clip) (32-12) on PPC. Possibly Dexter, NY, origin. E $20
NY-99. Summer Hill, 1860s, VF ms (26-03) on 2.5x4.25" cvr w/albino embossed patriotic eagle on shield on flap; red + blue trim on flaps. E $20
NY-100. Talcville, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (dial bit hi) (89-35) on PPC. E $6
NY-101. Thomson, 1906, G+ Doane 2/2 (dial bit hi; part on stamp) (94-76) on PPC. E $6
NY-102. Ticonderoga/Port Ticonderoga Rur.Sta., 1959, VG 4-bar (55-59) on commr.PPC. E $12
NY-103. Tonawanda, [1842], VG+ blue CDS w/"18 3/4" ms rate (cr) on SFL. E $15 MIN.8
NY-104. Tracy Creek, 1907, G+ CDS/target (56-11) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NY-105. Trestle, 1896, G+ CDS/target; W.W.Butts/Machinery & Supplies illus.ad (machine) (93-03) on pink FRONT ONLY. E $20 MIN.10
NY-106. Troy, [1840] (Jan 1), G+ CDS w/faded ms rate (crs) on SFL. E $15 MIN.8
NY-108. Ushers, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (near VG+) (83-58) on cvr. E $8
NY-109. Utica, [1844], G+ red fancy double oval/"Paid" in ribbon (lite tone; crs) on SFL. E $15 MIN.8
NY-110. Verona Station, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (diag.cr thru dial) (89-42) on PPC. E $6
NY-111. Water Valley, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (37/18) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NY-112. West Branch, 1911, G+ Doane 3/2 (LKU; tip cr; lite tone) (1833/1967) on PPC. E $12
NY-113. West Conesville, 1912, G+ Doane 2/1 (part on stamp; crnr cr) (57-14) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-114. West End, 1895, VG CDS/target (89-96) on PSE. E $70
NY-115. West Henrietta, 1912, G+ Doane 3/2 (part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $6
NY-116. West Kill, 1933, G+ CDS/target (near VG+; part lite tone) on commer.PPC. E $12
NY-117. West Walworth, 1906, VG+ Doane 2/3 (part o/s; bit uneven trim L) (40-34) on PPC. E $6
NY-118. West Winfield, [1838], VF ms town/month/day & ms "18 3/4" rate (lite tone; tone spots from tape repair) w/Coventry, VT, ms dated 4 days later as f/wd, w/ms "Ford Soth" (forwarded south) on SFL to Coventry, CT. E $30
NY-119. Yorktown, 1908, G+ Doane 3/5 (20-19) on PSE. E $8

NORTH CAROLINA
NC-1. Askewville, 1923, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (93-32) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NC-2. Boyer, 1903, G+ CDS/target (near VG+; lite tone speck) (95-05) on PSE FRONT ONLY. E $40
NC-3. Brim, 1907, G+ 4-bar (near VG; lower R crnr tear, taped on pix side) (92-34) on PPC. E $12
NC-4. Conover, 1911, VG Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $8
NC-5. Curtis, 1905 (Jan 2), G+ CDS/target w/2 YEARS in DIAL: '04 & '05 (toned; trim R; nicks lower L) (94-05) on cvr. E $40 MIN.20
NC-6. Danbury, 1908, F Doane 3/3 (lite tone; cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NC-7. Davidsdons River, 1910, G+ 4-bar (R arc on stamp; lite tone) (40/29) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NC-8. Forshew, 1908, F Doane 2/1 (toned) (00-17) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
NC-9. Henderson, 1906, VG RFD 8V/2(?) (UNLISTED; route # blurred, but likely 2; lite tone) on PPC. E $24
NC-10. Henry, 1905, G+ CDS (tip cr) as recd (86-24) on PPC. E $12
NC-12. Hildrup, 1903, VG CDS w/G+ Demming (92-14) CDS as recd (02-04) on reg.pack.rect.card. E $24
NC-14. Hubert, 1924, G+ 4-bar as origin b/s on reg'd cvr. E $12 MIN.6
NC-15. King, 1907, VF Doane 2/2 (LKU; o/s) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NC-17. Littles Mills, 1903, G+ CDS/target (trim L) (50-13) on cvr. E $20
NC-18. Marines, 1933, F 4-bar (85/41) on commer.cvr. E $14
NC-19. McIver, 1916, F wide 4-bar (07-25) on PPC. E $14
NC-20. Murfreesboro, 1907, G+ Doane 2/6 (bit heavy inked; lower R crnr nib) on cvr. E $8
NC-21. Newport, 1910, G+ Doane 2/4 (LKU; lite tone; crnr cr; lower R tip nib) on cvr. E $15
   MIN.8
NC-22. Resaca, 1907, G+ CDS/target (bit lite tone; tip crs) (53/14) on PPC. E $20
NC-23. Reuben, 1901, G+ CDS (fully o/s; AS IS for that, but town shows well; tip cr) (91-05) on
   GPC. E $50
NC-24. Rock Branch, 1911, G+ 4-bar (bit stutter; lite tone) (08/16) on PPC. E $24
NC-25. Shore, 1889, F ms (bit lite soiled; tear R) (81-09) on cvr w/enc. dated 13 days earlier. E $40
   MIN.20
NC-26. Three Mile, 1940, VF 4-bar as origin b/s (crs; tear L, long on add.side; lite tone) on
   reg'd cvr to FDR. Rur.sta.of Newland. E $20
NC-27. Williamsboro, 1904, G+ Doane 1/1 (dia H2: "IAMS" mostly off T; bit lite tone)
   (1794-1909) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
NC-28. Woodard, 1906, F Doane 2/1 (EKU; part o/s; lite tone) (93-45) on PPC. 2nd known example. E $75

NORTH DAKOTA
ND-1. Badland, 1909, G+ 4-bar (dia hi: "DL" partly off; tip cr) (08-16) on PPC. E $14
ND-3. Cathay, 1894, G+ CDS/cork (EARLY; ruff R, well in stamp to oval) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ND-4. Easby, 1908, VG+ Doane 3/2 (lite tone) (84-57) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ND-5. Elmgrove, 1909, G+ 4-bar (lite tone; address bit smear) (08-15) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
ND-6. Elsberry, 1910, G+ 4-bar ("ELS" obscured by design; part stutter; toned) (06-18) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ND-7. Fairdale, 1906, G+ Doane 3/1 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ND-8. Gaines, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1? (LKU; bit o/s; lite tone; edge tear T) (01-10) on PPC. E $24
   MIN.12
ND-9. Gaylord, 1910, G+ 4-bar (dia bit hi) (07-17) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ND-10. Gilstrap, 1909, VG 4-bar (LATE; dia bit hi; lite tone) on PPC. E $16
ND-11. Gladstone, 1907, VG Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ND-12. Golva, 1933, F 4-bar ty.E w/scarps on cvr. E $8
ND-13. Grand Forks, Dak, 1885, VG duplex w/enc. killer (lite tone) on GPC w/Citizens Nat'l
   Bank printed form on back. E $15
ND-14. Great Bend, 1932, G+ 4-bar ty.E (toned) (88-75) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ND-15. Hastings, 1908, G+ CDS/target (near VF; lite tone; crnr cr) (90-67) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ND-16. Heaton, 1907, G+ Doane 1/1 (scrape above address, probably by sender; toned; crs)
   (03-94) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ND-17. Heil, 1938, G+ 4-bar ty.E (near VG+) (11-81) on commer.GPC. E $15
ND-18. Hub, 1911, G+ 4-bar ("B" on stamp; toned; tip cr) (07-12) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ND-19. Kelso, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (part on stamp) (82-67) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
ND-20. Krem, 1924, VF 4-bar (bit cr) (88-42) on PPC. E $14
ND-21. Mary, 1912, G+ 4-bar (06-32) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ND-22. Mott, 1905, G+ Doane 2/1 (trim R) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
ND-23. Mylo, 1909, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $8
ND-24. Paoli, 1914, G 4-bar ("P" heavy inked; year/state partial & on stamp, but message fully
datelined) 1c Parcel Post (00-14) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ND-25. Pleasant Lake, 1921, VG RFD 11/1 (UNLISTED) complete ms, mostly on stamp on PPC. E $12
   MIN.6
ND-26. Raleigh, 1916, G+ 4-bar (tear R; crs; crnr nib; addressee penciled thru) (11-65) on PPC. E $5
ND-27. Reeder, 1909, F 4-bar (EARLY; lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ND-28. Rocklake, 1908, VG+ Doane 3/1 (dial bit hi; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ND-29. Rockspring, 1909, G+ 4-bar (town part obsd by design) (98-13) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ND-30. Rolette, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 or 4-bar? (trim R, just into stamp) as recd; fully o/s by
   lite Wolford Doane 3 origin on PPC. E $8
ND-31. Rolette, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 (add.partly in dial; lite tone) on PPC. E $6
ND-32. Surrey, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (part lite in dial) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ND-33. Tower City, Dakota, 1880, G+ magenta TCDS/cork (EARLY; no flap) on PSE. E $50
ND-34. Trotters, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (part on stamp; heavy crs) on PPC. E $8
ND-35. Upham, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (EKU; # mostly off R) on PPC. E $14
ND-36. Valley City, Dakota, 1887, VG+ CDS on GPC. E $16
ND-37. Venturia, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 on PPC. E $8
ND-38. Wilson, 1908, VG+ 4-bar (06-12) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ND-40. Zion, 1911, VG+ 4-bar ("N" on stamp) (99-21) on PPC. E $8

OHIO
OH-1. Akron/East Akron Sta., 1894, VG duplex (no flap) Summit Sewer Pipe Co. on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
OH-2. Akron/East Akron Sta., 1911, G+ duplex on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-3. Akron/Sub.Sta.1, 1896, G+ duplex; Summit Sewer Pipe Co. on PSE. E $50
OH-4. Alcony, 1910, F 4-bar (68-20) on PPC. E $14
OH-5. Alvada, 1912, VG Doane 3/4 (dial hi: "VA" partly off) on PPC. E $8
OH-6. Amlin, 1908, VF Doane 2/2 (lite tone; bit cr) on PPC. E $8
OH-7. Arabia, 1910, VG+ 4-bar (small tone spot) (58/12) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OH-8. Arnheim, 1907, VG 4-bar (39/10) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OH-9. Atwood, 1911, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi; toned) (88-15) on PPC. E $14
OH-10. Aultman, 1911, VG Doane 3/4 DCDS/non-standard (EKU of this type; small scuff by address) (87-34) on PPC. E $15
OH-12. Bainbridge, 1911, G+ Doane 2/10 (lite; lite tone) on PPC. E $8
OH-13. Bell, 1909, G Doane 2/2 (lite tone) (45-10) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OH-14. Belle Center, 1907, G+ RFD 1A/1 (worn letters; cris) on PPC. E $12
OH-15. Bellvue, 1915, G+ 4-bar (toned; 2 tips nick) (13-16) on PPC. E $40
OH-16. Beverly, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (EKU; lite tone) on PPC. E $16
OH-17. Brinkhaven, 1911, G+ Doane 2/4 (tip cr) on PPC. E $6
OH-18. Calla, 1908, F Doane 2/16 (lite tone) (89-33) on PPC. E $8
OH-19. Cincinnati, ca.1860, F blue CDS; 3c Sc.26 w/r frame line mostly missing on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
OH-20. Clark, 1907, F Doane 2/2 (EKU; dial hi: "A" partly off; black marker thru addressee) (02-34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-21. Clintonville, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (o/s; toned) (47/17) on PPC. E $14
OH-22. Columbus (Bexley Rural Sta.), 1910, G+ RFD 10QB (edge tear T) on PPC. E $12
OH-23. Cortland, 1909, F RFD 11/4 (UNLISTED; lite tone) complete ms on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-24. Cozaddale, 1908, G+ Doane 1/2 (dial hi: "DO" mostly off; toned) (71-58) on PPC. E $6
OH-25. Crescentville, 1910, G+ 4-bar (near VG) (88/11) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OH-26. Danville, ca.1909, VG CDS target (1ID/1 (UNLISTED) ms route # only on PPC. E $5
OH-27. Dell, 1911, VG CDS/target (tip cr; lite tone) (86-19) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OH-28. Denver, 1908, VG CDS/target (toned) (82-35) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-29. Dodgeville, 1910, VG Doane 2/3 (lite tone) (88-29) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-30. Dorset, 1910, G+ 4-bar (toned) (87-19) on PPC. E $14
OH-33. Englewood, 1934, G+ 4-bar ty.E (near F; tip cr) on commer.PPC. E $12
OH-34. Excello, 1909, G+ Doane 2/4 (lite tone) (70/57) on PPC. E $6
OH-35. Forestville, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2? (ONLY recorded date; lite tone) (78-21) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
OH-36. Freeland, 1906, G+ Doane 1/2 (lite tone) as recd (74-18) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-37. Fruitdale, 1909, F Doane 1/2 (lite tone) (91-31) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-38. Gallia, 1906, VG+ Doane 2/1 (EKU; toned) (62/53) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-40. Ginghamsburg, 1880s, G+ CDS/target (no flap) 3x lc banknote (67-05) on 2.75x4.75" cvr. E $15
OH-41. Ginghamsburg, 1901, G+ CDS/target (tip cris) (67-05) on GPC. E $14
OH-42. Glenkarn, 1909, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (89/33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-43. Glenrose, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKI; lite tone) as recd b/s (93-23) on cvr. E $20
OH-44. Glenwood, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone) (73/32) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-45. Gordon, 1908, F Doane 2/2 on PPC w/Wengerlawn G+ CDS (82-15). E $12 MIN.6
OH-46. Greersville, 1907, G+ CDS/target (crs) (51/08) on PPC. E $16
OH-47. Grelton, 1907, VG+ Doane 2/3 (crnr cr) (80-67) on PPC. E $8
OH-48. Greta, 1892, G+ CDS/target (trim L; edge tear T; part tone) (78-01) on cvr. E $20
OH-49. Griffith, 1909, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (86-11) on PPC. E $14
OH-50. Harpster, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (near VG+; dial bit hi) on PPC. E $6
OH-51. Harrisonville, 1911, F+ Doane 1/2 (LKI; dial bit hi; toned) (1841-1964) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-52. Hartford, 1906, F Doane 3/3 (dial bit hi; tip cr) on 1c blue Grant GPC. E $8
OH-53. Havana, 1912, VG RFD 11/1 (UNLISTED; bit lite tone) complete ms (1851-1958) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-55. Hayden, 1907, VF Doane 3/1 (EKU) (94-25) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OH-56. Hepburn, 1926, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKI; lite tone) (84-48) on PPC. VERY late Doane use. E $15 MIN.8
OH-57. Hibbetts, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (59/43) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-58. Higby, 1908, G+ 4-bar (o/s) (78-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-59. Higginsport, 1908, VG+ RFD 11/1 (UNLISTED; bit cr) complete ms on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-60. Hockingport, 1909, G+ Doane 1/2 (upper L tip nib; toned; cr) on PPC. E $6
OH-61. Hollister, 1942, F 4-bar ty.E (trim R) (87-52) on commer.cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
OH-62. Huntington, ca.1868, VF ms (tiny tear R) 3c grill (28-12) on 2.25x5.25" cvr. E $20
OH-63. Irwin, 1910, VG Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $8
OH-64. Isleta, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (part o/s; lite tone) (92/55) on PPC. E $8
OH-65. Kensington, 1908, VG Doane 3/5 (dial hi: "SING" partly off) on PPC. E $8
OH-67. Key, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (79-33) on PPC. E $8
OH-68. Kuhn, 1907, F Doane 2/1 (LKI; dial bit hi; lower L tip nib) (91-34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-69. Landeck, 1907, G+ CDS/target (month partial; lite tone; crnr cr) (71/07) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OH-70. Langsville, 1910, F Doane 2/3 (toned; lite cr) on PPC. E $8
OH-71. Layman, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKI; dial hi: "YMA" partly off; o/s) (56/08) on PPC. E $16
OH-72. Leavittsburg, 1909, G+ Doane 3/4 (LKI; WORN letters; bit edge wear) on PPC. E $12
OH-73. Lena, 1897, VG+ CDS/target (trim R; bit lite tone) (83-14) on cvr. E $15
OH-74. Linden Heights, 1906, VG Doane 2/3 (lite tone) (97-20) on PPC. E $14
OH-75. Linden Heights, 1908, VG Doane 2/3 w/New Dover (56-35) Doane 1/2 as recd (97-20) on PPC. E $12
OH-76. Lloyd, 1910, VF Doane 2/2 (87-20) on PPC. E $14
OH-77. Lockville, 1909, F Doane 2/2 (overall toned; toned tape spot T) (49-21) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-78. Londonderry, 1896, G+ CDS/target (trim R) Mutual Fire Ins.Co.cc (19/07) on #10 cvr. E $8
OH-79. Longley, 1911, G+ Doane 2/1 (dial bit hi; lite tone) (78-20) on PPC. E $16
OH-81. Lovett, 1907, F Doane 1/1 (LKI; L crnrs nib; notch R; toned; crs; AS IS for faults, but RARE) (47-07) on PPC. 2nd known example. E $60
OH-82. Ludlow, 1860s, G+ CDS/target (bit uneven trim T; no flap; bit lite tone) 3c Sc.65 (61-67) on 2.5x5.5" cvr. E $75
OH-83. Marshall, 1908, VG Doane 2/3 (o/s; lite tone; tip crs) (45-21) on PPC. E $12
OH-84. Melvin, 1907, F Doane 2/2 (toned; crnr cr) (85-57) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-85. Middle Point, 1931, G+ 4-bar ty.E; Pollock Grain Co.cc on commer.1.5c PSE. E $12
OH-87. Minersville, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (near VF; small tone spot) (1852-1980) on PPC. E $8
OH-88. Morning Sun, 1910, G+ Doane 1/2 ("N" on stamp) (1836-1948) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-89. Mount Joy, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (tear R) (71-18) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OH-91. Mount Washington, 1910, G+ Doane 3/4 (LKU; "GTON" not struck; toned) (46-17) on PPC. E $8
OH-93. Neffs, 1907, F Doane 3/5 (EUK) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-94. Neffs, 1912, G+ Doane 3/5 (EUK; slight stutter; toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-95. Neville, 1850s, VF ms (tips wear; part toned) on PSE. E $20
OH-96. New Albany, 1909, F+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
OH-97. New Carlisle, 1908, G+ RDF 1A/3 w/ms "8" in year (tip scuff; edge tear B) on PPC. E $12
OH-98. New Dover, 1908, F Doane 1/3 (lite tone) (56-35) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-99. New Dover, 1908, G+ Doane 1/2 (56-35) on PPC. E $8
OH-100. New Lebanon, 1929, G+ CDS/7 wavy lines non-standard on PPC. E $8
OH-101. New Philadelphia, [1909], VG RDF 1A/3 (toned) ms town/month/day on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-102. North Lima, 1910, G+ Doane 2/4 (LKU; R arc on stamp; edge tear B) on PPC. E $8
OH-103. Norwalk, 1903, F RDF 1/1 (part ruff trim R) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
OH-104. Oldfort, 1911, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU; near F) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-105. Pancoastburg, 1910, VG Doane 1/2 (uneven tone) (47-20) on PPC. E $12
OH-106. Perkins, 1892, G+ CDS/target (84-03) on GPC. E $30
OH-107. Phoneton, 1898, G+ CDS/target (EARLY; ruff trim R, in stamp to portrait; edge tear T) (98-81) on PSE w/enc. E $14
OH-108. Piqua, [1851], G+ dark red CDS/"Paid/3" on 2.75x4.75" stampless lady's cvr w/albino embossed border. E $16
OH-110. Portersville, 1920, VG Doane 2/2 (dial bit hi) (49/41) on PPC. E $8
OH-111. Pottersburg, 1905, G+ CDS/target (ruff R, well into stamp) (69-26) on cvr. E $8
OH-112. Pravo, 1907, VF Doane 2/1 (stamp gone, not affecting this) as recd (92-07) on PPC. E $14
OH-113. Reinersville, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 w/add'l ms "X" killer on stamp (uneven lite tone) (1854-1978) on PPC. E $8
OH-114. Reinersville, 1910, F Doane 2/2 (LKU; stamp about 1/3 peeled, affects #; crnr cr) (1854-1978) on PPC. E $8
OH-115. Rex, 1880s, G+ CDS/grid (upper R tip inck) (82-32) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
OH-117. Rosewood, 1906 (Dec 25), G+ Doane 3/4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-118. Roswell, 1912, F Doane 3/5 (LKU) (06-30) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OH-119. Ross, 1902, G+ CDS/target (dial hi: "W" partly off; lower R tip nib) (40-05) on cvr. E $14
OH-120. Roxabell, 1908, F RDF 2F/1 (big scuff at L of address, not in canx) (58-33) on PPC. E $14
OH-121. Rushmore, 1909, G+ Doane 3/2 (toned) (82-55) on PPC. E $8
OH-122. Saint Paul, 1870s, G+ CDS/target (bit trim L; lite tone) (61-02) on cvr. E $20
OH-123. Scott, 1870s, G+ CDS/target w/ms month/day (ruff L; toned; upper R tip nib; edge tear T) (21/80) on cvr. E $24
OH-124. Shasta, 1896, G+ CDS/cork (80-04) on PSE. E $30
OH-125. Sherbondy, 1911, G+ 4-bar (toned; tip cr) (96-11) on PPC. E $16
OH-126. Spencers Station, 1908, VG Doane 3/3 (part on stamp) (57-20) on PPC. E $12
OH-127. Station 15, 1871, VF ms (ruff R, barely in stamp) on PSE w/enc. E $20
OH-128. Steel, 1908, G+ Doane 3/5 (toned) (85-18) on PPC. E $14
OH-129. Sugar Creek, ca.1909, G+ purple dateless RDF 8HA/2 (T arc on stamp; toned) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
OH-130. Sundale, 1911, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKU; near VF; tip crs) (80/20) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-131. Swifts, 1909, G+ Doane 1/2 (part on stamp) (88-36) on PPC. E $15
OH-132. Tacoma, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (crs) (87-63) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-133. Tappan, 1911, F Doane 1/3 (bit heavy inked) (40-39) on PPC. E $12
OH-134. Trebeins, 1909 (Jan 1), G+ CDS/cork (lite tone) (78-10) on PPC. E $15
OH-135. Trotwood, 1893, G+ magenta MISUSED DCDS/M.O.B. (B arc & date on stamp) Farmer's Mutual Fire Ins.cc; 1c blue (66-55) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
OH-137. Untontown, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (20-12) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-138. Valley Crossing, 1912, G+ Doane 2/2 (95-15) on PPC. E $15
OH-139. Valley Crossing, 1914, G+ 4-bar (95-18) on PPC. E $15
OH-140. Walnutcreek, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (LKU; dial bit hi; part on stamp; date spotty) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-141. Wamsley, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (near F) (69-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-142. Wamsley, 1908, VG Doane 2/2 (dial bit hi; bit lite tone) (96-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-143. Wamsley, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone) (69-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-144. West Cairo, 1911, F+ 4-bar (52-22) on PPC. E $12
OH-145. West Carlisle, 1911, G+ Doane 2/2 (crnr crs) (1822-1932) on PPC. E $8
OH-146. West Union, 1907, VG RFD 2F/1 (bit lite tone) on PPC. E $12
OH-147. Westhope, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (EKU) (69-19) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-149. Westhope, 1913, G+ 4-bar (bit cr) (69-19) on PPC. E $12
OH-150. Wharton, 1908, G+ Doane 2/5 (near VG+) on PPC. E $6
OH-151. Wilmington, 1909, F RFD 11/7 complete ms w/route # doubled ("77") as killer on stamp on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-152. Wisterman, 1907, G+ 4-bar (bit lite tone; tip cr) (80-10) on PPC. E $12
OH-153. Woodington, 1909, G+ Doane 1/2 (town bit obscured by design; toned) (50/43) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-154. Yorkshire, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (LKU; tip crs) as recd on PPC. E $12

OKLAHOMA

OK-1. Avard, 1910, VG+ 4-bar (95-63) on PPC. E $12
OK-2. Blackburn, 1914, G+ 4-bar (near F; lite tone) (93-60) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OK-3. Blackburn, 1924, G+ 4-bar (tip cr) (93-60) on PPC. E $8
OK-4. Blake, 1911, VG 4-bar (84-19) on PPC. E $20
OK-5. Bliss, 1911, VG 4-bar (toned; edge tone T) (98-22) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OK-6. Boyd, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; toned) (87-64) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OK-7. Capitol Hill, 1911, VG 4-bar (LATE; bit heavy inked) (05-11) on PPC. E $15
OK-8. Castle, Ind.T., 1907 (Sep 18), G+ CDS (part o/s; part HEAVY toned; ruff R, in stamp to portrait; AS IS for faults) as recd b/s on cvr. E $20
OK-9. Centralia, Ind.T., 1907 (Dec 3), G+ 4-bar ("RALIA" partial; crnr cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OK-10. Chaney, 1909, G+ 4-bar (bit lite tone) (02-37) on PPC. E $12
OK-11. Chant, 1908, G+ 4-bar (near VF; lite tone) (03-10) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
OK-12. Charleston, 1908, G+ 4-bar as recd (01-23) on PPC. E $12
OK-13. Chickasha, Ind.T./Rec'd, 1904, VF CDS (tip crs) as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OK-14. Chouteau, Ind.T./Rec'd, 1891, G+ CDS/cork as origin (toned; trim L) faulty 2c (71-41) on cvr. E $20
OK-15. Cleo, 1908, G+ 4-bar (near F+; tear T; lite tone) (94-17) on PPC. E $24
OK-16. Cleo, 1909, VG+ 4-bar (lite tone) (94-17) on PPC. E $16
OK-17. Cleo, 1912, G+ 4-bar ("O" on stamp; o/w F+) (94-17) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OK-18. Cline, 1910, G+ narrow 4-bar (94-13) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
OK-19. Cline, 1912, G+ wide 4-bar (toned) (94-13) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
OK-20. Coldwater, 1909, G+ 4-bar (05-12?) on PPC. E $24
OK-21. Colony, 1906, G+ Doane 2/4? (LKU; lite tone) on PPC. 2nd known example. E $30 MIN.15
OK-22. Coperton, 1908, G+ Doane 2/4 (near VF; crnr crs) (02-66) on PPC. E $8
OK-23. Covington, 1907 (Dec 22), F Doane 2/2 (uneven toned) on PPC. E $8
OK-24. Coy, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (toned) as recd (04-30) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OK-25. Darlington, 1905, VG+ duplex (dial bit hi; tips of "IN" partly off) as recd (73-18) on GPC w/El Reno VG Barr-Fyke D4-101a origin (bit o/s). E $30 MIN.15
OK-26. Dawson, 1931, VG+ 4-bar (95-49) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
OK-27. Duke, 1897, G+ CDS/target (ruff L; part lite tone) on PSE. E $50
OK-28. Duncan, Ind.T., 1901, VF CDS/cork (lower R tip nib) on PSE. E $20
OK-29. Durant, 1958, G+ Univ.; "Overland Mail Co./1858-Fisher's Sta.-1958/Durant, Choctaw Nation" pictorial h/s cachet (log cabin) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
OK-30. Echo, Ind.T., 1898, G+ CDS (lite tone) as fwd b/s (82-09) on cvr w/Miami, Ind.T., VG CDS as recd b/s. E $20
OK-31. Eddy, 1910, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (01-57) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OK-32. Edmund, 1901, G+ duplex (part o/s by partial 2nd strike; ruff R; lite tone; edge tear T) "A.Spangler, Edmond,O.T." cc on cvr. E $14
OK-33. Fallis, 1909, VF 4-bar (94-70) on PPC. E $8
OK-34. Fay, 1909, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OK-35. Florence, 1908, VG Doane 3/1 (95-22) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OK-36. Grand, 1913, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (92-43) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OK-37. Grand River, Ind.Ter., 1881, F DCDS/target (bit heavy inked; part lite tone) (76-94) on PPC. E $100
OK-38. Grove, Ind.T., 1903, partial duplex (ruff R) Dept.of Justice/Northern Dist.of Indian Terr./U.S.Commissioner's Office, Miami, cc; 2c Sc.301 on penalty cvr. E $15 MIN.8
OK-40. Grove, Ind.T., 1905, G+ duplex (ruff R) Franklin D.Adam, Miami, cc on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
OK-41. Hackberry, 1910, G+ Doane 3/3 (month not struck) (95-12) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
OK-42. Haileyville, Ind.T., 1906, G+ duplex as recd on pix side of PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OK-43. Haileyville, Ind.T., 1906, G+ duplex (dial bit hi) on PPC to local add. E $15 MIN.8
OK-44. Higley, 1909, G+ 4-bar (01-13) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
OK-45. Hilton, 1912, VG+ 4-bar (near VF) (10-13) on PPC. E $60
OK-46. Hoffman, ca.1909, G+ 4-bar (year partial) (05-22) on PPC. E $12
OK-47. Hollow, 1908, VG 4-bar (near VF; toned; crs) as recd (04-38) on PPC. E $12
OK-48. Hollow, 1909, VF 4-bar (04-38) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OK-49. Homestead, 1913, G+ 4-bar (93-74) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OK-50. Ingersoll, 1908, G+ 4-bar (toned) (01-42) on PPC. E $14
OK-51. Isabella, 1910, VF 4-bar (crnr cr) on PPC. E $5
OK-52. Keenan, ca.1911, G+ 4-bar (year not struck; tip crs) (10-35) on PPC. E $12
OK-53. Komalty, 1910, G+ 4-bar (upper R tip nib) (01-38) on PPC. E $12
OK-54. Lorena, 1909, VG+ narrow 4-bar (dial bit hi; bit lite tone; tip cr) (04-25) on PPC. E $12
OK-55. Lynch, 1912, G 4-bar (town much obscured by design, but message datelined; o/w F+; toned; crnr crs) (05-13) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OK-56. Mailed TO: "McClain Station", Ind.T.; cancelled Sandusky, OH, 1870s, VG CDs/cork; Baxter Springs, KS, VF CDs w/circled "Advertised" h/s on cvr to Mr. John W.GREYEYES. E $100
OK-57. Miami, Ind.T., 1903, G duplex (ruff R; part lite tone) Dept.of Justice/Northern Dist.of Indian Terr./U.S.Commissioner's Office cc; 2c red on penalty cvr. E $15 MIN.8
OK-58. Miami, Ind.T./Rec'd, 1905, G+ CDs as recd b/s (lite tone; ruff R; L tip nick) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
OK-59. Mailed TO: "Missouri Scout Station, Cherokee Nation, Ind.Territory"; cancelled Wyandotte, KS (55-87), 1870s, G+ CDs/cork (ruff L) on cvr to Col.J.W.GREYEYES. E $120
OK-60. Nashville, 1909, VG+ 4-bar (toned) (94-11) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OK-61. North McAlester, Ind.T., 1907 (Sep 16), G+ duplex (part on stamp) (07-09) on PPC. E $24
OK-62. Okesa, 1912, G+ 4-bar (06-40) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OK-63. Ona, 1909, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (07-19) on PPC. E $30
OK-64. Ona, 1909, G+ 4-bar (near VG+) (07-19) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
OK-65. Owens, 1909, G+ 4-bar (month omitted; lite tone; L edge water tone) (98-11) on PPC. E $20
OK-66. Poarch, 1910, F 4-bar (lite tone) (99-11) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
OK-67. Poorer, Ind.T., ca.1890, G+ CDs/target (year partial; lite tone; ruff R) (82-92) on cvr. E $75
OK-68. Port, 1908, F 4-bar (bit lite tone) (01-40) on PPC. E $14
OK-69. Quinlan, ca.1908, G+ 4-bar (year partial; tip cr) (01-68) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OK-70. Randlett, 1908, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OK-71. Rankin, 1909, G+ 4-bar (upper L crnr nib; crs) (02-29) on PPC. E $12
OK-72. Reeding, 1909, VG+ 4-bar (o/s by weak 2nd strike) (00-35) on PPC. E $14
OK-73. Renfrow, 1908, VG 4-bar (94-74) on PPC. E $6
OK-74. Ruthdale, 1911, G+ 4-bar (month omitted; lite tone) (10-31) on PPC. E $16
OK-75. Sharon, 1915, F 4-bar (part lite tone) on PPC. E $8
OK-76. Skedee, 1908, VG CDs/target (lite tone) (02-63) on PPC. E $8
OK-77. Sophia, 1912, G+ 4-bar (lower R & most of date on stamp; toned) (03-16) on PPC. E $20
OK-78. South Canadian, 1910, G+ 4-bar (town part obscured by design but message datelined; lite tone) (07-15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OK-79. Spavinaw, Ind.T., 1907 (Oct 21), VF 4-bar (lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OK-80. Sterrett, 1911, G+ 4-bar (near VF; bit lite tone) (99-10) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
OK-81. Stone, 1909, VG+ 4-bar (bit stutter) (94-14) on PPC. E $16
OK-82. Taupas, ca.1908, G+ CDS/target (year not struck; toned) (02-13) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
OK-83. Valley, 1909, G+ CDS/target (bit heavy inked; state partial; lite tone) (94-34) on PPC. E $14
OK-84. Vassar, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (part on stamp) (01-13) on PPC. E $16
OK-85. Wealaka, 1909, G+ 4-bar (bit stutter; lite tone) (92-10) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
OK-86. Welch, Ind.T., 1907 (Aug 23), G+ duplex (dial bit hi; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OK-87. Woodward, 1904, G+ duplex (toned) on PPC. E $14
OK-88. Wyandotte, Ind.T., [1896], G+ CDS/target (year partial; lite tone; upper R tip nib) on cvr. E $20
OK-89. Mailed TO: Wyandotte; canxed Amalfi, Italy, 1908, G+ squared CDS (lite tone) on PPC to Seneca Indian School. E $15 MIN.8
OK-90. Yelton, 1911, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp) (02-19) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OK-91. Zincville, 1936, G+ 4-bar (bit heavy inked; edge tear T) (19-54) on commer.cvr. E $15 MIN.8

OREGON
OR-1. Airlie, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (part on stamp) (82/43) on PPC. E $8
OR-2. Arrow, 1910, G+ 4-bar (EARLY; state mostly not struck, but ID sure) (10-18) on PPC. E $40
OR-3. Bay City, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (part on stamp; dial bit hi; lite tone) (89-63) on PPC. E $8
OR-4. Bonanza, 1913, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi; bit stutter) on PPC. E $5
OR-5. Brockway, 1911, VF 4-bar (dial bit hi) (89-56) on PPC. E $6
OR-6. Brownsboro, 1911, G+ 4-bar (92-52) on PPC. E $8
OR-7. Cannon Beach, 1924, G+ 4-bar ("Cr" on stamp) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
OR-8. Cazadero, 1910, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp) (84-13) on PPC. E $15
OR-9. Cazadero, 1913, G+ 4-bar (upper R on stamp; toned; crs) (04-13) on PPC. E $16
OR-10. Celillo, 1911, F 4-bar (toned) (89-14) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OR-12. Cleone, 1913, F 4-bar; 1c Parcel Post (83-14) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-14. Deer Island, 1909, G+ Doane 1/2 as recd (87-58) on PPC w/Goble (94-60) G+ 4-bar origin. E $12 MIN.6
OR-15. Delake, 1935, VG 4-bar (24-65) on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
OR-16. Detroit, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp; dial bit hi; bit ruff L) on cvr. E $8
OR-17. Dothan, 1923, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp) (96-42) on PPC. E $12
OR-18. Ecola, 1912, VG+ 4-bar (10-22) on PPC datelined Cannon Beach. E $15 MIN.8
OR-19. Gleneden Beach, 1946, G+ 4-bar (27-61) on commer.PPC datelined Big Stump Beach. E $12 MIN.6
OR-20. Golden, 1908, G+ CDS/target (month/day slugs omitted; addressee name scribbled thru) (96-20) on PPC. E $12
OR-21. Greenville, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (dial bit hi; bit stutter; lite tone) (71-07) on PPC. E $16
OR-22. Hamlet, 1933, VG 4-bar (stamp faulty when mailed) (05-53) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-23. Hebo, 1946, VG 4-bar (bit trim L; lite gum tone) on black-border mourning cvr. E $12 MIN.6
OR-24. Hilgard, 1914, VG+ 4-bar (crnr cr) (83/43) on PPC. E $12
OR-25. Hillsdale, 1908, VG Doane 3/2 (86-35) on PPC. E $8
OR-26. Holbrook, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (87/33) on PPC. E $6
OR-27. Horse Heaven, 1944, VF BLUE 4-bar (part ruff slit T) (38-46) on commer.PSE. E $15 MIN.8
OR-28. Inglis, 1913, G+ 4-bar (stamp mostly peeled; lite crs) (02-18) on PPC. E $15
OR-29. Irving, 1910, VG Doane 2/3 (part on stamp) (76-19) on PPC. E $8
OR-30. Kellogg, 1907, G+ CDS/target (part lite tone) (79-21) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OR-31. Kernville, 1908, G+ CDS (dia bit hi; multi-crs) (96/57) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-32. Kingsley, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (near VG; bit lite tone; tip cr) (78-20) on PPC. E $12
OR-33. Klondike, 1908, VF 4-bar (addressee name erased) (99-51) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-34. Koler, 1909, G+ 4-bar (state not struck, but confirmed by return add.; lite tone) (07-23) on PPC. E $16
OR-35. Laidlaw, 1910, G+ 4-bar ("AID" weak; AS IS for that; B crnr crs taped) (04-15) on PPC. E $12
OR-36. Macleay, 1911, VG+ 4-bar (82-39) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-37. Marylurth, 1940, G+ 4-bar (EARLY) on commer. cvr. E $15 MIN.8
OR-38. McNary, 1960, VG+ 4-bar (49-75?) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-39. Nugget, 1909, G+ CDS/target (town bit obscured; toned) (02-26) on PPC. E $16 MIN.8
OR-40. Oceanlake/Wecoma Beach Sta., 1957, F 4-bar on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-41. Pitner, 1907, G+ 4-bar ("OREG" not struck; o/w VG) (01-10) on PPC. E $30
OR-42. Revenue Protection Unit/-62-/Portland, 1986, G+ boxed h/s (bit trim B) on window cvr. E $15 MIN.8
OR-43. Portland/Montav.Sta., [1906], VG duplex (lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OR-44. Reuben, 1907, G+ CDS/target (near VG; B crnrs scuff) (90/23) on PPC. E $24
OR-45. Roberts, 1910, G+ 4-bar (EARLY; "S" on stamp; state mostly not struck; lite tone) (10-40) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OR-46. Rose Lodge, 1909, G+ 4-bar (upper R on stamp; lite tone) (08-64) on PPC. E $8
OR-47. Sherwood, 1910, VG RFD 11P/5 (UNLISTED; crnr crs) ms scribble only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-48. Shirk, 1897, G+ CDS/target (near VF; tear T, in stamp; stamp bit scuff; tape tone on 3 crnrs) (90-02) on cvr to Lila Shirk, Berkeley, CA. E $200
OR-49. South Forest Grove, 1912, G+ 4-bar (upper R on stamp; lite tone) (06-14) on PPC. E $14
OR-50. Springwater, 1910, VG 4-bar (part on stamp) (74-14) on PPC. E $8
OR-51. Thomas, 1911, G+ 4-bar as recd (98-20) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-52. Warner Lake, 1910, G+ Doane 3/2 (lite tone; crs) (89-24) on PPC. E $24
OR-53. Warren, 1909, VF Doane 1/2 (edge tear T) (85/61) on PPC. E $12
OR-54. Warrenton, 1908, VG Doane 3 CDS only; no bars (LKU; stutter; bit o/s; crs; tears) on PPC. E $15
OR-55. Warrenton, 1918, G+ 4-bar non-standard (upper R & date on stamp; toned; ruff L) on cvr w/enc. E $8
OR-56. Wilhoit, 1911, VG 4-bar (82-28) on PPC. E $12
OR-57. Winberry, 1909, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; lite tone) (06-33) on PPC. E $16
OR-58. Woodburn, 1913, F RFD 11E/3 ms date only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-59. Woodville, 1909, F 4-bar (76-12) on PPC. E $8
OR-60. Wren, 1914, G+ Doane 3/2 (tip cr) (87-68) on PPC. E $8
OR-61. Yaquina, 1922, F Doane 2/3 (part on stamp) (68/58) on PPC. E $8

PENNSYLVANIA / Do you need Kay & Smith's "Pennsylvania Postal History"? We have it!
PA-1. Abbottstown, 1910, G+ Doane 2/4 (crnrr cr) on PPC. E $8
PA-2. Abrams, 1906, G+ CDS/target (bit stutter; part o/s) (83-22) on PPC. E $12
PA-3. Aiken, 1910, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (80-19) on PPC. E $14
PA-4. Alice, 1908, VG CDS/target (lite tone) (00-24) on PPC. E $15
PA-5. Arrow, 1908, G+ 4-bar ("A" weak) (00-27) on PPC. E $12
PA-6. Atwood, 1910, G+ CDS/target (tip cr) (68-32) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-7. Avis, 1921, G+ Doane 2/5 (near VG) LATE use; on PPC. E $12
PA-8. Avonia, 1908, G+ 4-bar (toned) (69/16) on PPC. E $14
PA-9. Barclay, 1907, VG Doane 2/4 (bars & # off edge) as recd (66-11) on PPC. E $12
PA-10. Beaufort, 1906, G+ Doane 2/2 (R arc on stamp; lite tone; crs; tiny tear B) (80-17) on PPC w/Thurston (98-17) VF Doane 2/1 as recd. BOTH EKU's. E $20 MIN.10
PA-11. Beaufort, 1906, G+ Doane 2/2 (R arc on stamp) (80-17) on PPC w/South Eaton (54-13) VF Doane 2/1 (bars o/s) as recd. E $15 MIN.8
PA-12. Bernharts, 1910, G+ Doane 1/1 (LKU; state mostly not struck; o/w about VF) as recd (95-50) on PPC. E $12
PA-13. Billmeyer, 1902, G+ CDS/target (EARLY; near VG+) (02-41) on PPC. E $12
PA-14. Blackgap, 1908, VG Doane 1/2 (lite tone) (69-30) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-15. Blooming Valley, 1906, G+ Doane 3/3 (part o/s) as recd (35-17) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-16. Boggsville, ca.1906, G CDS/target (spotty strike; lite tone; stamp faults) (90-10) on PPC. E $14
PA-17. Boston, 1908, G+ Doane 2/4 (LKU; WORN letters; lite tone) as recd (67-52) on PPC. E $8
PA-18. Boyce Station, 1908, VF CDS/target (lite tone) (90-18) on PPC. E $20
PA-19. Boyce Station, 1908, VG+ CDS/target (toned) (90-18) on PPC. E $16
PA-20. Broadtop, 1909, VG Doane 2/3 (bit stutter) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-21. Brookside, 1912, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; dial hi: "OKS" partly off; lite tone) (82-25) on PPC. E $12
PA-22. Brownburg, 1907, F Doane 2/2 (slight stutter) (1827-1933) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-23. Camden, 1910, G+ Doane 3/2 (LKU; lite tone) (81-15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-24. Carlisle, 1911, VG RDF 11/4 complete ms on PPC. E $8
PA-25. Carroll, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (near VG; lite tone) (53-18) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-26. Cassville, 1914, VG Doane 2/3 (LKU; part on stamp) on PPC. E $14
PA-27. Cedar Lane, 1906, G+ Doane 3/3 ("NE" on stamp; toned) (78-09) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
PA-28. Celia, 1911, G+ 4-bar (year/state partial; toned) (92-17) on PPC. E $14
PA-29. Center Road Station, 1910, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (60-17) on PPC. E $15
PA-30. Center Square, 1908, VG Doane 2/3 (1821-1964) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-31. Centerport, 1906, G+ Doane 3/3 (EKU; bit o/s; toned; crnr wear; short internal cut) on PPC. E $12
PA-32. Ceylon, 1910, VG Doane 1/1 (lite tone) (68-17) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-33. Cherrydale, 1906, G+ CDS/target (lite tone) w/partial Moshannon Doane 2/3 as recd (00-13) on PPC. E $12
PA-34. Churchtown, 1907, G+ Doane 3/4 (dial hi: "CHT" partly off; bit lite tone) (1807-1973) on PPC. E $16
PA-35. Churchtown, 1907, G+ Doane 3/4 (near VG; part on stamp; toned) (1807-1973) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-36. Cisna Run, 1901, VG CDS/target (79-29) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PA-37. Clemo, 1906, G+ CDS/target (toned) (86-26) on PPC. E $16
PA-38. Cokeville, 1910, G+ Doane 1/3 (lite tone) (72-51) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-40. Colegrove, 1902, VG duplex (79-07) on GPC. E $20
PA-41. Colfax, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (near VG+; part o/s) as recd (69-35) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-42. Coneville, 1913, VG 4-bar (toned; tip crs) (93-22) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-44. Cooper Tract, 1920, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (83-26) on PPC. E $14
PA-45. Coulley, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; tip crs) (94-36) on PPC. E $12
PA-46. Cranesville, 1911, VG RFD 11N (part lite tone) ms carrier's initials/date on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-47. Crossingville, 1899, F+ CDS/target (part ruff slit R) (36-12) on cvr. E $14
PA-49. Delmar, 1867, F ms town/date (ruff L; edge tear T) (1804/1907) on cvr. E $16
PA-51. DeYoung, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone) as recd on PPC. E $8
PA-52. Dial, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1(# & most of bars off B) as recd (04-09) on PPC. E $16
PA-53. Dolington, 1906, G+ Doane 2/2; 2 strikes, as recd, 1 tying lc postage due (1827-1933) on PPC. E $8
PA-55. Dover, 1907, G+ RFD 2F/2 w/"RFD" shifted far to right (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-56. Dow, 1914, F 4-bar; 1c Parcel Post (84-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-57. Downieville, 1917, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (97-20) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-58. Drovers Home, 1887, VG CDS/target (trim R) (82-99) on cvr. E $60
PA-59. Dublin Mills, 1910, F Doane 2/1 (lite tone; crs) as recd (50-15) on PPC w/Hustontown G+ Doane 3/3 origin. E $8
PA-60. East Brook, 1910, F 4-bar (39-21) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-61. East Greenville, 1907, F RFD 2F/1 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-62. East Nantmeal, 1906, G+ CDS/target (o/s) (26/12) on PPC. E $8
PA-63. East Pittsburgh, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
PA-64. Eastpoint, 1907, G+ Doane 3/1 (dial hi: "T" partly off; part o/s) (78-34) on PPC. E $8
PA-65. Eatonville, 1911, F+ Doane 2/2 (92-22) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-66. Echo, 1911, G+ Doane 3/2 ("E" heavy inked; bit cr) (57-40) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-67. Edgemoor, 1908, VG 4-bar (upper 1/4 of stamp gone) (91-14) on PPC. E $16
PA-68. El Dorado, 1907, VG Doane 2/2 (part o/s) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-69. Elliottson, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (1) (# & most of bars off edge; toned) as recd (95-11) on PPC. E $14
PA-70. Embreeville, 1907, G+ Doane 1/3 w/inverted # & gaps in all 5 bars (bit stutter) as recd (1830-1967) on PPC. E $14
PA-71. Emigsville, 1910, G+ Doane 3/5 (o/s) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-72. Enon Valley, 1909, VG RFD 11UC/2 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms town/date/"1 30 PM" time on PPC. E $8
PA-73. Enterline, 1911, F Doane 2/2 (cr) (56-17) on PPC. E $14
PA-74. Estella, 1906, G+ CDS/target (near F+; uneven toned) (87-10) on PPC. E $14
PA-75. Etters, ca.1908, VG RFD 11F/2 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
PA-76. Eureka, 1870s, F ms (town reads "Eureka"; "A" not written; tiny tear T) (71-55) on 3c official PSE. E $20
PA-77. Everett, [1908], VG RFD 11B/1 (UNLISTED) ms RFD/town/state, all on stamp; on PPC. E $8
PA-78. Fairfield, 1912, VF purple RFD 2FD/3 var w/state omitted on PPC. E $12
PA-79. Fairhaven, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (part on stamp) (75-17) on PPC. E $12
PA-80. Fairplay, 1901, G+ CDS/target (part spotty; dial bit hi; 2 file holes B) (88-03) on GPC. E $40
PA-81. Fernwood, 1880s, G+ CDS/target (upper R tip nib, just into 3c; bit uneven slit lower R) realtor cc; 10c + 2x 3c (72/32) on reg’d cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PA-82. Petterville, 1909, VG+ Doane 3/1 (slight smear) (94-26) on PPC. E $14
PA-83. Flora-Dale, 1886, F sawtooth DCD/Circled star (tear T, 1 in rim; killer partial) (61-57) on PSE w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
PA-84. Flourtown, 1906, G+ Doane 3/(4) (EKU; town mostly on stamp; worn letters; AS IS for that; bars & # off R; lite tone) as recd on PPC w/Hooverton (76-18) Doane 3/1 origin. E $15
PA-85. Fredell, 1913, F 4-bar (97-16) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
PA-86. Ganister, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU) as recd (83-79) on PPC. E $8
PA-87. Garretford, 1906, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; o/s) as recd (71-15) on PPC. E $12
PA-88. Garrison, 1906, F Doane 3/1 (EKU; lite tone; edge faults) as recd (87-68) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-89. Gettysburg, Bonneauville Rural Sta., 1913, G+ RFD 10PA (UNLISTED type; R arc on stamp; dial bit hi; lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-90. Gibbon Glade, 1909, F Doane 2/1 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
PA-91. Glen Olden, 1905, VF Doane 2/6 (EKU; bit light tone) on GPC. E $14
PA-92. Glencoe, 1888, F fancy CDS/grid w/4 * in dial (dial bit hi) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PA-93. Glenhazel, 1914, VG 4-bar (part on stamp; crnr cr) (89-13) on PPC. E $12
PA-94. Grant, 1906, F Doane 3/9 (slight o/s; crs; tiny sealed spindle) (64-07) on GPC. E $24 MIN.2
PA-95. Green Lane, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
PA-96. Greenville, 1919, F RFD 11E/47 (UNLISTED; stamp faults) ms date only on PPC. E $6
PA-97. Groffs Store, 1906, G+ CDS w/separately applied Doane 3/1 killer bars on stamp; as recd & fwd (51-20) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-98. Groffs Store, 1915, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp) (51-20) on PPC. E $12
PA-99. Hadley, 1911, F RFD 11C/35 ms date/route on PPC. E $6
PA-100. Hamlinton, 1907, G+ SHORT-TERM Doane 2/3 (part on stamp) (29-09) on PPC. E $12
PA-101. Hanlin Station, 1907, G+ Doane 2/5 (toned; crnr crs) (66-64) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-102. Harmony, 1911, F RFD 11C/39 (UNLISTED; toned) ms route/date on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-103. Harrisburg, [1822], G+ double oval w/"Paid" h/s & ms "10" rate (edge tears T; part lite water tone) on SPL. E $15 MIN.8
PA-104. Hauto, 1907, G+ Doane 3/4 (state mostly not struck; lite tone) as recd (83-16) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-105. Hazeldell, 1914, F 4-bar (toned) (72-17) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-106. Hebe, 1909, G+ CDS/target (LATE; near VF) (80-09) on PPC. E $24
PA-107. Hegartys X Roads, 1883, VF ms (ruff L) 2c +1c banknotes (63-86) on cvr. E $50
PA-108. Heilmendale, 1907, F Doane 3/1 (lite tone) as recd (58/13) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-109. Herman, 1913, VG Doane 2/3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-110. Herville, 1899, F CDS, socked-on-nose (toned; 2 pinholes above address; lower R tip nib; tip cr) (86-15) on GPC. E $16 MIN.8
PA-111. Hicks Run, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 (part o/s; crs; edge tears) as recd (05-12) on PPC. E $14
PA-112. High Lake, 1909, VG Doane 2/1 (LHU; dial bit hi: tips of "H" off) (57-12) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-113. Highville, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (50-09) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
PA-114. Hites, 1906, G+ CDS (77-18) on PPC. E $14
PA-115. Holtz, 1906, F CDS/target (lite tone; tip cr) (89-15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-116. Horrell, 1910, G+ 4-bar (tip crs) (03-11) on PPC. E $20
PA-117. Howellville, [1901], G CDS/target (date very faint; bit stutter; lite tone) (95-04) on cvr. E $30
PA-118. Humbert, 1911, VF 4-bar (02/26) on PPC. E $14
PA-119. Idlepark, 1909, G+ CDS/cork (toned; tip crs) (87-15) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PA-120. Inglehart, 1908, G+ CDS/target (bit lite tone) (01-16) on PPC. E $15
PA-121. Ironbridge, 1907, G+ 4-bar (near VF; lite tone) (80-23) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-122. Iva, 1905, F CDS/target (tears T & L; ruff L; lite tone) (85-10) on cvr. E $15
PA-123. Johnstown, 1910, VG RFD 11A/6 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms town/state/date on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-124. Johnstown, 1911, VG RFD 11C/6 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms route/date on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-125. Kasson Brook, 1908, G+ Doane 1/1 as recd (89-13) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-126. Kauffman, 1907, F Doane 1/2 (toned; add.partly obliterated by black marker) (89-15) on PPC. E $8
PA-127. Kennerdel, 1910, G+ purple straight-line town/state w/separate dater h/s non-standard on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-128. Kerrsville, 1906, G+ CDS/target (dial bit hi; toned) (53-18) on PPC. E $14
PA-129. Kile, 1890, G+ CDS/target (state partial; trim R; bit lite tone) (87-01) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PA-130. Kumry, 1907, G+ CDS/cork (date partial; town lite; AS IS, but SCARCE) (02-12) on PPC. E $12
PA-131. Lake Carey, 1927, VG 4-bar (bit heavy inked) (19-35) on commer.PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-132. Lake Cary, 1907, VF Doane 3/2 (stamp part toned; edge tear T) (83-18) on PPC. E $15
PA-133. Laketon, 1909, F 4-bar (91-35) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-134. Lancaster, 1917, VG RFD 11C/5 (UNLISTED; few tone specks; tip cr) ms route/date on PPC. E $6
PA-135. Linden, 1906, G+ Doane 3/3 (EKU; dial bit hi) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-136. Linglestown, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (1829/1959) on PPC. E $5
PA-137. Little Oley, 1906, G+ Doane 1/1 o/s by Trappe (32-29) Doane 2/3 as recd (71-14) on PPC. E $8
PA-138. Litzenberg, 1906, VG Doane 2/1 as recd (62/14) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-139. Llanwellyn, 1906, G+ Doane 1/3 (EKU; lite strike; uneven toned) as recd (90-11) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-140. London Grove, 1889, F CDS/target (rufl R, in stamp) (1810-1934) on cvr. E $14
PA-141. Long Level, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 ("VEL" obscured on stamp) (76-09) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
PA-142. Lungerville, 1907, G+ CDS as recd (95-07) on PPC w/Unityville F Doane 3/2 origin. E $40
PA-143. Madeline, 1911, VF 4-bar (lite tone; bit cr) (03-16) on PPC. E $12
PA-144. Markleysburg, 1908, G+ CDS/scarab non-standard (state not struck; o/w VF; cr) on PPC. E $8
PA-145. McCa1l Ferry, 1906, VG Doane 3/3 (EKU; edge tears R) (06-11) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PA-146. McClure, 11, F Doane 2/6 (edge tear B; lower L crn nib) on PPC. E $8
PA-147. McCracken, 1907, VF ms (orig.stamp replaced, partly covering year; lite tone) (88-18) on PPC. E $14
PA-148. McCrea, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 w/VF New Kingston Doane 2/3 as recd (92-55) on PPC. E $12
PA-149. McKees Half Falls, 1912, G+ Doane 3/1 (toned) (28-19) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-150. McLane, 1870s, G+ DCDS/target (lower R tip nick; bit lite tone) (65-13) on cvr. E $16
PA-151. McNeal, 1908, G+ 4-bar (lite tone; crs; tiny tear T) (82-21) on PPC. E $15
PA-152. Meiserville, 1911, G+ 4-bar (tip cr) (83-22) on PPC. E $12
PA-153. Middlebury Center, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (R arc on stamp; o/w F) on PPC. E $8
PA-154. Millersville, 1913, F RFD 11E/1 ms date only on PPC. E $6
PA-155. Millstone, 1911, G+ Doane 2/2 (toned) (72-12) on PPC. E $14
PA-156. Miners Mills, 1911, VG 4-bar (part on stamp; tip cr; bit lite tone) (84-12) on PPC. E $15
PA-157. Minisink Hills, 1931, VG 4-bar; 1st day P.O. on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
PA-158. Mohnton, 1907, VG+ Doane 3/5 w/Geigers Mills (94-29) Doane 2/2 as recd on PPC. E $12
PA-159. Mohnton, 1910, VG+ Doane 3/5 (LKU; lite tone; edge tear L; stamp bit faulty) on PPC. E $8
PA-160. Montandon, 1905, G+ Doane 2/3 (EKU; toned) as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-161. Moorheadville, 1908, G+ 4-bar (scuffs B, partly in message) (51-28) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-162. Mount Hope, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 ("PE" on stamp) (31-20) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-163. Mount Pleasant, ca.1910, VG RFD 11F/2 (crnr cr) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
PA-165. Mount Pocono, 1906, G+ Doane 3/9 (bit o/s) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-166. Narvon, 1911, G+ Doane 3/2 (LKU; dial hi: "RV" partly off; part on stamp) on PPC. E $8
PA-167. New Bethlehem, 1912, VG RFD 11C/3 ms date/route on PPC. E $6
PA-168. New Danville, 1908, VG Doane 2/1 (56-39) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-169. New Franklin, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (bit o/s; lite tone; crnr cr) as recd (82-07) on PPC. E $24
PA-170. Morrace, 1909, G+ CDS/cork (86-11) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-171. E.L.Rifenburg, P.M./North Springfield/Erie Co.Pa., 1911, G+ 30x42mm oval (o/s by 4-bar; lite tone) on PPC. RARE, LATE use of postmaster/county h/s as canx. E $70
PA-172. Northumberland, 1837, VF ms town/date w/"12 1/2" rate (stain from tape repair at B edge) on SFL to Philadelphia. E $20 MIN.10
PA-173. Nowrytown, 1910, G+ Doane 3/2 (bars part o/s; lite tone; L tip nick) as recd (90-18) on PPC. E $8
PA-174. Oakville, 1938, F 4-bar ty.E (1848-1959) on commer cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
PA-176. Oregon, 1906, G+ Doane 1/2 (bit stutter) as recd (46-12) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-177. Oregon, 1908, G+ Doane 1/2 (toned) as recd (46-12) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-178. Oregon, 1908, VF Doane 1/2 (bit lite tone) (46-12) on PPC. E $12
PA-179. Oxford Valley, 1906, G+ Doane 3/2 (near VF; bit o/s) as recd (49-28) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-180. Paisley, 1914, G+ CDS/target (state partial; lite tone) (87-17) on PPC. E $14
PA-181. Parkwood, 1913, F+ Doane 3/2 (toned) (70-30) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-182. Penbrook, 1908, VG Doane 3/5 (dial bit hi) (91-63) on PPC. E $8
PA-183. Pentz, 1909, F Doane 2/1 (LKU; postmaster/o/s) (94/16) on PPC. E $15
PA-184. Philadelphia, 1862, G CDS (bit trim B; bit lite tone) 1c (Sc.63) carrier rate + 3c (Sc.65) on 3x3.75" cvr w/partial enc. E $14
PA-185. Pierce, 1909, G+ CDS/target (toned) (53-32) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-186. Pitman, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (EKU; upper L tip clip; tip crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-187. Pleasant Ridge, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (78-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-188. Pocono Pines, 1907, F Doane 2/1; 1c Smith on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-189. Port Trevorton, 1924, VG RFD 11A (UNLISTED; lite tone; few scuffs by address/message) ms town/date, all on stamp; on PPC. E $6
PA-190. Portvue, 1908, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (02-10) on PPC w/previously used 1c PSE CUT-OUT, used illegally as postage. E $15
PA-192. Preston Park, 1911, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKU; toned) as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-193. Pyrra, 1910, VG 4-bar (92-13) on PPC. E $16
PA-194. Republic, 1911, G+ Doane 3/1 (LKU; bit stutter; part lite tone; crnr crs) on PPC. E $16
PA-196. Rockhill Furnace, 1932, VG Doane 3/4 (LKU; part on stamp) on PPC. E $12
PA-197. Ryeland, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (bit o/s; lite tone) (93-20) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-198. Saginaw, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (toned) (94-15) on PPC. E $14
PA-199. Saint David's, ca.1907, VG straight-line h/s town only non-standard (lite tone) (92-56) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-200. Saluvia, 1909, F Doane 3/1 (76-45) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-201. Saylorsburg, 1904, G+ Doane 2/3 (dial hi: "RS" partly off) on cvr. E $8
PA-202. Scenery Hill, 1917, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; crnr cr) WORN letters; probably wasn't used much longer; on PPC. E $12
PA-203. Schoeneck, 1907, VG Doane 2/2 (crnr cr) w/Durlach (40-20) CDS as recd; (1837-1973) on PPC. E $8
PA-204. Searights, 1870s, G+ CDS/target (near F; part lie soiled; trim L) (48-03) on cvr. E $16
PA-205. Shellytown, 1908, G+ CDS/target (03-17) on PPC. E $20
PA-206. Shellytown, 1912, VG CDS/target (lite tone) (03-17) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
PA-207. Shenks Ferry, 1906, VG Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (92-08) on PPC. E $40
PA-208. Shermansville, 1911, G+ 4-bar (town part obscured by design) (01-17) on PPC. E $14
PA-209. Shields, 1896, VG+ CDS/grid; 8c +2c (89-38) on reg'd cvr. E $20
PA-210. Shoeneversville, 1907, G+ SHORT-TERM Doane 3/2 (o/s) (54-07) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
PA-211. Shoff, 1906, VG RFD 2F/1 (part lite tone) w/McCall Ferry (06-11) Doane 3/3 as recd on PPC. E $16
PA-212. Shoff, 1908, G+ 4-bar (near F) as recd (96-09) on PPC. E $20
PA-213. Shoff, 1908, VG 4-bar (o/s) as recd (96-09) on PPC. E $16
PA-214. Skidmore, 1904, G+ CDS/target (trim R) (98-10) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
PA-215. Smithton, ca.1918, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8
PA-216. Snyders, 1912, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKU; "RS" on stamp; toned) (93-40) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-217. Spartansburgh, 1884, G+ CDS.neg.star (lite soiled) on cvr w/enc. E $14
PA-218. Spring Forge, 1899, G+ CDS/cork (31-11) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-219. Springhouse, 1850s, VF ms town/month/day only (toned) (1829/1974) on PSE. E $20
PA-220. Springtown, 1887, VG sawtooth CDS/maltese on PSE. E $15
PA-221. Spruce Creek, 1912, G+ Doane 2/5 (dial hi: "CE C" mostly off) on PPC. E $6
PA-222. Spry, 1907, VG Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (86-09) on PPC. E $15
PA-223. Stanton, 1882, VG blue TCDS/maltese (trim L; tiny tears) (62-11) on cvr. E $16
PA-224. Starners, 1911, VG Doane 2/1 (bit lite tone) (05-15) on PPC. E $15
PA-225. Steinsburg, 1907, VG Doane 2/3 (part o/s; bit stutter) (52-14) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-226. Stevens, 1909, VG RFD 11A/1 (UNLISTED) ms town/state/date on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-227. Stormstown, 1907, VG+ Doane 1/3 (79-18) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-228. (Strasburg), ca.1909, F purple 3 horiz.bars only (UNLISTED RFD type) on PPC canxed along-the-route on RFD #1. E $8
PA-229. Straustown, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp; toned; tip crs) on PPC. E $5
PA-230. Sullivan, 1904, VG CDS/target (LATE; trim R; lite tone) Grange Mutual Fire cc; 2c Jefferson (18-04) on cvr. E $16
PA-231. Sycamore, 1932, VG+ 4-bar ty.E (toned) tax collector cc on commer.PSE. E $14
PA-232. Terwood, 1906, G+ Doane 2/1 (part lite tone; lower R tip clip) as recd (85-07) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
PA-233. Trappe, 1906, VG+ Doane 2/3 (32-29) on PPC. E $5
PA-234. Unamis, 1909, F Doane 2/1 (bar o/s) as recd (02-16) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-235. Unityville, 1911, G+ Doane 3/2 (LKU; dial bit hi; year partial, but top tips show) on PPC. E $8
PA-236. Upper Black Eddy, 1906, G+ Doane 2/4 (near VG; uneven lite tone; crnr cr) as recd on PPC. E $6
PA-237. Virginia Mills, 1909, G+ 4-bar (bit stutter; lite tone) (92-17) on PPC w/die-cut edges. E $16
PA-238. Virginia Mills, 1911, F 4-bar (toned) (92-17) on PPC. E $16
PA-239. Warfordsburg, 1908, VG+ Doane 3/2 on PPC. E $6
PA-240. Warminster, 1907, G+ Doane 1/1 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
PA-241. Scenery Hill Postal Station/Washington, 1901, G+ RFD 10DB (lite strike; lite tone) on cvr. E $40
PA-242. Scenery Hill Postal Station/Washington, 1902, G+ RFD 10DB (T arc bit stutter; dial bit hi; stamp fault) on cvr. E $40
PA-243. Wattersonville, 1911, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; "ERSO" not struck; L crnrs lite tone) (04-28)
on PPC. E $8
PA-244. Waynesboro, 1907, F RFD 11/3 complete ms on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-245. Waynesburg, 1874, VG ms (ruff trim L; lite tone; address faded) on cvr. E $12
PA-246. Weissport/P.J.Kistler,P.M., 1879, G+ DCDS/ms (upper R crnr tone, into stamp; trim L) (1850-1955) on cvr. E $20
PA-247. Welcome Lake, 1911, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi) (06-33) on PPC. E $15
PA-248. West Finley, [1902], G+ RFD 2B/? (UNLISTED; year omitted) on cvr w/enc. E $15
PA-249. West Leesport, 1907, VF RFD 11A (UNLISTED; erasure attempted on stamp) ms town/date (72-58) on PPC. E $8
PA-250. West Union, 1914, F 4-bar w/ms day (ruff R) (76-17) on cvr w/enc. E $14
PA-251. Whig Hill, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (79-24) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-252. Widnoon, 1911, VF Doane 3/3 (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-253. Wild Brier, 1891, G+ CDS/target (trim L) (69-94) on cvr. E $50
PA-254. Williams Mill, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (part on stamp; bit o/s; lite tone) (73-11) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-255. Wingerton, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (near VG+) as recd (84-10) on PPC. E $15
PA-256. Winwood, 1900, G+ CDS/target (trim L) (96-11) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PA-257. Wishaw, 1911, F 4-bar (bit lite tone) (89-25) on PPC. E $14
PA-258. Witmer, 1932, G+ blue 4-bar ty.E w/scalloped rim (part heavy inked) on cvr. E $12
PA-259. Wysox, 1913, G+ Doane 2/4 (LKU; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-260. Yerkes, 1906, G+ Doane 3/2 w/oaks Doane 3/Recd as recd (82-80) on PPC. E $12
PA-261. York Springs, 1907, VG RFD 1A/2 (crs) on PPC. E $15
PA-262. York Springs, 1913, VG RFD 11A ms town (as "Y.S.")/date on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

RHODE ISLAND
RI-1. Adin, 1907, VG Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (04-08) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RI-2. Ashaway, 1913, VG 4-bar (nick R) 7th-Day Baptist Missionary Soc’y cc on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RI-3. Barrington Center, 1909, G+ duplex (lite tone) (66-12) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RI-4. East Liberty, ca.1860, G+ CDS; socked-on-nose on 3c Sc.26 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RI-5. Gould, 1907, VG 4-bar (sealed tear B & big sealed tear at lower L; AS IS) (84-31) on PPC. E $5
RI-6. Gould, 1908, G+ 4-bar (near VG+) (84-31) on PPC. E $8
RI-7. Lakewood, 1910, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi) (89-11) on PPC. E $24
RI-8. Nayatt Point, 1905, VG+ Doane 2/3 (bit o/s; toned) (55-19) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RI-9. Nayatt Point, 1914, G+ 4-bar (R arc on stamp; crs) (55-19) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RI-10. Rumford, 1909, VG Doane 2/4 (part on stamp) (79-10) on PPC. E $15
RI-12. Wallum Lake, 1907, G+ Doane 3/1 (bit stutter) (06-76) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

SOUTH CAROLINA / Do you need my "South Carolina Post Offices" book? $20 in US; $36 outside US.
SC-1. Annandale, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (# not struck; bit o/s; lite tone) as recd (79-09) on PPC. E $16
SC-2. Fort Fremont, 1908, G+ 4-bar (03/18) on PPC w/"Returned for insufficient time by carrier." h/s (part spotty) applied at San Antonio, TX. E $20 MIN.10
SC-3. Navy Yard, 1909, F 4-bar (08-19) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SC-4. Sampit, 1894, G+ CDS (year mostly not struck; edge tears T & R) (80/17) on PSE. E $24
SC-5. Tuscau, 1908, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi; orig.stamp replaced; crs) (98-49) on PPC. E $5
SC-6. Vance, 1918, VG 4-bar (sealed spindles) strip of 3x 3c + pair 1c on special del.2c PSE. E $14
SC-7. Yorkville, 1894, VG+ CDS/cork (tear T; bit cr) (33-15) on PSE. E $8

SOUTH DAKOTA
SD-1. Albee, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F ms scribble on PPC. E $8
SD-3. Arpan, 1915, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; crnr cr) (11/40) on PPC. E $16
SD-4. Beebe, 1950, F 4-bar (Last Day?) (11-50) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-5. Belleplaine, 1909, VF 4-bar (bit lite tone) (08-11) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
SD-6. Bigbend, 1911, G+ 4-bar (toned) (09-13) on PPC. E $30
SD-7. Bixby, 1911, F 4-bar (bit toned) (95-51) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SD-8. Blue Bell, 1937, G+ 4-bar (town stuttered; dial bit hi) (32-41) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-9. Bradley, Dak, 1890 (Jan 23), G+ CDS/target (ruff R) on PSE. Territorial type, used just in statehood. E $24 MIN.12
SD-10. Broadland, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 non-standard mimic (month not struck) (82-65) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-11. Burch, 1912, VG Doane 2/2 (87-12) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
SD-12. Canton, Dakota, 1887, 1st Nat'l Bank 4x9" bank check; territorial revenue stamped paper (crs; cut canx; small punch not affecting design) illus.farmer on horse-drawn machine (reaper?); bank bldg. E $40 MIN.20
SD-13. Canton, Dakota, 1888, Dakota Loan & trust Co. 4x9" bank check; territorial revenue stamped paper (cut canx). E $30 MIN.15
SD-14. Carlyle, 1911, G+ 4-bar (o/s) (07-21) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
SD-15. Colton, 1912, VG+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-16. Mailed TO: Coral, 1892, canxed St.Anthony Park Sta., St.Paul, MN, G+ duplex (ruff R) (87-92) on cvr w/School of Agricultre/Univ.of Minn.cc. E $14
SD-17. Danton, 1913 (Dec 25), G+ 4-bar (near VG+; bit lite tone) (09-17) on PPC. E $30
SD-18. Dolton, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (LUKU) on PPC. E $14
SD-19. Dupree, 1935, VG+ 8-bar non-standard (lite soil) on UX27 GPC. E $8
SD-20. Elbon, 1907, G+ 4-bar (near VF; toned) (06-27) on PPC. E $20
SD-21. Elkton, ca.1908, VG RPD 11F ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
SD-23. Port Bennett, 1909, G+ Doane 2/(1) (LUKU; stamp gone, affects bars & #; tip cr) (79-23) on PPC. E $20
SD-24. Grand River, 1913, G+ 4-bar ("ER" on stamp; month mostly not struck) (07-14) on PPC. E $40 MIN.20
SD-25. Hanson, 1909, G+ 4-bar (96-11) on PPC. E $24
SD-26. Harrisburg, 1907, G+ Doane 3/4 (upper R & date mostly on stamp; bars mostly off R) on PPC. E $6
SD-28. Howell, 1912, VF 4-bar (83-23) on PPC. E $16
SD-29. Kampska, 1910, VG+ Doane 2/2 (82-28) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-30. Langford, ca.1909, VG RPD 11F/2 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8
SD-31. Lucerne, 1914, VG+ 4-bar (o/s by partial 2nd strike; lite tone; crs) (13-33) on PPC. E $14
SD-32. McClure, 1908, VG 4-bar (03-36) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SD-33. Meenely, 1909, G+ purple 4-bar (state mostly not struck) (09-18) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
SD-34. Mentor, 1911, G+ 4-bar (near VG+; o/s; toned) as recd (09-17) on PPC. E $24
SD-35. Minnkeahta, 1907, G+ CDS/target (B edge cr) (91/34) on PPC. E $12
SD-36. Minnesa, Dak, 1885, VG DCDS/maltese (82-01) on GPC. E $65 MIN.34
SD-37. Naples, 1916, G+ 4-bar (upper L crnr scuff; tip crs) (90-32) on PPC. E $12
SD-38. Okaton, 1909, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-39. Old Trail, 1912, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; crnrs; lite tone) (06-14) on PPC. E $20
SD-40. Oldham, 1909, VG CDS/grid non-standard on PPC. E $8
SD-41. Opal, 1909, G+ 4-bar (EARLY; toned) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SD-42. Pahapesto, 1911, G+ 4-bar (town part spotty; part o/s) as recd (09-13) on PPC. E $16
SD-43. Parker, Dak, 1889 (Oct 18), G+ CDS/cork (bit o/s; lite tone) on cvr. E $20
SD-44. Paxton, 1912, G+ 4-bar ("N" on stamp; o/w F) (10-17) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
SD-45. Pennington, 1907, G+ 4-bar (dial hi: "NING" partly off) (07-09) on PPC. E $14
SD-46. Penville, 1908, G+ 4-bar (EARLY) as recd (08-19) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SD-47. Pheba, 1909, G+ 4-bar (dial hi: "E" partly off; lite tone) (06-13) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
SD-48. Plateau, 1912, G+ 4-bar (message partly into dial; lite tone) (10-19) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
SD-49. Ree Heights, 1911, VG Doane 2/3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-50. Rockerville, 1908, F+ 4-bar (slight stutter; part ruff R; edge wear) (79-15) on 3.5x4.75" 8-panel "Business Men's Club of Rapid City" pictorial folder. E $20
SD-51. Roslyn, 1946, F DCDS (slit 3 sides) as origin b/s on reg'd cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SD-52. Roswell, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (near VG+) as recd (1884-1985) on PPC. E $6
SD-53. Rumford, 1958, VG 4-bar (near VF) Last Day P.O.; PM's signature (93-58) on cvr. E $14
SD-54. Sherman, 1948, G+ DCDS (slit 3 sides) as origin b/s on reg'd cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SD-55. Stickney, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
SD-56. Stratford, 1908, VG Doane 3/1 (bit lite tone) (06-86) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-57. Sylvan Lake, 1942, G+ 4-bar (EARLY; near VG+) (42-49) on PPC. E $14
SD-58. Sylvan Lake, 1943, VF 4-bar; soldier's ms "Free" frank (42-49) on PPC. E $14
SD-59. Tacoma Park, 1951, VF 4-bar; Last Day P.O.; PM's signature at L; (14-51) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-60. Toronto, 1914, G+ DCDS/non-standard w/serifed town/state in T arc (indistinguishable letters partly excised from B arc; crnr cr) on PPC. E $14
SD-61. Verdon, ca.1907, G+ RFD 2F/1 (year partial; crnrs lite tone) (87-82) on PPC. E $14
SD-62. Vilas, 1915, G+ 4-bar (84-68) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-63. Walker, 1947, VF 4-bar (09-85) on GPC. E $14
SD-64. Ward, 1907, F Doane 3/4 (lite tone; crnr crs) (90-85) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-65. Warner, Dak/Reed, 1889 (Oct 7), G+ CDS as recd b/s on GPC. E $14
SD-67. Westport, 1911, G+ Doane 3/4 (LUK; trim R; edge tear T) as recd b/s on PSE w/enc. E $14
SD-68. Westport, 1911, G+ 4-bar (EKU; tear R; bit lite tone) as recd b/s on PSE w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
SD-69. Whitedeer, 1914, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp) (11-31) on PPC. E $14
SD-70. Whitney, 1914, VG+ purple 4-bar (lower R crnr nib; crnr crs; lite tone) (09-28) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SD-71. Winans, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (lite tone) as recd (94-08) on PPC. E $40
SD-72. Witten, 1946, F DCDS (slit 3 sides) as origin b/s on reg'd cvr. E $12 MIN.6

TENNESSEE / Do you need my "Tennessee Post Offices" book? $20 in US; $36 outside US.
TN-1. Arcadia, 1908, VG 4-bar (46-17) on PPC. E $12
TN-2. Atoka, 1882, F ms (ruff L, barely in "A" of town) on 3c PSE w/ms "Due 3" at L. E $20
TN-3. Atwood, ca.1924, VG RFD 11P/1 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
TN-5. Brentwood, 1910, G+ purple CDS/target non-standard (part on stamp) on PPC. E $15
TN-6. Brown Place, 1924, G+ 4-bar (edge tear T; lite tone) (02-28) on commer.cvr. E $15
TN-7. Caney Spring, 1908, VG RFD 11E/1 ms date only (1830-1936) on PPC. E $5
TN-8. Cumberland Gap, Harrogate Rural Sta., 1909, G+ RFD 10NB (R arc partial; lite tone; crnr cr) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
TN-9. Delia, 1897, F ms (bit part smear) (91-03) on cvr. E $30 MIN.15
TN-10. Eastbrook, 1909, G+ 4-bar (crs; toned; stamp fault) (99-18) on PPC. E $16
TN-11. Emmett, 1908, G+ CDS/target (dial bit hi) (97-38) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TN-12. Erwin, 1890, G+ DCDS w/fancy circled intertwined "US" killer (soiled; tears; crnr; ruff L; AS IS for faults) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
TN-13. Fosterville, 1943, VG 4-bar soldier's "Free" frank on PPC. E $6
TN-14. Cedar Creek Rur.Sta./Greeneville, 1908, VG+ RFD 10L (lite tone; tip crs) on PPC. E $16
TN-15. Haley, 1917, G+ 4-bar (crs) (82-36) on PPC. E $8
TN-16. Hendersonville, 1908, G+ Doane 2/4 (EKU) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TN-18. Knott, 1907, G+ CDS/target (lite crs) (92-17) on GPC. E $14
TN-19. LaGrange, 1907, G+ Doane 2/5 (upper R on stamp; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $8
TN-20. Lewisburg, Cornersville Rural Sta., 1910, G+ RFD 10PA (UNLISTED; stutter; lite tone; tip crs) on PPC. E $15
TN-21. Limestone, 1910, G+ Doane 2/7 (LUK; near VG; stamp fault) on PPC. E $8
TN-22. Loudon, 1881, G+ CDS/small maltese (couple tone specks) on GPC. E $15
TN-23. Loyston, 1936, VG 4-bar (part on stamp) (94-36) on cacheted cvr. Town submerged by Norris Dam. E $15 MIN.8
TN-24. Memphis, 1904, G+ RFD 2B/4 (UNLISTED; ruff R, into stamp; lite tone) on cvr w/enc. E $15
TN-25. Mengelwood, 1911, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp) (06-40) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TN-27. Milton, 1912, F RFD 11/1 (UNLISTED; lite tone; cr) complete ms on PPC. E $12
TN-28. Mohawk, 1908, VG Doane 3/3 ("K" on stamp) on PPC. E $8
TN-29. Morristown, 1908, F RFD 11/7 (UNLISTED) complete ms on PPC. E $8
TN-30. Nash, T. (Nashville), [1819], G+ oval (WORN letters; crs; tone lines at crs, 1 thru dial) on SFL. E $50 MIN.26
TN-31. Nashville, West Sta., 1904, VG RFD 2F/? (bars o/s; trim R; bit lite tone) grocer's cc on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
TN-32. New Market, 1914, VG+ RFD 11/3 (UNLISTED; crnr crs) complete ms on PPC. E $8
TN-33. Oliver, 1907, G+ CDS/target (93-07) on PPC. E $24
TN-34. Raht, 1889, F ms (ruff trim R, just in stamp; lite tone) (82-04) on cvr. E $24
TN-35. Speedwell, 1908, VF Doane 3/4 (EKU; toned) on PPC. E $8
TN-36. Tennessee City, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/3 (bit stutter; part o/s) (86-68) on PPC. E $8
TN-37. Whiteville, 1850s, VF ms (toned; edge faults) on PSE. E $20
TN-38. Whittle Springs, 1909, G+ 4-bar (near VG+; part on stamp; heavy vert.cr; lite tone) (01-18) on PPC. E $16
TN-39. Willowgrove, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (EKU; taped cr in message area; stamp bit peeled; lite tone) (76-42) on PPC. E $12
TN-40. Woodlawn, 1909, G+ Doane 2/17) (LKU; stamp gone, removes # & part of bars; lite tone; tip crs) 2nd known example; on PPC w/Jolo, Jolo Isl, PI, VF CDS/Recd, 47 days after mailed. E $15 MIN.8

TEXAS
TX-1. Alba, 1907, F Doane COMPOSITE ty.2 dial w/BOLD 21x7mm "Texas." KILLER tying stamp (overall lite water tone) on PPC. VERY unusual Doane variety. E $75 MIN.38
TX-2. Appleby, 1908 (Sep 29), G+ Doane 3/7 w/modified "Recd" dial (UNLISTED type; stamp 1/2 peeled) (89-58) on PPC. E $12
TX-3. Atoka, 1909, VG+ 4-bar (81-11) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
TX-4. Austin, [1879], VG+ CDS/cork (bit ruff trim L in cc) Jas.H.Raymond & Co.cc on PSE. E $12
TX-5. Bazette, 1894, G+ CDS/cork (74-06) on PSE. E $40 MIN.20
TX-6. Beasley, 1907?, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; year partial, but definitely '07 or later) on PPC. E $8
TX-7. Bonham, 1907, VG RFD 11/1 (UNLISTED; tear T; lite soiled) ms route/town/date on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-8. Bonham, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/7 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8
TX-9. Bono, 1898, G+ CDS/target (lite tone; no flap) (79-42) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
TX-10. Brenham, [1910], VG RFD 11F/4 (UNLISTED; cr) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8
TX-11. Brenham, 1910, VG RFD 11E/4 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms date only on PPC. E $8
TX-12. Brock, 1913, G+ 4-bar (toned; crnr cr) (88-19) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
TX-13. Cheek, ca.1910, G+ 4-bar or Doane? (year partial; lite tone) (06-28) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-14. Clinton, 1949, VF 4-bar w/ms year correction (88-45?) on GPC w/PM's signature on back. E $15 MIN.8
TX-15. Clover, 1908 (Feb 29), G+ CDS/cork (state not struck, but confirmed by address; crnr faults; lite tone; AS IS for faults) (05-14) on PPC. E $12
TX-17. Crews, 1909, G+ 4-bar (near VF; crnr cr) (92-22) on PPC. E $15
TX-18. Crowther, 1911, VG 4-bar (dial hi: "OWT" partly off) (02-21) on PPC. E $12
TX-19. Estacado, ca.1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (UNLISTED; year partial; lite tone) (84-13) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
TX-20. Frisco, ca.1908, VG RFD 11F/2 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
TX-21. Garrison, 1952, VG Univ. on GPC w/signed note from founder's grandson to collector, re.origin of town. E $12 MIN.6
TX-22. Glen Cove, 1881, VF ms (part ruff trim R) (78-74) on PSE. E $20
TX-23. Henly, 1905, G+ CDS/target (part obscured by printing on card; edge tear R; cr) (81-66) on PPC. E $8
TX-24. Hobbs, 1909, G+ 4-bar w/ms day (lite tone) (88-15) on PPC. E $20
TX-25. Houston, ca.1908, VG RFD 11F/2 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
TX-26. Hurley, 1915, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; lower R tip nib) (07-26) on PPC. E $16
TX-27. Indianola, [1885], G CDS/cork ("OLA" mostly not struck; year partial) atty's cc (49-87) on cvr. E $30 MIN.15
TX-28. Isabel, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (81-15) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
TX-29. Jolly, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKV; lite) as recd (91-63) on PPC. E $12
TX-30. Jud, 1908, G+ Doane 2/? (E卢; lite strike; part lite tone; tip cr) as recd b/s; 2nd known example (05-18) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
TX-31. Leigh, 1913, G+ 4-bar (lite tone; state partial) (01-55) on PPC. E $6
TX-32. Lincoln, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/2 (UNLISTED; toned; tip cr) ms scribble only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-33. Mallard, 1910, G+ 4-bar (near VF, but town mostly obscured by printing on card; lite tone) (92-11) on PPC. E $20
TX-34. Middle Water, 1909, VG 4-bar (part lite tone) (02-79) on PPC. E $8
TX-35. Milvid, 1909, VG+ 4-bar as recd (07-25) on PPC. E $8
TX-36. Moore, 1907, VG Doane 3/4 (LKV; stamp part peeled, affects bars but not #; lite tone) on PPC. E $15
TX-37. Natalia, 1927, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-38. Nona, 1910, G+ 4-bar ("A" on stamp) (81/21) on PPC. E $16
TX-41. Port Isabel/South Padre Island Rur.Sta., 1962, F 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-42. Ramsdell, 1910, VG 4-bar (part lite tone; crnr cr) (04-26) on PPC. E $12
TX-43. Raymondsville/Port Mansfield Rur.Sta., 1957, F 4-bar on cvr. E $12
TX-44. Rosalie, 1909, G+ Doane 3/2 (UNLISTED; o/s; edge tears; tip crs; lite tone) (80-15) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
TX-45. Rosita, 1910, VG+ Doane 3/1 (UNLISTED) (92-14) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
TX-46. Sabine Pass, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (LKV; inverted dial bit hi: "X" partly off) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-47. Seymour, ca.1908, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED; lower L tip clip) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8
TX-48. Sunset Heights, 1923, VG MISUSED DCDS/M.O.B. (bit stutter; part on stamp) (15-51) on PPC. E $12
TX-49. Weatherford, 1909, F RFD 11E/2 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms date only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-50. William Penn, 1913, G+ 4-bar ("WI" not struck) (73-16) on PPC. E $24
TX-51. Wright, 1909, G+ 4-bar (near VF; crs; stamp bit scrape) (91-08) on PPC. E $55

UTAH
UT-1. Alexander, [1910], G+ 4-bar (year partial; o/w F+; slight stutter; tip cr) (09-12) on PPC. E $40 MIN.20
UT-2. Ashley, 1885, G+ CDS/target (near VG; trim L) (78-99) on cvr. E $40 MIN.20
UT-3. Cedar City, 1889, G+ CDS/cork (part toned) on PSE to Silver Reef (77-95) & fwd. E $15 MIN.8
UT-4. Delle, 1955, G+ 4-bar (near VF; address label removed) Last Day P.O. (11/55) on PPC. E $14
UT-5. Diamond, [1879], VG CDS/cork (71/06) on PSE w/enc. E $75 MIN.38
UT-6. Dragerton, 1951, F duplex (43-73) on GPC w/F 4-bar as b/s. E $12 MIN.6
UT-7. Hot Springs, 1909, G+ 4-bar (dial hi: "SPR" partly off; crnrrs lite tone; crnr cr) (90/10) on PPC. E $90
UT-8. Ibapah, 1894, G+ CDS/target (83-80) on cvr to England. E $24 MIN.12
UT-9. Juab, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/2 (79/28) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
UT-10. Lewiston, 1913, G+ Doane 3/4 (LKU; dial hi: "ISTO" partly off) on PPC. E $12
UT-11. Milburn, 1909, F 4-bar (lite tone) (95-12) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
UT-12. Mounds, 1911, F 4-bar (EARLY; add./message lite) (10/45) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
UT-14. Newhouse, 1910, G+ 4-bar (toned) (04-29) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
UT-15. Pahreah, 1911, G+ 4-bar (74/14) on GPC datelined "Paria". E $24 MIN.12
UT-16. Panguitch, 1934, G+ 4-bar (bit stutter) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
UT-17. Peerless, 1930, G+ magenta 4-bar (24-31) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
UT-18. Plateau, 1898, VG CDS/target (bit lite tone) 8c Sherman (84-05) on reg'd 2c PSE. E $80 MIN.40
UT-19. Promontory Point, 1911, VG 4-bar (bit stutter) (06-30) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
UT-20. Salt Lake City, Utah T., 1884, G+ duplex (part on stamp) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
UT-21. Santequin, 1916, VG+ 4-bar (bit heavy inked; lite tone) on PPC. E $8
UT-22. Scofield, 1952, VG DCDS (bit trim 3 sides) as origin b/s (81-74) on reg'd cvr. E $15 MIN.8
UT-23. Tintic, 1914, VG+ 4-bars (bit bit hi; bit stutter; toned; edge tear T; tip cr) (82/18) on PPC. E $24
UT-25. Tremonton, 1909, VG 4-bar on PPC w/"RFD #2" dateline. E $15 MIN.8
UT-26. Vermilion, 1911, F 4-bar (99-13) on PPC. E $40 MIN.20
UT-27. Wanship, 1900, G+ CDS/target (trim R) (64-39) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
UT-28. Wattis, 1950, VF DCDS (17-64) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
UT-29. Zion National Park, 1928, F 4-bar (bit bit hi) (20-57) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

VERMONT
VT-1. Bakersfield, 1909, VG Doane 2/6 (bit bit hi) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VT-2. Brookline, [1891], G+ CDS/target (bit bit hi; trim R, in stamp to portrait; toned) (37/07) on cvr. E $24
VT-3. East Middlebury, 1910, G+ Doane 1/3 (part stutter; crnr cr) on PPC. E $8
VT-4. Pelchville, 1890, G+ purple CDS/scarab (near F+; trim R) (30-22) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
VT-5. Forestdale, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $8
VT-6. Greensboro Bend, 1884, G+ cogwheel oval (part heavy inked; upper R tip nib; bit ruff slit L) tying 2nd 2c brown, as forwarding on cvr. E $12
VT-7. Hanksville, 1908, G+ Doane 1/1 (bit o/s) (93-09) on PPC. E $16
VT-8. Hartford, 1879, G+ magenta CDS/circled star (near VG+; edge tears T) on cvr. E $14
VT-9. Jacksonville, 1907, G+ Doane 2/4 (near VF) on PPC. E $8
VT-10. Manchester Center, ca.1912, G+ DCDS/target non-standard (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
VT-11. North Calais, 1908, F Doane 2/2 (79-54) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VT-12. Peacham, 1886, G+ fancy DCDS/cork (bit trim upper L) on PSE w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
VT-13. Queen City Park, 1907, VG Doane 2/1 (slight stutter) (97-31) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VT-14. Saxtions River, 1892, G+ CDS (part lite tone) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
VT-15. Sheldon Junction, 1909, VG purple Doane 2/2 w/sideways dial (toned) (91-68) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VT-16. Young People's Assembly/Spring Grove, 1910 (Aug 15-21), G straight-line non-standard (toned) inverted strike w/L "YOUNG," "SP" of town & part of month off edge; AS IS for that, but RARE canx (08-12) on PPC from attendee. E $50
VT-17. Springfield, 1870s, VF magenta CDS/target on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
VT-18. Tunbridge, 1902, G+ RFD 2B/1 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
VT-19. Vergennes, 1902, VG RFD 1/1 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
VT-20. Whiting, 1908, VG Doane 2/3 on PSE. E $12 MIN.6

VIRGINIA
VA-1. Accotink, 1901, G+ RFD 1/1 on cvr. E $15
VA-2. Arcadia, 1905, VG+ Doane 2/2 (no flap) (04/58) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
VA-3. Atwell, 1906, G+ Doane 3/(1) (# not struck; lite tone) as rec'd (02-07) on PPC. E $30
VA-4. Auburn Mills, 1903, G+ CDS/target (part ruff trim R; tear R; bit lite tone) (58-18) on cvr. E $20
VA-5. Auburn Mills, 1904, VF Doane 2/1 (EKU; bit ruff trim R; part lite tone) (58-18) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
VA-6. Bangs, 1870s, G+ CDS/target (ink spots, 1 partly in dial; bit ruff T; no flap) (73-90) on cvr. E $30
VA-7. Bangs, 1870s, G+ CDS/target (day omitted; bit lite tone) (73-90) on cvr. E $30 MIN.15
VA-8. Barcroft, 1907, VG+ CDS/target (o/s) (98-19) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
VA-9. Barcroft, 1910, G+ CDS/target (state not struck, but ID sure; lite tone) (98-19) on PPC.
E $14
VA-10. Bedford City (Peaksville Rural Sta.), 1908, F RFD 10QB (tear B; crs; lite tone) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12

VA-11. Belfield, [1892], G+ CDS (87-08) on GPC. E $16

VA-12. Ben, ca.1907, G+ 4-bar (year partial; lite tone) (84-13) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10

VA-13. Bentonville, 1906, VG+ Doane 1/3 (o/s) as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

VA-14. Berkley, 1892, VF CDS/cork (bit ruff slit R; lower L crnr nib) (82-06) on cvr. E $30

VA-15. Black Rock Springs, 1907, G+ CDS/target (toned; add.faded; crnr crs) (89-28) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

VA-16. Bluering Springs, 1906, VG Doane 2/4 (part on stamp; R edge scuff) (73-24) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6


VA-19. Bonbrook, 1883, VF ms (50/04) on PSE. E $40 MIN.20

VA-20. Bonsack's, 1887, G+ TCDS (near VG; part ruff trim R, in stamp to oval) Jacob

Bonsack/Cassimeres, Kerseyes, Bed Blankets ad cc (55-10) on cvr w/enc. E $20 MIN.10

VA-21. Bonsacks, 1872, VF ms (upper R tip nib) (55-10) on PSE. E $24 MIN.12

VA-22. Bothwell, 1898, VG CDS as recd b/s (89-99) on cvr w/R & G Corsets illus.ad (woman in corset) on flap. E $30 MIN.15

VA-23. Bowers Hill, 1956, F 4-bar (74-62) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6

VA-24. Bowmans, 1921, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (90-38) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

VA-25. Brierfield, 1908, G+ 4-bar (message all thru dial) (90-09) on PPC. E $14

VA-26. Buckner, 1905, G+ Doane 2/3 (near F) as recd (04-58) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

VA-27. Bumpass, 1876, F ms (slight smear; part lite tone) on cvr. E $14

VA-28. Burkett, 1907, G+ Doane 3/1 (UNLISTED; bit lite tone) (06-09) on PPC. E $100 MIN.50

VA-29. Cabin Point, 1907, F DCDS/duplex non-standard (1786-1909) on PPC. E $12

VA-30. Callaghan, 1907, VF blue 4-bar (1804-1919) on PPC. E $14

VA-31. Callands, ca.1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (year partial; tear T) 2nd reported example; on PPC. E $12

VA-32. Cambria, 1898, VG+ CDS/cork (EARLY) (90-65) on GPC. E $8

VA-33. Cannadays Gap, 1850s, VG+ ms town/month/day (lite tone; tear L) (49-58) on PSE. E $150

VA-34. Carmel, 1906, G+ Doane 2/2 (bit lite tone) as recd (91-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

VA-35. Carson, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKU; part ruff slit R; upper R edge lite water tone on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

VA-36. Catharpin, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (bars o/s) as recd; 1c Smith on PPC. E $8

VA-37. Chamblissburg, 1905, G+ Doane 2/2 (toned; trim L) as recd b/s (33-09) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

VA-38. Cliff Mills, 1889, G+ CDS (ruff L; flap partly off, not affecting canx) as transit b/s (86-92?) on cvr. E $40 MIN.20

VA-39. Clover Depot, 1878, G+ double oval (ruff upper L crnr) as fwd (54-94) on cvr. E $14

VA-40. Coles Ferry, 1887, VG DCDS/target; pair 1c (60-08) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

VA-41. College Park, 1905, VG+ Doane 2/9 (o/s; crs; tear R) as transit (01-15) on PPC. E $12

VA-42. Daphna, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (bit o/s; tear T; crs) as recd on PPC w/Browns Cove (1828-1950) G Doane 3/2 (EKU; obscured by o/s of weak 2nd strike). E $8

VA-43. Davenport, 1903, VF CDS/cork (ruff R) on PSE. E $6

VA-44. Dixondale, 1902, G+ CDS/target (trim L) (00-22) on cvr. E $15

VA-45. Dodson, 1906, G+ Doane 3/1 (EKU; dial hi: "DS" partly off; crnr cr) (86-37) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

VA-46. Dooms, 1910, VF 4-bar (85-30) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

VA-47. Dot, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/1 (96-24) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

VA-48. Dunkirk, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (o/s; tip cr) (04-12) on PPC. E $20

VA-49. East Radford, 1900, G+ CDS/cork; gen'1 store cc (91-38) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

VA-50. Eggbornsville, 1901, G+ 4-bar ty.E (near F; B edge lite tone; trim R) (77-15) on GPC. E $24 MIN.12

VA-51. Elba, 1910, G+ CDS/Recd (lite tone; ruff R) as recd b/s (79-12) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

VA-52. Ellett, 1909, G+ Doane 3/2 (near F; dial bit hi) (90-10) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10

VA-53. Elvan, 1907, F+ 4-bar (lite tone) (94-07) on PPC. E $40 MIN.20

VA-54. Eona, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (tip crs; lite tone) (00-24) on PPC: Dublin, Va, Institute
Football Team. E $15 MIN.8
VA-55. Fairwood, 1909, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi; cr; lite tone) (04-20) on PPC. E $16
VA-56. Falls Church, ca.1856, F ms (year scrawled on stamp) 3c imperf on cvr. E $24
VA-57. Falls Mills, 1882, F ms (ruff R) on cvr w/enc. E $20
VA-58. Flax, 1902, G+ CDS/target (lite tone) (01-07) on cvr. E $50
VA-59. Freeshade, [1880], G+ CDS/target ("SHA" mostly not struck; bit ruff slit T) (39/06) on cvr. E $14
VA-60. Gish's Mills, [1876], G+ CDS/target (date mostly not struck; lite tone; nick B) (56/82) on GPC. E $60
VA-61. Glenss, 1912, G+ Doane 3/1 (LKU; dial bit hi; surface scuffs at edges; 2 affect "NN"; crs) (1804-1954) on PPC. E $8
VA-62. Golansville, 1909, G+ Doane 3/2 (LKU; part on stamp; part ruff T; small surface hole in add.) 10c Webster solo (1818/1965) on reg’d cvr. E $15 MIN.8
VA-63. Goochland C.H., ca.1891, G+ CDS/target (lite tone; tear L) att’y cc; 1c blue (96-93) on unsealed cvr. E $12 MIN.6
VA-64. Graham, 1902, G+ CDS/cork (83-24) on PSE. E $14
VA-66. Green Mount, 1887, VF ms (55-07) on GPC. E $40 MIN.20
VA-67. Greenvale, 1910, G+ Doane 2/4 (LKU) on PPC. E $8
VA-68. Greenwich, 1891, G CDS/target ("GREE" & year mostly not struck; AS IS for that, but confirmed by datelined message) (31/07) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
VA-69. Gusto, 1891, G CDS ("GU" not struck; AS IS for that, but confirmed by datelined message) (87-91) on GPC. E $20 MIN.10
VA-71. Hartville, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (dial hi: "TV" partly off; lite tone) (04-21) on PPC. E $12
VA-72. Hawkinstown, 1914, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; crs) (70/16) on PPC. E $20
VA-73. Hinton, 1910, F+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
VA-74. Hinton, 1912, F RFD 11E ms date only on PPC. E $5
VA-75. Horntown, 1909, G+ Doane 3/3 (bit o/s) on PPC. E $12
VA-76. Islandford, 1908, VF Doane 2/1 (93-42) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VA-77. Kennett, 1908, VG Doane 2/1 (85-17) on PPC. E $20
VA-78. Kerrs Creek, 1907, VG Doane 3/2 (lite tone; tip cr) (42/35) on PPC. E $8
VA-79. Ketron, 1903, G+ CDS/target (lower R tip slit; part lite soiled) (88-07) on cvr w/multi-page enc. E $30
VA-80. Kincaid, 1907, VG Doane 3/1 (EKU; message barely into dial; B edge bit tone) (03-15) on PPC. E $20
VA-81. Kincaid, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 (LKU; near VG+) (03-15) on PPC. E $20
VA-82. Kinsale, 1907, G+ Doane 2/4; 1c Jamestown on PPC. E $6
VA-83. Kremlin, 1903, G+ CDS/target (ruff R) (02-34) on cvr. E $14
VA-84. Langley, 1906, VG Doane 2/2 (EKU; town part o/s; crnr crs) as recd (46-18) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VA-85. Lavender, 1910, G+ CDS (state mostly not struck) (02-22) on PPC. E $12
VA-86. Lavender, 1915, G+ magenta 4-bar (LITE strike; AS IS for that; message partly into dial) colorful cancel from colorfull town name (02-22) on PPC. E $8
VA-87. Lebanon Church, 1913, G+ Doane 3/2 (dial hi: "N C" partly off; upper L nib; R edge bit nibble) gen’l store cc on cvr. E $8
VA-88. Liberty, ca.1840s, G+ CDS w/"Paid 5c" ms rate (part toned) (94-90) on stampless cvr. E $24
VA-89. Lilly, 1894, G+ CDS/cork (part ruff trim R) Wm.H.Sipe/Gen’l Merch.fancy ad cc (85-02) on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $24
VA-90. Linville Depot, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (EKU; bit o/s) as recd (97-21) on PPC. E $12
VA-91. Linville Depot, ca.1909, G+ Doane 2/2 w/blank slug for year (lite tone; tip cr) (97-21) on PPC. E $12
VA-92. Longwood, 1890, G+ CDS/target (near VG+) (56/14) on GPC. E $24 MIN.12
VA-93. Lux, 1902, VG CDS/target (bit smear) (01-08) on cvr. E $50
VA-94. Mannboro, 1900 (Jan 1), VG ms (bit edge wear) w/2 other towns CDS as b/s, also dated
1/1; on cvr. E $14
VA-95. Marionville, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone) on PPC. E $14
VA-96. Meridian, 1891, G+ CDS/target (part stutter; ms year smear; ruff R) (84-08) on cvr. E $15
VA-97. Middlebrook, 1906, G+ Doane 2/3 (near VF) on cvr. E $8
VA-100. Miller Yard, 1937, G+ 4-bar (upper R on stamp; lite tone) (24-48) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
VA-101. Minnieville, 1907, VF Doane 2/1 as recd (84-24) on PPC. E $12
VA-102. Moffatts Creek, 1904, F Doane 2/2 (E/KU; dial bit hi; tears T in dial; part ruff slit R) (1854-1954) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
VA-103. Moneta, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (L/KU; ruff R) on cvr. E $8
VA-104. Mount Clinton, 1873, F ms town/date (41-02) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
VA-105. Mount Crawford, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 on PPC w/Hood Doane 2/1 as recd. E $8
VA-106. Mountville, 1908, VF Doane 2/1 (crnr crs) (1817/1954) on PPC. E $8
VA-107. New Store, [1886], VG CDS (part lite tone) as recd b/s (11-06) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
VA-109. Nokesville, 1907, G+ Doane 3/4 (o/s; part lite tone) on PPC. E $6
VA-110. North River, 1907, F Doane 3/3 (74/54) on PPC. E $8
VA-111. Oak Forest, 1880, VG ms; att’y cc (19-09) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
VA-112. Oaktree, 1905, G+ CDS/target (dial hi; "TRE" partly off) (86-12) on PPC. E $16
VA-113. Olo, 1906, VG Doane 3/1 (E/KU; lower L tip nib) R.W>Manson & Co./Timber, Horses, Mules & Fertilizer cc (82-17) on cvr. 2nd known example. E $30
VA-114. Onville, 1910, VG Doane 3/1 (lower L tip nib) (86-42) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VA-115. Patti, 1902, G+ CDS/target w/ms month/day (B edge part tone) (92-07) on cvr. E $40 MIN.20
VA-116. Pattonsburg, 1860s, G+ CDS/target (trim L; lite tone) (05-69) on PSE. E $20 MIN.10
VA-117. Penn Laird, 1911, G+ Doane 2/3 (dial bit hi; part on stamp) on PPC. E $8
VA-118. Pilot, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 ("T" on stamp; dial bit hi; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VA-119. Pine Beach, 1907, VG 4-bar (part on stamp; lite tone; tip cr) (04-12) on Jamestown Expo PPC. E $16
VA-120. Poff, 1922, VG 4-bar (bit heavy inked; slight stutter; bit cr) (03-43) on PPC. E $8
VA-121. Port Norfolk, 1904, G+ duplex (near F) (93-05) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
VA-122. Port Walthall, 1898, G+ CDS/target (date mostly not struck, but message fully datelined; crnr crs) (77-07) on GPC. E $24 MIN.12
VA-123. Prices Forks, 1895, G+ CDS/target (49/08) on GPC. E $40 MIN.20
VA-124. Red Hill, 1872, VF ms (nicks; tears; slit 3 sides; flap partly off) (70-51) on cvr. E $15
VA-125. Richmond, [1849], G+ red CDS w/"S" rate attached at B (crs) on SFL. E $15
VA-126. Richmond, [1870], G+ CDS/cork (edge tear T) atty cc; 3c locomotive on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
VA-127. Saint Stephens Church (MISSPELLED "Stevens"), [1892], G+ CDS/target (lite tone) Johnson & Co.Printing large ad label cc (w/correct spelling) tied at L on cvr. E $20
VA-128. Shankelfords, 1908, VG+ Doane 1/2 (toned) on PPC. E $12
VA-129. Shooting Creek, 1910, VG Doane 2/1 (L/KU) (86-10) on PPC. E $24
VA-130. Shuff, 1912, G+ Doane 3/3 (L/KU; dial bit hi) (85-24) on PPC. E $15
VA-131. Sowers, 1909, VG Doane 3/1 (lite tone; bit cr) (00-37) on PPC. E $8
VA-132. Spring Creek, [1892], G+ CDS (near VG+) (68-40) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
VA-133. Springcreek, 1913, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (68-40) on PPC. E $8
VA-134. Stovall, 1907, VG 4-bar (bit heavy inked) (83/13) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
VA-135. Strole, 1912, G+ 4-bar (state mostly not struck) (99-12) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
VA-136. Terrys Fork, 1911, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; lite tone) (79-18) on PPC. E $16
VA-137. Thurman, 1907, VG+ Doane 2/1 (crs; lite soiled; upper L nib; pencil doodles & lines; AS IS for looks, but scarce type) (93-10) on PPC. E $20
VA-138. Thurman, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (L/KU) (93-10) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
VA-139. Trevillian’s Depot, [1871], G+ CDS/target (bit ruff trim R; edge tear L) Piedmont & Arlington Ins.Co.ad at L (40-80) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
VA-140. Trimble, 1907, F Doane 2/1 (93-42) on PPC. E $15
VA-141. Tucker, 1910, G+ CDS/target (crnr cr) (90-19) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
VA-142. University of Virginia, 1870s, G+ CDS/cork (ruff slit l) (26-90) on 2.75x4.75" lady's cvr. E $12 MIN.6
VA-143. Valaho, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (lower R tip nick) (04-29) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
VA-144. Vista, 1908, VG Doane 3/2 (TONED) (02-12) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
VA-145. Vista, 1909, VG Doane 3/2 (w/ excised (o/s) as recd (02-12) on PPC. E $15
VA-146. Waldrop, 1889, G+ CDS/target (EARLY; crnr crs) (88-56) on GPC. E $14
VA-147. Wards Mill, 1894, G+ CDS/target w/ms year correction (78-09) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
VA-148. Watson, 1910, G+ 4-bar (92-17) on PPC. E $20
VA-149. Wellville, 1860s, VF ms (1852-1955) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
VA-150. Westover, 1898, G+ CDS/target (lite tone) 8c +2c (87-53) on reg'd cvr. E $15
VA-151. White Gate, 1908, VG+ 4-bar (town sturred; lite tone) (1837/1963) on PPC. E $5
VA-152. Williams Wharf, 1903, G+ CDS/target (79-43) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
VA-153. Woolwine, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $6
VA-154. Zetta, 1908, VG Doane 2/1 as recd (94-13) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

WASHINGTON

WA-1. Acme, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $8
WA-2. Adna, 1905, VG Doane 2/3 (dial bit hi; part ruff trim R) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
WA-3. Alpine, 1932, F 4-bar; Last Day P.O. (10-32) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
WA-4. Amboy, 1908, VG Doane 2/3 (date by heavy inked) as recd on PPC. E $8
WA-5. Arletta, 1914, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi; crs) (93-27) on PPC. E $12
WA-6. Baker, 1909, F 4-bar ("ER" on stamp) (92-10) on PPC. E $16
WA-7. Ballow, 1913, G+ purple 4-bar (part toned) (94-26) on PPC. E $14
WA-8. Bordeaux, 1910, G+ 4-bar (03-42) on PPC. E $8
WA-10. Brownsville, 1905, G+ CDS as recd (90-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-11. Camano, 1912, VG 4-bar (bit stutter) (03-24) on PPC. E $16
WA-12. Carson, 1909, VG Doane 3/4 on PPC. E $8
WA-13. Catlin, 1908, G+ 4-bar (near VF) (92-09) on PPC. E $12
WA-14. Clearbrook, 1911, G+ 4-bar (88-18) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
WA-15. Clyde, 1913, VG 4-bar (upper R tip ruff; edge tear T; bit lite tone) (91-34) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
WA-16. Columbus, 1915, G+ 4-bar (lite tone; tiny tear T) (72-22) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WA-17. Covello, 1912, VF Doane 3/1 (83-18) on PPC. E $15
WA-18. Custer, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKV; WORN letters) on PPC. E $12
WA-19. Deep River, 1913, G+ 4-bar (lite tone; tip crs) (87-75) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-20. Downs, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (o/s) (02-30) on PPC. E $8
WA-22. Eufaula, 1906, VG CDS/target (o/s; bit ruff R; edge tear T) (95-12) on cvr w/enc. E $12
WA-23. Fern Hill, 1908, G+ duplex (90-10) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WA-24. Goldendale, ca.1909, VG RFD 1L (UNLISTED; crnr cr) ms scribble only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-25. Goshen, 1913, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (91-18) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-26. Grandview, 1907, G+ 4-bar (EARLY) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-27. Hoballa, 1911, G+ Doane 3/1 (tear T; lower R tip nib) (06-17) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
WA-28. Humptulips, 1907, VF Doane 3/1 (EKU) as recd on PPC w/Maquoketa, IA, G+ Perfection origin. E $14
WA-29. Kennydale, 1915, VG 4-bar (complete, but bit lite) (04-65) on PPC. E $12
WA-30. Kiesling, 1911, G+ 4-bar (09-20) on PPC. E $16
WA-31. Krupp, 1909, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (01-18) on PPC. E $8
WA-32. Krupp, 1911, VF 4-bar (bit lite tone; tip crs) (01-18) on PPC. E $14
WA-33. Lella, 1908, VF 4-bar (07-10) on PPC. E $80 MIN.40
WA-34. Lowden, 1908, VG+ Doane 3/1 (bit stutter; bit o/s; lite tone; crs; tear L) as recd (06-84) on PPC. E $8
WA-35. Mae, 1912, G+ 4-bar (upper R nib; crs) (06-55) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-36. Malo, 1911, VG Doane 2/1 (town part obscured by printing on card) on PPC. E $8
WA-37. Manor, 1909, F Doane 3/1 (lite tone) tying reused 1c Frank. (92-11) on PPC. E $12
WA-38. Mansfield, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (part stutter; ink blot in message) on PPC. E $6
WA-40. McKinley, 1910, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi; o/s) as recd (07-10) on PPC. E $16
WA-41. Menlo, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (crnr cr; stain spots) on PPC. E $8
WA-42. Montera, 1909, G+ 4-bar (year partial; lite tone) (04-11) on PPC. E $12
WA-43. New Whatcom, 1893, G+ duplex (trim L) (91-01) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
WA-44. North Dallas, 1932, F 4-bar; 1st Day P.O. (32-37) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
WA-45. Ophir, 1909, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi; crs) (90-12) on PPC. E $30
WA-46. Park, 1909, G+ Doane 3/2 (84/25) on PPC. E $12
WA-47. Plaza, 1909, VF Doane 3/4 (81/74) on PPC. E $8
WA-49. Raymond, 1909, G+ DCDS Doane 3/1 mimic non-standard (part obscured; "R" & lower L arc not struck; tip cr) on PPC. E $8
WA-50. Reardon, 1908, G+ CDS/target non-standard (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-51. Ringold, 1913, F 4-bar (lite tone) (06-36) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-52. Rochester, 1906, VG purple Doane 2/2 (# off R; lite tone) as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-53. Rockcut, 1909, VG CDS/target (01-19) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
WA-54. Rockport, 1909, VG Doane 2/1 (tip cr) on AYP Expo PPC. E $8
WA-55. Sauk, 1909, G+ Doane 2/4 (uneven toned) (84-44) on PPC. E $8
WA-56. Seattle, 1934, F blue DCDS/5-bar non-standard mailer's canx (o/s by F Univ.) Gen'l
Electric cc; 2c precanc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
WA-57. Silvana, 1912, VF Doane 3/4 non-standard (crs) on PPC. E $12
WA-58. Snohomish, 1911, G+ CDS w/"Rec'd" excised from B arc; as origin (93-53) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-59. Stevenson, 1914, G+ Doane 3/4 (LKI; heavy inked; lower L lite water tone; cr) on PPC. E $8
WA-60. Sunset, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (town o/s by partial 2nd strike) (89-55) on PPC. E $6
WA-61. Synarep, 1909, G+ CDS/target (tip cr; tip wear) (03-69) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WA-62. Three lakes, 1912, G+ 4-bar (town part lite; lite tone) (12-18) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
WA-63. Trent, 1909, G+ 4-bar (83/13) on PPC. E $20
WA-64. Tumwater, 1908, VG RFD 11/2 (UNLISTED) complete route/town/date ms (63-60) on PPC. E $16
WA-65. Tumwater, 1908, VG RFD 11C/2 (UNLISTED) ms route/date (63-60) on PPC datelined "Rock Ranch". E $12
WA-66. Tweedie, 1911, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (08-16) on PPC. E $30
WA-67. Vancouver Barracks, 1886, G+ CDS/cork (ruff L) (84-90) on cvr to West Point cadet. E $40 MIN.20
WA-68. Vancouver Barracks, [1888], VG CDS/cork (edge tears; full vert.tear on front) as recd b/s (84-90) on cvr. E $30 MIN.15
WA-69. Vaughn, 1906, F Doane 2/2 (addressee name scraped) 1c Livingston commem. on PPC. E $8
WA-70. Waukon, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (93-73) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-71. Westbranch, 1909, VG 4-bar (part stutter; toned) (91-14) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WA-72. Wilcox, 1908, F+ Doane 3/1 (part of stamp gone) (92-35) on PPC. E $12
WA-73. Youngstown, 1908, G Doane 3/1 (WORN, heavy inked town/state; AS IS for that) (05-09) on PPC. E $8

WEST VIRGINIA

WV-1. Alaska, 1925, VF wide 4-bar (part lite tone; lite cr) (81-32) on PPC. E $8
WV-3. Alvon, 1911, G+ Doane 1/2 (near VG+) (1858/1972) on PPC. E $8
WV-4. Ambler, 1908, VG 4-bar (stomp toned) (08-09) on LEATHER PPC. E $120
WV-5. Amos, 1901, G+ CDS (bit ruff R) (86-11) on cvr. E $16
WV-6. Audra, 1909, G CDS/target (lite; "A" & date mostly not struck; AS IS for strike, but SCARCE; lower R tip nib) (92-08) on PPC. E $16
WV-7. Blaine, 1909, G+ CDS/Recd as origin (tip cr) (84-44) on PPC. E $16
WV-8. Blaine, 1910, G+ 4-bar (84-44) on PPC. E $16
WV-10. Booser, 1908, G+ magenta CDS non-standard (95-14) on PPC. E $16
WV-11. Bower, 1909, G+ 4-bar (06-41) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WV-12. Brady, 1909, G+ CDS (state & part of date on stamp) (00-13) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
WV-14. Brink, 1910, F 4-bar (09-10) on PPC. E $100
WV-15. Bromhurst, 1911, F+ 4-bar (10-19) on PPC. E $80 MIN.40
WV-16. Calis, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 ("S" on stamp) (84-11) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
WV-17. Cantwell, 1911, VF 4-bar (tip cr) (90-22) on PPC. E $12
WV-18. Cary, 1910, G+ 4-bar (part of date on stamp; toned) (08-10) on PPC. E $75
WV-20. Cisko, 1908, VG Doane 2/1 (bit stutter; o/s) (82-09) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
WV-21. Cornwallis, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU; dial bit hi; part on stamp; toned) (1857/1964) on PPC. E $14
WV-22. Crisp, 1908, VG+ 4-bar (96-127) on PPC w/G+ Federal (00-35) 4-bar as recd. E $55
WV-23. Curtin, 1913, VG 4-bar (tiny tear T) (00-27) on PPC. E $20
WV-24. Danville, 1908, G+ Doane 2 CDS w/4-bar killer ("N" weak; bit o/s; tip crs) on PPC w/Griffithsville VG Doane 2/3 as recd. E $12
WV-25. Dunlevie, 1907, G+ Doane 3/1 (dial hi: "NLE" partly off; lite tone (05-11) on PPC. E $15
WV-26. Durgon, 1910, VG 4-bar (03-28) on PPC. E $12
WV-28. Edray, 1915, VF 4-bar (49-37) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WV-29. Flatwoods, 1912, VG 4-bar (couple letters heavy ink) on PPC. E $5
WV-30. Florence, 1907, VF Doane 2/1 (EKU; bit lite tone) as recd (02-07) on PPC w/Grade Farms (56-39) partial Doane 2/2 origin. E $55
WV-31. Fonzo, 1909, G+ CDS/target (near VG+; lite tone) (01-47) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WV-32. Fordhill, 1907, F CDS/target (03-20) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WV-34. Gapmills, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (lite; toned) on PPC. E $8
WV-35. Gawthrop, 1913, G+ 4-bar (part heavy inked; tip cr) (07-14) on PPC. E $24
WV-36. Green Hill, 1912, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; edge tears; nick B) (81-24) on PPC. E $20
WV-37. Griffithsville, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/3 (EKU; bit ruff L; edge wear) on cvr. E $8
WV-38. Guseman, 1906, G+ CDS/target (83-09) on PPC. E $30
WV-40. Hall, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (81-64) on PPC. E $8
WV-41. Hamiltonia, 1910, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (09-15) on PPC. E $40
WV-42. Hamiltonia, 1910, G+ 4-bar (part obscured by printing on card; lite tone) (09-15) on PPC. E $30
WV-43. Hanna, 1908, VG 4-bar (lite tone; tiny tear T; tip cr) (03-26) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WV-44. Hanna, 1909, G+ 4-bar (message partly on town; toned) (03-26) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WV-45. Hanna, 1912, F+ 4-bar (day omitted; lite tone) (03-26) on PPC. E $15
WV-46. Heights, 1908, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (93-38) on PPC. E $8
WV-47. Hettie, 1908, G+ Doane 1/1 (lite tone) (88-70) on PPC. E $12
WV-48. Hinkle, 1909, VG 4-bar (lite tone) w/VF Gawthrop (07-14) 4-bar as recd; (95-12) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
WV-49. Houl, 1908, G+ Doane 1/1 (lite tone) (89-51) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WV-50. Index, 1953, VG 4-bar; Last Day P.O. (02-53) on mailed 3x5" INDEX card. E $15 MIN.8
WV-51. Jackson C.H., 1892, G+ CDS/target (dial bit hi; "CK" mostly not struck; trim R) (32-93) on cvr. E $15
WV-52. Johnsons Cross Road, 1906, G+ CDS/target (part on stamp) (53-12) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
WV-53. Kanawha Station, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone) (65/38) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WV-55. Kerens, ca.1908, VG Doane 3/3 (year omitted; lite tone) on PPC. E $8
WV-56. Kidwell, 1910, VG duplex (57/15) on PPC. E $15
WV-57. Knottsville, 1909, G+ CDS/target (part spotty; R half of stamp peeled; AS IS for that) (68/10) on PPC. E $16
WV-58. Laneville, 1907, VG Doane 2/1 (part on stamp; toned) (04-21) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WV-59. Laneville, 1914, G+ 4-bar (near VG; dial hi: "EVIL" partly off) (04-21) on PPC. E $16
WV-60. Lenox, 1902, G+ CDS/target (near F) (86-09) on GPC. E $50 MIN.26
WV-61. Lewis, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (o/s; uneven toned) (00-19) on PPC. E $20
WW-62. Little, 1905, G+ Doane 2/2 (ruff R; lite tone) as recd b/s (95-11) on cvr w/enc. E $8
WW-63. Little, 1906, VF Doane 2/2 (EKU; ruff R; lite tone) as recd b/s (95-11) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
WW-64. Macksville, 1909, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp) (70-51) on PPC. E $5
WW-65. Marlinton, 1906, VF Doane 2/1 (LKU; bit ruff trim L; lower L crnr tear) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
WW-66. Marquess, 1910, VG 4-bar (lite tone; tear T) (87-23) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WW-67. Maxwell, 1911, VG Doane 2/1 (bit o/s; lite tone0 (86-47) on PPC. E $8
WW-68. McCauley, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (part on stamp) (03-42) on PPC. E $6
WW-69. McCauley, 1909, VG Doane 2/1 (uneven toned) (03-42) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WW-70. Middlebourne, 1885, VG purple DCDS/target (trim L; bit lite tone) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
WW-71. Mill Run, 1879, VF ms (nick T; tiny tear T; lite soiled) (54/81) on cvr w/addressee's fancy ms "Rec'd" & "Wrote" dates at upper L. E $65
WW-72. Mingo, 1914, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (94-88) on PPC. E $8
WW-73. Montes, 1906, G+ Doane 2/1 (part spotty; bit o/s; crs) (02-12) on PPC. E $24
WW-74. Mopo, 1908, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (07-10) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
WW-75. Mount Clare, 1910, G+ Doane 3/4 (worn letters; trim L) on cvr w/enc. E $8
WW-76. Mountain Cove, 1913, G+ 4-bar (diaL HI; "NTAIN" off T edge) (27-26) on PPC. E $8
WW-77. Newell, 1907, G+ Doane 3/1 (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WW-78. North Mountain, ca.1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (last digit of year not clear; part on stamp) (1846/1956) on PPC. E $8
WW-79. Oak Hill, 1906, G+ Doane 3/5 (EKU; mostly F; ruff L) on cvr. E $8
WW-80. Old Fields, 1880s, G+ CDS/target (EARLY; trim L) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
WW-81. Orlando, 1908, G+ purple 4-bar (mostly VG+; lite tone) on PPC. E $5
WW-82. Petroleum, 1913, G+ 4-bar (1857/1987) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WW-83. Philippi, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/3 (UNLISTED; lite tone; pinholes in crns) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8
WW-84. Pickaway, 1912, G+ Doane 1/2 (spotty) (1879-1987) on PPC. E $5
WW-85. Pisgah, 1910, G+ Doane 1/1 (near VG) (83-74) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WW-86. Pleasanton, 1909, F Doane 3/1 (toned) o/s by G+ Federal (00-35) 4-bar as recd; (00-20) on PPC. E $12
WW-87. Reddy, 1908, VG Doane 3/5 (crnr cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WW-88. Ridgeway, 1915, G+ Doane 3/1 (near F) on PPC. E $6
WW-89. Roberts, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (bit stutter) (90-09) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
WW-90. Rockport, 1909, F Doane 2/2 on PPC. E $6
WW-91. Rodmers, 1870s, G+ CDS/target (part water tone; lower R tip slt) (73-13) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
WW-92. Rollins, 1908, G+ CDS/target (spotty) (84-09) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
WW-93. Samp, 1909, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) as recd (93-24) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
WW-94. Samp, 1909, F 4-bar (part o/s; lite tone) as recd (93-24) on PPC w/Bergoo G+ Doane 2/2 origin. E $24 MIN.12
WW-95. Shawnee, 1912, VF 4-bar (lite tone) (89-14) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WW-96. Shiloh, 1907, F Doane 2/1 (toned) (84-08) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
WW-97. Silverton, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2? (near VG+) on PPC. E $8
WW-98. Sophia, 1909, G+ 4-bar (EARLY; toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WW-99. South Branch, 1910, G+ 4-bar (diaL hi: "B" partly off; month not struck) (03-50) on PPC. E $8
WW-100. Southside, ca.1909, VG Doane 2/2 (blank slugs for day & year) on PPC. E $8
WW-101. Springfield, 1911, VG Doane 3/3 (LKU; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $8
WW-102. Stoffel, 1913, VG 4-bar (town bit lite) (10-38) on PPC. E $16
WW-103. Sugar Grove, 1931, F 4-bar tyE (bit heavy inked; edge tear B; stamp fault) on commer.PPC. E $12
WW-104. Teter, 1912, G+ 4-bar (bit lite tone) (08/28) on PPC. E $20
WW-105. Troy, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (crs) on PPC. E $8
WW-106. Vanvoorhis, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (near VF; toned; tip cr) (94-53) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WW-107. Vernon, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (dial bit hi; lite tone) (88/12) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
WW-108. Vienna, 1913, G+ 4-bar (near VG; bit stutter; scuffs by message; lite crs) (88/30) on
WISCONSIN / Need "Going for the Mail: A History of Door County Post Offices"? We have it!

WI-1. Lot 45+) Wisconsin; many DPO's, 1870s-1906, inc. Calumet Harbor; Danville; Lowville; Northeim; Retreat; Riceville; Wheatland (varied condition; mostly fine; some faults) mostly on GPCs. Balance of consignment batch. LOW minimum bid for this. MIN.$120

WI-2. Allenton, 1907, G+ BLUE Doane 2/3 (bit lite tone) on PPC. E $8

WI-3. Apple River, 1907, G+ CDS/"AP" not struck; tip crs) as recd (77-08) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12

WI-4. Arkansaw, 1933, VG 4-bar ty.E (part heavy inked; lite tone; tip crs) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6

WI-5. Arkdale, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (near F; tip cr) on PPC. E $6

WI-6. Athelstane, 1916, VG 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

WI-7. Baraboo/Devils Lake Rur.Sta., 1947, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; edge tear T) on commer.PPC. E $6

WI-8. Bloomer, 1891, G+ CDS/target (near F; lite tone) "Union House" cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8


WI-10. Brandon, 1908, VG RFD 11E (UNLISTED; upper L edge ruff; lite tone) ms date only on PPC. E $6

WI-11. Brookfield, 1904, G+ Doane 1/3 ("BR" & month mostly not struck; lite tone) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

WI-12. Browning, 1907, G+ Doane 3/1 (96-19) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8


WI-14. Bunyan, 1908, F+ 4-bar (LATE; tip cr) (80-08) on PPC. E $60

WI-15. Burnett, 1899, G+ CDS/target (ruff R) (47-92) on cvr w/G+ Burnett Station (61-92)

DCDS/target as transit b/s. E $30 MIN.15

WI-16. Cedarburg, 1914, VG RFD 11E/1 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms date only on PPC w/Xmas seal next to stamp (not tied). E $8

WI-17. Collins, 1886, G+ CDS/target (bit ruff trim R) (81-89) on PSE. E $60

WI-18. Columbia, 1906, F CDS/target (crs; edge tear T; lite tone) (94-20) on PPC. E $15


WI-20. Cooperstown, 1893, G+ CDS/target (bit trim T; tear T; sealed spindle) (48-12) on cvr. E $20

WI-21. Dartford, 1905, G+ duplex (dial bit hi; lite tone) (47-07) on Green Lake PPC. E $20

WI-22. Devils Lake, 1916, G+ 4-bar; Kirkland Hotel & Cottages engraved cc (03-28) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10

WI-23. Dewhurst, 1910, F+ 4-bar (slight heavy inked; near VF) (87-26) on PPC. E $15

WI-24. Downsville, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $8

WI-25. Doylestown, ca.1916, VG RFD 11F/2 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8

WI-26. Easton, 1909, G+ 4-bar (bit stutter; bit o/s; edge tear T) (66-20) on PPC. E $12

WI-27. Ekdall, 1913, F 4-bar (stamp gone, not affecting this) as recd (91-17) on PPC. E $15

WI-28. Forestville, ca.1909, VG RFD 11D/2 (UNLISTED) ms route only on PPC. E $8

WI-29. Forks, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (dial hi: "ORK" partly off; TORNED; crs; tear T) (94-09) on PPC. E $15

WI-30. Fox Lake, [1857], G+ CDS (EARLY; trim L; bit lite tone) on PSE w/enc. E $60

WI-31. Fredonia (Fredonia Rural Sta.), 1909, G+ RFD 10QB (part o/s by partial 2nd strike) on PPC. E $8

WI-32. Gagen, 1942, F 4-bar; Last Day P.O.; PM's magenta h/s name at L (87/42) on GPC. E $12

WI-33. Gaslyn, 1919, F 4-bar (slight stutter; crnr crs) (02-39) on PPC. E $12
WI-34. Glenwood, 1898, G+ CDS/cork (near VG+; bit ruff slit T; tear R) (85-10) on PSE to "Life Saving Sta., Evanston, IL". E $24

WI-35. Goll, 1911, VF CDS/cork (stamp gone, removes killer; dial OK) (96-13) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

WI-36. Grand Marsh, 1912, G+ CDS/target non-standard on PPC. E $8

WI-37. Greenville, 1911, VG Doane 2/3 (tip crs) on PPC. E $8

WI-38. Hackley, 1910, F 4-bar (02-12) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12


WI-40. Hartford, ca.1908, G+ MISUSED DCDS/Reg'd (B arc obscured on stamp-intentional?) (94-36) on PPC. E $12

WI-41. Hayton, 1913, G+ 4-bar (73-30) on PPC. E $8

WI-42. Hayton, 1922, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (73-30) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

WI-43. Holcombe, 1910, G+ Doane 3/3 on PPC. E $8

WI-44. Horns Corners, 1909, G+ CDS/target w/ms day (lite tone) (57/10) on PPC. E $20

WI-45. Ipswich, 1911, G+ 4-bar (bit o/s) as rec'd (86-21) on PPC. E $12

WI-46. Island Lake, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (part on stamp; lite tone) (92-33) on PPC. E $16

WI-47. Kruger, 1908, G+ 4-bar (dia1 bit hi; month mostly not struck) (99-14) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12

WI-48. Leeman, 1911, VF 4-bar (lower R edge tone) (81/18) on PPC. E $20

WI-49. Leon, 1909, VG+ Doane 3/3 (toned) (51-18) on PPC. E $20

WI-50. Liberty Pole, 1870s, G+ CDS/target (near VG; trim R, in stamp; bit lite tone) (69-01) on cvr. E $75 MIN.38

WI-51. Little Black, 1907, VG CDS/cork (88-34) on PPC. E $12

WI-52. Maplehurst, ca.1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (year partial; o/w VF) (04-12) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12

WI-53. McCarty, 1916, G+ magenta 4-bar (tip crs) (96-24) on PPC. E $16

WI-54. Medford, 1917, VG+ DCDS as origin b/s on reg'd cvr. E $15 MIN.8

WI-55. Morgan, 1907, VG Doane 3/1 (near VF; tip crs) (81/07) on PPC. E $75 MIN.38

WI-56. Morley, 1908, G+ 4-bar (o/s; tip crs) (86-20) on PPC. E $15

WI-57. Morrison, 1908, G+ purple Doane 2/2 (part on stamp; toned (59/21) on PPC. E $14

WI-58. Naugart, 1910, G+ CDS/target (near VG+) (66-40) on PPC. E $8


WI-60. Neosho, 1913, F Doane 3/5 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6

WI-61. North LaCrosse/H.Danchertson, P.M., 1882 (Jun 15), G+ oval/target (ruff L, into part of stamp; lower R tip nib) (65-88) on cvr. E $30

WI-62. North LaCrosse/E.Danchertson, P.M., 1882, G+ fancy oval/cork, w/add'l ms killer (near VG; lite tone; trim L; edge tear T; nicks B) (65-88) on cvr. E $120 MIN.60

WI-63. North LaCrosse/H.Danchertson, P.M., 1882 (Nov 15), VG oval/target (part o/s by partial 2nd strike; ruff R into stamp; tear R) (65-88) on cvr. E $24

WI-64. Oconomowoc, 1901, VG magenta RFD 1/2 (town part obscured by printing on card; tip cr) on GPC. E $14

WI-65. Omro, 1911, G+ RFD 11E/25 (UNLISTED; crs; lite tone) ms date only on GPC w/poem printed on back. E $8

WI-66. Osceola Mills/Polk Co., 1881, G+ magenta DCDS/circled star ("A MI" not struck; trim L) (54-97) on PSE. E $16

WI-67. Oxford, ca.1910, VG RFD 11F/2 ms scribble only on PPC. E $5

WI-68. Paskin, 1910, G+ CDS/target (89-17) on PPC. E $20

WI-69. Plainville, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (56-42) on PPC. E $8

WI-70. Plat, 1906, G+ CDS/target (part lite tone; tip cr) (98-08) on PPC. E $40

WI-71. Powers Lake, 1905, VF CDS/target (lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

WI-72. Red Cedar, 1912, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (87/24) on PPC. E $15

WI-73. Rozellville, 1910, F BOLD magenta DCDS/target non-standard (part on stamp; slight stutter) (77-29) on PPC. E $16

WI-74. Rozellville, 1910, VG+ purple DCDS/target non-standard (dial hi:"LV' partly off) (77-29) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

WI-75. Sarona, 1913, G+ Doane 3/2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

WI-76. Sayner, 1907, VG CDS/cork (lite tone; trim R) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

WI-77. Shell Lake, 1897, G+ CDS (lite tone) as rec'd on PPC from Sweden. E $15 MIN.8

WI-78. Shennington, 1917, VG+ 4-bar (93-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-79. Suamico, 1910, F purple Doane 2/1 as recd on PPC. E $8
WI-80. Tell, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (93-10) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
WI-81. Timothy, 1907, G+ 4-bar (near F; trim R, just in stamp) (82-30) on PPC. E $8
WI-82. Timothy, 1929, G+ 4-bar (cr; bit lite tone; edge tear T) (82-30) on 4.75x5.5" cvr. E $12
WI-83. Trade Lake, 1909, VG Doane 3/3 (bit stutter) (71-19) on PPC. E $24
WI-84. Wabeno, 1914, G+ 9-bar non-standard on PPC. E $12
WI-85. Waukau, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 ("WA" part obscured) on PPC. E $8
WI-86. Welcome, 1907, G+ duplex (edge tear T) (98-15) on PPC. E $16
WI-88. Wheatland, 1912, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (91-22) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-89. Whitcomb, 1910, F 4-bar (toned) (81-22) on PPC. E $12
WI-90. Woodboro, 1931, G+ 4-bar (lite gum tone) Last Day P.O. (91/31) on cvr. E $8
WI-92. Woodstock, 1911, F 4-bar (55-19) on PPC. E $24
WI-93. Woodville, 1912 (Jan 1), F DCDS non-standard (dial bit hi; lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

WYOMING
WY-1. Carter, 1911, VG purple 4-bar non-standard (toned) (69/67) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WY-2. Cody/Pahaska Rur.Sta., 1963, G+ DCDS/4-bar on PPC. E $8
WY-3. Dale Creek, 1908, G+ 4-bar (near VG+) (03/17) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WY-4. Daniel, 1914, G+ purple 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WY-5. Daniel, 1948, VG DCDS/non-standard on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WY-6. Deaver, 1917, VG 4-bar (EARLY) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WY-7. Granger, 1919, VG 4-bar (o/s by 2nd strike) on PPC. E $5
WY-8. Grant, 1911, G+ 4-bar (near VG; bit stutter; extraneous "DPO" h/s at upper L) (91-22) on PPC. E $12
WY-9. Hulett, 1910, VG 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WY-10. Jelm, 1967, VG+ 4-bar on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WY-11. Jireh, 1909, F 4-bar (tip cr) (08-43) on PPC. E $8
WY-12. Jireh, 1911, VG+ 4-bar (08-43) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WY-14. Luther, 1908, VF 4-bar (07-10) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
WY-15. Luther, 1909, G+ 4-bar (upper R & most of date on stamp; state spotty) (07-10) on PSE. E $12
WY-16. Millburne, 1913, G+ magenta 4-bar (dial bit hi; bit cr) (04-39) on PPC. E $12
WY-17. Story, 1911, VF CDS/target (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
WY-18. Torrington, 1912, G+ Doane 2/3 (tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WY-19. Ucross, 1957, VF 4-bar (16/64) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WY-20. Upton, 1909, VG 4-bar (lite tone) on PPC. E $5
WY-21. Van Tassell, 1912, G+ 4-bar (crnr tip cr) on PPC. E $14
WY-22. Van Tassell, 1914, G+ 4-bar (dial hi: "TASS" partly off) on PPC. E $8
WY-23. Woodrock, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 (near VG; lite tone; crs; scuff affects bit of rim & part of add.) as recd (05-13) on PPC. E $24

ADVERTISING
AD-1. Birmingham, AL, 1910, G Colum. (lite tone; edge tear T) Metropolitan Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-2. Birmingham, AL, 1922, G+ Univ. (trim L) "The Tutwiler" illus.ad (hotel) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-3. Birmingham, AL, 1930, F Univ.; Tutwiler Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-4. Birmingham, AL, 1950, G+ Univ.; Bankhead Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-5. (Evergreen), AL, [1890], canxped partial RPO CDS/cork (trim R) Hotel Whitcomb cc; overall illus.back ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-6. Mobile, AL, 1943, G+ duplex; Hotel Bienville illus.ad on air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-7. Phoenix, AZ, 1939, G+ Univ. (upper R tip slit) State Hotel ad header w/shiny silver
border on air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-10. El Dorado, AR, 1925, VF Univ. (part toned) Hotel Randolph cc; 2c Huguenot on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-12. Eureka Springs, AR, 1905, F duplex (lite tone; bit ruff slit T) "Thach Cottage" illus.ad (hotel) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
AD-13. Helena, AR, 1933, G duplex (state not struck) Hotel Nicholas illus.ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-14. Hot Springs, AR, 1908, G Amer/B14 (trim R, in stamp; lite tone) Hotel Pullman/Gem of the Valley illus.ad on cvr w/matching illus.letterhead enc. E $20 MIN.10
AD-16. Hot Springs Nat'l Park, AR, 1931, G+ Int'l (ltie tone) Hotel Como logo ad cc; RED Nat'l Park text ad at B; illus.hotel on back on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
AD-18. Hot Springs Nat'l Park, AR, 1940, G+ Int'l (gum toned) Majestic Hotel/Apartments & Baths illus.ad (hotel); overall back ad w/5 photo illus.(golf; boating; etc.) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
AD-19. Hot Springs Nat'l Park, AR, 1951, G+ Int'l; Romer Hotel Court cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-20. Hot Springs Nat'l Park, AR, 1951, G+ Int'l; Hotel Como logo ad cc; Nat'l Park text ad at B; illus.hotel on back on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
AD-21. (Jonesboro), AR, 1901, canxed Kas City & Memphis RPO G+ CDS/cork; Warner House illus.ad (hotel) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-22. Jonesboro, AR, 1936, VG+ Univ. (ruff R) Hotel Noble illus.ad on cvr w/illus.letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-23. Little Rock, AR, 1905, G+ Amer/B14 (tears T) Metropolitan Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-24. Little Rock, AR, 1929, VF Univ. (lite tone) Hotel Marion illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-25. Little Rock, AR, 1933, F Univ. (trim L; lite tone) Hotel LaFayette fancy ad cc on cvr w/illus.letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-27. Paragould, AR, 1947, G+ Int'l; Hotel Vandervoort illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-29. Walnut Ridge, AR, 1950, VF Int'l; Hotel Lawrence illus.ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-30. Avalon, CA, 1907, G+ duplex (trim R) Hotel Metropole illus.logo cc; "A Magic Island..." 6-line text ad across B, below address; on cvr. E $14
AD-31. Berkeley, CA, 1912, VG PPIE slogan; Landers Stevens illus.ad (actor's portrait); text ad re."Squaw Man" performance w/Bishop Players acting troupe on GPC. E $14
AD-32. Burbank, CA, [1988], VF printed permit; Disney's "Cinderella" Videocassette ad at L on ad PPC: Cinderella & mice. E $5
AD-33. Cypress, CA, 1992, G+ meter w/"USA/Friends of the 1992 Team" illus.slogan (Olympic rings); Toshiba America cc on #10 window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-34. Los Angeles, CA, 1922, VG Univ.; New Hotel Rosslyn fancy ad cc; illus.ad on back on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-35. Los Angeles, CA, 1935, VG Univ. (lite tone) Hotel Hayward illus.ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-36. Los Angeles, CA, 1952, G+ Univ.; Dr.H.Rittenberg, Optometrist, illus.ad (glasses frame) on back of GPC. E $8
AD-37. Los Angeles/Arcade Anx, CA, 1929, G+ Univ. (lite tone) New Hotel Rosslyn & Annex fancy ad cc; illus.back ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-38. Los Angeles/Arcade Anx, CA, 1931, VG+ duplex (lite tone) Washington Hotel illus.ad (crossing the Delaware) 5c globe air on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-39. Los Angeles/Arcade Anx, CA, 1936, G+ Univ. (uneven lite tone) Hotel Cecil illus.ad on
AD-40. Los Angeles/Arcade Anx, CA, 1936, G+ Univ. & duplex (part ruff slit T) New Rosslyn Hotels illus.ad (2 hotels) on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-41. Los Angeles/Arcade Anx, CA, 1938, F Univ.; Baltimore Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-42. Modesto, CA. ca.2004, printed Permit No.720; ad for "Bonus Video" from unnamed co., w/toll-free #, on ad PPC: woman dressed in tube top & camouflage shorts, saluting, with American flag in background. E $5
AD-43. Oakland, CA, 1953, VF Univ.; Hotel Coit-Ramsey illus.ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-44. Oakland, CA, 1958, F Univ.; Bay City Lumber Co.ad cc w/small illus.boards on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-46. San Francisco, CA, 1870s, partial CDS/cork (trim R, well into 3c stamp portrait; bit lite tone) Russ House cc; overall illus.back ad (hotel) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
AD-47. (San Francisco), CA, 1903, canxed Ukiah & San Fran/RPO partial duplex; Astronomical Soc'y of the Pacific cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-48. San Francisco, CA, 1925, VG Int'l; Hotel Stewart illus.logo ad cc; 2c Huguenot on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-49. San Francisco, CA, 1932, F Int'l (ruff R, in under 1 stamp) Wm.Taylor Hotel cc; 1c +2c on cvr w/red & blue stripes; "Via Air Mail" penciled thru & successfully sent as regular mail. E $20 MIN.10
AD-50. San Francisco, CA, 1938, VG Int'l; Hotel Somerton illus.logo ad cc; 6c globe air on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-51. San Francisco/Rincon Anx, CA, 1944, G+ duplex (crs; part ruff T) Honolulu Iron Works Co.cc; censor tape L; 2x 20c transport airs on #10 cvr to Hawaii. E $15 MIN.8
AD-52. San Jose, CA, 1914, VF SFPI5-24A PPIE slogan flag (lite tone; crs) Jas.A.Clayton realtor's text ad at L; LONG vertical text ad for city on back on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
AD-53. Stockton, CA, 1899, G+ duplex (part ruff trim R) "N.E.A./Los Angeles" illus.ad cc (shiny gold oil lamp on palm frond) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-54. Stockton, CA, 1912, G+ PPIE slogan (ruff R; lite tone; part lite soiled) Henry Armbrust Wines & Brandies illus.ad cc on cvr w/matching illus.letterhead enc. E $14
AD-55. Stockton, CA, 1932, G+ Univ. (lite tone) Lincoln Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-56. Van Nuys, CA, 1990, G+ meter; Vivid Video text ad for adult movie "Behind Closed Doors"; provocative full-color pic of Barbara Dare on pix side; on PPC. E $12
AD-57. Ventura, CA, 1950, G+ Int'l; Hotel Ventura illus.ad (poinsettias) on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-59. (Colorado Springs), CO, 1902, canxed Chicago, IL, F Int'l (lite tone; tiny tear T) "The Alamo" hotel fancy ad cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-60. Denver, CO, [1883], G+ CDS/cork (flap tears, not in ad) "The Windsor" illus.back ad (hotel; 4 mountain peaks) on cvr. E $30
AD-61. Denver, CO, 1906, VF Int'l (lite tone) Brown Palace Hotel brown illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-62. Denver, CO, 1908, VG Int'l (lite tone) Brown Palace Hotel brown illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-63. Denver, CO, 1908, F Int'l (lite tone; lower R edge ruff; L tip nick) "Shirley" illus.ad cc (hotel & annex) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-64. Denver, CO, 1908, G Int'l (part ruff trim L, barely in ad) "Savoy" hotel fancy ad cc on cvr w/matching letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-65. (Denver), CO, 1913, canxed Colo.Spgs, G Univ. (lite tone) New Savoy Hotel blue illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-66. Denver, CO, 1918, G+ duplex (part ruff trim R; lite tone) Brown Palace Hotel black illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-67. Denver, CO, 1929, F+ Univ.; Hotel Cosmopolitan illus.ad; 2c Clark commem. on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-68. Denver, CO, 1933, VG Univ.; Luxor Hotel logo ad cc; 8c globe air on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-69. Denver, CO, 1940, VF Univ. (lite gum tone) Oxford Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-70. Denver, CO, 1951, VG Univ.; Erhard Hotel green illus.ad on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-71. Denver/Air Mail, CO, 1929, F duplex (ruff slit T, in cc) Brown Palace Hotel blue illus.ad; 5c Civil Aero on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-72. Denver/Air Mail, CO, 1931, G+ duplex; Brown Palace Hotel blue illus.ad; 5c globe air on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-73. Denver/Air Mail, CO, 1934, F duplex; "The Albany" hotel fancy ad cc; "Home of KFEL Studios" at B; 6c globe air on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-74. Durango, CO, 1933, F Int'l; San Juan Creamery Co.cc; American Legion State Convention pictorial h/s ad on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
AD-75. Estes Park, CO, 1918, VF Colum.E1W (trim R, just in stamp; lite tone) Hotel Stanley logo ad cc on cvr. The model for the "Overlook Hotel" in Stephen King's "The Shining". E $20 MIN.10
AD-76. (Glenwood Springs), CO, 1927, canxed Denver & Grand Jct RPO/W.D. G+ duplex; Hotel Colorado illus.ad cc on cvr; letterhead enc.w/larger matching illus. E $20
AD-78. Shawnee, CO, 1909, G+ 4-bar (lite tone; tiny tear L) Shawnee Lodge photo illus.ad on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
AD-79. Sterling, CO, 1945, VF Int'l (bit lite tone) Hotel Graham fancy ad cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-80. Wheat Ridge, CO, 1938, G+ duplex (part ruff L, just in illus.) Evangelical Lutheran Sanitarium photo illus.ad (bldg) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-81. Bridgeport, CT, 1902, F Int'l; Atlantic Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-82. Bridgeport, CT, 1940, F PB meter w/"Sporting Firearms-Ammunition/Cutlery-Traps-Targets/by Remington Peters DuPont" boxed slogan; Remington Arms cc & logo on window cvr. E $20
AD-83. Bridgeport, CT, 1945, VF Univ.; Stratfield Hotel logo ad cc; illus.hotel on back on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-84. Hartford, CT, 1940, VG Univ.; "The Garde" hotel fancy cc; text ad on back on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-85. Mystic, CT, 1901, F duplex (lite tone; trim R) Hoxie House cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-86. New Haven, CT, 1891, partial duplex (lite tone; trim R) Arlington House cc on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-87. New Haven, CT, 1941 (Dec 12), F PB meter w/"Arms and Ammunition/Winchester/Diamond Jubilee/1866-1941" slogan; Winchester Repeating Arms Co.cc & logo on #10 window cvr. E $20
AD-88. Norwich, CT, 1898, G+ Amer/B14; Richmond Steam & Hot Water Heaters logo cc on PSE. E $8
AD-89. (Wilmingon), DE, 1904, canxed N.Y. & Wash/RPO G+ duplex (ruff L) Wilmington Wine & Liquor House illus.ad (3 barrels) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-90. Washington, DC, [1874], partial CDS/cork (ruff R, in stamp) National Hotel cc on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-91. Washington, DC, 1881, VG CDS/circled "2" (trim L; lite tone) Ebbitt House cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-92. Washington, DC, 1884, G+ duplex (bit lite tone) "The Arlington" & 2 other hotels combined cc; 2c brown on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-93. Washington, DC, 1889, G+ duplex; Ebbitt House cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-94. Washington, DC, 1893 (Jan 18), G+ Amer (lite tone) National Hotel ad cc; 2c Colum. on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-95. Washington, DC, 1893, G+ Int'l (slight trim T) "The St.James" hotel fancy ad cc; 2c Colum. on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-96. Washington, DC, 1901, G duplex (lite tone) "The Ardmore" hotel cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-97. Washington, DC, 1908, F Int'l (tear L; flap partly off; lite tone) "The Cairo" hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-98. Washington, DC, 1910, VF Int'l (lite tone) Ebbitt House/Army & Navy illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-99. Washington, DC, 1921, G+ Int'l (tear T; lite tone) "The Raleigh" hotel cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-100. Washington, DC, 1923, F Int'l (lite tone; edge tears R) Hotel Harrington illus.ad; 2c Harding on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-101. Washington, DC, 1924, VG Int'l (lite tone; part ruff slit R) Hotel Harrington illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-102. Washington, DC, 1933, VG Int'l (lite tone; upper R edge ruff slit) Hamilton Hotel illus.cc; 3c Olympics on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-103. Washington, DC, 1933, VF Int'l; Whitelaw Hotel cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-104. Washington, DC, 1933, G+ Int'l (bit lite tone) Hotel Continental illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-105. Washington, DC, 1936, G+ Int'l; Hotel Harris cc on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-108. Cocoa, FL, 1925, G+ DCDS/Reg'd as origin b/s (toned) Cocoa House logo ad cc on reg'd cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-109. Dunedin, FL, 1938, VF Int'l; "Chief Yellow Thunder Will Speak in Full Native Costume/1st Baptist Church" illus.ad (his photo portrait) on Sc.UX27 GPC. E $20 MIN.10
AD-110. Jacksonville, FL, [1878], G CDS/cork (trim R, in rim; upper R tip nib) Metropolitan Hotel header; large illus.hotel vertically at L, partly covered by 3c banknote on cvr w/enc. E $24
AD-111. Jacksonville, FL, 1892, G duplex (ruff slit T; tears T; lite tone) Everett Hotel cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-112. Jacksonville, FL, 1897, partial Barry (toned; part ruff slit T) New Duval Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-113. Jacksonville, FL, 1899, partial Barry (offset canx ink at upper L, on header) "The Everett" header; overall illus.hotel; 2c Trans-Miss on cvr. E $40
AD-116. Jacksonville/West Bay Anx, FL, 1937, F Univ.; Hotel Seminole illus.ad; 2 more illus.hotels w/radio station call letters on back on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-117. Key West, FL, 1940, F Univ. (lite gum tone; upper L tip nick) Hotel LaConcha illus.ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-118. Lakeland, FL, 1925, G+ Univ. (lite tone; trim L) Hotel Thelma illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-119. (Live Oak), FL, 1935, canxked partial Jack & Pens/East RPO duplex (lite tone) Suwannee Hotel illus.ad on cvr w/matching letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-120. Miami, FL, 1914, F Colum. (lite tone; cr) Hotel Halcyon green engraved illus.logo cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-121. Miami, FL, 1923, VF Int'l; Hotel Roberts cc on cvr w/illus.letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-122. Lot 14) Miami, FL, 1923, F-G+ Int'l (lite tone; few faults; 1 w/stamp cut off) Alta Vista Hotel photo illus.ad on cvrs w/letterhead encs.(12 are w/matching illus.). MIN.$40
AD-123. Miami, FL, 1931, F Int'l (lite tone; trim L) El Comodoro Hotel illus.ad; 5c globe air on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-124. Miami, FL, 1933, F Int'l (lite gum tone) "The Abnerholm" illus.logo ad cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-125. Miami, FL, 1939, VF Int'l (lite tone; ruff slit R) Antilla Hotel photo illus.ad on cvr w/large photo illus.letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-126. Miami Beach, FL, 1947, VF Int'l (lite gum tone) Tudor Hotel illus.logo ad cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-127. Ocala, FL, 1947, G+ Univ.; Hotel Marion illus.ad on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-128. Orlando, FL, 1924, G+ Univ. (nick T) "The Angebilt" illus.hotel ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-129. Palm Beach, FL, 1914, G+ duplex (lite tone) Hotel Palm Beach cc w/7-line text ad re.weather, golf, etc. on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-130. Panama City, FL, 1941, partial Int'l (lite gum tone) Cove Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-131. Pensacola, FL, 1917, G+ Univ. (lite tone; trim R, just in back ad) San Carlos Hotel cc; overall back ad w/illus.hotel on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-132. Saint Augustine, FL, [1885], G CDS/cork (lite tone) Hotel San Marco & 2 other hotels cc on cvr to N.Y.City w/Tilton "Late Arrival" machine as b/s. E $15 MIN.8
AD-133. Saint Augustine, FL, 1891, partial CDS/cork (trim T, bit ruff on flap; edge tears T; lite tone) Hotel Cordova illus.ad; "Hotel Cordova/Mailed" boxed h/s as private origin b/s on cvr. E $30
AD-134. Saint Augustine, FL, [1932], G Univ. (gum toned) "The Buckingham" hotel illus.logo cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-135. Saint Augustine, FL, 1937, G+ Univ.; Hotel Monson photo illus.ad; 6c globe air on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-136. Saint Augustine, FL, 1937, G+ Univ. (lite tone; part ruff slit T) Hotel Monson photo illus.ad; 6c globe air on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-137. Saint Petersburg, FL, 1919, G+ Univ. (part ruff trim L; lite tone) Hotel POIXSETTIA cc w/MISSPELLED name; illus.flowers/heart; on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
AD-138. Saint Petersburg, FL, 1936, F Univ. (lite gum tone) "The Superior" hotel cc; "Come to St.Petersburg" pink poster stamp on back on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-139. Saint Petersburg, FL, 1950, F Univ.; Hotel Ponce de Leon photo illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-140. Saint Petersburg, FL, 1953, G+ 4-bar; Sunset Hotel cc w/tiny illus.sailboat on air/special del.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-141. (Sarasota), FL, [2017], (no origin canx) Garden Bros Circus cc w/illus.ringmaster; present 1st class eagle on #10 cvr w/60 free children's tickets enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-142. Tampa, FL, 1915, G+ Amer/A14 (upper L edge nibbles, in header but not back ad; lite tone) "The Hillsboro" fancy header; overall back ad w/illus.hotel on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-143. Tampa, FL, 1921, G Univ. (toned; bit ruff trim R) "The Hillsboro" hotel illus.ad; "I forgot to mention in my letter... stop at the Hillsboro..." printed script ad on back on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-144. Tampa, FL, 1928, F Univ.; "The Hillsboro" hotel illus.ad; "I forgot to mention in my letter... stop at the Hillsboro..." printed script ad on back on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-145. Winter Park, FL, ca.1897, partial CDS/cork (no flap; lite tone) "The Seminole" hotel ad cc w/tiny illus.Indian head on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-146. Albany, GA, 1932, G+ Univ. (trim R) New Albany Hotel illus.ad on cvr w/matching letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-147. Albany, GA, 1932, G+ Univ. (upper R tip ruff; bit ruff slit T) Hotel Gordon illus.ad on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $12 MIN.6
AD-149. (Atlanta, GA), 1980s, "Charity Jackpot" illus.ad at L (SLOT MACHINE); Cancer Fund of America return address on flap; cr 8.4c Wheel Chair coil (no canx) on #10 cvr. E $12
AD-150. Columbus, GA, ca.1950s, G+ non-denom.permit; Southland Pecan Co.cc; illus.back ad: jar & can of pecans; on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-151. Eastman, GA, [1880], G+ CDS/target (trim L; edge tear T) Uplands Hotel cc; overall illus.back ad ("Finest Hunting & Fishing...") on cvr. E $30
AD-152. Macon, GA, 1884, G+ duplex (ruff R, just in stamp) The Edgerton/Opposite Passenger Depot illus.ad (hotel) on cvr w/matching letterhead enc. E $24 MIN.12
AD-154. Macon, GA, 1920, G+ Univ. (ruff slit R; tear R) Hotel Dempsey illus.ad on cvr w/matching letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-155. Moultrie, GA, 1918, VG+ duplex (lite tone) Hotel Colquitt illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-156. Savannah, GA, [1869], G+ blue CDS/cork (state partial; trim L; cr; trim L, in ad frame) Estill's News Depot oval ad cc; 3c locomotive on cvr. E $20
AD-157. Tifton, GA, 1932, VG Univ. (bit ruff trim R; nibbles L; lite tone) Hotel Myon illus.ad on cvr w/matching letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-158. Waycross, GA, 1933, VG Univ. (trim R) Hotel Mare illus.ad on cvr w/matching letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-159. Hawaii National Park, HI, 1957, VF duplex; Volcano House illus.ad on cvr w/matching letterhead enc.from mgr.re.gown & robe left behind. E $20 MIN.10
AD-160. Hilo, HI, 1950, G+ Int'l; Hirose Nurseries cc w/small illus.house & produce on air PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AD-161. Boise, ID, 1905, G Doremus (part ruff trim L) "The Idan-ha" hotel illus.ad on cvr to Philippines. E $15 MIN.8
AD-162. Lewiston, ID, 1948, VG Univ.; Sheriff's Office, W.W.Hays, Sheriff, Nezperce Co., h/s cc on #10 PSE. E $15 MIN.8
AD-163. Montpelier, ID, [1912], partial duplex (trim R) Hotel Burgoyne illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-164. Wallace, ID, 1922, partial duplex (edge wear) 2c Wash. on 4.25x6.25" 9-panel pictorial folder ("Gem State/Coeur d'Alene Mining District") w/Hercules Mill" illus.on front. E $24 MIN.12
AD-165. Alpha, IL, 1910, G+ 4-bar (trim R) Odd Fellows illus.logo cc on cvr w/enc.8.25x10.75" membership w/illus.border (Lincoln & allegorical figures). E $20
AD-166. Anna, IL, 1921, G+ duplex; Anna State Hospital cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-167. Aurora, IL, 1951, VF Int'l (lite gum tone; tear T, in rim) black Leland Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-168. Aurora, IL, 1951, VF Int'l; brown Leland Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-169. Bradford, IL, 1932, G duplex (trim R) Jim Dandy Collar Co.illus.ad (horse collars) on PSE. E $14
AD-170. Brookfield, IL, 1937, F Int'l (upper R crnr slit; edge tear R) Peter J.Strobl, GUNSMITH cc on commer.cvr. E $14
AD-171. Cambridge, IL, 1912, G+ duplex (toned) Johnson Furniture Co.calendar ad on pix side on PPC. E $14
AD-172. Cambridge, IL, 1912, G+ duplex (dial hi: "MBR" partly off; toned) Johnson Furniture Co.calendar ad on pix side on PPC. E $14
AD-173. Chicago, IL, [1869], G CDS/cork (trim R) Fairbanks Greenleaf & Co.illus.ad ("Justice" allegory & floor scale) 3c locomotive on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
AD-174. Chicago, IL, [1869], partial CDS/cork; Tremont House illus.back ad (hotel); 3c locomotive on cvr. E $40
AD-175. Chicago, IL, 1870s, G blue CDS/cork; Sargent Greenleaf & Brooks illus.ad (door lock cutaway view) on GPC Sc.UX3. E $20
AD-176. Chicago, IL, 1870s, VG CDS/cork (lower R crnr ruff) "Tremont House/The 'Palace' Hotel" illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-177. Chicago, IL, 1880s, G+ duplex; Garden City Hotel cc, w/smaller letters on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-178. Chicago, IL, 1880s, G+ duplex; Garden City Hotel cc, w/larger letters on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-179. Chicago, IL, [1881], G duplex (bit ruff trim R) Matteson House cc on cvr w/illus.house letterhead enc. E $20
AD-180. Chicago, IL, [1881], G+ duplex (part ruff trim R, in add.; stamp partly on ad; tear T) Merchants' Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-181. Chicago, IL, 1883, G+ Wessson H(1) (trim T & R; no flap) Grand Pacific Hotel cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-182. Chicago, IL, 1885, F duplex (edge wear; edge tears; lite tone) Sherman House illus.ad; pair 2c brown +1c banknote on cvr to Germany. E $20
AD-183. Chicago, IL, 1888, G+ duplex (part ruff trim L) Gault House illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-184. Chicago, IL, [1889], G+ duplex (bit ruff trim R) Hotel Grace illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-185. Chicago, IL, 1889, G duplex; Sherman House small fancy cc; small illus.house on flap on cvr. E $20
AD-186. Chicago, IL, [1900], G duplex (part ruff trim R) Auditorium Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-187. Chicago, IL, 1891, G+ duplex (ruff R, in stamp crnr; lite tone) Lincoln Park Sanitarium Co.illus.ad on cvr w/matching 3-pg.illus.letterhead enc. E $24 MIN.12
AD-188. Chicago, IL, 1893, G+ Int'l (trim R; lite tone) Niagara Hotel ad cc; 2c Colum. on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-189. Chicago, IL, 1893, G+ Int'l; Auditorium Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-190. Chicago, IL, 1895, F Int'l (trim R) Vaughan's Seed Store illus.ad (bldg; Columbus profile in medal) on cvr. E $20
AD-191. Chicago, IL, 1895, VG Amer/D-W3-3(5) (bit ruff L; no flap) Lakeside Hospital fancy ad cvr; 1c Frank. on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-192. Chicago, IL, 1897, VG+ Amer/B14(Y) (lite tone; bit cr) Chicago Policlinic illus.ad (bdg) on cvr. E $15
AD-193. Chicago, IL, 1898, G+ Amer/B14(1) (trim R, in stamp to oval; lite tone) McCoy's New European Hotel ills.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-194. Chicago, IL, 1901, F Int'l (ruff L, just in ad; lite tone; bit cr) "Fred Dolle, Wholesale Barbers' Supplies, Expert Grinders" illus.ad (man operating grinder); text ad for blue steel razor on flap; on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-195. Chicago, IL, 1901, VG Int'l (upper L edge bit ruff; edge tear T; lite tone; no flap) "The Wyoming" hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-196. Chicago, IL, 1902, G+ Int'l (upper R crnr toned) Sherman House cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-197. Chicago, IL, 1902, F Int'l; Hyde Park Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-198. Chicago, IL, 1902, VG Int'l (bit lite soiled) J.L.Gatzert & Co.(tailors) cc; overall text ad on back; 1c Frank. on STILL-SEALED cvr w/unexamined enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-199. Chicago, IL, 1904, F Int'l (ruff R; part soiled; upper L crnr toned; AS IS for that) Columbia Home & Investment Co.cc; illus.ad in address area (pyramids & sphinx) on cvr. E $14
AD-200. Chicago, IL, 1904, VG Int'l; Congress Hotel Co.illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-201. Chicago, IL, 1905, F Int'l (edge tear B) Liquozone Co.ad cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-202. Chicago, IL, 1906, G+ Int'l; Liquid Carbonic Co.cc illus.ad (bdg) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-203. Chicago, IL, 1906, G Int'l (trim R) Congress Hotel Co.illus.ad on cvr w/matching letterhead enc. E $20 MIN.10
AD-204. Chicago, IL, 1907, G+ Int'l (tip crs) on PPC: States Restaurant & Illinois Theatre illus.ad on pix side (Hattie Williams portrait). E $24 MIN.12
AD-205. Chicago, IL, 1908, VG Int'l; Kaiserhof Fire-Proof Hotel illus.ad; "By the way... stop at the Kaiserhof..." printed script ad on flap on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-206. Chicago, IL, 1909, VG Time-Cmns (trim L) Hotel Newberry illus.logo cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-207. Chicago, IL, 1910, VF Time-Cmns (toned) Southern Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-208. Chicago, IL, 1911, F Time-Cmns (o/s; lite tone) Congress Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-209. Chicago, IL, 1912, VF Time-Cmns (tiny tear T) Palmer House fancy ad cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-210. Chicago, IL, 1914, F Int'l (trim rieg) Siegel-Mayers Correspondence School of Music illus.ad; bit faulty 2c Wash.w/Schermack ty.3 perfs on cvr w/encs. E $20
AD-211. Chicago, IL, 1916, VG Int'l (lite tone; lower R tip nib) L.Podesta & Co./Bananas ad cc; 2c coil Sc.455 on window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-212. Chicago, IL, 1920, F Univ. (edge tear R) "Husk Promenades & Orchestras..." ad at L on cvr. E $8
AD-213. Chicago, IL, 1928, VG Univ.; Kay Laboratories text ad at L; overall text ad on back ("Banish Bunions") on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-214. Chicago, IL, 1928, F Univ. (toned) Morrison Hotel illus.ad; "I forgot to mention... stop at the Morrison" printed script ad on flap on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-215. Chicago, IL, 1940, VG+ Univ. (lite gum tone) Hotel Sherman illus.ad (bit larger style) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-216. Chicago, IL, 1942, VF Univ. (gum tone lines) Harrison Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-217. Chicago, IL, [1947], G meter (lite tone) Marshall Field Annex illus.ad (100th Anniv./1st Woman in Medical School) on cvr. E $20
AD-218. Chicago, IL, 1947, VG Univ. (no flap) Black & Decker ad cc w/small illus.drill on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-219. Chicago/Air Mail, IL, 1927, F duplex (edge tear L) New Hotel Sherman cc; 10c map air on cvr w/red & blue stripes. E $12 MIN.6
AD-220. Chicago/Air Mail, IL, 1929, VG duplex (ruff R) Morrison Hotel illus.ad; "I forgot to mention... stop at the Morrison" printed script ad on flap; 5c beacon air on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-221. Chicago/Air Mail, IL, 1940, F Univ. (lite gum tone) Hotel Sherman illus.ad (bit smaller style) on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-222. Chicago/Air Mail Field, IL, 1940, VF duplex; Hyde Park Hotel illus.ad on air cvr. E $12
MIN.6
AD-223. Chicago/Old P.O.Anx, IL, 1948, G Univ.; Hotel Sherman illus.ad cc on air/special del.cv. E $15 MIN.8
AD-224. Chrisman, IL, 1934, G+ Colum. (edge tear T; tip cr) Newlin & Samford Plumbing art deco illus.ad (bldg) on cvr. E $14
AD-225. Decatur, IL, 1942, VF Univ.; St.Nicholas Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-227. Farmington, IL, [1897], VG CDS/cork (tiny tear T) Bob & Eva Mcginley/High Class Protean Artists fancy ad cc on cvr. E $15
AD-228. Harrisburg, IL, 1952, F Univ.; Horning Hotel cc on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-230. Kankakee, IL, 1942, F Univ.; Hotel Kankakee illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-231. (Kewanee), IL, 1980s, canxed partial Chicago & Quincy/RPO CDS/cork (part ruff trim R) Anderson Universal Steam Boiler Mfg.Co.illus.ad (steam boiler) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
AD-232. Kewanee, IL, 1870s, G+ blue CDS/cork (ruff R) Haxtun Steam Heater Co.illus.ad (baseburning boiler) on cvr. E $20
AD-233. Kewanee, IL, 1904, G+ Amer/B14 (tiny tear T) Kewanee Boiler Co.cc; 2c Sc.301 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-234. Kewanee, IL, 1906, partial Amer/B14 (toned; B edge wear; part ruff angle trim R, partly in back ad; AS IS for faults) 4 photo illus.at L (opera house, school, YMCA, hospital); overall text ad for town on back on cvr w/Mansfield, MO, VG Doane 2/8 (EKU) as b/s. E $15 MIN.8
AD-235. Kewanee, IL, 1908, G Amer/B14; Kewanee Water Supply illus.logo ad cc (Indian head) on cvr. E $14
AD-236. Kewanee, IL, 1968, G+ machine; Sears Catalog Sales illus.ad at L & overall full-color illus.back ad on PC. E $5
AD-237. Lacon, IL, [1881], G+ DCDS/target (trim R) J.R.Chapman Dry Goods cc on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $12 MIN.6
AD-238. Monee, IL, 1894, VF CDS/cork (upper L tip nick) Edo R.Freese, Gen’l Mdse cc; 2c Colum. on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-239. Mount Carroll, IL, 1934, G+ duplex (bit smear; bit trim T) F.H.Colehour cc; "Pratts Feeds & Remedies" illus.ad (mlk & eggs) & overall text ad on back on cvr. E $12
AD-240. Ottawa, IL, 1860, F CDS (toned; bit ruff trim L) Lucian P.Sanger/Illinois Land Ag’y cc on cvr. E $15
AD-241. Ottawa, IL, 1870s, G+ CDS/cork (trim L) Clifton Hotel large illus.ad on back on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
AD-242. Peoria, IL, [1871], partial CDS/cork (tiny tear T) J.Y.Smith/Mfr. & Dealer in Human Hair fancy ad cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-243. (Peru), IL, 1870s, canxed LaSalle VG CDS w/4 short bars killer; Pierce’s Well Excavator illus.ad on back, w/text lined thru re.ag’t being in "your county"; ms note re."no ag’ts in your vicinity" on GPC Sc.UX3. E $20
AD-244. (Polo), IL, [1896], canxed partial indistinct RPO CDS/cork (trim R) Exchange Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $15
AD-245. Quincy, IL, 1894, G Int’l (trim R; lite soiled; tiny tear T; upper L edge wear) Wm.Stahl/Mfr.of Excelsior Spraying Outfits illus.ad (farmer in horse-drawn cart, spraying fruit trees) lc blue on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
AD-246. Quincy, IL, 1941, VG Univ.; Hotel Newcomb cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-247. Rigstown, IL, 1932, VG 4-bar; A.J.Funk & Son cc; illus.farmer on Deere tractor, waving to family; on cvr. E $15
AD-248. Rochelle, IL, 1926, G+ Int’l (lite tone) Collier Inn header; illus.back ad on cvr. E $14
AD-249. Rock Island, IL, 1870s, partial CDS/cork (trim R into stamp; tear T into cc) "Rock Island House" in double-oval cc on cvr. E $6
AD-250. Rock Island, IL, 1897, F Amer/B14(1) (flap tears) Penn Tank Line Co.cc; Pennsylvania Lubricating & Illuminating Oils overall text ad on back; on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-251. Rock Island, IL, 1939, VF Univ. (bit lite tone) Quad-Cities Coca-Cola Bottling Co.full-color illus.ad (hand holding bottle) on window cvr. E $20
AD-252. Rockford, IL, 1925, F+ Univ. (part ruff trim R; lite tone) Nelson Hotel & Annex
AD-253. Rockford, IL, 1952, G+ Univ. (bit trim T) Hotel Lafayette illus.ad (portrait) w/list of 31 hotels at L on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-254. Vandalia, IL, 1901, G+ duplex; M.Lape, Restaurant & Lunch Room/Fruits & Candy h/s cc; 1c green on cvr w/matching h/s letterhead enc. E $16
AD-255. Westmont, IL, [1991], printed permit; Pizza Hut ad at L; REFRIGERATOR MAGNET adhered to back on coupon PC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-256. Elwood, IN, 1901, partial duplex; "J.A.Beatty, Pastor, 1st Methodist Episcopal Church illus.ad (church) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-257. Huntingburg, IN, 1930s, printed Permit #70 w/"Sec.562 P.L. & R." above; Atz's Mammoth Hatcheries/Day Old Pullets & Cockerels illus.ad (woman's portrait) on cvr. E $15
AD-258. Indianapolis, IN, 1880s, partial oval (bit ruff slit R; lite crs) L.T.F.Zaiser/Rubber & Steel Stamps illus.ad (seal stamping device) 1c Sc.212 on cvr w/enc.order blank. E $20
AD-259. Madison, IN, 1898, G+ duplex (lite tone) Sulzer Bros./Roots, Barks, Herbs text ad w/patriotic illus.FLAG on cvr. E $15
AD-260. Monroeville, IN, 1902, G+ CDS/cork (toned; trim R; upper R tip nick) J.J.Peters Roller Mills illus.ad (machine) on cvr. E $15
AD-261. Mount Vernon, IN, 1969, G+ machine; Juncker Bros.Sales & Service/Massey-Ferguson Sales ad for "Farmers appreciation day" in message area on 8.25x3.5" PPC w/panoramic view of dealership & lot w/combines, tractors, etc. E $12 MIN.6
AD-262. Redkey, IN, 1901, F CDS/cork (lite tone) New Hotel Rees illus.ad; 2c locomotive on cvr. E $15
AD-263. Richmond, IN, 1919, G+ duplex (lite tone; trim L) Westcott Hotel illus.ad; 3x 3c offset on cvr. E $14
AD-264. Bettendorf, IA, [1994], printed permit; Quad City Air Show cc on 6-panel folded mailer (opens to 11x17") w/many full-color photo illus., inc.BLUE ANGELS; order form. E $12 MIN.6
AD-265. Charles City, IA, 1906, G Doremus (part water tone; repaired back flap) "Allow Me to introduce a friend" printed at upper L; 1c Sc.300 on 4.25x6.5" folder w/6-pg.illus.ad for Klorofil Dandruff Cure inside. E $16
AD-266. Davenport, IA, 1938, F Univ. (offset ink on illus.) Myers Hat & Shirt Shop multi-color illus.ad on back (man in green hat) on UX27 PPC. E $12
AD-267. Davenport, IA, 1990, G+ meter; "Majic 96 FM" radio station cc w/small illus.comic wizard on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-268. Des Moines, IA, 1901, G+ Int'l (toned) Musgrave Co.receipt & illus.ad on back (fence & gate) on priv.mailing card. E $8
AD-269. Dubuque, IA, 1903, G+ Barry; John T.Hancock cc; "Dubuque Midsummer Circus" boxed ad at L of stamp (partly o/s by canx) on PSE. E $15
AD-270. (Eldridge), IA, [2009], w/Rock Island, IL, printed permit; Quad City Air Show cc on 4-panel folded mailer w/full-color photo illus., inc.BLUE ANGELS. E $12 MIN.6
AD-271. Fairfield, IA, 1930, VG Univ. (bit lite tone) on attached message/reply GPC w/enc.program/announcement of physicians' meeting on TB, hyperthyroidism, nephritis. E $14
AD-272. Oskaloosa, IA, 1898, partial duplex (bit lite tone) Ideal Heating Co.GREEN illus.ad (furnace w/cutaway side wall) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
AD-273. Sioux City, IA, [1890], partial duplex (ruff R into stamp) Merchants Hotel cc; illus.ad: "Sioux City Corn Palace of 1890/Opens Sept.25. Closes Oct.11." on cvr (mailed 1 day after closing) w/hotel letterhead enc. E $30
AD-274. Sioux City, IA, 1918, G+ Univ. & VF precanx (crs) Hillside Sanitarium holiday greeting in message area on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-275. Lot 3) Coldwater, KS, 1893, G+ CDS/cork; C.T.Avery/Real Estate cc on cvrs, each w/1c Colum.(1 faulty) & "Unclaimed" or "Return to Sender" h/s. E $14
AD-276. Kansas City/Stock Yards Sta., KS, 1906, G+ Amer/B38 (trim R) Greer & Co./Live Stock Comm'n Merchants illus.ad (giant broom sweeping cattle) on PSE. E $15
AD-277. Kansas City/Stockyard Sta., KS, 1899, G Barr-Fyke (L tips nick; bit cr; back toned) Missouri Live Stock Comm'n Co.illus.ad (bull's head) on cvr. E $14
AD-278. Lawrence, KS, [1896], G+ duplex (state mostly not struck; ruff slit R; edge tear T; part lite soiled) Geo.Leis Drg Co.illus.ad (bdg) on cvr. E $14
AD-279. Lenora, KS, 1920, G+ duplex; Lenora Lodge/IOOF (Odd Fellows) fancy header w/illus.symbols on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-281. Lyons, KS, 1907, G+ duplex; "Wanted: You to know that we are prepared to do your...Tire Vulcanizing..." ad printed at L (part o/s), simulating Sheriff's wanted card; on PPC. E $12
AD-282. Mound City, KS, 1962, VG meter (trim R; adhesions on back from return rect.form) County Sheriff cc; Kansas Centennial illus.ad at L & overall illus.ad on back on certified #10 cvr w/enc. E $15
AD-283. Ottawa, KS, 1921, G+ Univ. (crs) Ottawa Mfg.Co.text ad: "Railroad Strike Means Coal Shortage... this country is facing the worst railroad strike ever known..."; on GPC Sc.UX27. E $14
AD-284. Pittsburg, KS, ca.1891, G duplex (year partial; lite tone) Womans Relief Corps illus.ad (medal & ribbon) 1c blue on unsealed cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-286. Louisville, KY, ca.1920, G+ Univ. w/dateless dial; Christian Church Widows & Orphans Home photo illus.ad (4 girls, 2 boys) on pix side of PPC. E $15
AD-287. New Orleans, LA, 1925, VG Univ. (ruff R into stamp; toned) "Standard Oil Co.of Louisiana, Memphis, TN" cc on PSE w/letterhead enc. & bit faulty "Stanocola" illus.ad pamphlet (attendant & gas pump). E $16
AD-288. Ponchatoula, LA, 1948, VG Int'l (cr; bit lite tone; edge tear L) Farmers & Merchants Grain Co.illus.ad (John Deere logo; farmer on tractor; small Deere cameo on flap) on cvr. E $8
AD-289. Freeport, ME, 1937, G+ Int'l (tiny tear T; vert.cr) L.L.Bean cc w/full-color illus.mallard on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-290. Old Orchard, ME, 1870s, G+ CDS/grid (tears T & L, 1 in cc; lite tone) Sanssouci & Adams House cc on cvr. E $14
AD-291. Old Orchard, ME, 1879, VG CDS w/6-bar killer (edge tears R; bit lite tone) Central House overall illus.ad (hotel & beach) 5c Taylor on cvr to England. E $24 MIN.12
AD-292. Old Orchard, ME, 1881, G CDS/cork (bit lite tone) Fiske House overall fancy ad w/blue lined background on cvr. E $15
AD-293. Old Orchard, ME, ca.1885, VG CDS/cork (tear T, in dial) "The Old Orchard" hotel "script" cc; 2c brown on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-294. Old Orchard, ME, ca.1885, partial CDS/cork; Ocean House illus.ad cc; 2c brown on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-295. Old Orchard, ME, 1895, VG CDS/segmented cork (bit ruff trim R) Atlantic House/S.D.Moulton, PROPRIETRESS, ad cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-296. Old Orchard, ME, 1898, partial CDS/cork (trim R) Sea Shore House fancy ad cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-297. Old Orchard, ME, 1900, G+ CDS/cork (lite tone) Old Orchard House fancy ad cc on cvr w/illus.letterhead enc. E $14
AD-298. Old Orchard, ME, 1913, G duplex (lite tone) Hotel Vesper cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-299. Old Orchard, ME, 1918, G+ Amer/A14 (lite tone) Lafayette Hotel cc on cvr w/photo illus.letterhead enc. E $14
AD-300. Old Orchard Beach, ME, 1938, G+ Univ.; New Linwood Hotel photo illus.ad cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-301. Baltimore, MD, ca.1880, VF dateless CDS (lite tone; no flap) W.S.Hughes Comm'n Merchants "chain" oval h/s cc; 1c banknote on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-302. Baltimore, MD, ca.1880, partial CDS; Baltimore Enamel Paint Co./Wm.H.King h/s oval cc; 1c banknote on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-303. Baltimore, MD, ca.1882, G+ Leavitt; Geo.L.Milliman Teas header & salesman's notice on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-304. Baltimore, MD, [1882], G Leavitt; Horner Boots, Shoes & Rubbers header & salesman's notice on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-305. Baltimore, MD, [1882], G+ CDS/cork; H.W.Huntemuller Salted Fish header & salesman's notice on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-306. Baltimore, MD, 1889, G+ duplex (bit ruff trim R; part lite soiled) H.W.Huntemuller & Co./Salted Fish ad cc; 2x Sc.212 on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-307. Baltimore, MD, 1892, G+ Int'l (trim R) Larence, Gould & Co. (boots & shoes) cc on PSE; 2 enc.invoices w/illus.letterhead (bldgs). E $15 MIN.8
AD-308. Baltimore, MD, 1892, G+ Int'l (trim R) "The Carrollton" hotel ad header; Chas.Carroll illus.portrait on cvr. E $20
AD-309. Baltimore, MD, 1893, VF Int'l (trim R; lite tone) Chas.Pracht & Co. (confectioners & wholesale fruiterers) illus.ad (bldg & street traffic) on cvr w/small letterhead enc. E $20
AD-310. Baltimore, MD, 1893, G+ duplex (lite tone) P.New & Sons (wholesale grocers) illus.ad (bldg) on cvr w/small letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-311. Baltimore, MD, 1893, VG Int'l (lite tone; edge tears) A.Storck & Sons Monumental Wood Works illus.ad (factory) on cvr w/matching illus.letterhead enc. E $20 MIN.10
AD-312. Baltimore, MD, 1893, G+ Int'l; Mount Airy Mfg.Co./Successors to Piedmont Guano cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-313. Baltimore, MD, 1894, G Int'l (lite tone; part ruff slit B) Leibrandt & McDowell/Farmer Girl Cook Stoves illus.ad (factory) 2c Colum.socked-on-nose, partly on ad; on cvr w/2 encs, 1 w/matching illus.letterhead. E $24 MIN.12
AD-314. Baltimore, MD, 1894, G Int'l (part ruff slit T) John A.Horner/Notions, Hosiery, & c.fancy ad cc; 2c Colum. on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-315. Baltimore, MD, 1894, G+ Int'l (trim R) C.C.Isaacs & Sons/Fine Cigars fancy ad cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-316. Baltimore, MD, 1896, F Barry (lite tone; bit trim R) P.New & Sons (wholesale grocers) illus.ad (bldg & street traffic) on cvr w/small letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-317. Baltimore, MD, 1896, VG Barry (lite tone; sealed back tear) John A.Horner & Co./Notions Hosiery & c.fancy ad cc; "Metropolis of the South" overall text ad re.city on back on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $20
AD-318. Baltimore, MD, 1900, F Int'l (bit trim R) J.W. & H.Bryant, Attorneys cc on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $12 MIN.6
AD-319. Baltimore, MD, 1901, G Int'l (bit trim R) Reamer's Howard House illus.ad (hotel) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-320. Baltimore, MD, 1902, VG Int'l (lite tone; lower R tip nick) B.Weyforth & Sons Taylors fancy ad cc w/small illus.scissors on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-321. Baltimore, MD, 1911, VG Int'l (bit ruff trim R) Red C Oil illus.ad (allegorical figure & factory) 2c Wash.imperf on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-322. Baltimore, MD, 1920, G+ Univ.; Levering Coffee Co.illus.ad (coffee & tea boxes) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-323. Baltimore, MD, 1941, VG Int'l; Muskin Shoe Co.cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-324. Baltimore, MD, 1941, F meter (toned around window) P.Lorillard Co., N.Y., N.Y., illus.ad (Indians smoking); full-color Old Gold cigarette illus.ad on back on #10 window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-325. Cumberland, MD, 1933, F Int'l; Army & Navy Sales Co.cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-326. Easton, MD, 1899, partial duplex (bit trim L) Jos.H.White & Son/Brick & Drain Tile cc; 2c Trans-Miss on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-327. Frederick, MD, 1894, partial duplex (toned) Rice & Haller/1895 Frederick Almanac text ad on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-328. (Boston), MA, ca.1870s, VG cork only; Henry C.Hunt/Leather Belting & Hose cc; 1c banknote on unsealed cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-329. (Boston), MA, ca.1880, cork only (part tone) "The Golden Rule" fancy ad header; 1c banknote on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-330. Boston, MA, 1897, G+ Amer (part lite water tone; tear R; tiny tear B) John C.Haynes Guitars, Mandolins, Banjos & Zithers illus.ad (instruments); text ad on flap on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-331. Boston, MA, 1901, G Int'l; American House illus.ad (eagle & banner) on cvr w/matching letterhead enc. E $14
AD-333. Boston/Boston Circuit, MA, 1905, VF BO-10-e street car flag (ink drop by address; lite tone) Compressed Steel Shafting Co.cc; overall illus.back ad (shifting bracket) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-334. Boston/Chelsea Sta., MA, 1908, F Amer/B38 (R tip nick) Boston & Lockport Block Co.illus.ad (tackle block) on PSE. E $14
AD-335. Chelsea, MA, 1909, VG Amer/B14; Valvoline logo ad cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-336. (Florence), MA, 1900, canxwd W'msburg & Northamp/RPO G+ CDS/cork (R arc partial; bit ruff slit T) Fred T.Atkins cc on PSE w/pianist's photo illus.portrait letterhead half-sheet
enc.; 3 photo illus. BUSINESS CARDS w/Atkins & violinist F.D.R.Warner; Lottie Collins; Juliette Corden (both w/"Uses & Indorses New England Pianos"). E $24
AD-337. Framingham, MA, 1947, F Univ.; Franklin Photo Finishing Service illus.ad on back of UX27 GPC. E $6
AD-338. Northampton, MA, 1961, G+ meter w/"For the Drive of Your Life Drive Mercury" slogan; Hampshire Motor Sales ad at L on 5.25x8.5" PPC; 1962 Mercury Meteor. E $14
AD-339. Salem, MA, 1870s, G+ CDS/cork (trim R) C.Harrington & Co., Leather Mfrs albino embossed cc on cvr. E $14
AD-340. West Brookfield, MA, ca.1880s, partial CDS/target (dial mostly not struck; trim R) Wickaboag House/Opposite Boston & Albany R.R. Depot fancy ad cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-341. Worcester, MA, 1889, G+ Wesson H(C) (town part spotty) Knowles Loom Works illus.ad cc (loom) on cvr. E $15
AD-342. Ann Arbor, MI, 1870s, G CDS/cork (trim L; upper L tip ruff) Dr.Chase's Steam Printing House illus.ad (bldg) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-343. Ann Arbor, MI, 1986, VG meter w/machine canx; "Mr.A's Apollo Lincoln-Mercury" illus.logo service reminder at L on PPC. E $5
AD-344. Bay City, MI, 1880s, G CDS/cork (stamp fault) Bancroft T.Thompson & Co.illus.ad (bldg) vertically at L on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
AD-345. Detroit/3 Paid, MI, 1850s, partial CDS; Michigan Exchange/Lyon & Barstow embossed blue oval ad cc; 3c imperf on cvr. E $60
AD-346. Detroit, MI, [1870], G+ CDS/cork (part ruff slit R; upper R tip ruff) Chas.Busch/Hardware, Stoves oval ad cc; 3c locomotive on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $20
AD-347. Detroit, MI, 1880, G+ duplex; Farnsworth's illus.ad (small shoe & bldg) 2c +1c banknotes on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-348. Detroit, MI, 1883, partial duplex (trim T; nick T; tear T) Russell House illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-349. Detroit, MI, 1884, G duplex (lite tone; bit ruff trim R) Russell House illus.ad on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $20
AD-350. Detroit, MI, 1893, F Int'l (toned; edge tear T) Modern Progressive Business Training School illus.ad (bldg) 2c Colum. on cvr. E $20
AD-351. Detroit, MI, 1894, G+ Int'l; Garland Stoves logo ad; overall illus.giant 20x40' stove on back (bit o/s) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
AD-352. Detroit, MI, 1895, F+ Int'l; Garland Stoves logo ad; overall illus.giant 20x40' stove on back on PSE. E $20 MIN.10
AD-353. Detroit, MI, 1902, F Int'l (R edge toned) Berry Brothers, Ltd., full-color illus.varnish can on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
AD-354. Detroit, MI, 1927, VF Int'l (bit ruff upper L; tears T) Wolverine Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-355. Detroit, MI, 1946, VF Int'l (crs) Johnson Smith & Co.request for add'l payment for short-paid novelties order ("Siberian Chair Escape"; "Squirt Cigarettes"; etc.) on GPC. E $14
AD-356. Detroit/Sta.C, MI, 1896, G+ duplex; Buick & Sherwood M'f'g Co. Sanitary Specialties illus.ad (factory) on PSE. E $20 MIN.10
AD-357. East Saginaw, MI, 1886, G CDS/target (part ruff slit T; L edge lite tone) Morley Bros.Hardware illus.ad (bldg) on cvr w/matching letterhead enc. E $20 MIN.10
AD-358. Flint, MI, 1870s, G+ CDS/cork (trim R) Newall & Co./Sash, Doors, Blinds ad cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-359. Flint, MI, ca.1898, G duplex (year not struck; add.part smear) Stone, Atwood & Co.illus.ad (woolen mill) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
AD-360. Flint, MI, 1949, VG Int'l; "T.M.A.Auditorium" illus.ad on back for "Shep Fields & His Rippling Rhythm"; on UX27 GPC. E $8
AD-361. Grand Rapids, MI, [1877], G+ CDS/cork (trim L) Grand Rapids Chair Co.overall lite blue illus.ad (factory & 2 chairs); illus.back ad (3 chairs) on cvr. E $30 MIN.15
AD-363. Highland Station, MI, 1884, partial DCDS/maltese (heavy inked; trim R) Crouse, Tremaine & Co.illus ad (factory & train) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
AD-364. Houghton, MI, 1899, G+ duplex (lite tone; trim R) Douglass House cc on cvr w/4-pg.letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-365. Jackson, MI, 1886, G+ duplex (upper L tip nick; edge tears) Jackson Grade Level Co.illus.ad (level on tripod; measuring stick) on PSE. E $20
AD-366. Kalamazoo, MI, 1904, VG+ Pneumatic (o/s; lite tone) Henderson-Ames Co./Uniform & Regalia globe ad (factory); overall text ad on back (part o/s) on cvr. E $20
AD-367. Kalamazoo, MI, ca.1907, F mute oval (bit ruff T; vert.cr) Kalamazoo Supply House cc; 1c Sc.300 solo on 5.75x8.5" 20-pg.illus.ad booklet: farm equipment, table saws, sleighs, etc., w/instruction to PM: "If not properly directed please deliver to some good Farmer." RARE item & use, despite flaws. E $30 MIN.15
AD-368. (Marshall), MI, 1870s, VG target killer only; Sherman & Co.illus."Great Western Bureau of Patents" bldg; 1c banknote on unsealed cvr. E $20 MIN.10
AD-369. Matherton, MI, [1873], VG CDS/target (trim R) D.Allen Bangs/Justice of the Peace, Cabinet Maker & Dealer in Furniture cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-370. Muskegon, MI, 1898, G duplex (trim L) EH.Stafford Co., Office, School & Church Furniture illus.ad (factory) on cvr w/letterhead enc.(matching illus., plus products); 3 other encs.w/illus.products (typewriter tables, desks, etc.). E $24 MIN.12
AD-371. Saginaw, MI, 1888, G duplex; Foster, Charles & Co./Fine Furniture illus.ad (bldg & streetcar) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-372. Sturgis, MI, 1904, partial Perfection ty.1 (town not struck; lite tone) Nelson I.Tobey, Drugs, Paintsc w/illus.paint can on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-373. Three Rivers, MI, [1890], G+ CSD/cork; Sheffield Velocipede Car Co.cc on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
AD-374. Mankato, MN, 1882, F CDS/target (part lite soiled; lower R tip nib) City Bank cc; overall text ad for town on back; on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-375. Minneapolis, MN, ca.1893, G+ duplex (part ruff trim R) R.J.Mendenhall/Pioneer Florist of the Northwest illus.ad (woman & flowers) 2c Colum. on cvr. E $14
AD-376. Minneapolis, MN, 1899, VG Barry (ruff R; edge tears B; lite tone) T.M.Roberts Supply House overall ad w/small illus.train; overall back ad w/illus.REVOLVER, organ, man in long coat; on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-377. (Love Station), MS, 1923, canxed Memp, Grenada & N.O./RPO partial duplex (trim R) Grady W.Smith (Training Kennels) cc; photo illus.dog on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-378. (Ocean Springs), MS, [1997], printed permit; JBL Co., Wiggins, MS, overall illus.facsimile $100 bill (back on add./flap side; face on reverse) on #10 cvr w/enc.auto auction ad. E $15 MIN.8
AD-379. Philipp, MS, 1918, G+ duplex; Tallahatchie Lumber Co.header on flap, on add.side (tucked in when mailed); "Philip, Mississippi/(Heart) of the Richest Region on Earth" overall ad on reverse, w/illus.heart; 1c Wash. on 3rd class cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-380. Columbia, MO, 1940, VG Int'l (lite gum tone) Hotel Tiger illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-381. Excelsior Springs, MO, 1940, G+ Univ. (lite gum tone) Royal Hotel ad cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-382. Kansas City, MO, 1903, VG+ Barry (bit trim T) "The Midland" hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-384. Kansas City, MO, 1911, VG Int'l (bit ruff trim R; part lite water tone; nick T) Coates House illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-385. Kansas City, MO, 1912, F Time-Cmns (edge tears; lite tone) Hotel Savoy illus.ad on cvr w/matching letterhead enc. E $20
AD-386. Kansas City, MO, 1914, G+ Univ.; Hotel Baltimore illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-387. Kansas City, MO, 1921, VG Univ. (lite tone) Sexton Hotel illus.ad; 2c Pilgrim on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-388. Kansas City, MO, 1929, partial duplex; Hotel Muehlebach illus.ad; 5c beacon air Sc.C11 on cvr w/red & blue stripes. E $15 MIN.8
AD-389. Kansas City, MO, 1931, G+ duplex; Hotel Muehlebach illus.ad w/PLANE over hotel; 5c globe air on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-391. Kansas City/Sta.A, MO, 1890, G+ duplex (ruff R, just in stamp; lite tone) Union Depot Hotel illus.ad on cvr w/matching letterhead enc. E $20 MIN.10
AD-392. Louisiana, MO, 1908, G+ Doremus (ruff R, into stamp; lite soiled) "Thos.J.C.Fagg,
Postmaster" cc on cvr w/part faulty 2-pg. letterhead enc. E $8
AD-393. Marshall, MO, 1929, VF Univ. (nick T) Hotel St.Joe cc w/small illus.golf, tennis, horseback on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-394. New Madrid, MO, 1949, VG Univ.; Hotel Claire illus.ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-395. Saint Joseph, MO, [1895], partial duplex (bit trim L; edge tears R) "The Pacific" hotel fancy ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-396. Saint Louis, MO, 1857, G+ CDS (pen note, just into ad) Barnum's Saint Louis Hotel RED shield ad cc; bit faulty 3c imperf on cvr. E $40
AD-397. Saint Louis, MO, 1870s, G CDS/cork (lower L crnr ruff; flap partly off) Southern Hotel overall lite red illus. on orange cvr. E $24 MIN.12
AD-398. Saint Louis, MO, 1891, G+ duplex (lite tone) Carl Schraudstadter, Jr., return add.in shiny blue star on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
AD-399. Saint Louis, MO, 1896, G+ duplex (edge tear R; lite tone) "The Lindell" hotel illus.ad; text ad on back on cvr. E $20
AD-401. Saint Louis, MO, 1898, G+ Barry (bit trim T; upper R tip slit) "The Lindell" hotel illus.ad; text ad on back on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-402. Saint Louis, MO, 1900, G+ Barry; Nat'l Wall Paper Co.fancy ad cc on cvr. E $12
AD-403. Saint Louis, MO, 1905, G Int'l; Lindell Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-404. Saint Louis, MO, 1905, VG Int'l (trim R, barely in stamp; lite tone) Planters Hotel, w/Grand Hotel, Mackinac Island, MI, illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-405. Saint Louis, MO, 1913, G+ Int'l; Maryland Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-406. Saint Louis, MO, 1913, VG Int'l (lite tone) Park Hotel green illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-407. Saint Louis, MO, 1919, F Univ. (lite tone; edge tear R) Planters Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-408. Saint Louis, MO, 1933, G+ Int'l; Hotel Lennox illus.ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-409. Saint Louis, MO, 1934, VF duplex (lite tone) Mark Twain Hotel illus.ad (his portrait) 8c globe on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-411. Saint Louis/Annex Sta., MO, 1908, F Int'l; Terminal Hotel, Union Sta., illus.ad on cvr. E $20
AD-412. Saint Louis/Annex Sta., MO, 1910, VG+ Int'l; Planters Hotel illus.ad at L; 4 illus.hotels on back on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-413. Saint Louis/P.O.Annex, MO, 1904, F Amer/B38; Goffe, Lucas & Carkener/Grain Merchandise illus.ad cc (rail lines to city) on PSE. E $14
AD-415. Butte, MT, 1909, G Amer/B14 (part ruff L) "The Thornton" hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-416. Butte City, MT, 1883, G+ CDS/grid; Mantle & Marsh/Gen'l Ins.Agts.red oval h/s on back of GPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-417. Glendive, MT, 1934, VF Int'l (upper L edge bit ruff) Glendive Steam Laundry cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-418. Glendive, MT, 1934, VF Int'l (upper R edge ruff slit) Rose Theatre cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-419. Great Falls, MT, 1949, F Int'l; Park Hotel illus.ad; "Via Air Mail/Now Only 5c An Ounce/United Air Lines" pictorial label tied at lower L; 15c spec.del. +pair 3c Prexies on air/spec.del.cvr. E $20 MIN.10
AD-420. Medicine Lake, MT, 1932, G+ Colum. (bit ruff slit T) French Service Sta.cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-421. Medicine Lake, MT, 1933, G Colum.; Lake Mercantile ad cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-422. Plentywood, MT, 1941, VF Univ. (edge tear T) Leland Hotel cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-423. Goehner, NE, 1924, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) Goehner Elevator Co.cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-424. Omaha, NE, 1870s, G+ CDS/cork (bit ruff trim L to ad; toned) Creighton House illus.ad
on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-425. Elko, NV, 1958, F Univ.; "Bing Crosby Cattle Co., Spring Creek Ranch" cc on commer.PSE. E $15
AD-426. Las Vegas, NV, 1937, VF Int'l (bit lite gum toned) Hotel Sal Sagev photo illus.ad on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
AD-427. Reno, NV, 1907, G+ Int'l (bit trim T) Riverside Hotel ad cc ("Free Coach to All Trains"); large illus.back ad (hotel & bridge) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
AD-428. Blairstown, NJ, 1894, G+ CDS/cork (tear T) Blair Presbytery Academy cc; 2c Colum. on cvr w/3-pg.enc. w/"Physical Culture, Blair Hall, Edmund L.Smith" letterhead. E $20
AD-430. Las Cruces, NM, 1936, G+ Univ. (lite tone) Amador Hotel illus.ad (covered wagon) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-431. Albany, NY, [1869], G+ CDS/cork (trim L) Perry & Co.Oriental Stove Works illus.ad (stove) w/overall blue lines background; 3c locomotive on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
AD-432. Binghamton, NY, 1986, VG machine (ruff slit T, partly in dial) "Create America Agency" 2x3" pictorial adhesive ad label "semi-collar" w/cut-out corner for 22c stamp on #10 cvr w/accompanying Linn's article re.company's ad scheme. E $15 MIN.8
AD-433. Buffalo, NY, 1870s, partial CDS/cork (B edge on back toned) C.V.Kassson & Co./Hot Air Furnaces illus.ad ("The Harris" furnace) on GPC Sc.UX3. E $24 MIN.12
AD-434. (Buffalo), NY, [1874], G+ target only (edge wear; bit cr) Live Stock Journal text ad & small illus.farm scene; 1c banknote solo on cvr. E $14
AD-436. Floral Park, NY, 1924, G+ Amer/A14; John Lewis Childs Seed Co.ad w/illus.logo on ad PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-437. Johnstown, NY, 1924, G Univ. (crs) Knox Gelatine full-color illus.ad: white girl & black girl w/pink & yellow molded jello on platters; cow's head; 2x bit faulty 2c Harding on #10 cvr. E $30 MIN.15
AD-438. New York, NY, [1869], partial CDS/cork (trim R; lite tone) Hyatt & Spencer/Acme Club Skates, Fluting Machines, Tool Chests illus.ad (ice skate, bit o/s by sender's partial DCDS) 3c locomotive on cvr. E $30
AD-439. (New York), NY, ca.1870s, VG cork only; (tiny tear R) H.W.Johns, Mfr.of Asbestos Materials ad cc; faulty 1c banknote on unsealed cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-440. New York, NY, 1882, G+ duplex; Shannon, Miller & Crane form & text ad on back: "Woven Rowing, BASE BALL & Gymnasium Suits"; on 2c GPC Sc.UX6 to France. EARLY baseball reference. E $30
AD-441. (New York), NY, ca.1893, canxced w/indistinct mute oval (lite tone; edge tear L) Memory Library illus.ad cc (books) 1c Colum.solo on cvr. E $14
AD-443. New York, NY, 1904, VF Int'l (trim R) Chas.E.Miller/Automobile & Cycle Material illus.ad (mustached man w/chauffeur's cap & goggles) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
AD-444. New York/A, NY, 1870s, VG mute oval (tear upper R, in stamp; crnrs nick) Baker, Pratt & Co./School Furnishers illus.ad (school desk) & outline of "Exact Size of Alpha Dustless Crayon" on 1c PSE. E $15
AD-445. New York/Madison Sq.Sta., NY, 1898, G+ Barr-Fyke (lite tone) Bellevue Hospital Medical College cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-446. New York/N, NY, 1904, G duplex (trim R) Tennant Auto Tire Co.illus.ad (woman & large tire); illus.tire cross-section on back; on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-449. (West Hurley), NY, ca.1950s, partial mute oval (crs) Humrich Arms Co. h/s return add. on 2.5x3.25" mailing tag w/att'd 2.75x4" cloth bag w/drawstring, used to mail replacement parts. E $12 MIN.6
AD-450. (Concord), NC, 2001, canxced Charlotte, NC, G machine; Bacyk's Cartridges illus.ad
l rifle breech w/fancy design: bear, leaves) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-451. Goldsboro, NC, 1894, G CDS/cork (dial hi: "LDSB" partly off; lite tone) Hotel Kennon cc on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $12 MIN.6
AD-452. Bismarck, ND, 1925, G+ Int'l; "Will's Pioneer Brand/Oscar H.Will" illus.ad header on address side of UX27 GPC; order acknowledgment on back. E $14
AD-453. (Devils Lake), ND, 1928, canxed St.Paul & Minot RPO/W.D. G+ duplex (bit ruff slit R) Great Northern Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-454. Fargo, ND, 1901, G+ Barr-Fyke (part ruff slit T) Hotel Webster illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-455. Fargo, ND, 1925, G+ Univ.; "The Gardner" hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-456. Grand Forks, ND, 1894, partial CDS/cork; "The Dacotah" hotel illus.ad; 2c Colum. on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
AD-457. Grand Forks, ND, 1926, VG Int'l; Frederick Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-458. Grand Forks, ND, 1926, F Int'l (ruff slit R) Hotel Dacotah illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-459. Grand Forks, ND, 1933, F Int'l; Hotel Northern/Cafe Service illus.ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-460. (Jamestown), ND, 1922, canxed St.P. & Miles City RPO/W.D. G duplex (trim R) Gladstone Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-461. (Kenmare), ND, 1929, canxed St.Paul & Portal RPO/W.D. G+ duplex (lite tone) Irvin Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-462. Avery, OH, 1918, VG 4-bar (bit trim T) Hoover Mfg.Co.illus.ad (farm machine: planter?) on PSE. E $16
AD-463. Canton, OH, [1878], VF purple CDS/circled star (edge faults: part ruff T; nibbles; tear; crnr slit, just in cc) Myers & Smith Sewing Machines cc on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $8
AD-464. Cincinnati, OH, 1897, G+ Amer/B14(2); Wm.Powell Co.illus.notice on back (valve) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-465. Cincinnati, OH, 1898, F Amer/B14(2) (lower R tip slit) Dennison Hotel fancy cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-466. Cincinnati, OH, 1914, F Int'l; Chas Behlen Sons/Carrigees/Autos/Detroit Electric Cars illus.logo ad on #10 PSE. E $15 MIN.8
AD-468. Cleveland, OH, [1874], G+ blue CDS/target (dial hi: "VEL" partly off; lite tone) J.McDermott (grindstones) illus.ad (Vienna Expo medals) on GPC.Sc.UX3. E $20
AD-469. Cleveland, OH, 1894, G+ Int'l (trim R; lite tone) Manufacturers Oil & Grease cc; 3-line text ad forming address lines on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-470. Cleveland, OH, 1917, G+ Int'l (year partial) Tabor Ice Cream Co.ad cc; 2c coil on window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-471. Cleveland, OH, 1931, F Int'l; Buckeye Incubator ad on back: owner's portrait & text; striking black-on-blue background w/orange strips at sides; on UX27 GPC. E $8
AD-472. Cleveland, OH, 1931, F Int'l; Buckeye Incubator ad on back: man's portrait & testimonial for "Buckeye 46's"; striking black-on-buff background, w/orange strips at sides; on UX27 GPC. E $8
AD-473. Cleveland, OH, 1931, F Int'l; Buckeye Incubator ad on back: IBCA director's portrait & testimonial for "Buckeye 46's"; striking black-on-blue background, w/orange strips at sides; on UX27 GPC. E $8
AD-474. Cleveland, OH, 1931, F Int'l; Buckeye Incubator ad on back: man's portrait & testimonial for "Buckeye 46's"; striking black-on-blue background, w/orange strips at sides; on UX27 GPC. E $8
AD-475. Dayton, OH, [1962], partial PB meter; Dayton Daily News cc on 6.5x9.5" cvr w/encls.: 8) 8.5x5.5" photo reprints of 1913 flood. E $24
AD-476. Fremont, OH, 1893, G+ duplex; Fremont Opera House stockholders meeting notice on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-477. (Independence), OH, [2010], VF "Prsrtd Std/Postage Paid" w/illus.eagle on translucent #12 cvr w/Trinity Medical ad enc.w/large illus.artery cross-section showing thru. E $12 MIN.6
AD-478. Middletown, OH, 1936, G+ meter (toned around window) P.Lorillard Co., N.Y., N.Y., illus.ad (Indians smoking); full-color Old Gold cigarette illus.ad on back on #10 window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-479. Pigua, OH, 1901, G+ duplex (trim L; tears T & B) Hotel Maza illus.ad on cvr. E $14
AD-480. (Polk), OH, 1941, VG Int'l (bit cr) Spencer Fireworks Co.illus.ad on coupon adhered in message area on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-481. Cheyenne, OK, 1910, G+ duplex; Wm.W.Rakes, U.S. Commissioner fancy ad cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-482. Chickasha, OK, 1935, G+ Univ. (bit uneven slit upper R tip) "Field Implement & Tractor cc w/McCormick-Deering Farm Machines yellow logo on cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
AD-483. Oklahoma City, OK, 1924, VG Univ. (bit lite tone; edge tears R) Huckins Hotel illus.ad at L; 4 illus.hotels on back on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
AD-484. Oklahoma City, OK, 1925, VF Univ. (ruff R) Skirvin Hotel illus.ad on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $20
AD-485. Stillwater, OK, 1939, VG Univ.; Stillwater Ice Co.illus.ad cc (blue block of ice) on window cvr. E $8
AD-486. Tulsa, OK, 1925, F Univ. (upper R tip nib) Travelers Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-487. Tulsa, OK, 1928, G duplex; Mincks Hotel & Cafes illus.ad; 5c beacon air on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-488. Tulsa, OK, 1934, G duplex; "The Mayo" hotel illus.ad on air cvr w/red & blue stripes. E $15 MIN.8
AD-489. Ashland, OR, 1930, G+ Int'l (trim L) Hotel Ashland illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-491. Corvallis, OR, 1930, G+ Univ. (part ruff trim L) Hotel Benton illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-492. Grants Pass, OR, 1930, F Int'l (trim R; lower R tip nick) Redwoods Hotel ills.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-493. Klamath Falls, OR, 1911, partial duplex (lite tone; tear T; nick T) Baldwin Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-494. Klamath Falls, OR, 1931, G+ Int'l (trim R; upper R tip nick) Hotel Elk illus.ad; 5c globe air on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-495. Medford, OR, 1930, G Univ. (trim L) Hotel Holland illus.ad ("Gateway to Crater Lake") on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-496. Portland, OR, 1885, partial CDS/cork (trim R, well into 1 stamp; lite tone) Esmond Hotel illus.ad; pair 1c banknotes on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-497. Portland, OR, 1894, G+ duplex (dial hi: "ND" partly off; trim R; lite tone) Hotel Portland cc; 2c Colum. on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-498. Portland, OR, 1902, VF Int'l (ruff R; lite tone) "The Portland" hotel cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-499. Portland, OR, 1925, VF Univ. (lite tone) "The Portland" hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-500. Portland, OR, 1927, VF Univ. (lite tone) Multnomah Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-503. Portland, OR, 1932, F Univ.; "The Portland" hotel illus.ad; 3c Olympics on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-504. Portland, OR, 1948, G+ Univ.; Hotel Multnomah illus.ad cc; illus.mountain on back on air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-505. Roseburg, OR, 1925, G+ Int'l (lite tone; trim R) Hotel Umpqua illus.ad (small Indian head) on cvr w/Chinese characters at L, on back & enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-506. Salem, OR, ca.1940s, VG meter (lite tone) "Drive Oregon Highways, Travel Dept., Oreg.State Highway Comm'n" cc w/photo illus."Geyser at Lakeview" on #10 cvr. E $12
AD-507. Salem, OR, 1940, VF Int'l (lite gum tone) Hotel Marion illus.ad cc; 5 small illus.hotels on back on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-508. Salem, OR, 1946, VF Int'1; Jenks-White Seed Co.illus.ad (bucking bronco on Far-West Vetch bag) on cvr. E $20
AD-509. Ambler, PA, 1910, G+ Doremus (part lite tone) Keasbey & Mattison/Asbestos Century Shingles text ad at L on REAL PHOTO ad PPC: church w/asbestos shingles. E $14
AD-510. Bellevue, PA, 1946, VF Int'1; "Bill Beatty/The Magical Comedian/& Oscar" photo illus.ad (magician & RABBIT) on back of PC. E $16
AD-512. (Claysville), PA, 1904, canxed partial RPO duplex; Geo.B.Sprowls, Agricultural Implements ad cc on cvr w/illus.letterhead enc.(buggy). E $14
AD-514. Lancaster/Trans.Sta, PA, 1894, partial CDS/cork (trim R) Potts & Weber/Blacksmiths' Fan Blowers, Drill Presses illus.ad (drill) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-515. Manheim, PA, 1929, partial duplex (tiny tear T; crnr crs) Cameron B.Weitzel/Tinning, Heating & Plumbing illus ad (woman in nighttime, w/bathroom sink & mirror) 2c Edison on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-516. Mechanicsburg, PA, 1895, G duplex (dial hi; lite tone; trim R) Geo.S.Comstock/Founder Machinist & Maker of Farm Machinery ad cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-517. Middletown, PA, 1894, partial CDS/cork (town/month mostly not struck; lite tone) Raymond & Campbell Mfg./Susquehanna Iron Works illus.ad (furnace) 1c blue on unsealed cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-518. Norristown, PA, 1947, VG Univ. (edge tear T; crs) Freece-Larsen illus.logo ad (Betsy Ross & flag); 6c Prexy on #10 window cvr. E $8
AD-519. (Oxford), PA, 1870s, cork only (edge tear T) "Dr.J.H.McCullough/Dealer in Drugs.../Special Agt., Atlantic Mutual Life Insurance..." ad cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-520. Philadelphia, PA, ca.1868, G+ CDS/cork; S.R.Fisher & Co.oval h/s cc; 3c Sc.94 grill on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-521. Philadelphia, PA, ca.1893, partial mute oval; Land Chocolate Co.cc; 1c Colum.solo on unsealed cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-522. Philadelphia, PA, 1895, F Amer (tips cr) Pennsylvania Relief Fund/Knights of Pythias printed form on back on GPC. E $5
AD-523. Philadelphia, PA, 1906, VG Int'l (trim R) Supplee Hardware cc; Pennsylvania Lawn Mowers ad w/tiny illus.mower at B on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-524. Philadelphia, PA, 1990, F sprayer; Phillies cc on #10 cvr w/letterhead enc. & '91 ticket order form. E $12 MIN.6
AD-525. Pittsburgh, PA, 1894, VG Int'l (trim R to stamp; tiny tear R) Oliver Wire Co.cc w/2 illus.nails; overall illus.back ad (barbed wire; man strapping crates) on PSE. E $24 MIN.12
AD-526. Tyrone, PA, [1928], G+ permit/meter (nick T; tears T) Wilson Chemical Co.illus.ad (factory) & overall illus.back ad (bracelet watch) on 6.5x3.5" 2-panel folded ad flyer soliciting agents. E $12
AD-527. Providence, RI, 1940, F duplex (lite tone) Automobile Mutual Ins.Co.illus.ad cc (car; dividends list) 10c special del. on #10 window PSE. E $14
AD-528. Aberdeen, SD, 1901, VF duplex; R.L.Overholser Mfg.illus.ad (fancy towel bar?) on cvr. E $14
AD-529. Aberdeen, SD, 1912, G+ Time-Cmns (ruff R, just in stamp) "Commercial Club" photo illus.ad cc (bldg) on cvr. E $14
AD-530. (Aberdeen), SD, 1932, canxed Centerville, SD, G+ Colum.; Alonzo Ward Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-531. Aberdeen, SD, 1940, VG machine; Sherman Hotel photo illus.ad cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-532. Custer, SD, 1954, G+ Int'l (trim R; edge crs) Operation Buffalo/American Indian Mission, Inc., illus.cc (buffalo) 6c Prexie on #10 cvr. E $12
AD-533. Mitchell, SD, 1907, VF duplex; "Mitchell Greenhouses & Nursey/The Newburys, Proprietors" printed header on back, w/typed message; oval FAMILY PORTRAIT in address area on priv.mailing card. E $12
AD-534. Rapid City, SD, 1965, G+ Univ. (bit trim T) Pete Lien & Sons cc; overall illus.back ad: Mt.Rushmore, etc. (bit o/s) on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-535. Chattanooga, TN, 1912, F Int'l; Lookout Mountain War Museum printed "script" ad at L, signed by tourist on ad PPC. E $14
AD-536. Memphis, TN, 1969, G+ machine (bit trim T) "Sesquicentennial Memphis" full-color overall illus.back ad (explorers, soldiers, etc.) on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-538. Dallas, TX, (2014), printed permit; Shrine Circus illus.ad on #10 cvr w/enc.full-color
illust Photo; 10 free child passes; 10 free tickets (w/paid admission). E $15 MIN.8
AD-539. Marfa, TX, 1962, VF Univ. (bit trim T) Palace & Marfa Drive-In Theatres cc; large illust.area map on back on #10 window cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-540. Price, UT, 1940, F Univ. (part ruff slit upper R) Hotel Savoy illust ad; "When touring Pikes Peak Ocean to Ocean Highway... stop at the Savoy..." ad on flap on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-541. Salt Lake City, UT, 1899, G+ Pneumatic J2d5a (trim L; toned) "The Knutsford" hotel cc on cvr. E $20
AD-542. Salt Lake City, UT, 1906, G+ Barry (trim R) "The Kenyon" hotel illust.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-543. Salt Lake City, UT, 1906, G+ Barry; The New Wilson European Hotel illust.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-544. Salt Lake City, UT, 1919, G Univ. (trim L) Hotel Utah illust.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-545. Salt Lake City, UT, 1923, F Univ.; Hotel Utah illust.ad; 2x 1c booklet pair on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-546. Salt Lake City, UT, 1924, G+ DCDS as origin b/s (bit ruff slit T; lite tone) Park Utah Mining Co.cc; 6x 2c Harding +2x 10c Monroe on reg’d 2c #10 PSE. E $15 MIN.8
AD-547. Salt Lake City, UT, 1951, VG Univ.; Hotel Utah illust.ad on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-548. Salt Lake City/Guthrie Sta., UT, 1928, partial duplex; Hotel Utah illust.ad; 5c beacon air on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-549. Salt Lake City/Guthrie Sta., UT, 1929, partial duplex; Hotel Utah illust.ad; 5c beacon air on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-550. Salt Lake City/Guthrie Sta., UT, 1931, F Univ.; Hotel Utah illust.ad; 5c globe air on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-551. Bradford, VT, 1890, G+ CDS/cork (trim R) E.H.Allen/Photographic Artist/Albums, Frames ad cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-552. Burlington, VT, ca.1880, G+ CDS/cork (trim R, barely in stamp) Shepard, Davis & Co./Lumber double oval cc; 1c banknote on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-553. Burlington, VT, 1905, G+ Amer/B14; J.B.Poland, Electrical Contractor fancy boxed ad cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-554. Johnson, VT, 1917, G duplex; Vermont Mutual Fire Ins.19th Annual report & insured's assessment notice on vertical 3.5x6" 4-pg.illus.folded paper pamphlet, w/2c Wash.applied & mailed as such, w/addressee's name typed on front. VERY unusual. E $20
AD-555. Lower Waterford, VT, [1886], partial CDS/target; White Mountain Incubator Co.boxed ad cc; 1c banknote on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-556. Saint Johnsbury, VT, 1895, G+ duplex (trim R; lite tone) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-557. Saint Johnsbury, VT, 1897, VG duplex (trim R, just in stamp; lite tone) Witch Hazel Toilet Cream/Mfd.by Mrs.N.J.Brunette illust. (jar) on cvr. E $14
AD-558. Saxtons River, VT, 1902, VG duplex (trim R) "Glynns Herculean Tablets/Make Pure Blood" 37x49mm adhesive label ad cc w/shiny gold frame on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-559. Blacksburgh, VA, 1890, partial CDS/cork (lite tone) Virginia Agrl. & Mechanical College cc on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AD-560. Charlottesville, VA, [2002], printed permit (o/s by recd canx) Sweet Briar College "Thank You" message at L on PPC w/school's peel-off DECAL intact on pix side. E $15
AD-561. Clarksville, VA, 1945, G+ duplex (trim L) Hotel Grace return add.on back; simple map of highways to city on address side; soldier's ms "Free" frank on cvr. E $14
AD-562. Clifton Forge, VA, 1903, G+ duplex; Clifton Forge Marble Works illust.ad (monuments) 2c Sc.301 on cvr. E $14
AD-563. Drewryville, VA, 1904, VF duplex (edge tear R) T.P.Wynne/Gen'l Mdse/Mfr of Hand-Picked Virginia PEANUTS ad cc on cvr. E $14
AD-564. Farmville, VA, 1890, partial CDS/cork (bit lite tone) S.W.Paulett's Insurance illust.ad cc (business card & flowers) overall gray lined background on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-565. Fork Union, VA, 1892, G+ CDS/target (bit uneven trim T; no flap; tears T, 1 barely thru cc) "Fork Union Tobacco Works" cc w/large illust.FORK serving as 1st word; on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-566. Front Royal, VA, 1957, G+ Int'l; Skyline Caverns overall green photo illust.ad (entrance road) on back; 2c Jeff.coil on unsealed #10 cvr. E $20
AD-567. Hampton, VA, 1907, VG Int'l (tip cr) Augusta Hotel illust.photo ad at L (part o/s by recd canx) 1c Smith on PPC. E $12
AD-568. Harrisonburg, VA, 1896, partial CDS/cork (trim R) Yancey, Snell & Co.illust ad
(Worcester Salt bag) on cvr w/enc.illus.letterhead statement (bldg & wagons). E $14
AD-569. Lynchburg, VA, 1892, partial duplex (uneven toned) "Wanted!... Confederate Money, Stamps... Autographs, Relics.../John W.Crawford" h/s cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-570. Lynchburg, VA, 1903, G duplex (trim R, well into 1 stamp; lite tone) Cosby, Menefee & Co.Grocers illus.ad (Star Baking Powder can) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-571. Lynchburg, VA, 1919, VG Univ. (lite tone) Court St.M.E.Church South, Sunday School illus.ad (church) on cvr. E $14
AD-572. (Norfolk), VA, 1905, (indistinct origin canx) partial CDS/target (lite tone) J.W.Stebbins & Co.illus.ad (dog & fence) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-573. Richmond, VA, 1870s, G+ CDS/cork; Mutual Assurance Soc'y illus.ad: logo & overall light red lined background on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-574. Richmond, VA, 1897, VG Barry; Montague Mfg.Co./Lumber, Sash ad cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-575. Richmond, VA, 1901, F Barry (small sealed spindle T) "The Lexington" hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-576. Richmond, VA, 1903, F Int'l (bit lite tone) Wingo, Ellett & Crump Shoe Co.illus.logo cc; overall back ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.6
AD-577. Richmond, VA, 1904, F Int'l (edge tear R) Stern & Co.cc; Anvil Brand Split Ties illus.ad (arm w/hammer) on back on cvr. E $20
AD-578. Richmond, VA, 1918, F Int'l (trim R, just in back ad) Colonial Piano Corp.cc; Jesse French & Sons Pianos text ad at B; overall illus.back ad (pianos, factory); 1c Wash. on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-579. Roanoke, VA, 1895, VG Barnard (trim R) L.Heilman & Son, Saddlery Hardware & Leather Goods cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-580. Staunton, VA, 1921, VG Univ.; W.W.Timberlake/Confectioners, Fruits & Produce illus.ad (products) on cvr w/matching illus.letterhead statement. E $15 MIN.8
AD-581. Chewelah, WA, 1912, G duplex (state mostly not struck; trim R; upper R tip nib) Yale Hotel photo illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-582. Seattle, WA, 1903, G+ Int'l; Rainier Grand Hotel cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-583. Seattle, WA, 1904, G+ Int'l (lite tone) Rainier Grand Hotel fancy ad cc w/small illus.mountain on cvr. E $20MIN.10
AD-584. Seattle, WA, 1906, G+ Int'l; Hotel Seattle illus.ad (w/o flag on pole) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-585. Seattle, WA, 1906, G+ Int'l; Hotel Seattle illus.ad (w/flag on pole) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-586. Seattle, WA, 1913, VF PPIE slogan; Pacific Bottlers Supply Co.illus.ad cc (bottles) on oil window cvr. E $14
AD-588. Seattle, WA, 1961, G+ meter (bit edge wear; tip cr) Alaska Airlines cc; "Golden Nugget service" gold text ad on #10 air cvr w/enc."Talking Totem" illus.newsletter. E $20 MIN.10
AD-590. Seattle/Term.Sta., WA, 1918, G+ Int'l (trim R) Seattle Hardware Co.header; overall light gray illus.warehouse & factory on #10 window cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-591. Seattle/Term.Sta., WA, 1929, G+ Univ. (lite tone) Hotel Frye illus.ad; 2c Edison on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-592. Seattle/Term.Sta., WA, 1929, G Int'l (dial hi: "TEL, W" mostly off; lite tone) Moore Hotel cc; illus.ad on back on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-593. Spokane, WA, 1892, VG+ duplex (tiny tear T) "The Spokane" hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-594. Spokane, WA, 1912, G Int'l (bit ruff trim L in stamp to oval) Hotel Victoria illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-595. Spokane, WA, 1948, VG Univ.; Davenport Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-596. Walla Walla, WA, 1942, VG Int'l; Marcus Whitman Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-597. Charleston, WV, 1917, VG Int'l (o/s; lite tone; trim R; edge tears R) Hotel Kanawha illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-598. Clarksburg, WV, 1924, G+ Univ. (lite tone) "The Waldo" hotel illus.ad; 4c M.Wash. on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-599. Clarksburg, WV, 1947, VG Univ.; Stonewall Jackson Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-600. Logan, WV, 1950, G+ Univ.; Pioneer Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-601. (Mason City), WV, [1875], canxed Pomeroy, OH, partial CDS/target (lite soiled) Roots & Kilbreth, Prop’rs, Mason City Salt Furnace cc on cvr. E $6

AD-602. Wheeling, WV, ca.1885, G duplex (year partial; lite tone; lower R bit nibble) New McLure House cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AD-603. Wheeling, WV, 1896, F Barry (bit ruff trim R, just in stamp; lite tone) Chas.H.Berry Supply Co./Mill Supplies, etc., cc & text ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AD-604. Wheeling, WV, 1900, G+ Amer/B14(l) (bit ruff trim R) "The McClure" hotel fancy ad cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AD-605. Custer, WI, 1906, G CDS/cork (slight ruff slit T; bit lite soiled) J.M.Kluck Potatoes illus.ad (potato) on cvr. E $15

AD-606. Eau Claire, WI, 1925, F Int’l (lite tone) Hote Eau Claire illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AD-607. Fon du Lac, WI, 1926, VF Int’l (tears R) Hotel Retlaw illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AD-608. Fort Atkinson, WI, 1932, F Int’l; Hoard’s Dairyman illus.ad (office bldg) at L; illus.farm on back on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AD-609. Galesville, WI, ca.1889, G+ CDS/cork (bit ruff trim R) Riverside Hotel cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AD-610. Green Bay, WI, 1926, VF Univ. (trim R) Hotel Northland illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AD-611. Janesville, WI, 1950, G+ Int’l; Hotel Monterey illus.ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AD-612. (Kilbourn City), WI, ca.1885, canxed partial Chi & Lacross RPO/Day CDS w/"E" killer (bit ruff trim L; lite tone) "Tourist's Home" text ad, featuring "Bath Rooms" & "Free Carriage to & from Depot & Boat" on cvr. E $20

AD-613. Madison, WI, 1904, VF duplex (lite tone; edge tears T) Park Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $20

AD-614. Madison, WI, 1925, VF Univ. (lite tone; edge tear T; bit cr) Hotel Loraine large illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AD-615. Madison, WI, 1926, VG Univ. (lite tone) Hotel Loraine small illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8


AD-617. Milwaukee (variant: "MILWAUKIE"), WI, 1858, G+ CDS; Newhall House overall illus.back ad on cvr. E $40 MIN.20

AD-618. Milwaukee, WI, 1899, G+ duplex (part ruff trim R) Hotel Pfister illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AD-619. Milwaukee, WI, 1903, G+ duplex (part ruff trim R; lite tone) Schlitz Hotel & Palm Garden illus.ad (hotel & globe logo) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12

AD-620. Milwaukee, WI, 1904, G Int’l (2 strikes, overlap) Beals & Torrey Shoe Co.illus.ad (fancy woman's shoe) on PSE. E $15

AD-621. Milwaukee, WI, 1910, F Int’l (lite tone) Plankinton House ad cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AD-622. Milwaukee, WI, 1911, G+ Int’l; C.N.Caspar Book Emporium printed form on back w/illus.woman on globe on PC. E $5


AD-625. Milwaukee, WI, 1917, F duplex (edge tear R; stamps partly on hotel name) Hotel Pfister illus.ad; 6x 2c Wash. on special del.cvr. E $20

AD-626. Milwaukee, WI, 1926, G+ duplex (bit ruff trim R) Hotel Wisconsin illus.ad; 2c booklet pair on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AD-627. Milwaukee, WI, 1926, VG+ Univ. (bit nick upper R) Hotel Wisconsin illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AD-628. Milwaukee, WI, 1926, F Univ. (tear R) Hotel Wisconsin illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AD-629. Milwaukee, WI, 1930, F Univ.; Hotel Medford & Hotel Martin illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AD-630. Milwaukee, WI, 1940, F duplex (lite tone) Hotel Pfister logo cc on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AD-631. Milwaukee, WI, 1948, VG Univ electronics store printed ad on GPC. E $8


AD-633. Neenah, WI, 1888, partial CDS/cork (upper L crnr ruff, in ad; lite tone) Russell House illus.ad; 2c green on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AD-634. Sparta, WI, 1948, F Int’l (edge tear R; upper R nib) Rusteprufe Laboratories illus.ad cc (hunter w/rifle; bottle of Rusteprufe) on #10 window cvr. E $12
AD-635. Casper, WY, 1897, partial CDS/cork (ruff R in stamp to oval; lite tone) "Grand Central" hotel red illus.ad on cvr w/2-pg."Geo.D.Nicholson, Surgeon Dentist" letterhead enc. E $20

AD-636. Casper, WY, 1897, partial CDS/cork (trim R; tears R; edge cr; lite tone) "Grand Central" hotel blue illus.ad on cvr w/2-pg.matching (red) letterhead enc. E $30 MIN.15

AD-637. Casper, WY, 1937, VF Univ.; New Gladstone Hotel fancy ad cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AD-638. Cheyenne, WY, 1929, G duplex (lite tone) Plains Hotel illus.ad (Indian) 5c beacon on cvr w/red & blue stripes. E $15 MIN.8

AD-639. (Cheyenne), WY, 1937, canxed Taos, NM, G duplex (lite tone) Plains Hotel full-color illus.ad (Chief Little Shield) on #10 air cvr. E $14

AD-640. Fort Fred Steele, WY, 1903, G+ duplex (dial hi: "RED S" partly off; tear L; lite tone) Jens Hansen/Dealer in Wm.J.Lemp Brewing Co's St.Louis Draught & Bottled Beer cc; overall illus.back ad (Lemp Brewery) on cvr. E $30

AD-641. Laramie, WY, 1920, G+ Univ. (lite tone; edge tears T) Kuster Hotel photo illus.ad (name lined thru) on cvr w/Morgan, WY, return add. E $20 MIN.10

AD-642. (Rock Springs), WY, 1938, canxed Omaha & Ogden RPO/W.D. G+ duplex (lite tone; trim R) Park Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AD-643. Yellowstone Park, WY, 1924, F+ Univ. (lite tone) Yellowstone Park Hotel Co.cc w/ms "Canyon" Hotel below on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

ADVERTISING: PERFINS ON COVER

AD-644. "AMC" (reversed), Chicago, IL, 1910, VG Time-Cmns; Austin Mfg.Co.type (1c Frank.) private use on PPC. E $15

AD-645. "B & S/Co", St.Louis, MO, 1910, VG Int'l (lite cr) Buxton & Skinner Stationery form at L (1c Frank.) on ad PPC. E $55

AD-646. "BAP" (ty.B23), Philadelphia/Broad St.Sta., PA, 1910, VG Amer/B38 (bit trim R) Barber Asphalt Paving text ad at L (1c Frank.) on ad PPC. E $16


AD-648. "CDG/Co", St.Louis, MO, 1909, F Int'l (toned) private use of Carleton Dry Goods type (1c Frank.) on PPC. E $30

AD-649. "DD/NB" (inverted), Chicago/Stock Yards Sta., IL, 1910, G+ Time-Cmns (lite tone) Drovers Deposit Nat'l Bank printed form (1c Frank) on back of PC. E $20

AD-650. "DD/NB", Milwaukee, WI, 1912, VG Int'l; Drovers Deposit Nat'l Bank type (1c Wash.) private use on PPC. E $14

AD-651. "DR/Co" (ty.D97), San Francisco, CA, 1916, G+ Pan-Cal Expo slogan (lite tone) 1c Wash.; personal use of unattributed type on PPC. E $16


AD-653. "ED/Co", Boston/Hanover St.Sta., 1910, F Amer/B38 (bit light tone) Eugene Dietzgen Co.type (1c Frank.) private use on PPC. E $12

AD-654. "F/H/Co", Buffalo, NY, 1917, G+ Univ. (trim R) Foster-Milburn Co.cc (2c Wash.w/full perf; 1c Wash.w/partial) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AD-655. "FG" (ty.F78), Washington, DC, 1938, VF Int'l; Fruit Growers Express cc (3c Wash.) on #10 window cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AD-656. "FVS/McC", St.Paul, MN, 1909, F Int'l; Finch, Vanalyck & McConville type (1c Wash.) personal use on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

AD-657. "G(C(o))" (ty.G62), New York/Sta.E, NY, 1908, VG Int'l; Gorham Co.type (1c Sc.300) apparent private use on PPC. E $20

AD-658. "GA", Chicago, IL, 1915, VF Int'l (toned; crs; edge tears) German American Ins.Co.cc (bit faulty 2c Wash.) on #10 cvr. E $15

AD-659. "GAI/Co" (ty.G23A), New York/Wall St.Sta., NY, 1926, G+ DCDS as origin b/s (toned; tears T; bit trim T; crs) A.E.Burhans h/s cc; German Amer.Ins.type (20c bridge, reversed; 10c special del.) on reg'd cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AD-660. "HOYT" (inverted), Chicago, IL, 1913, F Int'l (toned; pen note R) W.M.Hoyt Co.Grocers cc (2c Wash.) on window cvr. E $20

AD-661. "HOYT", Chicago, IL, 1914, F Int'l (lite tone; pen note R) W.M.Hoyt Co.Grocers illus.ad cc: bldg (2c Wash.) on window cvr. E $20
AD-662. "HOYT", Chicago, IL, 1916, F Int'l (o/s; pen note R) W.M.Hoyt Co.Grocers illus.ad cc: bldg; overall illus.back ad: products (2c Wash.) on window cvr. E $20
AD-663. "HPC", South St.Joseph, MO, 1914, G+ duplex (edge tear R) private use of Armour & Co.type (1c Wash.) on PPC. E $8
AD-664. "I" (ty.1.5, sideways), Rock Island, IL, 1990, VG machine; Illinois Dept.of Revenue cc (25c flag) on #10 window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-665. "I" (ty.1.5, sideways), Rock Island, IL, 1991, VG machine; Illinois Att'y Gen'l/Regional Office cc (29c flags) on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-666. "J & L" (ty.J179; inverted), Bellevue, PA, 1911, G+ duplex (lite tone) Jones & Laughlin Steel Co.type (1c Frank.) private use on PPC. E $8
AD-667. "JF/D" (ty.J48), Georgiaville, RI, 1911, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi) 1c Frank.; private use of unknown Wilmington, DE, type on PPC. E $16
AD-668. "JIC", Racine, WI, 1918, partial duplex (ruff R, well into 1 stamp; lite tone) J.I.Case illus.ad: hand holding steel plow (bit faulty lc Wash.w/perfin; strip 4x 3c Wash.coils w/o perfins, 1 very faulty) on special del cvr. E $20 MIN.10
AD-669. "KCS", Kansas City, MO, 1912, VG Int'l (lite tone) private use of K.C.Southern type (1c Frank.) on PPC. E $6
AD-670. "LT &TC", Church St.Anx., NY, 1938, VF Int'l; short red line thru "Lawyers Title & Guaranty Co., Brooklyn" printed cc; "Lawyers Real Estate Servicing Corp., NY, NY" h/s cc below; 1c Frank. on 2c window PSE. E $20
AD-671. "McP", Kansas City, MO, 1909, VG Int'l (o/s) McPike Drug Co.type (1c Frank.) private use on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-674. "MOR/RIS" (ty.M195), Kansas City, MO, 1915, F Univ. (lite tone; pen note R) Morris & Co.cc; illus.back ad: ham (2c Wash.) on window cvr. E $16
AD-675. "MOR/RIS" (ty.M195; reversed), Kansas City, MO, 1923, F Univ. (o/s; lite tone; pen note R; edge tear R) Morris & Co.cc; illus.back ad: ham (2c Wash.) on window cvr. E $16
AD-676. "NG.7", Medford, OR, 1938, G+ Univ.; Gates Rubber Co.type (3c Wash.) private use on cvr. E $20
AD-677. "NJ" (reversed), South Jersey, NJ, 1995, G+ machine; "NJ State Park Service, Region I Office; Egg Harbor City, NJ" cc (32c flag) UNLISTED type on #10 cvr. E $20
AD-678. "OKH", Memphis, TN, 1910, G+ Int'l; O.K.Houck Piano Co.logo & printed "script" ad at L (1c Frank.); 25-line poem ("Memphis, Tenn.") on pix side of thick ad PPC. E $40
AD-679. "PDR" (ty.P63), Harrisburg, PA, 1940, VG DCDS as origin b/s (toned; taped T edge, partly on stamps) Bureau of Liquid Fuels, Penna.Dept.of Revenue cc (20c +1c Prexies) on #10 reg'd cvr. E $20 MIN.10
AD-681. "RIN", St.Louis, MO, 1913, VF Int'l; Ringen Stove Co.receipt at L (1c Wash.) on ad PPC (Quick Meal range). E $20
AD-682. "SG" (ty.S128), Oil City, PA, 1921, VG Int'l (ruff R) D.L.Thomas, Agt., cc (2c Wash.offset) on oil window cvr w/enc.South West Penna.Pipe Lines statement. Unattributed in catalog. E $50 MIN.26
AD-683. "SHD" (ty.S141), Bloomfield, NM, 1995, G machine; NJ State Highway Dept.type (40c World Cup) private use on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-684. "T & O/C" ("C" partly off B edge), Pleasantville, OH, 1913, partial duplex; Toledo & Ohio Central Rwy type (1c Wash.) private use on PPC. E $20
AD-685. "T-S" (ty.T89.8), Hudson TermSta., NY, 1912, F Int'l (toned; upper R tip nib) Thompson-Starrett printed form on back (1c Wash.) on PPC. E $24
AD-687. "U(PC)", Chicago, IL, 1913, VG Int'l; private use of Universal Portland Cement Co.type (1c Wash.) on PPC. E $12
AD-688. "UNIV/SOC" (ty.U49), Grand Cent.Sta., NY, 1929, VG Int'l (lite tone) University Soc'y cc (2c Wash.) on window cvr w RELATED enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-689. "W" (ty.W7F), Cleveland, OH, 1933, F Int’l; Amer.Steel & Wire Co.cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-690. "W" (ty.W4; sideways; 1 full impression & parts of 3 others), Tyrone, PA, 1936, F Univ.; Wilson Chemical Co.cc (3c Michigan commen) on cvr. E $16
AD-691. "W/EM", Burlington, IA, 1914, VG Univ.; Westinghouse type (2c Wash.) private use on PPC. E $6
AD-692. "W/EM", East Pittsburgh, PA, ca.1913, partial mute oval; Westinghouse Club cc (1c Wash.) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-693. "W/MA", Rock Island, IL, 1909, G+ duplex (o/s; lite tone; crs) Modern Woodmen receipt at L (1c Frank.) on ad PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-694. "W/MA", Rock Island, IL, 1911, G+ Time-Cms (tip cr) Modern Woodmen form at L (1c Frank.) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

AIR MAIL / FLIGHTS (AAMC 5th Edition)

AM-1. AAMC Army Emergency Flight 4-E: Los Angeles/Arcade Anx, CA, 1934 (Feb 19), VG duplex on 8c air PSE Sc.UC7. E $20
AM-2. AAMC CAM #3S9: Ponca City, OK, [1927] (Apr 4), G+ mute double oval (part lite tone) CAM 3/1:30 PM purple cachet on air cvr. E $14
AM-3. AAMC Canada Flight 505e: Red Lake, ON, Canada, 1928 (Jan 25), VG split-ring CDS; "Western Canada Airways Ltd/date/Red Lake, Ont." blue h/s at L on cvr to A.C.Roessler, East Orange, NJ. E $100
AM-4. AAMC Catapult Flight # 2: Varick St.Sta., NY, 1929 (Jul 26), VG+ Int’l; "Katapultflug vom D.Bremen" boxed h/s (Aug 2); 20c map air on air cvr to England. E $15 MIN.8
AM-5. AAMC Catapult Flight # 2: Varick St.Sta., NY, 1929 (Jul 26), VG Int’l; "Katapultflug vom D.Bremen" boxed h/s (Aug 2; partly obscured on Ship to Shore cachet) 20c +pair 4c M.Washington on air cvr to Sweden. E $15 MIN.8
AM-6. AAMC Catapult Flight # 2: Varick St.Sta., NY, 1929 (Jul 26), G Int’l; "Katapultflug vom D.Bremen" boxed h/s (Aug 2) 15c map air +5c T.Roosevelt on air cvr to Germany w/Berlin VF DCDS as transit. E $15 MIN.8
AM-7. AAMC FAM 22-9e: Lagos, Nigeria, 1941 (Dec 14), VG machine; 2/6 Sc.63c on cvr to Toledo, OH, w/San Juan, PR, VG Univ.(Dec 17) as transit b/s. E $20
AM-8. AAMC Interrupted Flight #26.3: Elko, NV, 1926 (Apr 6), VG duplex; CAM 5 cachet on air cvr w/"Pilot/Franklin Rose" autograph. E $15 MIN.8
AM-9. AAMC Interrupted Flight #29. 6: Daytona Beach, FL, 1929 (Mar 1), VG Univ. (B edge wear & bit ruff from water damage) CAM 25 pictorial h/s cachet at L; 5c beacon air on cvr. Plane plunged into river on takeoff. E $24 MIN.12
AM-10. AAMC Interrupted Flight #30. 2: Los Angeles/Air Mail, CA, 1930 (Jan 10), G+ Univ. (crs; part ruff slit upper L) "Delay due to wrecked mail plane/January 10, 1930." magenta h/s; 5c T.Roosevelt on #10 cvr. Plane crashed into mountain at Cedar City, UT. E $50 MIN.26
AM-11. AAMC Lindberghiana #218: Havana, Cuba, 1928 (Feb 8), F Int’l (lite tone) Lindbergh & plane blue cachet; 5c overprint on cvr to U.S. E $14
AM-12. AAMC Newfoundland #25: St.Johns, Newfoundland, 1931 (May 24), VG Int’l; 15c air on cvr w/Burin North G+ boxed h/s as b/s. E $50
AM-13. AAMC Trans-Oceanic Record Flight #1230: San Francisco, CA, 1935 (Apr 16), VG Int’l on air cvr w/Honolulu, HI, tying 6c as return postage; San Francisco, CA, duplex tying fwd postage. E $24
AM-14. AAMC Trans-Oceanic Record Flight #1230a: Honolulu, HI, 1935 (Apr 22), F Int’l on air cvr w/San Francisco, CA, duplex tying 3c as fwd. E $20
AM-15. AAMC Trans-Oceanic Record Flight #1276: Aircraft Base Force/U.S.Fleet, 1937 (Jan 28), VF 3-bar w/"San Diego/Calif." in bars; "1st Flight/San Diego to Pearl Harbor" boxed h/s cachet on air PSE. E $24
AM-16. AAMC U.S.Gov’t Flight #104d: Air Mail Service Bost. N.Y./First Trip, NY, 1918 (Jun 3), G+ 4-bar (orig.stamp neatly replaced w/faulty 24c air; lite crs; lite tone) on air/special del.cvr. E $65
AM-17. AAMC U.S.Gov’t Flight #131: Aeroplane Station No.1./St.Louis, Mo., Aviation Field, MO, 1920 (Aug 16), G+ 4-bar (day spotty; o/w about VF; bit o/s; lite tone) "Via 1st Aeroplane Post/St.Louis to Chicago" typed below cc; 2c Wash.coil w/St.Louis G+ Univ."Join the Navy" slogan #1, dated AUG 12; on cvr to Chicago. E $40
AM-18. AAMC U.S.Gov’t Flight #131: Aeroplane Station No.1./St.Louis, Mo., Aviation Field, MO,
1920 (Aug 16), G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi) ms "Via Aero Mail Route 1st Trip to Chicago" at lower L; St.Louis Comm'n Co.logo ad cc; 2x 1c Wash. on cvr to Providence, RI. E $40
AM-19. AAMC U.S.Gov't Flight #155: Aeroplane Station/State/Fair Grounds/Springfield, IL, 1922 (Sep 23), G+ CDS at L of stamp; o/s by Springfield VG Univ.as canx; Pure Ice & Cold Storage Co.cc; 2c Wash. on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
AM-20. AAMC U.S.Gov't Flight #155: Aeroplane Station/State/Fair Grounds/Springfield, IL, 1922 (Sep 23), G+ CDS (toned) "Via Aeroplane Mail./First Trip/Springfield, Ill.to Chicago, Ill." magenta h/s; Pure Ice & Cold Storage Co.cc; 2c Seward on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
AM-21. AAMC U.S.Gov't Flight #166: New York/Sta.P, NY, 1924 (Jun 30), VG+ duplex w/New York/GPO F duplex (Jul 1) as transit; "1st Trip... Trans-continental..." boxed cachet; 2x 10c + 2x 2c on commer cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AM-22. AAMC U.S.Gov't Flight #176: New York/City Hall Sta., NY, 1925 (Jul 1), VG duplex (edge tear R) "Air Mail/Overnight Flight/New York to Chicago" h/s; pair 5c Norse on cvr. E $24
AM-23. AAMC U.S.Gov't Flight #176: New York/City Hall Sta., NY, 1925 (Jul 1), G+ duplex; "Air Mail/First Overnight Flight/New York to Chicago" h/s; 10c Monroe on cvr. E $24
AM-24. AAMC U.S.Gov't Flight #176: New York/GPO, NY, 1925 (Jul 1), F duplex (lite tone) "Air Mail/First Overnight Flight/New York to Chicago" h/s; pair 5c Roosevelt on cvr. E $20
AM-25. AAMC U.S.Gov't Flight #176: Philadelphia/Kensington Sta., PA, 1925 (Jul 1), partial duplex; 5x 2c Norse (single +block/4) on cvr w/partial Chicago 4-bar as b/s. E $20
AM-26. AAMC U.S.Gov't Flight #176: Philadelphia/Kensington Sta., PA, 1925 (Jul 1), G+ duplex; pair 5c Norse on cvr w/partial Chicago 4-bar as b/s. E $24
AM-27. AAMC U.S.Gov't Flight #176 a: Air Mail Field, Bellefonte, PA, 1925 (Jul 1), VG 4-bar; "Air Mail/First Overnight Flight/New York to Chicago" h/s; 8c Sc.C4 +2c Norse on cvr. E $50
AM-28. AAMC U.S.Gov't Flight #176 c: Air Mail Field, Cleveland, OH, 1925 (Jul 2; 2 AM), VG 4-bar; 8c Sc.C4 +2c Norse on cvr. E $24
AM-29. AAMC U.S.Gov't Flight #176(var): New York/Mad.Sq.Sta., NY, 1925 (Jul 2), VG duplex (lite crs) "Air Mail/Overnight Flight/New York to Chicago" h/s w/"First" EXCISED from 2nd line; 8c air Sc.C4 +2c +1c on 1c PSE. 2nd day of service. E $20
AM-30. AAMC U.S.Souvenir Historical Flight #567b: Philadelphia/Middle City Sta., PA, 1926 (Dec 3), VG Int'l; Cobham 1st U.S.Overland Flight TCDS cachet; printed cachet at L on PSE to Worden; REMAILED (on back) at Washington, DC, on same day. E $20
AM-31. AAMC Zeppelin Post #Z-505: Air Mail Service/New York, 1925 (Apr 15), VG RED 4-bar (dial bit hi; bit lite tone) on cvr to Warwick, Bermuda. E $24
AM-32. AAMC Zeppelin Post #Z-510: Lakehurst, NY, 1932, G Int'l (town obscured on label) USS Akron pictorial h/s cachet at L; text h/s on back; 5c globe air on cvr. E $20
AM-33. Sydney, Australia, 1954 (Dec 17), VG slogan machine (ruff T, in stamps; lite tone) "Salvaged Mail/Aircraft Crash/Prestwick 25-12-54" purple boxed h/s (bit stutter) on air cvr to U.S.w/enc. E $40 MIN.20
AM-34. Santiago, Chile, 1945, G DCDS (part ruff T; tears T; crs; lite tone; flap mostly off) "Notice/With Postage Paid at Rate of 8 cents..." this Letter is entitle to Dispatch via Air Mail or Train whichever provides Quickest Service printed at lower L; censor tape L; Dalton Friendies, Warsaw, IN, cc; 4 Chile stamps on #10 cvr w/airmail border to N.Y.City. E $15 MIN.8
AM-35. International Airport, FL, 1951, G+ duplex w/"3" killer on commer.air PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AM-36. Kennedy Space Center, FL, 1969 (Nov 14), VF machine; Apollo 12 Launch cachet; 10c Man on Moon air on unadd.cvr. E $14
AM-37. Louisville, GA, 1938 (May 19), VG duplex; "Nat'l Air Mail Week/Original Slave Market in Georgia's First Capitol" large pictorial h/s on air cvr. E $15
AM-38. Liverpool, Great Britain, 1934 (Dec 1), VG machine; Hillman's Airways/1 Airmail illus.cachet on cvr to Belfast. E $12 MIN.6
AM-39. London, Great Britain, 1938 (Nov 22), G+ meter (toned; edge wear; crs) "Received in Damaged Condition/Ex Flying Boat Calpurnia." h/s vertically at R; 2nd strike (less complete) at T on cvr to New Zealand. E $150 MIN.75
AM-40. London, Great Britain, [1954], (no origin canx) (ruff L, T & R) "Salvaged Mail/Aircraft Crash/Prestwick 25-12-54" purple boxed h/s; "On Her Britannic Majesty's Service" header on 5x10" reg'd cvr to U.S. E $40 MIN.20
AM-41. Weybridge, Great Britain, 1954 (Dec 22), G+ machine (edge faults) "Salvaged Mail/Aircraft Crash/Prestwick 25-12-54" purple boxed h/s (part spotty) on air cvr to U.S. E $30 MIN.15
AM-42. Indianapolis/A.M.F., IN, 1949, G+ duplex on commer.air PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AM-43. West Liberty, IA, 1938, VG Univ. (lite tone) W.Liberty State Bank cc; Nat'l Air Mail Week pictorial h/s (covered wagon) on 3c PSE. Non-air use. E $15 MIN.8
AM-44. Camp Campbell, KY, 1950 (Jun 5), F Int'l; Paramail Experiment cachet (parachutist) on air PSE. E $15 MIN.8
AM-45. Boston, MA, 1957, partial machine tying 19x63mm "Air Mail/American Airlines" pictorial logo label; pair 2c Prexies on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AM-46. Saginaw, MI, 1929 (May 21), G+ DCDS as rec'd b/s (part lite tone) "2nd Anniv./Lindbergh Day" blue pictorial h/s; portrait cachet; 15c Liberty + faulty 5c beacon air on reg'd cvr to Canada. E $15
AM-47. Saginaw, MI, 1929 (May 21), G+ DCDS as rec'd b/s (bit lite tone) "2nd Anniv./Lindbergh Day" purple pictorial h/s; portrait cachet; 15c Liberty + 5c beacon air on reg'd cvr to Canada. E $16
AM-48. Minneapolis/Air Mail, MN, 1936, F duplex (lite tone; tear R) "This envelope approved by U.S.Post Office Dept.for Air Mail Only. Use for other purposes not permitted." printed on back of #10 cvr w/air mail border. E $15 MIN.8
AM-49. Minneapolis/Air Mail, MN, 1940, G+ duplex (lite gum tone) 2x 3c defense on #10 air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AM-50. Saint Louis, MO, 1937, VG Int'l (scuff spot by add.) "Int'l Aerobatic Competition" pictorial h/s cachet in message area on PPC mailed during event. E $15
AM-51. 's Gravenhage, Netherlands, 1954 (Sep 3), G DCDS (cvs; edge wear; cvs; brown tape repair on back; 2 tone squares where stamp corner torn off & reattached w/tape; AS IS for that) "Salvaged From K.L.M.Crash at Shannon" h/s on cvr to U.S. Plane crashed into Shannon River less than a minute after takeoff. E $75 MIN.38
AM-52. Newark, NJ, 1928, G+ duplex; "Returned to Writer/Directory Section/Chicago/Post Office" large pointing hand h/s on "Over-nite Air Mail" cvr to aviator Floyd Bennett, c/o Polar Airplane; returned to sender, A.C.Roessler. E $24
AM-53. Syracuse, NY, 1929 (Aug 28), VG duplex; "Philadelphia-Cleveland/Syracuse/Air Races" h/s cachet on air PSE. E $14
AM-54. Raleigh, NC, 1946, G+ Univ. (lite tone) 10c transport air on Pan Am World Airways System test cvr to El Salvador; 8c +14c applied & remailed to sender. E $8
AM-55. Air Mail Field, Bryan, OH, 1925, G+ 4-bar (BRY-1); 8c (Sc.4) on cvr. E $20
AM-56. Buffalo, OK, 1938 (May 19), VG Int'l; pictorial h/s (buffalo) at L on air cvr to Okla.City. E $14
AM-57. Montevideo, Uruguay, 1938 (Mar 19), G+ DCDS (burned upper R; water toned) "Correspondance Avion/retardee et deterieres/par suite de l'accident aerien/survenu le..." & separate "23 Mars 1938" blue h/s on cvr to England. Plane crashed in Pyrenees mountains at Corsavy, France. All 5 passengers & 3 crew were killed. E $300 MIN.150
AM-58. Chester, VA, 1938, G+ duplex (bit stutter; toned); Truby Motor Co./Chrysler-Plymouth cc; 1c Frank.; Nat'l Air Mail Week pictorial h/s at L; SCARCE use on commer.cvr to local address. E $20
AM-59. Ripon, WI, 1938, VF Univ.; "Air Mail/Nat'l Air Mail Week/Speed Queen Washers" 38x57mm label w/illius.logo, "tied" by PM's signature on air cvr. E $20
AM-60. Lot 10: 9) cvrs; 1) 3.5x6" file card, all w/NASA personnel autographs (inc.astronauts Michael Coats, Brewster Shaw, maybe more?), 1984-92, approx.50 autographs, inc.some duplication. MIN.$90
AM-61. Lot 770) airmail (nearly all cvrs; some cards) mostly U.S.; some foreign; CAM's, FAM's & other events; various franks, 1927-78, (varied condition, mostly VF) LOW minimum bid for this. MIN.$200

AUXILIARY

AX-1. New York/Gd.Cent.Sta., NY, 1958, VG Int'l (cvs; tiny tear T) ".04c Due Mr. Green/Thank You" ms pen note applied at Oakland, CA; pair 2c dues tied by mute oval on #10 cvr mailed w/o stamp. E $20
AX-2. (Indistinct origin), 1918, partial duplex (cvs) "15th Reg" crude h/s as fwd instruction on PPC to Co F 6 Reg., Camp Perry, Great Lakes, IL, & fwd. E $20
AX-3. Phoenix, AZ, 1964, G+ machine (dial bit hi) "1st class contains writing" & "T 36 Ctms" & "Postage Due__Cents" h/s; 5c Wash.coil on cvr to Korea. E $15 MIN.8
AX-4. San Francisco, CA, 1966, G+ machine; "A form is available at the post office for notifying your correspondents and publishers of your correct address." 3-line h/s applied at Oakland, CA, on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AX-5. Boonville, MO, 1944 (Jul 23), F Int'l (stamp gone) "Abandoned Mail Found In Area Formerly Occupied By 83rd Inf.Div." boxed h/s on pix side, w/wide gap in "FORMER LY" where letters apparently excised; "Returned to Writer/Returning to U.S..." pointing hand h/s (spotty) on add.side; on PPC w/APO 757 VF 4-bar as fwd, dated 5/14/46-nearly TWO YEARS after mailed. E $120 MIN.60

AX-6. (Indistinct town), NE, 1918, partial duplex (toned) "Address all mail to Company and Regiment" h/s on PPC to 335 Field Artillery, Bat C, AR. E $15

AX-7. Westchester, NY, 1994, VG machine; "Address Researched & Corrected/By U.S.Postal Service,/Rock Island, IL/P & D Facility" h/s; Mekeel's Stamp News full-color illus.ad on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AX-8. Atlantic City, NJ, 1951, G Int'l (trim L) "Addressee Rotated Left/No Forwarding Address" h/s (lower line partly off B edge) applied at FPO San Francisco on cvr to Marine. E $15 MIN.8


AX-10. Harding, MA, 1908, G duplex; "Advertised/date/Rockland, Me." h/s on PPC. E $14

AX-11. (Washington, PA), ca.1970s?, (no origin canx; heavy cr) "Appears to be pd." ms in upper R crnr on PC. E $14

AX-12. Philadelphia, PA, 1952, F Int'l; "Armed Forces Day/Third Saturday in May" 37x77mm double-box h/s; Phila.Naval Shipyard/Naval Base Sta.cc on 4x9" penalty cvr. E $20

AX-13. Carmichael, PA, 1908, G duplex (lite tone) "Atlantic City,N.J./Gen'l Delivery Div'n/date" h/s on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

AX-14. Los Angeles, CA, 1988, G+ machine; Kansas City, MO, "Attempted/Not Known/Return to Sender" slogan machine w/dateless dial at lower L on PC. E $15 MIN.8

AX-15. Darien, WI, 1917, VG duplex (toned) "Back the Boys in the Trenches..." BOXED h/s (part spotty; part o/s) on PPC to Delavan, WI. SCARCE type. E $20 MIN.10

AX-16. Ringling, MT, 1917, G 4-bar (state not struck; wide scuff R edge, partly in add.) "Back the Boys..." h/s on PPC to Galva, IL. E $12 MIN.6

AX-17. LARose, IL, 1917 (Oct 24), VG 4-bar; "Back the Boys..." h/s (few letters not struck; end letters off R) on PPC to Cazenovia, IL. Late use for '17. E $12 MIN.6

AX-18. (Indistinct town), CA, 1918 (Apr 18), partial duplex (ruff L; ink spot B edge) "Back the Boys..." h/s (LKU; part spotty) on #10 cvr to Colton, CA. RARE 1918 use, latest known. Also listed in "Military" section. E $40

AX-19. New Haven/Highwood Br., CT, 1917, G+ duplex (dial hi: "VEN" partly off) "Back the Boys..." h/s (most of top line weak) applied at Bridgeport, CT, on cvr. E $6

AX-20. Owensville, IN, 1917, VG Colum.(lite tone) "Back the Boys..." h/s (top 2 lines partial) on PPC to Frankfort, IN. E $8

AX-21. Luverne, MN, 1917, G+ duplex (lower R crnr nib) "Back the Boys..." h/s applied at Battle Creek, IA, on 3x.6.25" cvr. E $8

AX-22. (Indistinct origin), 1917, partial duplex (tip crs) "Back the Boys..." h/s applied at Emporia, KS, on PPC. E $6

AX-23. Cherry Valley, NY, 1917, G+ duplex (part uneven slit T) "Back the Boys..." h/s applied at Fort Plain, NY, on 2.75x6.25" cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AX-24. Sidney, MT, 1917, G+ duplex (lite tone) "Back the Boys..." h/s applied at Independence, MO, on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

AX-25. Wrightstown, NJ, 1917, G+ 4-bar; "Back the Boys..." h/s applied at Johnson City, NY, on PPC. E $6

AX-26. Janesville, WI, 1917, F Colum. (part uneven slit T) "Back the Boys..." h/s applied at Kenwood, MO, on cvr. E $8

AX-27. Jacksonville/Trans.Clk, FL, 1917, VG duplex (crnr cr) "Back the Boys..." h/s applied at Wilton Jct., IA, on PPC. E $8

AX-28. Royal Gorge, CO, 1969, G+ 4-bar (near VG) "Bottom of The Royal Gorge" private h/s as "origin" at B on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

AX-29. El Reno, OK, 1909, VG duplex (dial bit hi; o/s) "Bowden/The Drug Man/Morgan Park, Ill." 67x28mm double-diamond private h/s (inverted strike) tying stamp, inexplicably applied on PPC
to Morgan Park. E $20 MIN.10
AX-31. "By Safe Hand" as only h/s marking (bit spotty); "Certified wholly official." typed on flap, by printed British seal, signed by sender; ca.1960s? (tears T & in flap) on "Air Mail." cvr to G.E. Cummings, 1025 Vermont Ave NW Washington, DC (current address for Jewish Telegraphic Agency). E $20
AX-32. Jeannette, PA, 1908, F Int’l (lite crs) "Called 8 A.M." h/s applied at Greensburg, PA on PPC. E $20
AX-33. Waynesboro, PA, 1914, VG Amer/B14 (lite tone) "Called Out", "Not No.11" & "Not for R.F.D.,No.27" h/s, applied at Hagerstown, MD, on PPC. E $16
AX-34. Brooklyn/Sta.D, NY, 1911, G+ Int’l (lite tone) "Card Directory No.20" h/s applied at Springfield, MA, on PPC. E $14
AX-35. Excelsior Springs, MO, 1918, G+ duplex (lite tone; trim L) "Carrier No.3." h/s applied at Independence, MO, on cvr w/enc. E $8
AX-36. Baltimore, MD, 1913, VG Int’l; "Change Noted" (re.sender's change of address) & "Vol.10 Sent" private h/s applied by Testimony Publishing Co, Chicago; on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AX-37. Lot 11) cvrs to British Broadcasting Corp., London, Great Britain, 2001-2, all w/"Checked" h/s, indicating incoming mail checked for ANTHRAX; 7 diff.types; from Algeria, France, Egypt, Spain, Germany & 6) England; some w/ruff edges or long tears. MIN.$38
AX-38. Decatur, MI, 1911, G duplex; "City 1...5/Rural 1...8" h/s w/15 route #'s, most w/pencil lines thru on PPC to Dowagiac, MI. E $14
AX-39. (Indistinct origin), ca.1912, partial 4-bar (lite tone) "City-1...5/R.F.D.-1...8" w/some #’s lined thru on PPC to Seymour, IN. E $12 MIN.6
AX-40. San Francisco, CA, 1933, G+ Int’l & duplex (bit ruff T) "Closed Left Notice." h/s & carrier’s initials applied at Sacramento, CA; 8c air + 10c special del.+ 3c Expo on air special del.cvr to Bureau of Plant Pathology. E $20
AX-41. Ventura, CA, 1937, G duplex; "Closed-Left Notice" h/s on air/special del.cvr to Sacramento, CA. E $20
AX-42. Tampa, FL, 1920, VF Univ.; "Courtesy of the Tourist Information Bureau/of the Tampa (Fla.) Board of Trade" private magenta h/s, struck vertically in center on PPC. E $14
AX-43. Waterbury, CT, 1994, G 4-bar (ruff B tape repaired) "Damaged by Automatic Machinery in the Postal Service" h/s (part heavy inked) on #10 cvr w/thick enc., all in plastic "body bag". E $15 MIN.8
AX-44. St.Paul, MN, 1936, F Univ. (brown paper tape repair; edge tear T; back tears) "Damaged by canceling machine" h/s; 6c Garfield on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-45. (Origin unknown), ca.1909, (upper R crnr gone, removing stamp; tears; crs; toned) "Damaged by Canceling Machine/M.S." h/s on PPC to Truman, MN. E $20
AX-46. Newark, NJ, 1949, G Univ. (3.25" tear R, repaired w/brown paper tape on back) "Damaged by Canceling Machine" h/s on back of UX27 GPC, w/Fresno/Barton Sta., CA, VF duplex, apparently filling request. E $15 MIN.8
AX-47. (Origin unknown), ca.1940, partial machine canx (tears; crs; ruff T & L) "Damaged by Canceling Machine" h/s tying brown paper repair tape, at L & on back of cvr. E $20
AX-48. Los Angeles, CA, 1947, G Univ. (long tear T repaired w/brown paper tape INSIDE; flap resealed w/brown tape) "Damaged by cancelling machine/Los Angeles" h/s on #10 cvr. E $20
AX-49. Northwest AR, 2002, G machine; official seal applied by sender, wrapped around T edge & "tied" by his own "Damaged By Surly Clerk" h/s on back of cvr. Interesting commentary. E $12 MIN.6
AX-50. New Castle, PA, 1995, partial DCDS (taped tear T) "Damaged in Handling in the Postal Service" h/s on cvr to Rock Island, IL. E $5
AX-51. Grand Rapids, MI, 1999, G+ machine (tape repaired tears; crs; bit soiled) "Damaged in Handling in the Postal Service" h/s (x2) on #10 cvr to Rock Island, IL, w/accompanying plastic "body bag". E $8
AX-52. Santa Ana, CA, 1989, G DCDS (upper L crnr ruff into cc, repaired w/tape) "Damaged in Handling in the Postal Service. Please Accept Our Apology" h/s on #10 window PSE. E $15 MIN.8
AX-53. Santa Ana/Main Office, CA, 1987, G DCDS/roller (tape repaired tears; crs) "Damaged in Handling in the Postal Service. Please Accept Our Apology." h/s on 3.5x8.5" 4-panel folded flyer to Las Cruces, NM. E $15 MIN.8
AX-54. Peoria, IL, 1997, VG meter (tear L; dial hi) "Damaged in Handling in the Postal Service/Please Accept Our Apology" h/s on #10 window cvr. E $6
AX-55. Austin, TX, 1994, G 4-bar (tape repaired ruff L, into return add.) "Damaged in Handling USPS/Please Accept Our Apology/Austin TX 78710-9998" h/s on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-56. Portland, ME, 1997, G machine (tears T; tape repair on back) "Damaged in Handling/In the Postal Service" h/s on cvr. E $6
AX-57. Long Beach, CA, 1980s, G+ DCDS (large piece of lower R crnr gone; repaired w/tear; crs) "Damaged in Handling/In the Postal Service/Please Accept Our Apology" h/s on #10 cvr to San Francisco. E $15 MIN.8
AX-59. Phoenix, AZ, 1987, G DCDS (L crnr crs; tape repair on back) "Damaged in Handling/Please Accept Our Apologies/U.S.Postal Service" h/s on #10 cvr to Lake Oswego, OR. E $12 MIN.6
AX-60. Fort Worth, TX, 1991, F duplex (tape repaired tear; crs) "Damaged in Handling/Please accept our apologies/U.S.Postal Service/Ft Worth TX 76161" h/s on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
AX-61. Fort Worth, TX, 1985, G+ DCDS (long tears at B repaired w/tear; lower R tip ruff) "Damaged in Handling/Please accept our apologies/U.S.Postal Service/Ft.Worth, TX 76101" h/s on #10 cvr to Winston-Salem, NC. E $15 MIN.8
AX-62. San Diego, CA, 1989, G machine (dial hi; tape repairs on flap) "Damaged in Handling/Please Accept Our Apologies/U.S.Postal Services/San Diego, California 92199" h/s on #10 window cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-63. Rock Island, IL, 1980, VF 4-bar (cr) "Damaged in Handling/Please Accept Our Apology" h/s; savings & loan cc on #10 local cvr. E $6
AX-64. Rock Island, IL, 1993, G+ machine (lite crs) "Damaged in Handling/Please Accept Our Apology" h/s on #10 cvr. E $6
AX-65. Baltimore, MD, 1998, G machine (tape repaired tear T; tears R; crs) "Damaged in High Speed Cancellation Equipment./Please Accept Our Apology/Savannah, Ga.31402-9997" h/s; "Savannah GA Mail Repair/USPS" VG DCDS at T; Nat'l Council of State Garden Clubs illus.logo cc on #10 cvr w/enc.to Idaho Springs, CO. E $24 MIN.12
AX-66. Pittsburgh, PA, 1992, G+ machine (dark 17mm wide vertical mark thru stamp & add., maybe from machine oil, taped over; part soiled) PARTIAL "Damaged..." 5-line h/s applied at Boston (mostly obscured) on GPC Sc.UX163. E $15
AX-67. (No origin cnx), (Thailand), [1983], "Dead Letter Branch/Atlanta, Ga.30304" h/s tying 1 stamp; "Returned to Sender/Not Deliverable As Addressed/Unable to Forward 32937" pointing hand h/s on cvr to Indian Harbour Beach, FL. E $20
AX-68. Moline, IL, 1989, G+ meter; "Delay Due to Incorrect Zip Code" boxed h/s on #10 cvr to neighboring East Moline, IL. E $6
AX-69. San Diego, CA, 1990, VG machine; "Delivered in Error to City of San Diego/Water Utilities Department/Inadvertently Opened By Cutting Machine" h/s on #10 cvr w/preprinted add.obiterated w/marker; new add.written adjacent. E $20
AX-70. Rock Springs, WY, 1945, F Int'l (trim R) "Directory Service Given at Great Lakes, Ill." h/s on air cvr to sailor at Demobilization School & fwd. E $15 MIN.8
AX-71. U.S.Navy, 1945, G+ 4-bar; "Directory Service Given at Great Lakes, Ill." h/s on air cvr to sailor at Demobilization School & fwd. E $15 MIN.8
AX-72. Splitz, Yugoslavia, 1952, G+ machine (lite tone) "Directory Service Given At/USNH, St.Albans, L.I., N.Y." h/s (tiny letters) w/ms date/initials on pix side of PPC to hospital patient; brown tape on add.to fwd. E $20
AX-73. Lyons, NE, 1917, partial duplex (stamp about 1/2 peeled) "Directory trial at/No.3" h/s & ms address clarification applied at Cleveland, OH, on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AX-74. Mont Alto, PA, 1912, G+ duplex (toned) purple "Disinfected." h/s ty.2A (part on stamp) on PPC. E $90 MIN.46
AX-75. Mont Alto, PA, 1909, G+ duplex (crnr cr) purple "Disinfected." h/s ty.1 on PPC. E $60 MIN.30
AX-76. Mont Alto, PA, 1911, G+ duplex; "Disinfected." h/s ty.1 (couple extraneous pen notes erased T) on PPC. E $80
AX-77. Mont Alto, PA, 1913, G+ duplex; magenta "Disinfected." h/s ty.4 on PPC. E $90 MIN.46
AX-78. Pittsburgh, PA, 1954, G+ duplex (crs) "Dispatched by Train to Avoid Delay" h/s on #10 window cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-79. New York/Sta.K, NY, 1907, VG Int'l (upper L crnr angle trim) "Division of Dead Letters./Miscellaneous/Letter... Vol.20/No." boxed h/s & ms "Not found" at L; "Letter Returned to P.O./New York, N.Y..." boxed h/s on back; on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
AX-80. Pacific Grove, CA, 1908, G+ Amer/B14; "Do not use this envelope again" pencil ms instruction; "Returned to Writer..." pointing hand h/s on PSE to San Jose, CA. E $15 MIN.8
AX-81. San Francisco, CA, 1952, G+ Int'l (bit ruff slit T) "Do not use this envelope again/Returned to writer/Unclaimed from Reading, Pa." pointing hand h/s on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-82. Butte & S.L.City RPO/S.D., 1917, partial duplex; "Do our bit!..." purple h/s w/TINY letters ("ICE" partial; o/w VF) on PPC to Fairmont, MN. Also listed in "Military" section. E $24 MIN.12
AX-83. Monmouth, ME, 1917, G+ duplex; "Do your bit!" h/s applied at Auburn, ME, on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AX-84. Los Angeles, CA, 1917, G+ Int'l; "Do your bit!" h/s applied at Barr Lake, CO, on PPC. E $12
AX-85. Emporia, KS, 1917, F Univ.; "Do your bit!" h/s applied at Beloit, KS, on PPC. E $8
AX-86. Greenfield, IN, 1917, G+ duplex; "Do your bit!" h/s applied at Benton, IL, on PPC. E $8
AX-87. Fort Loramie, OH, 1917, G+ 4-bar; "Do your bit!" h/s applied at Covington, KY, on PPC. E $6
AX-88. Cedar Rapids, IA, 1917, VG Univ.; "Do your bit!" h/s applied at Cresco, IA, on PPC. E $6
AX-89. Detroit, MI, 1917, G+ Univ. (lite tone; crnr crs) "Do your bit!" h/s applied at Hazleton, IN, tying 1c on PPC. E $8
AX-90. San Bernardino, CA, 1917, partial duplex (crnr crs) "Do your bit!" h/s applied at Kansas City, MO, on PPC. E $6
AX-91. St.Louis, MO, 1917, G Int'l (trim R) "Do your bit!" h/s applied at Kenwood, MO, on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AX-92. Ottumwa, IA, 1917, VG+ Univ "Do your bit!" h/s applied at Newton, KS on PPC. E $6
AX-93. Decatur, OH, 1917, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) "Do your bit!" h/s applied at Ripley, OH, on PPC. E $6
AX-94. Wasco, CA, 1917, partial duplex; "Do your bit!" h/s applied at San Jacinto, CA, on PPC. E $8
AX-95. Indian Valley, ID, 1917, G+ 4-bar; "Do your bit!..." black h/s, w/weak 2nd strike in magenta; on PPC to Nyssa, OR. SCARCE combo. E $24 MIN.12
AX-96. Ventura, IA, 1917, G 4-bar; "Do your bit!..." BLUE h/s on PPC to Wykoff, MN. RARE color. 1st time seen. Also listed in "Military" section. E $40
AX-97. Saint Georges, DE, 1917, G 4-bar (dial hi; tear L) "Do your bit!..." h/s on cvr w/enc.to Georgetown, DC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-98. (Hastings, NE), [1917], (no origin canx; crs; tip nick) "Do your bit!..." h/s on PPC to Colome, SD. E $14
AX-100. Reading, PA, 1917, F dateless Int'l (no flap) "Do your bit!..." h/s on 1c PSE to DeWitt, IA. SCARCE on 3rd class use. E $20
AX-101. Cincinnati/Madisonville Sta., OH, 1917 (Oct 24), G+ duplex; "Do your bit!..." h/s (LKU) on PPC to Abilene, KS. Also listed in "Military" section. E $40
AX-102. St.Louis, MO, 1917, VG Int'l; "Do your bit!..." h/s applied at St.Charles, MO, on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AX-103. Hastings, PA, 1917, G duplex; "Do your bit!..." h/s applied at York Springs, PA, on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-104. West Burlington, IA, 1917, G duplex (dial hi) "Do your bit!..." h/s struck TWICE on PPC to Osage, IA. E $15 MIN.8
AX-105. Palo, MI, 1917, G+ 4-bar; "Do your bit!..." h/s; 2 strikes: 1 black, 1 magenta ("D" off edge) on PPC to Hawarden, IA. SCARCE combo. E $24 MIN.12
AX-106. Waterloo, IA, 1917, F Univ. (L edge water toned) "Do your bit!..." h/s; 2 strikes: 1 black, 1 magenta, overlapped; on PPC to Casey, IA; fwd to Adair; fwd to Waterloo. NICE usage & combo. E $24 MIN.12
AX-107. Lot 16), "Do your bit!"... h/s; May 28-Jun 22, w/1 Oct 9, 1917; on 12 PPCs; 3 cvrs; 1 GPC. Varied condition, origins & destinations. MIN.$40
AX-108. New Orleans, LA, 1864, VG DCDS/target (edge tear B) circled "Due 6" h/s on cvr. E $14
AX-109. Davenport, IA, 1925, partial Univ.; "Due Stamp" pencil ms on bit cr 1c Sc.552 applied as postage due; "Due 1 Cent." h/s on PPC w/1c Sc.617 origin postage. E $15 MIN.8
AX-110. Seymour, IN, [1870], G CDS/cork (town partial; trim L) BOLD blue circled "Due/3"; 3c locomotive on cvr to Circleville, OH. E $30
AX-111. New York, NY, 1898, G+ duplex (trim R) "Due/N.2 Y./Cents" circled h/s on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AX-112. Ventura, CA, 1968, VF machine (lite crs) "Embargo/Return to Sender" h/s on #10 PSE to Canada. E $15 MIN.8
AX-114. Anaheim, CA, 1973, G DCDS/roller (bit trim 3 sides) "Evidence of Postage Having Been Affixed" h/s tying large remnant (full backing of stamp) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-115. Redding, CA, 1987, F machine as origin on back; "Evidence of Postage/1 Rate OKED" (sic) h/s ("VID" mostly not struck) on #10 cvr. E $20
AX-116. North Bay, CA, 1989, G 4-bar (BIG piece torn away at upper R; staple repairs below tear; bit uneven trim B) "Evidence Postage Was Affixed" & "We Regret Damage Caused by Processing Equipment" printed on 2 computer labels; on cvr. E $30
AX-117. Pensacola, FL, 1967, G+ machine (stamp gone) "Evidence Postage Was Affixed/One Rate OK'd" boxed h/s on air cvr to San Francisco. E $20
AX-118. Oakland, CA, 1975, G+ 4-bar (state not struck; bit trim T) "Evidently Postage Was Affixed/One Rate O.K." h/s on 3.5x8" window cvr. E $20
AX-119. Boston/Back Bay Sta., MA, 1910, G duplex (edge tears R) "Fee Claimed at Washington, DC" G+ DCDS; 5x 2c Wash.paying special del.rate on 2c PSE. E $15 MIN.8
AX-120. Oakland, CA, 1967, G+ machine; "Final Notice: Authorized time for delivery of mail with old house numbers has expired." h/s (x2); "Advise your correspondents..." h/s on cvr to San Lorenzo, CA. E $20
AX-121. No.VA, 1996, VG machine; "Form 3547 Sent" h/s in response to "Address Correction Requested" on misaddressed #10 PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AX-123. Norway, ME, 1906, VG duplex; "Forwarded by your order" h/s on PPC to Oldtown, ME; fwd to Enfield. E $15 MIN.8
AX-124. Cold Spring, NY, 1929, VG Colum.; "Forwarded from/Wakefield, Mass." h/s on PPC to Andover, MA. E $12 MIN.6
AX-125. Brooklyn/Sta.E, NY, 1907, VG duplex; "Forwarded on receipt of postage from addressee." h/s on PPC w/Brooklyn, NY, duplex tying 1c Frank., 14 days after mailed. E $15 MIN.8
AX-126. Kansas City, MO, 1909, G+ Int'l; boxed "Forwarded" h/s on PPC to Blosser, MO; address changed to Marshall RPD 3. E $8
AX-127. Peoria, IL, 1909, F Int'l (trim R) "Forwarded" h/s applied at Hillsdale, IL; Hirsch & Co.cc on cvr w/enc. E $6
AX-128. Alliance, OH, 1910, G+ Amer/B14(1) (lite tone) "Forwarded/From East Sumner, Me." h/s on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-129. Rock Island, IL, 1994, G+ machine; "Forwarding Time Expired..." printed on yellow adhesive computer label on #10 cvr to Danvers, MA. E $8
AX-130. Rock Island, IL, 1994, VG machine; "Forwarding Time Expired..." printed on yellow adhesive computer label on #10 cvr to Nashville, TN. E $8
AX-131. Rock Island, IL, 1994, G+ machine; "Forwarding Time Expired..." printed on yellow adhesive computer label on #10 cvr to Cleveland, OH. E $8
AX-132. St.Louis, MO, 1939, VG DCDS (bit ruff T) "Found in ordinary mail" h/s on reg'd #10 cvr to Webster Groves, MO. E $15 MIN.8
AX-133. New York/G.C.Anx, NY, 1932, G+ double-oval as origin b/s (heavy crs; trim R) "Found in ordinary mail" h/s on reg'd #10 cvr to Trenton, NJ. E $15 MIN.8
AX-134. Saranac Lake, NY, 1917, F duplex (edge tear T) "Found in Ordinary Mail" h/s; 10c Frank. + 2c Wash. on reg'd cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-135. New York/Sta.G-1, NY, 1930, G+ Int'l; "Found in Package Box Collection" h/s on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AX-137. Wayne, PA, [1979], printed permit; "Found in Supposedly Empty Equipment" h/s on Amer.Legion ad card. E $15 MIN.8
AX-138. Mission Viejo, CA, 1983, G+ meter (bit trim T) o/s by Houston, TX, machine dated 14 days later; "Found in supposedly empty equipment" h/s on window cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-139. Vallejo, CA, 1974, G+ DCDS/roller (bit trim T) "Found in supposedly empty equipment" h/s on cvr to Honolulu, HI. E $15 MIN.8
AX-140. Davenport, IA, 1969, VG machine (bit trim T; slit 3 sides) "Found in supposedly empty equipment" h/s ("DLY" partly off) on cvr to Bergenfield, NJ. E $12 MIN.6
AX-141. Los Angeles/Term.Anx, CA, 1963, G DCDS (ruff R) "Found in Supposedly Empty Equipment" h/s ("OUN" mostly not struck) w/ms "Notice" dated 16 DAYS after mailed on certified FRONT ONLY to Van Nuys, CA. E $15 MIN.8
AX-142. San Jose, CA, 1982, G machine; "Found in supposedly empty equipment" h/s w/TINY 2.5mm letters on window cvr to San Francisco. E $15 MIN.8
AX-143. San Francisco, CA, 1950, F Int'l; "Found in supposedly empty mail sacks at San Francisco..." h/s w/separate h/s date on 2x4" PIECE ONLY (cut into stamp). E $12 MIN.6
AX-144. (Milan, IL), 1990s, (no canx) "Found Loose in Mail/Quad City P & D Facility 612" h/s; USPS logo cc; ms "1919 letter" note on #10 cvr. USPS located & returned a cover which fell out of one of our mailings at the local sorting facility. E $15 MIN.8
AX-145. Lansdale, PA, 1940, G Int'l (lite tone) "Fraudulent/Mail to this address returned by order of Postmaster Gen'l" h/s on cvr to Approved Products, Oak Park, IL. E $30
AX-146. Kingston, NY, 1936 (Oct 29), VF Univ.; "Fraudulent/Mail to this address returned by order of Postmaster Gen'l" & "Fraudulent/Business of addressee declared fraudulent by Post Office Dept./New York,N.Y. Nov 19..." h/s; 5c Roosevelt on cvr to Hospitals Trust Ltd., Dublin, Ireland. SCARCE combination. E $50
AX-147. Grand Cent.Anx, NY, ca.1936, G+ Int'l (edge tears T; lite tone; no flap) "Fraudulent/Mail to this address returned by order of Postmaster General/New York, N.Y. Varick St.Annex" & "Returned to Writer/Fraudulent/Business of addressee declared fraudulent by order of Post Office Department" h/s on cvr to Hospitals Trust Ltd., Dublin, Ireland. SCARCE combination. E $50
AX-148. Ixonia, WI, 1944, G+ duplex (ruff slit T) "Gone" ms w/"Not At Address Given/Left No Forwarding Address... C.F.B.No.11" h/s; "Returned..." pointing hand on cvr to N.Little Rock, AR. E $15 MIN.8
AX-149. Losantville, IN, 1918, partial 4-bar (lite soiled) "Have mail addressed to Co.A" h/s struck twice on PPC. E $14
AX-150. Rensselaer, NY, ca.1910, partial duplex (crs) "Have Your Mail Addressed to (the School)" h/s w/last 2 words in indelible pencil on PPC to Carlisle. E $20
AX-151. Boston, MA, 1883, G+ Wesson (stamp gone; ruff R; lite soiled) "Have Your Mail Directed to Street and Number and It Will Be Delivered Free." h/s; Morris & Ireland illus.ad ("New Improved 8-Flange Safe") on cvr to Concord, NH, & fwd to Lawrence, MA. E $15 MIN.8
AX-152. Anaheim, CA, 1959, G+ machine; "Delivered for Better Address" h/s misapplied on PPC w/message in address area, & address at upper R, partly tying stamp. E $12
AX-153. Norwich, CT, ca.1860s, G+ CDS (bit ruff trim R) "Held for Postage" in oval h/s on 2.5x4.5" lady's cvr w/albino embossed "M" & leaves on flap, mailed w/o stamp. E $12 MIN.6
AX-154. Kokomo, IN, 1945, VG Int'l (edge tear L) "Hospitalized" h/s struck twice, in black & purple; "Hosp.Directory Searched"; "No Record/Hosp.Directory" h/s (lined thru); "Trfd.to 2nd Reine Depot" h/s struck twice (1 lined thru) on air cvr to APO 256 & fwd. E $15 MIN.8
AX-155. New York/Sta.H, NY, 1913, G+ Univ.; "House Run No.(2)/Dec 24 3 P.M." h/s w/ms #, applied at N.Y.City on 3x4.5" folded Good Housekeeping Xmas card. E $20
AX-156. Detroit, MI, 1967, VF meter; "If you wish your mail delivered by carrier, please have it addressed to street and number." h/s applied at Pinckneyville, IL, on PPC. E $8
AX-157. San Jose/St.James Park Sta., CA, 1982, partial DCDS as origin b/s; "Illegible Postmark" h/s at lower R & on back; $3.79 meter on reg'd #10 cvr to Berkeley w/Oakland, CA/Reg'y Tour 1 VF CDS as transit b/s. E $20
AX-158. Owosso, MI, 1980s, partial meter (year/denomination not struck; trim L) "Illegible" h/s referring to incomplete meter; "Returned for Postage" h/s; "Return to Sender... For Add'l Postage/Postage Due (40)c...Rate (40)c For (1) Oz's Surface/Rate (90)c For (1) Oz's Air Mail"
AX-159. Salt Lake City, UT, 1936, F Univ. (lite tone; lite crs) "Insufficient postage for air plane dispatch. Forwarded via Train." h/s; 6c globe air on 5x6" cvr to ENGLAND (entire journey by train unlikely). E $40
AX-160. Iona/Isle of, Great Britain, 1983, G DCDS; "Insufficient Postage for Onward Transmission By Air." boxed h/s (T line spotty); bit faulty 20.5p on PPC to U.S. E $14
AX-161. Birmingham, Great Britain, 1968, G+ machine (edge crs) "Insufficient Postage REPAID for Onward Transmission By Air Mail" (sic; "P" appears to be missing, not just "not struck") MISSPELLED boxed h/s (part heavy inked); 5p +4p on #10 cvr to U.S. E $16
AX-162. Suffolk, VA, 1945, G Univ.; "Insufficient postage/Not in Air Mail" h/s (bit heavy inked) 6c transport on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-163. London, Great Britain, 1960, G+ machine; "Insufficiently Prepaid for Transmission By Air" boxed h/s on PPC mailed w/o stamp to U.S. E $14
AX-164. San Mateo, CA, 1989, G+ 25c meter; "International Mail Paid at Domestic Rate, Returned for Add'l Postage/Air Mail Rate 45c Add 20c or Surface Rate 40c Add 15c/cross this out when remaining" h/s on #10 cvr w/enc.to Qatar. E $20
AX-165. Loveland, CO, 1960, VG Univ.(nick T) "It's fun to be remembered/On this very special day..." h/s 4-line poem; pictorial boy w/long branding; 4c Boy Scout on 5x5" cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AX-166. Calexico, CA, 1941, F duplex; "Lock Box Section/Old P.O.Annex" h/s; 2x 5c Howe +2c Morse +3x 1.5c Prexies on air/spcial del.#10 cvr. E $20
AX-167. Decatur, IL, 1915, G+ duplex; "Mail for which you sent postage." h/s; 2 Mexico stamps attempted as postage; 1c Wash.added on PPC. E $20
AX-169. Hampstead, Great Britain, 1941, VF slogan machine (crs) "Misdirected (Address Incorrect)/Mar 10 1941/New York, N.Y.-I.S." h/s on back, 34 days after mailed; "Retour/Rebut" h/s on obverse on cvr w/no state in address. E $15 MIN.8
AX-170. Williams(town?), OH, 1910, partial duplex (lite town; tip cr) "Missent Anutt, Mo" h/s on PPC to Amoret, MO. E $10
AX-171. New York, NY, 1894, VF Int'l; "Missent to Essex, Conn." blue h/s on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AX-172. Burnett, CA, 1912, G+ 4-bar; "Missent to Indianapolis, Ind./Error checked." h/s on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AX-173. Galesburg, IL, 1909, G+ Amer/B14; "Missent to Kewaunee, Ill." h/s on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-174. Leith, ND, 1915, G 4-bar (toned) fancy boxed "Missent to Milbank, S.D." h/s on PPC. E $10
AX-175. DePere, WI, 1910, G+ duplex (pinholes; lite crs) "Missent to Ontonagon, Mich." h/s on PPC to Victoria, MI. E $10
AX-176. (Indistinct RPO origin), 1917, partial duplex (lite tone) "Missent to Rushville, Nebr" h/s on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-177. Denver/Cap.Hill Sta., CO, 1907, G+ 4-bar (lite tone; tip crs) "Missent to Seibert, Colo." BOLD h/s on PPC to Arriba, CO. E $10
AX-178. Kearney, NE, 1910, F Amer/A14 (lite tone) "Missent to Shelton, Neb." h/s on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-179. Fairbury, NE, 1909, G Amer/B14 (o/s) "Missent to Stanberry, Mo." h/s on PPC. E $10
AX-180. Champaign, IL, 1911, F Amer/B14; "Missent & Forwarded From (Bradford, Ill.) P.O." h/s w/separately applied town/state h/s on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-181. St.Louis, MO, 1908, F Int'l (part lite tone; tip crs) "Missent." & "Townsend, Mont." h/s on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AX-182. Providence, RI, 1949, F Univ. (tears T) "Missent/Sacandaga" h/s w/town name in irregular arc; G+ 4-bar as fwd b/s; on cvr. E $14
AX-183. Santa Ana, CA, 1984, G+ machine; Sunnyvale, CA, "Moved Left No Address/Return to Sender" slogan machine at lower L on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AX-184. Costa Mesa, CA, 1984, F meter; "Moved-Forward Expired" h/s; Fremont, CA, "Not Deliverable As Addressed/Unable to Forward/Return to Sender" pointing hand slogan machine at lower L on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-186. Washington, DC, 1989, G+ machine (tiny tear T) "Name repeated in Directory" h/s above add.; "Directory Service Given/APO 96215" CDS on flap; APO 96381 G+ repeater machine as transit b/s; U.S.Senate cc; Alan Cranston signature frank w/6c stamp adjacent; on #10 cvr to APO San Francisco & returned; APO 96381 repeater machine on back. E $15 MIN.8

AX-187. Manchester, TN, 1948, G Univ. (trim L, into message; part lite tone; L edge bit scuff) "Nixie called off/R 1-2-3...7" h/s w/all 7 numbers lined thru on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

AX-188. Miami, FL, 1938, G+ Int'l; "No Box on R.F.D.3" h/s applied at Roanoke, VA, on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

AX-189. Costa Mesa, CA, 1984, VG meter; "No Longer Here" private h/s struck twice on #10 cvr to "1 Post, San Francisco". E $15 MIN.8

AX-190. Healdsburg, CA, 1944, VF Int'l; "No Longer On Board/Pacific-Atlantic S.S.Co." h/s on air cvr to passenger on S.S.Flyaway. E $20

AX-191. Rock Island, IL, 1994, VG machine; "No Mail Receptacle" & "Returned to Sender..." pointing hand h/s on #10 cvr to Sutherlin, OR. E $12 MIN.6

AX-192. Boonville, MO, 1914, G+ duplex (tip cr) "No response (9/26) delivery 927" h/s w/ms date on PPC to St.Louis. E $14

AX-193. Cumberland, MD, 1906, G+ Amer/B14(1) (edge tears; lite tone; crnr crs) "No Response, No.1" h/s (bit o/s) on PPC to Cripple Creek, CO. E $15 MIN.8

AX-194. Scunthorpe, Great Britain, 1904, G+ DCDS (tear B) "No State Named/I.D.-N.Y.P.O." red h/s on PPC to "Richmond". E $12 MIN.6

AX-195. Denver, CO, 1931, G+ Univ. (pinholes) "No such firm at Albuquerque, N.Mex." h/s w/"Return to Sender/Unclaimed" pointing hand on cvr to Cuba, NM, & fwd to Albuquerque. E $20

AX-196. USPS, PR, 1974, F machine; "No Such Number/New York, N.Y.10024/Do Not Remail in This ENVELOPE" h/s misapplied on San Juan, PR, PPC. E $12

AX-197. Attica, NY, 1933, VF Int'l (edge tears T; gum tone around window) "No Such Office in State Named/date/Returned from Cleveland" h/s on window cvr. E $8

AX-198. New York, NY, 1899, G+ Amer/B14(12) (lower L tip nick; edge cr) "No Such Street in New York City." h/s on cvr to "Grafton Ave., City". E $14


AX-200. New Lexington, OH, 1911, G+ duplex (staple holes T; uneven lite tone) "No.--/Rec'd Sp.Del'y Dep't.(/date)/Columbus, Ohio." h/s; 10c special del. on 2c PSE. E $20

AX-201. Denver, CO, 1986, VG 4-bar; "Non-Standard Size/Postage Due 10c" h/s on 8.5x1.75" homemade wrapper to Ft.Collins, CO. E $15 MIN.8


AX-203. Asbury Park, NJ, 1903, G Colum. (tip crs) "Not at Home." h/s applied at Phillipsburg, NJ, on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

AX-204. Jerome, AZ, ca.1912, VG duplex (lite tone; crs) "Not at..." h/s & ms "not here" on PPC to Hawthorne Inn, San Diego. E $12 MIN.6

AX-205. Montgomery, AL, 2009, G+ sprayer; "Not Augustana" h/s on cvr to Rock Island, IL, misrouted to college post office. E $20

AX-206. No.VA, 2005, G sprayer; "Not Augustana" h/s on cvr to Rock Island, IL, misrouted to college post office. E $20

AX-207. Los Angeles, CA, 1934, F Univ. (bit trim T) "Not Box/Main Office." h/s w/"Advise correspondents of your correct address." h/s struck twice, applied at Oakland, CA, main P.O. & directed to Sta.G; on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AX-208. Andover, CT, 1860s, G+ CDS/cork (tear R; part lite soiled) "Not called for" ms at T, applied at Carthage, IL, on cvr. E $20

AX-209. Winter Garden, FL, 1949, G Univ. (lite tone) "Not City Carrier/1." h/s w/3mm letters, applied at Winter Garden; on PPC. E $8

AX-210. Jakarta, Neth.Indies, 1908, G+ squared CDS; "Not delivered for want of time. C.K.C.3" blue h/s (bit stutter) on PPC to Vallejo, CA. E $20 MIN.10

AX-211. Cooperstown, CA, 1905, G+ CDS/target (o/s) "Not delivered by carrier for want of time." h/s on PPC to Stockton, CA. E $20

AX-212. Martinez, CA, 1908, G+ RPD 1/1 (state not struck; ruff R, well into stamp) "Not delivered for lack of time" h/s applied at San Rafael, CA, on back of cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8

AX-213. Klamath Falls, OR, 1913, G+ Amer/A14 (tip cr) "Not delivered for lack of time." h/s
struck twice at Napa, CA, on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AX-214. (Parana, Argentina), ca.1906, CDS (nearly all of stamp peeled, removes canx; crnr cr) "Not delivered for want of time. L.C.M.4." h/s applied at Vallejo, CA, on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AX-215. Columbus, OH, 1910, G+ Int'l "Not delivered for want of time." h/s ("IME" mostly obscured on stamp) on PPC to Circleville, OH. E $15 MIN.8
AX-216. Salem, MA, 1909, VF Amer/B14() (bit lite; tip wear) "Not delivered for want of time." tiny h/s applied at Alameda, CA, on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AX-217. Shelbyville, IN, 1912, G+ duplex; "Not for Carrier No. (1)" h/s w/ms # on PPC to Rushville, IN. E $12 MIN.6
AX-218. Omaha, NE, 1911, VG Int'l; "Not for Nelson on #1" pencil ms on PPC to Mrs.J.A.Nelson, Central City, NE. E $12 MIN.6
AX-219. Shunk, PA, 1912, G CDS/target; "Not for Route No.1...6." h/s w/#'s lined thru on PPC to Mansfield, PA. E $12 MIN.6
AX-220. Gloversville, NY, 1944, G Univ.; "Not found and returned to the writer." h/s applied at Peekskill, NY, on back of cvr. Unusual phrasing. E $14
AX-221. Dallas, TX, 1932, VG Int'l (toned) pencil ms "not good" & arrow pointing to 2c PSE cutout stamp, attempted as postage on cvr to sender's own address. E $14
AX-222. Los Angeles, CA, 1949, VF Univ. (lite tone; uneven trim B) "Not in Air Mail Insufficient Postage" h/s; 5c air on #10 cvr to local address. E $15 MIN.8
AX-223. New York/Gd.Cent.Sta., NY, 1949, G+ Int'l; "Not in Air Mail Insufficiently Prepaid." h/s (part heavy inked) 3c Prexie on PPC w/ms "Air Mail" at L. E $14
AX-224. Hamilton, OH, 1934, VG duplex (lite tone; crnr crs) "Not in Air Mail/Insufficient Postage" h/s; strip/4x 3c on cvr marked "Air Mail," to passenger on S.S.Malolo, Balboa, Canal Zone. E $20
AX-225. Philadelphia, PA, 1933, F duplex; "Not In Special Delivery Mail." h/s; 10c special del.+3c Wash. on cvr to Canada. E $20
AX-226. Dayton, OH, 1910, F Int'l (bit lite tone) "Not on R.F.D.No.2" h/s applied at Whittier, CA, on PPC. E $15
AX-227. Louisville, KY, [1907], G Int'l (year partial; lite tone) "Not On R.F.D.No.2." purple h/s on PPC to Sandusky, OH. E $12 MIN.6
AX-228. Cameron, WV, 1906, G+ duplex (toned) "Not on Route No.1." & "Not on Route No.2." h/s applied at Moundsville, WV, on PPC. E $12
AX-230. Colorado Springs, CO, 1911, F Int'l (few tone spots) "Not on Route, 1-2...6" h/s applied at Mobery, MO, on PPC. E $12
AX-231. Woonsocket, SD, 1911, G+ duplex; "Not on route/City 1...6/Rural 1...6" h/s w/pencil lines thru most #'s; applied at Nevada, MO, on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-232. Rockford, IL, 1934, F Univ.; "NRA Member/U.S./We Do Our Part" boxed h/s w/pictorial eagle, partly tying 1c Yosemite on PPC to Clintonville, WI. E $15 MIN.8
AX-233. Greenville, NY, 1911, partial duplex (toned; scuffs T, barely in message) "Offered For Delivery..." h/s applied at Schenectady, NY, on PPC. E $20
AX-234. Buffalo, NY, 1978, G+ machine; "Office Services Section/Houston, TX/Rec'd" F clock-dial DCDS struck below stamp on air cvr to Postmaster. E $15 MIN.8
AX-235. San Francisco, CA, 1938, VF GGIE slogan #8 (stamp gone; part ruff slit T; tear T; crs) blue pencil "OK." at upper R on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-236. USPS 970, 1971, VG machine; "Opened in Central Mail/For Correct Addresssee..." h/s w/clerk's signature & date on #10 cvr to State of Oregon, Salem. E $20
AX-237. San Francisco, CA, 1999, G machine (tape repairs T) "Opened in Error/Mail Recovery Center/San Francisco, CA 94105-9602" h/s on #10 cvr to San Mateo, CA; also "Returned to Sender" pointing hand & "Postage Due (11)c" h/s (both lined thru when remailed); finally rec'd 2 mos.after mailed. E $20
AX-238. Charlotte Amalie, VI, 1957, VF Int'l; "Out of Business" struck 3 times & "Returned to Sender..." pointing hand h/s applied at Eastport, ME, on #10 air cvr w/Maine Maritime Academy Training Ship cc. E $15 MIN.8
AX-239. Tallahassee, FL, 1931, VF Univ.; "Out of Business" & "Returned to Sender/Unclaimed" pointing hand h/s applied at Ocala, FL, on #10 PSE. E $15 MIN.8
AX-240. Webster City, IA, 1911, G+ Amer/B14; "Out, Oct 30..." red h/s & ms "No such #..." on
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AX-241. Dallas, TX, 1897, G+ Barry (lite tone; part lite soiled) "P.O.N.Y./445/3-1R/Mail Detention" CDS as recd h/s on cvr. E $14

AX-242. Gansevoort, NY, 1988, G+ machine (crs) "Paid for by Carrier/Please Leave in Mailbox" ms pencil note; "Postage Due (20)c" h/s w/ms rate# on #10 cvr to Queensbury, NY. E $20

AX-243. Eugene, OR, 1991, VC machine; "Paid On Account" h/s tying $16.06 Postage Due meter label at R of address on #10 cvr underpaid w/1c M.Mitchell to Oreg.Medical Laboratories. E $20

AX-244. Mexico, Mexico, 1959, G DCDS (trim L) "Passed Free/U.S.Customs at Chicago/date/14" boxed h/s; 1p +40c on air cvr w/enc.to U.S.; full-color illus.street scene on back. E $14

AX-245. Vallejo, CA, 1958, F Univ.; "Pay Mailman 4c/Thank You" ms pen note; "Postage Due, 4 Cents" h/s; pair 2c dues on #10 cvr to local address. E $20

AX-246. Larchmont, NY, 1944, F Int'l; "Pd by Your Postman.02c due him." bold pencil note at R w/date & initials; "Postage Due, 2 Cents" h/s w/2c due stamp tied by mule ovals; 2x 3c origin postage on air cvr to San Francisco. E $20

AX-247. Dubois, WY, 1974, G+ machine; "Picked Up By/Pony Express/Debois, Wyoming" blue pictorial h/s (o/s) on commer.PPC. E $15 MIN.8


AX-249. Minneapolis, MN, 1989, G+ machine; "Please Advise Your Correspondents and Publishers of Your Correct Mailing Address." h/s on #10 cvr to Moline, IL. E $6

AX-250. Minneapolis, MN, 1907, VF Int'l (crnr crs) "Please advise your correspondents of your full Address." green double boxed h/s w/TINY 1mm letters; 2c Sc.319 on PPC to New Zealand. E $15 MIN.8

AX-251. Hector, MN, 1965, G+ machine; "Please leave money in mailbox" pencil ms; "Postage Due 5 Cents" h/s; Los Angeles, CA, 5c due meter label on cvr. E $20

AX-252. Pittsfield, MA, 1906, G duplex (ruff R; edge tears & wear; crs; stamps faulty) "Post Office, Cincinnati, Ohio. This is the piece of mail for which you sent stamps./Elias R.Monfort,P.M." magenta h/s on back; 4c Grant origin postage on 4x7" cvr to Cincinnati & fwd w/2c Sc.319 +pair 1c Sc.300. E $20

AX-253. Pittsburgh/Ramp H.F.P., PA, 1992, G+ DCDS; "Postage Appears/To Have Been Paid" h/s ("To Have" partial) on cvr. E $14

AX-254. Pittsburgh/Ramp H.F.P., PA, 1991, F+ DCDS; "Postage Appears/To Have Been Paid" printed on 23x41mm yellow adhesive label, tied by canx on #10 cvr. E $16

AX-255. South Bend, IN, 1989, partial DCDS/roller (L edge taped) "Postage Confirmed" h/s; pair 25c Montana on 4x6.5" corrugated cardboard cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AX-256. Stratford-Upon-Avon, Great Britain, 1967, G pictorial machine (Shakespeare's Birthplace) "Postage Due 6 Cents/Foreign Section GPO, NY" h/s; 3d Grt.Brit.origin; U.S.6c due tied by Thomaston, ME, mute roller on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

AX-257. Napa, CA, 1953, G+ Int'l; "Postage Due (1) Cents"; "No Such Street"; & "First Class" h/s; 2c Prexie origin postage on cvr to Santa Rosa, CA, & returned; bit faulty 1c due stamp applied at B. E $20

AX-258. Berkhamsted, Great Britain, 1964, G+ meter; "Postage Due (13) Cents/Foreign Section GPO N.Y." h/s; 10c +faulty 3c dues on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AX-259. Espanola, NM, 1955, G+ Univ. (tear T, in dial; cr) "Postage Due (2) Cents/Forwarding postage guaranteed by addressee." boxed h/s; faulty 2c Jeff.origin on 5x6.25" unsealed cvr to local add. & fwd; w/2c due stamp (not tied). E $15 MIN.8

AX-260. Portland, ME, [1998], partial machine, inverted at lower L; "Postage Due (23)c" h/s w/ms rate on #10 cvr mailed w/2x 32c flags, 1 covered by tape; ms "This stamp Void" & arrow by that stamp; 23c computer label at L. E $14

AX-261. (South San Francisco), CA, ca.1930s?, (no origin canx) "Postage Due (3)/Penalty (3)/Total (6)/Rated at Sta. (Rincon) San Francisco, Calif." h/s w/ms amounts & station; Swift & Co.cc on unsealed window cvr apparently put into mail w/o stamp or contents. E $20

AX-262. (Indistinct town), South Africa, 1986, partial machine; "Postage Due (58)/NYB & FMC 07097 Tour 11" h/s w/ms rate on 4.25x8.75" cvr to Reading, MA. E $15 MIN.8

AX-263. Hot Springs/Albert Pike Sta., AR, 1986, G+ DCDS as recd at L (no origin canx) "Postage Due (61)c/NYB & FMC 07097 Tour 11" h/s w/ms rate; yellow adhesive "Claim Check" from Form 3849-A adhered at R, partly covering 1k Czechoslovakia on PPC. E $15

AX-264. Seattle/West Seattle Sta., WA, 1956, G+ magenta DCDS origin at L of stamp; "Postage Due
(9)c/This Envelope Contains/... Forms 3547/(3) Forms 3579" magenta h/s w/ms #'s on 1c PSE, overprinted w/P.O.Dept.penalty clause overprint, to Chicago. E $40
AX-265. Honolulu, HI, 1942, F Int'l; "Postage Due 20 cts." h/s; 20c transport air origin; pair 10c dues tied at Charleston, WV, on censored #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-266. Heidelberg, Germany, 1968, VG DCDS (tears T) "Postage Due 26 Cents/Foreign Section, GPO, NY" h/s; U.S.6c & pair 10c dues (1 extending off B edge) tied by mute oval on air cvr mailed w/o stamp. E $12 MIN.6
AX-267. Yorkville, IL, 1913, G+ 4-bar (diai hi; lite tone) "Postage Due 2c" h/s applied in error; 1c due stamp at L; 1c Balboa on 2-panel PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AX-268. Montego Bay, Jamaica, 1962, G DCDS (bitlite tone) "Postage Due 3 Cents/Foreign Section GPO N.Y." h/s; faulty 3c due tied by Peoria, IL, mute box on PPC. E $8
AX-269. Revenue Protection Unit/Portland, OR, 1987, G+ boxed h/s tying 22c flag (bit trim B); "Postage Due 34c/.61." h/s (w/lime thru "61") on window cvr. E $30
AX-270. Hampton, Great Britain, 1961, F machine; "Postage Due 4 Cents/Foreign Sec., G.P.O., N.Y." h/s on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-271. North Highlands CA, 1968, VG+ machine; "Postage Due 5 Cents" h/s w/rate changed to "5" in ms; 5c + 1c dues tied by mute ovals on cvr to Minot AFB, ND. E $12
AX-272. Nassau, Bahamas, 1961, F CDS/mute ovals; "Postage Due 6 Cents/Foreign Sec., G.P.O. N.Y." h/s (o/s) 3c Liberty +1c Wash. attempted as postage on PPC to U.S. E $14
AX-273. Nassau, Bahamas, 1968, G+ CDS (crs) "Postage Due 6 Cents/Foreign Section GPO, NY" h/s; 6c FDR & 5c Wash.coils attempted as postage on air PPC to U.S., w/mute oval tying 6c Due. E $15
AX-274. San Rafael, CA, 1977, G 4-bar (stamp gone; part ruff B) "Postage Evidently Affixed" printed on yellow adhesive label on irreg.4x6.75" cvr, adapted for use as wrapper (now opened & flat). E $20
AX-275. (Tacoma, WA), 1990s?, (no origin canx) "Postage OK at Tacoma, WA" h/s on cvr. E $14
AX-276. San Diego, CA, 1990, VG machine; "Postage OK, San Diego, 92199" h/s on #10 cvr w/o stamp. E $15 MIN.8
AX-277. Portland, OR, 1987, G+ machine; "Postage OKEY" (sic) h/s (bit stutter); 7x 3c commems +1.25c on #10 cvr to Boise, ID. E $20
AX-278. New York/Mad Sq. Sta., NY, 1952, G+ duplex & partial Int'l (stamp gone; lite tone; crs) "Postage Stamp Detached By Cancelling Machine" h/s on #10 cvr to local add. E $20
AX-279. (Charleston, SC), 1970s?, (no origin canx; part water tone) "Postage Stamp Detached By Cancelling Machine" h/s on PPC. E $15
AX-280. Fort Lauderdale, FL, 1968, G+ machine (stamp gone; bit lite tone) "Postage Verified at Ft.Lauderdale, Fla." h/s on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-282. Parkersburg, WV, 1985, G+ machine; "Postage Verified at Parkersburg, W.Va." h/s struck on big gap in killer where stamps removed; on #10 cvr. E $14
AX-283. Franklin Center, PA, 1974, VG 2c PB meter, uprating to 8c rate & serving as "origin marking"; "Postage Verified at Phila, Pa." h/s & Philadelphia VG DCDS as transit (both seemingly unnecessary) on 6c GPO. E $20
AX-285. West Palm Beach, FL, 1980, partial DCDS/roller (crs) "Postage Verified at West Palm Beach, Fl" h/s; faulty 15c D.Madison on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-288. (North Canton, OH), 1990s?, (no origin canx) "Postage Verified." h/s on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AX-289. Eomnica Zdroj, Poland, 1949, G+ CDS (ruff T; tears T; no flap) "Re-Entered" h/s below address; 100z +1oz on reg'd air cvr to Northampton, PA. E $20
AX-290. Maquoketa, IA, 1918, G+ Amer/B14(1); "Reason For Non-Delivery..." boxed h/s w/pointing hand; "U.S.Rec'g Ship, U.S.Navy Yard, Norfolk, Va." BLUE forwarding h/s; several ms markings, inc."No Record" & "Not in Unit B"; on cvr to sailor at Great Lakes, IL. E $15 MIN.8
AX-291. (San Antonio, TX), ca.1950s, (no origin canx; tip cr) "Received at Austin,
Texas/Without Postmark" h/s (part heavy inked) partial CDS tying 3c Precise on PPC. E $14
AX-292. Louisville, KY, 1911, F Int'l (lite tone) "Received at Louisville Ky. under cover from the Post Office at (Linn Mo)" h/s w/ms town/state on PPC to Eldred, IL. E $15 MIN.8
AX-293. San Francisco, CA, 1928, F duplex (crs; edge tears) "Received at San Francisco, Calif, too late for air dispatch. Forwarded by train" h/s; 2x 10c map air on FRONT ONLY to Ocean Park, CA. E $15 MIN.8
AX-294. Saint Louis, MO, 1927, F duplex; "Received at St.Louis Missouri too late for Air Dispatch/Forwarded by train" h/s ("DISPAT" not struck); 10c map air on cvr. E $20
AX-295. Fresno, CA, 1911, G+ Int'l (lite tone) "Received By/Hollenbeck Hotel/S/Ford, By/Box By/Gen. Del." private boxed h/s on PPC to Los Angeles. E $20
AX-296. Queens, NY, 2007, VG sprayer (big piece torn off lower R edge) "Received in Bad Condition At/Rock Island Post Office" printed on 34x111mm adhesive computer label on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AX-297. Palatine, IL, 1997, G+ machine (big piece torn away at upper L; crs) "Received in Bad Condition At/Rock Island IL 61201-9998" printed on 29x89mm adhesive computer label on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AX-298. APO 929, [1944], G+ Univ. (edge crs) "Received in bad condition/at Denver, Colo." h/s; "Postage Due (12) Cents" h/s; 10c +2c dues tied w/Denver G mute oval on air PSE. E $20
AX-299. Beryl, WY, 1929, partial 4-bar; "Received in Bad Order/Denver, Colo." h/s; official seal wrapped around T, slit thru on air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-300. Freeport, IL, 1995, F 50.4c meter (lite tone streaks) "Received in Damaged Condition" boxed h/s on #10 window cvr. E $6
AX-301. San Diego, CA, 1989, partial 4-bar (tape repaired tears; piece out; multi-crs) "Received in damaged condition" h/s on cvr to local add. E $12 MIN.6
AX-302. Bakersfield, CA, 1944, G duplex (full vert.tape repair; tears; crs; lite tone) "Received in Damaged Condition" h/s ("ION" off R edge) applied at Wethersfield, CT, on #10 PSE. E $15 MIN.8
AX-303. Santa Rosa, CA, 1984, F machine (tape repairs T; bit uneven trim T) "Received in damaged condition" & "Station 'A' /11550 Steiner Street/San Francisco,CA 94115-9991" h/s on window cvr. E $20
AX-304. Hickory, NC, ca.1980s, G+ dateless 19.8c meter (crs; tear R) "Received in Damaged Condition/At Davenport, Iowa" h/s; Gen'l Instrument cc on #10 window cvr. E $6
AX-305. Detroit, MI, 1927, VG duplex (ruff L) "Received too late for Air Mail. Dispatched by Train to save delay." h/s struck twice; Hotel Huntington cc; 10c map air on cvr. E $24
AX-306. Rock Island, IL, 2001, VG meter; "Received Unsealed at QC P & D 61264" h/s on #10 cvr. E $8
AX-307. Port Washington, NY, 1996, G+ PB meter, mostly on flap; apparently applied w/flap up (crs) "Received Unsealed at Short Paid Section/USPS Morgan GMF 341 9th Ave/New York, NY 10199-9701" printed on 89x24mm adhesive labels; TWO such labels on back of 6x9.5" window cvr. E $16
AX-308. Saint Paul, MN, 2002, VG meter; "Received Unsealed at St.Paul, MN 55101" h/s on #10 window cvr. E $6
AX-309. Upper Lake, CA, 1927, VG duplex (dial bit hi) "Received Unsealed at Upper Lake, Calif." h/s on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-310. Springfield, IL, 1985, partial 4-bar; "Received Unsealed/Springfield, IL 62703-9998" h/s on cvr. E $6
AX-311. Rock Island, IL, 1994, VG machine; "REFUSED by: The Northern Trust Bank" h/s; "Returned to Writer" pointing hand & "Insufficient address" h/s on #10 cvr. E $20
AX-312. Quad Cities P & D/Milan, IL, 2005, G 4-bar; "Refused-C.M.R.A./No Authorization TO Receive Mail For This Addressee." h/s; "Returned to Sender/REFUSED" pointing hand h/s (x2) on 5.5x8.5" auction catalog. E $20
AX-313. Springfield, OH, 1945, G+ Univ. (lite tone; crs) "Return for 6c/Rate 6c per 1/2 oz." h/s; 4x 3c Win the War on air cvr. E $16
AX-314. Eugene, OR, 1984, G+ machine; "Return for Add'l Postage/40c airmail 1/2 oz./30c surface 1 oz./47c surface 2 ozs." h/s; 20c flag on cvr to West Germany; not remailed. E $15 MIN.8
AX-315. Des Moines, IA, 1990, F machine; "Return For Additional Postage/Canada Rate 30c 1st oz./Each Add'l Oz.22c" h/s; 25c flag on #10 cvr to Canada. E $20
AX-316. Houston, TX, 1990, G+ machine; "Return For Better Address/Destination Country Must
Be/Printed in English and Not/Abbreviated." h/s; 45c Langley on air cvr w/unclear address. E $20
AX-317. (Poland, OH), ca.1999, (no origin canx; tear L; bit cr; part ruff slit T) "Return for Postage. Stamp Void If Coated, Covered or Damaged" h/s w/red "X" thru & "OK" written below; red checkmark by 33c Sc.U642 CUTOUT, apparently deemed to be "damaged"; 33c flag (subsequently?) applied at L on #10 PSE Sc.U642. Interesting application & usage. E $16
AX-318. (Burgetstown, PA), (origin & date unknown) "Return for Postage/Remove Label When Remailing" printed on 89x24mm yellow adhesive label on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AX-319. (Washington, PA), (origin & date unknown) "Return for Postage/Remove Label When Remailing" printed on 82x24mm yellow adhesive label on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AX-320. Moline, IL, 2014 (Jun 28), G+ 4-bar; "Return For Proper Handling to Station of Zipcode (97321)" printed on 56x32mm yellow adhesive label above address; 4 yellow "NOREC" labels & 1 yellow "NIXIE" label stacked at L, dated 7/11 to 8/20; on 5.5x8.5" auction catalog. E $15 MIN.8
AX-321. San Francisco, CA, 1976, G 4-bar; "Return Receipt Desired/Deliver to Addressee in Person" bit spotty h/s x2 on address side; 1 on back; on reg'd #10 PSE to Foster City & f/wd. E $20
AX-322. (Nashville), TN, [1990], (no origin canx; no flap; tear T) "Return to Addressee For Postage. (Pac)kage And/Or Envelope Opened." pointing hand h/s on adhesive label, applied at Lansing, MI; 21c RR Mail Car present on 4.75x8.5" cvr from "Lifeguard" auto warranty co/w/"Not accepted Return to Sender" written twice by addressee, but returned to him because he opened env. E $30
AX-323. Moline, IL, 1996, G DCDS; "Return to Sender... Unclaimed..." pointing hand h/s on insured #10 cvr. E $8
AX-324. (Avella, PA), ca.2010, (no origin canx) "Return to Sender/Additional (20c) Postage Due For Non Machinable Surcharge" printed on 89x24mm yellow adhesive label; faulty 44c on 5.25x5.25" cvr. E $14
AX-325. Costa Mesa, CA, 1984, F meter (nick T) ms "Return to sender/deceased" applied at San Francisco, CA, on #10 cvr to employee at accounting firm; misrouted thru Ft.Wayne, IN, on return trip. E $15 MIN.8
AX-326. San Francisco, CA, 1955, G+ meter; "Return to Sender/Deleted from Distribution list/PCC San Francisco, California" h/s on #10 window cvr. E $20
AX-327. Costa Mesa, CA, 1987, VG 22c meter; "Return to Sender/Fee Due.30" & addressee's forwarding add. printed on yellow adhesive label, applied at Fresno, CA, on #10 cvr w/enc. E $20
AX-328. Rock Island, IL, 1994, VG machine; "Return to Sender/Forwarding Order Expired" pointing hand h/s; "Return to Sender/No Forward Order on File..." printed on yellow adhesive computer label on #10 cvr to Madison, WI. E $12 MIN.6
AX-329. Miami, FL, 1981, G+ machine; "Return to Sender-Mail Service Temporarily Suspended" h/s on cvr to Canada w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
AX-330. Rock Island, IL, 1996, G+ 4-bar (tip cr) "Return to Sender/Non-mailable due to/size standard" h/s on 6c GPC Sc.UX65 +10c +4c to make 20c rate. E $15 MIN.8
AX-331. (Greensboro), NC, ca.1987, VG Blk.Rt.precanx; "Return to Sender/Pstage Due=.22" (sic) & addressee's forwarding add. printed on yellow adhesive label; 8.3c ambulance on PC to local address. E $20
AX-332. San Francisco, CA, 1981, VG machine; "Return to Sender/Service Suspended" boxed h/s on #10 cvr to Canada. E $12 MIN.6
AX-333. USPS, CA, 1975, VG machine; "Return to Sender/Service Temporarily Suspended" boxed h/s on cvr to Canada. E $15 MIN.8
AX-334. Somerville, NJ, 1974, VF machine; "Return to Sender/Service Temporarily Suspended" printed on 30x69mm paper, taped over address area on PPC to Canada. E $15 MIN.8
AX-335. USPS, CA, 1974, G machine; "Return to Sender/Service to Canada Temporarily Suspended" h/s on cvr w/enc.to Canada. E $15 MIN.8
AX-336. Boston, MA, 1981, G machine; "Return to Sender/Services Temporarily Suspended" h/s on #10 cvr to Canada. E $15 MIN.8
AX-337. Bucyrus, OH, 1886, G+ CDS/cork (lower R ruff; cr; part lite tone) ms "Return to Writer"; New Washington, OH, octagon as recd h/s & as fwd at lower L; on PSE. E $8
AX-338. USPS, NV, 1974, G+ machine; "Returned Due To Service Interruption in Canada" h/s on #10 cvr to Canada. E $15 MIN.8
AX-339. Lansing, MI, 1989, VF machine; "Returned for $.05/Total Postage Required $.30" h/s; 25c
flag on cvr to Canada; not remailed. E $15 MIN.8
AX-340. Santa Barbara, CA, 1974, G 4-bar; "Returned for (10c) postage. When remailing cross out this notice or paste stamps over it." h/s w/ms rate, partly tying 3c Key on air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-341. Tacoma, WA, 1989, G+ machine; "Returned For 5c Additional Postage. When Remailing Cross Out This Notice or Paste Stamps Over It. Canada Rate" h/s on 25c PSE to Canada. E $20
AX-342. USPS, NY, 1974, G machine (tear T, thru dial) "Returned for Add'l (22) Cents Postage, Air Mail Rate to This Country (26) Cents Per 1/2 Oz.Must Be Fully Prepaid" h/s w/ms rates; 30c origin postage; 20c +2c added on 4.75x7.75" air cvr to England. E $20
AX-343. Burlington, MA, 1989, VG 25c meter (bit trim T) "Returned For Add'l Postage/Due (15) Surface Rate/Due (65) Airmail Rate" h/s w/ms rates; Pan Am Airways cc on #10 window cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-344. San Francisco, CA, 1951, G+ Int'l (trim L) "Returned for add'l postage/Postage due (10c)/Total postage required (25c)/Rate per each 1/2 ounce (25c)" h/s w/ms rates; pair 10c Pan Am air +5c Prexie on cvr to Australia; not remailed. E $15 MIN.8
AX-345. Chico, CA, 1952, G duplex; "Returned for add'l postage/Postage due (13)/Total postage required (25)/Rate per each 1/2 ounce (25)" h/s w/ms rates; pair 6c airs on cvr to India; not remailed. E $15 MIN.8
AX-346. Hackensack, NJ, 1965, G Univ.; "Returned For Add'l Postage/Total Postage Required (15c)/Postage Due (5c)/Rate (15c) Per 1/2 Oz." h/s on air cvr to Honduras; 5c added & remailed. E $15 MIN.8
AX-347. New York, NY, 1986, G+ machine; "Returned for Additional Postage/Foreign Mail Must Be Prepaid" h/s; WMCA Radio 57 cc; 44c meter on #10 cvr to England. E $20
AX-348. Minneapolis, MN, 1953, VG duplex; "Returned for Additional Postage/Rate is (15) cts. per half ounce." h/s (bit covered by stamp) 2x 6c air + 2x 3c + 10c + 2c Prexies on air cvr to Germany. E $12
AX-349. Baltimore, MD, 1895, G Barry; "Returned For Direction" h/s on GPC to "Shinnston, OH"; corrected to WV & remailed. E $15 MIN.8
AX-350. Huntington, WV, 1986, G machine (bit trim B) "Returned For Postage Due (44)c/Total Postage Required (88)c/Rate (44)c Per 1/2 Ounce./Place Stamp Over This Label." printed on yellow adhesive label; 44c added, but label not covered; on #10 cvr to England. E $20
AX-351. Mailed TO: Washington, PA, (origin & date unknown; upper R crnr ruff slit) "Returned for Postage" h/s, adjacent to "No Postage Necessary..." printed clause on #10 bus.reply cvr. Curious application of common auxiliary type. E $20
AX-352. Randolph Field, TX, 1944, VF Int'l (bit uneven trim T; tiny tear T; lite gum tone) "Returned for Postage" h/s; soldier's ms "Free" frank (maybe not applied until returned?) on cvr. E $20
AX-353. (San Mateo), CA, [1987], (no origin canx) "Returned for Postage. When Re-Mailing Cross Out This Notice or Paste Stamp Over It." printed on yellow adhesive label at upper R on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-354. Santa Ana, CA, 1988, VF machine; "Returned for Postage/Place Stamp Over Fist" h/s w/integrated "Returned to Sender" pointing hand; Orange County Mining Co./Whiskey & Grub ad cc on #10 window cvr w/22c flag neatly placed on hand & part of top line when remailed. E $24
AX-355. New York, NY, 1897, VG Amer/B14(6); "Returned from St.Paul Minn./No such Office in State named" h/s on PSE to "W.Paris, Wis.". E $12 MIN.6
AX-356. (Indisstinct RPO origin canx), ca.1908, partial duplex (lite tone) "Returned to Post Office by Carrier No.../Lack of Time to Deliver." h/s on PPC to Salinas, CA. E $15 MIN.8
AX-357. San Francisco, CA, 1951, G Int'l (struck HI) "Returned to Sender By Brooklyn, N.Y.P.O./date/Undeliverable As Addressed/Do Not Post Again in This Envelope or Wrapper" h/s on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-358. Paison, NC, 1969, G machine (crs) "Returned to Sender By Brooklyn, N.Y.P.O./Undeliverable As Addressed/Do Not Post Again in This ENVELOPE or WRAPPER" h/s; inappropriately worded marking on PPC. E $20
AX-359. Fleischman, NY, 1964, G+ Int'l; "Returned to Sender By Brooklyn,N.Y.P.O." & "Undeliverable As Addressed..." h/s on PPC. E $8
AX-360. St.Petersburg, FL, 1942, G+ Univ. (trim R) "Returned To Sender By Censor" printed on 32x51mm adhesive label, covering most of address; cnsor tape at L on cvr to APO 815. E $24 MIN.12
AX-361. (Lincoln), NE, ca.1990s?, (no stamp or origin canx) "Returned to Sender For Postage/Sender: Remove Label, Affix Postage, & Remail." w/pointing hand printed on adhesive label, covering add. on cvr; not remailed. E $15 MIN.8

AX-362. (Washington, PA), (date unknown), "Returned to Sender From Pittsburgh, Pa 15290/Rec'd W/O Address" & "Returned for Postage" h/s on #10 cvr w/college cc, intended for internal delivery to "Dr. Mitchell". E $14

AX-363. (Washington, PA), (date unknown), "Returned to Sender From Pittsburgh, Pa./No State or Country Named" & "Returned for Postage" h/s on #10 cvr w/college cc, intended for internal delivery to Admissions Office. E $14

AX-364. LaJolla, CA, 1990, VG PB meter; "Returned to Sender... No Such Street..." pointing hand h/s; San Diego G+ machine tying green Return Receipt card on on address side of certified #10 cvr to Municipal Traffic Court, returned because zip code incorrect. UNUSUAL application. E $20 MIN.10

AX-365. Rock Island, IL, 1994, VG machine; "Returned to Sender/Attempted, Not Known" pointing hand h/s; "Return to Sender/No Forward Order on File..." printed on yellow adhesive computer label on #10 cvr to Pittsburg, KS. E $12 MIN.6

AX-366. Pleasantville, NY, 1985, VG meter; "Returned to Sender/Attempted-Not Known/Do Not Remail in This ENVELOPE" pointing hand h/s; inappropriately worded marking on 3-panel folded CARD, to Brooklyn, NY. E $20

AX-367. Rock Island, IL, 1994, G+ machine; "Returned to Sender/Box Closed, No Order" pointing hand h/s (x2) on #10 cvr to Tonopah, NV. E $12 MIN.6

AX-368. Rock Island, IL, 1989, G+ machine; "Returned to Sender/Do Not Remail in This Envelope" pointing hand h/s; "Return to Sender/No Forwarding Order on File..." printed on yellow adhesive computer label on #10 window cvr. E $8

AX-369. Rock Island, IL, 1994, VG machine (address obliterated w/black marker) "Returned to Sender/Do Not Remail in This Envelope" pointing hand h/s; incorrectly worded marking on 3-panel folded CARD w/redundant marking. E $20 MIN.10

AX-370. Rock Island, IL, 1989, F machine; "Returned to Sender/Do Not Remail in This Envelope/Forwarding Order Expired" pointing hand h/s on #10 cvr to local add. E $6

AX-371. Rock Island, IL, 1995, G+ 4-bar; "Returned to Sender/For Postage/Sender: Remove Label, Affix Postage, and Remail/United States Postal Service" w/pointing hand & logo, printed on 22x76mm adhesive label, covering address; "Postage Due 29c" h/s on cvr to East Moline, IL, mailed w/box bluebird make-up rate. E $15 MIN.8

AX-372. Madison, WI, 1927, G Univ.; "Returned to Sender/From Jackson Pk.Sta./Chicago, Ill.#2" pointing hand & "Directory Service..." h/s on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8

AX-373. USPS, TX, 1974, G+ machine; "Returned to Sender/From Memphis Tenn/date/No Such Office in State" pointing hand h/s on #10 cvr to Old Homestead, TN. E $15 MIN.8

AX-374. Rock Island, IL, 1994, G+ machine (tiny tear R) "Returned to Sender/Moved Not Forwardable" pointing hand h/s; New York, NY, G+ machine w/boxed "Return to Sender/Moved/EWDO Order Expired..." & pointing hand on #10 cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6

AX-375. Rock Island, IL, 1994, VG machine; "Returned to Sender/No Mail Receptacle" pointing hand h/s on #10 cvr to Orleans, MA. E $12 MIN.6

AX-376. Rockford, IL, 2003, G machine; "Returned to Sender/No Such Address" pointing hand h/s; lined thru w/"Address OK/Try again" sender's ms note below on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AX-377. Lansing, MI, 1990, G 4-bar (staple holes L) "Returned to Sender/Non-Mailable Due to Size" pointing hand h/s on 4.25x4.75" 2-panel folded homemade Easter Party invitation. E $20

AX-378. Las Vegas, NV, 1985, F machine; "Returned to Sender/Out of Business/Brewster, NY..." pointing hand h/s on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AX-379. Rock Island, IL, 1994, VG machine; "Returned to Sender/Return to Sender/Order Expired/Uptown Station 55102-9998" pointing hand h/s w/redundant wording on #10 cvr to St.Paul, MN. E $15 MIN.8

AX-380. Stanford, CA, 1974, VG meter (few tone specks) "Returned to Sender/Service Suspended." h/s on #10 cvr to Canada. E $15 MIN.8

AX-381. Portland, OR, 1932, VF Univ.; "Returned to Sender/Unclaimed/Monterey, Calif." pointing hand h/s on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AX-382. Rock Island, IL, 1994, G+ machine; "Returned to Sender/Vacant" pointing hand h/s on #10 cvr to Pasadena, CA. E $12 MIN.6

AX-383. Westfield, NY, 1890, G+ CDS/cork (trim R; L edge part toned) "Returned to Writer." h/s
applied at Troy, OH, on PSE w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
AX-384. Butler, PA, 1901, G+ duplex (few tone specks) "Returned to Writer." pointing hand h/s applied at Los Angeles, w/ ms "Unknown" on PSE to resident at SOLDIERS HOME. E $14
AX-385. Moline, IL, 1989, F DCDS; "Returned to Writer... Unclaimed..." pointing hand h/s on certified return rect cvr w/enc. E $5
AX-386. Washington, DC, 1944, G duplex (lite tone; crs) "Returned to Writer..." pointing hand h/s; "Returned to United States/Left No Forwarding Address" h/s; "Directory Service Given/date/B.P.O.#15 c/o PM/San Fran., Calif." h/s on back on #10 cvr to APO 959. E $15 MIN.8
AX-387. USPS, TX, 1974, G+ machine; "Returned to Writer..." pointing hand h/s; "Station Closed/1970/ZM Postmaster/Cordova, AL 35550" ms note on #10 PSE to Argo Hts Rur.Sta., AL. E $15 MIN.8
AX-388. Pocatello, ID, 1918, G+ Amer/B14(1) (tears T; lite tone; edge wear) "Returned to writer/No such office in state named/N.S., No.3 M.D." h/s, apparently applied at Chicago on PSE to "Albion, AL," w/4 Chicago b/s. E $14
AX-389. Honolulu, HI, 1941, VG Int'l (lite tone) "Returned to Writer/Reason Checked.../Unknown.../Do not use this envelope or wrapper again." pointing hand h/s on cvr to local address. E $20
AX-390. Orange, NJ, 1970, partial machine (taped T edge to reseal) "Returned to Writer/Reason Checked/Unclaimed (x)... No such post office in state (x)..." pointing hand h/s on #10 cvr to Clerk in Charge, Cedar Lake Rural Br., TX; returned to sender in Orange who had moved to Houston; apparently rec'd there 1 YEAR after mailed. E $24 MIN.12
AX-391. Philadelphia, PA, 1975, G+ machine; "Returned to Writer/Temporary Embargo" h/s on air cvr to Canada. E $15 MIN.8
AX-392. Portsmouth, VA, 1933, F Univ.; "Returned to writer/Turned in as No such post office in state named by Railway Mail Service 2nd Div.(N.Y.1.S.)" h/s (lower 2 lines spotty) on PSE to "Chinchburg, PA". E $24
AX-393. Bismarck, ND, 1920, G duplex; "Returned to Writer/Unclaimed From Bismarck, N.Dak./Do not remail in this envelope or wrapper again." pointing hand h/s on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
AX-394. Toledo, OH, 1968, G+ machine (o/s) "Returned to Writer/Unclaimed-Clerk #1/Do not use this envelope or wrapper again." pointing hand h/s on window cvr w/enc.to local address. E $15 MIN.8
AX-395. Kansas City/Sta.D, MO, 1908, G+ duplex (o/s) "Returned. No such Post Off(ice)/in State named." h/s (partly off B), lined thru at Kans.City main P.O., on PPC to "Gren," KS, corrected to "Green". E $12
AX-396. USPS, MI, 1974, G+ machine; "Returned/Service Temp. Suspended/Emargo" h/s on #10 cvr to Canada. E $15 MIN.8
AX-397. Chicago, IL, 1954, VG Univ.; "Rural 1...6" h/s w/#'s lined thru on PPC to "R.D.4, Wooster, OH". E $12 MIN.6
AX-399. Santa Cruz, CA, 1928, G+ Univ.; "Santa Cruz/Big Trees/Calif." circled purple private h/s on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-400. Rock Island, IL, 2003, G+ 4-bar; "Scanned As Returned" & "Final Notice" h/s; "RTS/Return to Sender" yellow adhesive label w/"Unclaimed" h/s; on #10 certifield cvr to Lorain, OH. E $20
AX-401. Denver, CO, [1987], partial 4-bar tying 2x 22c (bit uneven trim B) "Sealed Against Inspection. Subject to 1st Class Rate/Postage Due (46)" h/s ("SUBJECT" mostly not struck) w/ ms rate on window cvr. E $20
AX-403. Genoa, Italy, 1965, G+ DCDS; "Second Notice. No Reply To First Notice Mailed (7/16/65)" h/s w/ ms date on #10 reg'd air cvr to Seattle. E $15 MIN.8
AX-404. Chicago, IL, 1950, VG 33c meter (part ruff T) tied by mute oval on back; "See Reverse Side for Postage and Other Charges" boxed h/s at upper R on reg'd #10 cvr w/Tulsa, OK VG DCDS as rec'd b/s. E $15 MIN.8
AX-405. Mexico City, Mexico, 1928, G+ DCDS (lite tone) "Sent by rail from San Antonio, Texas, to avoid dela" h/s struck twice (bit o/s) on air cvr to Los Angeles. E $20
AX-406. Miami, FL, 1968, partial machine; "Service Temporarily Discontinued" crude h/s, w/"Return to Sender." h/s above on #10 air cvr to Canada. E $20
AX-407. Stanford, CA, 1968, G+ meter; "Service Temporarily Suspended/Return to Sender" h/s on #10 cvr w/enc.to Canada. E $15 MIN.8
AX-408. USPS, WA, 1975, F machine (part lite tone) "Service Temporarily/Suspended/Return to Sender" h/s ("RILY" partly off R edge) on 3.5x4.5" cvr to Canada. E $15 MIN.8
AX-409. USPS, WA, 1975, G+ machine; "Service Temporarily/Suspended/Return to Sender" h/s; "Lightbearers" cc on cvr to Canada. E $15 MIN.8
AX-410. Sacramento, CA, 1981, VG machine; "Service Temporarily/Suspended/Return to Sender" & "Returned to Sender" pointing hand h/s on 12c US Domestic Rate non-denominated GPC to Canada. E $20
AX-411. (San Mateo), CA, [1991], (no origin canx) "Short Paid (Express Mail)/Postage Due (3.25)c" h/s w/ms rate; "U.S.Postal Service/Official Business/Your Express Mail Customer Receipt" logo cc on 4.75x9" penalty window cvr; enc.receipt w/SAME auxiliary h/s. E $65
AX-412. (Paris), France, ca.1950s, printed "Affrance/Postes" precanx; "Small Packet/Collect 15 Cents" h/s; "Around-the-world Shoppers Club" return add.on flap; partial "Passed Free" oval as b/s on 3.25x2" cardboard mailer to Deland, FL, w/bit faulty pencil canx'd 10c + 5c dues applied. E $20
AX-413. Detroit, MI, 1902, F duplex (lite tone) "Special Delivery Attempted." & "Place of Address closed." h/s at l; "Received in Special Delivery Dept., 8.36;A.M., Standard Time." h/s w/ms pencil "P" on "AM" as b/s; Michigan Lubricator Co.ad header on special del.cvr to Globe Brass Works, Detroit. E $40
AX-414. Cleveland/Univ.Center Sta., OH, 1939, G+ duplex (uneven water toned; edge tears T) "Special Delivery, Fee paid 10 cents" h/s on special del.cvr to Vermilion, OH. E $15 MIN.8
AX-415. Council Bluffs, IA, 1929, G duplex (ruff slit R; edge tear T; crs) "Special Delivery/Fee Paid... Cents" h/s w/no amount filled in; 8c +2c paying special del.rate on 2c PSE w/enc.to Chicago. E $20
AX-416. New York/GPO, NY, 1930, VG duplex (no flap) "Special Delivery/Messenger No.1" h/s on special del.cvr to Galesburg, IL. E $40
AX-418. Israel (indistinct town), 1971, G machine; "Staten Island, N.Y./Correct Address Supplied/By Post Office/At Brooklyn,N.Y." h/s, w/integrated info serving dual purpose of address correction & explanation; on air PPC. E $15
AX-419. Halfway, CO, 1905, VF Doane 2/1; "Summit of Pike's Peak" VF blue cogwheel DCDS at L as "origin"; 2nd strike on pix side (03-17) on PPC w/similar cogwheel design header above address. E $15 MIN.8
AX-420. Lansing, MI, 1949, G+ Univ.; "Take Out/G.D.No.8" G+ DCDS applied at Seattle, WA, on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-422. Charleston, WV, 2008, partial sprayer; "This address is incorrect but delivery is being made. Please advise your correspondents of your correct address/United States Postal Service." w/logo printed on 25x76mm adhesive label on #10 cvr to Rock Island, IL. E $20
AX-423. Kingston, Jamaica, 1938, VG Univ.(lite tone) "This AirMail Letter arrived/after Last Delivery Trip sat-/urday. (sic) The fact that it was sent/Air Mail indicates its importance./Had it borne a Special Deliv-/ery Stamp it would have been/delivered Promptly.Please ad-/vise the sender accordingly." h/s on back of air cvr to Brooklyn, NY. E $24 MIN.12
AX-424. Washington, DC, 1952, F Int'l; "This article originally mailed in country indicated by postage" h/s; U.S.Embassy, Tehran/APO 205 cc; 2r +50d Iran stamps on #10 cvr. E $20
AX-425. Washington, DC, 1952, G+ Int'l (part ruff slit upper R) "This article originally mailed in country indicated by postage." h/s (few letters spotty) 2,50R Iran on cvr w/"U.S.Embassy, Tehran, APO 205" h/s cc. E $24
AX-426. Grand Rapids, MI, 1909, G Int'l (crs) "This is the Article for which you sent postage." h/s on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-427. Washington, DC, 1906, G+ duplex (lite tone) "This letter was mailed without postage and now forwarded on receipt of stamp." boxed h/s on PPC. E $14
AX-428. Kemmerer, WY, 1960, G+ Int'l; "This Mail Has Been Dela(yed)./Adviser Sender to
Hereafter(Address It To --/Lathrup Village, Michigan" h/s (few letters off T) on PPC to
Birmingham, MI. E $20
AX-429. Beverly Hills, CA, 1945, F Int'l (tears, 1 in dial; crs) "This type of envelope for Air
Mail only" & "Returned for Additional Postage" h/w on #10 cvr w/air mail border; 3c Win origin
postage, then pair 3c applied & remailed. E $20
AX-430. APO 283, [1965], G machine; "To Avoid Delay in Delivery, Advise Your Correspondents of
Your Complete Military Address, Showing Unit & Box No#" h/s at T & on back; APO 09285 return
add. on cvr to "APO 09227 (Local)". E $15 MIN.8
AX-431. (Gilford, NH), ca.1906?, (no origin canx) "To avoid delay in delivery, have your mail
addressed (with postage)" blue h/s w/add'l 2 words written at end, applied at Waltham, MA; ms
"Due 1c"; 1c due stamp tied by circle h/s; on PPC. Interesting adaptation of common aux.type. E $20
AX-432. Claremont, CA, 1942, VF Int'l (trim R; lite tone) "Trans-Pacific Route" h/s; 20c
transport air on cvr to Honolulu & fwd to addressee at sender's address. E $15 MIN.8
AX-433. Jicin, Czechoslovakia, 1949, G+ DCDS (tape R edge & on back) "Transmitted through
Kansas City, Mo/In Registered Mail/date" h/s on back; "Passed From/U.S.Customs/Kansas City,
Mo." h/s on address side on reg'd air cvr. E $20
AX-434. Casa Grande, AZ, 1935, G duplex; "U.S.Savings Bonds on sale at Post Offices." h/s on
cvr to Edna, KS, & fwd. E $15 MIN.8
AX-435. Pirabeiraba, Brazil, 1953, G+ DCDS; "Uncalled For At Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer" h/s on cvr to
actress Deborah Kerr. E $12 MIN.6
AX-436. Valparaiso, Chile, 1954, partial DCDS/grid (bit cr) "Uncalled For At
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer" h/s on cvr to actress "Senorita Deborah Kerr". E $12 MIN.6
AX-437. O'Neill, NE, 1913, partial Doremus ty.D; "Uncalled For" h/s on GPC to Opportunity, NE.
E $12
AX-438. Asheville, NC, 1924, G+ Univ.; "Unclaimed From Casper, Wyo." pointing hand h/s on PPC.
E $12 MIN.6
AX-439. Rock Island, IL, 1996, F machine (crs) "Undeliverable As Addressed" & "Returned to
Sender" pointing hand h/s on #10 cvr to Eagan, MN. E $6
AX-440. Larchmont, NY, 1960s, G Int'l (staple holes L) "Undeliverable During Delivery
Hours/Notice Left..." h/s ("DEL" not struck) w/ms date on certified/ret.rect. #10 cvr. E $15
MIN.8
AX-441. Kearney, NE, 1958, VG machine; "Unknown R.R.1 J.H." h/s applied at New Albany, IN, on
PPC. E $8
AX-442. Staten Island, NY, 1968, VF machine; "Unknown R1" h/s applied at Corry, PA, on PPC. E
$8
AX-443. Bemus, VT, 1941, VG duplex; "Unknown/Not for R.D.2" applied to Lorain, OH, on cvr. E
$8
AX-444. Sarasota, FL, 1961, G+ machine; "Unknown/R/3 AEH" h/s w/carring's initials on PPC to
Sturges, MI. E $15 MIN.8
AX-445. (Davenport, IA), ca.1917, no canx (trim B) "Unmailable" h/s on GLITTER PPC. E $12
AX-446. Louisville, KY, 1907, F Int'I; "Unmailable" h/s on glitter PPC. E $16
AX-447. Brooklyn/Flatbush Sta., NY, 1907, G+ duplex (lite tone) "Unmailable" purple h/s (partly
spotty on embossing; part heavy inked) on GLITTER PPC. E $20
AX-448. Cambridge, IL, 1913, partial duplex (stap about 1/2 peeled; heavy crs) "Unmailable." h/s on
glitter PPC to Kewanee, IL. E $12 MIN.6
AX-449. Brooklyn/Glendale Sta., NY, 1907, partial duplex (lite tone) "Unmailable." magenta h/s
on GLITTER PPC. E $20
AX-450. Stamford, CT, ca.1982, G 4-bar (stamp gone; year partial; upper R crnr toned)
"Verification of Stamp/Stamford, CT 06904" h/s (part o/s) on window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AX-451. (Hope, IN), ca.1996, (no origin canx) "VOID" boxed h/s negating 25c Juke Box presort,
despite sender's Permit # written below; 2x 3c +1c also applied to make 32c rate; "Postage Due
(25)c" h/s on #10 cvr to Rock Island, IL. E $15 MIN.8
AX-452. Mountain View, CA, 1971, VG 3c postage due meter label w/"VOIDED" h/s on air cvr from
France. E $15 MIN.8
AX-453. (Sayreville, NJ), [2001], (no origin canx) "VOIDED" h/s (4 partial strikes) negating 6x
5c wetlands Nonprofit, despite sender's Permit # written below; 2x 2c also applied to make 34c
rate; "Postage Due (30)" h/s on #10 cvr to Rock Island, IL. E $15 MIN.8
AX-454. Eau Claire, WI, 1949, F Int'l (upper R crnr torn away, taking stamp; part ruff T; lite
tone) "Withdrawn before dispatch" h/s; Frommes Eau Claire Co.cc on cvr. E $24
AX-455. New York, NY, 1979, G+ machine; "X Rayed/For Safety" dated h/s; Congress of the U.S.;
Ted Weiss printed signature frank on #10 cvr to State Dept. E $15 MIN.8
AX-456. Flandreau, SD, 1915, partial duplex; "You Can Help/Make This/Liberty Loan/A Victory
Loan" h/s w/pictorial UNCLE SAM (B line bit stutter) on PPC to Boone, IA. Also listed in
"Military" section. E $24 MIN.12
AX-457. Tomah, WI, 1917, VG duplex; "Your Patriotic Duty-/Buy a Liberty Loan Bond." h/s
inverted above message; "Do your bit!/Buy a Liberty Loan Bond..." h/s above address on PPC to
Tidoute, PA. RARE combo. E $40

EXPOSITIONS (NOTE: Bomar #'s are from the 3rd EDITION catalog) / Do you need "Postmarks of
U.S.Expositions"? We have it!
EX-1. Philadelphia, PA, [1876], partial CDS/cork (ruff R; tears; add.faded) Trans-Continental
Hotel/"Opposite Main Entrance to Int'l Exhibition"; vert.illus.hotel at L on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
EX-2. Centennial/Phil'a, PA, [1876], VG P76-01 (dial bit hi; slight o/s) on GPC datelined
"Centennial". E $60
EX-3. Whitesburgh, TN, ca.1876, partial CDS/target (bit lite tone) "Memorial Hall/Int'l
Exhibition/Phil'a.1876." illus.ad (building) on flap on 4.5x3.75" cvr. E $40 MIN.20
EX-4. Chicago, IL, ca.1882, G+ duplex (bit trim R; lite tone) "Art Dept., Exposition Bldg." cc;
3c banknote (Sc.207) on cvr. E $30
EX-5. New Orleans, LA, 1884, G+ duplex (lite tone; bit angle trim R) Jno.P.Richardson/Dry Goods
& Notions return add.; World's Industrial & Cotton Expo illus.ad (Main Bldg; Gov't Bldg;
Horticultural Hall) on cvr. E $80
EX-6. Cincinnati, OH, 1886 (May 11), G+ duplex (bit ruff trim R; bit lite soiled; Cincinnati
Industrial Exposition overall illus.ad on back; "Crawford House/Lewis Vanden" cc on cvr. E $160
MIN.80
EX-7. Savannah, GA, [1888], G+ duplex (trim L; edge tears; lite tone & lite soiled) "Jasper
Festival/To be Unveiled February 22d, 1888" illus.ad (soldier raising sword & banner) "Ludden &
Bates/Southern Music House" h/s on cvr. E $30
EX-8. Aberdeen, SD, 1890 (Sep 3), G+ duplex; "State Fair/at Aberdeen, S.(D.)/Sept.15th to
20th,/Greatest Attractions Ever Displayed/Every One Invited." h/s w/upper lines in violet,
lower lines in magenta (partly off edge) on GPC wprinted bank rect.on back. E $14
EX-9. Aberdeen, SD, 1890 (Sep 6), partial duplex; "State Fair/at Aberdeen, S.(D.)/Sept.15th to
20th,/Greatest Attractions Ever Displayed/Every One Invited." violet h/s on GPC wprinted
bank rect.on back. E $15 MIN.8
EX-10. World's Fair Station, IL, 1893, VG C93-12B w/"1" pointing to "H" on Goldsmith Expo GPC
(Agricultural Bldg). E $30 MIN.15
EX-11. Chicago, IL, 1893 (Dec 9), VF Int'l (bit ruff trim R; bit lite tone) A.D.Ferry/Broom
Corn cc; lite blue overall illus.ad on add.side (Columbian Expo Grounds) & on back (4 bldgs)
cvr mailed 5 weeks after event. E $65
EX-12. Detroit, MI, 1902, F Int'l (tear L; toned) Berry Bros.Varnish & Paints overall lite blue
illus.ad, w/"Our Products Rec'd 6 Awards at the World's Columbian Expo"; 1c green on cvr. E $20
MIN.10
EX-13. Burlington, IA, 1896, G+ duplex (part ruff trim R) "Iowa State Semi-Cent'l Celebration"
ad cc on cvr mailed after event. E $15 MIN.8
EX-14. Natchez, MS, [1898], G+ duplex (bit ruff trim L, in cc & back ad; R edge water tone)
M.M.Ullman/Clothiers & Furnishers cc; Natchez Fair & Exposition overall illus.back ad
(RACETRACK) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
EX-15. Philadelphia, PA, 1899, F+ P99-06 Nat'l Export Expo slogan (trim L; edge tears T) on
cvr. E $12
EX-16. Philadelphia, PA, 1899, VG P99-07 Nat'l Export Expo slogan; Cook's Tours cc on 1c PSE. E
$30
EX-17. Philadelphia, PA, 1899, G+ P99-09-05 Nat'l Export Expo slogan flag on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-19. Philadelphia, PA, 1899, VF P99-09-07 Nat'l Export Expo slogan flag (toned; trim R) on
cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-20. Philadelphia, PA, 1899, VF P99-09-09 Nat'l Export Expo slogan flag (edge tear T; upper L tip slit; flap mostly off) on cvr. E $14


EX-22. Philadelphia, PA, 1899, F+ P99-09-10 Nat'l Export Expo slogan flag (upper L tip slit) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8

EX-23. Philadelphia, PA, 1899, G+ P99-09J Nat'l Export Expo flag #10 (extraneous math calculations in pen, not into canx) David Landreth cc; 2c + 1c on 2c PSE to Prince Edward Island. E $24 MIN.12


EX-26. United States Postal Station/Paris Exposition, [1900], F+ P00-07 flag (lite tone; tip cr) 4c+3c+2c+1c on Expo PPC to Germany. E $100 MIN.50

EX-27. Chicago, IL, 1898, F Amer/B14(I) (toned; bit ruff upper L; cr) "Office of Commissioner-Gen'l for the U.S.to the Paris Exposition of 1900/LaFayette Memorial Comm'n" cc on penalty cvr. E $60 MIN.30


EX-29. Buffalo/Pan-American Sta., NY, 1901, VG+ B01-07A (tip cr) 1c Pan Am on Expo priv.mailing card. E $15 MIN.8

EX-30. Buffalo/Pan-American Sta., NY, 1901, VG B01-07A (tear L; tip cr) on Expo priv.mailing card. E $12 MIN.6

EX-31. Buffalo/P.O. Dep't.Ex., NY, 1901, VF B01-12 (part toned; lower L tip repaired on back w/tape) on "unmailable" Post Office Dep't Exhibit PC. E $180 MIN.90

EX-32. Buffalo, NY, 1899, G+ B01-13A Pan Am Expo slogan on GPC. E $20

EX-33. Buffalo, NY, 1900, G+ B01-13B Pan Am Expo slogan #1 (uneven toned; ruff R) Board of Supervisors/Erie Co.illus.ad (courthouse) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

EX-34. Buffalo, NY, 1900 (Jan 6), F+ B01-14C Pan Am Expo slogan #2; Buffalo Savings Bank cc on PSE. E $15 MIN.8

EX-35. Buffalo, NY, 1900 (Jan 16), G+ B01-14C Pan Am Expo slogan #2 (lite tone; edge tears L) McGrath & Bisgood Beds/Mattresses illus.ad (bdg) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8

EX-36. Buffalo, NY, 1900, VF B01-14C Pan Am Expo slogan (ruff R, into stamp) on cvr. E $6


EX-39. Buffalo, NY, 1901, G+ B01-15C Pan Am Expo slogan (lite tone) Iroquois Hotel illus.ad; "Pan Am Expo, May to Nov." RED text ad at B; 2c Expo on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

EX-40. Buffalo, NY, 1901, VF B01-15C Pan Am Expo slogan; 2c Pan Am on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

EX-41. Buffalo, NY, 1899, G+ Barry (lite tone) Buffalo Pitts Machinery cc; Pan-Am Expo ad label (world map) at B (not tied) on cvr. E $20

EX-42. Buffalo/D, NY, 1902, F Barry w/dateless dial; Larkin Soap Co.fancy ad cc; "See the Larkin Exhibit/Pan-American 1901" sunburst ad on flap; 1c green on unsealed cvr, used after event. E $15 MIN.8

EX-43. Ipswich, SD, 1900, G+ duplex (long ruff slit T, thru cc & partly under label; bit lite tone) tying 39x27mm blue pictorial Pan-Am ad label (blue buffalo); Bank of Ipswich cc on PSE. E $20

EX-44. Charleston, SC, 1900, F+ C02-04 So.Carolina Inter-State Expo slogan FLAG (toned) on GPC. E $50

EX-45. Toledo, OH, 1899, VG+ T02-01 Ohio Cent'l slogan (nick R; bit ruff upper L) Bostwick Braun Co.Hardware illus.ad cc (anvil) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8

EX-46. St.Louis/Exposition Sta., MO, 1904, G+ StL04-01 (part on stamp; part lite tone) 1c Expo commen on Expo PPC. E $90

EX-47. St.Louis/Exposition Sta., MO, 1904, G+ StL04-01 (L arc spotty; lower R on stamp; lite cr) 1c Expo commen on Expo PPC. E $65

EX-48. St.Louis/Exposition Sta., MO, 1904, VF StL04-05B on PPC. E $12

EX-49. St.Louis, MO, 1901 (Dec 4), G+ StL04-19A/2 Expo slogan (trim R, in stamp; toned) "1903 Louisiana Purchase Cent'l" full-color ad (woman, flag, globe, eagle) on cvr to Philippines. E
§24

EX-50. St. Louis, MO, 1901 (Dec 12), VG StL04-19A/2 World's Fair slogan (trim R) Edmund C. Beckmann cc on cvr. E $20

EX-51. St. Louis, MO, 1901 (Dec 23), VG StL04-19A/2 World's Fair slogan (cr; lite tone; stamp fault) illus. Expo ad: sun rising; woman w/flag, globe & eagle; on cvr. E $70

EX-52. St. Louis, MO, 1902, G+ StL04-19B/1 Louisiana Purchase Expo slogan (part toned; no flap) M. A. Seed Dry Plate Co. illus. ad (arrow & banner) on cvr. E $12

EX-53. St. Louis, MO, 1902, G+ StL04-19B/5 World's Fair slogan; variety w/time slug omitted (edge tears T; bit nick T; 2 thin tone lines) bit faulty 10c Webster on reg'd cvr. E $24

EX-54. St. Louis, MO, 1904, F StL04-19B/5 World's Fair slogan (overall lite tone; R edge tone; trim R, just in stamp; nick R) "World's Fair, St. Louis/Official Flag" full color illus. by Hesse on cvr. E $20

EX-55. St. Louis, MO, 1903, G+ StL04-19B/7 World's Fair slogan (2 strikes, overlap; lite tone; tip crs) 2x 1c Frank. (1 bit faulty, tied by mute oval) on PPC to INDIA. E $20 MIN. 10

EX-56. St. Louis, MO, 1904 (Apr 2), VG+ StL04-19B/6 Expo slogan (lite tone; bit cr) on PPC w/Wall & Whittemore Insurance ad on front: "Re.EXPOSITION Insurance... send in your order at once"; to Pioneer Cooperage Co., City. E $15

EX-57. St. Louis, MO, 1904, VG StL04-19B/8 Expo slogan w/dateless dial (lite tone; edge crs; edge tears; tone spot B) Woman's Magazine illus. ad (woman); "World's Fair Next May" boxed ad; 1c Sc. 300 on cvr. E $15 MIN. 8

EX-58. Saint Louis, MO, 1904, VG StL04-20 Expo slogan; Witte Hardware cc; illus. rifle above address; WORLD'S FAIR illus. ad at lower L (angel w/trumpet on globe) on FRONT ONLY. E $20 MIN. 10

EX-59. Saint Louis/Annex Sta., MO, 1904, F StL04-21 flag ty. B38(2); 1c Livingston on Expo PPC. E $12 MIN. 6

EX-60. St. Louis/Annex Sta., MO, 1904, G+ StL04-21 Barr-Fyke (lite tone) on Expo PPC: "write (to me) in care of Ohio Building". E $24 MIN. 12

EX-61. Salem, IA, 1905, G+ CDS/cork (upper R tip ruff, in stamp; edge tear R) St. Louis World's Fair full-color illus. ad (Founding of St. Louis) on cvr, used after event. E $15 MIN. 8

EX-62. Fremont, NE, 1904, G+ Doremus (bit ruff R; upper L tip nick; part lite tone) 1904 World's Fair Machinery Bldg full-color ad by Cupples on cvr. E $24 MIN. 12

EX-63. Portland/Rec'd, OR, 1905, VG P05-10 World's Fair slogan (LKU: 17 days later than catalog) as recd b/s on cvr. E $60 MIN. 30

EX-64. Galesburg, IL, 1907, G Amer/B14 (part lite soiled; water tone spot) Semi-Cent'l & Home-Coming cc; 1c Sc. 300 on cvr. E $14

EX-65. Norfolk/Exposition Sta., VA, 1907, G+ N07-04 w/"STAB." abbreviation; "A." show clearly (lite tone) 1c Jamestown on PPC. E $120 MIN. 60

EX-66. Norfolk/Exposition Station, VA, 1907, VG N07-05 (lite tone; R edge scuff, in stamp margin) on Expo PPC. E $8

EX-67. Norfolk/Exposition Station, VA, 1907, VG N07-05 (partly off R) "written on the boat Queen Ann..." message on front on PPC. E $24

EX-68. Norfolk/Exposition Station, VA, 1907 (Aug 25), VG N07-05 as recd on PPC to Gov't Bldg., Expo Grounds. E $20

EX-69. Norfolk/Exposition Station, VA, 1907, VG N07-05; 1c Expo commem. on Expo PPC. E $15 MIN. 8

EX-70. Norfolk/Exposition Station, VA, 1907, VG N07-05 on Expo PPC. E $8

EX-71. Norfolk/Exposition Station, VA, 1907, VG N07-05 on PPC. E $8

EX-72. Norfolk/Exposition Station, VA, 1907, VG+ N07-05 (crnrs lite tone) on Expo PPC. E $8

EX-73. Norfolk/Exposition Station, VA, 1907 (Nov 2), VG N07-05 as recd (lite crs) on PPC to Gov't Bldg/War Dept., Expo Grounds. E $24

EX-74. Norfolk/Exposition Station, VA, 1907, G+ N07-05 (message partly in dial) 1c Expo on PPC to CANADA. E $15 MIN. 8

EX-75. Norfolk, VA, 1907, VF N07-09 Jamestown Expo slogan (surface tears R, 1 into stamp) pair 1c J. Smith on PPC to Germany: Birds-Eye view of Norfolk. E $24 MIN. 12

EX-76. Norfolk, VA, 1907, F N07-09 Jamestown slogan (lite tone) 1c Expo on Expo PPC w/USTRB Shubrick return add.on pix side. E $20

EX-77. Norfolk, VA, 1907 (Sep 12), VF N07-09 Jamestown Expo slogan (edge tears; no flap) 2c Expo commem on 3x3.75" cvr. E $12 MIN. 6
EX-78. Newport News, VA, 1907, VG+ N07-10 Jamestown Expo slogan (tip cr) bit faulty lc Expo commem. on PPC. E $12
EX-79. Newport News, VA, 1908 (Jan 2), F N07-10 Jamestown Expo slogan on cvr. LATE use, after event. E $24 MIN.12
EX-80. St.Paul/State Fair Grounds Sta., MN, 1907, G+ purple boxed h/s (part on stamp; part lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
EX-81. Exhibition B.O./Edinburgh, (Scotland), 1908, F+ CDS (bit o/s; lite tone) w/3 add'l strikes, tying 1.5p + 1p on Expo PPC (overview of grounds) to U.S. E $20
EX-82. Shreveport, LA, 1908, VF Amer/B14(2) (bit ruff trim R to stamp; lite tone) Hicks Co.cc; "State Fair of Louisiana" orange circle ad at L on PSE. E $14
EX-83. USS Montana, 1909 (Oct 1), G+ ty.1 (R arc on stamp) ship at Hudson-Fulton Celebration on PPC. E $60
EX-84. USS New York, 1909 (Oct 1), G+ ty.1 (bit lite tone) ship at Hudson-Fulton Celebration on PPC. E $70
EX-86. Seattle/Exposition Sta., WA, 1909 (Aug 9), VG S09-02A (message into dial; lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $8
EX-87. Seattle/Exposition Station, WA, 1909 (Aug 14), VG S09-02A on Expo PPC. E $8
EX-88. Seattle/Exposition Station, WA, 1909, G+ S09-02A (lite tone; lite cr) on PPC. E $8
EX-89. Seattle/Exposition Station, WA, 1909 (Aug 27), G+ S09-02A (crs) on Expo PPC. E $8
EX-91. USS California, 1909 (May 26), G+ ty.1 (R arc on stamp; day bit smear) SHIP at TACOMA, WA, for official Japanese Naval visit, prior to AYP EXPO; on PPC. E $200
EX-92. USS Maryland, 1909 (May 30), G+ ty.1 (R arc on stamp) ship at AYP Expo; on PPC. E $250 MIN.130
EX-93. USS Pennsylvania, 1909 (Aug 6), G+ ty.1s (lite tone; edge tear T) SHIP at AYP EXPO; on PPC. E $40
EX-94. USS Pennsylvania, 1909 (Aug 6), G+ MAGENTA ty.1s (lite tone) SHIP at AYP EXPO; on Expo PPC: Official Flower. E $65
EX-95. USS Tennessee, 1909 (Aug 11), F+ ty.1 (lite tone) ship at AYP Expo on Expo PPC. E $100 MIN.50
EX-96. Washington, 1909 (May 24), G+ ty.1 (part on stamp) SHIP at TACOMA for pre-AYP Expo festivities; on PPC: "...my ship mates are showing visitors around..." E $100 MIN.50
EX-97. Toledo, OH, 1909, G+ Int'l (lite tone) Stolberg & Parks Furniture cc; "King Wamba/Toledo's Home-Coming Carnival" green illus.ad (King; statue; bldg) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-98. St.Paul/State Fair Grounds Sta., MN, 1910, G+ magenta boxed h/s non-standard (R end on stamp) on PPC. E $15
EX-99. Westport, MA, 1911, G 4-bar (town partial; toned) "Fall River Looms Up/Cotton Cent'l Carnival" 52x33mm embossed die-cut illus.ad label (cotton bale) at lower L; not tied but obviously belongs on PPC mailed during event. E $20
EX-100. St.Paul, MN, 1909, VG Int'l (scuff R, affects tip of stamp; lite tone) "We want the 25th Int'l/Convention/CE/1911/Kansas City, USA" BOLD magenta 35mm double circle h/s on Int'l Convention of Christian Endeavor PPC. E $16
EX-102. Seattle, WA, 1911, G+ Int'l; Frederick & Nelson cc; Golden Potlatch ad on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
EX-103. (Indistinct origin canx), 1913, partial duplex (lite tone; tiny tears T; tape tone below stamp) Hotel Atkins ad header on flap on add.side; Nat'l Conservation Expo overall illus.ad on back (4 bldgs) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
EX-104. Cuero, TX, 1914, G+ Amer/A14 (part ruff trim R, in 1 stamp to portrait) Hotel Butler fancy cc; "3rd Annual Turkey Trot & Mid Coast Agricultural & Live Stock Expo" overall illus.back ad (turkey) on cvr. E $24
EX-106. San Francisco/Model Post Office, CA, 1915, VF SF15-02; 1c Balboa on Expo PPC. E $15 MIN.8
EX-107. San Francisco/Model Post Office, CA, 1915 (Jul 24), VF SF15-02; 1c perf.10 Balboa on Expo PPC. E $40
EX-109. San Francisco/Model Post Office, CA, 1915, G+ SF15-02 (message thru dial; crs) 1c perf.10 Balboa on PPC. E $40
EX-111. San Francisco, CA, 1914, G+ SF15-09-02A PPIE slogan (part spotty; lite tone; crs) bit faulty 5c PPIE commen on cvr to SPAIN. E $20
EX-112. San Francisco, CA, 1915, F SF15-09-02A PPIE slogan on CPC w/comic newspaper clipping adhered to back. E $5
EX-113. San Francisco, CA, 1915, VG SF15-09-02A PPIE slogan; late used 1c Sc.247 on 1c PSE. E $15
EX-114. San Francisco, CA, 1913, F SF15-09-06A/var PPIE slogan w/DATELESS dial; 1c Balboa on 1.25x3.25" PIECE ONLY. E $5
EX-115. San Francisco, CA, 1911 (Jun 26), VF SF15-09-07A PPIE slogan w/BOLD "1" (lite tone) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
EX-116. San Francisco, CA, 1911, VF SF15-09-08 Pan-Pac Expo slogan on cvr to Ireland. E $16
EX-117. San Francisco, CA, 1914, VG+ SF15-09-10A PPIE slogan (tip cr) on PPC to ENGLAND. E $8
EX-118. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (May 8), VG SF15-13A PPIE slogan (EKU; toned) EARLIEST L.A.use; on PPC. E $16
EX-119. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 23), VG SF15-13B PPIE slogan w/damaged dial (o/s) on PPC. E $8
EX-120. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 25), VG+ SF15-13B PPIE slogan w/damaged dial; 2 PM strike on stamp; 1 PM strike inverted at lower L; on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-121. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 25), G+ SF15-13B PPIE slogan w/damaged dial; 2nd strike inverted at lower L; on PPC. E $8
EX-122. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 26), G+ SF15-13B PPIE slogan w/damaged dial on PPC. E $8
EX-123. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 27), VG SF15-13B PPIE slogan w/damaged dial on PPC. E $8
EX-124. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 28), G+ SF15-13B PPIE slogan w/damaged dial (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
EX-125. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 11), VG SF15-13D PPIE slogan w/damaged dial; on PPC. E $8
EX-126. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 13), G+ SF15-13D PPIE slogan w/damaged dial on PPC. E $8
EX-127. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 16), G+ SF15-13D PPIE slogan w/damaged dial on PPC. E $8
EX-128. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 18), G+ SF15-13D PPIE slogan w/damaged dial (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
EX-129. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 19), G+ SF15-13D PPIE slogan w/damaged dial on PPC. E $8
EX-130. Portland, OR, 1914, F SF15-16A Pan-Pan Expo slogan machine (edge nick T) on MOURNING cvr. E $12
EX-131. Seattle, WA, 1912, F SF15-18B Pan-Pac Expo slogan on PPC. E $5
EX-132. Seattle, WA, 1914, G+ SF15-18B/var PPC slogan w/DATELESS dial; 1c Wash.w/PL#6039 on 1.5x3.25" PIECE ONLY. E $5
EX-133. Seattle, WA, 1914, G+ SF15-18B/var w/3rd class dateless dial (tip crs) as transit, tying Japan 4s stamp on Mt.Fuji PPC w/no origin cnx, to Easton, PA. E $20
EX-134. Berkeley/South Berkeley Sta., CA, 1914, F SF15-23A PPIE slogan flag; 1c Balboa on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-137. Berkeley/Sta.A, CA, 1913, VG+ SF15-23C PPIE slogan flag (cr) 2c PPIE on PPC to passenger on S.S.Cleveland, Naples, Italy. E $15 MIN.8
EX-138. San Jose, CA, 1912, F SF15-24 PPIE slogan flag on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
EX-139. San Jose, CA, 1913, G+ SF15-24A PPIE slogan flag (near VG) 1c Parcel Post on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-140. San Jose/Sta.A, CA, 1911, G+ SF15-24B PPIE slogan flag on PPC. E $8
EX-142. San Jose/Sta.A, CA, 1912, VG+ SF15-24B PPIE slogan flag (near VF) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

EX-143. San Jose/Sta.A, CA, 1913, G+ SF15-24B PPIE slogan flag on PSE. E $15 MIN.8

EX-144. Los Angeles/Sta.D, CA, 1913, G+ SF15-25 PPIE slogan flag (lite tone) on PPC. E $6


EX-146. Los Angeles/Sta.D, CA, 1914, F SF15-25 PPIE slogan flag (edge tears T; part lite water tone) on cvr. E $8


EX-149. Los Angeles/Sta.F, CA, 1914, G+ SF15-25B PPIE slogan flag (crs; edge wear) on PPC. E $8


EX-158. Los Angeles/Sta.R, CA, 1915, VG SF15-25D PPIE slogan flag, struck fully at L; partial oval h/s on stamp (tear R; cr) on PPC. E $12


EX-161. Los Angeles/Arcade Sta., CA, 1912, VG+ SF15-25F PPIE slogan flag on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

EX-162. Los Angeles/Arcade Sta., CA, 1914, VG SF15-25F PPIE slogan flag (tip crs) on PPC. E $8

EX-163. Los Angeles/Arcade Sta., CA, 1915, VG+ SF15-25F PPIE slogan flag (message partly in dial) on PPC. E $8


EX-166. Los Angeles/Hollywood Sta., CA, 1914, VG SF15-25G PPIE slogan flag (bit lite tone) 1c Balboa on PPC. E $15 MIN.8


EX-168. Los Angeles/Westlake Sta., CA, 1913, G+ SF15-25J PPIE slogan flag (state partial; o/w VP; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6


EX-171. Los Angeles/Westlake Sta., CA, 1914, G+ SF15-25J PPIE slogan flag on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

EX-172. Longbeach, CA, 1913, F SF15-26 PPIE slogan flag (tip crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

EX-173. Longbeach, CA, 1913, VG SF15-26 PPIE slogan flag (upper R tip clip; lite tone) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

EX-174. Portland, OR, 1912 (Nov 29), G+ SF15-27 PPIE slogan FLAG (dial part spotty, but slogan about F+; ink spot in address) on PPC to Albany, OR. SCARCE when mailed to address outside Portland. E $30

EX-175. Portland, OR, 1912, VG SF15-27 PPIE slogan flag on PPC to "St.John, OR". E $16

EX-176. Portland, OR, 1912, VG+ SF15-27 PPIE slogan flag on local PPC. E $12 MIN.6

EX-177. Portland, OR, 1913, VG SF15-27 PPIE slogan FLAG (cr) on PPC. E $12

EX-178. Sacramento, CA, 1910, G Time-Cmens; Pan-Pac Int'l Expo pictorial ad label (ship) at upper r crnr, w/1c Frank.adjacent; both tied by canx on PPC. EARLY use. E $40 MIN.20

EX-179. San Diego/Exposition Sta., CA, 1915, F SD15-01 (tips cr) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15

EX-180. Pomona, CA, 1916, F+ SD16-05 Pan-Cal slogan flag on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

EX-181. Pomona, CA, 1916, F SD16-05 Pan-Cal slogan flag (lite tone; lite cr) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

EX-182. Pomona, CA, 1916 (Dec 30), VF SD16-05 Pan-Cal slogan flag (Lku) on PPC. E $14

EX-183. Long Beach, CA, 1916, G+ SD16-07 Pan-Cal Expo slogan (tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-184. Longbeach, CA, 1916, G+ SD16-07 Pan-Cal Expo slogan (crnr cr) on PPC. E $6
EX-185. Longbeach, CA, 1916, G+ SD16-07 Pan-Cal Expo slogan (slogan spotty & mostly obscured on stamps; upper L tip nick) on cvr. E $8
EX-186. Longbeach, CA, 1916, G+ SD16-07 Pan-Cal slogan on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-187. Riverside, CA, 1916 (Mar 9), G+ SD16-09 Pan-Cal Expo slogan on PPC. E $6
EX-188. Riverside, CA, 1916, VG SD16-09 Pan-Cal Int'l Expo slogan (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-189. Riverside, CA, 1916 (Dec 22), VG+ SD16-09 Pan-Cal Expo slogan on PPC. E $8
EX-190. Santa Barbara, CA, 1916 (Mar 22), G+ SD16-11 Pan-Cal slogan; short letters town in dial; on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
EX-191. Santa Barbara, CA, 1916 (Apr 2), G+ SD16-11 Pan-Cal slogan; tall letters town in dial; on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-192. Santa Barbara, CA, 1916, G+ SD16-11 Pan-Cal slogan (dia F; slogan partial; part lite tone) on PPC. E $8
EX-193. Santa Rosa, CA, 1916, G+ SD16-12 Pan-Cal Expo slogan w/tall town/state letters (slogan partial) on PPC. E $16
EX-194. Santa Rosa, CA, 1916, G+ SD16-12 Pan-Cal Expo slogan w/short town/state letters (stamp gone, affects part of slogan) on PPC. E $12
EX-195. Santa Rosa, CA, 1916, VG SD16-12 Pan-Cal Expo slogan (ink blots & scribbles on add.; R crnr clip; lite tone; AS IS for faults, but nice canx) on PPC. E $6
EX-196. Los Angeles, CA, 1916, VF SD16-14C Pan-Cal Expo slogan machine #3; Ducommun Hardware Co.cc; 2c Wash.coil on window cvr. E $20
EX-197. San Diego, CA, 1914 (Dec 25), VG SD16-23 Pan-Cal Expo slogan (vert.cr at L of stamp; part lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-198. San Diego, CA, 1915, F SD16-23 Pan-Cal Expo slogan (bit ruff R; lite tone) U.S.Grant Hotel illus.ad; tiny Expo logo at lower L on cvr w/LONG overall text ad for city on back. E $15 MIN.8
EX-199. San Diego, CA, 1913, VG SD16-25 Panama-California Expo slogan; EARLY use on PPC. E $12
EX-201. U.S.Ry.Postal Car Exhibit/Chicago/Cent.of Prog.Expo, IL, 1933 (May 27), G+ magenta C33-07 (tone spot) 1c +3c Expo on cvr w/RMS Superintendent signature. E $70
EX-202. U.S.Ry.Postal Car Exhibit/Chicago/Cent.of Prog.Expo, IL, 1933 (Sep 18), VG C33-08; 3c Expo imperf on cvr w/Louisiana Day cachet. E $15 MIN.8
EX-203. U.S.Ry.Postal Car Exhibit/Chicago/Cent.of Prog.Expo, IL, 1933 (Oct 9), VG C33-08; 3c Expo imperf on cvr w/Chicago Day cachet. E $15 MIN.8
EX-204. Chicago/Lakeview Sta., IL, 1933, VG Univ.; Century of Progress Expo illus.ad at L on commer.4x6" C.C.Stevens folded lettercard w/small illus.Ft.Dearborn inside. E $40
EX-205. USS Chicago, 1933 (May 27), VG+ magenta ty.5hks w/"World's/Fair" in bars; ship at Century of Progress Expo on opening day on cvr w/Expo cachet. RARE. E $50 MIN.26
EX-206. Memphis/DeSoto Sta., TN, 1934, G+ duplex (lite tone) Memphis Cotton Carnival/Horse Show RED ad at lower L; Hotel Peabody illus.ad on special del.cvr. E $15
EX-207. USS Buchanan, 1935 (Feb 6), G+ ty.3(BC-BTT) "San Diego/Exposition" in bars; EARLY Cal-Pac Expo slogan on cacheted cvr. E $20 MIN.10
EX-208. USS Cachalot, 1935 (Nov 11), VF ty.3s(B-BTT) "San Diego/Calif."; SHIP at Cal-Pac EXPO; 3c Expo commem & Expo cachet on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
EX-209. USS Humphreys, 1935 (Sep 1), G+ ty.3(B-BTT) "San Diego/Calif"; SHIP at CAL-PAC EXPO; Seattle Potlatch cachet on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-210. USS Lea, 1935 (Nov 11), G+ ty.3s(A-XOX) "San Diego/Calif"; SHIP at CAL-PAC EXPO; on cacheted cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-211. USS Memphis, 1935 (Oct 12), G+ purple ty.3s(B) "San Diego/Calif"; ship at Cal-Pac Expo; on cvr w/Columbus Day cachet. E $15 MIN.8
EX-212. USS Narwhal, 1935 (Jun 10), F ty.3(BC-BTT) (part lite tone) "U.S.Fleet/Arrival"; ship at Cal-Pac Expo; Expo cachet on cvr. E $20
EX-213. USS Saratoga, 1935 (Aug 23), VF ty.3(B-BBT) (bit lite tone) "Fleet Review/Pac.Itl.Expo"; ship at Cal-Pac Expo; Expo commem on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
EX-214. USS Saratoga, 1935 (Aug 23), VF ty.3(B-BBT) w/"AUG" month slug applied separately, correcting "MAY" slug (bit lite tone) "Fleet Review/Pac.Itl.Expo"; ship at Cal-Pac Expo; Expo
cachet on cvr. RARE DATE ERROR. 2nd example seen in 25+ years. E $75
EX-215. USS Truxtun, 1935 (Jun 14), G+ ty.3s(A) (lite tone) "San DEIGO/Calif" w/town
MISSPELLED; ship at Cal-Pac Expo; Expo cachet on cvr. E $20
EX-216. USS West Virginia, 1935 (Jun 12), G+ ty.7qt(2); ship at Cal-Pac Expo; Expo commem &
cachet on cvr. E $16
EX-217. USS Wright, 1935 (Jun 10), VG+ ty.3(BC-BTT) (lite tone) "San Diego/California"; ship at
Cal-Pac Expo; Expo cachet on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
EX-218. USS Wright, 1935 (Jun 10), VG+ ty.3(BC-BTT) "San Diego/California"; ship at Cal-Pac
Expo; Expo commem & cachet on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-219. USS Yarnall, 1935 (May 29), G+ ty.3s (lite tone) "San Diego"; ship at Cal-Pac Expo;
Expo commem & cachet on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-220. Cleveland, OH, 1936, VF PB meter 01655 w/Great Lakes Expo/Higbee pictorial slogan
(uneven trim B; edge tear) Higbee cc on cvr. E $20
EX-221. USS Rail, 1936 (Feb 12), VF blue ty.3r(B-BTT) "First Day Exposition"; ship at Cal-Pac
Expo; Expo/Lincoln cachet on cvr w/G+ blue ty.9r as b/s. E $20
EX-222. USS Rail, 1936 (Feb 12), G+ magenta ty.3r(B-BTT) (near VF) "First Day Exposition"; ship
at Cal-Pac Expo; Expo/Lincoln cachet on cvr w/G+ blue ty.9r as b/s. E $20
EX-223. Cleveland, OH, 1937, G+ Meter 15134 w/"1937 Great Lakes Expo" slogan (near F+) Osborn
Mfg.cc on #10 window cvr. E $20
EX-224. World's Fair Sta., NY, 1939, VG NY39-03; 3c NYWF + 3c GGINE commens. on cvr to England.
E $12
EX-225. World's Fair Sta./Flushing, NY, 1939 (Sep 15), F NY39-18 Meter #59003; Aetna Lab
Illus.Tyrlon/Perisphere (lite tone; pix side scuff T edge) on ad PPC. E $8
EX-226. Bridgeport, CT, 1939, VF PB Meter 91256 w/Remington Rand/N.Y.World's Fair pictorial
slogan; Gen'l Shaver cc on 8.5x1.75" PIECE ONLY. E $12 MIN.6
EX-227. Pittsburgh, PA, 1939, VG PB57393 meter (bit uneven trim T; trim R; bit cr) "Visit/the
United States Steel Building/New York World's Fair-1939" illus.slogan on #10 window cvr. E $12
MIN.6
EX-228. USS Anderson, 1939 (Oct 31), F ty.3(A-BBT) "Brooklyn/New York"; ship at Expo; on
N.Y.World's Fair cachet cvr. E $24 MIN.12
EX-229. USS Barry, 1939 (Apr 30), G+ ty.5hks; no slogan in killer, but ship known to be at
N.Y.WORLD'S FAIR; Expo cachet at L; 3c Expo on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-230. USS Dunlap, 1939 (Apr 30), VG ty.3r(AC-BBT) (bit stutter) no slogan in killer, but ship
known to be at N.Y.WORLD'S FAIR; 3c Sc.854 on cacheted 1st Day cvr. E $20 MIN.10
EX-231. USS Honolulu, 1939 (Apr 30), F ty.3r(A-BBT) (2 heavy crs; lite tone) "New York/New
York"; ship at N.Y.World's Fair on cacheted cvr. E $12 MIN.6
EX-232. USS Roper, 1939 (Apr 30), VF ty.3b(BC-BKT) "Visiting/New-York City/Worlds Fair"; ship
at Expo; on N.Y.World's Fair cachet cachet cvr. E $24
EX-233. USS Savannah, 1939 (Apr 30), VF ty.3(A-BBT) "New York/NY"; SHIP at WORLD'S FAIR;
Expo cachet on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
EX-234. USS Wichita, 1939 (Jun 13), F ty.3r(A-TBT) "Worlds Fair/New York"; ship at Expo; on
shakedown cruise cachet cvr. E $24
EX-235. San Francisco, CA, 1938, VF SF39-15/03 GGINE slogan; 5c West Point on cvr to Denmark. E
$14
EX-236. Mountain View, CA, 1938, F Int'l (lite tone) "Golden Gate Int'l Expo/Be a guest of the
West in '39" illus.ad (bridge); text ad on back; on cvr. EARLY use. E $14
EX-237. USS Wilson, 1939 (Sep 18), F ty.3r(A-BBT) "San Francisco/Calif"; SHIP at EXPO on
cached cvr. E $24
EX-238. USS Twiggs, 1940 (Sep 30), VF ty.3(A-BTT) "New York/N.Y."; ship at NY World's Fair; on
RPC. E $24
EX-239. Chicago/Chicago Fair Sta., IL, 1950, G+ 4-bar; Fair pictorial h/s cachet on PSE. E $12
MIN.6
EX-240. Oshkosh, WI, 1953, VG Univ. (bit trim T; no flap) "Be at the Oshkosh Centennial
Celebration" illus.label (Indian) at lower L; on #10 cvr. E $8
(Expo grounds & city); overall back ad w/4 full-color photo illus.(area attractions) on #10 cvr
w/tiny Space Needle on ret.add.label. E $20
EX-243. Seattle, WA, 1962, VG PB Meter 335906 w/World's Fair illus.logo slogan (o/s by machine canx) Nat'l Lead Co.cc on window cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-244. Worlds Fair, NY, 1965, G NY64-08 (spotty strike; ink smears in message; bit lite tone) 10c Indep.Hall + 1c Jackson on PPC to NEW SOUTH WALES, AUSTRALIA. E $12
EX-245. Albany, NY, 1964 (Jan 17), G+ PB Meter 171596 N.Y.World's Fair pictorial slogan: Unisphere & state map; Div'n of Motor Boats cc on #10 window cvr. E $20

EXPOSITIONS: Souvenirs & Other Related Items
EX-248. Paris Exposition: 4.5x6" card; invitation to "Ceremonie del la Translation des restes de Carnots, Marceau, La Tour d'Auvergne..."; "Fetes de l'Exposition" albino embossed seal, 1889, (invitees name line blank). E $40
EX-249. Columbian Expo, Chicago: G.L.Winter/Plain & French Candies 4x6" illus.trade card (Agricultural Bldg), 1893, (crs). E $20
EX-250. World's Columbian Exposition: 3.5x8.25" blue receipt for capital stock investment (vert.cr) unused, 1893. E $20
EX-251. World's Columbian Exposition: 3.5x8.25" white bank check (vert.cr) unused, 1893, "Canceled/Mar 6-1894" h/s. E $20
EX-252. "Things To See At/Highways & Horizons": 10x14" (opened) informational sheet of General Motors exhibit at New York World's Fair 1940 that opens to a map of the grounds (crs; tiny tear T; lite tone). E $16

FIRST DAY COVERS & EARLY USAGES
FC-1. 300, F, N.Y. & Wash/RPO, 1903 (May 2), G+ duplex; Early use on 1c GPC (lite crs) to Germany. E $15 MIN.8
FC-2. 328, F, Norfolk, VA, 1907 (Apr 28), F N07-09 Jamestown Expo slogan (o/s) 3rd day use on PPC. E $75
FC-3. 328, VF, Richmond, VA, 1907 (Apr 28), F Int'l; 3rd day of use; on PPC. E $75
FC-4. 328, F (wide margins for this issue); Philadelphia, PA, 1907 (May 7), VF Amer.; 12th day of use on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
FC-5. 331, F (SE at L: booklet copy?), Boston, MA, 1908 (Dec 30), VG Int'l; EARLY use on lite tone PPC. E $20
FC-6. 367, F, Krebs, OK, 1909 (Feb 14), G+ duplex; 3rd day of use on PPC. E $75
FC-7. 657/726: Lot 26) FDC's, all diff.types/towns, 1929-33, uncacheted. E $60 MIN.30
FC-8. 683, F-A, USS Florida, 1930 (Apr 10), F Amer/A14 (lite tone) UNOFFICIAL canx on 1st day cvr. E $24 MIN.12
FC-9. 727 (block/4), F, Newburgh, NY, 1933 (Apr 19), VF Univ.; ms "Due 1c" at B w/1c due stamp on special del.FDC w/OX21, A, official seal on back. E $15 MIN.8
FC-10. 735, F, Nat'l Stamp Exhibition/New York, NY, 1934 (Feb 10), VG 4-bar on 5x7.25" cacheted FDC. E $40 MIN.20
FC-11. 751, Omaha/Trans-Miss.Philatelic Conv.Sta., NE, 1934 (Oct 10), G+ 4-bar on 5x7.25" FDC w/purple & green cachet. E $30 MIN.20
FC-12. 751, Omaha/Trans-Miss.Philatelic Conv.Sta., NE, 1934 (Oct 10), G+ 4-bar on 5x7.25" FDC w/green cachet. E $40 MIN.20
FC-13. 773 pair; F, USS Dallas, 1935 (May 29), VG+ ty.5hks w/"San Diego" in bars; unofficial canx on airmail FDC (lite gum tone) w/Expo cachet. E $24 MIN.12
FC-14. 804b/806b/807a booklet panes; F (804b: bit uneven B edge); Washington, DC, 1939 (Jan 27), G 4-bar on cacheted #10 FDC. E $100 MIN.50
FC-15. 898, F, Albuquerque, NM, 1940 (Sep 7), F Univ. on cacheted FDC to marine in St.Thomas, VI, & fwp to Quantoico, VA. E $20
FC-16. 1076, F, New York/PIPEX Sta., NY, 1956 (Apr 30), F Univ. on cacheted FDC via "Printed Matter" rate, to GERMANY. E $15 MIN.8
FC-17. 1246, F, Cape Canaveral, FL, 1964 (May 29), VG machine; 5c JFK on unadd.FDC w/Artmaster
cachet. E $10 MIN.5
FD-18. 1246, F, Norris, TN, 1964 (May 29), G+ machine; 5c JFK on cacheted FDC. E $12 MIN.6
FD-19. 1246, F, Dallas, TX, 1964 (May 29), G+ machine; 5c JFK on FDC from the city of his assassination. E $12 MIN.6
FD-20. 2560, F, Hampton Roads, VA, 1991 (Aug 16), VG slogan machine & sprayer; 29c basketball on #10 cvr used 12 DAYS BEFORE DATE OF ISSUE. E $30
FD-21. 3854, F, Saint Louis, MO, 2004 (May 14), G+ slogan machine; UNOFFICIAL CITY on #10 FDC. E $15 MIN.8
FD-22. Q1, A, Kingston, NY, 1913 (Jul 2), G+ duplex w/BOLD date; 2nd day of 1st class use period on PPC. E $400

FOREIGN DESTINATIONS / Need the "US International Postal Rates 1872-1996" book? We have it!
FD-1. New York (Sta.W), NY, 1944, G+ DCDS as origin b/s; to Aden; censor tape & h/s L; 15c +10c Prexies on reg'd cvr. E $30
FD-2. Grafton, WI, 1956, G+ Univ.(crs) to Afghanistan; 20c transport air on 6c air PSE w/enc., overpaid by 1c. E $24 MIN.12
FD-3. Baton Rouge, LA, 1945, G DCDS as origin b/s; to Argentina; censor tape L; 30c +20c transport airs +faulty 5c Prexie on reg'd cvr. E $15 MIN.8
FD-4. New Orleans/Carrollton Sta., LA, 1946, partial duplex; to Argentina; pair 8c transport airs +pair 2c Victory on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
FD-5. Hoboken, NJ, 1914, G+ Int'l (lite tone) to AUSTRIA (Bohemia); 2c PPIE commem on PPC. E $14
FD-6. Tacoma, WA, 1902, G+ Int'l; to AUSTRIA; BOLD See Am Mondsee horiz.oval grid as recd on priv.mailing card. E $15
FD-7. Bridgeport, CT, 1911, F duplex; to Azores; 2x 1c Frank. on PPC. E $20
FD-8. Gustine, CA, 1918, G+ duplex (tip crs) to AZORES; faulty 2c Wash. on PPC. E $20
FD-9. Bird in Hand, PA, 1966, VF 4-bar (lite gum tone) to BELGIAN ANTARCTIC BASE, via Brussels on air cvr w/Base Roi Baudouin/Antarctica G+ CDS at L. E $24 MIN.12
FD-10. Chicago, IL, 1903, G+ Int'l (part o/s) to BELGIUM; 2c Sc.301 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FD-11. East Northfield, MA, 1905, G Doremus; to BRAZIL; 2 diff. Rio de Janeiro DCDS as recd; pair 1c Sc.300 on PPC. E $12
FD-12. New Orleans, LA, 1945, VG+ Univ.; to BRAZIL; censor tape L; pair 10c Prexies on air cvr. E $15
FD-13. Los Angeles, CA, 1946, F Univ. (L end wrinkles) to CAMEROUN; Henry Rising Paper Co.cc on #10 cvr. E $12
FD-14. Pasadena, CA, 1955, G+ duplex; to CAMEROUN; strip of 3x 3c Penna.Arts + 2x 8c Liberty on #10 air cvr. E $8
FD-15. Lot 20) QSL PPCs, 1963-66, various origins/types, all to CHILE; 7c Wilson; 11c Liberty & 11c ITU. MIN.$24
FD-16. Detroit/Roosevelt Pk.Sta, MI, 1942, G duplex; to COLOMBIA; censor tape at L; 30c +6c transport airs on cvr. E $14
FD-17. Perth Amboy, NJ, 1891, G+ duplex (trim L) to DENMARK; 5c Grant on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
FD-18. Bloomfield, NJ, 1946, VG Int'l; to ECUADOR; 10c transport on Pan Am Airways test cvr w/"Via Panagra/Air Mail Test" boxed h/s as b/s, & remailed to U.S.w/3 Ecuador stamps. E $12 MIN.6
FD-19. Oakland, CA, 1906, F Int'l (lite tone; crnr crs) to ENGLAND & fwd to SWITZERLAND; 2c Sc.319 on PPC. E $8
FD-20. Baltimore, MD, 1942, F duplex (bit ruff upper L) to England; 20c transport air +4c Prexie +3c defense on censored 3c PSE. E $12 MIN.6
FD-21. Gilbert, MN, 1908, G+ 4-bar; to FINLAND, w/bilingual Malaks DCDS as recd; 2c Sc.319 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
FD-22. Larchmont, NY, 1951, G+ Int'l (tiny tears T) to Finland; 5c Prexie on 4.75x5.75" cvr. E $15 MIN.8
FD-23. Philadelphia, PA, 1927, G+ Int'l (edge tear T) to FINLAND; Religious Society of Friends on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $16
FD-24. St.Louis, MO, 1905, G+ Int'l (tips cr) to GERMANY; 1c Sc.300 on 1c GPC Sc.UX18. E $12
FD-25. Chicago/Lakeview Sta., IL, 1929, G+ Univ. (dial hi) to GERMANY; 2c Wash. on 1c GPC UX27. E $5
FD-26. Brooklyn/Ridgewood Sta., NY, 1927, F Int'l (tip cr; nick R) to GERMANY; 3c Lincoln on PPC. E $8
FD-27. St.Paul/St.Anthony Falls Sta., MN, ca.1909, G duplex; to GERMANY; 5c Wash. on PPC. E $8
FD-29. New York/Penn.Term.Sta., NY, 1916, G+ Amer/C25(2)(C) (bit lite tone) to HOLLAND; censor tape at L; 5c Wash. on cvr. E $14
FD-31. Santa Barbara, CA, 1925, G+ Int'l (o/s) to INDIA; pair 1c Wash. Sc.543 on PPC. E $15
FD-32. San Francisco, CA, 1959, G+ Int'l; to Israel; 2c meter on 3c GPC. E $12 MIN.6
FD-33. Philadelphia, PA, 1971, G+ machine; to ITALY & returned; on 13c aerogramme Sc.UC42. E $12 MIN.6
FD-34. New York, NY, 1900, VG Barry (heavy crs) to ITALY; 2c red on priv.mailing card (Brooklyn Bridge). E $20 MIN.10
FD-35. Milwaukee, WI, 1920, VG Univ. (tears T) to ITALY; Miller, Mack & Fairchild cc; 2c offset +1c Wash. on cvr to Rome; fwd to Florence & return. E $15
FD-36. San Diego, CA, 1911, G+ Amer/B14 (toned) to ITALY; Naples DCDS as rec'd; 2c Wash. on PPC. E $12
FD-37. New Brighton, NY, 1904, G+ duplex (R part ruff; crs) to ITALY; piece of Italy due stamp at edge; on 2c wrapper. E $15 MIN.8
FD-38. Butternut, WI, 1916, G duplex (crnr cr) to JAVA; pair 1c Wash. on PHOTO PPC: 1 dead fox, 9 dead deer. E $24 MIN.12
FD-39. Lombard, IL, 1928, VG Int'l (bit edge cr) to MALTA; 5c T.Roosevelt on cvr. E $20
FD-40. Jacksonville, FL, 1941, VG Univ.; to New Zealand; "STAR ROUTE, Sandoval, NM" typed cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
FD-41. Minneapolis/Bloomington Sta., MN, 1912, G Doremus; to NORWAY; pr.1c Frank. on PPC. E $12
FD-42. Galveston, TX, 1943, G+ duplex; to Palestine; censor tapes at L & R; 3x 20c Prexies +2x 2c Wash.+6c transport air on #10 air cvr. E $50
FD-43. New York/Wash.Bridge Sta., NY, 1944, G duplex (crs; nick B) to Palestine; ms "written in German" at R; censor tapes L & R; 30c +5x8c transport airs on #10 cvr to "Bat Jam, near Tel-Aviv". E $40
FD-44. New York/Gansevoort Sta., NY, 1946, G+ duplex; to Palestine; pair 20c Prexies +30c transport air on cvr. E $30
FD-45. Union City, NJ, 1951, F duplex (lite tone) to Philippines; 3x 8c transport air +1c Prexie on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
FD-46. New York/Times Sq.Sta., NY, 1915, F Univ. (crs) to PORTUGAL; 2c Wash. on PPC. E $15
FD-47. Detroit, MI, 1905, G+ Int'l; to RUSSIA; 1c Sc.300 +pair 2c Sc.319 on cvr to CZAR NICHOLAS, Royal Palace; St.Petersburg G+ CDS as rec'd b/s. E $50
FD-48. New Orleans, LA, 1959, G+ DCDS; to Saudi Arabia; 4x 4c Lincoln + 3x 3c Liberty on commer.air cvr. E $20 MIN.10
FD-49. Nantucket, MA, 1959, G+ duplex; to SCOTLAND; 10c Pan-Am Union air on PPC. E $15
FD-50. Chicago/Old Post Office Sta., IL, 1957, G+ duplex; to SCOTLAND; 15c Prexie on air mail PPC w/"Stockholm Ban/Uttr Brev F" VF CDS at B; apparently missent, but not marked as such. E $20
FD-51. Niagara Falls, NY, 1903, G+ Amer/B14; to SCOTLAND; 2c Sc.301 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FD-52. Seattle, WA, 1943, VG Univ.(thin lite tone line) to Sierra Leone; 3c Prexie +6c transport air on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
FD-53. New York/Sta.P, NY, 1896, VF Amer/E14(1) w/dateless dial (tiny tear R) to SOUTH AFRICA; on 1c PSE. E $15 MIN.8
FD-54. Glendale, CA, 1920, G+ duplex (lite tone; crs) to SOUTH AFRICA; 2c Wash. on PPC. E $15
FD-55. Lansing, MI, 1916, F Univ.(lite tone) to SPAIN; 5c Wash. on cvr. E $12
FD-56. Montclair, NJ, 1959, F Univ. (o/s) to SWEDEN & returned; 5c Monroe on PPC. E $14
FD-58. Grand Rapids, MI, 1905, G+ Int'l (cr; lite tone; long sealed tear at L of stamps, partly thru dial) to SWEDEN; Shaw-Torrey Co.cc; 3c Sc.302 on 2c PSE. E $12 MIN.6
FD-59. Elkhart, IN, 1966, partial DCDS/roller (lite tone) to SWEDEN; strip/3x 5c Hull on 5x7.75" air PPC. E $15 MIN.8
FD-60. New York/Grand Cent.Sta., NY, 1946, G duplex (dia: "YORK" off T) to SWITZERLAND; 20c +10c Prexies on air PPC. E $15 MIN.8
FD-61. Grand Cent. Anx, NY, 1934, VF Int'1; to SWITZERLAND; 3c Sc.720 on PPC. E $6
FD-62. New York/Church St.Sta., NY, 1949, partial duplex (crs) to Uruguay; 3x5c +5x3c Prexies on #10 air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
FD-63. New York, NY, 1944, G+ duplex (ruff T) to Uruguay; censor tape L; faulty 50c +30c transport airs on 5x7" cvr. E $40

LITERATURE
LT-2. "Alphabetical List/Post Offices & Branch Post Offices/June 1, 1928": est.60-pg. 8.5x11" 3 hole punched, photocopy of official post office guide (few pages w/crs & wrinkles), 1928. E $20
LT-3. Lot 6) Australia booklets: Australian Post Office; 14-to-40-pg @ 5.5x8.5" softbound, covering 1901-1914, King George V & VI, early commems & QEII commems 1952-59, ca.1970s. E $16
LT-4. "The Australian Commonwealth Specialists' Catalog 1961": pub. Hawthorn; 130-pg. 5.5x8.25" softbound, catalog 1913 to 1961 issues w/booklets w/prices (cover wear; stains B first few pgs), 1961. E $12 MIN.6
LT-5. "A Checklist of Idaho Post Offices": Patera & Gallagher; 18-pg. 6x9" softbound, alphabetical by town list w/dates of operation & county (cover worn, soiled & taped on; page edges toned; pen note title page), 1984. E $12 MIN.6
LT-6. "Chronicles of Oklahoma": Shirk; est.85-pg. 8.5x11" softbound, photocopy of 3 articles from this publication, inc.territorial & state sections w/alphabetical by town lists w/years of operation, 1948,1954 & 1966. E $30
LT-8. "A Contemporary Account of the First U. S. Postal Cards 1870-1875": Fricke; 146-pg. 9.25x8" hardbound, historical background & essays w/information on production & first days (cover wear; pages separating; notes inside), 1973. E $12 MIN.6
LT-9. "The Early Rapid Canceling Machines of Canada": Sessions; 70-pg. 8.5x11" unbound, photocopy of text on Canadian machines w/postmark & machine illus., 1982. E $24
LT-10. "First Class Post Offices With Named Stations & Branches": Post Office Dept.; 73-pg. 9x7.75 " softbound, offices listed alphabetically by state & office was prepared after changes to parcel rules in October 1951 (minor flaws to cover), 1952. E $12 MIN.6
LT-11. "Fournier's 1914 Price-List of Philatelic Forgeries": Ragatz; 63-pg. 5.5x8.5" softbound, reprint w/ biography, price list & his ads in various languages (cover soaked; notes T), 1949. E $14
LT-12. "Fremdworterbuch Der Philatelie": pub. Kylling; 139-pg. 8.25x5.75" softbound, philatelic dictionary w/terms translated from Danish, English, French, Italian, Spanish & Portuguese to German, 1985. E $20 MIN.10
LT-14. "Illinois Post Offices: A Listing & Guide to Postal Scarcity": Mehrer; 192-pg. 5.5x8.5" softbound, alphabetical listing w/town, county, opening & closing dates, name changes, scarcity & valuation (cover wear; pen & pencil notes), 1996. E $24 MIN.12
LT-15. "Linn's World Stamp Almanac/6th Edition": 1056-pg. 6x9" softbound, includes listing of stamp organizations, stamp design & production, etc. (cover wear), 2000. E $50
LT-16. "Mail Memories/Post Card Guide": Kaduck; 68-pg. 8.5x11" softbound, 1500 pictures w/prices; 1971. E $12 MIN.6
LT-18. "New Zealand Post Offices": Startup; 241-pg. 8x12" hardbound, alphabetical list of all offices there or overseas & w/ various names, period open & locations plus 4-pg addition dated 1982 (cover worn & warped, page edges toned), 1977. E $20
LT-19. "Picture Postcards in the U.S./Postal 1893-1918": Ryan; 280-pg. 8.5x11" softbound, chapters including postcard era, advertising, exposition & signed artists, etc. (cover crs & separating from spine), 1982. E $100
LT-20. "Plating of the First U.S. Postal Card Vol.1": Fricke; 70-pg. 9.25x8" hardbound, complete plating w/17x11" supplement including relationship chart (cover & page toning; some
LT-25. "Postmarks on Postcards/Rev.2nd Edition": Helbock; 290-pg. 5.5x8.5" softbound, introduction to U.S. postmarks of 1900-20 era; 2002. E $24 MIN.12
LT-27. "Silent Precancels": Smith; 150-pg. 8.5x11" spiral bound, guide of precancel lines, bars & designs w/state by state list (small nick T cover & few pgs), 1995. E $20 MIN.10
LT-32. "U.S Official Postal Guide, July 1921": Gov. Printing Office; 927-pg. 9.25x8 " hardbound, service info & listings alphabetical listing of offices by state & office (worn & soiled cover; few loose pages; pages toned; name inside back cover), 1921. E $24 MIN.12
LT-33. "U.S Postal Slogan Cancel Catalog": Luff; 128-pg. 8.5x5.5 " spiral bound, alphabetical slogan list w/place(s) & period of use; also a variety of other info (soil & cr cover; stapled w/price & 1975), 1968. E $30 MIN.15
LT-34. "The U.S Post Office in World War II": ed. Sherman; 504-pg. 8.5x11" hardbound, articles by various writers such as V-mail, APO, free service etc., 2002. E $180
LT-35. U.S. Post Office Lists: est.1500-pg. 8.5x11" 3 hole punched, collectors accumulation of office lists of 23 states, Puerto Rico & Virgin Islands from various sources (w/annotations added). E $40

MACHINES / Need the "Standard Flag Cancel Encyclopedia/4th Edition"? We have it!
MC-1. Bartlett, IL, 1925, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard CDS w/"Address Your Mail" slogan h/s (part spotty; year partial) on PPC. E $12
MC-2. Elkville, IL, 1923, VG pseudo-machine non-standard CDS w/6 wavy lines h/s (dial bit hi; several tone spots; crnr cr) on PPC. E $15
MC-3. Mendota, IL, 1894, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard CDS w/11-bar killer (dial hi: "NDO" partly off) 2c Colum. on crvr. E $14
MC-4. Churubusco, IN, 1908, VG pseudo-machine non-standard FLAG h/s (bit stutter; bit o/s; lite tone) on PPC. E $24
MC-5. Hanna, IN, 1918, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard CDS w/6 long lines killer h/s (part stutter; crs; tiny tear T) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-6. Denver, IA, 1922, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard w/"Address Your Mail" slogan (dial hi: "ENV" partly off; part lite tone) on PPC w/Lutheran Sanitarium Xmas seal at L. E $15 MIN.8
MC-7. Albion, ME, 1921, VG pseudo-machine non-standard "Address Your Mail" slogan h/s (dial hi: "BI" partly off; tip cr) on PPC. E $12
MC-8. East Holden, ME, 1911, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard FLAG h/s on PPC. E $50
MC-10. North Scituate, MA, 1920, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard FLAG h/s (near F; bit o/s) on PPC. E $60
MC-11. South Sudbury, MA, ca.1908, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard FLAG h/s (date mostly not struck; o/w F) (62-57) on PPC. E $60
MC-12. Hampton Falls, NH, 1921, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard CDS w/"Address Your Mail" slogan h/s on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-13. Wendell, NH, 1908, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard FLAG h/s (lite) (00-84) on PPC. E $20
MC-14. Athens, PA, 1896, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard CDS w/8 long bars (trim R) New Athens Furniture Co.cc on PSE. E $16
MC-15. Milan, PA, 1922, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard FLAG h/s (near VG; trim L; tip cr) on PPC. E $20
MC-16. Orwell, PA, 1913, VG+ pseudo-machine non-standard FLAG h/s (1815-1957) on PPC. E $16
MC-17. Springdale, PA, 1909, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard CDS w/10-bar killer h/s (part on stamp) on PPC. E $12
MC-18. Summer, WA, [1909], G+ pseudo-machine non-standard FLAG h/s (year partial; o/w F; toned) on PPC. E $24
MC-19. Bartlett, IL, 1922, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard h/s w/"Address Your Mail" slogan (diai hi: "RTLE" partl off) 1st type dial w/1st type slogan on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MC-20. Bartlett, IL, ca.1923, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard h/s w/"Address Your Mail" slogan; 2nd type dial w/1st type slogan on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
MC-21. Bartlett, IL, ca.1924, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard h/s w/"Address Your Mail" slogan; 2nd type dial w/2nd type slogan on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
MC-22. Bartlett, IL, ca.1925, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard h/s w/"Address Your Mail" slogan (L edge tone) 2nd type dial w/3rd type slogan (small box) on cvr w/enc. E $20 MIN.10
MC-23. Port Clyde, ME, 1923, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard h/s w/"Address Your Mail..." slogan (slogan spotty & partly off R) on cvr. E $20
MC-24. Montgomery/Sheridan Br., AL, 1917, G+ Amer A38 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
MC-25. Piedmont, AL, 1933, G+ Amer A14 (upper arc spotty) lawyer's cc on commer.cvr. E $12
MC-26. University, AL, 1926, G+ Amer A14 (edge tears T) on PPC. E $24
MC-27. Fairbanks, AK, 1909, G+ Amer A14 (bit lite tone; upper L tip bit scuff) on PPC. E $16
MC-29. Nome, AK, [1929] (Mar 14), VG Amer A14 (LKV) as recd b/s on air cvr from Fairbanks. E $16
MC-30. Tempe, AZ, 1930, VG Amer A14 on commer.PSE. E $14
MC-31. Fayetteville, University Sta., AR, 1930, G+ Amer C14 (tip cr; lite tone) on commer.GPC. E $15
MC-32. Fayetteville/University Sta., AR, 1927, G+ Amer C14 on PPC. E $30
MC-33. Lepanto, AR, 1935, G+ Amer A14 on PC. E $8
MC-34. Avalon, CA, 1912, F Amer B14 (toned) on Avalon PPC. E $24
MC-35. Campbell, CA, 1932, VG+ Amer A14 (R edge toned; upper R tip nick; crnr cr; no flap) on commer.PSE. E $15 MIN.8
MC-36. Carmel, CA, 1927, G+ Amer A14 (near VG+) on PPC. E $15
MC-37. Colusa, CA, 1924, VG Amer A14 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-38. Culver City, CA, 1925, G+ Amer A14 (near F+) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-39. Dinuba, CA, 1922, VG Amer A14 (lite tone) on PPC. E $14
MC-40. El Monte, CA, 1927, G+ Amer A14 on PPC. E $16
MC-41. Fullerton, CA, 1922, F Amer A14 on 1c PSE. E $14
MC-42. Garden Grove, CA, 1929, F Amer A14 on window PSE. E $15
MC-43. Hemet, CA, 1926, G+ Amer A14 (dial spotty) on PPC. E $12
MC-44. Huntington Beach, CA, 1923, G+ Amer A14 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-45. Huntington Park, CA, 1925, G+ Amer A14 (5 punches, 1 in stamp; AS IS for that; lite tone) on PPC. E $15
MC-46. Hynes, CA, 1931, F Amer A14 (part ruff slit L; part lite tone) on commer.PSE. E $16
MC-47. Lodi, CA, 1922, G+ Amer A14d/die 3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $20
MC-48. Los Angeles/Brentwood Heights Sta., CA, 1924, G+ Amer A38 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-49. Los Angeles/Brentwood Heights Sta., CA, 1927, G+ Amer A38 (message into dial; edge tears R) on PPC. E $16
MC-50. Los Angeles/Sta.A, CA, 1922, G+ Amer C14 (near VG; part lite tone) on GPC. E $14
MC-52. Los Angeles/University Sta., CA, 1912, G+ Amer A38 (near VG+) on PPC. E $15
MC-53. Los Angeles/Westlake Sta., CA, 1912 (Jan 14), G+ Amer A38 (bit cr) on PPC. E $16
MC-54. Maywood, CA, 1930, VG+ Amer A14 (dial partly on message) on commer.PPC. E $20
MC-55. Newcastle, CA, 1925, G Amer A14 (town partial; return add.partly on dial/field; bit lite tone) SCARCE flag on cvr w/Chinese characters at L. E $90
MC-56. Newport Beach, CA, 1931, G+ Amer A14 (stripes partly off) R on commer.PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-57. Oakland, CA, 1925, VG+ Amer A14 on PSE. E $14
MC-58. Orange, CA, 1922, F Amer A14 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-59. Orange, CA, 1924, F Amer A14 (tiny tear R; crs) on PPC. E $8
MC-60. Palo Alto, CA, 1910 (Dec 23), VG+ Amer B14 (near F; tip cr) on PPC. E $20
MC-61. Paso Robles, CA, 1915, G+ Amer A14 (lite tone; tip crs) lc Balboa on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-62. Paso Robles, CA, 1915, VG+ Amer A14 (tiny tear R)1st Nat'l Bank cc on PSE. E $14
MC-63. Redwood City, CA, 1924, F Amer A14 (lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-64. San Diego/Rec’d, CA, 1910, F Amer AMS-24 (bit o/s) as recd on PPC from Canada. E $12 MIN.6
MC-67. San Francisco, CA, 1897 (Jan 9), G+ Amer B14(3)dd on PPC. E $20
MC-68. San Gabriel, CA, 1926, G+ Amer A14 (dial bit hi) on PPC. E $15
MC-69. San Pedro, CA, 1918, F Amer A14 on cvr. E $14
MC-70. San Pedro, CA, 1919, VF Amer A14 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-71. Santa Maria, CA, 1925, G+ Amer A14; 2c Norse on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-72. Scotia, CA, 1929, G+ Amer A14dd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-73. Sebastopol, CA, 1927, G+ Amer A14 (dial hi: "TOP" partly of; ruff R to stamp) on cvr w/enc. E $16
MC-74. South Pasadena, CA, 1922, F Amer A14 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-75. Stanford University, CA, 1922, F Amer A14 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-76. Taft/Capitol Hill Sta., CA, 1919, VG Amer A38 (bit trim R) on cvr. E $50
MC-77. Whittier, CA, 1911, VG Amer A14 (lite tone) on PPC. E $15
MC-78. Aspen, CO, 1908, VG+ Amer B14 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-79. Aspen, CO, 1909, F Amer B14 (tip cr) on PPC. E $14
MC-80. Aspen, CO, 1921, VG+ Amer A14 on PPC. E $14
MC-81. Aurora, CO, 1932, VG+ Amer A14 on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-82. Brush, CO, 1924, G+ Amer A14 on PPC. E $20
MC-83. Estes Park, CO, 1926, G+ Amer A14 (near F+) on GPC. E $14
MC-84. Estes Park, CO, 1926, G+ Amer A14 (message partly in dial; lite tone) on PPC. E $15
MC-85. Florence, CO, 1929, G+ Amer A14 on PPC. E $20
MC-86. Holly, CO, 1927, G+ Amer A14 ("LY, C" not struck) on PPC. E $30
MC-87. Pueblo/Train Late/Mail Delayed, CO, 1906, G+ Amer AMS-54 w/"B" dial (o/s; lite tone; R tip wear) as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-88. Sterling, CO, 1914, VG Amer A14(l) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-89. Canaan, CT, 1932, G+ Amer A14dd on commer.PPC. E $20
MC-90. New Haven/Train Late/Mail Delayed, CT, 1901, VG Amer AMS-54 (bit o/s) as transit on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-91. Laurel, DE, 1924, G+ Amer A14 on PPC. E $20
MC-92. Milford, DE, 1913, G+ Amer A14 (cr; lite tone) on PPC. E $15
MC-93. Newark, DE, 1924, VG Amer A14 (part lite tone; tip crs) on PPC. E $20
MC-94. Washington, DC, 1891, VG Amer D2() on Dept.of Interior penalty PC. E $8
MC-95. Washington, DC, 1894, G+ Amer D-5() (toned; trim R) on cvr. E $20
MC-96. Washington, DC, 1915 (May 24), F Amer A14dd/var.11 (bit lite tone; bit edge wear) on PPC. E $16
MC-97. Washington, DC, 1920 (Apr 1), G+ Amer *A14dd (toned; crnr crs) on PPC. E $75
MC-98. Bartow, FL, 1924, VG Amer A14 (tip crs; edge tear L) lv Huguenot on PC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-99. Bartow, FL, 1925, G+ Amer A14 on PPC. E $8
MC-100. Cocoa, FL, [1925], G+ Amer A14 (year mostly not struck; tip cr) on PPC. E $20
MC-101. Fort Lauderdale, FL, 1924, VG Amer A14 (toned) on PPC. E $16
MC-102. Fort Lauderdale, FL, 1925, VG Amer A14 (edge tears T & B; tip cr) on PPC. E $16
MC-103. Homestead, FL, 1925, G+ Amer A14 (bit lite tone; message partly in dial) 1c Huguenot; SCARCE flag on PPC. E $200
MC-104. Lake City, FL, 1924, G+ Amer A14 (bit lite tone) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MC-105. Leesburg, FL, 1925, G+ Amer A14 (message into dial) on PPC. E $16
MC-106. Melbourne, FL, 1926, G+ Amer A14 (tip crs) on PPC. E $16
MC-107. New Port Richey, FL, 1936, G+ Amer A14dd (crs) LATE use on commer.PPC. E $12
MC-108. Winterhaven, FL, 1924, G+ Amer A14 (lite tone; lite soiled; crs) on PPC. E $16
MC-110. Blackfoot, ID, 1912, VG+ Amer A-6 (lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-111. Payette, ID, 1914, VF Amer A14 (toned; crnr cr) on PPC. E $14
MC-112. Rupert, ID, 1923, G+ Amer A14 (near F+; lite tone) on PSE w/enc. E $20
MC-113. Arthur, IL, 1930, G+ Amer A14 ("TH" mosly not struck; pinholes) on commer.PSE. E $15 MIN.8
MC-114. Bushnell, IL, 1916, G+ Amer A14 (EARLY for this type) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-115. Bushnell, IL, 1924, G+ Amer A14dd; Bushnell Pump Co.cc on PPC. E $30
MC-116. Chicago, IL, 1895, F Amer D-W3-3(5) (toned) Feron & Ballou/Fruits cc on 1c PSE. E $20
MC-117. Chicago, IL, 1896, F+ Amer D13(N) on GPC w/L.C.Platt printed form on back. E $15
MC-118. Chicago, IL, 1897, VG Amer B13(2 mutilated) on 1c PSE. E $15
MC-119. Chicago, IL, 1898, G+ Amer B13(14) (near F) Milmine, Bodman & Co.cc on 1c PSE. E $16
MC-120. Chicago, IL, 1898, F Amer B4(11) (uneven trim R) John V.Farwell cc on cvr. E $12
MC-121. Chicago, IL, 1899, F Amer B4() (part lite tone) Amer.Radiator Co.cc on PSE. E $15
MC-122. Elmhurst, IL, 1924, G Amer A14 (dial mostly not struck, but ID sure) on PPC. E $16
MC-123. Eureka, IL, 1930, G+ Amer A14 (ruff R to stamp) on commer.PSE. E $6
MC-124. Fulton, IL, 1924, VG Amer A14 (lite tone) on cvr. E $20
MC-125. Geneseo, IL, 1924, G+ Amer A14 on PPC. E $16
MC-126. Great Lakes, IL, 1918 (Oct 13), F Amer A14 (L & B edges part lite tone) YMCA logo cc on cvr. E $15
MC-127. Great Lakes/Great Receiving Ship, IL, 1920, VG Amer A38 on PPC. E $8
MC-128. Leland, IL, 1929, G+ Amer A14 (lite tone) 1 of 3 known examples of flag machine on "UNKNOWN" list; on 4.75x5.5" cvr. E $250
MC-129. Monmouth/Rec'd, IL, 1912, G+ Amer AMS-24 as recd b/s on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MC-130. Naperville, IL, 1922, G+ Amer A14 on PPC. E $20
MC-131. Newman, IL, 1911, F Amer A14 (lite tone) on PPC. E $16
MC-132. Ramsey, IL, 1931, F Amer A14(86 inc.) (bit lite tone; R tips wear; bit cr) on commer.PSE. E $16
MC-133. Sycamore, IL, 1925, G+ Amer A14; 1c Sc.552 w/PL#15186 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-134. Sycamore, IL, 1925, G+ Amer A14dd (lite tone) on PPC. E $15
MC-135. Alexandria, IN, 1932, VF Amer A14dd on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-136. Berne, IN, 1923, VG Amer A14 on PPC. E $15
MC-137. Rushville, IN, 1926, G+ Amer A14dd (crnr crs) SCARCE flag on PPC. E $75
MC-138. Ardmore, Ind.T., 1906, VG Amer B14 (part o/s; lite tone) on PPC. E $20
MC-139. Ardmore, Ind.T., 1907 (Jan 7), G+ Amer B14 (ink spot on upper L tip; lite tone) on "Greetings from Fort Gibson, I.T." glitter PPC. E $24
MC-140. Ardmore, Ind.T., 1907 (Jul 16), VG+ Amer B14 (lite tone; crnr cr) on PPC. E $16
MC-141. Bartlesville, Ind.T., 1907 (Jun 19), G+ Amer B14(I) (near VG; part lite tone; tip crs) on PPC: Masonic Block. E $20
MC-142. Chickasha, Ind.T., 1907 (Sep 22), G+ Amer B14dd (dial bit hi) on PPC. E $24
MC-143. Muskogee, Ind.T., 1906, G+ Amer B14 on "mock leather" PPC. E $20
MC-144. Muskogee, Ind.T., 1907 (Sep 1), VG Amer B14 (lite tone; bit cr) on GPC. E $15
MC-145. South McAlester, Ind.T., 1905, VF Amer B14(1) (lite tone; tiny tears T & R) on PSE. E $20
MC-146. South McAlester, Ind.T., 1907 (Jun 2), G+ Amer B14(1) as recd on pix side of PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-147. Tulsa, Ind.T., 1906, VG Amer B14 (lite tone) on PPC. E $14
MC-148. Bellevue, IA, 1928, VF Amer A14 on PSE. E $20
MC-149. Earlville, IA, 1935, G+ Amer A14(75) (trim L, just in return add.) on commer.cvr. E $16
MC-150. Grundy Center, IA, 1927, G+ Amer A14 (near VG+) on GPC. E $20
MC-151. LeMars, IA, 1908 (May 5), G+ Amer B14 (dial weak) on REAL PHOTO PPC (Western Union College). E $15 MIN.8
MC-152. Mount Pleasant, IA, 1920, F Amer A14 on PPC. E $20
MC-153. New Hampton, IA, 1924, G+ Amer A14 on PPC. E $20
MC-154. Toledo, IA, 1934, F Amer A14; hardware store cc on commer.cvr. E $8
MC-155. Waverly, IA, 1909, VG Amer A14 (lite tone) on PPC. E $14
MC-158. Girard, KS, 1909, G+ Amer B4 (bit stutter; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $6
MC-159. Lindsborg, KS, 1925, VG Amer A14 (lite tone; stamp fault) on PPC. E $24
MC-160. Marion, KS, 1924, VG Amer A14 (lite tone) on PPC. E $20
MC-161. Ness City, KS, 1929, VG Amer A14; bit faulty 1c "Kans." overprint on PPC: Main St., Ness City (offset ink). E $30
MC-162. Berea, College Sta., KY, 1934, G+ Amer C14 (ruff R) Chapel Tower, Berea College illus.cc on commer.cvr w/enc. E $14
MC-163. Glasgow, KY, 1922, G+ Amer A14 (edge tear L; lite tone) Hotel Liberty illus.cc (statue) on cvr. E $14
MC-164. Harlan, KY, 1925, G+ Amer A14 (bit ruff slit L) w/add'l strike inverted at B on cvr. E $12
MC-165. Shreveport/Rec'd., LA, 1908, G+ Amer AMS-24 as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-166. Belfast, ME, 1924 (Dec 25), G+ Amer A14 (lite tone) on PPC. E $15
MC-168. Boothbay Harbour, ME, 1927, G+ Amer A14 on PPC. E $16
MC-169. Machias, ME, 1918, VG Amer A14; 2c Molly Pitcher on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-170. Atlantic, MA, 1923, VG Amer A14 (71) (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-171. Ayers/Devens Br., MA, 1931, G+ Amer V14 (toned; bit cr) on PPC. E $250
MC-172. Boston, MA, 1890, G+ Amer; 5-bar killer w/"+" in die space; Rice & Hutchins cc on PSE. E $20
MC-173. Boston, MA, 1895 (Feb 4), VF Amer D3(E) on GPC. E $16
MC-174. Boston, MA, 1896, G+ Amer D4(8)dd (edge tears T; cr) w/VF ty.D13(A) inverted at lower L, 15 minutes later (as transit?) on cvr to NYC. E $16
MC-175. Boston, MA, 1897, VG+ Amer B13(C) (near F) on PSE. E $15
MC-176. Boston, MA, 1897, VF Amer P53(C), dial 1 on GPC. E $40 MIN.20
MC-177. Boston, MA, 1897 (Jun 25), F Amer P43(small C)/dial 1, inverted at lower L (lite tone) on GPC w/Odd Ladies' Relief Fund notice on back. E $20
MC-178. Boston, MA, 1898 (Feb 1), VF Amer D14(9) on PSE. E $16
MC-179. Boston, MA, 1898 (Oct 7), VG+ Amer B42(large C) (lite water tone; lite cr) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-180. Boston, MA, 1898, F Amer B4(1) (lite tone) 2c Trans-Miss on cvr. E $16
MC-181. Boston, MA, 1899, F+ Amer B42(L) w/dateless dial (edge tear R; lite tone) Congregational Sunday-School & Publishing cc; lc green on cvr. E $15
MC-182. Boston, MA, 1899 (Dec 6), F+ Amer B42(L) (toned) on Clerk's Office U.S.Dist.Court penalty PC. E $14
MC-183. Boston, MA, 1909 (Jul 2), VF Amer D14 on PPC. E $15
MC-184. Boston, MA, 1909 (Jul 7), F Amer D14; Barrett Mfg.cc on PSE. E $16
MC-186. Boston, MA, 1912, G+ Amer B14() (near VG) on PPC. E $16
MC-187. Boston, MA, 1913, VG Amer A14() (edge tears; lite tone) on PSE. E $16
MC-188. Boston/Roslindale Sta., MA, 1920, G+ Amer A38(31) (edge tears; bit lite tone; crs) on 4.25x6.5" cvr. E $15
MC-190. Fall River, MA, 1903, F Amer B14("EAGLE") on PSE. E $24
MC-191. Gloucester/Transit, MA, 1903, G+ Amer AMS-43 (lite tone; tip crs) as transit on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-192. Lawrence/Methuen Sta., MA, 1908, F Amer B38 w/impression of screw head at L; on PPC. E $15
MC-193. Lowell, MA, 1897 (Dec 31), VG+ Amer B14(1) on PSE. E $16
MC-194. Lynn, MA, 1896, VG Amer D13(A) on cvr. E $15
MC-195. Melrose Highlands, MA, 1924, G+ Amer A14(86) (lite tone) 2c Harding on cvr. E $14
MC-196. Milton, MA, 1923, VG Amer A14(86) (lite tone) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MC-197. Onset, MA, 1961, G+ Amer A14 on PPC. E $16
MC-198. South Framingham, MA, 1905, G+ Amer B14 (lite tone) on PPC. E $14
MC-199. Springfield/Transit/2, MA, [1898], G+ Amer AMS-42 (tear R) as transit b/s on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-200. Springfield/Transit, MA, 1900, VG Amer AMS-43 as transit b/s on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
MC-201. Springfield/Brightwood Sta., MA, 1924, G+ Amer A38 (dial hi; part of dial & flag off T) on PPC. E $12
MC-202. Springfield/Forest Park Sta., MA, 1925, G+ Amer A38 (lite; crnr crs) on PPC. E $14
MC-203. Springfield/Terminal RPO, MA, 1929, G+ Amer A38 (upper L arc spotty; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-204. Stoneham, MA, 1921, VG+ Amer A14(80) (bit lite tone; bit ruff slit L) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-205. Vineyard Haven, MA, 1925, G+ Amer A14 on PPC. E $14
MC-206. Vineyard Haven, MA, 1925, G+ Amer A14 (near F) on PPC. E $20
MC-207. Wellesley Hills, MA, 1914 (Dec 18), VG+ Amer A14 (EARLY; nick T; lower L tip nib) on PPC. E $16
MC-208. Boyne, MI, 1908, G+ Amer B14; W.H.White Co.cc on PSE. E $14
MC-209. Kalamazoo/Rec'd, MI, 1909, G+ Amer AMS-24 (LKU; bit o/s) as recd on PPC. E $20
MC-210. Lake City, MN, 1925, G+ Amer A14dd (crnr cr) on PPC. E $12
MC-211. Wadena, MN, 1923, VG Amer A14 (lite crs; pen notes lower R) on #10 cvr. E $16
MC-212. Elsberry, MO, 1936, VF Amer A14 (bit trim T) doctor's cc on commer. on PPC. E $20
MC-213. Kansas City, MO, 1898, F Amer B44 involute (ruff R, in stripe tips; lite crs) as ORIGIN, but struck on BACK in error; Barry machine tying 2c Tran Miss on add.side, 1 hour later; "Pacific Express" illus.ad cc (train car) on cvr. E $30
MC-214. Monett, MO, 1911, G+ Amer B4(1) (bit ruff trim R; nick L; part lite tone; cr) on PSE. E $14
MC-215. Monett, MO, 1911, G+ Amer B4(1) (upper L tip nib); "Delayed/To search for address./St.Louis,Mo." & other h/s on PPC. E $16
MC-216. Saint Joseph/Sta.D, MO, 1924, G+ Amer A38 (dial hi; "JOSE" mostly off; bit ruff trim R, just in 2c Harding) on cvr w/enc. E $20
MC-217. Bayard, NE, 1930, G+ Amer A14 (bit trim T, just into stamp; 2 pinholes) on cvr. E $20
MC-218. Cambridge, NE, 1928, G+ Amer A14 (message in dial) on PPC. E $16
MC-219. Fremont, NE, 1907, G+ Amer B4(1) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-220. Lyons, NE, 1933, VG Amer A14 (dial bit hi; toned; addressee name scribbled thru) bit faulty 1.5c "Nebr." overprint on cvr. E $8
MC-221. Wahoo, NE, 1927, G+ Amer A14 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
MC-222. Winnebucca, NV, 1926, G+ Amer A14 on PPC. E $20
MC-223. Winnemucca, NV, 1927, G+ Amer A14 on PPC. E $16
MC-224. Bethlehem, NH, 1926, G+ Amer A14 (SPOTTY; AS IS) on PPC. E $10
MC-225. Bristol, NH, 1927, VG Amer A14 (dial bit hi; stamp gone; tip cr) on PPC. E $16
MC-226. Concord, NH, 1900 (Jan 3), VF Amer B14(1)dd; 99-00 type (tiny tear T) on cvr. E $20
MC-227. Elizabeth/Rec'd, NJ, 1907, G+ Amer AMS-24 (part ruff trim R; lite tone) as recd b/s on cvr. E $20
MC-228. Elizabeth/Roselle Br., NJ, 1922, VG Amer A38 w/low dial (tip cr) on PPC. E $12
MC-230. Lakehurst, NJ, 1930, G+ Amer A14 (lite tone) on commer.PPC. E $16
MC-231. Spring Lake Beach, NJ, 1922, G+ Amer A14 (near VG+) on PPC. E $24
MC-232. Deming/Cody Br., NY, 1917, VG Amer A38 on PPC. E $20
MC-233. Deming/Cody Br., NY, 1918, F Amer A38 (upper R crnr ruff; edge tear T) on cvr. E $20
MC-234. Flushing/Jackson Heights Sta., NY, 1924, G+ Amer A38 (toned; extraneous h/s by address) on PPC. E $16
MC-235. Little Valley, NY, 1927, G Amer A14 (spotty & flag partial) LATE use; on PPC. E $16
MC-236. New Rochelle/Port Slocum Military Br., NY, 1917, G+ Amer A38 (lite; lite soiled; crs) on PPC. E $6
MC-237. New York/Pelham Naval Sta., NY, 1919, G+ Amer A38 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
MC-239. Walden, NY, 1928, G+ Amer A14 (near VG+) on PPC. E $8
MC-240. Watertown/Rec'd, NY, 1909, G+ Amer AMS-24 (part water toned) as recd on PPC. E $15
MIN.8
MC-241. Kings Mountain, NC, 1927, G+ Amer A14 w/redundant "8-AM" & "1-PM" time slugs replacing date (ruff R) on cvr. E $20
MC-242. Pinehurst, NC, 1925, G+ Amer A14 (date mostly not struck) on PPC. E $20
MC-243. Troy, NC, ca.1929, partial Amer A14 (weak & spotty) poorly inked early use; on PPC. E $5
MC-244. Warrenton, NC, 1928, F+ Amer A14 on cvr. E $30
MC-245. LaMoure, ND, 1929, G+ Amer A14 on cvr. E $40
MC-246. Covington, OH, 1928, G+ Amer A14 ("TON" not struck; edge tear T; lite crs) on cvr. E $20
MC-247. Dennison, OH, 1923, G+ Amer A14 (T arc spotty) SCARCE flag on PPC. E $70
MC-248. New Concord, OH, 1930, G+ Amer A14 (T arc not struck; crs; tone spot below address) on New Concord PPC. E $20
MC-249. Wellington, OH, 1922, VG+ Amer A14 on PPC. E $12
MC-250. Bartlesville, OK, 1908, VG+ Amer B14(E) (crnr crs) as recd on pix side of PPC. E $14
MC-251. Hobart, OK, 1923, G+ Amer A14 (light tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-252. Lawton/Fort Sill Br., OK, 1917, G+ Amer A38 (light tone; ink spots below add.) on PPC. E $20
MC-253. Lone Wolf, OK, 1934, VG Amer A14 (bit lite tone; tip cr) on GPC. E $8
MC-254. Independence, OR, 1935, VG+ Amer A14 on PC. E $8
MC-255. Newberg, OR, 1924, VG+ Amer A14 on PPC. E $12
MC-256. Portland/Sta.B, OR, 1908, F Amer Y38 w/redundant sta.in dial & flag (lite tone) on PPC. E $14
MC-257. Silverton, OR, 1926, G+ Amer A14 (near F) "The Oregonian" printed form at L & on back; 1.5c Harding on PC. E $15
MC-258. Bedford, PA, 1923, F Amer A14 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-259. Erie, PA, 1895, G+ Amer D13(Black Ball) (near F+; trim R) plastering contractor cc on cvr. E $15
MC-260. Erie, PA, 1896, VG Amer D13(1) (lite tone; tip cr) on GPC. E $14
MC-261. Galetton, PA, 1930, G+ Amer A14dd on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-262. Marietta, PA, 1924, G+ Amer A14 (stamp torn in 2 pieces, before mailing; crnr cr) on PPC. E $8
MC-263. Philadelphia/Broad St.Term.RPO, PA, 1925, G+ Amer A38 (bit ruff trim R) on cvr. E $15
MC-264. Philadelphia/Broad St.Term.RPO, PA, 1928, G+ Amer A38 (trim R) on commer.cvr. E $15
MC-265. Philadelphia/Navy Yard Sta., PA, 1918, G+ Amer A38 (crnr crs; light tone) on PPC. E $20
MC-266. Stroudsburg, PA, 1920, G+ Amer A38 w/"Help Prevent Forest Fires" slogan (lite tone) on PPC. E $16
MC-267. Stroudsburg, PA, 1920, VG Amer A38 "Help Prevent Forest Fires" slogan flag on PPC. E $16
MC-268. Manati, PR, 1936, VF Amer A14 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-269. Ponce, PR, 1906, F Amer H14(1) (lite tone) on PPC. E $20
MC-270. San Juan, PR, 1907, VF Amer H4(1) on PPC. E $20
MC-271. Spartanburg/Wadsworth Br., SC, 1917, F Amer A38 (toned; crnr crs) on PPC. E $8
MC-272. Bellefourche, SD, 1925, F Amer A14 on cvr. E $14
MC-273. Custer, SD, 1929, G+ Amer A14 on commer.PPC. E $16
MC-274. Highmore, SD, 1929, G+ Amer A14 on PPC. E $40
MC-275. Howard, SD, 1928, G+ Amer A14 ("RD, S" not struck; o/w about VG+) VERY SCARCE flag on REAL PHOTO PPC: Main Street, Howard. E $300
MC-276. Lennox, SD, 1914, G+ Amer A14 (near VG) on PPC. E $14
MC-277. Milbank, SD, 1931, VF Amer A14 on commer.cvr. E $16
MC-278. Rapid City, SD, 1920, VG+ Amer A38 "Black Hills" slogan (crs) on PPC. E $30
MC-279. Rapid City, SD, 1920, G+ Amer B38 "Black Hills Nat'l Forest..." slogan (lower line spotty) on PPC. E $40
MC-280. Sioux Falls, SD, 1899, G+ Amer B44 involute (town mostly not struck but ID sure; lite tone) ms "Due 4c" on local cvr. E $20 MIN.10
MC-281. Wagner, SD, 1930, G+ Amer A14 (crs; tears T, 1 in rim) on commer.#12 window cvr. E $15
MIN.8
MC-282. Morristown, TN, 1912, VG Amer B14 (stripes bit compressed) on PPC. E $5
MC-283. College Station, TX, 1924, G+ Amer A14 (R arc partial; part ruff trim R, in stamp; edge tears; B edge cr) on #10 PSE. E $15
MC-284. El Paso, TX, 1917, F Amer A14 on PPC. E $24
MC-285. Houston/Rec'd, TX, 1910, VF Amer AMS-25 (ruff R) as rec'd b/s on cvr. E $24
MC-286. McAllen, TX, 1916, G+ Amer A14 (tip crs) on PPC. E $15
MC-287. Mercedes/Llano Grande Br., TX, 1917, G+ Amer A38 (part lite) on PPC. E $15
MC-288. Pharr, TX, 1916, VG Amer A14 (toned) Border Series flag on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
MC-289. Rockdale, TX, 1922, G+ Amer A14 (date spotty) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-290. San Marcos, TX, 1917, G+ Amer A14 (near VG+) on PPC. E $6
MC-291. Waco/Rec'd, TX, 1909, G+ Amer AMS-25 (lite tone) as rec'd on pix side of PPC. E $30
MC-292. Waco/Air/B., TX, 1918, VG+ Amer A38 w/inverted date/time slugs on PPC. E $14
MC-293. Waco/MacArthur Br., TX, 1917, G+ Amer A38 (tip crs) on PPC. E $20
MC-294. Waco/MacArthur Br., TX, 1917, VG+ Amer A38 on PPC. E $20
MC-295. Murray, UT, 1930, G+ Amer A14 (mostly VG) on commer.PPC. E $5
MC-296. Woodstock, VT, 1922, G+ Amer A14 (toned) on PPC. E $15
MC-297. Woodstock, VT, 1924, G+ Amer A14 on PPC. E $16
MC-298. Saint Thomas, VI, 1923, G+ Amer A14 (tear L) on PPC. E $16
MC-299. Culpeper, VA, 1929, G+ Amer A14dd (tip cr) on PPC. E $16
MC-300. Front Royal, VA, 1924, G+ Amer A14 (message into dial; toned) on PPC. E $20
MC-301. Hopewell, VA, 1918, VG Amer A14 (crs) on PPC. E $14
MC-302. Lynchburg/Rivermont Sta., VA, 1934, G+ Amer A38 (near VG+) on commer.PPC. E $30
MC-303. Newport News/Air/B., VA, 1919, VG Amer A38 (bit cr) on PPC. E $15
MC-304. Norfolk/Debree Sta., VA, 1925, G+ Amer C14 on PPC. E $65
MC-305. Norfolk/Naval Base Sta., VA, 1918, G+ Amer A38 (town partial; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $6
MC-306. University, VA, 1916, VG+ Amer A-6; Univ.of Virginia cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-307. University, VA, 1922, G+ Amer A14 (year partial; o/w VF!) on PPC. E $24
MC-308. Woodstock, VA, 1927, G+ Amer A14 (tiny tear T) on PPC. E $16
MC-309. Prosser, WA, 1925, G+ Amer A14 ("SSER, W" not struck, but return add confirns; toned; crnr cr) on PPC. E $24
MC-310. Spokane, WA, 1899, G+ Amer B44dd (lite) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
MC-311. Tacoma, WA, 1898, F Amer B44 involute (tears B; crs; toned) on PSE. E $20
MC-312. Keyser, WV, 1923, G+ Amer A14 (cr; lite tone spot by address) on PPC. E $8
MC-313. Appleton/Rec’d, WI, 1913, G+ Amer AMS-25 as rec’d b/s on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MC-314. Eau Claire/Rec’d, WI, 1907, G+ Amer AMS-24 (EKU; o/s; lite tone) as rec’d on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-315. Edgerton, WI, 1923, F+ Amer A14 on PPC. E $15
MC-316. Hayward, WI, 1927, VG Amer A14 (tip cr) on PPC. E $24
MC-317. Hayward, WI, 1928, G+ Amer A14 (lite tone) on PPC. E $20
MC-318. Kohler, WI, 1924, G+ Amer A14 (T arc part obscured by design) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
MC-319. LaCrosse/Rec’d, WI, 1908, G+ Amer AMS-24 (o/s; lite tone; crs; edge tears) as rec’d on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-320. LaCrosse/Rec’d, WI, 1909, G+ Amer AMS-24 as rec’d on pix side of PPC. E $12
MC-321. APO 2, 1918, VG+ Amer A24(2) (R end of stripes compressed; edge tear R) ms "Soldiers Mail" frank on cvr. E $15
MC-322. APO 705, 1918, G+ Amer A24(705) ms "Soldiers Mail" frank on cvr. E $20
MC-323. Lot 250+ Pennsylvania flag cancels, 1895-1938, Amer types; 85 are Philadelphia; 35 are Pittsburgh (varied condition, fine to faulty); nice batch; not just the low-point types; but LOW minimum bid on cvrs (many w/commer.cc's/cards. MIN.$60
MC-324. Charlestown, MA, 1895, VG Barnard D-W1 (edge tears R; crnr crs) Boston.
Bakery/U.S.Baking Co.illus.logo ad (eagle) on cvr to Canada. E $24 MIN.12
MC-325. Washington, DC, 1897, G+ Barr-Fyke X-11 (ink spot at upper L; bit trim R) on cvr. E $20
MC-326. Bloomington, IL, 1905, F Barr-Fyke TSL/flag w/"ILL" dial (toned) on PPC. E $20
MC-327. Bloomington, IL, 1905, G+ Barr-Fyke TSL/FLAG w/state as "ILLS" (toned; trim R) Forbes Bros.Tea & Spice cc; illus.back ad (vanilla bottle) on cvr w/enc. E $50
MC-328. Bloomington, IL, 1905, F Barr-Fyke TSL/flag w/"ILLS" dial on PPC. E $30
MC-329. Chicago/Stock Yards Sta., IL, 1902, G+ Barr-Fyke TSL/FLAG; Fleming Bros., Chemists/Fleming's Lump Jaw Cure cc w/illus. bull's head on cvr. E $16
MC-330. Chicago/Stock Yards Station, IL, 1901 (Nov 23), VG Barr-Fyke TSL/FLAG (ruff upper R; upper L nib) on PSE w/enc. E $20
MC-331. Chicago/Stock Yards Station, IL, 1901 (Dec 9), F Barr-Fyke TSL/FLAG (ruff R into stamp) on PSE w/enc. E $20
MC-332. Chicago/Stock Yards Station, IL, 1902, F Barr-Fyke TSL/FLAG (ruff R into stamp) on PSE w/enc. E $20
MC-333. Chicago/Stock Yds Sta., IL, 1904, VG Barr-Fyke DS4-101bb; Tipton, Steck & Herrick Livestock cc on cvr. E $20
MC-334. Decatur, IL, 1903, G+ Barr-Fyke C-122 (lite tone) on GPC. E $8
MC-335. Decatur, IL, 1905, VF Barr-Fyke D4-101a/a (lite tone) on PPC. E $12
MC-336. Atchison, KS, 1905, VG+ Barr-Fyke D4-101a (vert.crs) on PPC. E $15
MC-338. Saint Louis/Terminal Sta., MO, 1903, G+ Barr-Fyke AS1/4-122b on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-339. New York, NY, 1898, VF Barr-Fyke A2-102a w/3rd class dateless dial; Illinois Central R.R.Co.cc on 1c PSE w/small blue adhesive add.label. E $24
MC-340. Oshkosh, WI, 1904, VF Barr-Fyke C4-121a (part toned; edge tears; crnr crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-341. New York, NY, 1895, VG+ Barry A-1(NDS)-Ab (lite tone; trim R; L edge soil) on PSE. E $10
MC-342. Oswego, NY, 1908, VF Barry ty.EX-7 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-343. Oswego, NY, 1908, VF Barry EX-7, struck fully below stamp, missing it (lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-344. Oswego, NY, 1909, G+ Barry LA-6(l) (date partial, but message dated; nick R) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-345. Pittsburg/Transit, PA, 1904, G+ Barry L-X1 (toned; ruff R) as transit b/s on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-346. Chemnitz, Germany, 1907, F Bickerdike BF-12 ty.2 FLAG (part o/s; uneven toned) John V.Farwell ad in message area; on PPC to U.S. E $30
MC-347. Braunschweig, Germany, 1903, G+ Bickerdyke BF-8 pictorial flag on message GPC w/att'd reply. E $20
MC-348. Mannheim, Germany, 1904, VG+ Bickerdyke BF-25 pictorial flag (lower R tip off R edge; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $16
MC-349. Venice, CA, 1920, G+ Colum. (near VG+) on PPC. E $6
MC-350. Alpha, IL, 1923, F+ Colum. L9 (EKU; toned) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
MC-351. Corunna, IN, 1924, G+ Colum. L-9/2 (LKU) on PPC. 2nd known example. E $20
MC-352. Henryville, IN, 1923, G+ Colum. L-9/1 (LKU; toned; bit cr; stamp fault affects 1 bar) on PPC. E $15
MC-353. Maynard, IA, 1920, F Colum. (bit ruff L) on cvr. E $6
MC-354. Rock Rapids, IA, 1920, VG Colum. E1W (bit lite tone) on PPC. E $6
MC-355. Oak Bluffs, MA, 1920, G+ Colum. (most VG) on PPC. E $6
MC-357. Vicksburg, MS, 1917, G+ Colum. KS8 "Nat'l Memorial Reunion" slogan (LKU; slogan spotty) "Back the Boys..." auxiliary h/s on PPC to Libertyville, IL. E $50
MC-358. Atlantic City, NJ, 1902, G+ Colum. AG3 on priv.mailing card. E $20
MC-359. Patterson, NJ, 1902, F Colum. tyA2-3; 3c Jackson on 2c PSE to Switzerland. E $12 MIN.6
MC-360. Marathon, NY, 1920, VG+ Colum. (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
MC-361. New York/West Farm Sta., NY, 1916, G+ Colum. KS8C on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-362. Springville, NY, 1914, VG+ Colum. on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-363. New Salem, ND, 1920, F Colum. on PPC. E $8
MC-364. Sandusky, OH, 1913, VG Colum. "Perry's Victory" slogan on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-365. Paris Island, SC, 1918, G+ Colum. E1WTF (lite tone; crnr cr) on PPC (Marine Barracks). E $14
MC-366. Bakersfield/Kern Branch, CA, 1911, F Doremus (upper L crnr clip; lite tone) on PPC. E $80
MC-368. Rocky Ford, CO, 1912, VG Doremus ty.E on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MC-369. Deland, FL, 1911, G+ modified Doremus ty.10 w/"Rec'd" EXCISED (lite tone) as origin on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-370. Saint Augustine ("St."), FL, 1903, G+ Doremus ty.D on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-372. Saint Augustine, FL, [1908], F+ Doremus ty.D w/"8" in year omitted; Hotel Alcazar cc on cvr. E $15
MC-373. Saint Anthony, ID, 1921, G+ Doremus ty.(F) on PPC. E $12
MC-374. Canton, IL, 1901, G+ Doremus on GPC. E $15
MC-375. Chicago/Gen'l Delivery, IL, 1903 (Aug 3), G Doremus; 1st type ( dial mostly not struck, but killer VF; o/s; heavy vert.cr) as rec on PPC from Germany. E $8
MC-376. Chicago/Gen'l Delivery, IL, 1903 (Aug 19), G+ Doremus; 1st type ( dial partial, but killer F; o/s; ink spot on killer) as rec on PPC from Germany. E $12
MC-378. Fort Sheridan, IL, 1918, G+ Doremus ty.(F) on PPC w/M.T.C.M.2 return add. E $15
MC-379. Peru, IL, 1911, VG+ Doremus ty.(F) (lite tone) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
MC-380. Peru, IL, 1911, G+ Doremus ty.(F) (lite cr) on PPC. E $24
MC-381. Brazil, IN, 1911, F Doremus ty.(F) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-382. Chariton, IA, 1925, VG Doremus ty.(F) (LATE) on PSE. E $12
MC-384. Fulton, MO, 1911, VF Doremus ty.E (LATE; toned) on PPC. E $8
MC-385. Newark, NY, 1902, G+ Doremus ty..C. (state spotty; trim R) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MC-386. Saranac Lake, NY, 1911, G+ Doremus ty.(F) (tip crs; tape on 2 tips B) on PPC. E $20
MC-387. Saratoga Springs, NY, 1901, G+ Doremus ty.DC (near F+; crnr cr) 1c Sc.279 on priv.mailing card. E $24
MC-388. Westfield, NY, 1906, VG Doremus ty..C. on PPC. E $10
MC-389. Manila, PI, 1904 (Apr 15), G+ Doremus ty.D; 2c overprint on cvr. E $20
MC-390. Milwaukee/Sta.B/Rec'd, WI, 1903, VG Doremus ty.8 as recd on pix side of PPC from Russia. E $12 MIN.6
MC-392. Dekalb, IL, 1902 (Aug 7), G+ Hampden B-8c (tear T; long tear upper L; bit lite tone) on PSE. E $20 MIN.10
MC-393. Muscatine, IA, 1902, VG Hampden B-8 (EKU; near VF; ruff R; upper L crnr tone) on cvr w/enc. E $30
MC-394. Menominee, MI, 1902, G+ Hampden B-8c (tip cr) on GPC. E $20
MC-395. Saint Louis, MO, 1900 (Apr 13), VG Hampden ty.B as recd b/s on PSE. E $20
MC-396. Roanoke, VA, 1902, F Hampden B-8 (bit ruff L) 1st Presbyterian Church cc on cvr. E $16
MC-397. San Francisco, CA, 1923, G+ Int'l "Amer.Legion Nat'l Convention" slogan #5 on 5c PSE to Holland. E $12 MIN.6
MC-398. Denver, CO, 1918, VG+ Int'l "Buy Now... 3rd Liberty Loan" slogan #2 (lite tone) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-399. Washington, DC, 1890, F Int'l w/black rectangle in die space (lite tone; small surface hole T; edge tear R) H.S.Berlin, Atty.at Law long text ad at L on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $14
MC-400. Washington, DC, 1890, VG+ Int'l B11 w/solid block in die space on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MC-401. Chicago, IL, 1917, VG+ Int'l "Buy Now... 2nd Liberty Loan" slogan #14; Columbia Mills cc on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MC-402. Chicago, IL, 1918, F Int'l "Buy Now... 3rd Liberty Loan" slogan #13 (LKU) Nat'l Bank of Chicago cc on PC. 2nd known example. E $15 MIN.8
MC-403. Freeport, IL, 1922, VF Int'l "64th Anniv.Lincoln-Douglas Debate" slogan on PPC. E $20
MC-405. Detroit, MI, 1923, F Int'l "Mich.State Fair" slogan #2 (lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-406. Richmond, MI, 1936, VG Int'l AT/S-272 (slit 3 sides) on commer.cvr. E $5
MC-407. Saint Louis, MO, 1894, G+ Int'l C-11(1) w/BOLD dots (screw heads?) above & below "1" in die space; on GPC. E $20
MC-408. Saint Louis, MO, 1922, VG+ Int'l "Fashion Pageant" slogan #13 (UNLISTED #; crnr cr) on
PPC. E $20 MIN.10
MC-409. Great Falls, MT, 1922, G+ Int'l "Visit Glacier Nat'l Park" slogan on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-410. New York, NY, 1894, VF Int'l C-18(3) (lite tone; trim R) Consolidated Steel & Wire cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MC-411. New York, NY, 1894, VG+ Int'l B-18(3) (lite tone; trim R) Consolidated Steel & Wire cc on cvr. E $30
MC-412. New York, NY, 1923, G+ Int'l "Nat'l Merchandise Fair" machine #8 (EKU) on message GPC w/Jewish Daily News ad w/att'd reply. E $15 MIN.8
MC-413. New York, NY, 1923, G+ Int'l "Electrical & Industrial Expo" slogan w/o dial # (EKU) on PPC. 2nd known example. E $15 MIN.8
MC-414. Philadelphia, PA, 1917, F+ Int'l "Buy Now... 2nd Liberty" slogan #5; Sheibley-Tyler Co.cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-415. Philadelphia, PA, 1932, F Int'l "Rec'd in Package Box Collection" slogan (horiz.fold) Amer.Philosophical Soc'y cc; 2c Wash. on 6x9" cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-416. Dallas, TX, 1914, VF Int'l "Sixth Nat'l Corn Expo" slogan (bit lite tone) on PPC. E $20
MC-418. Superior, WI, 1923, VG Int'l "Amer.Legion State Convention" slogan on GPC. E $20
MC-419. Providence, RI, 1967, G+ Intelex ty.2b on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-420. Washington, DC, 1907, F Krag repeater ty.2 (tip cr) 1c J.Smith on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
MC-421. Washington, DC, [1890], G+ Leavitt ty.C w/o year; Dept.of the Interior/Bureau of Pensions penalty clause on PPC. E $20
MC-422. Boston, MA, 1877, G+ Leavitt A-2/Die II (lite tone) on GPC. E $24
MC-423. Boston, MA, [1882], G+ Leavitt C-1 on GPC. E $150
MC-424. Kansas City, MO, [1882], VG Leavitt ty.B(D) on GPC. E $30
MC-425. Newark, NJ, ca.1887, G+ Leavitt ty.B (bit of killer off R) on GPC w/Lauderbach & Co.ad on back. E $40
MC-426. Toledo, OH, 1883, G+ Leavitt B(D) (near F) on GPC w/"Evening Bee"/"Weekly Bee" ad frame on back. E $15 MIN.8
MC-427. Philadelphia, PA, 1880, G+ Leavitt ty.B(D)/die II ("D" in killer mostly not struck; year partial; tip cr) on GPC. E $50
MC-428. Beardstown, IL, 1903, G+ Perfection ty.2 (ruff R) 2c Sc.301 on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-430. Salamanca, NY, 1902, G+ Perfection ty.1 (white tape repair on L edge; maybe official?) on cvr. E $20
MC-431. Salt Lake City, UT, 1902, G+ Pneumatic L2b5b (o/s) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MC-432. Springfield, NY, 1916, VG Standard SXc-3 (toned) tying Xmas label on PPC. E $300
MC-433. New York/Rec'd/Late Arrival/Mail Detention, NY, 1885, G+ Tilton ty.2 as rec'd on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-434. New York/Rec'd/Late Arrival/Mail Detention, NY, 1890, G+ Tilton ty.2 (bit lite tone) as rec'd b/s on PSE. E $20
MC-435. Parma, ID, 1913, G+ Time-Cmns (toned) 1c Balboa on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-436. Chicago, IL, 1907 (Feb 28), G+ Time-Cmns A-102a/C w/running clock 11:41AM (near F) on cvr. E $16
MC-437. Chicago, IL, 1907, VG Time-Cmns A-102b(C) w/running clock on PPC. E $20
MC-438. Chicago, IL, 1907, G+ Time-Cmns A102(C) dial b w/"RUNNING CLOCK "10-41 PM" (near F) on PPC. E $12
MC-439. Chicago, IL, 1907 (Dec 17), VG Time-Cmns B-111(C)/die a/2nd period (only listed date; crnr crs) box dial on PPC. E $30
MC-440. Chicago, IL, 1908 (Jan 17), VG+ Time-Cmns box dial w/"C" die on PPC. E $20
MC-441. Chicago, IL, 1908, G+ Time-Cmns w/box dial (crnr cr; edge tear R) on PPC. E $6
MC-442. Chicago, IL, 1908 (Jul 6), G+ Time-Cmns w/box dial (lite tone; crnr cr) on PPC. E $20
MC-443. Chicago, IL, 1908 (Jul 9), VF Time-Cmns B11/die e/C "box" dial (toned; crs) on PPC. E $20
MC-444. Chicago, IL, 1908, G+ Time-Cmns C-112/5(C)/1st period (LKU; tip cr) 2nd known example; on PPC. E $30
MC-445. Chicago, IL, 1910, F Time-Cmns D-105(W) (EKU; lite tone) on PPC. E $20
MC-446. Chicago, IL, 1912, VG Time-Cmns J-142A/1(C) (EKU; ruff R; few stain spatters) on PSE. E
$16
MC-447. Chicago, IL, 1912, VF Time-Cmns J-142A(2)(C) on GPC. E $20
MC-448. Chicago, IL, 1912 (Apr 5), VG+ Time-Cmns J-142A-2(C) (o/s) used about 4 wks; on PPC. E $12
MC-449. Chicago, IL, 1912, VG+ Time-Cmns J-142/1a(C) on PPC. E $10
MC-450. Chicago, IL, 1912 (Dec 24), VF Time-Cmns J-142-7a/C on PPC. E $8
MC-451. Chicago, IL, 1912 (Dec 24), VF Time-Cmns J-142-1a/C on PPC. E $12
MC-452. Chicago, IL, 1912 (Dec 24), VF Time-Cmns J-142/2 w/blank die, 3rd period (lite tone) only known date of use; on PPC. E $20
MC-453. Chicago, IL, 1912 (Dec 25), VG Time-Cmns J-142/7a/C on PPC. E $12
MC-454. Chicago, IL, 1912 (Dec 28), VG Time-Cmns J-142/7a(C) (bit lite soil; no flap) on cvr. E $12
MC-455. Chicago, IL, 1912 (Dec 28), G+ Time-Cmns J-142/7a(C) on PPC. E $12
MC-456. Chicago, IL, 1912, G+ Time-Cmns J-142/2(C)/4th period (crnr crs; stamp part tone) on PPC. E $8
MC-457. Chicago, IL, 1912 (Dec 30), VF Time-Cmns J-142-7a/C on PPC. E $8
MC-458. Chicago, IL, 1913, VF Time-Cmns J-142b(7)(C) (E/K) on PPC. E $20
MC-459. Chicago, IL, 1913 (Jan 25), F Time-Cmns J-142-7C/die b (crnr crs) on PPC. E $12
MC-460. Chicago, IL, 1913, VG Time-Cmns J-142/5(C) (crnr crs; T edge scuff) on PPC. E $6
MC-461. Chicago, IL, 1913 (Aug 15), VF Time-Cmns ty.J-141A, die b; used about 2 weeks (edge tear T) on PPC. E $12
MC-462. Chicago, IL, 1913 (Aug 15), F Time-Cmns ty.J-141A, die b; used about 2 weeks; on PPC. E $16
MC-463. Chicago, IL, 1913 (Aug 18), VF Time-Cmns J-141A-b/C (bit lite tone; crnr cr) used about 2 wks.; on PPC. E $16
MC-464. Chicago, IL, 1913, F Time-Cmns J-141A/b/C; used 16 days; on PPC. E $12
MC-465. Chicago, IL, 1913 (Aug 27), VF Time-Cmns J-142/3c(C) (LKU; bit cr) on PPC. E $12
MC-466. Chicago, IL, 1913 (Aug 28), VF Time-Cmns J-141a-b/C; used about 2 wks.; on PPC. E $16
MC-467. Chicago, IL, 1913, VG Time-Cmns J-141Ac(C) on PPC. E $20
MC-468. Chicago, IL, 1913 (Sep 11), F Time-Cmns J-141A-c (lite tone) used about 2 wks; on PPC. E $16
MC-469. Chicago, IL, 1913 (Sep 15), F Time-Cmns J-141A-c; used about 2 wks; 1c Wash.coil on PPC. E $16
MC-470. Meredosia, IL, 1917, VG Time-Cmns thick killer bars on PPC. E $20
MC-471. Rockefeller, IL, 1912, VG Time-Cmns (lite tone) (87-13) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-473. Mackinac Island, MI, 1911, G+ Time-Cmns ty.D3-6 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-474. Novinger, MO, 1913, G+ Time-Cmns on PPC. E $8
MC-475. Hotel Statler/Received/Buffalo, NY, 1916, G+ Time-Cmns (ruff slit thru flap, not affecting this) hotel canx as recd b/s on cvr w/enc.to guest. E $24 MIN.12
MC-476. Mohonk Lake, NY, 1915, F Time-Cmns w/oval dial on PPC w/illus.swastika "luck" symbol above message. E $15 MIN.8
MC-477. Pittsburg/Transit, PA, 1907, G+ Time-Cmns box dial, as recd on pix side of PPC. E $20
MC-478. Clark, SD, 1913, G+ Time-Cmns on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-479. Anniston/McClellan Br., AL, 1918, G+ Univ. #1DB300#2 (town partial; tear T, in rim; lite tone; bit ruff L) YMCA logo cc on cvr. E $14
MC-480. Mobile, AL, 1922, VG Univ. "Alabama's Seaport..." slogan #2 (lite tone; part ruff trim R) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-481. Montgomery/Sherican Br., AL, 1919, G+ Univ. DB-300 w/INVERTED DIAL on PPC. E $24
MC-482. Little Rock/Pike Br., AR, 1919, G+ Univ. #2DB-300 (ruff R) YMCA logo cc on cvr. E $8
MC-483. Los Angeles, CA, 1936, G+ Univ. w/"Rec'd Too Late For/Carrier Delivery/Use Special Also/For Week-Ends" boxed slogan (tear T; overall lite tone; gum tone lines) as rec'd b/s on air cvr. E $20
MC-484. Los Angeles/Arcade Sta., CA, 1933, VF GREEN Univ. w/boxed "Return to Writer/Unclaimed" & pointing hand slogan, struck at lower L on cvr. E $14
MC-485. Oakland, CA, 1923, F Univ. "Nat'l Educational Conference" slogan #1 (tear T; crnr crs) on PPC. Known used 11 days. E $30 MIN.15
MC-486. San Diego/Kearney Br., CA, 1917, G+ Univ. #1DB-300 on PPC. E $15
MC-487. San Diego/Kearney Br., CA, 1918, F Univ. #3DB-300 on AEF soldier's address notice PC. E $16

MC-488. Wallingford, CT, 1911, G+ Univ. ty.BT-200 (edge tear T; tip cr; scuff below add.) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MC-489. Washington, DC, 1909, VG+ Univ. ty.X2 EXPERIMENTAL type ("DC" on stamp; bars partly off R; edge tear T; tip crs) on PPC. E $450

MC-490. Washington, DC, 1917, G+ Univ. "Do Your Bit..." slogan (couple scuffs by stamp; bit lite tone; tip cr) part o/s by partial "Do your bit!..." h/s on PPC to Wallkill, NY. NICE combo. E $20

MC-491. Miami, FL, [1931], VF Univ. "Returned to Writer Unclaimed" slogan at lower L (lite tone) on #10 PSE. E $12 MIN.6

MC-492. Aurora, IL, 1922, G+ Univ. "The Central States Fair & Expo" slogan (message thru dial) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12

MC-493. Chicago, IL, 1922, G+ Univ. "Pageant of Progress Expo" slogan #5 (EKU; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MC-494. Chicago/Received General Delivery, IL, 1933, VF magenta Univ. as recd (o/s) on PPC. E $30

MC-495. Rockford/Grant Br., IL, 1917, G+ Univ. #1DB-300 (part ruff trim T) illus.YMCA logo on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

MC-496. Rockford/Grant Br., IL, 1918, F Univ. #2DB-306 (crnr crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MC-497. Rockford/Grant Br., IL, 1918, G+ Univ. #2DB-3056 (lite tone; edge tears T) Army & Navy YMCA illus.ad at L on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

MC-498. Rockford/Grant Br., IL, 1918, VG Univ. #2DB-3056 (toned; bit cr) "Soldier's Mail/Free" printed frank on PPC. Improper domestic use of free frank. E $20

MC-499. Rockford/Grant Br., IL, 1918, VG Univ. #2DB-300 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MC-500. Springfield, IL, 1918, VG+ Univ. "Illinois Cent'l Celebration" slogan (lite tone) 1c Wash. on unsealed cvr. E $14

MC-501. Kendallville, IN, 1920 (Dec 29), F Univ. on PPC. E $10

MC-502. Des Moines/Dodge Br., IA, [1917], G+ Univ. #CB-201 (EKU; year partial) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MC-503. Junction City/Funston Br., KS, 1917, G+ Univ.; w/add'l strike inverted at lower L on UX27 GPC. E $8

MC-504. Junction City/Funston Br., KS, 1917, G+ Univ. DT-400 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MC-505. Junction City/Funston Br., KS, 1918, G+ Univ. DT-400 on PPC to Jefferson Barracks, St.Louis, & fwd to School for Bakers & Cooks, Camp Grant, IL. E $20

MC-506. Junction City/Funston Br., KS, 1918, G+ Univ. #1DB-400 w/REDUNDANT Branch in dial & killer on PPC. E $30

MC-507. Wichita, KS, 1920, G+ Univ. (addressee scribbled thru) "World's Greatest/Trade School..." on PPC. E $5

MC-508. Fitchburg/Devens Branch, MA, 1918, F Univ. on YMCA logo PPC. E $8


MC-512. Vineland, NJ, 1910, VG Univ. A-101, showing full-length bars (part lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $12

MC-513. Albany/Capitol Sta., NY, 1913, VF Univ. on GPC. E $5

MC-514. Hudson Term.Sta., NY, 1909, G+ Univ. X-3 (part lite tone; crs) on Hudson-Fulton Celeb.PPC. E $80

MC-515. Hudson Term.Sta., NY, 1909, G+ Univ. ty.X3 EXPERIMENTAL type (LKV) on PPC. E $350

MC-516. Hudson Term.Sta., NY, 1910, VG+ Univ. ty.X5 EXPERIMENTAL type (LKU; lite tone) on PPC. E $300

MC-517. New York, NY, 1914, F Univ. "Rec'd in Package Box Collection" slogan #4 (bit lite tone; ink spot in message) on PPC. E $14

MC-518. New York/Grand Central Sta, NY, 1920, G+ Univ. "Learn/While..." #5 (part heavy ink) to ENGLAND on PPC. E $6
MC-520. Syracuse/Salina Sta., NY, 1910, VG Univ. on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-522. Lawton/Ft.Sill Br., OK, 1918, G+ Univ. #2DB-300 (bit cr; ink spot on stamp) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

MC-524. Igloo, SD, 1951, VG Univ. (44-67) on commer.GPC (shortened at L where rect.stub removed). E $14
MC-525. Adelaide, South Australia, 1929, G+ Univ. "Minimum Letter Rate/To USA 3D/Addresssee Pays/Double Deficiency" slogan; as recd b/s on cvr from U.S. E $12
MC-526. Bluefield, WV, 1911, VG+ Univ. BT-200 on PPC. E $16
MC-527. Milwaukee, WI, 1923, VG Univ. "Wisconsin State Fair" slogan #1 (stamp faulty when applied) on PPC. E $15

METERS / PERMITS

MR-1. San Diego, CA, 1963, G+ PB #302922 w/slogan: "Gen'l Dynamics/Astronautics/Atlas/America's First ICBM" (pinholes) on PPC (ICBM launching). E $12
MR-2. San Diego, CA, 1980, G+ PB meter w/0.00 denomination, applied as postage (bit trim B) on cvr to utility co. E $15 MIN.8
MR-3. San Francisco, CA, 1939, G+ PB meter w/illus.slogan (old desk telephone) (part toned) SF Examiner cc on window cvr. E $6
MR-4. Bridgeport, CT, 1944, VF PB meter w/"Xavier Cugat's Mexico" illus.slogan: Mexican caricature w/big hat (edge tear T) on cvr. E $8
MR-5. Hartford, CT, 1942, VG PB meter; United Aircraft Corp.cc w/"Keep 'em Flying" illus.slogan (planes) on #10 cvr. E $8
MR-6. Mystic, CT, 1960, VF PB meter; Mystic Seaport Marine Historical Assn.cc & illus.slogan (ship) on #10 cvr. E $8
MR-7. Mystic, CT, 1965, VG+ PB meter; Mystic Seaport Marine Historical Assn.cc & illus.slogan ("Chas.W.Morgan" ship) on #10 cvr. E $8
MR-9. New Orleans, LA, ca.1940s, VG PB meter (lite tone) "New Orleans/Port of the Mississippi Valley..." illus.slogan (skyline) on #10 cvr. E $8
MR-10. Minneapolis, MN, 1942, G+ PB meter w/ms DATE CORRECTION; "Paul Bunyan's California Pines" illus.slogan (Bunyan face) on #10 cvr. E $12
MR-12. Bendix, NJ, 1943, G+ PB meter; Air Associates cc & illus.slogan (building) on #10 cvr. E $8
MR-13. Albuquerque, NM, 1959, F PB meter "Western/World Champion/Ammunition/For Every Type of Shooting" slogan on #10 cvr. E $12
MR-14. Flushing, NY, 1944, G+ PB meter; Pan Am Airways cc & illus.logo slogan (winged globe) on #10 cvr. E $8
MR-16. Long Island City, NY, ca.1915?, VF purple Permit No.3 (bit cr) Edw.Smith & Co.ad in message area on PPC. E $14
MR-17. New York, NY, 1938, F PB meter w/"German Railroads for Safety-Speed-Comfort" illus.slogan (train); German Railroads cc on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MR-18. New York, NY, 1938, G+ 40c NCR yellow meter label on air cvr to Argentina. E $14
MR-19. New York, NY, 1940s, F meter; Electric Bond & Share cc; "Back the Attack!/Buy War Bonds" illus.slogan (soldier) on #10 cvr. E $12
MR-20. New York, NY, 1942, F PB meter; Liberty Mutual cc & illus.slogan on window cvr. E $8
MR-21. New York, NY, 1943, G+ PB meter; Reuben H.Donnelly Corp.cc; "Buy War Bonds" illus.slogan on #10 window cvr. E $12
MR-22. New York, NY, 1944, VF PB meter w/"In Defense of Happiness/Send Brownie Greeting Cards" illus.slogan (2 brownies); Brownie's Blockprints cc on #10 window cvr. E $8
MR-23. New York, NY, 1944, G+ PB meter; Whitehead Metal cc; "Red Cross War Fund" illus.slogan
on #10 window cvr. E $12
(angle slit T) MGM logo cc on air/special del.#10 cvr. E $14
MR-25. New York, NY, 1950, G+ PB meter; American Surety Co.cc; "Slow Down at Sundown"
illus.slogan (car & sun) on #10 cvr. E $8
MR-26. Akron, OH, 1959, G+ PB #117379 w/illus.slogan: "Servilinen" ROCKET flying from earth to
moon, w/Saturn below; Akron Towel Supply cc on window cvr. E $12
MR-27. Fort Worth, TX, 1939, F PB meter w/illus.pictorial slogan (covered wagon); 1st Nat'l
Bank cc on cvr. E $5
MR-28. Sun Prairie, WI, 1994, F 24.8c PB meter w/"Friends Don't Let Friends Drive Drunk"
slogan; Gen'1 Casualty Insurance cc on #10 cvr. E $8

MILITARY

MY-1. Cherry Valley, IL, 1864, VG blue DCDS/target (trim L; L tips nick) on 2.5x4" cvr to Co.D,
73rd Ind.Vol., Nashville, TN. E $20
MY-2. Vermillionville, IL, 1860s, VF ms (trim R, in stamp to oval; top flap & edge folded far
down at TIME of MAILING, so part of stamp folded over) (54-01) on PSE to John Whiting, Co H, 20
Regt, Ills Vol., 1st Brigade Logans Div'n, Vicksburg, MS. E $24
MY-3. Vermillionville, IL, 1860s, VF ms (ruff L; toned; top flap & edge folded far down at TIME
of MAILING, so part of stamp folded over) (54-01) on PSE to John Whiting, Care of C.C.Williams,
Lt & AAQM, 3rd Div'n, 17 AC, Cairo, IL. E $24
MY-4. Washburn, IL, (1863), G+ CDS/circled "Paid/3" (killer partial; trim R) on cvr w/enc.to
C.C.Enslow, Co.C 77th Regt, I11s Vol., Via Cairo/Care of Capt.McCulloch, from his wife. E $24
MY-5. Chick'maug Nat'l Park, GA, 1898, G+ "military duplex" on GPC. E $24 MIN.12
MY-6. Union City, IN, 1899, G+ duplex; patriotic illus.at upper L; crossed U.S. & Cuba flags on
cvr. E $15
MY-7. Walla Walla, WA, 1898, G+ duplex (lite tone; upper L tip nick; tiny tears B; trim R) HQ
Dept.of Wash. & Alaska, G.A.R. cc w/illus.Grand Army of the Republic medal on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-8. Vera Cruz, Mexico, 1914, G+ Amer/A14 flag machine (near VP; dial bit hi; lite tone) on
PPC w/C0.A, 4th Inf.return add. E $20
MY-9. Douglas/Military Br., AZ, 1915, VG+ duplex; 1c Wash. on 1c GPC to GERMANY. E $24
MY-10. Vera Cruz/(U.S.M.Ag), Mexico, 1914, G+ duplex (B arc not struck) on GPC to local add.;
no message. E $15
the compliments of Young Men's Business Club/Springfield, Mo." boxed h/s at L of stamp; on PPC.
SCARCE pre-war use. E $24 MIN.12
22-Oct 14 ONLY. Swanson says "one example known". E $100
MY-13. Columbus/Camp Willis Milli.Br., OH, 1916, G+ duplex (state partial; "MP WI" mostly not
struck; toned) on PPC. Swanson suggests this was Nat'l Guard Camp P.O. E $80
MY-14. Douglas/Military Br., AZ, 1917, G+ duplex (dial bit hi; toned; part ruff B) on cvr. E
$15 MIN.8
MY-15. Little Rock/Pike Br., AR, 1917, VG Univ. #1DB-300 (EKU) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-16. Little Rock/Pike Br., AR, 1919 (Mar 8), G+ Univ. #2DB-300 (LKU; dial hi: "E RO" partly
off; crs; toned; stamp fault) on PPC. E $30
MY-17. Little Rock/Pike Br., AR, 1919 (Dec 22), G+ Univ. #3DB-300 (LKU; near VP; heavy crnr cr)
on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-18. Los Angeles, CA, 1917, VG Int'l (lite tone) Home Savings Bank cc; "A Liberty Bond In
Every Home" 64x21mm label w/bank's eagle & shield illus.logo (not tied but clearly belongs) on
PSE. E $20 MIN.10
MY-19. San Diego/Kearney Br., CA, 1917 (Dec 31), F Univ. #1DB-200 (LKU; ruff R; add.bit smear
illus.flag at L; Army & Navy Dept/The Int'l Committee of YMCA's (In the Field) on back on cvr.
E $24 MIN.12
MY-20. San Diego/Kearney Br., CA, 1918 (Jan 25), F Univ. #2DB-300 (upper L tip nib) illus.flag
at L; Army & Navy Dept/The Int'l Committee of YMCA's (In the Field) on back on cvr. E $24
MIN.12
MY-21. San Diego/Rosecrans Br., CA, 1918, G+ duplex (upper R arc partial) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-22. San Francisco/Fremont Br., CA, 1918, VG Amer/A38 flag machine (lite tone; upper L tip slit) YMCA logo cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-23. Pensacola/Aeronautic Br., FL, 1918, G+ duplex (state mostly not struck) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
MY-24. (Indistinct town), France, 1919, partial DCDS (ruff R) Received Chelsea Term RPO/From A.E.F. F CDS as transit at L; 25c blue France on cvr to Motor Transport Co.456, Composite Regt.3rd Army, APO 740, Brest; fwd to Camp Meade, MD; Jersey City/Merritt Br., NJ, VF Univ.as transit b/s. E $20
MY-25. Lamalou Les Bains, France, 1919, F CDS; AEF censor h/s on free-franked PPC to U.S. E $16 MIN-26. Rennes, France, [1918], G+ purple crude circled town undated h/s w/BACKWARDS "NN" (several ink spots on message; 1 on canx rim; AS IS for that) on free-franked PPC. E $20 MY-27. Nancy a Aillevilliers (France), 1918, VF scoloped CDS (edge tears; toned) American YMCA logo header; 25c on cvr to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
MY-28. Tresor et Postes/205 (France), 1917, partial CDS (B arc & date only) "Convoises Automobiles/S.S.U.20" purple pictorial h/s at B (Liberty partial, but 2nd strike w/better image on pix side) on PPC: "...in a new training camp w/HQ in an old old mill used 2 years ago as a German HQ..." E $15 MIN.8
MY-29. Americus/Aviation Br., GA, 1918, G+ duplex (R arc mostly not struck; crnr crs) on PPC datelined "Souther Aviation School," from which Swanson says "no postal history reported". E $50
MY-30. Atlanta/Gordon Br., GA, 1918, VG Univ. #2DB-300 w/INVERTED dial (tear B) Knights of Columbus/War Activities cc on cvr. E $20
MY-31. Augusta/Hancock Br., GA, 1919 (Feb 1), G+ Univ. DB-30 (LKU; near VF) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-32. Macon/Wheeler Br., GA, 1918, G+ Univ. #1DB-300 (lite tone) Army & Navy YMCA ad w/photo illus.bldg at L on PC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-33. Macon/Wheeler Br., GA, [1918], G+ duplex w/"1917" year in error (B arc partial) on PPC. E $30
MY-34. Folkestone, Great Britain, 1918, F machine (bit lite tone) "Orderly Room/No.3 Rest Camp, Folkestone" triple oval h/s; ms "Soldiers Mail" frank on PPC to U.S.from AEF soldier to wife. E $20
MY-35. Folkestone, Great Britain, 1918, F machine; w/"Orderly Room/No.8 Rest Camp, Folkestone" triple oval on free-franked PPC to U.S. E $24
MY-36. Folkestone, Great Britain, 1918, F machine (lite tone) w/"Orderly Room/No.8 Rest Camp, Folkestone" triple oval h/s (upper R arc lite) on free-franked PPC to U.S. E $20
MY-37. Morn Hill Camp, Great Britain, 1918, partial CDS (toned) AEF soldier's return add. on free-franked PPC (Winchester Cathedral). E $14
MY-38. Nether Wallop/Stockbridge S.O.Hants, Great Britain, 1918, G+ CDS (crs) AEF soldier's return add. & free frank on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
MY-39. Old Swan L.V., Great Britain, 1918, G+ repeater (lite tone) AEF censor h/s on free-franked PPC to U.S. E $15
MY-41. Worchet Camp/Poole, Great Britain, 1918, F DCDS (lite tone) "U.S.Forces" return add. on free-franked PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-42. Belleville/Scott Br., IL, 1918, G+ duplex (R arc partial) on PPC. E $30
MY-43. Chicago/Hawthorne Sta., IL, 1918, VG Amer/A38 (bit lite tone; tip cr; few surface scuffs on back) double oval censor h/s at L; War Dept.cc on penalty PC (meeting notice for "all drafted men not yet in active service") to local address & fwd to MEXICO. Maybe to draft dodger. E $30
MY-44. Rock Island, IL, 1918 (Dec 7), F Univ. (crs) War Dept.h/s cc on 2.5x4" draft board classification card. E $15 MIN.8
MY-45. Rockford/Grant Br., IL, 1917, VG+ Univ. #1DB-300 w/inverted dial on PPC. E $20
MY-46. Rockford/Grant Br., IL, 1917, VF Univ. #1DB-300 (lite tone) illus.flag at L; Nat'l War Work Council/Army & Navy/YMCA on back on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-47. Rockford/Grant Br., IL, 1918, VG+ Univ. #2DB-3056 (UNLISTED type w/top 2 lines missing) YMCA logo cc; "Officers Club" lined thru; ms "Base Hospital" above on cvr. E $20
MY-48. Rockford/Grant Br., IL, 1918, F Univ. #2DB-3056 (UNLISTED type w/top 2 lines missing) "Soldier's Mail/Free" printed frank on Liberty Bonds PPC. IMPROPER domestic use of free frank. E $24 MIN.12

MY-49. Des Moines/Dodge Br., IA, 1917, G+ Amer/A38 flag machine (lite tone) illus.flag.at L on cvr. E $15 MIN.8


MY-51. Des Moines/Dodge Br., IA, 1918, VG+ Univ. CB-201 w/INVERTED dial; "338 Field Artillery" return add. on PPC. E $20

MY-52. Fort Leavenworth, KS, 1918, VG+ Univ. DT-300; o/s by Junction City/Funston Br., KS, G+ duplex (UNLISTED by Swanson, w/short letters & "3" in killer) as fwd on PPC to Camp Funston, fwd to Ft.Omaha, NE. NICE combo & application. E $24 MIN.12

MY-53. Fort Riley, KS, 1918, G+ Amer/A14 (lite tone; nick T) on REAL PHOTO PPC: "11th Battery Gun" (12 soldiers, 7 sitting on cannon barrel). E $15 MIN.8

MY-54. Fredonia, KS, 1918, F Time-Cmns (edge wear; slit 2+ sides) ms "wounded", w/other ms & h/s markings on cvr to AEF soldier, Co.E.137 U.S.Inf.69 Brigade, w/"Addressed Returned to U.S.A. With (Casuals)" h/s completed in ms, on back. E $20

MY-55. Junction City/Ft.Riley Br., KS, 1918, G+ duplex (LKU; lite tone) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12

MY-56. Junction City/Ft.Riley Br., KS, 1918, VG duplex (lite tone) on PPC. E $20

MY-57. Junction City/Funston Br., KS, 1918, F duplex (lite tone; crnr cr) on PPC. E $20

MY-58. Junction City/Funston Br., KS, 1918 (Sep 22), VG Univ. hybrid type w/REDUNDANT Sta. in dial & killer, & w/ALL date/time slugs INVERTED (EKU) on PPC. E $30

MY-59. Junction City/Funston Br., KS, 1918, F duplex (UNLISTED by Swanson, w/short letters & "3" in killer; crnr cr) YMCA logo cc; 4x3c +1c on special del.cvr. E $24 MIN.12

MY-60. Lake Charles/Gerstner Br., LA, 1918, G+ duplex (EKU; B arc spotty; tip crs) on PPC. 2nd known example. E $50

MY-61. North Berman, ME, 1919, G+ duplex (o/s; edge wear) on much forwarded cvr to AEF soldier c/o Base Surgeon, APO 701; several markings, inc."Directory Service Given/Central Directory Div'n/Pier 86, N.R., N.Y.". E $15

MY-62. Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, 1918, G+ Univ. DT-300 (T arc weak) o/s by Des Moines/Dodge Br., IA, F Univ. DB-300 as fwd on PPC to Camp Dodge, fwd to Camp Grant, IL. E $20

MY-63. Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, 1919, F Univ. DT-300 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MY-64. Baltimore/Meade Br., MD, 1917, VG+ duplex (near VG+) as fwd on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

MY-65. Baltimore/Meade Br., MD, 1918, F Univ. (lite tone; edge tears B) "YMCA/With the Colors" logo cc; 3c Wash. on 3-panel folded lettersheet. E $15 MIN.8

MY-66. Baltimore/Meade Br., MD, 1918, F Univ. CB-201 (trim R, just in stamp to frame) American Red Cross Base Hospital cc w/illus.cross on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

MY-67. Baltimore/Meade Br., MD, 1918, G+ Univ.; (near F) "YMCA/With the Colors" logo cc; 2c+1c Wash. on 3-panel folded lettersheet. E $15 MIN.8

MY-68. Baltimore/Meade Br., MD, 1918, F Univ. #2DB-300 (tip crs) on PPC (Company St., Camp Meade). E $15 MIN.8

MY-69. Fitchburg/Devens Br., MA, 1918, F Univ.; YMCA logo cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6


MY-71. Battle Creek/Custer Br., MI, 1917, VG+ Univ. DT-400 (LKU) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10

MY-72. Battle Creek/Custer Br., MI, 1918, G+ duplex (near F; crs; lite tone) 10c special del.Sc.E11 +2c Wash. on special del.PPC. E $75

MY-73. Battle Creek/Custer Br., MI, 1918, VG+ Univ. #1DB-300 on PSE to APO 717; blue pencil line thru that w/"Paris" forwarding instuction. E $20 MIN.10

MY-74. Battle Creek/Custer Br., MI, 1918, VG+ duplex (B arc part o/s; trim R) YMCA logo cc; 10c Frank.+3c Wash. on special del.cvr. E $20 MIN.10

MY-75. Battle Creek/Custer Br., MI, 1918, F Univ. #1DB-300 (tip cr) "Soldier's Mail/Free" printed frank on Liberty Bonds PPC. IMPROPER domestic use of free frank. E $20 MIN.10

MY-76. Detroit, MI, 1919, F Univ. (toned; tip cr) YMCA illus.ad (bldg) at L on PC. E $20

MY-77. Minneapolis, MN, 1918, F Int'l (upper L water toned, fading part of message; tip cr) Blue Star Mother's label w/3 STARS at L (not tied but apparently belongs) 1c Wash.booklet pair on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-78. Hattiesburg/Shelby Br., MS, 1918, F+ Univ. DB-300; overall illus. U.S. flag on back; on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
MY-79. Hattiesburg/Shelby Br., MS, 1918, G+ duplex (part spotty) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
MY-80. Saint Louis, MO, 1917, VG Int'l: "A Liberty Bond In Every Home" 76x12mm label, vertically at L edge (not tied but apparently belongs) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-81. Skidmore, MO, 1919, G+ duplex (bit ruff R) "No Record/State.Sect.B.S.#2" boxed h/s (part spotty) at L; "Addressee Returned to U.S./With (Casuals)..." h/s on back; pictorial soldier w/"Private Correspondence" caption printed on flap on cvr w/enc.to AEF soldier & returned. E $20
MY-82. Saint Paul, NE, 1918, G+ duplex (part toned) "My (Heart) Is in the Service" 17x19mm label w/illus.heart (not tied but apparently belongs) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-83. Dover, NJ, 1918, VG Amer/A14; "qualified for service" notice on penalty PC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-84. Hoboken, NJ, 1918, F dateless Int'l, o/s by Washington, DC, VG Univ.as transit; "Held Until Safe Arrival of Steamer, Then Mailed./Censor" & Soldiers Mail." h/s on PPC (troop transport ship). Uneven trimmed T, just in 2c Wash., & caption scraped away from pix side, BY CENSOR, to remove ship name & location. E $30
MY-85. (Hoboken), NJ, ca.1918, F pictorial eagle machine; "Overseas" h/s at L on free-franked PPC w/"Arrived safe" message. E $15 MIN.8
MY-86. (Hoboken), NJ, ca.1918, G+ pictorial eagle machine (bit lite tone) RED censor #17 h/s (part heavy inked) on YMCA logo cc; on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-87. (Hoboken), NJ, [1919], F eagle machine on Salvation Army "Arrived Safely" PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-88. (Hoboken), NJ, ca.1919, VG+ eagle machine (lite tone) ms "No Name" in "Going to Camp" line on YMCA Returning Troops PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-89. Jersey City/Merritt Br., NJ, 1918, G+ Univ. #1DB-300 (dial partly on message) "Blue Star Mother" label tied on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-90. Newark, NJ, 1918, VF Int'l (toned) YMCA illus.ad (bidg) at L on PC. E $20
MY-91. Rahway/Hospital No.3 Br., NJ, 1919, G+ duplex (town, state & lower L spotty, but "No.3 Br." shows well on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-92. Deming/Cody Br., NM, 1917 (Aug 30), G+ Amer A38 (EKU; toned) on PPC. E $40
MY-93. Brooklyn/Armed Guard P.O., NY, 1918, F+ CDS/Rec'd as origin (part ruff B; ruff slit upper R; cr) on cvr. E $80
MY-94. Brooklyn/Upton Br., NY, 1917, VF Univ. CB-200 (lite tone) illus.flag at L; Nat'l War Council/Army & Navy/YMCA on back on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-95. Brooklyn/Upton Br., NY, 1918, VG duplex (tip cr) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-96. Brooklyn/Upton Br., NY, 1918, F+ Univ. DB-300 (EKU; lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-97. Brooklyn/Upton Br., NY, 1918 (Sep 24), G+ duplex (near VG+; crnr cr) on PPC. E $18
MY-98. Hempstead/Mills Br., NY, 1918, G+ duplex w/"2" in killer (lite tone) on PPC. E $40
MY-99. New Rochelle/Ft.Slocum Br., NY, 1918, G+ duplex (dial bit hi; lower R on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $20
MY-100. New Rochelle/Ft.Slocum Mil.Br., NY, 1918, G+ duplex; supplemental use because Amer/A38 flag struck fully at L (dial partly off edge; lite) on PPC (40+ soldiers). E $20
MY-101. New York City/Penn Term Sta, NY, 1917, G+ Univ. w/"Buy Now... 2nd Liberty Loan" slogan; "Passed by Censor/Initial of Censor..." h/s w/blue pencil initials; 1c Wash. on Azores PPC to "Boston, Mass.USA" ODD USE of censorship marking. E $75
MY-102. New York/Penn Term Sta., NY, 1918, VG Univ. "Food Will Win" slogan (trim R; upper R tip slit) Nat'l Service Club #1 For Soldiers & Sailors cc w/red & blue stripes; 3c Wash.coll on cvr; "Medical Detachment, 304 F.A., Camp Upton" return add.on YMCA logo letterhead enc. E $20
MY-103. Niagara Falls/Military Br., NY, 1917 (Nov 1), F+ duplex; LAST DAY of 1c RATE; on REAL PHOTO PPC: "Over the Top" (DOZENS of soldiers on maneuver). E $30 MIN.15
MY-104. Plattsburg/Military Br., NY, 1918, F duplex on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
MY-105. Watertown/Pine Camp Mil.Br., NY, 1917, G+ duplex (bit ruff trim R) illus.flag at L; 1c Wash.booklet pair on cvr. E $20
MY-106. Fayetteville/Bragg Br., NC, 1920, VG+ Univ. DB-300 (LKU; lite tone) Battery A, 1st Field Artillery on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
MY-107. Camp Perry, OH, 1918, G+ Amer/A14 on PPC. E $30
MY-109. Chillicothe/Sherman Br., OH, 1918, VF Univ. #2DB-300 (EKU) on PPC (soldiers watching YMCA movie screen). E $15 MIN.8
MY-110. Columbus/Qm master Br., OH, 1918, G+ duplex (dia! hi: "UMBUS" mostly off) on PPC. DISCOVERY copy. "None known" per Swanson. E $100
MY-111. Columbus/Res. Depot Br., OH, 1918, G+ duplex (near VG+) on PPC. DISCOVERY copy. "None known" per Swanson. E $120
MY-112. Conneaut, OH, 1919, VF Univ. (lite tone) Amer. Red Cross w/pictorial cross at upper L on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-113. Lawton/Fort Sill Br., OK, 1918, partial Univ. #1DB-300 (ruff R) Midland Hotel printed cc; Camp Doniphan ms return add. on cvr. E $20
MY-114. Lawton/Fort Sill Br., OK, 1918, F Univ. #1DB-300 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-115. Lawton/Fort Sill Br., OK, 1918, G+ Univ. #2DB-300 (Eku; town mostly not struck; o/w VG+) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-116. Newport/Ft. Adams Br., RI, 1918, F+ duplex w/"2" in killer on PPC. E $30
MY-117. Columbia/Jackson Br., SC, [1917], VF Univ. #1DB-300 (EKU; year omitted but enc. dated; ruff R) illus. flag at L; Army & Navy Dept/The Int'l Committee of YMCA's (In the Field) on back on cvr w/War Work Council letterhead enc. E $24
MY-118. Columbia/Jackson Br., SC, ca.1918, VF Univ. #2DB-300#2 w/DATELESS dial (edge wear) "Battery A 7th Bn.F.A.RD." return add. on flap; 2c Wash. on 4.25x6.25" "18 View Souvenir Folder of Nat'l Army Cantonment, Camp Jackson" w/Andrew Jackson portrait at L. UNLISTED variety & SCARCE item. E $50 MIN.26
MY-119. Columbia/Jackson Br., SC, 1918, G+ duplex on PPC. E $20
MY-120. Greenville/Sevier Br., SC, 1917, VG+ Univ. DB-300 on REAL PHOTO PPC: 3 soldiers pointing guns at each other. E $15 MIN.8
MY-121. Chattanooga/Military Br., TN, 1919, G+ duplex (part on stamp; no flap) on cvr. E $16
MY-122. Dallas/Aviation Rep. Br., TX, 1919, G+ duplex (lite tone) on PPC. DISCOVERY copy. E $100
MY-123. Dublin, TX, 1918, G Amer/A14 (part ruff slt L) "United We Stand for Liberty/Buy U.S.Gov't Bonds" 45x57mm label w/pictorial Stature of Liberty, tied to back by offset canx on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
MY-124. Fort Bliss, TX, 1918, VG Amer/A14 (edge tear T; tip crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-125. Q.M.Mch Shop 304/Fort Sam Houston, TX, 1918, G+ CDS as recd. on message, on PPC w/New Philadelphia, OH, G+ Amer/A14 origin. E $30 MIN.15
MY-126. Houston/Logan Br., TX, 1918, F Univ. DB-300; "Soldier's Mail/Free" printed frank on Liberty Bonds PPC. ATTEMPTED IMPROPER domestic use of free frank, but "Postage due (2) cents" h/s below address. E $24 MIN.12
MY-127. Laredo/Military Sta., TX, 1918, G+ duplex ("RY BR." not struck; crs) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-128. Laredo/Military Sta., TX, 1918, G+ duplex (LKU; near VF) on PPC. E $20
MY-129. San Antonio/Fort Sam Houston Sta., TX, 1918, VG+ Univ. CT-430 (EKU); lite soiled on PPC. E $20
MY-130. San Antonio/Stanley Br., TX, 1918, VF Univ. DB-300 (EKU) on PPC. E $20
MY-131. San Antonio/Travis Br., TX, 1917, VF Univ. CB-200 (part ruff slt R) illus. flag at L; Army & Navy Dept/The Int'l Committee of YMCA's (In the Field) on back; 1c Wash. booklet pair on cvr. E $20
MY-132. Waco/Aviation Br., TX, 1918, VG Amer/A38 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-133. Waco/Aviation Br., TX, 1918, G+ duplex w/"2" in killer (B arc spotty; crs; lite tone) supplemental use because compressed strike of Amer/A38 flag fully at L on PPC. E $20
MY-134. Waco/MacArthur Br., TX, 1917, VF Amer/A38; Bat.F.121st F.A. return add. on GPC. E $20
MY-135. Alexandria/Humphreys Br., VA, 1918, G+ duplex (B arc partial; dial bit hi; few scuff spots, not in canx) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-136. Alexandria/Humphreys Br., VA, 1919 (Mar 22), G+ Univ. DB-300 (LKU; edge tear R) YMCA logo cc; "Engineer School" ms; 3c Victory on cvr. E $20
MY-137. Alexandria/Military Br., VA, 1917, VG Amer/A38 on cvr. E $8
MY-138. Alexandria/Military Br., VA, 1918, G+ Amer/A38 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-139. Newport News/Stuart Br., VA, 1918, F Univ. DB-300; 1c Wash. on 3x4.25" 7-panel pictorial folder ("U.S. Army Life in the Cantonments"). E $15 MIN.8
MY-140. Newport News/Stuart Br., VA, 1918, F duplex on PPC. E $24
MY-141. Newport News/Stuart Br., VA, 1918, G duplex (T arc mostly not struck; lite tone; edge
wear) on 4.25x6.25" pictorial folder (Richmond). E $15 MIN.8
MY-142. Newport News/Stuart Br., VA, 1918, G+ duplex (near F; bit lite tone) w/Univ.machine canx inverted at B on PPC. E $15
MY-144. Norfolk/Army Sup.Base Br., VA, 1919, G+ duplex w/2-digit year (upper R & part of date on stamp) on PPC. One of 2 known examples. E $100
MY-145. Petersburg/Lee Br., VA, 1917, VG+ Univ. #1DB-300 (lite tone; tip crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-146. Petersburg/Lee Br., VA, 1918, G+ duplex (o/s by Univ.machine; lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-147. Portsmouth/Ordnance Br., VA, 1918, G+ duplex (upper R arc spotty; lite tone) YMCA logo cc on cvr. Swanson says "no postal history reported". E $90
MY-148. Spokane/Ft.Wright Sta., WA, 1918, G+ duplex (dial bit hi; cr; bit trim T) on PPC. E $20
MY-149. Tacoma/Lewis Br., WA, 1917, F Univ. #1DB-300 tying Xmas Seal Sc.WX19 on PPC. SCARCE combo. E $15 MIN.8
MY-150. Tacoma/Lewis Br., WA, 1918, G+ Univ. #1.5DB-300 (UNLISTED type; B arc weak) 2x 2c Wash. on 4-panel PPC: elevated panorama view of Camp Lewis. E $24 MIN.12
MY-151. Tacoma/Military Br., WA, 1917, VG duplex (EKU) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MY-152. Vancouver/Signal Br., WA, 1918, VG duplex on PPC. E $30
MY-153. Fairmont/Military Br., WV, 1917, G+ duplex on PPC datelined Co.E.1" Reg W.V. Camp Cornwall. E $75
MY-154. Camp Robinson/Military Br., WI, 1917, G duplex (lower R & part of date on stamp) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-155. Sparta/Robinson Br., WI, 1918, VG Univ. (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-156. Sparta/Robinson Br., WI, 1918, VG Univ. DB-300 (lite tone) on Camp Robinson PPC: 4.7 cannon. E $40
MY-157. Evanston, WY, 1918, G+ duplex; "Your Patriotic Duty--/Buy a Liberty Loan Bond." h/s on penalty cvr to U.S.Commissioner, Jackson, WY. E $24 MIN.12
MY-158. APO 2, 1917, F Amer/A24(2) flag (# o/s) "A soldier's letter" usually worded frank on censored cvr. E $20
MY-159. APO 701, 1918 (Nov 19), VF A7001 machine (EARLY; toned) on PC. E $14
MY-160. APO 701, 1919, G Univ. DAM-300 (dial spotty) Base Hosp.101, St.Nazaire, France, return add.; "Nurses' Mail" ms frank on PPC. E $24
MY-161. APO 702, 1918, G+ Univ. DAM-310 w/"Base Censor" killer (lite tone) APO 708 return add. on free-franked PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-162. APO 702, 1918, G+ Univ. DAM-310 w/"Base Censor" killer (lite tone) on free-franked PC w/YMCA logo on back. E $15 MIN.8
MY-163. APO 702, 1918, VG Univ. (o/s; bit lite tone) 2c Wash. on PPC. E $15
MY-164. APO 702, 1918, G+ Univ. DAM-310 w/"Base Censor" killer (lite tone) inverted strike at B on free-franked PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-165. APO 702, 1919, G Univ. (dial spotty; upper R tip ruff; crnr crs) parts of 7 STRIKES on PPC w/"S.M." (soldier's mail) free frank. E $15
MY-166. From APO 702/Clerk No ??, 1919, partial boxed h/s w/date in tablet (upper R crnr off T edge, but APO # inferred from "Paris" dateline; part lite tone) 2c Wash. on PPC. SCARCE type, despite strike. E $20
MY-167. APO 713, 1919, G+ Univ. ty.A7003; Amer.Red Cross header; 2c Wash. on PPC. E $14
MY-168. APO 726, 1918, VG A2002 (killer partly off edge; crnr cr) on PPC. E $12
MY-169. APO 727, 1918, G+ A2002 on PPC. E $20
MY-170. APO 729, 1919, G+ CDS (lite tone) on Coblenz PPC datelined "Coblenze". E $8
MY-171. APO 733, 1919, G+ duplex (o/s; bit uneven trim T; edge tear T) "Amer.YMCA Soldier's Mail" printed frank w/logo, w/ms "Officer's writing" above; "F.A.School of Instruction/P.M./A.E.F." double-circle h/s on cvr to U.S. E $30 MIN.15
MY-172. Third Army/APO 734, 1919 (Mar 25), VG DCDS (toned) on Cologne, Germany, PPC. E $14
MY-173. Third Army/APO 740, 1919, VF DCDS on PPC. E $14
MY-174. APO 745, 1918 (Dec 10), G+ DCDS (part line tone) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MY-175. APO 752, [1919], F dateless CDS on free-franked PPC datelined Nice, France. E $20
MY-176. APO 761, 1918 (Dec 8), G+ duplex (part on stamp; dial bit hi; tip cr) "Bitburg, Germany" dateline on PPC. E $16
MY-177. APO 761, 1919, G+ duplex (tear T; tip cr) on PPC: Pfalzg, Germany. E $8
MY-179. APO 770, 1919, G+ duplex (trim R) ms "Soldiers mail" frank on cvr. E $15
MY-180. APO 770, 1919, VF DCDS (slight ruff slit T) ms "Soldiers mail" frank on cvr. E $15
MY-181. APO 791, 1919 (Feb 15), G+ duplex ("U.S." not struck; toned) on PC datelined Murtenbach, Germany. E $12 MIN.6
MY-182. APO 845, 1919?, G+ DCDS ty.4001 w/"1929" YEAR in ERROR (trim R; tiny tear T) on free-franked cvr. E $30
MY-183. APO 849, 1919, G+ purple DCDS ty.A4001 (bit ruff slit T; tears T & B; bit cr) on free-franked cvr w/enc. E $24
MY-184. APO 927, 1918 (Dec 24), G+ DCDS (near VG; lite tone) on PPC datelined Mulheim, Germany. E $12 MIN.6
MY-185. Third Army/APO 927, 1919, G+ DCDS (R arc partly off R) 2c Wash. on Coblenz PPC. E $8
MY-186. Postal Express Service/No.927/A.E.F./Registered (APO 927), 1920, G+ magenta fancy DCDS ty.A9102.3 (LKU; T arc mostly not struck; part ruff slit T, in T arc; tear R) UNLISTED APO # for this type, as transit b/s; 15c Frank. on reg'd cvr to woman at Red Cross Headq'r's, Paris; fwd to Pomerania, NJ, then NYC. E $100
MY-187. APO 935, 1919, G+ DCDS; "Nurses Mail" ms frank on censored PPC. E $24
MY-188. APO 975, 1919, G+ dark purple DCDS (dial bit hi; lite tone) on free-franked PPC datelined Paris. E $15
MY-189. Army Post Office/1, 1918, VG+ DCDS (ruff L) "HQ AEF, S of R, Base Section #4" typed cc; "Officers' Mail" typed frank; British Army canx on #10 cvr to U.S. E $24
MY-190. Army Post Office/K.K.5, 1918, G+ DCDS; British railhead canx; Infantry U.S.N.A.return add. on PPC to U.S. E $50
MY-191. Mail Censor/U.S.Armey Base, [1917], G+ dateless straight-line h/s tying 1c Wash.; spotty "Back the Boys..." h/s at B (center line partial) on PPC to Westport, CT. E $24 MIN.12
MY-192. Mail Censor/U.S.Armey Base, ca.1918, VG+ undated straight-line 3-bar (ruff R, part into stamp) illus.flag at upper L; YMCA return address on back; on cvr. E $16
MY-193. Military Post Office Soldiers Mail, ca.1918, VG+ pictorial eagle machine (bit lite tone) "Military/7-Mail Censor" circled magenta h/s on PPC. E $14
MY-194. Postal Express Service, 1919, partial DCDS ty.A4201 w/partial censor h/s (tip cr) 2c Wash.paying proper rate on PPC to Paris, France. E $15 MIN.8
MY-195. Rec'd Chelsea Term RPO/from A.E.F., 1919 (May 6), G+ magenta CDS (Towle #150-X-1) (crnr cr) as transit on PPC w/part of APO 7(02?) machine canx dial origin; to APO 776, w/"Camp Dodge, Iowa." forwarding h/s; then onward to Clontarf, MN. E $16
MY-196. Rec'd Chelsea Term RPO/from A.E.F., 1919 (Jun 20), F+ magenta CDS (Towle #150-X-9) as transit; no origin canx, but APO 727 return add. on PPC to APO 774 w/"Unit Returned to U.(S.)" magenta h/s. E $16
MY-197. Rec'd From Army/Bordeaux, 1918, VF Univ. ty.A7301 w/INVERTED dial (toned) on free-franked "On Active Service" PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MY-198. Rec'd From Army/Bordeaux, 1918, F Univ. on 3.5x4.25" British "Field Service Post Card" to U.S. E $15
MY-199. Rec'd From Army/Bordeaux, 1918, G+ Univ. (crs; lite tone) "American Red Cross" 32mm circled h/s w/pictorial cross on fwd-franked cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-200. Rec'd From Army/Bordeaux, 1918, G+ Univ. DARB-300 (part lite tone) APO 734 return add. on free-franked PPC. E $8
MY-201. Received Chelsea Term RPO/from A.E.F., 1919, G+ CDS (near VF; bit o/s) as transit at L; several ms fwd markings on cvr to AEF soldier w/Louisville/Knox Br., KY, VG Univ.(LKU) as recd b/s. E $40
MY-202. Received Chelsea Term.RPO/from A.E.F., 1919, VG CDS ty.150-X-1 (o/s; crs) as transit; w/"Returned to Writer/Unclaimed" pointing hand h/s on PPC to Co.A 1st B.N., 37 Engrs.AEF & returned. E $20
MY-203. Received Chelsea Term.RPO/from A.E.F., 1919, G+ CDS ty.150-X-1 (o/s; crs; edge tears T) as transit; w/other markings on PPC to 3rd Corps Engineer School, APO 786, & fwd. E $20
MY-204. Received Chelsea Term.RPO/from A.E.F., 1919, G CDS ty.150-X-1 (upper L obscured on stamp; o/s; tears T; lite tone) as transit on cvr to 41st Co.20th En'grs, AEF. E $15 MIN.8
MY-205. Soldiers Mail/Capt.A.C.Townsend Q.M.R.C., [1918], G+ magenta undated straight-line h/s (bit obscured on stamps; cr) Co.B 1st Bn, U.S.Engineers return add.; pair 1c Wash. on PPC datelined "in France". E $20

MY-206. Soldiers Mail/Capt.A.C.Townsend Q.M.R.C., ca.1918, G+ magenta undated straight-line h/s (part obscured on stamps; tip crs; lite tone) 2c Wash. on GPC w/"Overseas" h/s on back. SCARCE use w/2c added. E $24 MIN.12

MY-207. Soldiers Mail/Capt.A.C.Townsend Q.M.R.C., ca.1918, F+ magenta undated straight-line h/s (bit lite tone; tip cr) on PPC w/"Overseas" h/s at L. E $16

MY-208. Soldiers Mail/Capt.A.C.Townsend, QMRC, ca.1918, G+ magenta undated straight-line h/s (tip crs) w/purple "Overseas." h/s struck on message on PPC. E $12

MY-209. Soldiers Mail/Capt.E.W.Hamlen, Q.M.R.C., ca.1918, G+ magenta undated straight-line h/s ("LEM, QMRC" mostly not struck) circled "Military/16/Mail Censor" h/s; "Opened By U.S.Mail Censor" adhesive label w/red border at L on free-franked cvr. E $24

MY-210. Soldiers Mail-Mail Censor/U.S.Army Base, ca.1918, VG+ magenta undated straight-line h/s w/3-bar killer (slight stutter; bit lite tone; crs) on free-franked PPC. E $20

MY-211. U.S.Army MPES, 1918, G+ Univ.; "Abbaye Royale/D'Hautecombe" red circled h/s w/pictorial cross; ms free frank on PPC. E $20

MY-212. U.S.Army MPES, 1919, G+ Univ. DAM-310 w/APO # omitted (dial at upper R; killer above message; lite tone) on free-franked PPC. E $15 MIN.8

MY-213. U.S.Army MPES, 1919, VG Univ. w/no APO #; INVERTED DIAL (part ruff T) Camp Pontanezen, APO 716 return add. on free-franked PPC. E $20

MY-214. U.S.Army Post Office MPES, 1918 (Nov 12), G DCDS (inner ring mostly not struck; no APO #) Hospital Train #67 return add. on free-franked PPC datelined Brest, France, w/message dated 11/11 (Armistice Day). E $30


MY-216. U.S.Army Postal Service, 1918, VG ty.A1119 bar w/o APO number in bars; "A.571" double circle eagle censor h/s on PPC. E $15

MY-217. U.S.Army Postal Service/2, 1917, VF Amer/A24(2) tying "Postes et Telegraphes" censor tape wrapped around T edge; U.S.Army Ambulance Service & partial pictorial censor h/s at B; "F.M." ms frank on cvr to U.S. E $30 MIN.15


MY-220. U.S.P.O./F.M.No.1, [1918], G+ mute double oval (crs; tear B; upper L tip nick) Franchise Marking tying 1c Wash. on PPC to U.S. E $60

MY-221. U.S.Postal Agency/Siberia, 1919, G+ duplex/1 (bit o/s; bit ruff trim R) large boxed censor h/s on cvr. E $200 MIN.100

MY-222. Military, NY, 1936, VG+ Univ. (lower L tip nib) on PPC (Citizens Mil'y Training Camp, Plattsburg). E $15 MIN.8

MY-223. (Indistinct town), CA, 1918 (Apr 18), partial duplex (ruff L; ink spot B edge) "Back the Boys..." h/s (LKU; part spotty) on #10 cvr to Colton, CA. RARE 1918 use, latest known. This also listed in "Auxiliary" section. E $40

MY-224. Ventura, IA, 1917, G 4-bar; "Do your bit!..." BLUE h/s on PPC to Wykoff, MN. RARE color. 1st time seen. Also listed in "Auxiliary" section. E $40

MY-225. Cincinnati/Madisonville Sta., OH, 1917 (Oct 24), G+ duplex; "Do your bit!..." h/s (LKU) on PPC to Abilene, KS. Also listed in "Auxiliary" section. E $40

MY-226. Flandreau, SD, 1915, partial duplex; "You Can Help/Make This/Liberty Loan/A Victory Loan" h/s w/pictorial UNCLE SAM (B line bit stutter) on PPC to Boone, IA. Also listed in "Auxiliary" section. E $24 MIN.12

MY-227. Butte & S.L.City RPO/S.D., 1917, partial duplex; "Do our bit!..." purple h/s w/TINY letters ("ICE" partial; o/w VF) on PPC to Fairmont, MN. Also listed in "Auxiliary" section. E $24 MIN.12

MY-228. "Do your bit...", [1917], F auxiliary h/s, used as postmark, tying 1c Wash. on Yosemite Valley, CA, PPC to Hollister, CA. E $20

MY-229. Stuttgart, AR, 1945 (Feb 12), VF Univ. (bit lite tone) "Today-More Than Ever" patriotic illus.(Lincoln portrait); ms "Free" frank on cvr. E $15
MY-230. Arcadia, CA, 1943, G+ Int'l on free-franked PC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-231. Los Angeles, CA, ca.1942, G+ 4-bar (year not struck) "Desert Maneuvers" return add. on air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-232. Los Angeles/Term.Anx, CA, 1944, G+ duplex (lite tone) "We Won't Forget Lidice" patriotic illus.(burning town) on air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-234. Willemsbad, Curacao, 1944, G DCDS; U.S.Censorship h/s w/separate "5427"; Curacao censor h/s on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
MY-235. Delaware City/Ft.Dupont Br., DE, 1942, VG DCDS (near VF) on PPC. E $15
MY-236. Washington, DC, 1943, VG Int'l (cr) on cvr w/enc.to APO 923; much forwarded. E $15 MIN.8
MY-237. Pensacola/Fort Barrancas Br., FL, 1943, G+ DCDS (toned; nick B; lower L tip nicks) on penalty PC w/undeliverable publication notice. E $20
MY-238. Honolulu/Schofield Barracks Sta., HI, 1942, G+ Int'l; full-color illus.Kamehameh adhered at L as cachet on censored cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-239. Indianapolis, IN, 1944, VF Int'l; Fort Benjamin Harrison return add. on free-franked "Official Election War Ballots" #12 air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-240. Camp Breckinridge, KY, 1942 (Sep 1), G+ duplex; Finance Detachment return add.; penalty clause lined thru; ms "Free" frank above; "First Day Cover" below on cvr w/enc. E $20
MY-241. Camp Polk, LA, 1943, G+ misused DCDS/Parcel Post (toned) on penalty PC w/undeliverable publication notice. E $20
MY-242. New Orleans, LA, 1947, F Univ. (lite tone) Keesler Field, Miss., return add.; soldier's ms "Free" frank; late use on PPC. E $8
MY-243. Portland/Ft.McKinley Sta., ME, 1941 (Nov 10), G+ 4-bar ("AND" mostly not struck) on military comic PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-244. Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, 1942, G+ Univ.; printed "Free" frank on cvr. E $14
MY-245. Sagamore, MA, 1943, VG+ duplex (tears T) "Army Directory Service Given Camp Kilter, N.J." boxed h/s & other markings on air PSE w/enc., to APO 3589, forwarded & returned; APO 875 4-bar as b/s. E $15
MY-246. Battle Creek, MI, 1942, VF Univ. (lite crs) "Soldiers Free Mail" pink h/s in stamp box on PPC. E $8
MY-247. Camp McCain, MS, 1943, F Int'l w/APO 448 return add.; soldier's ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $15
MY-249. Tonopah/Air Base Br., NV, 1944, VF Univ. (trim R) on free-franked cvr w/"Enlisted Men's Service Club" letterhead enc.w/illus-plane. E $12 MIN.6
MY-250. New York, NY, 1944 (Feb 25), G+ Int'l; censor #10675 h/s; Prisoner of War Camp, Camp Shelby return add. on P.O.W. PC to Germany w/lite circled "Ab" h/s. E $50
MY-251. New York, NY, 1944 (Mar 20), VG Int'l; "Dispatch'd/1 Mar 1944/Postal Officer" boxed h/s; censor #659 circled h/s; P.O.W.Camp, North Camp Hood, TX, return add. on Prisoner of War PC to Germany w/RED circled "Ab" h/s. E $50
MY-252. New York, NY, 1944 (May 17), G+ Int'l (3 dark "drips" in characteristic blue wash) censor #11922 h/s; Prisoner of War Camp, Aliceville return add. on P.O.W. PC to Germany w/red "Oberkommando der Wehrmacht/Gepruft" pictorial eagle h/s above address. E $60
MY-253. New York, NY, 1944 (Jun 8), G+ Int'l; "Dispatchd/2:00 P.M./Apr 29 1944/Postal Officer" h/s; censor #11633 h/s; Prisoner of War Camp, Camp Chaffee return add. on P.O.W. PC to Germany w/red "Oberkommando der Wehrmacht/Gepruft" pictorial eagle h/s at L. E $60
MY-254. New York, NY, 1944 (Aug 30), G Int'l; "Dispatched/Aug 18 1944/Internment Camp/Camp Phillips" clock-dial DCDS above address; censor #11498 h/s; P.O.W.Camp, Camp Phillips, Camp #4 return add. on Prisoner of War PC to Germany w/red "Oberkommando der Wehrmacht/Gepruft" pictorial eagle h/s at L. E $60
MY-255. New York, NY, 1944 (Oct 28), G Int'l (lite cr) censor #11643 h/s; Prisoner of War Camp, Camp Atterbury return add. on P.O.W. PC to Germany w/partial red pictorial eagle h/s above address. E $50
MY-256. New York, NY, 1945 (Apr 11), F Int'l; "Dispatched/29 Mar 1945/Prisoner of War Camp/Camp Butner" clock-dial DCDS at L; censor #12289 blue-green h/s; Prisoner of War Camp, Camp Butner,
Field Co.#7 return add. on P.O.W. PC to Germany. E $60
MY-257. New York, NY, 1945, G+ Int'l (crs) "Returned to Sender/By Direction of the War Department/Undeliverable as Addressed." h/s & censor #11859 h/s on Prisoner of War Post folded lettersheet to P.O.W. #2233 at Stalag Luft-3. E $50
MY-258. New York/Gd.Cent.Anx, NY, 1941 (Dec 15), VF duplex (tip crs) censor tape L; strip/3x 10c Prexies +pair 2c defense +6c transport air on #10 cvr to Ecuador. EARLY WW2, 8 days after Pearl Harbor attack. E $30
MY-259. New York/Gd.Cent.Anx, NY, 1943, VF Int'l (crs; bit edge wear T) "Directory Service Given/Bowman Field, KY" 43mm clock-dial CDS on PPC to Army Air Force School of Air Evacuation & fwd to APO 9153. E $15
MY-260. New York/Morgan Anx., NY, 1943 (Aug 30), VG Int'l; censor #10603 h/s on front & back; P.W.Camp McLean return add. on Prisoner of War folded lettersheet to Germany w/PURPLE circled "Ab" h/s above address. E $60
MY-261. (Crystal Falls), OH, 1944, VF blue "Postage Paid" CDS; War Dept./U.S.V-Mail cc on penalty window cvr w/V-Mail enc., to APO 741. E $15 MIN.8
MY-262. Zanesville, OH, 1944, VF Univ. (lite tone) "American/Arsenal of Democracy" patriotic illus.(factory on map) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-263. Edmond, OK, 1943, G+ Univ. (near VG; trim R) "Old North Tower, Central State College" illus.at lower L; soldier's "Free" frank on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-264. Norman, OK, 1943, VF Univ.; Marine's ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-265. Felton, PA, 1945, VG 4-bar (part ruff slit T; bit cr) on cvr w/enc.to APO 73; "No Record 221st Inf." h/s & other markings; returned to sender 7 mos.later. E $15 MIN.8
MY-266. Philadelphia, PA, 1943, G+ Int'l; Electrical Workers Local 107 w/Westinghouse logo cc; "Speed For Victory" patriotic illus.at UPPER R (baby's head w/Uncle Sam hat) 2c defense adjacent on #10 cvr. UNUSUAL type. E $20
MY-267. Hondo/Army Nav.School Br., TX, 1944, G+ duplex; soldier's "Free" frank on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-268. Laredo/Gunnery School Br., TX, 1944, F+ duplex; soldier's ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $14
MY-269. Liberator, TX, 1944 (Nov 11), G+ duplex (crs; toned) Keesler Field, MS return add.; Army Air Force logo; ms "Free" frank on cvr to soldier at Camp Roberts, CA. E $15
MY-270. Seattle/Pt.Mears Br., WA, 1942, G+ DCDS (B arc bit spotty) circled neg."2" censor h/s; 6c Prexie on air cvr. E $65
MY-271. 7 BPO, 1944 (Jun 3), G+ magenta 4-bar (part lite tone; lite crs) in New Guinea; on free-franked PPC (Japanese paratroopers). E $14
MY-272. 7 BPO, [1944], G+ machine (lite tone; crs) in Papua New Guinea; APO 923 return add. on air PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MY-273. 7 BPO, 1944 (Nov 22), F machine (trim R; tiny tear T; toned) in Papua New Guinea; on air cvr w/PO 920 typed cc. E $12 MIN.6
MY-274. 7 BPO, 1944 (Nov 22), F machine; in Papua New Guinea; on air PSE w/PO 711 return add. E $12 MIN.6
MY-275. APO 2, 1945, VG 4-bar (toned; crs) sources show "in Germany," but datelined Brussels, on Brussels PPC. E $20
MY-276. APO 4, 1944 (Aug 3), G+ 4-bar (near F) in France; on PPC. E $8
MY-277. APO 58, 1945 (Oct 17), G+ machine (crs; edge tears; no flap) in AUSTRIA; APO 411 return add. on air cvr w/enc. E $14
MY-278. APO 9, 1945 (Apr 7), F 4-bar; in Germany; on air PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MY-279. APO 149, 1944 (Jul 11), F 4-bar (lower R tip ruff; edge tears T) on much forwarded PSE w/enc., to APO 709 w/2 brown address tapes; several markings, inc.APO 709/c/o P.M.San Francisco, Cal.; small double oval h/s. E $14
MY-280. (APO 27), ca.1942, VG Univ.slogan machine w/dial omitted (lite crs) Schofield Barracks, HI, censor tape #2660 at R on air cvr. E $8
MY-281. (APO 27), ca.1943, VG cork only (lite tone; lite crs) Schofield Barracks, HI, censor tape #2619 at L on air cvr. E $8
MY-282. APO 27, 1944 (Dec 9), F 4-bar (toned; crs) in New Hebrides; on air PSE. E $8
MY-283. APO 35, 1944 (Oct 30), G+ 4-bar (ruff L) in France; on air PSE. E $8
MY-284. APO 36, 1945 (Jun 21), VG+ 4-bar (lite tone) in Germany; on air PSE. E $15 MIN.8
MY-285. APO 37, 1945 (Jun 2), G+ 4-bar (lite tone; lite crs) in Solomon Islands; on air PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MY-286. APO 45, 1944 (Oct 18), G+ 4-bar (bit heavy inked) in France; "Postage Due-6c" h/s; pair 3c dues on air PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MY-287. APO 518, 1945, G+ machine (bit trim upper tips; tip crs) 6c air booklet single on U.S. Army "Blue Envelope". E $15 MIN.8
MY-288. "APO 76, Camp McCoy, Wis." return add.; canxked Atlantic City, NJ, 1944 (Jul 29), VG Univ.; soldier's ms "Free" frank on PPC to "Tillie Davis, 'Sweetheart of the Nine Gay Virgins,' Masonic Service Center, Sparta, WI". E $24
MY-289. APO 80, 1944 (Dec 5), G+ 4-bar (lite tone; add.bit smear; trim R) in France; on air PSE w/bit faulty enc. E $12 MIN.6
MY-290. APO 86, 1945 (Feb 20), G+ machine (pencil notes R, partly on add. & bit of canx; tear T in return add.; bit cr) in Hawaii; on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MY-291. APO 114, 1945 (Mar 30), VF CDS as origin b/s; in France; 30c +7c Prexies on reg'd air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-292. APO 121A, 1945 (Feb 26), VF 4-bar; in England on air PSE. E $5
MY-293. APO 142, 1944 (Sep 14), F 4-bar (trim R) in France; APO 595 return add. on air PSE. E $15
MY-294. APO 145, 1945 (May 4), G+ 4-bar (trim R) in Germany; APO 654 return add. on air cvr. E $16
MY-295. APO 147, 1945 (Aug 21), VG+ 4-bar; in France; APO 403 return add. on air PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MY-296. APO 150, 1945 (Oct 2), G+ 4-bar (trim R; lite tone) in Germany; APO 638 return add. on air cvr. E $24
MY-297. APO 157, 1944 (Nov 23), VG+ 4-bar (ruff slit T; lite tone) in Belgium; APO 655 return add. on air cvr. E $15
MY-298. APO 170, 1945 (Jul 13), G+ 4-bar (trim R) in Germany; APO 638 return add. on air PSE. E $24
MY-299. APO 170, 1945 (Jul 25), G+ 4-bar (lite tone) in Germany; APO 638 return add. on air cvr. E $24
MY-300. APO 170, 1945 (Aug 17), G+ 4-bar (trim R) in Germany; APO 638 return add. on air cvr. E $24
MY-301. APO 170, 1945 (Sep 25), F machine (trim R) in Germany; APO 638 return add. on air cvr. E $24
MY-302. APO 175, 1945 (Apr 28), F 4-bar (bars mostly not struck; ruff R) in Germany; APO 654 return add. on air PSE. E $24
MY-303. APO 175, 1945 (Jun 24), F 4-bar (lite tone; ruff R) in Germany; APO 638 return add. on air PSE. E $24
MY-304. APO 176, 1945 (Mar 7), G+ 4-bar (bit stutter; ruff lite tone; bit cr) in France; on cvr. E $8
MY-305. APO 179, 1944 (Aug 9), VG+ 4-bar (dial hi: "OST" partly off; toned) in France; APO 350 return add. on free-franked PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-306. APO 205, 1944 (Aug 29), G+ 4-bar (near F; lite tone) in England; on air PSE. E $6
MY-307. APO 210, 1944 (Jun 4), G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; L edge tape toned) in China; on air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-308. APO 210, 1944 (Jun 27), F+ 4-bar; in China; APO 493 typed cc on free-franked cvr. E $20
MY-309. APO 210, 1944 (Oct 20), G+ 4-bar (L arc mostly not struck) in China on free-franked cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-310. APO 210, 1945 (Jan 14), G+ 4-bar; in China; on free-franked cvr. E $20
MY-311. APO 211, 1945 (Mar 28), F 4-bar; in China; on air cvr. E $24 MIN.12
MY-312. APO 211, 1945 (Oct 9), G+ 4-bar (T arc mostly not struck) in China; on air PSE. E $15 MIN.8
MY-313. APO 212, 1945 (Jul 20), G+ 4-bar (dial hi: "STAL" mostly off) in China; on air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-314. APO 220, 1945 (Apr 10), VG 4-bar; in India; on air PSE w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
MY-315. APO 241, 1945 (May 26), G+ 4-bar; in Marshall Islds; on air PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MY-316. APO 251, 1942 (Dec 24), F 4-bar w/# mostly excised (lite tone) in Algeria; on air PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MY-317. APO 251, 1944 (Sep 16), G+ 4-bar (lite tone) in Italy; on free-franked PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-318. APO 253, 1944 (Mar 8), VG 4-bar (bit stutter) in England; on free-franked PPC. E $8
MY-319. APO 253, 1944 (Nov 14), G+ 4-bar (ruff R) in Belgium; ms "Free" frank on cvr. E $8
MY-320. APO 255, 1945 (Jan 4), VG 4-bar w/non-serifed # (trim L) in Belgium; on air cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
MY-321. APO 255, 1945 (Feb 19), VG 4-bar w/serifed # (trim L) in Netherlands; on air cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
MY-322. APO 256, 1945 (Apr 26), G+ 4-bar (toned) in Germany on air cvr. E $15
MY-323. APO 256, 1945 (May 8), VG 4-bar (trim R) in Germany on air cvr. E $20
MY-324. APO 262, 1945 (Jun), VG A10b2; at Heidenheim, Germany; APO 758 return add. on cvr. E $10
MY-325. APO 305, 1944 (Sep 11), VF 4-bar (lite gum tone) in France; APO 403 return add. on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MY-326. APO 308, 1944 (Sep 13), G+ 4-bar (near VF; dial bit hi) in France; APO 403 return add. on air PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MY-327. APO 336, 1945 (Nov 10), G+ machine (T arc not struck) in Marianas Islds; on air PSE w/overinked 6c stamp. E $15 MIN.8
MY-328. APO 339, 1944 (Sep 30), VG 4-bar (slight stutter; lite tone) in France; on air PSE. E $8
MY-329. APO 339, 1945 (Jun 5), G+ 4-bar (bit ruff R; lite tone) in Germany; APO 654 return add. on air PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MY-330. APO 339, 1945 (Jun 13), G+ 4-bar (trim R; lite tone) in Germany; APO 638 return add. on air PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MY-331. APO 409A, 1944 (Jun 8), VF 4-bar; in England; APO 579 return add. on air PSE w/addressee's ms "written on D-Day" at L. E $20
MY-332. APO 413, [1945] (Dec 15), G 4-bar (year not struck; dial hi: "POS" partly off) tying 2p Great Britain on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
MY-333. APO 430, 1944 (Mar 26), G+ 4-bar; in China; APO 627 return add. on free-franked cvr. E $20
MY-334. APO 430, 1944 (May 4), G+ 4-bar; in China; on air PSE. E $20
MY-335. APO 430, 1944 (Nov 11), G+ Univ. (T arc not struck) in China; on free-franked cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-336. APO 430, 1944 (Dec 27), F Univ.; in China; APO 627 ret.add. on air PSE. E $20
MY-337. APO 430, 1945 (Oct 9), G+ 4-bar (near VF; upper R tip slit; edge tear T) in China; on free-franked cvr. E $20
MY-338. APO 442, 1944 (May 1), G+ 4-bar (lower R arc partial; upper R tip tape tone; staple; lite crs) in Papua New Guinea; 6c Prexie on air PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MY-339. APO 446, 1945 (Apr 19), G+ 4-bar (cr) in Germany; on free-franked PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MY-340. APO 449, 1944, VG+ 4-bar (ruff L, in return add.) on air PSE. E $15 MIN.8
MY-341. APO 449, 1945 (Jun 5), G+ 4-bar; in Germany; on air PSE. E $12
MY-342. APO 454, 1945 (Mar 23), VG machine (lite tone) in France; on air PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MY-343. APO 465, 1944 (Oct 18), VG+ 4-bar (bit cr) in India; on free-franked cvr. E $8
MY-344. APO 470, 1945 (Jan 18), G+ machine (T arc not struck) in France; 6pf HITLER stamp tied on 6c air PSE. E $20
MY-345. APO 488, 1944 (Jan 9), VG+ 4-bar; in China; on air PSE. E $20
MY-346. APO 488, 1944 (Apr 5), F 4-bar; in China; on air PSE. E $20
MY-347. APO 488, 1945 (Feb 2), G+ 4-bar; in China; on free-franked cvr. E $20
MY-348. APO 488, 1945 (Aug 26), VG Univ.; in China; Amer.Red Cross logo on flap on free-franked cvr. E $20
MY-349. APO 507, 1942 (Dec 23), F 4-bar (lite tone) in England; on free-franked PPC. E $6
MY-350. APO 510, 1945 (Sep 4), VG 4-bar; in Germany; APO 758 ret.add. on air PSE. E $24 MIN.12
MY-351. APO 523, 1943 (Nov 3), G DCD8/4-bar (T arc mostly not struck) illus.U.S. & Russian soldiers & medallion at L on free-franked holiday PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-352. APO 527, 1944, G+ 4-bar; in England; APO 557 return add.; "This letter must not be used for money... & will not be censored..." on blue "honor" cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-353. APO 564, 1945 (May 23), G+ machine (edge tears T) in England; on air cvr. E $8
MY-354. APO 572, 1945 (Jul 5), G+ 4-bar (bit ruff R; lite tone) in Germany; APO 638 return add. on air PSE. E $24
MY-355. APO 575, 1945 (May 30), G+ A10b2; at Degerndorf, Germany; APO 758 return add. on cvr. E $12
MY-356. APO 576, 1945 (Jul 27), G+ A10b2 (near VG+: crnr cr; edge tear T) at Bad Nauheim, Germany; APO 408 return add. on PPC. E $20
MY-357. APO 578, 1944 (Jul 29), F+ 4-bar (lite tone) in France; APO 403 return add. on air PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MY-358. APO 603, 1944 (Feb 9), VG 4-bar; in Brazil; on air PSE. E $15 MIN.8
MY-359. APO 603, 1944 (Jun 6), F+ 4-bar; in Brazil; 6c transport air on 6c air PSE. D-DAY INVASION date. E $30 MIN.15
MY-360. APO 622, 1943 (Jun 2), G+ 4-bar ("6" partial but ID sure; return add.bit smear) in Senegal; on air cvr. E $15
MY-361. APO 627, 1944 (Aug 19), G+ 4-bar (# part heavy inked; ruff slit upper R, in rim & barely in stamp; lite tone) in China; APO 430 return add. on air PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MY-362. APO 627, 1944 (Sep 4), G+ 4-bar (# heavy inked; o/w F+; cr) in China; $20 +$2 China (not tied) on cvr. E $20
MY-363. APO 631, 1944 (Aug 21), VG 4-bar (dial bit hi) in India; on free-franked PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-364. APO 636, 1944 (May 16), G+ 4-bar (upper half on stamps) in England; 4.5c +1.5c Prexies on air cvr. E $15
MY-365. APO 637, 1943 (Oct 29), VF 4-bar w/"1" after APO # in dial (upper L tip ruff) in England; on air PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MY-366. APO 637, 1944 (Oct 2), VG machine (trim R) in England; APO 557 return add. on air PSE. E $5
MY-367. APO 660 return add.; canaxed 7 BPO, 1945 (Dec 21), F Int'l; in JAPAN; on PSE. E $8
MY-368. APO 675, 1945 (Jun 3), VG 4-bar (bit stutter) in Brazil; on air PSE. E $15 MIN.8
MY-369. APO 689, 1944 (Nov 2), G+ 4-bar (bars not struck) in India; APO 433 return add. on free-franked cvr. E $8
MY-370. Seattle, Wash./U.S. Army Postal Service, APO 702 Br., 1943 (Aug 14), G+ 4-bar (uneven lite tone) in Whitehorse, Yukon; on PPC. E $14
MY-371. APO 722, 1944 (Nov 28), G+ 4-bar (part ruff slit T; crs) in Canada; Railhead Depot typed cc; 3x 6c air (1 faulty) on #10 cvr. E $20
MY-372. APO 726, 1944 (Jan 25), G 4-bar (L arc not struck; dial bit hi; bit ruff slit T) in Aleutian Islds, AK; on air PSE. E $6
MY-373. APO 729, 1943 (Aug 17), G+ 4-bar (cr) in Alaska; on free-franked V-Mail lettersheet. E $12 MIN.6
MY-374. APO 742, 1945 (Dec --), G+ 4-bar (day omitted; bit stutter) in Germany; on air PPC from PFC Mary Willis. E $15 MIN.8
MY-375. APO 768, 1944 (Jun 6), G+ 4-bar (lower L arc not struck; dial hi: "POST" mostly off; trim L; censor tape tone) in Italy; D-DAY INVASION DATE on air cvr. E $40
MY-376. APO 777, 1945 (Oct 8), VG+ 4-bar (tears T; flap tip off) in Austria; as fwd b/s on air cvr w/enc.to soldier & returned, w/"Returning to the United States" h/s. E $15 MIN.8
MY-377. APO 797, 1945 (Mar 23), VG+ 4-bar; in Iran; on air PSE w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
MY-378. APO 803, 1941 (Jul 18), G+ 4-bar; in Trinidad; eagle & flag patriotic cachet on cvr. E $8
MY-379. APO 803, 1941 (Nov 11), G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; ruff L; crs; L edge part tape toned) in Trinidad; 5x 3c Defense on #10 air cvr. E $8
MY-380. APO 805, 1942 (Mar 16), G+ duplex; in St.Lucia; 15c transport air on commer. E $20
MY-381. APO 805, 1942 (Apr 13), VF 4-bar; in St.Lucia; 15c transport air on commer. E $15 MIN.8
MY-382. APO 806, 1945 (Nov 6), G+ 4-bar (upper R crnr slit) in France; "APO 752 Camp New York" return add. on air PSE. E $15 MIN.8
MY-383. APO 811, 1942 (Mar 9), G+ 4-bar; in Aruba on cacheted cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MY-384. APO 813, 1942 (Apr 28), G+ 4-bar (mostly on stamp, but shows well; trim R) in North Ireland; on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MY-385. APO 827, 1944 (Jan 17), F Univ.; in Canal Zone; on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MY-386. APO 836, 1943 (May 4), VG+ 4-bar (ruff R, in stamp) in Canal Zone; on #10 air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MY-387. APO 867, 1942 (May 7), G+ 4-bar (lite gum tone) in St.Lucia; 5x 3c defense on air cvr. E $20
MY-388. APO 877, 1945 (Jun 4), VG 4-bar; in Ascension Isld; on air PSE to APO 675 (in Brazil).
E $30

MY-389. APO 885, 1945 (Jan 4), VG 4-bar (lite crs) in India; "Lt.Blanche J.Campbell, ANC...
100th Station Hospital" printed cc (w/her serial #) on air cvr. E $20

MY-390. APO 886, 1942 (Apr 18), VG+ 4-bar (trim L) in India; on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6

MY-391. APO 886, ca.1942, F 4-bar w/dateless dial (dial bit hi; upper L part ruff slit) in
India; on air cvr. E $15 MIN.8

MY-392. APO 937, 1942 (Aug 6), G machine; Amer.Red Cross logo cc; in Kodiak Isld, Alaska;
"Military/35/Censor" h/s on air cvr. E $15 MIN.8

MY-393. APO 937, 1944 (Feb 22), G machine (lite tone; crs; tear R; bit ruff T) in Kodiak Isld,
AK; on #10 air cvr. E $12 MIN.6

MY-394. APO 939, 1944 (Mar 21), VF 4-bar; in Dutch Harbor, AK; on free-franked cvr. E $15 MIN.8

MY-395. APO 944, 1942 (Jun 27), G+ 4-bar (EARLY; lite tone; trim L) at Ft.Randall, Cold Bay,
AK; "Military/13/Censor" h/s w/boxed # on free-franked cvr. E $60 MIN.30

MY-396. APO 951, 1942 (Dec 2), VG 4-bar (bit ruff slit T) in Hawaii; on air cvr. E $8

MY-397. APO 953, 1944 (Apr 25), (trim R) in Hawaii; 10c special del. on 6c air PSE. E $15 MIN.8

MY-398. APO 960, 1942 (Jun 8), F 4-bar (trim R; lite tone) in Hawaii on air PSE. E $8

MY-399. APO 960/Unit No.2, 1942 (Oct 16), G+ DCDS (tiny tears T) in Hawaii; socked-on-nose on
6c air on cvr w/enc. E $20

MY-400. APO 980, 1943 (Aug 30), G+ 4-bar (ruff L; heavy cr) in Alaska; on air cvr. E $8

MY-401. APO 980, 1945 (Feb 15), F machine (lite gum tone) in Alaska; on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6

MY-402. APO11521 return add.; canxed APO 67, 1945 (May 4), F 4-bar (trim R) in France; on free-franked cvr. E $15

MY-403. "APO14256" return add.; canxed APO 494, 1945 (Jul 7), VG Univ.; in India; on air cvr. Accompanying PSE from same sender w/APO 212 ret.add. E $20

MY-404. APO15479 (Co.K Inf.) return add.; canxed APO 873, 1944 (Oct 1), VG 4-bar (part heavy
inked; ruff R, just in stamp; lite tone) in France; on air PSE. E $15

MY-405. APO16895-A return add.; canxed APO 524, 1945 (Mar 13), G+ 4-bar (lite tone) in Morocco;
on air cvr. E $15

MY-406. APO21014 return add.; canxed APO 269, 1945 (Jun 28), G+ 4-bar (dial hi: tips of "OS"
off; trim R, just in add.; toned) in France; on free-franked cvr. E $12 MIN.6

MY-407. APO21381 return add.; canxed APO 872, ca.1943, G+ 4-bar (lower L arc & year partial) on
air PSE. E $14

MY-408. APO3181, 1942 (Nov 25), F 4-bar (slight stutter) on free-franked PPC. E $15

MY-409. APO4652 return add.; canxed APO 922, 1943 (Oct 25), G+ DCDS/4-bar (trim L; crs; L edge
censor tape toned) in Australia; 2x 6c airs on 6c #10 air PSE. E $14

MY-410. APO7051 return add., ca.1945, no origin canx, but Censor #1951 boxed h/s (edge tears
B; pinholes) ms "Free" frank on cvr. E $15

MY-411. APO7357 return add.; canxed APO 567, 1943 (Dec 14), G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi; edge tears
T; no flap; part lite soiled) in Morocco; on free-franked cvr. E $16

MY-412. APO7357 return add.; canxed APO 761, 1944 (Feb 23), VF 4-bar; in Algeria; on air PSE. E $16

MY-413. APO7953 return add.; canxed APO 502, 1945 (Jan 23), VG machine (trim R) in New
Caledonia; "Army Directory Service Give/Fort Belvoir, Va.Clerk No.(D1)" h/s on air cvr to Camp
Gordon Johnston, FL, & fwd to Ft.Belvoir. E $20

MY-414. BPO 7, 1945 (Jul 27), F machine (lite gum tone) in PHILIPPINES; APO 74 return add. on
air cvr w/sender's neatly drawn airplane at L. E $14

MY-415. "Passed by/technical Censor/Headquarters Army Air Forces/War Dept./Washington,
D.C.," ca.1940s, G+ purple boxed h/s (cr) tying large censor label on back of #10 cvr to
Airplane Div., Curtiss-Wright Corp., Plant #2, Buffalo, NY. No postal markings. Apparently
internal use. E $20

MY-416. U.S.Army Postal Service/APO, 1942, G+ 4-bar w/no # (lite tone; lite crs) "Official/82"
double circled h/s; pair 6 transport airs +3c Defense on #10 War Dept.penalty cvr. E $15

MY-417. U.S.Postal Service/No.3, 1944, VG Univ. on 3.75x4.75" V-Mail penalty window cvr. E $6

MY-418. U.S.Postal Service/No.3, 1945 (May 26), VG Univ. on 3.75x4.75" V-Mail penalty window
cvr w/APO 244 enc. E $8

MY-419. "Fun En Route/For Our Armed Services/Hospital Edition": 5x7.75" 31 pg booklet of
puzzles & activities for one or more w/ad inside for Firestone & back for National Recreation
Ass'n publishers (B pgs lite tone; 2" tear back cvr). E $12
MY-420. Drexel Hill, PA, 1947, VG Int'l (lite tone) "Stamp 'Em Out!" patriotic illus. (Hitler, Mussolini, Tojo caricatures w/Uncle Sam's boot) late use on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MY-421. 25 BPO, 1947 (Sep 26), G+ 4-bar; in Germany; on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MY-422. APO 169/Unit No.3, 1947, VF DCDS (gum tone) as origin b/s; 50c +12c +2c Prexies on reg'd air cvr. E $24
MY-423. APO 942, 1946 (Oct 23), G+ machine (no flap; tears) in Anchorage, AK; on air cvr. E $8
MY-424. Sonthofen (Germany) Displaced Persons Camp: 3x5.5" "Honor Pass" for resident; text in English on 1 side, Germany on other, ca.1946. E $15 MIN.8
MY-425. Haleiwa, HI, 1951, G+ duplex (trim R) on air cvr to APO 201; several fwd markings on back. E $15 MIN.8
MY-426. APO 58, 1957, VF DCDS as origin b/s; 50c Anthony +6c air on reg'd cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-427. Keokuk, IA, 1970, G+ machine; "Remember our Prisoners of War/They Won't Be Home For Christmas" 76x20mm green label at L; not tied but clearly belongs; on cvr. E $20
MY-429. APO 743, 1962, VG machine w/"To Avoid Delay In Delivery, Advise Your Correspondents of Your Complete Military Address, Showing Unit" killer as transit b/s (crs; lite tone) on #10 cvr w/enc.to American Hospital, Paris, France; various fwd & aux.markings, then returned to sender. E $15 MIN.8
MY-430. MPO Guam, GU, 1981, F machine w/zip code dial; FPO return add. on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MY-431. Simsbury, CT, 1991, G+ 4-bar; "America Welcomes Home Our Persian Gulf G.I.'s With Pride" 32x44mm label tied on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-432. (Washington), DC, ca.2003, (no origin canx) "In Afghanistan They Don't Send Valentines"; USO return add.on flap; 5c non-profit Sc.3874 on unopened #10 cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
MY-433. APO 96271, 2004, F 4-bar on #10 cvr. E $6
MY-434. APO AE 09724/NATO HQ, 2000, VG+ Mailer's Postmark Permit #1 CDS w/4 wavy lines; 33c NATO on commer.#10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-435. 125th Regiment Territorial/Le Lt.Colonel (Algeria), [1935], G+ semi-oval h/s (bit stutter) on free-franked cvr to France. E $20
MY-436. Vienna, Austria, 1917, VG DCDS (toned) 3 diff.censor h/s on Red Cross PC to PRISONER of War at Bisenti, Italy, recd 2 mos.after mailed. E $20
MY-437. Volders, Austria, 1944, F DCDS (bit trim T) "feldpost" ms frank on cvr w/enc.to R.A.D. Feldpost #24449. E $20
MY-439. Blauw Valley, Cape of Good Hope, 1900, VG CDS/grid (stamp gone, maybe removed by censor to check for hidden message; edge wear) on cvr to Boer War Prisoner of War, Tent A.No.8., Bellevue Camp, Simonstown. E $50
MY-440. Laqueuille, France, 1915, G+ DCDS (dial hi; part spotty) "Train Sanitaire Semi-Permanent No.8 (Midi)/Le Medecin Chef" blue pictorial h/s on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-441. Levallois-Perret, France, 1915, partial CDS; "Waffen-SS" pictorial h/s at L on cvr w/enc.re.navv. officer/engineer. E $15 MIN.8
MY-442. Lorris, France, 1941, partial CDS (lite tone, w/darker tone spots) "Geprüft/Stalag XII A/9b" h/s as recd; "Kriegsgefangenenpost" header on folded lettersheet to Prisoner of War. E $24
MY-443. Malesherbes, France, 1942, G+ CDS (part lite tone; edge wear; tip crs) "Kriegsgefangenenpost" header on PC to Prisoner of War w/preprinted address to Stalag XII A. E $20
MY-444. Paris, France, 1940, G+ CDS (tip crs) "4/Geprüft/Stalag VI F." boxed h/s w/pictorial 4-LEAF CLOVER; "Kriegsgefangenenpost" header on PC to Prisoner of War. E $30
MY-445. Paris, France, 1940, G+ CDS (lower R tip nib; part lite tone) "Kriegsgefangenenpost" header on PC to Prisoner of War w/"21/Geprüft/Stalag VI F." boxed h/s struck twice as recd. E $20
MY-446. Paris, France, 1941, G+ DCDS/machine; "9/Geprüft/Stalag VI F." boxed h/s w/pictorial WASP; "Kriegsgefangenenpost" header on PC to Prisoner of War. E $30
MY-447. Paris, France, 1942, G+ CDS (bit uneven trim T) "13/Gepruft/Stalag VI F" boxed h/s on PC to Prisoner of War w/preprinted address to M.Stammlager VI F. E $20

MY-448. Paris, France, 1943, G+ CDS (bit uneven trim T) partial "16/Gepruft/Stalag VI J" boxed h/s on PC to Prisoner of War w/preprinted address to Stalag VI F corrected to "Stalag VI-J" w/red h/s. E $24

MY-449. Tresor et Postes/180 (France), 1915, G+ CDS (dial HI: "R ET P" mostly off; part lite tone) "34e Regiment Territorial d'Infanterie/Franchise Militaire" blue-green pictorial h/s on PPC. E $14

MY-450. Tresor et Postes/709 (France), 1914, F DCDS; illus.allied flags on PC. E $14

MY-451. Freibach, Germany, 1916, G+ CDS relying red & white "Feldpost" label on part lite tone PPC. E $15

MY-452. DFlag VI/B/Gepruft:5 (Germany), 1944, VF boxed h/s origin, w/G+ mute DCDS (tip cr) "Kriegsgefangenenpost" header on Prisoner of War's PC to Poland. E $24

MY-453. Doberitz/46/P.A./Gepruft (Germany), [1917], G+ undated 8-pointed 3-D star (toned) "Gefangenenlager Doberitz Deutschland" printed at L; "Kriegsgefangenensendung." header on PRISONER of War PC to France. E $20

MY-454. K.D.Feld-Postamt/21./Armee-Cps. (Germany), [1914], F CDS (lite tone; lite soiled) ms "Feld-postkarte" frank on PPC. E $15

MY-455. 30/Gepruft/Stalag VI F. (Germany), [1940], G+ boxed h/s as rec'd; no origin canx; "Kriegsgefangenenlager" header on PC to French Prisoner of War. E $15 MIN.8

MY-456. Stalag XVII A/228/Gepruft (Germany), 1943, boxed h/s origin, w/G+ repeater machine w/mute dials; "Kriegsgefangenenlager" header on PC from French Prisoner of War. E $20

MY-457. Von der Armee im Felde (Germany), [1917], G+ undated double-boxed h/s (bit lite tone) "K.u.k.Winenwerfer-Batterie Nr.2 Fs.A.R.7" (bomb thrower batterie) purple h/s on PPC. E $16

MY-458. GPWW Camp 273 (Woodbridge, Great Britain), [1946], G+ undated rimless h/s (heavy vert.cr; edge wear) "Prisoner of War Post/Kriegsgefangenenpost" header on Prisoner of War's PC to Germany. E $16

MY-459. GPWW Camp 273 (Woodbridge, Great Britain), [1947], VF undated rimless h/s; "Prisoner of War Post/Kriegsgefangenenpost" header on Prisoner of War's folded lettersheet to Germany/British Zone. E $20

MY-460. Camp No.(10/3) c/o.GPO Bombay, India, [1945], printed on back; VF "Passed DHP/3" octagon w/pictorial crown; "DHP/210" straight-line h/s; "138" in diamond (no postal markings) "Service of Prisoners of War" printed header on Prisoner of War's PC to Italy. E $20

MY-461. Officio Posta Militare (Italy), 1916, G+ DCDS (lite tone; tip crs) illus.Italy flag at L on PC to Algeria. E $14

MY-462. Posta Militare (Italy), 1918, G+ DCDS (B arc scuff; maybe by censor?) 39e Reggimento Fanteria h/s return add.; 2 diff.39e Reg't censor h/s; Bologna censor h/s; flags of many nations illus.at R on PC to France. E $16

MY-463. Ecole Professionnelle de Blesses/Hopital General/Montpelier, [1918], G+ undated h/s as "origin" (trim R) "Ecole Pratique d'Agriculture de Crezancy Aisne" illus.cc (grounds) on cvr w/enc. E $24 MIN.12

MY-464. Stalag V/54/gepruft, [1943], G+ circled h/s w/pictorial crossed swords (tip crs) on POW PC to France. E $20

MY-465. Stalag V A/44/gepruft, [1943], VG circled h/s on POW lettersheet to France. E $15 MIN.8

MY-466. Stalag V A/45/gepruft, [1943], G mute DCDS (bit ruff R) on POW lettersheet to France. E $15 MIN.8

MY-467. Stalag V A/19/gepruft, 1943, G+ mute CDS on POW lettersheet to France. E $15 MIN.8

MY-468. Stalag XIII B/Gepruft/D 16, 1944, G+ mute DCDS (dial bit hi; bit lite tone) on POW PC "Via Great Britain" to France w/att'd (unused) REPLY lettersheet. E $20

MY-469. Stalag XIII B/Gepruft/D 10, 1945, G+ mute DCDS on POW lettersheet "Via Great Britain" to France w/att'd (unused) REPLY lettersheet. E $30

MY-470. Stalag XIII B/Gepruft/D 45, 1941, G+ mute DCDS; "Pour gagner du temps dans le controle et la distribution, ecrit les lettres courtes et lisibles. Ne pas oublier le matricule." red h/s instruction on flap on POW lettersheet to France. E $24 MIN.12

PICTURE POSTCARDS

NOTE: Usual edge wear and tip wear should be expected on items in this category. Real PHOTOS are noted.
PC-1. "Western Hills/East Flagstaff, AZ": chrome, exterior; Rte.66; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-2. "Imperial '400' Motel/Kingman, AZ": chrome, interior; Rte.66, 93 (tip wear; crnr cr) unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-3. "Thunderbird Inn/Williams, AZ": chrome, exterior; Rte.66; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-4. "Looking North on Broadway from 8th St. Los Angeles, CA": REAL PHOTO, aerial view (tip wear; bit cr) used; Albu & Los Ang, 1939. E $12 MIN.6
PC-5. "Main St., Montague, CA": litho w/Opera Restaurant; used, ca.1909. E $15 MIN.8
PC-6. "The Samarkand, Persian Hotel, Santa Barbara, CA": hand-colored litho view; used, 1925. E $15 MIN.8
PC-8. "Lamar High School, Lamar, CO": litho; used, 1917. E $12 MIN.6
PC-9. "The Durham Fair, Durham, CT": printed, band performing on platform w/ferris wheel in background; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-10. "Hotel Hampton/Hampton Springs, FL": litho; hotel, casino, 4 other views; Sulphurs Water Cures text ad on backused; Quitman, GA, 1914. E $15 MIN.8
PC-11. "Loging (sic) Scene, Elk River, ID": REAL PHOTO; 5 men on logs in river; unused Cyko, ca.1910s. E $15 MIN.8
PC-12. "Main Street Challenger Inn, Sun Valley, ID": REAL PHOTO, exterior (tip crs) used; Chi Rich & Cin, 1965. E $14
PC-13. "Antioch, IL, July 3rd": Lugar REAL PHOTO street scene, from building roof; sharp image w/several buggies w/visible signs for BANK, Antioch Advertiser, "Cash Shoe Store," dentist, jeweler, harness shop (tiny tip cr) unused AZO. E $30 MIN.15
PC-14. "Baptist Church-Colchester, Ill.": REAL PHOTO (edge tear T) unused, ca.1910. E $12 MIN.6
PC-16. "Holiday Inn/East Springfield, IL": chrome, "aerial view" drawing; Rte.66, 55; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-17. "Opera House Block, Elmwood, IL": printed; used; 1908. E $8
PC-18. "Main St., looking east, Havana, IL": litho view (few specks in sky) used, 1908. E $12 MIN.6
PC-21. "Lakewood Park, Lake View, IA": REAL PHOTO trees, road, 11+ cars (lite cr) used; Lohrville, IA, 1917. E $15 MIN.8
PC-22. "May Tag Newton, IA": REAL PHOTO 6-story bldg (tip crs; lite warps) used; Chi W.L. & Omaha, 1935. E $20 MIN.10
PC-23. "Side Vaults in Old St.Louis Cemetery, New Orleans, LA": litho view; used, 1908. E $12 MIN.6
PC-24. "Upper Maine Street, Biddeford, ME": printed, business street (edge wear; crnr crs) used; Bangor & Boston, 1915. E $12 MIN.6
PC-25. "Town Hall, Bradley, ME": REAL PHOTO (bit of offset ink in sky) used, Eden, 1912. E $12 MIN.6
PC-27. "In the Bitter Root Valley/Daly Ranch, 22,000 acres, near Hamilton, MT": litho mansion; used, 1908. E $12 MIN.6
PC-28. "Main St., Hamilton, MT": litho; dirt street & bldgs; used, 1908. E $12 MIN.6
PC-29. "Ravalli Hotel, Hamilton, MT": litho; people in 4 cars by hotel; used, 1909. E $12 MIN.6
PC-30. "Marent Trestle, Near Missoula, MT": litho; train over canyon; used; Lothrop, MT, 1909. E $12 MIN.6
PC-31. "Bank Club/Reno, NV": REAL PHOTO, posed casino interior w/betting tables; unused EKKP. E $20
PC-32. Scenes of Reno, NV: REAL PHOTO, 9 pix inc.casino interior, courthouse & cartoon about divorce in Nevada; 1 appears to have topless woman (tip crs) used; Ogden, UT, 1941. E $15 MIN.8
PC-33. "C Street Virginia City, NV": REAL PHOTO, w/autos (tip crs) unused DOPS. E $15 MIN.8
PC-34. "American Motor Inn/Albuquerque, NM": chrome, 2 views of motel & 1 of pool on Rte. 66; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-35. "Shalimar/Gallup, NM": chrome, exterior; Rte.66 w/room rate typed on back (2 staple holes R; bit cr) unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-36. "Surf Motel/Santa Rosa, NM": chrome, people around swimming pool and exterior; Rte.66, 54, 84; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-37. "Western Motel/Santa Rosa, NM": linen exterior; Rte.66, 54, 84; (tip cr) unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-38. "Old Club Cafe": continental, 50s Chevrolet by Santa Rosa, NM, restaurant on Rt.66 w/"Fat Man" sign by McClanahan; modern continental; unused. E $5
PC-39. "Bear Mountain Bridge" (NY): white border REAL PHOTO; full view of bridge & river; unused AZO, ca.1930s. E $15 MIN.8
PC-40. "Buffalo, NY Panorama North": printed, 1/8" thick card w/aerial view & door that opens to reveal strip of 12 bldgs (offset cnx ink; bit lite tone) used; 1906. E $15
PC-41. "Cascade": REAL PHOTO, by Marsh at Cascade, NY (written back) (edge wear; crs) used; North Fairhaven & Sayre, 1911. E $12 MIN.6
PC-42. "Steeplechase Park, Coney Island": litho, people walking in; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-43. "Helter Skelter, Luna Park/Coney Island": litho, woman coming down slide; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-44. "Helter-Skelter, Luna Park, Coney Island, N.Y.": litho, people at night at amusement park ride c.1910 (adhesions on back; tip crs) unused. E $6
PC-45. "Entrance to Luna Park by Night./Coney Island, NY": GLITTER litho (edge wear; lite tone) unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-46. "Entrance to Loop to Loop, Coney Island, NY": litho (tip wear; lwr R crnr nick; stains; offset cnx ink) used; ca.1907. E $12 MIN.6
PC-47. "Salt Water Plunge, Steeplechase, Coney Island, NY": litho, w/ads for grocer (crnr cr; tip wear; lwr L tip stain) unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-48. "Shooting the Chutes, Luna Park, Coney Island, NY": litho, w/ads for grocer; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-49. Lot 3) Langdon, ND: litho oval views w/mock "wood" frames; Main St.looking North; South (crnr crs); High School; 1 used, 1918. E $15 MIN.8
PC-50. "Fire-State & Levee Ste./Fire & Flood, Columbus, O., Flood, 3-25-13": litho photo (crnr cr) used; Columbus, 1913, VG Int'.1. E $12 MIN.6
PC-51. "Riverdale St., Dayton-O Flood": litho, home in water up to base of first floor windows; unused. E $8
PC-52. "Broadway, Muskogee, OK": litho w/street car; pub.by Muskogee Indian Trading Co.; used, 1908. E $15 MIN.8
PC-53. "Railfence Tourist Hotel/On Highway 77/Oklahoma City (OK)": linen, exterior w/inset of dining room; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-54. "Scenes of Turner Falls (OK)/Highway 77 Arbuckle Mts.": REAL PHOTO, 7 scenes (edge wear; tip crs) used; Newton & Ft. W, 1941. E $14
PC-55. "Grants Pass, OR": REAL PHOTO, downtown w/autos; overhead sign "Out Of State Cars Register Here"; unused DOPS. E $15 MIN.8
PC-56. "Bradford, PA, Oilwell Derrick": printed; used; N Y & Salamanca, 1912. E $12 MIN.6
PC-57. "Hotel St.Hubert, Milbank, S.Dak": REAL PHOTO, w/BLATZ beer signs on crnr of bldg (few lite soil specks in sky; small lite cr) unmailed; long message on back, [1910]. E $24
PC-58. "View looking West, Milbank, SD": litho, elevated view; used; St. P & Aberdeen, 1908. E $12 MIN.6
PC-59. "Holiday Inn East/Amarillo, TX": chrome, exterior & interior Villa Restaurant; Rte.66, 60; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-60. "Skyline Motel & Coffee Shop/Amarillo, TX": chrome, exterior; Rte.66 (cr T; lite cr B) unused. E $8
PC-61. "Skyline Motel & Coffee Shop/Amarillo, TX": chrome, exterior; Rte.66 w/AAA on back; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-62. "True Rest Motel/Amarillo, TX": chrome, exterior; Rte.66, 60; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-63. "The Plainsman Motel & Restaurant": chrome, exterior front & pool on Rte.66, 60, 40 Amarillo, TX; used; Santa Maria, CA, 1968. E $12 MIN.6
PC-64. "Big Texan Thunderstorm": continental, depicting Big Texas Restaurant/Amarillo, TX, on
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Rt.66 w/50s Chevrolet & cowboy next to bldg w/huge cowboy sign, by McClanahan; modern continental; unused. E $5
PC-65. "Phillips 66 on Rte.66": continental, restored first Phillips 66 station McLean, TX, also pictures antique car, by McClanahan; modern continental; unused. E $5
PC-66. "Kelly Motel/Shamrock, TX": chrome, exterior c.1972; Rte.66 (tip cr) unmailed. E $12 MIN.6
PC-68. "Up-To-Date Features of Travel": litho, w/car, motorcycle, train, ship, biplane, airship & inset of Adams Express travelers cheque (edge wear; crnr crs) unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-69. "Axel A. Peterson/S.C. Rhode Island Reds/Galva, IL": illus.ad: 2 chickens on address side w/message side blank (bit lite tone) unused. E $8
PC-70. "A Joyous/Easter": printed, title on large blue egg & pink flowers w/ad back for B. H Grimes Co., Frankfort, IN (edge wear) unmaillable. E $12 MIN.6
PC-71. "Beautiful Park Plaza Motor Courts, St.Louis, Tulsa, Amarillo, Raton, Flagstaff": litho motel; list on back; 4 on Rte.66; unused. E $15 MIN.8
PC-72. Lot 5 diff.) Coca-Cola ad 2-panel PPCs; continental; all w/Santa Claus on 1st panel; 2nd panel has 3 diff.detachable K-Mart coupons, [1992]. MIN.$15
PC-73. Lot 19 diff.) Coca-Cola ad PPCs, all w/archive images from classic ads, inc.beautiful girls, boy w/Coke cap, Santa, etc.; continental; unused; [1991]. MIN.$15
PC-74. Fred Harvey "Mileage Chart" linen: map of southwest, KS to CA, w/locations of hotels; unused. E $15 MIN.8
PC-75. Woman holding child placing rose by soldier's picture: litho, decoration day series w/verse & ad back for Freund's Bread (tip wear) unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-76. Girl holding roses & boy w/flag: litho, decoration day series w/verse & ad back for Freund's Bread (tip wear) unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-77. Johnson Furniture Co., Cambridge, IL: text ad at L; kitchen & Dec.1911 calendar at R (back tone) unused. E $8
PC-78. "Lee Hi Truckstop, Lexington, VA": chrome; Pure service station w/restaurant (tiny tip cr) used; 1960. E $12 MIN.6
PC-79. "Ludwig Player Piano.../King of Entertainers.../Ludwig & Co.New York City": text ad in R margin; litho "Stonewall Jackson Monument, Richmond, VA": unused undiv.back; Leipzig print. E $15 MIN.8
PC-80. "Pot Plants/Arthur D. Clark/Watertown, NY": printed, carnations on address side w/ad on message side (toned; bit cr) unused. E $8
PC-81. "Me": printed, picture of man advertising his book of poems & stories title "Alpha" ID in message as Theo Harter (crnr crs; lite tone) used; Chi Rich & Cin, 1913. E $14
PC-82. "Easter Greetings/Come & catch it!": litho, Tuck Oilette w/chicks & butterfly w/ad back for Wunderly Bros. picture framing (tip wear) unmaillable. E $12 MIN.6
PC-83. Airship in flight: REAL PHOTO (edge wear) unused. E $14
PC-84. "U.S.S. Macon Named in Honor of the City of Macon, Ga.": linen, Navy airship in flight; unused. E $14
PC-85. "Poole Piano Co., Boston, Mass": printed, advertising airship w/piano & player in wire gondola above Faneuil Hall (edge wear; crnr cr) unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-86. "Prix Henry Deutsch/Experiences du Santos Dumont No.7/pour doubler la Tour Eiffel": printed, airship w/wire gondola above hangar; unused. E $14
PC-87. Lot 12 diff.) Airships, planes, aviators: litho views; 1950s era printings of early airships; unused. E $60 MIN.30
PC-88. "Start of the International Balloon Race at/St. Louis, in 1907": printed, w/5 balloons ready to lift off; issued for 1909 St. Louis Centen’l Celebration (edge wear; tip scuffed; bit lite tone) unused. E $15 MIN.8
PC-89. "St. Louis Skyscrapers": printed, photographed from alt. 900 ft. by participant in 1907 balloon race on card issued for 1909 St. Louis Centennial Celebration 1 (edge wear; crnr cr) unused. E $14
PC-90. "City Hall, St. Louis": printed, aerial view photographed by participant in 1907 balloon race on card issued for 1909 St. Louis Centennial Celebration; unused. E $15 MIN.8
PC-91. Lot 9 diff.) Baloonist Andree & associates' portraits; scenes w/balloons: litho views; 1950s era printings of early airships; unused. E $40 MIN.20
PC-92. "Capt. Berry Ready to Leap": litho, man hanging below biplane (tip crs) unused. E $14
PC-93. Lot 4 diff. Dirigibles: litho views; 1950s era printings of early airships; unused. E $20 MIN.10
PC-94. "Miami, The Magic City": linen, harbor area w/Goodyear blimp in sky (edge wear; tip cr) used; Miami, 1934. E $14
PC-95. "Italian Airship Leonardo Da Vinci": litho dirigible; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-96. "The Goodyear Zeppelin Corp's Factory & Dock, Akron, Ohio": linen, w/U,S, Navy airship flying over hangar at dusk (edge wear) used. E $14
PC-97. Lot 9) Centennial Expo, Philadelphia: illus.cards publ.by Longacre & Co.; mostly 3.5x5.5"; blank backs, 1876, (1 w/small hole in border; 1 w/crnr cr). E $80
PC-98. Lot 8) Centennial Expo, Philadelphia: illus.cards publ.by M.Burt, Cleveland, OH; mostly 3.5x5.5"; blank backs, 1876, (1 bit cr). E $75
PC-100. Lot 15) Trans-Mississippi, Omaha, GPCs: 10 diff.types; 11 unused, 4 used (3 after event, 1 w/text ad added), 1898, (varied condition; some faults) owner's retail $800+. MIN.$200
PC-101. Lot 18) Exposition Universelle, Paris: various types; used/unused, 1900, (mostly fine; some faults). MIN.$90
PC-102. Lot 9) Pan-Am Expo, Buffalo: Niagara Env.types; unused (1 w/label on back), 1901. MIN.$48
PC-103. Lot 31) Louisiana Purchase Expo, St.Louis: various types/views; also 1 pictorial folder; unused, 1904, (few faults). MIN.$95
PC-104. Lot 27) Lewis & Clark Expo, Portland: various views; all but 1 unused, 1905, (varied condition). MIN.$60
PC-105. Exposition Coloniale, Marseille, France: litho Grand Palais monument; unused, [1906]. E $15
PC-106. "La Fiesta de Las Flores/Los Angeles/May 5-11 1907": 2 jesters; unused. E $20
PC-107. Lot 49) Jamestown Expo, Norfolk: various types/views; mostly unused, 1907, (varied condition). MIN.$120
PC-108. Lot 50) Hudson-Fulton Celebration: various types/views; nearly all unused, 1909, (varied condition). MIN.$95
PC-109. Lot 2) Imperial Int'l Exhibition, London: Court of Honour & Grand Restaurant; unused, 1909. E $15 MIN.8
PC-110. Lot 39) Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Expo, Seattle: various types/views; unused/used, 1909, (varied condition). MIN.$120
PC-111. Lot 2) Pan-Pac Int'l Expo: 2 diff."Fountain of Energy" views; unused, 1915. E $15 MIN.8
PC-112. "Exposicion/Colonial/International": printed, signed Jenneures w/text border that translates "around the world in one day" & 4 people of different nationalities; used; Barcelona, 1933. E $12 MIN.6
PC-113. Lot 17) Century of Progress, Chicago: various types/views; nearly all unused, 1933, (varied condition) 1 w/non-PC back. MIN.$48
PC-114. "Globe-Ben Hur Spanish Patio/Food Bldg, San Diego Expo: litho view; "Globe Al Products" illus.on back; unused, [1935]. E $14
PC-115. Lot 7) N.Y.World's Fair: various types, inc.Marchant Calculating Machine; 4 diff.foil-finish; etc.; 6 unused; 1 used, 1939. MIN.$38
PC-116. "Treasure Island/GGI Expo": vert.REAL PHOTO w/plane above Expo grounds; unused, 1939. E $10
PC-117. Lot 4) Charity Postcards for German Veterans of WW1: printed, pictured are Generaloberst v. Woyrsch & v. Einem; Exzellenz Knorr, Admiral & Prinz Heinrich von Preussen (edge wear; 1 w/tiny nick) unused. E $16
PC-118. German soldiers: REAL PHOTO, interior w/placard in German: "Who knows if we meet again..."; unused. E $15 MIN.8
PC-119. "Amateur Theatricals in the Trenches": litho, soldiers talking to actor in woman's costume w/note back "photo by permission of Commander-in-Chief BEF" (edge wear) unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-120. "German officer saluting: REAL PHOTO; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-121. "German soldiers standing at rest: REAL PHOTO; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-122. "Bundles for Hirohito": linen, comic w/paratrooper carrying bomb w/tag "Tagged for
Tokyo” from Aviation Comic Series (tone speck) unused. E $12 MIN.6  
PC-123. "He Was An Airline Pilot & Won't Go Up Without a Hostess": linen, comic w/paratroopers talking about another boarding plane w/lady (tip wear; lite tone; offset canx ink) used; Central City, KY, 1944. E $12 MIN.6  
PC-124. "Americas Security": REAL PHOTO by Mole, aerial view of Navy logo w/anchor comprised of sailors on grounds at U.S. Naval Training Sta., Great Lakes, IL (tip cr; tone specks T; vert cr) used, 1943. E $14  
PC-125. Wm.J. Bryan & John W. Kern campaign card: litho, insets of the 2 men on bunting background (tip crs; soil; edge tear R) used. E $14  
PC-126. "For Warden/Rebekah Assembly of Pennsylvania/I.O.O.F./Mrs. Minnie C.Akers": in message area w/portrait (edge cr T), ca.19157. E $12 MIN.6  
PC-127. "Old Rock Island Bridge, Fort Leavenworth": litho, aerial view railroad bridge (crnr cr; lite tone tip) unused. E $12 MIN.6  
PC-129. "B.R.T./No 16": REAL PHOTO, 2 men sitting in open train boxcar (edge wear; tip cr; lite tone speck) unused. E $15 MIN.8  
PC-130. "Anchor Line/The Twin-screw Steamship 'Columbia,' 8,500 Tons": printed, ship at sea w/inset of company logo (lite tip crs; lite tone) unused. E $12 MIN.6  
PC-131. "U.S.S. Siboney/Ship That Brought Us Home": REAL PHOTO, ship in port (soil; finish wear B) unused AZO. E $14  
PC-132. "Protected Steel Cruiser 'Atlanta'": litho (crnr cr; edge wear; soil edges) used; New Bedford, MA, ca.1909. E $12 MIN.6  
PC-133. "Midorimaru Chikufushima": litho boat loading passengers; unused, ca.1910?. E $12 MIN.6  
PC-134. Lot 4 diff.) Bruges, Belgium: litho Grand Place (1 used w/lite cr; stamp gone; 3 unused), 1910s. E $12 MIN.6  
PC-135. Olinda, Brazil: REAL PHOTO; sailor, horse-drawn cart & streetcar on city street; unused AZO. E $12 MIN.6  
PC-136. "Crosley Field/Home of the 'Cincinnati Reds'/Findlay, Western & York Sts.": linen, aerial view of baseball diamond w/game in progress (edge wear) used; Cincinnati, 1940. E $15 MIN.8  
PC-137. "The Sunday Party": Williams photo, evangelist Billy Sunday & 3 other men; unused AZO. E $16  
PC-138. Evangelist Billy Sunday: Williams studio photo w/him seated on chair (edge wear) unused AZO. E $16  
PC-139. "Honey, I'm Waitin' Fo' You": linen comic; nude black girl w/fans (part lite tone) used; Fayetteville, NC, 1942. E $8  
PC-140. "Capt. Jack Bonavita & the lion 'Baltimore'": litho, w/inset of Bostock, The Animal King & ad for his Coney Island show; unused. E $14  
PC-141. "Rey (Fils) & His 3 Convivial Companions": litho, man & 2 bears & dog w/inset of Bostock, The Animal King & ad for his Coney Island show; unused. E $14  
PC-142. "Je ne veux pas etre trouble dans mon repos...": cartoon card of boy asleep at his table surrounded by his toys including a Teddy bear w/title in French & Flemish; unused. E $10 MIN.5  
PC-143. "United/States/(Marine)": printed, boy in Navy costume by 48-star flag; unused. E $12 MIN.6  
PC-144. "Come along little Girl/ Come along": comic; boy & girl cats in beach wear at water's edge (toned) unmailed. E $8  
PC-145. "At Edward's Animal Show./My Best Girl, Sally the Chimpanzee": litho, chimpanzee in dress, shoes & hat seated in chair (bit lite tone) unused. E $12 MIN.6  
PC-146. "Joe, The Famous Chimpanzee/With Edward's Animal Show": litho, chimpanzee in suit, shoes & hat seated on chair holding show ad (crnr crs) unused. E $12 MIN.6  
PC-147. "Bonzo": REAL PHOTO, famous chimpanzee; Ronald Reagan's co-star, riding on tricycle at World Jungle Compound, Thousand Oaks, CA (tip cr) unused. E $15 MIN.8  
PC-148. "Christmas Greetings": litho woman lighting candle on tree; children; doll; teddy bear (tip cr; edge wear) used, 1909. E $12 MIN.6  
PC-149. "Cheery Christmas Greetings": Santa at window holding doll (bit edge wear) unmailed. E $24
PC-150. "Best Christmas Wishes": lady & man "Snow Babies" walking w/mums & holly (edge wear) unused. E $16
PC-151. "A Merry Christmas": Santa in brown suit at gate w/angel (edge tear L; lite tone) used; 1909. E $14
PC-152. "Merry Christmas": Santa in sleigh flying over girl in SILK bed; unmailed. E $16
PC-153. "Kind Wishes for Christmas": Santa w/goggles driving auto w/doll; w/cabin & sailboat (tip wear) used; Olivet, MI, 1910. E $15
PC-154. "A hearty Christmas/Greeting": printed HOLD-TO-LIGHT, winter scene w/church (cr; R tips thin) used; 1907. E $20
PC-155. "Merry Christmas/May you slip joyously over/every difficulty of Life": Santa sliding down snowy hill w/teddy bear & other toys spilling from bag (edge wear; tone; stamp gone) used; Tallula, IL, 1912. E $15 MIN.8
PC-156. "With the Hagenbeck Greater Shows": Circus performers, litho, man in costume w/turban holding young boy by his feet (crs; edge tears R; bit lite tone) used; Belton, TX, 1906. E $14
PC-157. CROQUET Match: REAL PHOTO; 3 men & 3 women playing croquet; "4 to 0 in girl's favor" caption (pencil note in margin; tip cr) used; 1911. E $15 MIN.8
PC-158. "Home of Bing Crosby, Toluca Lake, North Hollywood, CA": linen, exterior w/inset of Crosby; unused. E $8
PC-159. DICE GAME: 3 BLACK men, w/dice & money on table; unused A20. E $50
PC-160. "Disneyland": chrome Tinkerbell (edge wear; tip cr) used; Oxnard, CA, 1959. E $10 MIN.5
PC-161. "Easter Greetings": boy w/tripod camera; bunny w/cane; used, 1911. E $12 MIN.6
PC-162. "A Happy Easter": Easter bunny playing drum being followed by chicks (tip cr) unmailed. E $10 MIN.5
PC-163. "Easter/Joys": printed, rooster & chick wearing clothes w/doll on floor (edge wear; lite crs; stamp gone) used; 1916. E $12 MIN.6
PC-164. "In/Loving/Memory": printed, flag, eagle & cannons on star bordered banner (tip wear) unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-165. "But his/soul goes/marching/on": printed, signed Clapsaddle w/flags in field of flowers (edge wear) used; Sacramento, 1909. E $12 MIN.6
PC-166. "A Happy Birthday": litho, Tuck Birthday Children series w/verse & little girl asleep w/doll (edge wear; crnr cr; lwr R tip nib) used; Livonia, NY, 1913. E $12 MIN.6
PC-167. "A Joyous Birthday": signed Agnes Richardson w/girl having tea w/teddy bear on floor (tip crs; 3-word message L) used; Wandsworth, England, 1936. E $40 MIN.20
PC-168. "May the hours... Bring a measure of joy": litho, girl w/doll & boy at sundial (edge wear; offset canx ink; stamp gone) used; Redlands, CA, 1915. E $12 MIN.6
PC-169. "Gleneagles Hotel, Auchterarder, Perthshire (Scotland)": continental, golf course (tip crs) used; 1966. E $8
PC-170. "Pow Wow Trading Post/Holbrook, AZ": chrome, exterior & interiors motel & store on Rt.66; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-171. "July 4/Yankee Doodle/came to town": litho, drum, fireworks & music coming from bugle (tip cr; edge wear) used; San Mateo, CA, 1909. E $14
PC-172. Girl running from lit firecracker: litho, July 4th logo & verse (edge wear) unmailed. E $12 MIN.6
PC-173. Boy w/firecrackers sneaking up on boy & dog: litho, July 4th logo & verse (edge wear; soil) unused. E $14
PC-175. "Liberty Bell/4th of July": litho, boy & girl w/flags standing by bell (edge wear) used; Marion, IN, 1910. E $14
PC-176. "Leap Year/Can/You/Take A/Hint?": printed, pretty lady pointing to large heart (edge wear; writing on heart; crnr crs) used; 1908. E $8
PC-177. "Leo XIII/Pont. Max": litho, Pope seated in chair (offset canx ink; message pix side) used; Rome, 1900. E $15 MIN.8
PC-178. Man w/large horse: REAL PHOTO; unused, ca.1910?. E $12 MIN.6
PC-179. Musician in band uniform holding euphonium; unused Cyko back, ca.1910. E $20
PC-180. "Hearty Season's Greetings On Irish PEAT PAPER/Conagher, The Old Home of President McKinley's Family": printed, farm scene w/thatch bldgs (tip cr) used. E $30
seal (tip cr) unused. E $14
PC-182. "State of Missouri": printed, pretty lady w/shock of wheat w/shield & state seal (edge wear; bit tone) used; Redlands & Los Ang/RPO, 1909. E $24
PC-183. "Home of Mickey Rooney, Encino, CA": linen, exterior w/inset of Rooney; unused. E $8
PC-184. "Stars & Stripes Nailed to the North Pole": litho, Cook & Peary insets on northern globe w/expedition dates (edge wear; bit lite cr) unused. E $20
PC-185. "Mattapan Sq. from R.R. Depot": litho, street w/2 streetcars (bit lite soil; tip crs) unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-186. "Thanksgiving Greetings": printed, girl w/flag & turkey (edge wear) unmailed. E $8
PC-187. "This Song of the Heart is Sung for You": signed H.B.G. Valentine w/girl holding heart printed w/music & heart decorated hanging banner (tear L) used; 1911. E $12 MIN.6
PC-188. "Love Makes The/Heart/Lighter Than Air": signed HBG Valentine w/winged angel blowing heart shaped bubbles from pipe (tip cr; bit lite soiled) unmailed. E $8
PC-189. "Washington's Birthday/Liberty/Union/now & forever": litho, inset of George Washington w/cherries & hatchet (edge wear; bit cr) unmailed. E $15
PC-190. "A Cuban Wet Nurse": litho, woman feeding baby directly from goat's udder (edge wear; soil) unused. E $14
PC-191. "Home of the Bennys (Jack Benny & Mary Livingston)": linen house & inset portraits (bit of offset ink) used, 1954. E $8
PC-192. "A Native Maiden": REAL PHOTO BARE-BREASTED young woman in native dress; publ.by Sapsco, Johannesburg, So.Africa; bit edge wear; unused, ca.1920?. E $16
PC-193. Lot 8) Dolls: chrome, complete set of 7 doll cards plus 1 ad card for Ackert Enterprises, unused. MIN.$10
PC-194. Lot 230) Motels; linen/chrome/2 continental; appear all different; mostly VG; unused/used, nice batch. MIN.$120
PC-195. Lot 17 diff.) Pinups: chrome; women in swimsuits, mostly 2-piece; pub.in Italy; unused, ca.1960. MIN.$24
PC-196. Lot 180+) misc.PPCs (50+ US/No.America; 60+ Europe; 60+ holidays/comic), 1906-14, (varied condition but generally fine) low min.bid. MIN.$40
PC-197. Lot 1400+) Foreign PPCs: topics & views; many countries represented, pre-1920 to chrome, (varied condition) used/unused. MIN.$95
PC-198. Disney: "Niet Duwen! Breekbaar"; Mickey Mouse in jalopy, on PEELABLE label w/"Self-Sticking" in 6 languages around edge; continental; printed in Belgium; unused. E $10 MIN.5
PC-199. Disney: Mickey & Pluto PUZZLE PPC; intact; continental; unused. E $10
PC-200. Disney: small Mickey & Minnie figurines on chrome table; leggy woman in fishnets w/face not shown; continental; Gaillard artwork, printed in France; unused. E $8
PC-201. Lot 100) Disneyland & Disney World; 98 PPCs, 1 folder, 1 small booklet; nearly all different; mostly VG; unused/used, 1957-89. MIN.$40
PC-202. Disneyland; chrome; PRE-OPENING artist's conception of Fantasyland "Mr.Toad" ride; man & boy in old car (few pen notes on back) unmailed. E $50
PC-203. Walt Disney World: PRE-OPENING artist's conception of Contemporary Resort; chrome; unused, [1971]. E $10
PC-204. Walt Disney World: PRE-OPENING artist's conception of Excursion Steamer "Osceola"; chrome; unused, [1971]. E $10
PC-205. Walt Disney World: PRE-OPENING artist's conception of Magic Kingdom Theme Park/Liberty Square; chrome; unused, [1971]. E $10
PC-206. Walt Disney World: PRE-OPENING artist's conception of monorail; chrome; unused, [1971]. E $10
PC-207. Walt Disney World: PRE-OPENING artist's conception of Water Recreation (girl in bikini on ski); chrome; unused, [1971]. E $10
PC-208. Lot 22 diff.) Disney: all w/Mickey Mouse; various views/types; mostly VG; chrome & continental; 17 unused, 5 used. MIN.$10

POLITICAL & INAUGURATIONS
PO-1. Indianapolis, IN, 1857 (Mar 4), G+ CDS (crs; part ruff upper R around stamps; edge tears R; part tone) JAMES BUCHANAN INAUGURATION DATE; bit faulty pair 3c imperfs on #10 cvr. E $400
PO-2. Vineland, NJ, [1885] (Mar 4), VG CDS/cork (bit ruff L lite tone) tying 2c due stamp at L;
"Due 2 cts. h/s; Grover CLEVELAND 1st INAUGURATION date; on cvr. No year in origin canx, but full date in Brooklyn, NY/Rec‘d G+ Wesson CDS as recd b/s. E $60
PO-3. Dayton, VA, 1889 (Mar 4), G+ CDS/cork (slight trim R; upper R tip nib) Benj.HARRISON 1st INAUGURATION date on cvr. E $40
PO-4. Washington, DC, 1909 (Mar 4; 1:30 AM), G+ Int’l (lite tone) TAFT INAUGURATION date on PPC w/message written on night before: "We had several hard flashes of lightning this evening". E $70
PO-5. Washington, DC, 1913 (Mar 4), VF Time-Cnms (edge crs; couple small scuffs, not in canx) WILSON’s 1st INAUGURATION DATE on PPC. E $100 MIN.50
PO-6. Washington, DC, 1957 (Jan 21), G+ Univ.w/"Inauguration Day" slogan (bit lite tone) Ike 2nd inaug.date on cvr w/Art Craft portrait cachet. E $14
PO-7. Montgomery, AL, 1967 (Jan 16), F 4-bar; "1st Lady Governor-Mrs.Geo.C.Wallace" INAUGURATION date; portrait cachet on unadd.cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PO-8. (Anchorage), AK, [2011], (no origin canx) "Office of the Governor of Alaska" header w/large illus.state seal; 10c presort Sc.4157 on unopened window cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
PO-9. Los Angeles, CA, 1952, VG Univ.; "Vote Yes on 2" illus.ad at L; overall back ad for school bill; on GPC. E $6
PO-10. Denver, CO, 1894, G+ duplex (bit lite cr) Republican League of Colorado logo cc; 2x 1c Colum. on cvr. E $20
PO-11. Denver, CO, 1896, G+ duplex; Atty.of the U.S.for the District of Colorado cc on Dept.of Justice penalty cvr. E $14
PO-14. (San Jose?) Costa Rica, 1968 (Nov 16), G DCDS (town mostly not struck) 5c + 4x 15c on air cvr to Pres.LYNDON JOHNSON, w/partial strike of 2-bar White House dater as recd. E $12 MIN.6
PO-15. Havana, Cuba, ca.1965, G machine (year not struck; ’65 stamp; nick T; bit trim upper L) on air cvr to "Pres.of the USA" (LBJ) w/"Please give to the President" at L. E $12 MIN.6
PO-16. Washington, DC, 1894, F Int’l (trim R; R edge cr) "House of Representatives U.S." cc; cr 2c Colum. on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PO-17. Washington, DC, [1896], G Barry (part toned; crs) House of Reps cc; Fred C.Leonard facsimile signature frank on PC w/its actual signature on back. E $20
PO-18. Washington, DC, 1912 (Mar 27), G+ Time-Cnms (near F) "The White House/Official Business" engraved penalty clause cc; Taft administration; on cvr. E $15
PO-20. (Washington), DC, ca.1968?, no origin canx (bit trim T) "Spanish Embassy, Washington 9, D.C." h/s cc; "Diplomatic Mail/Free" h/s frank on cvr to Book Clubs for Children. E $15 MIN.8
PO-21. Washington, DC, ca.1977, G+ mute roller; Embassy of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic on vertical 5x7.5" cvr. E $12 MIN.6
PO-23. (Washington), DC, [1985], (no origin canx) U.S.Senate/Official Business cc; "Dan Quayle, U.S." facsimile autograph frank (later Vice President); on cvr w/matching 6x8.5" letterhead enc.; typed message: "Thank you for stopping... on January 21st. I am sorry that the severe weather preclude the tradisional celebration of Pres.Reagan’s 2nd inauguration...”; PERSONALLY SIGNED "Dan". E $40
PO-25. London, Great Britain, 1961, VG meter; "On Her Britannic Majesty’s Service" header on #10 air vcr to British Consulate, Chicago. E $12 MIN.6
PO-26. Glasgow, Scotland, Great Britain, 1964, G+ machine; 5x 3d on air cvr to Pres.LYNDON JOHNSON w/ms "URGENT" at T. E $12 MIN.6
PO-27. London, Great Britain, 1965, F machine (bit lite tone) 1d on 3d PSE to LYNDON JOHNSON, addressed: "To Mr.Johnson (sic), The President of the USA"; "T14c" due marking; "Postage Due (5)
Cents/Foreign Section GPO.N.Y." h/s, apparently not collected from addressee. E $20 MIN.10
PO-28. Cavalia, Greece, 1964, G+ repeater machine; 6dr on air cvr to Pres.LINDON (sic) B.JOHNSON w/ms "Personal" at L. E $12 MIN.6
PO-29. Iraklion, Crete, Greece, 1964, G+ repeater machine; 6dr on air cvr to LBJ, addressed: "AXIOTIMON/PREDRON SIR JOHNSON". E $12 MIN.6
PO-30. Farmer City, IL, 1968 (Oct 14), G+ machine tying 25x32mm "Return to Reason/Vote Republican" label (blue & red on white), w/2nd label tied to back, on cvr w/6c FDR STAMP. SCARCE Nixon-era campaign item. E $24
PO-31. Moline, IL, 1920, VG Univ.; "Julius Johnson/Republican Candidate for State Auditor" cc on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $8
PO-32. Rock Island, IL, 1987, VF machine; "Dole for President, Des Moines, IA" cc; Bob Dole portrait & Davenport, IA, "meeting" notice on GPC. E $14
PO-33. (Rock Island) IL, [1996], printed permit; Pres.Clinton, Rep.Lane Evans, Sen.Dick Durbin campaign ad on 8.5x11" PPC w/their photos on pix side. E $12 MIN.6
PO-34. Nahariyya, Israel, 1970, G+ machine (edge wear; edge tears T) "Office of Lyndon Baines Johnson" straight-lined date d/s at L on air cvr to LBJ at Johnson City, TX. E $15 MIN.8
PO-35. Belleville, KS, 1919, G+ duplex (ruff R) Republican County Central Committee cc; 3c Victory commc on cvr. E $12
PO-36. Frederick, MD, 1912, G+ Int'l (bit ruff upper R; toned) Headquarters Roosevelt & Johnson Committee on cvr. E $14
PO-37. Ojuelos, Mexico, 1964, G DCDS (slight ruff stit T) 50c special del.+40c on special del.cvr to Pres.LYNDON JOHNSON at "La Casa Blanca", w/Washington, DC, clock-dial DCDS as recd b/s. E $20 MIN.10
PO-38. Jackson/W.Jackson Sta., MS, 1923, G+ Univ. ("KS" not struck; bit lite tone) "Mississippi Dept.of Justice" engraved cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
PO-40. s'Gravenhage, Netherlands, 1966, G machine; Spanish Embassy pictorial h/s at L & on B; 80c on cvr to Canada. E $15 MIN.8
PO-41. Tauranga, New Zealand, 1968, G slogan machine; 10c + 8c on cvr to "Pres.Johnson, White House, Washington, America" w/2-bar White House dater as recd. E $20 MIN.10
PO-42. New York, NY, 1964 (Oct 29), G+ machine; "Goldwater/In '64" commem.sized label w/hs portrait on gold colored background, tied on cvr w/2nd copy on back. E $24 MIN.12
PO-43. Newburgh, NY, 1917, G+ Univ.; shiny gold "Votes For Women" 16mm diam.label w/6 stars at upper L (not tied but apparently belongs) on PPC. E $24
PO-44. Delaware, OH, [1846], G+ red CDS w/"Free" h/s (crs) on SFL TO Hon.James K.Polk, President U.S.; no contents, but contemporary note says "John Lugenebeck asks for discharge of his son". E $50
PO-45. Willoughby, OH, 1961, VG machine; tying 50x19mm propaganda label: "This is a republic, not a democracy--Let's keep it that way!"; 4c Lincoln on #10 cvr. E $14
PO-46. Guthrie, OK, 1908, VF Int'l (lite tone) P.J.Goulding/Senate Chamber cc; illus.state seal on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PO-47. Oklahoma, OK, 1911, VG Int'l (upper R tip slit) P.J.Goulding/Senate Chamber cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PO-48. Oklahoma, OK, 1917, VG Univ. (lite tone; tip cr) State Banking Dept.cc w/illus.Seal of Oklahoma on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
PO-49. Philadelphia, PA, 1966, G+ meter (upper L tip ruff slit) British Consulate Gen'l cc on #10 cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
PO-50. Aberdeen, SD, 1944, F Univ. (toned) "Charles H.Trude/Democratic Candidate for Sheriff, Brown County" ad w/photo portrait on back of PC. E $12 MIN.6
PO-51. Knoxville, TN, 1963 (Sep 9), F machine; "Goldwater in 1964" red h/s struck on front & back; "JKP We'll BARRY You" red h/s at lower L on cvr to Canada. E $24
PO-52. (Fairfax), VA, [1995], (Non-Prof.Org stamp; no canx) (slit 2 sides) Citizens Against the Chappaquiddick Coverup cc on window cvr w/4-pg.enc.making case for expelling Sen.Edw.Kennedy & requesting funds; return env.removed, so apparently successful. E $20
PO-53. Milwaukee, WI, 1887, G duplex (dial LITE; ruff L) "U.S.Marshall's Office/Eastern DISTRICT (sic) of Wisconsin" MISSPELLED cc on penalty cvr. E $16
PO-54. Milwaukee, WI, 1931, VG Univ. (ruff R; heavy ink spots by address; crs; lite tone)
"Socialist Park/State Picnic... Muskego Beach/Band Concerts, Speakers, Water Sports, Dancing... Wm.Coleman, Sec'y of Committee" boxed ad on cvr to Glass Workers Union member, & fwd. E $16
PO-55. "For Member of Assembly, 7th Ward-Anson C. Allen: 3.25x5.5" campaign card, w/list of Republican candidates on back, 1878. E $6
PO-56. Ed McCarty, Democrat for Clerk of Courts of Stark County (OH?): 3x5" campaign card w/photo of family, inc.8 kids w/"McCarty's" printed across kids' clothes, 1924. E $8
PO-57. No Va MSC, 1989, VG machine (slit 2 sides) Oliver L.North, c/o North Defense Trust, Washington, DC, cc on #10 window cvr w/enc.letter: thank you for contribution to Defense Trust; convincing (but probably facsimile) signature; illus.pamphlet from Ollie & Betsy. E $20 MIN.10
PO-58. Lot 3) Ohio Commandery/Loyal Legion: 14th, 15th & 16th annual dinners, 5.75x8.5" booklets w/illus.front covers, 1897-9, (tape bound edges, so possibly few loose pages; o/w VF overall) 148 total pages. E $60 MIN.30
PO-59. Harry S Truman: printed facsimile signature frank; no origin canx, but add.has zip code, so 1963-72; Independence, MO, cc, on cvr. E $50
PO-60. "Memorial Addresses on the Life & Character of William H.Crain": 79-pg.hardbound 7x10.5" book; U.S.Rep.from Texas (1885-96); died in office, 1896, (portrait page part toned; tissue interleaf tear & some cover wear, but o/w fine). E $12 MIN.6
PO-61. "Memorial Addresses on the Life & Character of William D.Daly": 59-pg.hardbound 7x10.5" book; U.S.Rep.from New Jersey (March 4, 1899-July 31, 1900) died in office, 1901, (some cover wear, but about fine). E $12 MIN.6
PO-62. "Memorial Addresses on the Life & Character of Lorenzo Danford": 51-pg.hardbound 7x10.5" book; U.S.Rep.from Ohio (1873/1899); died in office, 1900, (portrait page bit toned & some cover wear, but about fine). E $12 MIN.6
PO-63. "Memorial Addresses on the Life & Character of Daniel Ermentrout": 65-pg.hardbound 7x10.5" book; U.S.Rep.from Pennsylvania (1881/1899); died in office, 1900, (tissue interleaf tear & some cover wear, but about fine). E $12 MIN.6
PO-64. "Memorial Addresses on the Life & Character of John Simpkins": 70-pg.hardbound 7x10.5" book; U.S.Rep.from Massachusetts (1895-98); died in office, 1899, (some cover wear, but about fine). E $12 MIN.6

RAILWAY POST OFFICES & RELATED (Towle #'s) Need the RPO Catalog? We have it!
RR-1. Aber & Sioux City, 1911, G+ 885-H-1 (bit cr) Tr16 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-2. Aberdeen & Miles City, 1912, VG+ 871-K-1 (bit smear; tip cr) Tr16 on PPC. E $8
RR-3. Aberdeen & Miles City, 1912, VF 871-K-6 (message bit smear; cr) Tr15 on PPC. E $8
RR-4. Aberdeen, S.D. & Baker, Mont./HPO, 1955 (Jul 30), VF 4-bar w/1st Trip slogan; Tr1 on cacheted cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-5. Aberdeen, S.D. & Baker, Mont./HPO, 1955 (Jul 30), VF 4-bar w/1st Trip slogan; Tr2 on cacheted cvr w/pencil add.erased. E $12 MIN.6
RR-6. Alamosa & Amethyst, 1908, G+ 960-A-1 (R arc partial; part on stamp) T410 on PPC. E $40
RR-8. Albu & Ashfork, [1912], G magenta clerk's straight-line h/s (clerk's name indistinct; tip cr) on PPC. E $14
RR-10. Albu & Los Ang E.D., 1944, VG 964-G-1 Tr8 on PPC. E $8
RR-11. Albu & Los Ang E.D., 1944, G+ 964-G-1 (lite tone) soldier's ms "Free" frank; LaJunta, CO, return add. on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-12. Albuquerque & Ashfork, 1922, VG+ 964-D-3 Tr7 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-13. Albuquerque & Ashfork, 1912, G+ 964-D-5 Tr10 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-16. Alex & Lafayette, 1908, G+ 436-B-1 (near VG+; stamp replaced) T205 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-17. Alex & Stras/Agt, [1881], G+ 302-E-1 (trim L) on PSE w/enc. E $24
RR-18. Algona & Chamberlain, 1921, VG 761-J-3 (tear T; crs) TR4 on PPC. E $8
RR-19. Alliance & Guern, 1913, G+ 946-E-1 (lite tone) "EAST" on PPC. E $24
RR-20. Alton Bay & Merry, 1935, G+ C-13-b; Tr"1"; STEAMBOAT RPO on commer.PSE. E $15 MIN.8
RR-21. Alton Bay & Merry, 1953, VG+ C-13-b (notch B; cut B) STEAMBOAT RPO; 2c Prexie coil on
commer.PPC (Lake Winnipesaukee). E $15
RR-23. Amarillo & Lubbock, 1911, G+ NEW TYPE (EARLY; bit lite tone) Tr28; from 1910-11 period; on PPC. E $16
RR-25. Amarillo & Plainview, 1909, G+ 489-D-1 (B arc not struck, affects "RPO" & part of year, but partial 2nd strike at T edge shows it) T28 on PPC. E $30
RR-27. Antler & Rugby/RRO (ERROR), 1906, G+ 876.1-A-4 (R arc on stamp; tip crs) T214 on PPC. E $20
RR-28. Antler & Rugby, 1909, G+ 876.1-A-4 (lite tone) "RRO" error, but B arc mostly not struck; T214 on PPC. E $8
RR-29. Arc & Cherryvale, 1912, G+ 926-E-1 T178 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-30. Arcadia & C.Vale, 1912, G+ 926-A-3 (part on stamp) "EAST" on PPC. E $10
RR-32. Arkville & E.Branch, 1909, G+ 154-A-1 (part on stamp; B arc wear; bit cr) Tr2 on PPC. E $16
RR-33. Ashfork & Los Ang, 1910, G+ 964-L-4 Tr10 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-34. Ashfork & Phoenix, 1905, G+ 967-A-1 ("RPO" mostly not struck; toned) "NORTH" on PPC. E $16
RR-35. At & Chat, [1874], G+ 357-G-2 (dial hi: " & C" partly off) on UX3 GPC. E $14
RR-36. At & Chat, [1876], VG 357-G-2 w/neg."A" in cut cork (edge nicks) on cvr. E $14
RR-37. Atch & Lenora, 1900, G+ 908-E-1 (part lite tone; trim L) Tr12 on cvr. E $8
RR-38. Atch & Lenoro ("Lenora" MISSPELLED), 1906, G+ 908-E-4 (part on stamp, but ERROR shows) T503 on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
RR-39. Atchison & Lenora, 1911, VG 908-G-2 (upper R on stamp; no killer) T502 on PPC. E $8
RR-40. Atchison & Lenora, 1916, G+ 908-G-2 on PPC. E $15
RR-41. Atchison & Stockton, 1935, G+ 908-F-2 (near VG) T518; creamery cc on commer.PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-42. Atchison & Stockton, 1919, G+ NEW TYPE (R arc partial; day omitted) T502 on PPC. E $15
RR-43. Atlanta & Macon/Agt, 1881, VG+ 352-C-1 (part lite tone; trim L) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-44. Atlanta & Macon/Agt, [1878], G+ 352-C-2 (near VG+; pen notes L) on GPC. E $20
RR-45. Atlanta & Macon/Agt, ca.1880, VG+ 352-C-2 (trim R to stamp) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
RR-46. Atlanta & Waycross, 1914, G+ 379-G-1 (part on stamp) Tr2 on PPC. E $8
RR-47. Atlanta, Mac & Montg, 1907, G+ 360-O-1 (near VG+) Tr5 on PPC. E $12
RR-48. Atlanta, Macon & Montg, [1907], G+ 360-A1-1 Tr5 on PPC. E $14
RR-49. Atalla & Calera, 1901, G+ 410-B-1 (R arc on stamp) Tr85 on GPC. E $28 MIN.14
RR-50. Auburn & Crete, 1905, G+ 934-H-1 ("RPO" & day not struck) "WEST" on GPC. E $24 MIN.12
RR-52. B.Rouge & Houston, 1944, VG 442-A-3 Tr3; soldier's ms "Free" frank; Camp Polk, LA, return add. on PPC. E $8
RR-53. Balt & Fred, 1895, G+ G-15-d (part lite; "RPO" partial; ruff R) STEAMBOAT RPO on cvr w/Sam'l M.Lawder & Son, Baltimore, cc. E $20
RR-54. Balt & Fred, 1900, G+ G-15-d (part lite; "RPO" partial; ruff L) STEAMBOAT RPO
A.D.Sessions Fish, Crabs & Terrapins ad cc on cvr. E $20
RR-55. Balt & Highfield, 1910, VG+ 236-C-1 Tr44 on PPC. E $16
RR-56. Balt & Highfield, 1911, G+ 236-C-5 (toned) Tr43 on PPC. E $15
RR-57. Baltimore & Lex, 1895, G+ 274-AK-1 on GPC. E $20
RR-59. Balto & Norfolk, 1937, G+ G-20-j (near VG) "NORTK"; STEAMBOAT RPO on commer.PPC. E $20
RR-60. Bayview & Grand Rap, 1909, G+ 632-B-3 (part on stamp; lite tone) Tr8 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-61. Beards & Shawn't'n, 1920, G+ 718-M-1 (upper R arc partial) Tr43 on PPC. E $8
RR-62. Beaumont & Enid, 1908, G+ 921.2-B-3 (part on stamp; lite tone) T607 on PPC. E $12
RR-63. Beaver Falls & Roch, 1907, G+ 165-A-1 (part on stamp) blank slug for Tr#; on PPC: Geneva College, Beaver Falls. E $24
RR-64. Bement & Alta, 1910, G+ 728-A-1 (upper R on stamp, but shows fairly well) on PPC. E $100
PSE. E $20  
RR-66. Billings & Red Lodge, 1907, G+ 891.4-A-1 (upper R arc obscured on stamp; lite tone) Tr22; 1c Smith on PPC. E $15 MIN.8  
RR-67. Billings & Red Lodge, 1912, G+ 891.5-A-1 (R arc spotty) T166 on PPC. E $16  
RR-68. Bingham & Oakland, 1911, G+ 6-D-1 (upper R part spotty) Tr16 on PPC. E $20  
RR-69. Birm, Att & Calera, 1912, G+ NEW TYPE (toned; tip cr) Tr81 on PPC. E $20  
RR-70. Bloomfield & Wayne, 1909, G 937-T-1 (upper R not struck, but positive I.D.; o/w G+) Tr52 on PPC. E $8  
RR-71. Boonville & Vers, 1907, F 820.2-B-1 (stamp gone; multi-crs) T638 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6  
RR-73. Bos, Sp'g'fd & N.Y., ca.1880, VG 80-E-1 (trim R; bit soiled) HEAVY cork killer, mostly obliterates 6c Lincoln banknote; "Parker Wilder & Co./New York" albino embossed cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6  
RR-74. Boston & Cape Cod, 1921, G+ 55-H-4 (dial bit hi; lite tone) on PPC. E $8  
RR-75. Bowie & Popes Cr/Agt, [1877], G+ 268-B-1 ("BO" partial; o/w F+; trim R) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8  
RR-76. Brandy & Mechanics, 1910, G+ 268-F-1 (T arc partial, affects "NDY & MEC" but o/w about F, so ID is sure; toned; crnr cr) Tr2 on PPC. E $40  
RR-77. Breck & Aberdeen, 1896, G+ NEW TYPE (dial hi: "CK & A" mostly off; toned) Mrs.Eva V.Benedict, First Class Hotel, Livery Stable in Connection, Lidgerwood, ND, cc on cvr. E $24 MIN.12  
RR-78. Brem & Stamford, 1906, VG 465-F-1 on PPC. E $30  
RR-79. Brem & Stamford, 1907, VG 465-F-2 (small stain spot by stamp) Tr62 on PPC. E $24  
RR-80. Bremond & Rotan, 1907, G+ 465-E-1 (mostly VG+; R edge crs & tear) Tr66 on PPC. E $30  
RR-81. Bris & Sioux Falls, 1908, G+ 886-I-1 Tr101 on PPC. E $20  
RR-82. Bris & Sioux Falls, 1911, G+ 886-I-1 Tr101 on PPC. E $14  
RR-83. Brownsv & Sanfordyc (MISSPELLING), 1914, G+ 493-N-1 w/redundant day slugs on PPC. E $16  
RR-84. Brunsw'k & Albany, 1908, VG+ 464-F-1 (part on stamp) Tr20 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6  
RR-85. Burl & St.Louis, 1920, G+ 752-B-14 (part on stamp) Tr12 on PPC. E $6  
RR-86. Burl & St.Louis, 1906, VG+ 752-B-5 Tr8; Griffin Mfg.Co., Erie, Pa, illus.ad on back (factory) on GPC. E $14  
RR-87. Burlington & St.Louis, 1916, VG+ 752-F-1 (toned) Tr15 on PPC. EARLY for this type. E $12 MIN.6  
RR-88. Butte & S.L.City/S.D., 1922, G+ 890-K-1 Tr31 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6  
RR-89. Calais & Bangor, 1904, VG 12-E-1 (o/s; part ruff trim R) Tr2 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6  
RR-90. Caledonia & Sp.Valley, 1909, G+ 744-C-1 (R arc on stamp; bit lite tone) T303 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6  
RR-91. Calexico & Los Ang, 1916, G+ 991.1-D-1 (dial hi: "ICO" partly off) Tr87 on PPC. E $14  
RR-92. Cameron & Atchison, 1896, G+ 810-I-1 Tr3 on GPC. E $20  
RR-93. Carr & Turtle Lake, 1951, G+ 888.3-B-1 on commer.GPC (shortened at L where rect.stub removed). E $12 MIN.6  
RR-94. Cazadero & San Fran, 1909, G+ 985-H-1 (part on stamp) Tr7 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6  
RR-95. Ced Rap & S.Falls, 1911, G+ 748-U-1 T420 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6  
RR-96. Cent & So.Bend, 1911, VG 901.3-B-1 (EARLY; dial bit hi: tip of " & " off) T392 on PPC. E $14  
RR-97. Centralia & South Bend, 1910, G+ 901.3-A-1 (R arc spotty; uneven lite tone; edge tear B; tip cr) Tr38 on PPC. E $8  
RR-98. Chanute & Tulsa, 1907 (Oct 24), G+ 909-M-1 (dial bit hi: tip of "T" off; bit o/s; lite tone) T210 on PPC. E $30  
RR-100. Chariton & K.City, 1909, G+ 776-L-1 (bit lite tone) T111 on PPC. E $8  
RR-101. Charlotte & Aug/Agt, [1880], G+ 338-D-1 (dial HI: "RLOTT" off T; pen notes L) on GPC. E $6  
RR-102. Rec'd Chelsea Term RPO/from A.E.F., 1919, G+ magenta 150-X-1 (bit o/s; part on stamp; lite tone) as transit on PSE to APO 716 & returned. E $16  
RR-103. Received Chelsea Term.RPO/from A.E.F., 1919, G+ 150-X-9 (ruff trim R, into stamp; tears; lite tone) as transit, applied 7+ weeks after mailed; "Forwarded to Addressee...Directory Service Given/Central Directory Div'n/Pier 86 N.R., New York" h/s on PSE
RR-104. Chi, Elroy & Dul, 1910, F 860-D-3 (tiny tear T) Tr33; Kelley-How-Thomson Hardware, Duluth, ad cc on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
RR-105. Chi, Oregon & MPLs, 1915, VG 730-R-2 (dial bit hi) Tr48 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-106. Chic & Cin, 1942, G+ 653-H-5 Tr418; sailor's "Free" frank on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-107. Chicago, Ill./LaSalle Transfer Clerk, 1956, VG+ magenta 745-D-11 (dial bit hi) on commer.PPC. E $20
RR-108. Chickasha & Mangum, 1902, G+ 931.3-A-1 (near F; ruff L; tear L, in cc; bit lite tone; crs) T132; Hobart, OK, cc on crnr. E $75
RR-109. Clarinda & Bigelow, 1909, F 798-B-2 (part on stamp; crs) Tr49 on PPC. E $16
RR-110. Clarksburgh & Pickens, 1895, G+ 279-E-1 on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-111. Cleve, Hud & Col, 1916, G+ 573-H-1 T502 on PPC. E $12
RR-112. Cleveland, Ohio/Transfer Office, 1944, G+ 601-D-3; soldier's ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-113. Coeur d'A & Spok, 1939, F 906.1-B-1 Tr10; CATALOG COPY on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
RR-114. Col & Gauley Bridge, 1905, G+ 590-B-2 (mostly o/s) Tr1 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-115. Col & Norfolk/WD, 1911, VG 574-F-2 Tr3; bit o/s by Scott Depot, WV, Doane 2/2 as recd; on PPC. E $8
RR-116. Columbus & Athens, ca.1903, G+ 575-C-2 (year partial; lite tone; ink stain lower L crnr) Tr33 on PPC. E $16
RR-117. Columbus & Athens, 1905, G+ 575-C-2 (near VG+; upper R crnr nib) on crnr. E $16
RR-118. Columbus & Athens, 1906, VG NEW TYPE (stains from adhesive used to attach stamp) Tr88 on leather PPC. E $20
RR-119. Columbus, Miss. & Flomaton, Ala/HPO, [1955], G+ 4-bar w/1st Trip slogan (year partial; lite tone) Tr1 on cacheted cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-120. Concord & Herrin, 1910, G+ 732-H-1 (toned) Tr47 on PPC. E $15
RR-121. Concord & Herrin, 1910, G+ 732-H-1 Tr47 on PPC. E $16
RR-122. Concord & Herrin, 1912, G+ 732-H-1 ("CON" mostly not struck; dial bit hi) Tr47 on PPC. E $14
RR-123. Conway Spgs & Larned, 1913 (May 29), G+ 824-C-1 (tone spot) "WEST" on PPC. E $12
RR-124. Conway Spgs & Larned, 1913, G+ 824-C-1 (tears B & R; tiny hold B; tip crs) "EAST" on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-125. Craftonv & Los Ang, 1910, F 994.2-A-1 Tr16 on PPC. E $20
RR-126. Craftonv & Los Ang, 1906, G+ 994.2-A-2 (near VG; crnr crs) Tr19 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-127. Creston & Cumberland, 1913, G+ 800-B-1 (crnr crs) Tr2 on PPC. E $14
RR-128. Creston & St.Joseph, ca.1908, G+ 749-G-4 (toned; tip cr) on PPC. E $6
RR-129. Cumb & Durbin, 1907, G+ 275-M-2 (stamp fault) Tr4 on PPC. E $12
RR-130. Cushing & Guthrie, 1916, G+ 930.4-A-1 (R arc & most of date on stamp) T409 on PPC. E $24
RR-131. Dallas & Houston, 1943, G+ 470-F-1 (struck on address) Tr18; soldier's "Free" frank on PPC. E $8
RR-132. Dalton & Selma/Agt, 1870s, G+ 401-H-NEW TYPE (" & S" not struck; bit lite tone; edge tears T) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-133. Dante & Spartanburg, 1911, G+ 519-D-2 (toned; lite cr) Tr4 on PPC. E $16
RR-134. Danville & Thebes, 1909, G+ 689-C-2 ("PO" not struck; o/w F; cr; lite tone) Tr126 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-135. Dav & Mattoon/HPO, 1963, VG+ duplex; Tr1 on GPC (no message). E $12 MIN.6
RR-136. Deadwood & Chad, 1908, F 936-G-1 (toned) Tr5 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-137. Dec & Hannibal, 1949, VG+ 713-E-1 Tr2; CATALOG COPY; "Last Day" typed at L on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-138. Den & Amarillo, 1916, VG+ 958-P-1 (bit stutter; tip cr; lite tone) Tr8 on PPC. E $14
RR-139. Den & Steamboat Spgs, 1912, G+ 962.2-D-1 (part on stamp; part lite tone) "EAST" on PPC. E $14
RR-140. Denison & Dallas, 1935, F 499.1-A-1 (heavy crs; slight ruff slit T; edge tear R) Tr16 on commer.#10 PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-141. Denver & Craig, 1944, VG 962.2-B-2 Tr2 on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-142. Denver & Grand Junct, 1913, VG 953-L-3 (dial bit hi) Tr2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-143. Denver, Colo.Term, 1939, VF 959-A-9; 3c Wash. on Bonneville Salt Flats PPC w/small salt
bag tied on rivet at L. E $15 MIN.8
RR-144. Des Moines & K.C., 1906, G+ 782-D-2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-145. Des Moines & S.City, 1912, G+ 788-O-1 (dial hi: "ES" partly off; toned; tear B) "EAST" on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-146. Des Moines & Sioux City, Iowa/HPO, 1952, VF 4-bar w/1st Trip slogan; Trip 2 in dial; on PPC w/cachet on back. E $12 MIN.6
RR-148. Devils Lake & Drake, 1915, G+ UNLISTED (R arc not struck, but ID SURE as this is only "Devils Lake" route from this era) T212 on PPC. E $120 MIN.60
RR-149. Diff & Elmer, 1908, G+ 817.4-A-2 ("RPO" not struck; bit lite tone) Tr2 on PPC. E $40
RR-150. Dodge City & Elkhart, 1924, G+ 918.5-C-1 (crnr cr) Tr74 on PPC. E $12
RR-151. Dodge & Trinidad, 1918, VG 911-T-1 (early; crnr cr) Tr10 on PPC. E $8
RR-152. Dover & Dublin, 1910, G+ 369.4-A-2 (EARLY; part on stamp; "PO" not struck; lite tone) Tr14 on PPC. E $12
RR-153. Dover & Dublin, 1911, G+ NEW TYPE (EARLY; tip cr; L edge bit scrape) Tr14 on PPC. E $14
RR-154. Dover & Dublin, 1913, G+ NEW TYPE on PPC. E $15
RR-155. Dubuque & Chamb/E.D., 1909, G+ 761-U-3 (part on stamp; cr) Tr8 on PPC. E $6
RR-156. Dubuque & Dav, 1910, G+ 872-J-1 (dial bit hi) "NORTH" on PPC. E $20
RR-157. Edgeley & Aberdeen, 1910, G+ 885-O-1 (ruff R, just in stamp) "SOUTH" on cvr w/enc. E $14
RR-158. Egan & Manilla, 1913, F 886-E-3 (toned; part lite soiled; tip crs) Tr5 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-160. Ellis & Denver, 1949, G+ 907-F-4 (dial bit hi) Tr9 on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-161. Elmore & Eagle, 1908, G+ 796-K-1 (R arc partly on stamp) Tr6 on PPC. E $15
RR-162. Em.Gr. & Getty's/Agt, [1882], G+ 236-B-1 on PPC. E $24
RR-163. Emergency (No.27), 1910, G+ 49-B-1 (R arc obscured on stamp, but spacing is same as this type; toned) on PPC. E $15
RR-164. Eugene & Powers, 1939, G+ 900.2-B-1 T333 on commer.cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-165. Eureka & San Fran, 1937, G+ 985-K-4 Tr3 on REAL PHOTO PPC (Redwood Hiway on Eel River). E $15 MIN.8
RR-166. Evansville, Ind. & Nashville, Tenn./HPO, 1942, F+ 4-bar w/"First Trip" in bars (bit lite tone) Trip 2; PM's signature on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-167. Fairmont & Rich, 1901, G+ 286-D-1;Tr5; Cherry River Boom & Lumber Co., Richwood, WV, cc on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
RR-169. Far & Ced Raps/Agt, [1882], G+ 758-C-1 (small sealed spindle) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
RR-170. Fargo & Ortonville, 1919, VG 871-N-4 (crs) T406 on PPC. E $8
RR-171. Fargo & Streeter, 1908, G+ 888.4-B-3 (bit ruff trim R; part lite tone) "EAST"; "R.D.Route No.1, Lisbon, ND" printed cc on PPC. E $24
RR-172. Fargo & Streeter, 1909, G+ 888.4-B-3 (dial hi: "TR" partly off; R arc on stamp) "EAST" on PPC. E $16
RR-173. Farley & Ced Rapids, 1911, G+ 758-E-1 ("Y & C" mostly not struck) Tr24 on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
RR-174. Fernan & Tampa, 1906, G+ 380-H-1 (part on stamp; tear T) Tr84 on PPC. E $8
RR-175. Ferriday & Addis, 1929, VG 297 NEW TYPE; Tr41 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-176. Florence & Ark City, 1911, G+ 919-C-1 (part on stamp) T313 on PPC. E $8
RR-177. Florence & Augusta, 1915, G+ 340-Q-2 ("RPO" not struck; bit cr; T tips nick) on 3.5x6.25" card. E $12 MIN.6
RR-178. Florida R.R., 1870s, G+ 380-B-1 (slight ruff upper R; edge tears T; lite tone) on PSE. E $40
RR-179. Fort Worth, Tex/Terminal, 1911, G+ 497-A-1 (tip crs; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-180. Fox Lake & Burt, 1908, G+ 796-L-1 (dial hi: "AKE & " partly off; lite crs; edge tear T) Tr15 on PPC. E $15
RR-182. Ft.Worth & Galv, 1906, G+ 473-B-1 (part on stamp; crnr lite tone) Tr18 on PPC. E $6
RR-183. Gales & Havana, 1913, G+ NEW TYPE; Tr1 on PPC. E $20
RR-184. Gate & Ocosta, 1903, G+ 901.4-C-1 (edge faults; tears) "EAST"; 2x faulty 2c Sc.301 on 6.25x8.75" cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-185. Gd.Junct & Ogden, 1908, G+ 953-AD-1 Tr6 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-186. Gerber & San Fran, 1918, VG 982-H-3 Tr13 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-188. Goshen & Coalinga, 1907, G+ 992.4-D-1 (part on stamp; "RPO" mostly not struck) Tr64 on PSE. E $30
RR-189. Goshen & Coalinga, 1908, VG 992.4-D-1 (stamp gone, affects killer & part of rim) Tr50 on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
RR-190. Graf & Hutton, 1909, VG 286-I-1 (dia: hi: " & H" partly off; bit lite tone) Tr3 on PPC. E $8
RR-191. Grafton & Huttons, 1909, G+ 286-O-1 (tear R; crs) Tr4 on PPC. E $8
RR-192. Grafton & Huttons, 1911, G+ 286-O-1 (part on stamp) Tr4 on PPC. E $20
RR-193. Grafton, W.Va/Trans Ck, 1908, G+ 281-D-1 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-194. Grandin & W.Springs, ca.1908, G+ 820.4-A-1 (R arc obscured on stamp; year partial) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-196. Grangeville & Lewis, 1914, G+ 904.3-D-1 (bit o/s; trim L; part lite tone; tears T) T343 on #10 PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-197. Great Bend & Scott, ca.1908, G+ 918.7-A-1 (year partial; bit lite tone) "WEST" on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-198. Greeley & Denver, 1910, G+ 951-L-2 (part on stamp) Tr21 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-199. Greeley & Denver, 1908, G+ 951-L-6 (part on stamp; edge tear T; uneven lite tone) Tr24 on PPC. E $8
RR-200. Green R. & Port E.D., 1944, VG 898-I-1 Tr17; airman's ms "Free" frank on PC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-201. Green & Spring, 1910, G+ 48-B-1 (dia: hi: " & SP" & killer partly off; R tips nick) Tr2 on PPC: Mt.Park Ice Cream Pavilion, Holyoke, MA (w/streetcar). E $15 MIN.8
RR-202. Green & Spring, 1915, G+ 48-B-1 (part on stamp) blank slug for Tr# on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-203. Green & Spring, 1916, F 48-B-1 (crs; edge tear T) blank slug for Tr# on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-204. Gt.Falls & Harlo, 1942, G+ 891.7-C-1 (trim L) Tr116 on commer.cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-205. Hagers & Roanoke, 1909, VG 307-A-17 (stamp faults, not in canx; lite tone; edge tear R; tip nick) Tr13 on PPC. E $5
RR-206. Haileyville & Ard, 1910, VG+ 931.4-A-1 (tiny tear T; nick B) T652 on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
RR-207. Ham & Jack, 1942, VF 328-I-1 (toned) Tr192; "Pvt./U.S.Army-UNASSIGNED" h/s return add. w/ms name & "New Cumberland, Pa"; soldier's ms "Free" frank on PC: "...headed south probably Florida... been on the train for 17 hours..." E $15 MIN.8
RR-208. Han & Ft.Scott, 1870s, VG+ 809-H-1 (near VF) on cvr. E $30
RR-209. Han & New Franklin, 1907, F 809-K-1 (dia: hi: "EW F" partly off; bit lite tone) Tr51 on PPC. E $16
RR-210. Han & New Franklin, 1908, G+ 809-K-2 (heavy diag.cr) Tr54 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-211. Harbor Beach & Palms, 1910, VG+ 639-G-1 Tr304 on PPC. E $60
RR-212. Harr & Frank City, 1904, VG 265-E-1 (o/s; toned) T594 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-214. Hart & Saybrook/Agt, 1870s, G+ 83-A-1 (tear T, in rim; trim R) 2x 3c banknotes on cvr. E $20
RR-217. Havre & Butte, 1907, G+ 892.6-B-2 (crnr cr; tiny pinhole) T238; 2c Sc.319 on 2.5x4.75" Dennison MAILING TAG w/1908 CALENDAR on back. UNUSUAL. E $15 MIN.8
RR-218. Her & Liberal, [1899], G+ 922-B-1 (LITE) Tr20 on GPC. E $8
RR-219. Hights & Phila, 1907, VG 243-C-2 (lower L crnr toned; tip crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-220. Hous, Flat & San Anto, 1910, G+ 476-F-1 Tr7 on PPC. E $14
RR-221. Houston & Beeville, 1909, F 482-D-1 (lower R crnr toned) Tr304 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-222. Houston & Sanderson, 1909, VG 476-P-1 Tr10 on PPC. E $12
RR-223. Houston & Sanderson, 1909, G+ 476-P-1 (crnrs wear; lite tone) Tr10 on PPC. E $16
RR-224. Houston & Sanderson, 1909, VG 476-P-1 (near VF; bit lite tone) Tr10 on PPC. E $12
RR-225. Houston & Sanderson, 1910, F 476-P-1 (upper R tip nick) Tr8 on PPC. E $15
RR-226. Houston & Taylor, 1908, G+ 471-P-2 (bit lite tone) Tr6 on PPC. E $14
RR-227. Houston, Tex/Trans C1k, 1908, G+ 497-B-5 on PPC. E $8
RR-228. Houston, Tex/Trans C1k, 1910, VG+ 497-B-5 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-229. Houston, Vic & San Ant, 1913, G+ 482-B-2 (bit lite tone) Tr301 on PPC. E $14
RR-230. Hudson & Ellsworth, 1913, G+ 834.2-A-1 (part on stamp; lite tone) T327 on PPC. E $70
RR-231. Hunt & Bedford, 1924, G+ 211-C-1 (no flap) Tr1 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-233. Hutch & Kinsley, 1908, G+ 911-V-1 (part on stamp; lite tone) Tr58 on PPC. E $20
RR-234. Hutch & Kinsley, 1910, G+ 911-V-1 (part o/s; toned) T557 on PPC. E $14
RR-235. Jack & Tampa, 1943, VG+ 384-A-7 Tr78; soldier's "free" frank; on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-236. Jacks & Ft.Wayne, 1111, G+ 621-G-5 (CDS only, mostly on stamp) T456 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-237. T.C.M.C.Sta./Jackson, Mich, 1912, G+ 645-C-1 (state on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-238. James & Miles City, 1111, G+ 874-V-2 (bit spotty; vert crs; edge tears; L crnr nib) Tr3 on PPC. E $8
RR-240. Jefferson & McKinney, 1899, G+ 479-D-1 (near F+; part o/s; crnr cr) "EST" on PPC. E $50 MIN.26
RR-241. Joliet & Pekin, 1902, G+ 722-H-1 ("RPO" not struck; part ruff trim R; edge tear) B "EST" on cvr w/3-pg.letterhead enc.(Wells Fargo & Co.Express; illus.map) dateline Groveland, IL. E $30
RR-242. (Fr)om K.C. & Caldwell/(Ma)rtin (???)stone, ca.1908, G clerk's straight-line h/s (about 1/2 obscured on stamp; tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-244. K.C. & Denver E.D., 1945, G+ 907-M-1 (bit lite tone) Tr38; "W.A.A.F.-Victoria, KS" return add.; soldier's ms "free" frank on cvr. E $14
RR-245. K.C. & El Paso, 1909, VG 922-J-1 Tr2 on PPC. E $10
RR-246. K.C. & LaJunta, 1908, VG 911-AE-6 Tr6 on PPC. E $6
RR-247. From/K.C. & LaJunta/E.H.Ri...., 1909, G+ clerk's h/s (L end spotty; part heavy ink; partly off R) edge on PPC. E $12
RR-248. K.C. & Pueblo, 1111, VG 920-R-1 (dial hi: "PU" partly off) Tr4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-249. K.C. & Wellington, 1912, VG 909-E-3 (part heavy ink) Tr201 on PPC. E $8
RR-250. K.C. & Wellington, 1912, VG 909-E-4 T202 on PPC. E $8
RR-251. K.C., Ash Grove & Spring, 1909, VF 829-C-1 T136 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-252. K.C., Ash Grove & Spring, 1111, G+ 829-C-4 (part on stamp) T135 on PPC. E $8
RR-253. K.City & Pueblo, 1909, VG 920-Q-1 Tr1 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-254. Kansas City & Belleville, 1917 (Apr 6), VG 922-E-2 Tr39 on PPC. Date U.S. entered WW1. E $12
RR-255. Keno & R'kf'd/Agt, 1870s, G+ 836-A-1 (dial bit hi; "KE" not struck; ruff R into stamp) H.W.Mead/Hebron, IL, lumber & feed cc on cvr. E $60 MIN.30
RR-256. Keokuk & Red Oak, 1911, G+ 765-J-3 (lite tone) Tr2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-257. Keokuk & Redoak, 1111, G+ 765-J-2 (lite tone; cr) Tr2 on PPC. E $8
RR-258. Kerris & Tacoma, 1916, G+ 901.2-D-1 T596 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-259. Klamath & Weed, 1110, G+ 900.4-A-1 (EARLY; R arc & part of date on stamp) Tr40 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-261. L.A. & San Pedro, 1945, VG 998-L-1 Tr"139-140" on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-262. LaJunta & Alburq (MISSPELLING), 1912, VG+ 911-AI-18 Tr9 on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
RR-263. LaJunta & Alburq (MISSPELLING), 1912, VG+ 911-AI-18 Tr10 on PPC dateline Chapel, NM. E $20
RR-264. LaJunta & Alburq ("ALBUQUERQUE" MISSPELLED), 1913, G+ 911-AI-18 ("RPO" not struck) Tr10 on PPC. E $20
RR-265. Lake WinnieSauk, 1936, G+ C-16-c; STEAMBOAT RPO on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-266. Laona & Clinton, 1908, G+ 834.3-B-1 (year partial; o/w VF; bit lite tone) "SOUTH" on PPC. E $12
RR-267. Laona & Clinton, 1111, VG 834.3-B-1 (dial bit hi; lite tone; trim R) "SOUTH"; "L.P.Kommers, Gen'l Mdse., Wabeno, WI" cc on cvr. E $15
RR-268. Lawrence & Grid, 1914, G+ 909-AD-1 T212 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-269. Lawrence & Gridley, 1911, VG 909-AC-1 (R arc on stamp; upper L crnr ruff) T132 on PPC. E $6
RR-270. Lawrence & Gridley, 1917, G+ 909-AC-1 (near VG+; crnr cr; lite tone) T132 on PPC. E $8
RR-271. Leav & Lawrence, 1891, G+ NEW TYPE (dia bit hi; part o/s) "SOUTH" on GPC. E $60
RR-272. Leav & Topeka, 1911, VG 914-G-2 "EAST" on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-273. Leav & Topeka, 1915, G+ 914-G-2 (part on stamp) "WEST" on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-274. Leads & Jamestown, 1909, G+ 888.6-D-1 ("S & J" mostly not struck; o/w F+; lite tone) Tr105 on PPC. E $6
RR-275. Leads & Jamestown, 1909, G+ 888.6-D-1 (part on stamp; lite tone; tip cr) T106 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-276. Lenox & Jackson, 1908, G+ 644-D-1 Tr28 on PPC. E $14
RR-277. Lenox & Jackson, 1912, VG+ 644-D-4 Tr23 on PPC. E $12
RR-278. Lincoln & Billings/M.D., 1943, G+ 946-P-2 (part o/s; nick T; crnr crs) Tr42; sailor's ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $8
RR-279. Little Falls & Morris, 1948, VG 881.1-C-1 (bit stutter; punches in L crnr) Tr29 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-280. Lock Haven & Tyrone, 1914, VG 201-D-1 Tr53 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-281. Logans & T.Haute/Agt, 1870s, G+ 666-A-1 (dia bit hi; trim L; tear T; part lite tone) on cvr. E $20
RR-282. Longview & Laredo N.D., 1910, VF 481-C-1 Tr4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-283. Longview & Laredo/N.D., 1909, F 481-C-1 (tip cr) Tr6 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-284. Los Ang & San Pedro, 1930, F 998-G-3 w/blank Tr slug; CATALOG COPY on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-285. Los Ang & Santa Barb, 1899, G+ 980-E-3 (part on stamp; "RPO" not struck; trim R; crs) Tr17 on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
RR-286. Pac Elec Term/Los Ang, Calif., 1930, VG 999-B-14 (trim L; lite tone; part water tone; crs) as transit b/s on commer.special del.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-287. Los Angeles & Nat City, 1892, G+ 987-B-1 (lower L arc mostly not struck) Orcutt Seed & Plant Co., San Diego, cc on PSE. E $20 MIN.10
RR-288. M.City & Ottumwa/Agt, 1870s, G+ 751-C-1 (bit ruff trim T; toned) Ballingall House, Ottumwa,IA, fancy boxed ad cc on cvr. E $30
RR-289. Forwarded by Train Mail, To (Hammond) Station, M.K. & T.Ry., [1903], G blue straight-line h/s w/town name in red ms (town SMEARED & much washed away; part o/s; toned; ruff R; stamp fault; AS IS ONLY for faults & appearance) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
RR-291. Macon & Au/R.R., 1870s, G+ 353-E-1 (2nd "A" not struck; trim R) on cvr. E $40
RR-292. Macon & Birming, 1906, VG 636-AB-2 (dia bit hi) TR2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-293. Macon & LaGrange, 1907, G+ 369.9-A-1 (tiny tear T; cr) w/"Missent" h/s; as transit on PPC. E $20
RR-294. Madison & Prairie du Chien, Ws./HPO, 1952, VF 4-bar w/"First Trip" in bars; Trip 1; on cacheted cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-295. Maine Central R.R./Bridgton Jct., 1897s, VG blue octagon (UNLISTED; bit of frame off edge) on back of 2x3" Bridgton & Saco River R.R.Co.Excursion Ticket. E $24
RR-297. Manitowoc & Eland, 1910, G+ 851-Q-1 (bit lite tone) Tr120 on PPC. E $8
RR-298. Marion & Kingsville, 1903, G+ 327.5-B-1 as transit, w/Hildrup, NC (02-04) CDS as origin on reg.pack.rect.card. E $30
RR-299. Maxbass & Towner, 1907, G+ 876.7-A-1 ("SS & " not struck; crs; pinholes) "NORTH" on PPC w/Deep, ND (05-36) VG Doane 3/2 as recd on pix side. E $14
RR-300. McAlester & Sayre, 1915, G+ 455-K-1 (dia hi: "TER & " mostly off; crnr wear; bit lite tone) Tr41 on PPC. E $16
RR-301. McPher & Eldorado, 1916, G+ 920-AA-3 (near VG+; part soiled; lite tone) T733 on PPC. E $14
RR-302. McPher & Eldorado, 1909, G+ 920-AA-3 (bit lite tone; crnr cr) "NORTH" on PPC. E $20
RR-303. Mem, Gren & N.O.City Dis, 1903, G+ 421-W-1 (tear T; bit cr) Tr1; as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-304. Mil & No.McGregor, 1910 (Dec 25), VG 843-R-2 (ruff R, just in 2c) Tr5; The Belmont, Madison, WI, cc on special del.cvr. E $12
RR-305. Miles C. & Seat E.D., 1943, G+ 874-AA-1 Tr4; sailor's ms "Free" frank on PPC datelined "En Route". E $12 MIN.6

RR-306. Minot & Bismarck, 1908, VG 880.2-G-2 (dial bi hi; crnrs heavy toned; crs) Tr92 on PPC. E $8


RR-308. Mont & Davenport, 1916, F 756-K-2 (part lite tone; tiny tear L) Tr31 on PPC. E $8

RR-309. Montandon & Bellefonte, 1908, G+ 199-G-1 (part on stamp; bit o/s) T103 on PPC. E $14

RR-310. Montecristo & Everett, 1909, G+ 902.2-A-1 ("MONT" & "RPO" not struck; part lite tone) on PPC. E $12

RR-311. Montecristo & Everett, 1909, partial 905.2-A-1 (L arc not struck; R arc on stamp; AS IS ONLY) on PPC. E $6

RR-312. Moose Lk. & Brooten, 1939, VG+ 880.6-B-1 Tr161 on commer.PSE. E $16

RR-313. Morris & Brown Val, 1914, G+ 878.11-A-1/var w/period after "Morris" in ERROR; T190 on PPC. E $24 MIN.12

RR-314. Mpls & Sx Cy, 1941, G+ 870-P-1 Tr210 on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6

RR-315. Mt.Pleas & Waco, 1944, F 486-D-3 soldier's "Free" frank on PPC. E $12

RR-316. Mt.Vernon & Menard, 1911, G+ 741-D-1 Tr2 on PPC. E $14

RR-317. Muscatine & Montez, 1909, VG+ 793-I-1 T402 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

RR-318. N.Y. 7 Wash (ERROR w/"7" for " & "), 1941, F 238-P-1 (lite tone; bit cr) Tr141 on commer.cvr. E $15 MIN.8

RR-319. N.Y. 7 Wash (ERROR w/"7" for " & "), 1944, G+ 238-P-1 (bit o/s; killer partly off R) Tr335; P.O.Dep't, Railway Mail Service cc on penalty cvr. E $15 MIN.8

RR-320. N.Y. & Canal Zone, 1909, F E-1-b "NORTH"; STEAMBOAT RPO on Panama PPC to U.S. E $20

RR-321. The Fast Mail/N.Y. & Chic, 1870s, F 114-J-12 (ruff R, in about 1/2" at B) Tr6; Continental Hotel, Buffalo, NY, overall gray illus.ad & lined background on cvr. E $24

RR-322. N.Y. & Wash/Balto, Md, 1900, G+ 238-Q-1 (bit ruff slit T) Tr77; as recd b/s on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

RR-323. N.Y. & Wash/Balto, Md, 1904, G+ 238-Q-1 (trim cr) Tr77; as recd on PPC from France. E $12 MIN.6

RR-324. Nash & Mont/N.L., [1893], G+ NEW TYPE (trim L; bit lite tone) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8


RR-328. Newton & Amarillo, 1943, G+ 928-F-8 (near VG; address partly erased; bit cr) sailor's ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $6

RR-329. Newton & Galves/S.D., [1900], G+ 473-R-1 (year mostly not struck) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6


RR-333. Newton, Kans/Trans C1k, 1913, VG 927-E-2 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8

RR-334. Norfolk Jc & Winner, 1912, G+ 939-D-2 T406 on PPC. E $20 MIN.10

RR-335. Norfolk & Belfield, 1890, G+ 317-F-1 (ruff L; tear L; several edge tears/nicks; lite tone) on cvr w/enc. E $24

RR-336. Northampton & Spring/Rec'd B, [1905] (Jan 2), VG+ 69.2-B-1 (tiny tear R) w/year omitted; as recd on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

RR-337. Oakes & Sioux City, 1910, VG+ 887.1-F-2 Tr2 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

RR-338. Oakes & Sioux City, 1912, G+ 887.1-F-1 (part on stamp) Tr2 on PPC. E $10

RR-339. Old Beach & Calexico, 1909, G+ 994.1-C-1 (part lite tone; tip cr; stamp fault) T503 on PPC. E $24


RR-341. Fr.OM & Chadron, R.P.O.-E.D/C.W.Goodell/3186 Meredith Ave. Omaha, Neb., 1908, VF clerk's straight-line h/s; RARE type w/ADDRESS; Omaha & Ogden E.D./D.W.McRae. VF CDS; both as transit, w/other markings on 5x10" Record of Transit cvr. E $30

RR-342. Omaha & Chadron, 1914, G+ 936-Q-1 (part on stamp) Tr1; 1c Balboa on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

RR-343. Omaha & Grand Isl'd, 1915, G+ 948.3-B-1 (part on stamp) Tr27 on PPC. E $14

RR-344. Omaha & Grand Isl'd, 1936, G+ 948.3-B-1 (part on stamp; lite gum tone) "WEST" on
commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-345. Orleans & St.Fran, 1909, G+ 947.7-D-1 (upper R arc spotty; lite tone) T190 on PPC. E $15
RR-346. Orleans & St.Fran, 1911, G+ 947.7-D-1 (part on stamp; bit lite tone) T190 on PPC. E $12
RR-347. Orleans & St.Fran, 1912, G+ 947.7-D-1 T190 on PPC. E $16
RR-348. Orleans & St.Fran, 1912, G+ 947.7-D-1 T190 on 2.75x5.5" PPC. E $12
RR-349. P.W. & B.R.R.Co./Ridgely, Md., 1903-4, VG+G+ blue oval (UNLISTED) on 2.25x2.75"
Penna.RR ticket stubs (edge faults). E $24
RR-350. Palmer & Burwell, 1909, G+ 947.2-E-2 (lite tone) Tr58 on PPC. E $16
RR-351. Penn Haven & Sunbury, 1909, F NEW TYPE; T187 on PPC. E $20
RR-352. Peoria & Oskaloosa, 1940, G+ 751-K-1 Tr9 on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-353. Phila & Wilmington, 1902, F 239-AA-1 (upper L tip bit ruff slit; lite tone) "Tr" slug w/no # on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
RR-354. Phila, Pa & Wilm, 1915, F 239-Y-1 (lite tone; lite cr) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-355. Phoenix & Los Ang, 1915, VG 967.2-A-1 (crnr cr) Tr18; lc Balboa on PPC. E $40
RR-356. Pitts & Bridg'pt/Agt, [1882], VG 88-E-1 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-357. Pitts & Bridgeport, 1886, VG 88-F-1 (slight stutter) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-358. Pocahontas & Dott, 1909, G+ 290.1-B-1 (lower R arc not struck, affects "TT" & "O"; pinholes) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-359. Pocatello & Port, 1908, VG+ 898-P-5 Tr6 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-360. Pocatello & Port, 1908, G+ 898-P-6 (few pencil marks; lite tone; tip crs) Tr6 on PPC. E $8
RR-361. Port & Ashland, 1909, VG+ 894-L-6 Tr11 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-362. Port & Cazadero, 1908, G+ 897.2-A-1 (dial bit hi; toned) Tr2 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-363. Port & Cazadero, 1910, G+ 897.2-A-1 (LITE strike; AS IS for that; dial bit hi: tips of "CA" off; uneven toned) Tr4 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-364. Port & Cazadero, 1931, G+ 897.3-A-3 (date partial; vert.cr) Tr35 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-365. Port & Dallas, 1912, G+ 900.5-C-1 (part on stamp) Tr74 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-367. Post & Ced Rap, 1880s, G+ UNLISTED ("RPO" partial, but enough shows for ID; lower L tip nicks) Burlington House, Postville, IA, cc; 2c brown on cvr. E $150
RR-368. Prescott & Crownking, 1909, G+ 967.3-B-1 (bit cr) on PPC. E $40
RR-369. Pt.H. M City & Det, 1908, VG+ 649.7-B-1 (dial bit hi) Tr8 on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
RR-371. Pueblo & Alamosa, 1932, VG 955-I-1 (bit o/s; lite tone; crs) T118 on PPC. E $12
RR-372. Pueblo & Creede, 1912, VG+ 960-C-2 Tr116 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-373. Pueblo, Colo/Term, 1927, G+ 959-C-1 on D & RGRR Scenic PPC datelined "From good seat-Observation Car". E $8
RR-374. R.Island & St.Lou, 1913, VG 693-M-1 (crs) Tr51 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-376. Racine & R.I./Agt, [1879], VG blue 835-C-1 (bit o/s; ruff R; tone specks) on cvr w/enc. E $30
RR-377. Rand & McIntire, 1933, G+ 731-O-1 Tr42 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-378. Reno & Minden, 1950, F+ 978-D-3 w/"Final Trip/V & T Railway" in bars (lite tone) Tr1 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-379. Rich, Gord & C.Forge, 1908 (Dec 25), G+ 303-AD-1 Tr16 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-380. Richland & Roch, 1910, G+ 139-L-1 (part on stamp; lite tone; crs) Tr65 on PPC. E $8
RR-381. Riverside & Doe Run, 1908, G+ 738-A-1 (part on stamp; lite tone) Tr34 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-382. Rock Isl & Peoria, 1894, F 700-C-1 (bit trim R; edge tear R) "NORTH"; E.S.Easton & Co., Peoria, cc on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-383. Rock Isl & St.L., 1910, G+ 693-V-1 (near VG; lite tone) Tr49 on PPC. E $8
RR-384. Rock Island & Peoria, 1899, G+ 704-E-2 (part lite tone; tip cr) "SOUTH" on GPC. E $14
RR-385. Rockwood & Oakland, 1921, VG 6-H-1 (part lite) T254 on PPC. E $10
RR-386. S.B'dno & San Jacinto, 1910, G+ 987-J-1 (part on stamp) Tr20 on PPC. E $20
RR-387. S.B'dno & San Jacinto, 1911, G+ 987-J-1 (R arc & part of date obscured on stamp) Tr20 on PPC. E $8
RR-388. S.Falls & Onawa/S.D., 1908, G+ 759-AI-2 (toned) T505 on PPC. E $8
RR-389. S.L.City & Marysville, 1908, G+ 974.1-D-2 (uneven lite tone; crnrs cr) Tr9 on PPC. E $20
RR-390. S.L.City, Stock & Sil City, 1908, G+ 973.3-C-1 (piece out L; crs) Tr52 on GPC. E $24
RR-391. S.L.Obispo & Los Ang, 1921, G+ 980-U-2 (R arc part spotty) Tr78 on PPC. E $16
RR-392. Salina & McPherson, 1914, G+ 925-B-2 (mostly VG; dial bit hi; part on stamp) T134 on PPC. E $12
RR-393. Salina & Oakley, 1909, G+ 925-C-5 T136 on PPC. E $6
RR-394. Salis & Ashe/Agt, 1870s, G purple 329-F-1 (T arc partial, affects "IS & AS"; AS IS for that; tear T; crs) on crv. E $15 MIN.8
RR-395. Salt Lake City & Lynn Jc., 1911, G+ 972-M-1 (R arc on stamp) Tr62 on PPC. E $24
RR-396. Salt Lake Cy & Kanab, 1949, VG 974.1-C-1 (punches in L crnrs; bit overlap by weak, partial 2nd strike) Tr12 on GPC. E $30
RR-397. San Ant & Cor Christi, 1910, G+ 482-L-1 (R arc partial on stamp; lite tone) Tr14 on PPC. E $8
RR-398. San B'd'no & San J'c'nto, 1907, G+ 987-I-1 (part spotty; o/s; tip cr) "SOUTH" on PPC. E $16
RR-399. Lot 2) San Berdo & LA, 1950 (May 6), F 998-H-2 Tr501 (w/wRONG date: Apr 6); Tr502 (2 strikes, part overlap; 1 w/wrong month, 1 w/right month) on Last Day cvrs. E $20 MIN.10
RR-400. San Fran, S.Jose & Los Ang, 1907, G+ 980-P-1 (near VG; toned) Tr9 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-401. San Fran, S.Jose & Los Ang, 1911, VG 980-P-1 (lite tone) Tr18 on PPC. E $6
RR-402. San Fran, S.Jose & Los Ang, 1909, VG+ 980-P-4 (lite tone) Tr18 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-404. Savannah & Montg, 1909, G+ 353-P-2 (R arc obscured on stamp) Tr74; 1c Frank. on GLASSINE cvr w/enc.glitter PPC. E $14
RR-405. Seafield & Camb, 1910, G+ 264-C-1 (dial bit hi; toned; crs) T744 on PPC. E $16
RR-406. Seattle & Hoquiam, 1910, VG 901.4-E-1 T310 on Norther Pacific RR PPC (potatoes). E $8
RR-407. Seattle & Seward, 1934, VG X-14-h (part on stamp, but shows well; slight trim T) "South"; Alaska Credit Bureau, Juneau, cc on commer.PSE. E $20 MIN.10
RR-409. Selma & Pensacola, 1911, G+ 407-D-1 Tr4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-410. She & Merrillan, 1912, G+ 851-V-1 (dial bit hi; crs) T496 on PPC. E $20
RR-411. Sheffield & Parrish, 1916, G+ NEW TYPE (EARLY) Tr3 on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
RR-412. Shreve & Houston, 1907, F 480-B-3 Tr4 on PPC. E $12
RR-413. Skaneateles Lake/RPO, 1909, G+ F-10-a ("SKA" & "R" mostly not struck; lite tone) STEAMBOAT RPO on PPC (lake). E $30
RR-414. Skaneateles Lake/RPO, 1909, G+ F-10-a (near VG; lite tone) STEAMBOAT RPO on PPC (Clift Park, Skaneateles). E $50
RR-415. Skidmore & Falfurrias, 1910, VG 482-Y-1 Tr21 on PPC. E $20
RR-416. Sodus Point & Stanley, 1906, G+ 129-I-1 (parts of 2 strikes making 1 mostly complete impression; lite tone) on PPC. E $20
RR-417. Solomon & Beloit, 1913, G+ 916-G-2 (lower arc spotty; lite tone; crnr cr) T132 on PPC. E $18
RR-418. Lot 2) South Bend, Peru & Indianapolis/HPO, 1941 (May 3), F "First Trip" 4-bars; Trip 1 & Trip 2 on cvrs (1 cached). E $15 MIN.8
RR-420. Spirit L. & Des M., 1908, VG 784-F-2 Tr34 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-421. Spok, Pasco & Port, 1921, G+ 899.1-C-1 ("RP" not struck) Tr1 on PPC datelined Geer, WA. E $15 MIN.8
RR-422. Fr.Spokane & Portland/Spencer L.Campbell, [1930], G+ clerk's straight-line h/s (bit stutter; ruff trim L) Tr402; as transit b/s on special del. cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-423. Spokane & Tacoma, 1901, G+ 892-Q-1 (trim R) "EAST" on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
RR-424. Spokane & Tacoma, 1905, VG+ 892-Q-1 (part of stamp gone, affects "CO") Tr2 on PPC. E $15
RR-425. Spokane & Tacoma, 1906, F 892-Q-1 (crnrs lite tone) Tr2 on PPC. E $20
RR-426. St.Louis, MO/U.D., ca.1885, G+ 831-E-2 (year partial; bit ruff B; trim L; lite tone) Union Depot Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-427. St.P. & Aberdeen, 1910, G+ 871-AB-2 Tr6 on PPC. E $8
RR-428. St.P. & Aberdeen, 1912, G+ 871-AB-5 (crs) Tr6 on PPC. E $5
RR-429. St.P. & Havre/1st Div, 1909, G+ purple 869-BM-1 (near VG) Tr5 on PPC. E $12
RR-430. St.P. & Miles Cy/E.D., 1943, G+ 874-AH-6 Tr3; sailor's ms "Free" frank on PPC datelined "En Route". E $12 MIN.6
RR-431. St.P. & Miles Cy/E.D., 1943, G+ 874-AH-8 (R edge crs) Tr7; sailor's ms "Free" frank on PPC datelined "En Route". E $12 MIN.6
RR-432. St.P. & Spok 3rd Div, 1905, G+ 874-AS-4 (R arc on stamp) Tr4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-434. St.Paul & Bis/Agt, 1870s, G+ 874-F-1 (part ruff t; tear R; no flap) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
RR-435. St.Paul & Larimore, 1907, G+ 869-AG-2 (part on stamp) Tr3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-437. Streator & Walnut, 1910, G+ 726-I-1 ("WALNU" not struck) Tr14 on PPC. E $15
RR-438. Su Fls & Rap Cy/HPO, 1963, VF duplex (tip cr) Tr10 on commer.PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-439. Summit & Gladstone, 1911, G+ 250-L-3 (part on stamp; "RPO" mostly not struck; part lite tone) T310 on PPC. E $14
RR-441. Syra, Aub & Roch/Agt, 1883, F 115-J-1 on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
RR-443. Table Rock & Oxford, 1943, G+ 935-AB-1 (near VG) Tr14; soldier's "free" frank on cvr w/enc. E $14
RR-444. Table Rock & Oxford, 1949, VG 935-AB-1 (punches in L crnr) Tr16 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-445. Tama & Sioux City, 1899, VG 788-P-2 on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
RR-446. Tama & Sx City, 1910, G+ 788-Q-2 Tr4 on PPC. E $8
RR-447. Temple & Clovis W.D., 1952, VG 484-F-1 Tr76 on commer.GPC. E $12
RR-448. Tipton, Mo-San Francisco, Calif/HPO No.1, 1958, G+ CDS w/"Butterfield Overland Mail Cent'1 Caravan" boxed pictorial slogan on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-449. Toledo & LaFay, [1879], VF 577-F-1 on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
RR-450. Tucson & Nogales, 1911, G+ 965.2-A-1 (dial bit hi; part on stamp) Tr11 on PPC. E $12
RR-451. Tucson & Nogales, [1912] (Jan 3), G+ 965.2-A-1 (crnr cr) blank slug for year; dated message; on PPC to FRANCE. E $24
RR-452. Ukiah & San Fran, 1903, G+ 985-R-4 (ruff L, in cc) Tr16; Arlington Hotel, Ukiah, CA, fancy cc on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
RR-453. Ulysses & Pt.Alleg, 1913, G+ 166.6-B-1 Tr6 on PPC. E $20
RR-454. Union, Miss & Mobile/HPO, 1946, VF 4-bar w/1st Trip slogan; Trip 1 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-455. Union, Miss & Mobile/HPO, 1946, VG 4-bar w/1st Trip slogan; Trip 2 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-456. Vaughn & Albuquerque, 1922, G+ 928-H-1 (R arc on stamp; bit lite tone; tip crs) Tr22 on PPC datelined Flagstaff, AZ. E $24
RR-457. Villisca & St.Joseph, 1909, G+ 798-D-1 (part on stamp; cr to L of stamp) Tr46 on PPC. E $12
RR-458. Villisca & St.Joseph, 1912, G+ 798-D-3 (R arc spotty on stamp) Tr56 on PPC. E $16
RR-459. Wallace & Spokane, 1921, G+ 896.7-A-2 T23 on 2c-on-3c PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-460. Ware & Fall River, 1909, G+ 69.4-A-1 (dial HI: " & FALL" mostly off T; crs) Tr4 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-461. Wareham & Fall River, 1915, G 69.4-B-2 (lower R arc not struck, affects "RIVER" & "PO"; tip cr) Tr4 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-462. Wareham & Fall River, 1915, VG 69.4-B-2 ("RPO" mostly not struck) Tr4 on PPC. E $30
RR-463. Wash & Bluemont, 1913, G+ 301-C-1 (lite tone) T24 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-464. Wash & Bluemont, 1928, G+ 301-C-2 (near F+) Western Union Telegraph cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-465. Wash & Bluemont, 1904, G+ 301-C-4 (ruff R) Tr22; CATALOG COPY on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-466. Wash & Bluemont, 1906, G+ 301-C-5; blank slug for Tr#; "The Observer, Herndon, VA" cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-467. Wash & Bluemont, 1911, G+ 301-C-5 T122 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-468. Wash & Bluemont, 1918, G+ 301-C-6 (lower L tip nib) Tr12; CATALOG COPY on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-469. Wash & Bluemont, 1908, G+ NEW TYPE (dial bit hi: tip of "B" off) T124 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-470. Wash & Ches Beach, 1914, G+ 280.1-B-1 (near VG) Tr4 on PPC. E $30
RR-471. Wash & Chi E.D., 1944, G+ 274-AA-1 (lite tone) Tr7; marine's ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

RR-472. Collect'n & Dist'n/Wash'n.D.C./Wagon No.1, 1898, G+ WA-4-b; Trip 6 on cvr. E $20 MIN.10

RR-473. Wat & Aberdeen, 1942, VG 883-K-1 (lite tone; crs; stamp fault, not in canx) Tr115 on commr.PPC. E $12

RR-474. Waycross & Albany, 1948, F 351-L-3 (punches in L crnrs) Tr17 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6

RR-475. Welch & Jenkins, 1949, G+ 290.4-A-1 T157 on GPC. E $24

RR-476. Wellington & Tonka, 1908, G+ 918.3-B-1 (near VF) T502 on PPC. E $40

RR-477. Wellington & Tonka, 1908, G+ 918.3-B-1 (dia h; "NGTON" partly off) T501 on PPC. E $30

RR-478. Wellington & Tonka, 1909, G+ 918.3-B-1 (part spotty) "SOUTH" on PPC. E $30


RR-480. Wich Falls & Abilene, 1911, F 494-F-1 Tr6 on PPC. E $20

RR-481. Wich & Englewood, 1912, G+ 918.11-A-1 (lower L crnr nb) T518 on PPC. E $8

RR-482. Wich & Fairview, 1908, G+ 929.2-C-1 ("W" & "RPO" not struck; lite tone) Trl on PPC. E $70

RR-483. Wichita & Kiowa, 1911, VG+ 920-AJ-2 (dia h bit; crn nr) T706 on PPC. E $20

RR-484. Wichita & Pratt, 1908, F 918.10-B-1 (bit lite tone) T506 on PPC. E $20

RR-485. Wichita & Pratt, 1911, G+ 918.10-B-1 (R arc on stamp; crs) T505 on PPC. E $14

RR-486. Wichita & Pratt, 1912, VG 918.10-B-1 (dia h bit; edge tear T) T506; J.N.Bennett Furn.Co.h/s cc on cvr w/illus.letterhead enc. E $15

RR-487. Willits & San Fran, 1908, G+ 985-U-3 (B arc spotty; lite tone) Tr3; 1c Smith on PPC. E $8

RR-488. Willitts & San Fran, 1908, G+ 985-U-3 (part on stamp; crn cr) Tr3 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

RR-489. Willmsbg & North, 1908, F 69.2-C-1 (lite tone) on PPC. E $24

RR-490. Willmsbg & North, 1909, G+ 69.2-C-1 (R arc not struck; dia h bit) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

RR-491. Willmsbg & North, 1909, G+ 69.2-C-1 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

RR-492. Willmsbg & North, 1911, G+ 69.2-C-1 (R arc weak on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

RR-493. Win & Storm Lake, 1920, G+ 794-G-1 Tr28 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6

RR-494. Winsted & Bridge, 1911, G+ 87-G-1 ("RPO" mostly not struck) T257 on PPC. E $8

RR-495. Wood & Slaughter, 1907, G+ 446.5-A-1 (lower R tip ruff; crs; nick L) T721 on PPC. E $40

RR-496. Woodsville & Boston, 1942, VG+ 25-AP-1 Tr24 on commr.PPC. E $12 MIN.6

RR-497. Worth & Mitchell, 1907, VG 875-B-1 (uneven lite tone) Tr14 on PPC. E $12


RR-499. Yuma & Los Ang/Agt, [1879], G+ 963-B-1 (dia h bit; R arc on stamp; trim L) on PSE. E $200

OTHER RAILROAD RELATED

RR-500. Chicago, IL, 1899, VF Amer/B4(19); Gen'l Passenger & Ticket Agt, C.R.I. & P.Ry.cc on PSE. E $12 MIN.6

RR-501. Eddyville, KY, 1903 (Feb 16), G duplex (trim R, just in stamp tip; bit lite tone) "Mcd.Percused of McCracken Cty./Crard for Railroad Commissioner of the 1st District... Election Nov., 1903/Your Vote & Influence Will Be Appreciated" ad w/his photo portrait; on cvr. E $20

RR-502. Carthage, MO, 1908, VG Amer/B14() (toned) "Northern Pacific Ry./Received/File No.../40 E.Fourth St., Cincinnati." 47x31mm oval h/s (o/s) as recd on PPC. E $20

RR-503. New York, NY, ca.1890, partial mute oval; Illinois Central Railroad Co.cc; small printed address label on 1c PSE to ENGLAND. E $15 MIN.8

RR-504. Rouses Point, NY, ca.1850s, partial CDS (stamp removed to reveal cc) "R.R.Service/Jas.D.Pinchney" fancy boxed cc w/printed "signature" on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

RR-505. Newark, OH, 1948, VF Int'; "Merry Xmas/Jim Mitchell" & overall illus.RED "Marietta St." street car w/conductors; "Ohio Electric Railway Ass'n" logo (bit o/s by canx ink) on back of GPC. E $16

RR-506. Houston/Term RPO, TX, 1941, G+ duplex; magenta "T.H.S. (Car. No." clerk's h/s at L of stamp; on PPC. E $12

RR-507. Palestine, TX, 1939, G+ Univ. (trim R; bit cr) "For Rent/Comfortable Seats in Air Conditioned Coaches/Missouri Pacific Lines/Speed with Safety/Only 2c a Mile" 32x64mm illus.ad label (woman on train) tied to back; on cvr w/Brotherhood of Railway & Steamship Clerks, Freight Handlers, Express & Sta.Agts cc. E $24 MIN.12
RR-508. Connecticut River Railroad/Way-Bill, 1884, (toned; crnr cr) 3.5x6.75" folded 2-panel document. E $15 MIN.8

STREET CARS (Towle 's)
RR-509. Lot 38 street cars, nearly all flag machines: Baltimore (2); Boston (1); Cleveland (27 flags; 2 Univ.); Pittsburgh (6), 1904-15, (varied condition, but mostly fine) LOW minimum bid on PPCs. MIN.$24
RR-510. Towson & Catonsville, 1899, VG BA-5-e (flap mostly off; tears T) on cvr. E $20
RR-511. Boston & Brighton, 1899, VF BO- 1-b FLAG machine (no flap) Trip 6 on 3.25x4" cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-512. Boston & Brighton, 1899, VF BO- 1-b FLAG machine (bit lite tone) Trip 8 CORRECTED to "10" in ms pencil, by clerk; on cvr w/N.Y. & Chi/Due at Rochester 6:20AM F purple 115-DA-1 as recd b/s. E $24
RR-513. Boston & Brighton, 1905, G+ BO- 1-b FLAG machine (tip cr) Trip 6 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-514. Boston & Brighton, 1903, G+ BO- 1-d w/blank slug for Tr# (killer partly off, but BOLD "BP"; ruff R) on cvr. E $70
RR-515. Boston & Brighton, 1905, G+ BO- 1-d w/blank slug for Tr# (near F; "BP" in killer not struck, but BOLD "O"; trim L; tear T; lower L crnr bit ruff) as transit b/s; 10c special del. on 2c PSE. E $50
RR-516. Boston & Brighton, 1907, G+ BO- 1-d w/blank slug for Tr# on PPC. E $70
RR-517. Boston & No.Cambridge, 1898, G+ BO- 2-b (near VG+; trim L) as transit b/s; 10c special del.+2c Trans-Miss on cvr. E $70
RR-518. Boston & N.Cambridge, 1903, G BO- 2-c (EKU; lower L & year mostly not struck, but ID sure; heavy vert.crs; part lite tone; AS IS for faults, but RARE) on GPC; 10 mos.before catalog & ONLY known 1903 use. E $30
RR-519. Boston & Cambridge B, 1909, G+ BO- 2-d ("RPO" mostly not struck; part toned) 2c Lincoln on cvr trimmed to 3.25x5.25", removing state from address (AS IS for that). E $100
RR-520. Boston & Somerville, 1903, G+ BO- 7-b (diaL hi: tips of " & S" off; tiny tear B; lite tone) on priv.mailing card. E $55
RR-521. Boston & Somerville, 1905, G+ BO- 7-b (near VF; no flap, no affecting this; 1 stamp gone; toned; cr; edge tear B; AS IS) as recd b/s on special del.cvr. E $30
RR-522. Boston & Somerville, 1905, G+ BO- 7-b (upper R arc spotty; part ruff T) as recd b/s on special del.cvr. E $24
RR-523. Boston & Somerville, 1906, G+ BO- 7-b (month partial; upper L tip nib) on PPC. E $55
RR-524. Boston & Somerville, 1910, G+ BO- 7-c (toned; lite crs) UNLIST Tr18 on PPC. E $70
RR-525. Boston & Somerville, 1913, G+ BO- 7-c (" & SOM" mostly not struck; crnr crs) UNLISTED Tr2 on PPC. E $65
RR-526. Boston & Somerville, 1898, G+ BO- 7-d (EKU; R arc spotty; lower R rim arc flattened; flap tip off, not affecting this) as recd b/s; 10c special del. on 2c PSE. E $100
RR-527. Boston Circuit, 1897, F BO-10-a FLAG machine w/inverted triangle in die space; Harvard Univ.cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-528. Boston Circuit, 1897, G+ BO-10-a FLAG machine w/inverted triangle in die space (near F; bit angle trim R; cr B) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-529. Boston Circuit, 1897, G+ BO-10-a FLAG machine w/inverted triangle in die space (lite tone) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-530. Boston Circuit, 1897, VG+ BO-10-a FLAG machine w/inverted triangle in die space (o/s; heavy vert.cr; B edge toned) on 1c GPC orig.mailed as Odd Ladies' Relief Fund statement; returned w/payment (when probably folded by payer), then 2c red applied & REMAILED as RECEIPT. AS IS for faults, but SCARCE usage. E $15 MIN.8
RR-531. Boston Circuit, 1897, G+ BO-10-a FLAG machine w/inverted triangle in die space (bit trim T; upper L crnr slit; bit lite tone) angled 2nd strike, vertically at L edge on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-532. Boston Circuit, 1897, F BO-10-a FLAG machine w/inverted triangle in die space; improper 1st class dated dial on 3rd class unsealed 1c PSE. E $15 MIN.8
RR-533. Boston Circuit, 1895, VG BO-10-b FLAG machine (trim R) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
RR-534. Boston Circuit, 1898, G+ BO-10-c FLAG machine (dial LITE, but day slug clearly omitted & "AM" slug at an ANGLE; bit ruff trim R; edge tear L; lite tone) on cvr w/enc. Interesting ODDITY. E $15 MIN.8
RR-535. Boston Circuit, 1898, F BO-10-c FLAG machine (bit ruff trim R; lower R tip ruff; lite tone) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8

RR-536. Boston Circuit, 1903, VF BO-10-c FLAG machine w/SCARCE "5 AM" time (o/s; crs) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

RR-537. Boston Circuit, 1905, VG+ BO-10-c FLAG machine w/"10 PM" time (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

RR-538. Boston Circuit, 1906 (Aug 17), VG+ BO-10-d FLAG machine w/"TRIP 6" replacing time (EKU; toned) on PPC. E $30

RR-539. Boston Circuit, 1906 (Aug 26), G+ BO-10-d FLAG machine w/"TRIP 6" replacing time (near VG+) on PPC. E $20

RR-540. Boston Circuit, 1906 (Aug 29), VF BO-10-d FLAG machine w/"TRIP 6" replacing time (lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $20

RR-541. Boston Circuit, 1906 (Sep 10), F BO-10-d FLAG machine w/"TRIP 2" replacing time (LKU; tiny tear T) on PPC. E $30

RR-542. Boston Circuit, 1903, VF BO-10-e FLAG machine w/SCARCE "5 AM" time (lite tone) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

RR-543. Boston Circuit, 1903, VF BO-10-e FLAG machine w/"10 PM" time (toned; slight ruff trim T) Hotel Somerset illus.logo ad (unicorn & bull) 2c Sc.301 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

RR-544. Boston Circuit, 1903, VF BO-10-e FLAG machine (tip crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

RR-545. Boston Circuit, 1905, VF BO-10-e FLAG machine (trim R) English High School engraved cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

RR-546. Boston Circuit, 1906 (Jul 4), F BO-10-e FLAG machine (lite tone) holiday date on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

RR-547. Boston Circuit, 1906 (Sep 27), VG BO-10-e FLAG machine (lite tone) on PPC. EARLY resumption of time slug in dial. E $15 MIN.8

RR-548. Boston Circuit, 1910 (Jan 1), G+ BO-10-e FLAG machine (part spotty; bit stutter; toned) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

RR-549. Boston Circuit, 1911, VG BO-10-e FLAG machine w/"10 PM" time on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

RR-550. Boston Circuit, 1911, G+ BO-10-e FLAG machine w/"10 PM" time (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

RR-551. Lot 2) Boston Circuit, 1909 (Oct 1), VG BO-10-e/BO-10-f FLAG machines on PPCs (1 w/tip cr). 2 types, used on same day. E $20 MIN.10

RR-552. Boston Circuit, 1909, G+ BO-10-f flag machine w/UNLISTED "--AM" time slug on PPC. E $30

RR-553. Lot 3) Boston Circuit, 1912, VF-G+ BO-10-f FLAG machines (1 w/tip cr; 1 toned) on PPCs. E $15 MIN.8

RR-554. Boston & Somerville, 1909, G+ BO-7-b (lower R tip clip) on PPC. E $80 MIN.40

RR-555. Boston & Somerville, 1909, G+ BO-7-b (LKU; part on stamp; no flap; tears T) 11 mos.EARLIER than previously known; on cvr. E $120 MIN.60

RR-556. Brooklyn,N.Y.Circuit, 1905, VG+ BR-5-d (bit o/s) Tr4; as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

RR-557. Brooklyn, N.Y.Circuit, 1902, VF BR-5-d-1 Tr12; as recd on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

RR-558. Brooklyn, N.Y.Circuit, 1904, G+ BR-5-f-1; UNLISTED Tr20; as recd b/s on cvr. E $15

RR-559. Bklyn.N.Y.So.Shore, 1906, F BR-6-a (o/s) Trip 3; as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

RR-560. Brooklyn So.Shore, 1904, VG BR-6-b-2 (day not struck; tip cr) as recd; Tr5; part of killer at R; on PPC. E $16

RR-561. Brooklyn, So.Shore, 1906, VG BR-6-b-2 Tr21; as recd b/s on PPC. E $14

RR-562. Chi & N.Clark St/Chi.Ill/1, 1903, F CH-1-a (diajual bit hi) Tr4 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6

RR-563. Chi & N.Clark St., Chi Ill/1, 1905, VG+ CH-1-a (diajual bit hi; trim L; lite tone) Tr16 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

RR-564. Chi & N.Clark St., Chi Ill/1, 1911, G+ CH-1-a (killer off R; lite tone; cr; trim L) Tr6 on PSE. E $15 MIN.8

RR-565. Chi & N.Clark St., Chi Ill/1, 1911 (Mar 25), G+ CH-1-a (LATE; killer partly off R) Tr2 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

RR-566. Chi & N.Clark St., Chi Ill/2, 1904, G+ CH-1-b (killer mostly not struck; lite tone) Tr8; 1c Livingston on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

RR-567. Chi & N.Clark St., Chi Ill/2, 1906, F CH-1-b (crnr cr; tiny tear R) Tr6 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

RR-568. Chi & N.Clark St./Chi, Ill/2, 1907, G+ CH-1-b (near F; killer not struck; o/s; tear R) Tr14 on PPC. E $8
RR-569. Chi & N.Clark St., Chi Ill/2, 1910 (May 10), G+ CH-1-b (LKU; lite tone) Tp2 on PPC. E $65
RR-570. Chi & N.Clark St., Chi Ill/3, 1904, G+ CH-1-c Tp12 on GPC w/N.Y. & Chi RPO/E.D. VG duplex & "Missent" h/s. E $15 MIN.8
RR-571. Chi & N.Clark St., Chi Ill/3, 1904, G+ CH-1-c (dial hi: "ARK ST" mostly off) Tp18; 2c Sc.319 on PPC to Germany. E $12 MIN.6
RR-572. Chi & N.Clark St., Chi Ill/3, 1905, G+ CH-1-c Tp12 on black-border MOURNING cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-573. Chi & N.Clark St., Chi Ill/3, 1907, F+ CH-1-c (trim R) Tr12 on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
RR-574. Chicago, Ill N.Cla.St., 1910, G+ CH-1-d-1 (upper R on stamp; killer not struck; lite tone) Tr8 on PPC. E $15
RR-575. Chicago, Ill.N.Cla.St., 1910, G+ CH-1-d1 (part on stamp; killer mostly off R, but tips of "3" show) Tr14 on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
RR-576. Chicago, N.Cla.St./Ill, 1901, G+ CH-1-e1 (killer mostly not struck, but apparently #1, w/complete rim; trim L) Tr18(? on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-577. Chicago, N.Cla.St./Ill, 1901, VG CH-1-e2 (killer mostly off R, but apparently #2, w/gap in lower rim; tears T; toned; tip crs) Tp6 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-578. Chi.Ill, N.Clark St., 1899, F CH-1-f (lite blue pencil note, partly in dial; edge tears T; flap fault) Tr2 on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
RR-579. Chi.Ill, N.Clark St., 1901, G+ CH-1-f; Julius Thuemling Beer Pumps ad cc on blue cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-580. North Clark St., 1896, G+ CH-1-g ("RPO" not struck) Tr6 on GPC. E $14
RR-581. North Clark St., 1898, G+ CH-1-g (dial hi; part on stamp; toned around stamp; overall lite tone; ruff R; tear R) on cvr. E $16
RR-582. North Clark St., 1898, G+ CH-1-g (B arc not struck; o/w VF; lite tone) Tr10 on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-583. Chi Cott Gro Av, 1896, G+ CH-3-a (EARLY; "RPO" mostly not struck; uneven slit T) Tr"21" on cvr w/enc. E $20
RR-584. Chicago Cott Gro Av, 1904, G+ CH-3-d1 (near VG+) Tr18 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-585. Chicago Cott Gro Av, 1905, G+ CH-3-d1 (near VF; lite tone) Tr18 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-586. Chi Ill Cott Gro Av, 1906, F CH-3-e (killer partial; pinholes; part lite tone) Tr18 on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-587. Chi Ill Cott Gro Av, 1908, G+ CH-3-e (lower L arc partial; killer partly off R; upper R tip nick; crnr crs) Tr16 on PPC successfully mailed w/o stamp. E $15 MIN.8
RR-588. Chi Ill Cott Gro Av, 1910, G+ CH-3-e (part on stamp; uneven toned; crnr crs) Tr12 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-589. Chi Ill Cott Gro Av, 1910, VG+ CH-3-e (near VF; lite tone) Tr16 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-590. Chicago, Ill/Cottage Grove Avenue RPO 1, 1911 (Mar 1), G+ CH-3-f Doremus machine (crnrs lit tone; tiny tear T) on PPC. E $100
RR-591. Chicago, Ill Mad St, 1903, G+ CH-4-a3 (bit ruff slit T; address mostly erased) Tp18; Dr.C.M.Koier, Physician/Surgeon cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-592. Chicago, Mad St./Ill, 1902, G+ CH-4-c1? (killer # not struck; near F+) Tp12 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-593. Chicago, Mad St./Ill, 1902, G+ CH-4-c2 (near VG; trim R) Tp12 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-594. Chicago, Ill/Mad St, 1906, G+ CH-4-d ("o/s" by strong thumbprint; maybe clerk's?) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-595. Chicago, Ill/Mad St, 1907, G+ CH-4-d (killer off R) Tp12 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-596. Chicago, Ill/Mad St, 1910, G+ CH-4-d (LATE) Tr16 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-597. Chicago, Mad St./Ill, 1904, G+ CH-4-e (killer partly off R; trim R; lower R tip nib; edge tear R; Tr# partial) on cvr. E $30
RR-598. Chi & Millard Ave/(2), 1910, G+ CH-5-b (mostly on stamp; killer off edge) Tp10 on PPC. E $6
RR-599. Chi & Millard Ave/4, 1907, G+ CH-5-d (near VG; dial bit hi) Tp12 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-600. Chi & Millard Ave/Ill/4, 1908, G+ CH-5-d ("ILL" mostly not struck; edge tears T) Tp12 on cvr. E $14
RR-601. Chi & Mil Ave, 1908, G+ CH-6-b (R tips nib) Tr14 on PPC. E $6
RR-602. Chicago, Ill/Wentworth Ave., 1905, G+ CH-7-a1 Doremus machine (year partial) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
RR-603. Chicago, Ill/Wentworth Avenue, 1906, VF CH-7-a2 on cvr. E $80
RR-604. Chicago, Ill/Wentworth Avenue, 1906, G+ CH-7-a2 Doremus machine (dial hi: "AGO" partly off; o/s; uneven toned) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
RR-605. Chicago, Ill/Wentworth Avenue, 1906, VG CH-7-a2 Doremus machine (dial hi: "CAGO" partly off; uneven toned) on PPC. E $30
RR-606. Chicago, IL/Wentworth Avenue, 1906, G+ CH-7-a2 (lite; spotty; year not struck; part o/s; AS IS) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-607. Chi & Went Ave/3, 1900 (Apr 28), G+ CH-7-b3 (EKU; near VG+; bit ruff trim R) Tr16 on cvr. E $24
RR-608. Chi & Went Ave/3, 1901, G+ CH-7-b3 (bit ruff trim R) Tp14 on cvr. E $14
RR-609. Chi & Went Ave/3, 1910 (Aug 4), G+ CH-7-b3 (LATE use; o/s; "C" & "R" not struck; lite tone) Tr6 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-610. Chi & Went Ave, 1910 (Aug 23), VG CH-7-b3 (LATE use; cr) Tr6 on PPC. E $6
RR-611. Chi & Went Ave, 1906, G+ CH-7-b5 w/inverted "3" showing BOLDLY on card (near F; o/s) Tr18 on PPC. E $8
RR-612. Chi & Went Ave, 1907, G+ CH-7-b5 w/inverted 3 (killer partly off R; lower R tip nib) Tp6 on PPC. E $8
RR-613. Chi & Went Ave/inv.3, 1907, G+ CH-7-b5 (near F+; lite tone; ruff L) Tr18 on cvr. E $15
RR-614. Cleveland Circuit, 1909, VF CL-1-a (upper L crnr off; toned) Tr4 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-615. Cleveland Circuit, 1909, VG CL-1-b FLAG machine (part toned; tip cr) Trip 9 on PPC. E $6
RR-616. Cleveland Circuit, 1910, G+ CL-1-b flag machine (message thru dial; toned) Trip 9 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-617. Cleveland Circuit, 1910, F CL-1-b flag machine (tip cr) Trip 4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-618. Cleveland Circuit, 1912, G+ CL-1-e (toned) Trip 6 on PPC. E $6
RR-619. Cleveland Circuit, 1912, VG CL-1-e (crnr cr) Trip 7 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-620. Cleveland Circuit, 1917, G+ CL-1-f (ruff R) on cvr. E $15
RR-621. Cleveland Circuit, 1918, VF CL-1-f (lite tone; nicks T; interior tear above cc)

Cleveland Buckwheat Milling Co.cc on cvr. E $16
RR-622. 3rd Ave New York City, 1897, G+ NY-1-a (part o/s) Tr38; as recd b/s on PSE. E $16
RR-623. 3rd Ave New York City, 1897, G+ NY-1-a-1 (trim L; lite tone) Tr49; as recd b/s on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-624. 3rd Ave New York City, 1896, G+ NY-1-a-4 (no flap, not affecting this; tears T)
UNLISTED Tr52; as recd b/s on cvr. E $20
RR-625. 3rd Ave New York City, 1897, VG+ NY-1-a-4 (lite tone; bit cr) Tr38; as ORIGIN on GPC. E $30
RR-626. 3rd Ave.N.Y.City, 1897, G+ NY-1-b (dial bit hi; toned) Tr42; as recd on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-627. 3rd Ave N.Y.City, 1896, G+ NY-1-b-2 (EKU; ruff T; tears) UNLISTED Tr53; as recd b/s on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
RR-628. 3rd Ave N.Y.City, 1896, G+ NY-1-b-4 (EKU; bit o/s; part lite tone) UNLISTED Tr17; as recd on GPC. E $20
RR-629. 3rd Ave N.Y.City, 1897, G+ NY-1-b-6 (dial hi: "VE" partly off; sealed spindle) UNLISTED Tr28 on reg.ret.rect.card. E $15 MIN.8
RR-630. 3rd Ave N.Y.City, 1898, G+ NY-1-b-8 (EKU; near VG+; dial bit hi) Tr61; as recd on PPC from Austria. E $24
RR-631. 3rd Ave N.Y.City, 1897, G+ NY-1-b-9 (part uneven slit T; bit cr; edge tear R) UNLISTED Tr25 ("2" partial) as transit b/s on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
RR-632. Third Ave Dist Car/N.Y.City, 1899, G+ NY-1-c-3 (trim L; upper L crnr ruff) Tr52; as ORIGIN on PSE. E $30
RR-633. Phila,Pa.Germantown, 1898, G+ PH-4-b (flap tip off, not affecting this; lite tone) Tp35; as recd b/s on cvr. E $16
RR-634. Phila,Pa.Germantown, 1899, G+ PH-4-b; Tp15; as recd b/s on cvr. E $16
RR-635. Phila,Pa.Germantown, 1900, G+ PH-4-b (near VG+; lite tone) Tp29; as recd b/s on
3.25x4.25" cvr. E $16
RR-636. Philadelphia & Germantown, 1897, G+ PH-4-c flag machine; Trip 28; as recd b/s on cvr. E $14
RR-637. Philadelphia & Germantown, 1897, VG PH-4-c flag machine; Trip 36 on cvr. E $15
RR-638. Philadelphia & Germantown, 1897, G+ PH-4-c flag machine; Trip 34; John G. Carruth & Co./Worsted, Woolen & Cotton Goods cc on PSE. E $15

RR-639. Philadelphia & Germantown, 1897, F PH-4-c flag machine (toned) Trip 36; Harry Smith/Baker & Confectioner cc on cvr. E $20

RR-640. Philadelphia & Germantown, 1897, G+ PH-4-c flag machine; Trip 1 on GPC. E $15

RR-641. Pittsburg St./Pa., 1898 (Aug 12), F+ PI-2-a (EARLY; trim R, just in stamp; bit lite tone) Trip 6; Ahlborn & Neckermann/Wagon, Buggy & Carriage Axles ad cc w/illus.telephone logo (bell) on cvr. E $20

RR-642. Pittsburg St./Pa., 1898, F PI-2-a; Trip 7 on cvr. E $20

RR-643. Pittsburg St./Pa., 1898, VG PI-2-a (lite tone) scarce Trip 2 on cvr. E $20

RR-644. Pittsburg St./Pa., 1899, VF PI-2-a (no flap) Trip 8 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

RR-645. Pittsburg St./Pa., 1899, VF PI-2-a (bit ruff trim L) scarce Trip 8 on PSE. E $20

RR-646. Pittsburg St./Pa., 1899, VG+ PI-2-a (part lite tone) Trip 6; J.F.Young/Roofing illus.ad (roofing materials) on cvr. E $50

RR-647. Pittsburg St./Pa., 1899, F+ PI-2-a (lite tone; part lite soiled) Trip 7; Pittsburg Bridge Co.cc on PSE. E $16

RR-648. Pittsburg St./Pa., 1899, G+ PI-2-a (part ruff R; lite tone) SCARCE Trip 4 on cvr. E $24

RR-649. Pittsburg St./Pa., 1899, G+ PI-2-a (upper R arc partial; part on stamp) Trip 3 on GPC. E $15 MIN.8

RR-650. Pittsburg St./Pa., 1900, F PI-2-b (killer off R; bit ruff trim L; lite tone) scarce Tr3; at R of address, as recd (or transit) on PSE. E $20

RR-651. Pittsburg St./Pa., 1900, G+ PI-2-b (crnr cr) scarce Tr6; A.French Spring Co.cc on PPC. E $20

RR-652. Pittsburg St./Pa., 1900, VF PI-2-b (trim L) Tr1 on PSE. E $15 MIN.8

RR-653. Pittsburg St./Pa., 1900, G+ PI-2-b (edge tear T) Tr7 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

RR-654. Pittsburg St./Pa., 1900, G+ PI-2-b; scarce Tr1; on cvr. E $16

RR-655. Pittsburg St./Pa., 1900, G+ PI-2-b (part heavy inked; lite tone) Tr7 on PSE. E $16

RR-656. Pittsburg St./Pa., 1900, VF PI-2-b; scarce Tr3; on GPC w/preprinted business address scraped away when readdressed BY SENDER. E $20

RR-657. Pittsburg St./Pa., 1901, G+ PI-2-b (trim R, barely in 1 stamp margin; lite tone; cr) SCARCE Tr6; patriotic illus.flag at L on cvr. E $24

RR-658. Pittsburg, Pa., St., 1901, VG+ PI-2-c (tiny tear T; lite tone) Tr3; Reliance Steel Casting cc on PSE. E $15 MIN.8

RR-659. Pittsburg, Pa., St., 1901, VG PI-2-c (trim R) Tr6 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

RR-660. Pittsburg, Pa., St., 1902, VG PI-2-c (part heavy inked; lower R ruff slit; tear R) Tr3 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

RR-661. Pittsburg, Pa.St., 1902, F PI-2-c (bit heavy inked; bit scuff by address) SCARCE Tr5 on GPC. E $16

RR-662. Pittsburg, Pa., St., 1902, VG PI-2-c Tr2 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

RR-663. Pittsburg, Pa., St., 1903, VF PI-2-c (lite crs) Tr3; Andrew Carnegie Naturalists' Club meeting notice on GPC. E $15 MIN.8


RR-665. Pittsburg, Pa., St., 1904, VG+ PI-2-c (crs) Tr7; Andrew Carnegie Naturalists' Club meeting notice on GPC. E $12 MIN.6

RR-666. Pittsburg, Pa.St., 1904, VG+ PI-2-c (dial bit hi; trim R, in stamp; tear R) SCARCE Tr5; fancy cc on cvr. E $16


RR-668. Pittsburg, Pa., St., 1905, G+ PI-2-c (upper R arc lite; tear T; edges lite tone) SCARCE Tr4; Houston Bros.cc on #10 PSE. E $20 MIN.10


RR-671. Pittsburg, Pa.St., 1906, G+ PI-2-c (near VG; lite tone) Tr3 on PPC. E $14

RR-672. Pittsburg, Pa.St., 1907, G+ PI-2-c Tr1 on PPC. E $14

RR-673. Pittsburg, Pa.Street, 1908, G+ PI-2-e (upper R on stamp) Tr2 on PPC. E $15

RR-674. Pittsburg, Pa.Street, 1908, F PI-2-e Tr4 on PPC. E $15

RR-675. Pittsburg, Pa.Street, 1908, G+ PI-2-e Tr1 on PSE. E $16

RR-676. Pittsburg, Pa.Street, 1909, G+ PI-2-e (part on stamp; lite tone) SCARCE Tr5 on PPC. E
$16
RR-677. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street, 1914, G+ PI-2-f-a (part on stamp) Tr7 on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
RR-678. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1909, F PI-2-i-a flag machine (toned) Trip 2 on PPC. E $14
RR-679. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1909, G+ PI-2-i-a flag machine (lite tone) Trip 4 on PPC. E $14
RR-680. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1909, VG PI-2-i-a flag machine; Trip 1 on PPC. E $14
RR-681. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1909, G+ PI-2-i-a flag machine; Trip 6 on PPC. E $14
RR-682. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1909, G+ PI-2-i-a flag machine (toned) Trip 7 on PPC. E $14
RR-683. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1910, VF PI-2-i-b flag machine (lite tone) Trip 2 on PPC. E $14
RR-684. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1910, F PI-2-i-b flag machine (bit lite tone) SCARCE Trip 6 on PPC. E $16
RR-685. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1910, G+ PI-2-i-b flag machine (near F+) Trip 1 on PPC. E $14
RR-686. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1911, VG+ PI-2-i-b flag machine; Trip 7 on PPC. E $14
RR-687. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car/2, 1915, F+ PI-2-j flag machine (bit trim R; lite tone) scarce "Trip -"; 1c Wash. on unsealed cvr. E $16
RR-688. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car/2, 1916, G+ PI-2-j flag machine (dial hi: "BUR" partly off; o/s; lite tone) Trip 9 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-689. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1908, G+ PI-2-k flag machine; scarce Trip 3 (# partial but ID sure) on PPC. E $15
RR-690. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1908, VG PI-2-k flag machine (lite tone; message/address faded) SCARCE Trip 4 on PPC. E $15
RR-691. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1908, G+ PI-2-k flag machine (bit lite tone) Trip 2 on PPC. E $14
RR-692. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1912, F PI-2-1 flag machine; Trip 3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-693. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1912, F PI-2-1 flag machine (tip cr; bit lite tone) Trip 7 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-694. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1913, G+ PI-2-1 flag machine (near VG+; tip crs) SCARCE Trip 4 on PPC. E $16
RR-695. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1914, G+ PI-2-1 flag machine (near F; bit ruff T) SCARCE Trip 4; J.T. & A.Hamilton cc on PSE. E $16
RR-696. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1914, G+ PI-2-1 flag machine (bit cr) Trip 3 on PPC. E $8
RR-697. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1914, VG PI-2-1 flag machine (dial bit hi) Trip 8 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-698. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1914, G+ PI-2-1 flag machine; Trip 12; J.S.McCormick Co.cc on PSE. E $14
RR-699. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1915, G+ PI-2-1 flag machine (near VG+) Trip 6 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-700. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1915, G+ PI-2-1 flag machine; Trip 12 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-701. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1916, G+ PI-2-1 (2 strikes, 1 angled; part overlap) Tr3 on 2.5x4" cvr. E $15
RR-702. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1916, G+ PI-2-1 flag machine (toned) scarce Trip 9 on PPC. E $15
RR-703. Rochester, NY/East Side, 1897 (Nov 29), F RO-1-c flag machine (no flap) Trip 8 on cvr w/enc. E $20
RR-705. Rochester, NY/East Side, 1898 (May 28), F+ RO-1-c flag machine (no flap; ink spot in flag) Trip 1 on cvr w/enc. E $16
RR-706. Rochester, N.Y.Car Coll Service/C, 1901, VG RO-3-b w/2 digit year; inverted "C" in killer; on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-707. Rochester, NY/Car Coll.Service C, 1906, VG RO-3-c (part on stamp; lite tone; lower L tip nick) on PPC. E $15
RR-708. Rochester, NY/Car Coll.Service B, 1907, G+ RO-4-c on PPC. E $15
RR-709. Rochester, NY/Car Coll.Service B, 1907, F RO-4-c (crs) on PPC. E $16
RR-710. Seattle & Seattle, 1912, G+ SE-1-A ("LE & SE" not struck) on PPC. E $12
RR-711. Seattle & Seattle, 1907, G+ SE-1-Ab (dial bit hi; tips scuff; R tips nib) on PPC. E $15
RR-712. Seattle & Seattle, 1910, G+ SE-1-Ab; 2c overpaying rate on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-713. Seattle & Seattle, 1910, G+ SE-1-Ab (uneven toned) on PPC. E $15
RR-714. Seattle & Seattle, 1911, VG SE-1-Ab (bit stutter) late-used 1c Sc.300 on PPC. E $15
RR-715. Seattle & Seattle, 1911, VG SE-1-Ab (dia: hi: "E & S" mostly off; edge tears T) on crv w/enc. RARE use on cvr; nearly always seen on cards. E $80 MIN.40
RR-716. Seattle & Seattle, 1912, VG+ SE-1-Ab (lower L crnr scrape; part lite tone) on PPC. E $14
RR-717. Seattle & Seattle, 1913, G+ SE-1-Ab (toned) on PPC. E $16
RR-718. St.Louis, Mo/Grand Ave Circuit, 1896, G+ SL- 3-Aa w/"2" killer; Tr3 on cvr. E $20
RR-720. St.Louis, Mo/Grand Ave Circuit, 1898, VF SL- 3-Fb flag machine (tears T & R; nick T; lite tone; trim R) Trip 12; Benj.Petty Whiteners & Jobbers cc on cvr. E $15
RR-721. St.Louis, Mo/Chouteau Cir, 1907, G+ SL- 9-A (toned) Tr6 on PPC. E $16
RR-722. St.Louis, Mo/Chouteau Cir, 1913, VG+ SL- 9-A (toned) Tr3 on PPC. E $20
RR-723. St.Louis, Mo/Chouteau Cir, 1913, VG SL- 9-A (toned; tip cr) Tr4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-724. St.Louis, Mo/Chouteau Cir, 1914, F SL- 9-A (lite tone) Tr4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-725. St.Louis, Mo/Olive Cir, 1905, G+ SL-10-A (upper R arc not struck; uneven toned) Tr2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-726. St.Louis, Mo/Olive Cir, 1906, F+ SL-10-A Tr2 on LEATHER PPC. E $20
RR-727. St.Louis, Mo/Olive Cir, 1907, F+ SL-10-A (slight smear; lite tone) Tr8 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-728. St.Louis, Mo/Olive Cir, 1909, G+ SL-10-A (dia: bit hi; uneven toned) Tr6 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-729. St.Louis, Mo/Olive, 1909, VG SL-10-B (toned) Tr2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-730. St.Louis, Mo.Olive, 1913, VG+ SL-10-C (trim R; lite tone) Tr4; 2c Parcel Post on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-731. St.Louis, Mo/Easton Circuit, 1906, VF SL-11-A (tear T) Tr2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-732. St.Louis, Mo/Easton Circuit, 1907, VG SL-11-A (bit stutter; lite tone) Tr2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-733. St.Louis, Mo/Easton Circuit, 1909, G+ SL-11-A; Tr.3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-734. St.Louis, Mo/Easton Circuit, 1909, G+ SL-11-A (toned; cr) Tr3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-735. Lot 6) St.Louis, Mo, Easton, 1910-11, VF-G+ SL-11-D (varied condition; some faults) Trips 2, 3, 4; on PPCs. E $20 MIN.10
RR-736. St.Louis, Mo/Northwest Circuit, 1908, F+ SL-12-A (lite tone; crnr cr) Tr4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-737. Lot 12) St.Louis, Mo/Northwest, 1908-10, VF-G+ SL-12-B (varied condition; some faults) Trips 2, 4, 6, 8; on PPCs. E $60 MIN.30
RR-738. St.Louis, Mo/Northwest, 1909 (Dec 31), F+ SL-12-B (crnr crs) Tr.2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-739. Lot 8) St.Louis, Mo, Northwest, 1911-13, VF-G+ SL-12-C (varied condition; some faults) Trips 2, 4, 6, 8; on PPCs. E $30 MIN.15
RR-740. St.Louis, Mo/Northwest, 1912, F+ SL-12-C (lite tone) Tr4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-741. St.Louis, Mo/B'way North Circuit, 1907, F SL-13-A (crs; lite tone) Tr10 on GPC w/printed Health Dept. "Return of a Birth" form on back, w/"White or Colored" line. E $16
RR-742. St.Louis, Mo/B'way North Circuit, 1908, G+ SL-13-A Tr10 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-743. St.Louis, Mo/North B'way, 1909, VG SL-13-B (lite tone) Tr8 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-744. St.Louis, Mo/Southwest Cir, 1909, G+ SL-14-A (killer partly off T) Tr6 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-745. St.Louis, Mo/Southwest, 1908, VG SL-14-Ba (dia: bit hi; slight stutter; lite tone) Tr4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-746. St.Louis, Mo/Southwest, 1909, VG SL-14-Ba Tr6 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-747. St.Louis, Mo/Southwest, 1910, VF SL-14-Bb (toned) Tr6 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-748. St.Louis, Mo/Southwest, 1911, VG+ SL-14-Bb (lite tone) Tr6 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-749. St.Louis, Mo/South West, 1911, VG+ SL-14-Bb (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
RR-750. St.Louis, Mo/Southwest, 1911, F SL-14-Bb (bit lite tone) Tr4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-751. St.Louis, Mo/B'way South Circuit, 1907, G+ SL-15-Aa Tr6 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-752. St.Louis, Mo/B'way South Circuit, 1909 (Nov 24), VG+ SL-15-Aa (LATE; dia: hi: "OU" partly off; T tips clip; bit lite tone) Tr4 on PPC. E $14
RR-753. St.Louis, Mo/B'way South Circuit, 1909, F SL-15-Aa Tr6 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SEALS / Labels (Scott #, then centering. "SE" = straight edges.) Need the Christmas Seal catalog? We have it!

SL-1. WX 3a (ty.II), F, Baltimore, MD, 1908, G+ Int'l (tied; SE at T) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
SL-2. WX 4, F, Chicago, IL, 1908, G+ Int'l (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
SL-3. WX 4, F, Newburgh, NY, 1909 (Jan 2), VF Amer/B14 (tied: dial fully on seal; 0 SE) bit late used '08 type on bit faulty cvr (upper R edge nick). E $20
SL-4. WX 5, F, Waukegan, IL, 1909, VG Int'l (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-5. WX 7, VF, Ames/Sta.A, IA, 1911, G+ duplex (tied; 0 SE) "Not for Carrier No.2" h/s by address; on PPC w/bit scrape B edge. E $30
SL-6. WX 7: unused seal ONLY; mint, hinged; A (perfs just in ring at B). E $40 MIN.20
SL-7. WX 19b, F, Chana, IL, 1917, G 4-bar (tied; 0 SE) on lite tone PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-8. WX 24, F, Norfolk, VA, 1919, G+ Univ. (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-9. WX 24a, F, York, PA, 1919, Univ. (tied; 0 SE) SCARCE type on PPC. E $20
SL-10. WX 26 (pair), F, Providence, RI, 1920, VG Univ. (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $15
SL-11. WX 26a, F (few lite tone perfs), Racine, WI, 1920, G+ Univ. (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $12
SL-12. WX 29, F, Harrisburg, PA, 1921, G Univ. (tied; 0 SE) on bit lite tone PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-13. WX 29A, F-A, Syracuse/Northrup Sta., NY, 1921, G Univ. (tied; 0 SE) on PPC (tip cr). SCARCE type. E $40
SL-14. WX 30 pair, F, Sandpoint, ID, 1922, G+ Amer/A14 (tied; 0 SE) on PPC (scuff in message area). E $15 MIN.8
SL-15. WX 31, VF, Ligonier, IN, 1923, F Colum. (tied; 0 SE) on lite tone PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-16. WX 31, F, Eldora, IA, 1923, G duplex (lite tone; tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $5
SL-17. WX 32, F; indistinct town, but datelined Dover, OH, 1924, partial duplex (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $8
SL-18. WX 32, F, Cedar Falls, IA, 1924, F Univ. (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $8
SL-19. WX 35, F, Gridley, IL, 1925, G+ duplex (tied; 1 SE) on PPC (tear R; edge tears; lite crs). E $8
SL-20. WX 36, F, Detroit, MI, 1925, G+ Int'l (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
SL-21. WX 40, F, Dayton, OH, 1927, F Univ. (tied; 1 SE) on PPC w/R edge scrape. E $12
SL-22. WX 72 (strip/4), F (1 cr), San Francisco/Spec.Del., CA, 1934, G+ CDS as recd b/s (all tied to back; 1 SE) on air/spec.del.cvr w/Waterbury, CT, G+ duplex origin. E $20
SL-23. WX104 pair, F, Waterbury, CT, 1941 (Nov 24), F Univ. (tied to back by offset ink; 1 SE) censor tape L; New York, NY, G+ Int'l "Return to Sender/Service Suspended" canx at lower L on cvr (trim R) to NORWAY & returned 8+ months later. E $40
SL-24. WX105, VF, Modesto, CA, 1941 (Nov 29), VG Int'l (tied; 1 SE) EARLY on cvr. E $20
SL-25. WX109 pair, F, Rockford, IL, 1942, G+ Univ. as fwd b/s (tied to back; 0 SE) on cvr w/Canton, IL, origin. E $12 MIN.6
SL-26. WX119, F, Cedar Rapids, IA, 1944, F Univ. (tied; 0 SE) on commer.GPC Sc.UX27 (lite crs). E $14
SL-27. WX130, F, New York, NY, 1946, G+ Int'l (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-28. WX131, F, Oklahoma City, OK, 1946, VG Univ. (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-29. WX145, F, El Paso, TX, 1956, G Univ. (tied; 0 SE) on twice-mailed Xmas PPC (w/1c Wash.from 1912 mailing in upper R crnr; 2c Jeff. & seal adjacent), using town/state in address & message from orig.mailing. E $15 MIN.8
SL-30. WX150, F, Portland, OR, 1950, VF Univ. (tied; 1 SE) on PPC (tip cr) w/NO ADDRESS. E $12 MIN.6
SL-31. WX179var: PERF 13x12.5; F, Biloxi, MS, 1956, G+ Int'l (tied; 1 SE) on bit cr PPC. E $50 MIN.26
SL-32. WX200, F, Tinley Park, IL, 1959, G+ machine (lightly tied to back by offset canx; 0 SE on cvr. E $8
SL-33. WX220 (strip/4), Fort Sill, OK, 1964, G Univ. (tied; SE's at B & L) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SL-34. WX225 block/4 (white), F, North Newton, KS, 1966, VG machine (tied to back by offset canx lines; 0 SE) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SL-35. WX227 pair, F, Chicago, IL, 1967 (Jul 17), G machine (both tied; 0 SE) late use '66 seals on PPC. E $6
SL-36. WX262 (Virgin Isls.), F, Christmas Festival Sta./Yakima, WA, 1978, VF pictorial rocking horse h/s (seal tied at lower L by small red Santa Claus h/s, probably by sender; 0 SE) 15c rocking horse stamp on Xmas PPC. E $16
SL-37. 1981 Nat'l Xmas, F (T perfs bit trim), used as POSTAGE; Las Vegas, NV, 1982 (Jan 31), G+ machine (tied; 0 SE) on commer.cvr (bit trim T). E $12 MIN.6
SL-39. Green 82-1.1 (Santa, dog & present), F, Madison, WI, 1982, VG machine (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-40. Green 82-3.1 (Santa in rocker), F, St.Petersburg, FL, 1982, G+ machine (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $8
SL-41. 1990 Nat'l Xmas (booklet pair w/tab), F, Oakland, CA, 1990, G+ machine (1 SE each; tied) on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SL-42. 1993 Nat'l Xmas (geese & trees), F, Pendleton, OR, 1993, G+ machine (tied; 1 SE) on #10 cvr. E $8
SL-44. 1995 Nat'l Xmas (Florida), A, Pendleton, OR, 1995 (Nov 13), G machine (tied; 0 SE) on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SL-45. 1995 Nat'l Xmas (New Hampshire), F, Pendleton, OR, 1995, G machine (tied; 0 SE) on #10 cvr. E $8
SL-46. 1996 Nat'l Xmas (Illinois), F, Pendleton, OR, 1996, G machine (tied; 0 SE) on cvr. E $8
SL-47. 1996 Nat'l Xmas (Oklahoma), F (few nib perfs), Pendleton, OR, 1996, G machine (tied; 1 SE) on cvr. E $8
SL-49. 1997 Nat'l Xmas, F, Olympia, WA, 1998 (Jan 22), G machine (tied; imperf) bit late use on cvr. E $6
SL-50. Local 609 (Fed'n of New Hampshire Women's Clubs), F-A, Gorham, NH, 1913, G+ duplex (not tied; 1 SE) on PIX side of PPC. E $16
SL-51. Local 681 (Grace Lutheran Sanatorium), F (tip nib), Davenport, IA, 1938, VG Univ. (not tied, but clearly belongs; 2 SE) on back of toned GPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-52. Local 1013 (Evangelical Lutheran Sanitarium), F, St.Louis, MO, 1912, VG Int'l (not tied, but scarce type; 3 SE) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
SL-53. Local 1019, F, Indianapolis, IN, 1919, G+ Univ (not tied, but appears to belong; 2 SE) on PPC. E $24
SL-54. Local 1025 (Lutheran Sanitarium angel), F, Columbus, IN, 1925, VG Univ. (not tied, but likely belongs; 2 SE) on back of cvr w/enc. E $8
SL-55. Local 1026 (Lutheran Sanitarium), F, Waltham, (MN7), 1926, G 4-bar (tied; 3 SE) on PPC. E $20
SL-56. Local 1030, F (bit edge wear), Freeman, SD, 1930, F Int'l (not tied, but apparently belongs; 2 SE) on PPC. E $8
SL-57. Local 1032, F, St.Joseph, MI, 1932, G+ Int'l (tied; 2 SE) on PPC. E $20
SL-59. Local 1047 (Luth.Sanitarium), F, Colorado Springs, CO, 1947, G+ Univ. (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SL-60. Local 1309 (Moody Cty.Health), F, Flandreau, SD, 1953, VG Int'l (not tied, but likely belongs; 1 SE) on back of lite toned cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SL-61. Denmark 21 (2 Postmen: 300th Anniv.of Danish Postal System), F, Denmark (indistinct town), 1924, partial DCDS (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SL-62. Denmark 27, F, Copenhagen, Denmark, 1930, G+ machine (tied; 0 SE) on PPC (address faded) to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
SL-63. Denmark 40, F, Copenhagen, Denmark, 1943, F machine (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $8
SL-64. Denmark 51, F, Kolding, Denmark, 1953, VF slogan machine (tied; 0 SE) on PPC to U.S. E $8
SL-65. Denmark 57.1 Santa, F, Odense, Denmark, 1958, G+ pictorial slogan machine (tied; 0 SE) on bit cr PPC. E $8
SL-66. Denmark 61 (se-tenant strip of 4 designs), F, Copenhagen, Denmark, 1960, VG slogan machine (tied; 0 SE) on lite tone PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
SL-67. Denmark 62, F, Faborg, Denmark, 1961, G+ machine (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $8
SL-68. Denmark 66 se-tenant pair; F, Copenhagen, Denmark, 1965, G+ machine (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $8
SL-69. Denmark 67 (Bogfinke), F, Copenhagen, Denmark, 1965, F machine (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $6
SL-70. Finland 35, F, Tampere, Finland, 1958, G+ pictorial repeater (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $8
SL-71. Sweden 2, F-A (tear; cr), Amal, Sweden, [1905], G CDS (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-72. Sweden 27, A, Stockholm, Sweden, 1926, G+ machine (tied; 0 SE) on 2.75x4″ PPC. E $12
SL-73. Sweden 31.1, F, Stockholm, Sweden, 1931 (Jan 1), G DCDS (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-74. 29th President...Harding (portrait) from H.E.Harris sheet, F, Burlingame, CA, 1961, G+ Int’l (tied; 0 SE) 3c Liberty on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-75. A Happy Xmas (girl angel face & wings w/holly), F (bit edge wear where extended past T edge), Stanton, IA, ca.1923, G+ duplex (tied; die-cut) on PPC. E $15
SL-76. A Merry Christmas (20mm wreath), F, Shelton, NE, 1912, G duplex (tied; die-cut) on PPC. E $12
SL-77. A Merry Christmas (pinsettia), F, St.Joseph/Sta.F, MO, 1923, partial duplex (tied; 1 SE) on PPC (lite tone; cr). E $8
SL-78. A Proud Reminder/Atomic bomb ends war, saves many lives 1945 (mushroom cloud; commem.size), F, Cleveland, OH, 2005, G machine (tied; imperf) 37c World War II Memorial on #10 cvr. E $20
SL-79. A.D.A. Relief Fund (star/tree), F, Philadelphia, PA, 1948, G Int’l (tied; 0 SE) on PPC (large extraneous h/s on address; tip cr). E $12 MIN.6
SL-80. America Back to God (33x32mm red/white/blue label), F, Nashville, TN, 1943, G Univ. (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SL-81. America’s Finest/North Dakota (50x35mm poster stamp; illus.blqds), F, Williston, ND, 1939, F Univ. (tied; 0 SE) on commer.cvr (lite tone; trim L, in cc; cr). E $15
SL-82. America/Land of the Free (26x34mm Liberty & flag), F, New Bedford, MA, 1945, F Univ. (tied; imperf) on PPC. E $16
SL-84. American Flag, F, Colorado Springs, CO, 1917, G+ Univ. (tied; imperf) patriotic sticker on bit lite tone PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-85. American Flag (29x20mm), Denver, CO, 1918, F Int’l (tied; imperf) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-86. American flag (23x23mm), F, New Bedford, MA, 1917, G+ Colum. (tied; die-cut) on lite tone PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-88. American Historical Stamps/Minute Man (38x51mm poster stamp), F, Charleston, SC, 1994, F machine ("tied" by small routing h/s; 0 SE) on back of cvr. E $8
SL-89. Birds & birdhouse (shiny gold frame), F, Baltimore, MD, 2016, F sprayer (tied; imperf) on cvr. E $8
SL-90. BLACK stocking & presents (19mm diam.irreg.), F, St.Albans, VT, 1922, G+ Univ. (tied; die-cut) on lite tone PPC. E $15
SL-91. Boys Town, F, used as POSTAGE; Cuyahoga Falls, OH, 1971, G+ machine (tied; 0 SE) on commer.PPC. E $14
SL-92. Boys Town/Good Citizenship (41x52mm boy & flag), Los Angeles, CA, 1962, partial machine (tied; 0 SE) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SL-93. Boys Town/Nebraska, F, Antioch, IL, 1952, G+ DCDS as origin b/s (tied to back; 1 SE) on reg’d cvr (lite tone; flap tears). E $14
SL-94. Christ Is Risen/Lutheran Hour Ministries (40x38mm rose), F (crnr nib), Lincoln, NE, 1998, G+ machine ("tied" by small routing h/s; 1 SE) on back of cvr. E $8
SL-95. Cohoes,NY/All America City, F, Cohoes, NY, 1967, VG Univ (tied; imperf) "1967" written on label on PPC. E $5
SL-96. Come Back to Grand Home Coming Reunion/Boston..., 47mm diam.white-on-red w/illus.bean pot, F, Boston/Everett Sta., MA, 1907, G+ Amer/B38 (tied; irreg.die-cut) on PPC. E $24
SL-97. Cupid’s Post (28x33mm rouletted Cupid w/"Messenger" cap & letter), F, [1912], (not tied,
but clearly belongs; 2 SE) applied on upper R crnr on Valentine PPC. E $20
SL-98. Easter Seals, F, Burbank, CA, 1956, G Int'l (tied; 0 SE) w/2nd copy below address (not tied) on PPC. E $8
SL-99. Easter Seals (6 diff.), San Diego, CA, 2002 (Sep 21), G 4-bar (6 tied; 0 SE) w/Nat'l Wildlife Fed'n (skunk) on #10 cvr. E $8
SL-100. Easter Seals (6 diff.), San Diego, CA, 2003, G machine (2 tied; 0 SE) on #10 cvr. E $8
SL-101. Easter Seals/1956 pair, F (1 w/few perf crs); Syracuse, NY, 1956, G+ Univ. (tied; 1 w/1 SE) on lite tone PPC. E $16
SL-102. Easter Seals/2003 (6 different); F, San Diego, CA, 2003 (Aug 6), G machine (2 tied; 0 SE) bit late use on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SL-103. Fellowship of the Bells (20x25mm; winged bells; 2 burning planes), F, Kingston, Jamaica, 1944, G machine (tied; 0 SE) censor tape at L on commer.air cvr (ruff slit R) to APO 845, Miami. E $30
SL-104. Fireplace & mantle (22x21mm), F (tips scuff), Portland, ME, 1920, G+ Univ. (tied; die-cut) on PPC. E $14
SL-105. First & Last House in England/Land's End (53x28mm triangular pictorial label), F, Sennen & Lands End, UK, 1970, G+ machine (tied; 0 SE) on PPC to U.S. E $20
SL-106. Fly the Flag 2002 (flag), Palantine, IL, 2002, VG machine (tied; imperf) on cvr. E $8
SL-108. Great Northern Depot/Spokane, Wash. (25x38mm illus.label) F, Spokane, WA, 1909, G+ Int'l (tied; 1 SE) on bit lite tone PPC. E $20
SL-109. Greetings/WERNLE/Richmond, Indiana (cross & silhouettes), F, Portage, IN, 1969, VG machine (tied; 1 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-110. Help Crippled Children (boy & butterfly), La Mirada, CA, 1962, G+ machine (tied; 0 SE) upside down on 3.75x8" window air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SL-111. Help Crippled Children/1940 (boy w/crutch & girl), F, Charleston, WV, 1940, F Univ. (tied to back by offset canx; 0 SE) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SL-112. Honor It/Defend It (51x13mm; flag), F, Cape May, NJ, 1973, G machine (tied; imperf) Vietnam War era patriotic label on PPC. E $14
SL-113. Horse on Farm (33x29mm label), F, Topeka, KS, 1957, VG Univ. (tied; die-cut) on PPC. E $5
SL-114. Iowa Centennial/Sept.17-19/Ottumwa (28x43mm Indian), F, Ottumwa, IA, 1946 (Aug 2), F Univ. (tied; 1 SE) event ad label on PPC. E $16
SL-115. Jesus Praying (36x43mm oval label), F, Brooklyn, NY, 1967, G+ machine (tied; imperf) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-116. Jesus said... I am the way..." (Bible Crusaders; 61x31mm Jesus praying), (Haxtun, CO?), 1962, partial Int'l, mostly obscured (tied; 3 SE) on PPC. E $14
SL-117. Johnson City/Home Town of Lyndon B.Johnson (cowboy hat label), F, Johnson City, TX, 1968, F 4-bar (tied; 0 SE) on PPC: Eisenhowher birthplace. E $12
SL-118. Keep Christ in Christmas/Knights of Columbus (Mary & Jesus), Hempstead, NY, 1965 (Feb 11), G machine (tied; 0 SE) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SL-119. Latvian People/1918/Pray/1958/For Liberty (crown of thorns), F, Quakertown, PA, 1958, G+ machine (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $20
SL-120. Let's Go! USA/Keep 'Em Flying/Uncle Sam Needs Pilots (33x34mm; plane silhouettes), F, Washington, DC, 1941 (Jul 21), F Int'l (tied; 0 SE) on bit cr PPC. E $15
SL-121. Light the Candle/Of Understanding/Epilepsy Foundation (20x25mm candle), A, Pendleton, OR, 1999, G+ machine (tied; 0 SE) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SL-122. Main Street, Clintonville, Wis. (pictorial commem.sized label), A, LaCrosse/Rec'd, WI, 1908, F Amer as rec'd b/s (tied to back; 2 SE) on cvr (ruff R) w/Clintonville origin. E $15 MIN.8
SL-123. Massachusetts Old Home Week (27x44mm red & black label: woman w/trumpet & dog), F-A, Fitchburg, MA, 1902, G+ Amer/B14(1) (not tied, but apparently belongs; 0 SE) lumber dealer cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SL-124. May the LIBERTY BELL Ring a Merry Christmas for You (Liberty Bell & holly w/shiny gold border), F, (Indistinct town), IA, 1922, partial duplex (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $24
SL-125. Merry Christmas (26x26mm snowman), F, Waseca, MN, 1925, G+ Univ. (tied; 2 SE) on PPC. E $14
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SL-126. Merry Xmas (27x34mm 5-sided label: church steeple & people on path), F (bit scuff), Vandergrift, PA, 1937, F Univ. (tied; die-cut) on lite tone PPC. E $24


SL-130. Nat'l Wildlife Fed'n (quail), F, Wichita, KS, 1996, G machine (tied; 0 SE) '95 type, used bit late on cvr. E $8


SL-132. Nat'l Wildlife Foundation: 2 diff.BIG 61x85mm postmark stamps ("Jack-in-the-Pulpit" & "Bobolink"), F, Chicago, IL, 1957, F Univ. (both tied, on back; 0 SE) 15c air Sc.C35 on cvr to Germany. E $15 MIN.8

SL-133. National Anti-Vivisection Society/Protection (38x50mm man w/sword, shield & animals), F, Willits, CA, 1956, VG Univ. (tied to back w/offset canx; 2 SE) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10

SL-134. Old Glory/Your Flag and My Flag (31x27mm vert.oval, w/flag), F, St.Louis, MO, 1924, G+ Int'l (tied; die-cut) on PPC, w/2nd example on pix side. E $15

SL-135. Peace on Earth (baby Jesus, shepherd, wise man), F (bit edge wear); indistinct canx, ca.1923, partial duplex (tied; 1 SE) on PPC. E $8


SL-137. Peal Out and tell of Peace (26x21mm bell & holly), A, Mt.Carmel, IL, 1910, VG Amer/A14 (tied; 1 SE) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

SL-138. Promise you won't play with matches (bear w/burned match), F, Pendleton, OR, 1998, G+ machine (tied; 0 SE) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

SL-139. Proud I Am an American (eagle), F, Richmond, VA, 1940, G+ Univ. (tied; imperf) Nat Horwitz Coins/Stamps ad cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

SL-140. Proud I Am an American (22x26mm eagle & banners), F, Lewisburg, PA, 1944, G+ Univ. (tied; 1 SE) lc Navy commem on PPC. E $8

SL-141. Proud to Be an American (eagle & flag), F, Cincinnati, OH, 2016, F sprayer (barely tied; imperf) on cvr. E $8

SL-142. Richland Co.Court House, Mansfield, O. (38x25mm illus.bldgs), F, Mansfield, OH, 1910, F Time-Cmns (tied; 2 SE) on lite tone PPC. E $12 MIN.6

SL-143. Santa Claus (32mm diam.round; large head; shiny gold border), F, Eau Claire, WI, 1913, F+ Cmnl (tied; die-cut) on lite tone PPC. E $16

SL-144. Santa Claus (head; 40x39mm), F, Harper, KS, 1961, VG Univ. (tied; die-cut) on PPC (tip cr). E $14

SL-145. Santa Claus Post: Hixon # 1, F, Washington, DC, 1908, VG Int'l (tied; 2 SE) on PPC. E $20

SL-146. Santa Claus Post: Hixon # 7, F (bit lite tone), Atlantic City, NJ, 1909, G+ Int'l (not tied, but apparently belongs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

SL-147. Santa & holly (25x24mm OCTAGON), F, Muscoda, WI, 1928, G+ duplex (tied; imperf) on PPC. E $20


SL-149. Seasons Greetings (wreath; 26mm diam.), F, St.Louis, MO, 1910, G Int'l (tied; imperf) on bit cr PPC. E $12 MIN.6

SL-150. See Our Exhibit/at the 4th Independent Auto Accessories Show.../Stevens Hotel (53x52mm, blue on shiny silver), F, Chicago, IL, 1937, G+ Univ. (tied; die-cut) on cr PPC. E $12

SL-151. See Seattle in 1915 (41x62mm poster stamp: night scene w/ship & shiny gold moon), F, Oakland, CA, 1915, G+ PPIE slogan (tied by canx & message; 1 SE) on PPC. E $30

SL-152. Snowman w/U.S.flag (shiny gold background), F, Eastern, ME, 2013, F sprayer (tied; imperf) on cvr. E $8


SL-154. Support Special Olympics/Swimming, F, Phoenix, AZ, 1995, G 4-bar (tied; 2 SE) on
5.5x7.5" cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SL-155. Thank a Veteran (flag), Palatine, IL, 2002, G machine (tied; imperf) on cvr. E $8
SL-156. Thanks... Eliz.Kenney Foundation, F, Winter Haven, FL, 1956, VG Int'l (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-157. Thanks... Sister Kenney Foundation, F, Winter Haven, FL, 1959, VG Int'l (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-158. The Lutheran Hour/Christ is Risen/Easter 1958 (3 small bells), F, Mill Valley, CA, 1958, G+ Int'l (tied; 0 SE) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SL-159. The Right of the People to Keep & Bear Arms/Citizens Committee for the Right to Keep & Bear Arms... Bellevue, WA (43x25mm label w/illus.handgun on Bill of Rights), F, Oakland, CA, 1980, G machine (tied; 1 SE) on commer.cvr (lite tone spot by add.). E $20
SL-160. The Seasons Greetings (house, trees), F-A, Huntley, IL, 1925, VG Int'l (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SL-161. TIGGER & PIGLET (19x33mm dancing tiger & 23x30mm pig w/apples stickers), F, Berlin, Germany, 2005, G+ slogan machine (tied, by WWF slogan canx & by bar code; die-cut) on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
SL-163. VFW/93 '94/National Home (26x42mm heart & rainbow), F, Maddock, ND, 1993, G+ mailer's h/s ('tied" by small routing h/s; 1 SE) on back of cvr. E $8
SL-164. Wear A VFW "Buddy" Poppy/Memorial Day (25x22mm; poppy), F, Rome, IL, 1941, F Int'l (tied; 1 SE) on commer.cvr. E $24 MIN.12
SL-165. Work-Fight-Give/Disabled Amer.Vets (flag), F, Portland, OR, 1943, VF Univ. (tied; 2 SE) 2c Defense on black-border mourning cvr (lite gum tone) to local add. E $20
SL-166. WW1/WW2/Veterans Ass'n (gold diamond), F, Northampton, MA, 1966, VG machine (tied; 2 SE) on PPC. E $8
SL-167. WW1/WW2/Veterans Assoc. (gold diamond), F, Springfield, MA, 1969, G+ machine (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $8
SL-168. Xmas Greetings (30mm diam.; holly & ribbon), F, Randall, IA, 1916, G+ 4-bar (tied; die-cut) on PPC. E $8
SL-169. Xmas Wishes (21x26mm winter scene in shiny gold frame), A, Fredonia, KS, 1913, G+ Doremus ty.E (tied; 1 SE) on PPC (lite tone; tip cr). E $12 MIN.6
SL-170. Your Best Buy/Forget-It-Not Day/A War Bond! (84x89mm overall w/illus.poppy; apparently cut from paper & applied in 3 pieces, to fill message area), A, Cleveland, OH, 1945 (Jul 2), F Int'l (tied; imperf) on Mailomat PPC. E $14
SL-171. Yule Tide Greetings (Xmas tree), F-A, Portland, OR, 1923, VG Univ. "Christmas Seals" slogan (tied; 0 SE) on lite tone PPC. E $15 MIN.8

SHIPS (Locy #'s) Need the U.S. Navy Ship Cancel Catalog? We have it!
SS-1. Antares, 1924, G+ ty.3s (part on stamp; part lite tone; bit ruff L) "Culebra/P.R." on cvr. E $12
SS-2. U.S.Navy (Apache), 1945, F ty.3z(BTB) on censored air PSE. E $20
SS-3. Arizona, 1938, G+ ty.6 ("At Sea") on commer.cvr. E $30
SS-4. Asheville, 1933, G+ ty.3(B-BBT) "Hongkong/China" on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-5. Babbitt, 1937, VG+ ty.3(A-ACBB) (bit lite tone) "Balboa/Canal Zone" on cvr. E $8
SS-6. U.S.Navy (Bellatrix), 1942, VF ty.3z(BBT) (day omitted; lite toned) on censored air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-7. U.S.Navy (Betelgeuse), 1944, VF ty.3z(BTT) on censored air PSE. E $15 MIN.8
SS-8. Biddle, 1934, F ty.5hks; "San Diego/Cal" on cvr. E $8
SS-9. Black Hawk, 1933, G+ purple ty.F(B-37b) (dial on stamps but shows fairly well) "Asiatic Station Chefoo China" slogan on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-10. Boxer, ca.1915, G+ ty.3r (year omitted; part on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-11. Boxer, 1917, G+ ty.3r (upper R & date on stamp; trim L) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-12. Breckinridge, 1936, VG ty.3(A-BBT) (bit lite tone) "St Thomas/VI" on cvr. E $8
SS-13. Broome, 1936, G+ ty.3sA (lite tone) "Mare Island/Calif." on air cvr. E $6
SS-14. Bulmer, 1933, F ty.3(B-BBT) "Shanghai/China" on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-15. California, 1911, G+ ty.2 (crs; edge tears) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-16. Cincinnati, 1935, VG ty.3(AC-BBB) "Long Beach/Calif."; ship's h/s cc; penalty clause h/s
on commer. #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-17. Cincinnati, 1937, G+ ty.3(AC-BBB) (flap partly off) "San Diego/California"; ship's typed cc on commer. #10 penalty cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-18. U.S. Navy/15936 Br. (Clarence K. Bronson), 1946 (Jan 29), G+ ty.2# (tears T, 1 into dial) on air cvr. E $8
SS-19. Claxton, 1935, VF purple ty.3(BC-BTT) "Gtmo Bay/Cuba" on cvr. E $8
SS-21. Connecticut, 1912, G+ ty.2 (TONED) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-22. Connecticut, 1912, G+ ty.2 (lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-23. Constellation, 1913, G+ ty.2(C-64b) (tip cr) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-24. Dale, 1924 (Sep 2), G+ ty.3r (thin lite tone lines) on Kristiania PPC w/message dated 8/24. E $24 MIN.12
SS-25. Lot 10) Delaware, 1910-3, VG+ ty.1u(C)/2/3(AC) on PPCs. E $160 MIN.80
SS-26. Delaware, 1913, VG ty.3(AC) (UNLISTED type; bit stutter; toned; crnr crs) "Southern/Drill-Grds." on PPC. E $16
SS-28. Denebola, 1940 (May 7), F ty.3; "First Day/Pos.Service" on mailed 3x5" card. E $12 MIN.6
SS-29. Dixie, 1946, G+ ty.7(D-34e) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-30. Dixon, 1985, G+ ty.9-1(nu) (USS DIXOH) w/damaged "N" appearing as "H"; 6 strikes as origin b/s on commer.reg'd cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-31. Dobbin, 1933, G+ ty.6 on cvr. E $6
SS-32. Dorsey, 1932, G+ purple ty.F(D-28) "Port Angeles/Wash" on cvr. E $8
SS-33. Eadsall, 1936, G+ ty.F(E-11b) (dial on stamps but shows fairly well) "Asiatic Station Chefoo China" slogan on cvr w/Black Hawk VG ty.3(B-BTT) "Chefoo/North,China" as transit b/s. E $20
SS-34. U.S. Navy (Elder), 1942, G+ ty.2z (UNLISTED ship; lite tone) on free-franked censored cvr. E $30
SS-35. Ellis, 1936 (Dec 16), G+ ty.5hks(C) (lite gum tone) "Last Day/Commission" on cvr. E $8
SS-36. Fiske, 1955, G+ ty.2r on commer.PPC (Portugal). E $12 MIN.6
SS-37. Franklin, [1909], G+ ty.1 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-38. Franklin, ca.1909, G+ ty.1 (part smear; year partial; part lite soiled) on PPC. E $8
SS-39. Franklin, 1910, VG ty.2 (toned; tip crs) on PPC. E $16
SS-40. Franklin, 1911, G+ ty.2 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-41. Franklin, 1912, G+ ty.2 (dial hi: "U.S." off T; edge tear R; crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-42. Fulton, 1934, G+ ty.5bhs (mostly on stamps but shows fairly well) "China" in bars on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-43. Georgia, 1912, F ty.1 (tip crs) on Cuba PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-44. Georgia, 1912, G+ magenta ty.1 (part on stamp; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-45. Hancock, 1909, VG ty.1 (bit stutter; lite tone) on PPC from sailor to woman: "Send me your measurements & I will have a jumper made for you...Give both bust & waist measure..." E $20
SS-46. Hannibal, 1932 (Jul 4), VF blue ty.5hks "Navy Yard/Phila Pa" on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
SS-47. Herbert, 1934, G+ ty.3s (lite tone) "St Thomas/V.I." on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-48. Heron, 1936, F ty.3r(A) "Chefoo/China" w/small letters between lower bars on cvr w/Black Hawk P ty.F(B-37b) "Asiatic/Station" as transit b/s. E $20
SS-49. Houston, 1931, F+ magenta ty.5hks(C) "Nanking/China" on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-50. Houston, 1933, G+ magenta ty.5bhs (dial on stamps but shows fairly well) "Shanghai/China" on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-51. U.S. Navy (SS Jericho Victory), 1946, VG ty.7rz*; c/o Norton Lily & Co., Canal Zone, Panama return add.; 15c transport air on cvr w/large "Paquebot" h/s (lite) at L. E $30
SS-52. Kansas, 1914, G ty.3 ("AS" mostly not struck; slogan partial; bit stutter) "Navy Yard/Phila,Pa" on PPC. E $6
SS-53. U.S. Navy (Lakehurst), ca.1943, G+ dateless ty.3z(BTT) (B arc bit stutter; upper R tip slit) on free-franked censored cvr. E $20
SS-54. Lawrence, 1934 (Dec 24), VG+ ty.5hks "Memorial/Treaty 1812" (slogan T line partial) on cached cvr. E $6
SS-55. U.S. Navy (LCI(L) 589), 1944, VF ty.2z (UNLISTED) on air PSE. E $20
| SS-56 | U.S.Navy (LCI(L)813), 1944, VG ty.7rz* (UNLISTED ship) on free-franked censored PPC. E $24 |
| SS-57 | U.S.Navy [LCT (6) Flotilla 25], 1945 (Oct 11), VG ty.2z (dial bit hi) on air PSE. E $15 |
| SS-58 | Leyte, 1946 (Mar 1), G+ ty.2(n)(CV) on commer.PPC. Before listed P.O.est.date. E $15 |
| MIN.8 | |
| SS-59 | U.S.Navy (Lloyd E.Acree), 1946, VG ty.2z (part tone; trim R) on cvr. E $8 |
| SS-60 | Louisiana, 1910, G+ ty.1 ("NA" on stamp; o/w VG+) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8 |
| SS-61 | Louisiana, 1913 (Sep 6), G+ ty.3(AC) (lite tone) "Vera Cruz/Mex" on PPC. E $30 MIN.15 |
| SS-62 | U.S.Navy [LST 118(H)], 1945 (Oct 15), G+ ty.2z* (dial mostly on stamps; trim R; edge tear R; bit cr) 3x 6c air on #10 cvr. E $16 |
| SS-63 | MacLeish, 1938, VF ty.3(AC-BBT) (lite tone) "San Diego/California" on cvr. E $8 |
| SS-64 | "Missent to 'Maine'" RED ms above address; caned Southfork, PA, 1909, G+ duplex (lite tone) on PPC to USS MISSISSIPPI. E $16 |
| SS-65 | Marietta, 1910, VG+ ty.1 (slight stutter) on PPC. E $15 |
| SS-66 | Marietta, 1910, G+ ty.1 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8 |
| SS-67 | New York, NY/USS Marvin H.McIntyre Br., 1945 (Oct 28), VG+ magenta ty.9efu on add.side; "Army Occupation Landing...The Bomber Plant City of Nagoya,/Hoshu, J.-Target of Doolittle's Raid" h/s on pix side; VG ty.2z tying 1c on pix side of unmailed PPC. E $24 |
| SS-68 | Maryland, 1910, G+ ty.1 (near F; lite tone; edge tears B; crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6 |
| SS-69 | Maryland, 1911, G+ ty.1 (R arc on stamp; lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6 |
| SS-70 | Maryland, 1912, VG ty.2 on Japan PPC. E $20 |
| SS-71 | U.S.Navy (Maryland), 1944, G+ ty.7qtz(2) (part lite tone) on air cvr. E $15 |
| SS-72 | Mayflower, 1909 (Aug 29), G+ ty.1 (near F; bit stutter; tip cr) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12 |
| SS-73 | Mayflower, 1910, VG ty.1 (bit stutter; lite tone) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12 |
| SS-74 | Minnesota, 1913, G+ ty.2 (bit lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8 |
| SS-75 | Minnesota, 1913, G+ ty.3(AC) on Philadelphia PPC. E $15 MIN.8 |
| SS-76 | Lot 7) Missouri, 1912, VG+G+ ty.1 & 2 on PPCs. E $95 MIN.48 |
| SS-77 | Lot 10) Nebraska, 1911-6, F+G+ ty.1/2/3(AC)/3(AC)/3b(AC-OOX) on PPCs. E $150 MIN.75 |
| SS-78 | Lot 6) New Hampshire, 1911-2, VG+G+ ty.1s on PPCs. E $90 MIN.46 |
| SS-79 | North Dakota, 1912, VG ty.2(N-20a) (dial hi: "S" partly off) on PPC to USS Utah. E $20 |
| SS-80 | USCGC Northwind, 1947 (Jan 4), F+ ty.F(N21-a); Operation Highjump/Antarctic Expedition h/s cachet on cvr. E $15 MIN.8 |
| SS-81 | Omaha, 1938, VF ty.3(AC-TBB) "At/Sea" on Cuba PPC. E $12 MIN.6 |
| SS-82 | U.S.Navy (Oracle), 1944, VG ty.2z* (UNLISTED type; lite tone) on censored air PSE. E $24 MIN.12 |
| SS-83 | Palos, 1934, VG+ ty.3(B-BTT) (dial on stamps but shows fairly well) "Hankow/China" on cvr. E $15 MIN.8 |
| SS-84 | Prairie, 1912, F ty.1 (slight stutter) on Cuba PPC. E $15 MIN.8 |
| SS-85 | Prairie, 1913 (Feb 15), G+ ty.1 (bit stutter) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8 |
| SS-86 | Prairie, 1913 (Apr 13), G+ ty.1 (part on stamp) on PPC: USS Idaho. E $15 MIN.8 |
| SS-87 | "USS (Pres.) Grant" ms in "Vessel" line; canxed (Hoboken, NJ), ca.1919, G+ eagle machine on YMCA PPC. E $24 |
| SS-88 | Purdy, 1962, VF ty.2t(n+u); "The Importance of the Navy is Increasing" F magenta h/s at lower L on cvr. E $15 |
| SS-89 | Rainbow, 1910, VF ty.1u(C) on Philippines PPC. E $30 MIN.15 |
| SS-90 | Lot 8) Rhode Island, 1910-3, VG-G+ ty.1u(C)/2/1s on PPCs. E $120 MIN.60 |
| SS-91 | Richmond, 1934, VF blue ty.3s(AC-TBT) "Lingering/On in Cuba" on cvr. E $12 MIN.6 |
| SS-92 | Salem, 1910, VG ty.1 (dial bit hi; tip cr) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8 |
| SS-93 | Salt Lake City, [1930], G+ ty.3s (crnr crs) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6 |
| SS-94 | San Francisco, 1912, G+ ty.2 (part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $50 |
| SS-95 | Saratoga, 1934, VF ty.3(B-BBT) (lower R edge nibbles) "Transit/Pan.Canal" on cvr. E $5 |
| SS-96 | Sarsfield, 1946, G+ ty.2(n) on air cvr. E $5 |
| SS-97 | U.S.Navy (SC 514), 1942, partial duplex (UNLISTED ship) on censored air cvr. E $20 |
| SS-98 | Scorpion, 1921, VG ty.3s(AC) (hi: T bar & "SS" mostly off) "Cos'ple/Turkey" in bars; "Naval Force/European Waters" ms frank on PPC. E $24 MIN.12 |
| SS-99 | Semmes, 1940, VG ty.3r(A-BBT) (bit stutter; lite tone) "New London/Conn" on cvr. E $8 |
| SS-100 | Sicard, 1933, G+ ty.3rs(A) (upper arc mostly not struck) "San Diego/California" on cvr. E $6 |
SS-101. Simpson, 1934, G+ ty.3(B-BTT) (lite tone) "At Sea/In Atlant" (sic) in bars on cvr. E $8
SS-102. Sirius, 1933, G+ ty.5s (lite tone) "San Diego/Calif" on cvr. E $8
SS-103. South Dakota, 1910, G+ ty.1(C) (crs; tear R) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-104. South Dakota, 1911, G+ ty.1 (orig.stamp replaced; lite tone) on PPC. E $5
SS-105. South Dakota, 1911, VG ty.1(C) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-106. South Dakota, 1913, G+ ty.3(AC, S.Dakota) Pan-Cal Expo logo ad on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-107. South Dakota, 1913, F ty.3(AC, S.Dakota) (dial bit hi; toned) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-108. South Dakota, 1914, F ty.3(AC, S.Dakota) (lite tone) on PPC TO USS DENVER. E $20
SS-109. U.S.Navy (South Dakota), 1943, VG+ ty.3z(BTB) on free-franked censored cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-110. U.S.Navy (Stembel), 1945, G ty.2z* (mostly on stamp; dial bit hi) on air cvr. E $15
SS-111. Talladega, 1960, F ty.2; bit faulty 7c air on ship's PPC. E $8
SS-112. U.S.Navy (Tazewell), 1945 (Jun 1), VG ty.2z on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-113. Tennessee, 1915, F ty.3(AC) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-114. Tillman, 1939, F ty.3(B-BTT)/var w/lower bar removed (lite tone) "Navy Yard/Phila.,Pa." on cvr. E $8
SS-115. Tulsa, 1934, F ty.5s (mostly on stamps but shows well) "Foochow/China" on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-116. Valcour, 1970, VG ty.2(n)(AGF) on India PPC: "Living conditions are dreadful..." E $6
SS-117. Vega, 1934, VG ty.3(BC-BTT) (near VF; lite tone; nibbles T) on cvr. E $5
SS-118. Vestal, 1916, G+ ty.3b(B-XOO) (tip cr) on PPC. E $15
SS-119. Virginia, 1911, VG ty.1(V-12a) (lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-120. Washington, 1909, VG+ ty.1 (crs) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-121. Washington, 1910, G+ ty.1 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-122. Washington, 1911, G+ ty.2 (bit stutter) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-123. Washington, 1912, VG ty.F(W-9a); fairly nice example of this usually badly struck type; on PPC. E $20
SS-124. Washington, 1913, G+ ty.3(AC) (bit stutter; dial hi: "S" partly off; tip cr) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-125. Washington, 1914, G+ ty.3(AC) (dial HI: "USS" & most of T bar off; toned) "Navy Yard/Brooklyn" on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-126. Whipple, 1936, VG ty.5ks w/"217" slug in dial (lite tone) "Area/Manila,P.I." on cvr. E $6
SS-127. Wickes, 1935 (Feb 12), F ty.3(A-BTT) (T edge part lite water tone) "San Diego/Calif"; Lincoln’s Birthday cachet on cvr w/USS Wickes VF dateless magenta ty.3s(A) w/"USS Macon/Crashed" slogan as b/s. E $15 MIN.8
SS-128. Wickes, 1936, G+ ty.3s(A) (part lite tone) "Pearl Harbor/TH" on cvr. E $5
SS-129. U.S.Navy (William J.Pattison), 1945 (Oct 21), VG ty.2z (slight stutter; lite tone) "Homeward Bound" h/s & large purple eagle pictorial h/s on air PSE. E $30
SS-130. William R.Rush, 1957, F ty.2 (B arc struck on address) "The Importance of the Navy is Increasing" F magenta h/s at lower L on commer.air cvr. E $16
SS-131. Woodcock, 1934, F ty.3s (mostly on stamps but shows fairly well) "Port-Au-Prince/Haiti," (sic) on cvr w/U.S.M.C./Port Au Prince, Haiti, G+ duplex as transit. E $20
SS-132. Wyoming, 1913, G+ ty.3(AC) (dial HI: "USS" off T) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-133. U.S.Navy (YMS-345), 1944, VG+ ty.7tz on 5.5x7" cvr w/enc. E $12
SS-134. U.S.Navy (YP400), 1943, VF ty.3z(BBT) (UNLISTED ship) on free-franked censored cvr. E $24 MIN.12
SS-135. San Diego/Marine Corps Base, CA, 1941, VG Int'l on commer.GPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-137. Vallejo/Mare IslNaval Br., CA, 1918, G duplex (part spotty; o/s) "Passed By Censor" h/s on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
SS-138. Vallejo/Mare IslNaval Br., CA, 1918, G duplex (part spotty; crs) "Passed By Censor" h/s (stuttered) on PPC datelined "Detention Barracks". E $24 MIN.12
SS-139. Washington, DC, ca.1863, G+ DCDS (year spotty) on cvr to Actg Rear Admiral S.Phillips Lee, Comdg U.S.N.A.Blockg Squadn, Hampton Roads, Fortress Monroe, VA, w/docket at L apparently in his hand. E $75
SS-140. Washington, DC, 1864, G+ DCDS/target on cvr to Actg Rear Admiral S.Phillips Lee, Comdg U.S.N.A.Blockg Squadn, Hampton Roads, Old Pt.Comfort P.O., VA, w/docket at L apparently in his
hand. E $75
SS-141. Washington, DC, 1864, G+ DCDs (upper L tip clip) on cvr to Actg Rear Admiral S.Phillips Lee, Comdg U.S.N.A.Blockg Squad, Beaufort, NC, w/docket at L apparently in his hand. E $70
SS-142. Chicago, IL, 1942, VG Univ.; USNR Mids’n School return add.; ms "Free" frank on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-143. Chicago/NTS Naval Armory Sta., IL, 1944, G+ 4-bar (town spotty) Naval Training School h/s cc on penalty cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-144. Glenview/Nav.Res.Aviation Base Br., IL, 1942, F 4-bar on free-franked PPC. E $20
SS-145. Great Lakes, IL, 1944, VG Univ. (bit lite tone) U.S.N.T.C. return add. on free-franked PPC. E $8
SS-146. Great Lakes/Great Lakes Receiving Ship, IL, 1920, VG Amer/A38 (lite tone; tear R; crnr crs) "Co.4 Camp Luce" return add. on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-147. New Orleans, LA, 1906, F duplex on LEATHER PPC: "Reunion 1906/U.S.Columbia" & illus.ship; message: "This boat was here during the reunion". E $20
SS-148. New Orleans/Hdgrs.8th Nav.Dist.Sta., LA, 1943, F 3-bar; "Buy a War Bond Today" slogan; ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $15
SS-149. U.S.Naval Academy/Annapolis, MD, 1919 (Jun 16), F+ duplex (EARLY: BEFORE listed opening date) 3c Victory on cvr. E $30
SS-150. Piney Point/Torpedo Testing Range Br., MD, 1945, G+ 4-bar (upper R arc not struck; part o/s; lite tone) (40-42) on free-franked PPC. E $20
SS-151. Indian Orchard, MA, 1944, G+ Int’l (lite tone; tip cr) "European Area Draft #/c/o Fleet Post Office, New York N.Y." h/s & other markings by address; "Atlantic Fleet Records Office" h/s on back; on cvr to "Navy #320, c/o Fleet Post Office". E $15 MIN.8
SS-152. U.S.Navy Yard/Portsmouth, NH, 1927, G+ 4-bar (near VG+) on cvr. E $24
SS-153. Princeton, NJ, 1870s, F CDS/cork on cvr to Admiral S.P.Lee, Sligo, MD. E $20
SS-155. New York/Pelham Naval Sta., NY, 1919, VF duplex (LKU) supplemental use because Amer/A38 flag struck fully at L on cvr. E $30 MIN.15
SS-156. Portland, OR, 1930, VF Univ.; "Marine Day" poster stamp barely tied by "Battleship Oregon" fancy boxed h/s at L on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-158. Columbia, SC, 2003, G machine; 2x "U.S.S. Sturgeon/Local Post/Sturgeon Class Attack Submarine" labels on back; 1 tied by offset canx; on cvr. E $8
SS-159. Newport News/Aviation Br., VA, 1918, VG+ Amer/A38 (tiny tear T; edge cr) on PPC (cavalry camp & Warwick Hotel). E $15 MIN.8
SS-160. Norfolk/Naval Base Sta., VA, 1918, VG+ Amer/A38 (dial partly on return add.; lite tone) on PPC. E $8
SS-161. Williamsburg/Naval Mine Depot Br., VA, 1937, G+ duplex on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-162. Port Angeles/Section Base Br., WA, 1942, G+ 4-bar (bit edge wear) ms "Free" frank on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-163. Seattle (Federal Sta.), WA, 1937, G+ DCDs as origin b/s; Navy Dept./13th Naval Dist.cc; 15c Liberty on reg’d #10 penalty cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-164. APO 707, 1946, G+ 4-bar (RUFF R, into stamp) "Not on Board/USAT 'General D.E.Aultman'" h/s by address; "Casual P.O./Fort Mason, Calif." pointed double-oval h/s as transit b/s on 6c air PSE to sender's wife c/o CG, Port of Embarkation, Pt.Mason, & returned. E $30
SS-165. First Marine Brig./Fleet Marine Force, 1941 (Mar 1), G+ 3-bar (part on stamp; tip crs) "Guantanamo/Bay" on commer.REAL PHOTO PPC (tents). E $16
SS-166. "Merry Xmas", 1948 (Dec 25), VF red 6-bar fantasy cancel at L of perfed real photo fantasy label (naval officer & wife); Xmas message printed at L on 3.25x6" PC w/ms address. E $14
SS-167. Submarine School/Post Office, 1945, G+ straight-line h/s w/separate dater ("OL" written, probably by clerk; bit o/s) as recd b/s; APO 380 VF DCDs origin b/s on commer.reg’d cvr w/APO 633 VG DCDs & 1 BPO G+ CDS as transit b/s & U.S.Navy VG magenta 4-bar as b/s. E $30
SS-168. U.S. Navy/17014 Br., 1967, VG 4-bar; "Vietnam" & illus.dragon at L; "Seabees" illus.h/s at B (bee w/tools); ms "Free" frank on air cvr w/"Can Do/25th Anniv.-Navy Seabees/100th Anniv.-Navy Civil Engineer Corps/March 1967" h/s on back. E $16
SS-169. War Dept./Posted to the High Seas/U.S.Grant/Army Transport Service, 1935, VG+ DCDs
origin at L; San Francisco Int'l canx on stamp; on commer cvr. E $20
SS-170. U.S.Light Target No.1,1X35, 1932, F+ ty.5hk "Radio/Controlled" slogan on cvr. E $20
SS-171. U.S.Navy, 1942, G+ duplex; censor tape & h/s at L; 20c transport air on cvr. E $15
MIN.8
SS-172. U.S.Navy, 1943, VF 3-bar (cr; tear T; uneven toned) U.S.Naval Air Sta., Norman, OK, typed cc; ms "Free" frank on #10 cvr. E $16
SS-174. U.S.Navy, 1943, F ty.2z*; ms "Free" frank, but "Postage due 3 cents." h/s & 3c due stamp applied on cvr w/Coast Guard insignia letterhead enc. E $14
SS-175. U.S.Navy, 1943, G+ machine (lite tone; tip cr) on PPC datelined Camp Peary, VA. E $12 MIN.6
SS-177. U.S.Navy, 1943, VF 3-bar (tip cr) on PPC w/15mm x 5mm notch cut in T edge by censor. E $14
SS-178. U.S.Navy, 1944, VG machine; Aviation Supply Anx, Navy 131 return add. on air PSE. E $12 MIN.6
SS-179. U.S.Navy, 1944, G+ 4-bar (dial HI: "US" mostly off) ms "free" frank on PPC w/"USN, Bainbridge, MO" return add. E $14
SS-180. U.S.Navy, 1944, F ty.7z* (small scuff spots, not in canx) "NATTC, Norman, OK" return add.; sailor's ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-181. U.S.Navy, 1944, VG machine; Unit E-3, USNTC, Sampson, NY, return add.; ms "free" frank on "V" pc. E $12 MIN.6
SS-182. U.S.Navy, 1944, VF 4-bar (lite tone; bit cr) H & S Bn., III Phib Corps return add. on 6c air PSE to BRAZIL. E $15
SS-183. U.S.Navy, 1944, VG+ ty.3z; U.S.Naval Hospital, Ward #2 Navy 1955 return add.; ms "Free" frank on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-185. U.S.Navy, ca.1944, G+ machine (year partial) Unit #280 USMC return add.; ms "Free" frank; Red Cross logo on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-186. U.S.Navy, 1945, VG ty.2z; "AROU-2" return add. on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-187. U.S.Receiving Ship at Norfolk, 1913, G+ 4-bar (town nearly all obscured on stamp, but this is known type) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-188. "U.S.Battleship 'Oregon' Head On" REAL PHOTO stereopticon card; publ.Raw (edge wear; lite soiled), 1898. E $12 MIN.6
SS-189. Honolulu, HI, 1989, VF machine (pinhole) "Mailed at Sea/S.S.Constitution" 34mm RED circled h/s as origin at lower L on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-190. American Export Lines/Posted/On the High Seas/Purser/S.S.Excambion, 1936, F CDS tying 1f50 + 3f Syria commems on Damascus PPC. E $20
SS-192. Deutsch-Amerikanische Seepost/Bremen-New-York, 1910, G+ oval (near VG+; lite tone; part soiled) faulty 10pf on PPC to U.S. E $14
SS-193. Deutsche Seepost/Linie Bremen-New York, 1910, G+ oval (lite tone; tip crs) 10pf on ship's PPC ("Prinz Friedrich Wilhelm" dining room) to Chicago. E $15 MIN.8
SS-194. Deutsche Seepost/Linie Hamburg New-York/XII, 1909, G+ CDS (lite tone) 10pf on PPC. E $24
SS-195. Deutsche Seepost/Linie Hamburg-New York/XI, 1908, G+ CDS (near F) 2x 5pf on N.Y.City PPC to Germany. E $20
SS-196. Deutsche Seepost/Linie/Hamburg-New York, 1927, VG CDS (toned; heavy crs) 15pf on ship's PPC to Germany. E $12 MIN.6
SS-197. Gibraltar/Paquebot, 1952, G+ blue-green CDS tying 2c Prexie; "American Export Lines,Inc./S.S.Constitution/Paquebot-Mail" G+ blue circled h/s by address; on ship's PPC to U.S. E $30
SS-198. Gibraltar/Paquebot, 1953, G+ CDS tying 2c Prexie; "American Export Lines, Inc./S.S.Independence/Paquebot-Mail" VF circled h/s at L (lite crs) on ship's PPC to U.S. E $30
SS-199. Hamburg-American Line/Atlas Service/Posted on the High Seas/S.S.Allemania., ca.1910, G undated double oval (mostly on stamps, but ship's name shows well; R arc off edge) pair 1c Haiti Sc.165 on PPC to U.S. E $15
SS-200. M/N Oceania, 1935, VF fancy blue double oval at L (R end covered by stamp; bit o/s; crnr crs) Gibraltar G+ DCDS/slogan tying 1.5p Sc.97a on PPC ("M/N Neptune") to Germany. E $30
SS-201. M/S Bergensfjord/Posted on Board/On Cruise, 1968, G+ pictorial CDS; BOLD magenta "Paquebot" h/s below message; 65o Norway on San Juan, PR, to Michigan. E $14
SS-203. M/S Kungsholm/Swedish American Line, 1960, partial DCDS; tying 41x29mm pictorial ad label: "Kungsholm World Cruise/Swedish American Line" (ship & route of cruise on world map); 75o stamp on PPC to U.S. NICE. E $30
SS-204. M/S Royal Viking Sea/On Cruise-Posted On Board, 1978, G+ pictorial CDS (mostly on stamp) Montego Bay, Jamaica, VG CDS at L, w/"Paquebot" h/s Lund ty.4 at B, as transit; 1.30k Norway on PPC to U.S. NICE combo. E $20
SS-205. M/S Royal Viking Sky/Cruise-Posted on Board, 1990, VG+ 38mm CDS; 40c Bahamas on Maine PPC, en route to Quebec. E $8
SS-206. M/S Royal Viking Sky/On Cruise-Posted on Board, 1975, G+ pictorial CDS (part on stamp; staple holes T) 1k Norway on ship's PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
SS-207. M/S Royal Viking Star/On Cruise-Posted On Board, 1977, VF pictorial CDS; 1k30 Norway on ship's PPC to U.S. E $14
SS-208. M/S Royal Viking Sun/On Cruise-Posted On Board, 1989, VF CDS; 40c Bahamas on ship's PPC to U.S. E $14
SS-209. M/S Royal Viking Sun/On Cruise-Posted on Board, [1996], F CDS; 45c Bahamas on Caribbean Map PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
SS-210. M/S Sagafjord/On Cruise/Posted On Board, 1992, VF boxed h/s at L; "Paquebot" h/s by add.; 40c Bahamas (not canx) on Aruba PPC to U.S. E $14
SS-211. M/S Sagafjord/On Cruise/Posted On Board, 1990, F blue box h/s tying 40c Bahamas; George Town, Grand Cayman, DCDS as transit at L on PPC to U.S. E $14
SS-212. M/S Sagafjord/Posted On Board/On Cruise, 1973, G+ pictorial CDS; partial Barbados slogan machine as transit; 1k Norway on ship's PPC to U.S. E $14
SS-213. M/S Sagafjord/Posted on Board/On Cruise, 1970, F pictorial CDS; 90o Norway on PPC to U.S. E $14
SS-215. M/S Vistafjord/On Cruise/Posted On Board, 1986, G box h/s (part lite; tip crs; lite tone) boxed "Paquebot" h/s; 25c Bahamas on PPC to U.S.w/Belem, Brazil, G+ DCDS as transit. E $14
SS-216. M/S Vistafjord/On Cruise/Posted On Board, 1991, G+ boxed h/s; Bahamas 40c fish on ship's PPC to U.S. E $14
SS-217. Mailed at Sea Aboard/Matson Line/S.S.Lurline, [1955], G+ undated h/s as origin on pix side of ship's PPC; canx Honolulu, HT. E $12 MIN.6
SS-218. Mailed at Sea Aboard/Matson Lines/S.S.Lurline, [1955], VG+ undated double circle h/s w/2 stars in dial on pix side of ship's PPC; Honolulu, HI, G+ Int'l as canx on 4c air. E $14
SS-219. Mailed at Sea/SS Independence, [1987], VF undated double circle h/s as origin by add.; Honolulu, HI, F, machine as canx on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-220. MS Norwegian Sea/NCL/Posted on Board, [2003], VF double-circled h/s part o/s by Hamilton, Bermuda, G+ slogan machine; 80c Bermuda on ship's PPC to U.S. E $14
SS-221. N.Y. & Buenos Aires Sea Post/S.S.Brazil, 1940, VG+ duplex on cached cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-222. N.Y. & Buenos Aires Sea Post/S.S.Pan America, 1927, G+ duplex ("MERI" not struck; lite tone; edge tear R) 100r Brazil on PPC to U.S. E $14
SS-223. Ocean Monarch/Posted on the High Seas, ca.1940s, G+ undated circled h/s (part heavy inked; crs) 3d Bermuda Geo.VI (not canx, but clearly belongs) on PPC: Pink Beach, Bermuda. E $15
SS-224. P.S.Cent B SS Statendam/8, 1966, G+ DCDS (part on stamp; bit stutter; lite tone) 25c Netherlands on ship's PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
SS-225. Posted on Board/MS Gripsholm-Swedish American Line, 1975, G+ pictorial DCDS; 65o Sweden on PPC to U.S. E $8
SS-226. Posted On Board/MS Kungsholm-Swedish American Line, 1967, G+ pictorial DCDS (bit smear) tying 70¢ Sweden on Chile PPC to U.S. E $14
SS-227. Posted on the High Seas/M/S Skyward, [1972], VG red undated h/s as origin, applied BEFORE stamp; 9c air partly covering 2 letters; Charlotte Amalie, VI, machine as canx on Norwegian Caribbean Lines PPC. E $14
SS-228. S.S.Kraljica Marija/Predato Na Moru, 1932, G+ triple oval as origin, on address (part obscured; lite tone) Nauplia, Greece, partial DCDS as canx tying strip/3x 80L on PPC to Scotland. E $16
SS-229. S.S.United States, [1953], G+ undated RED 38x3mm straight-line h/s as origin at L (tip cr) w/Southampton, GB, Paquebot/Posted at Sea G+ machine tying 2c Prexie on ship's PPC. E $12
SS-230. S.S.United States/Sea Post/United States Lines, [1953]. G+ RED undated 44mm diam.pictorial h/s (part of eagle not struck; o/w VG; o/s) w/Southampton machine tying 2d Grt.Brit. on ship's PPC to U.S. SCARCE type. E $16
SS-231. S/S Adriatica-Carnaro, 1932, partial CDS (lite tone; crnr cr) "Paquebot" h/s above address; 50c +25c Italy on ship's PPC to England, w/Jaffa VG DCDS as transit. E $20
SS-232. Sailing the Uncommon Route/Mailed at Sea/SS Universe Explorer/Alaska 1999, [1999], VF red 54mm pictorial double-circle h/s h/s at L; Sitka, AK, G+ machine as origin on 5x7" commer.PPC (train on "White Pass & Yukon Route"). E $20
SS-233. SJP 7 Goteborg-New York, 1951, G+ DCDs; 20¢ Sweden on M/S Gripsholm PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
SS-234. T.E.V.queen of Bermuda/Posted on the High Seas, ca.1930s, F undated circled h/s (tip cr) tying faulty 2d yacht on PPC to U.S. E $24
SS-235. T.E.V.queen of Bermuda/Posted on the High Seas, [1939], VG purple dateless h/s at L (scuff spots) Lund ty.1 "Paquebot" h/s tying faulty 1c Prexie on PPC to U.S.w/Hamilton, Bermuda, G+ slogan machine as transit at lower L. E $15 MIN.8
SS-236. U.S.Ger Sea Post/S.S.Manhattan, 1936, G+ duplex (part on stamp) 1c Frank. on PPC to U.S.datelined "On board". E $14
SS-238. U.S.German Sea P.O., 1905, G+ duplex/6 (part heavy inked; R arc on stamp; bit lit tone) blue "D.Kaiser Wilhm/des Grosse" h/s at upper L; 2c Sc.319 on PPC to Germany. E $20 MIN.10
SS-240. U.S.German Sea P.O., 1906, G+ duplex/10 (o/s; vert.cr; tears B & R; lite tone) 2c Sc.319 on ship's PPC (Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse) to U.S. E $20 MIN.10
SS-241. U.S.German Sea P.O., 1906, G+ duplex/12 (bit uneven trim T) 5c Lincoln on cvr to U.S. E $40 MIN.20
SS-242. U.S.German Sea P.O., 1907, G+ duplex (lite soiled; part lite tone) 2c Sc.319 on ship's PPC (Kaiser Wilhelm II) to U.S. E $16
SS-244. U.S.German Sea P.O., 1907, G+ duplex/15 (R arc & # partial; tip cr) 2c Sc.319 on Hamburg-America Linie PPC (SS Amerika smoke room). E $15 MIN.8
SS-245. U.S.German Sea P.O., 1910, F duplex/17 (part ruff L) 2c Wash. on PPC to U.S. E $14
SS-246. U.S.German Sea P.O., 1910, G+ duplex/15 (lite tone) 2c Wash. on ship's PPC (SS Amerika) to U.S. E $20 MIN.10
SS-248. U.S.German Sea P.O., 1912, G+ duplex/17 ("U.S." mostly not struck; lite tone; tear B) 2c PPC on ship's PPC ("Kaiserin Auguste Victoria" Wintergarten) to U.S. E $20 MIN.10
SS-249. U.S.German Sea P.O., 1914, G+ duplex/16 (L arc spotty; lite tone; L tips nick) 2c Wash. on PPC to U.S. E $20 MIN.10
SS-250. U.S.German Sea P.O., 1914, G+ duplex/13 (toned) 2c Wash. on ship's PPC (Kronprinzessin Cecilie) to U.S. E $30 MIN.15
SS-251. U.S.German Sea P.O., 1914, G+ duplex/16 (crs) bit o/s by "SPO/T/16" circled due marking applied on ship; w/"Hudson Term.Sta., NY/Due 2 Cent" opera glass h/s; 2c due stamp tied by target killer; 1c Wash. on S.S. Imperator PPC to U.S. E $70 MIN.36
SS-252. U.S.German Sea P.O., 1925, G+ duplex/5 (lite tone) 1c Frank. on S.S.Columbus PPC w/foreign language message to U.S. E $20 MIN.10
SS-253. U.S.Sea Post Office No.10/S.S.Leviathan, 1927, G+ Int'l (tip crs) 2c Wash. on ship's PPC to U.S. E $14
SS-254. U.S.T.P.Sea Post/S.S.??, 1931, G+ duplex/#16 (B arc not struck, affects ship name; tip crs) "WEST" on BALSA WOOD PPC datelined Kobe, Japan, w/HAND-PAINTED scene (mountains, river, etc.). E $20
SS-255. United Fruit Co./Posted on the High Seas/Purser/S/S Talamanca/Steamship Service, 1941, VG+ TCDS struck at L as origin; New York, NY/Paquebot VG duplex (Lund ty.10) tying 1c Colombia on cacheted cvr to U.S. E $15
SS-256. United States/Sea P.O., 1911, G+ duplex/9 w/2 asterisks in dial (tip crs) lp Grt.Brit. on Ireland PPC to U.S. E $40 MIN.20
SS-257. United States/Sea P.O., 1916, G+ duplex/2 (R arc mostly not struck; toned; edge tears T) engraved illus.banner on flap; 2c Wash. on cvr to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
SS-258. United States/Sea P.O., 1923, F duplex/1 w/2 asterisks in dial; 1c Wash. on SS America PPC to U.S. E $20 MIN.10
SS-259. United States/Sea P.O., 1923, VF duplex/1 (lite tone) 2c Wash.(Sc.554) on 4.5x5.75" cvr to U.S. w/engraved "United States Lines" return add. & banner on flap. E $20
SS-260. United States/Sea P.O., 1924, VG+ duplex/3 w/2 asterisks in dial (dial bit hi; crnr cr; edge tear L; lower R tip nick) 1c Frank. on ship's PPC (SS Pres.Roosevelt) to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
SS-261. United States/Sea P.O., 1924, G+ duplex (# not clear; dial bit hi; crnr cr) on PPC: S.S.Washington. E $16
SS-262. United States/Sea P.O., 1925 (Jul 4), VF duplex/3 (toned; crs) printed "On Board/S.S.Pres.Roosevelt" above message; 2c Wash. on ship's PPC (Social Hall) to U.S. E $15
SS-263. San Francisco, CA, 1941, G+ Int'l; "Paquebot/San Fran.Calif." h/s Lund ty.7 at B; 30c China on PPC to U.S. E $24 MIN.12
SS-264. Quebec, Canada, 1964, F Univ. w/"Paquebot--Posted at Sea" boxed killer; 4c on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
SS-265. Balboa/Paquebot, Cz, 1961, VG+ duplex; Lund ty.9; on air PPC to U.S.: "...going through the Panama Canal..." E $12 MIN.6
SS-266. Balboar/Paquebot, Cz, 1938, G+ duplex (near F) Lund ty.2; 1c Frank. on REAL PHOTO PPC (Gatun Locks). E $15 MIN.8
SS-267. Paquebot/Alexandrie (Egypt), 1924, VG DCDS (R crnrs clip; L tips nib; AS IS for faults) tying pair lp Grt.Brit. on Constantinople PPC to U.S. E $14
SS-268. Port Taufiq (Egypt), 1911, G+ DCDS (lite tone) "Paquebot" in oval h/s tying 1a India on PPC to U.S. E $14
SS-269. Miami, Fl, 1905, G+ Doremus (lite tone; tip crs) "Paquebot." purple h/s Lund ty.1; 1c Bahmas on priv.mailing card to U.S. E $20
SS-270. Cherbourg, France, 1948, G+ CDS; 2x "Paquebot" h/s on strip of 3x 1c Prexies on PPC to Switzerland. E $20
SS-271. Marseilles, France, 1937, G machine tying 3c Wash.Sc.720 (part ruff slit B & L; tear T; lite tone) "Paquebot" h/s at T; American Export Lines/S.S.Exochorda cc; "Collect Postage/.07 Cents" h/s & U.S.5c +2c dues by address on cvr to Cleveland, OH. E $15
SS-273. Gibraltar, 1906, G+ DCDS (edge tear R) "Paquebot" h/s at L; 1p Grt.Brit. on Azores PPC to U.S. E $30
SS-274. Gibraltar/Paquebot, 1911, G+ CDS (heavy horiz.crs; toned) lp Grt.Brit. on PPC to U.S. E $14
SS-275. Gibraltar/Paquebot, 1937, G+ CDS (tips of "BR" off R edge; part on stamp; crs) 1c Frank. on Egypt PPC to U.S. E $14
SS-276. Plymouth/Paquebot/Posted at Sea, Great Britain, 1959, G+ machine; 4p on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
SS-277. Genoa, Italy, 1913, G+ DCDS (toned) 2 partial strikes of "Paquebot" h/s, 1 tying lp Grt.Brit. on Madeira PPC to U.S.; 4 country combo. E $14
SS-278. New Orleans, La, 1936, G+ Univ. (near VP) tying 2c Honduras commem.; "PAGUEBOT" magenta h/s (Lund ty.6) below stamp; on PPC to U.S. E $30
on PPC. E $14
SS-281. New York/Paquebot, NY, 1926, VF Int'l machine 2 w/"C" in dia; Lund ty.11a (upper L tip taped) 1.5p Grt.Brit. on Italy PPC to U.S. E $14
SS-282. New York/Paquebot, NY, 1930s, VG+ duplex/Lund ty.10 (killer & year off edge) part overlap by "Posted/On The/High Seas" circled h/s on Bermuda PPC. E $14
SS-283. New York/Paquebot, NY, 1934, G+ duplex Lund ty.10; 2c Honduras on PPC to U.S. E $14
SS-284. Manila, PI, ca.1912, G+ duplex (ruff T; lite tone) "Paquebot" h/s; Iloilo return add.on flap on cvr to Manila. E $14
SS-285. Manila, PI, 1913, G duplex (ruff L & R; lite tone; AS IS for faults) "Paquebot" h/s; Cebu cc on cvr to Manila & returned. E $14
SS-286. London F.S./Paquebot, 1913 (Apr 15), VG repeater machine; 1d Great Britain on PPC. E $8
SS-287. London F.S./Paquebot, 1914, G+ repeater machine; 1p Grt.Brit. on Gibraltar PPC to U.S. E $8
SS-288. London F.S./Paquebot, 1925, VG DCDS machine; 25c Spain on PPC to U.S. E $14
SS-290. London/Paquebot, 1930, VG machine; 2x 1d Great Britain on PPC. E $5
SS-291. N.Y.P.O.Hud.Term.Sta./Paquebot, 1910, G+ CDS; Lund ty.4; 1p Trinidad & Tobago on Venezuela PPC to U.S. E $20
SS-292. New York/Paquebot/Hud.Term.Sta., 1916, F+ duplex (Lund ty.6) struck fully at L of stamp; Gran Hotel Suiza, Barranquilla, Colombia, cc; 5c Colombia (not tied, but belongs); US censor tape at L on cvr to England. E $40
SS-293. Pacquet Boat Mail/Norwegian M/S Skyward, ca.1975, VF blue-green undated straight-line h/s as origin at L; uncanxed Norway 1k Sc.643 on ship's PPC to U.S. E $14
SS-294. Paquebot, ca.1908, G+ straight-line h/s ("T" off edge of card; bit o/s) 1c Grt.Brit. on Gibraltar PPC to U.S. E $12
SS-295. "Paquebot", [1923], G+ undated straight-line h/s ("T" off R edge; ruff slit T; tear B) engraved "Canadian Pacific" on flap on cvr to U.S.w/enc.: engraved "On Board/Empress of France" header. E $24
SS-296. Paquebot/Port Said, 1924, G+ CDS (mostly on stamp; lite tone) tying 1.5p Grt.Brit. on Italy PPC to U.S. NICE 4 country combo. E $14
SS-297. Paquebot/Posted at Sea/Received/Victoria, 1924, G+ CDS (part on stamp; cr; edge tear L) 2c Philippines on PPC to U.S. E $15
SS-298. Paquebot/Singapore, 1931, G+ CDS (pinholes T crnrs) 1.5p Grt.Brit. on Italy PPC to U.S. NICE 4 country combo. E $16
SS-299. Southampton/Paquebot, 1929, VG+ machine; 1.5d stamp on PPC to US. E $6
SS-301. San Francisco, CA, [1868], G+ CDS/cork; ms "Stmr 'Montana'" & date at upper L (bit ruff trim L affects "St"); edge tear L) 3c grill on cvr. E $20
SS-302. Wilmington, CA, 1935, F Int'l; Dollar Steamship Lines cc; "Radio-PRESHAYES" (incorrectly?) typed above; 6c Garfield on "Ocean Letter" cvr w/enc.datelined "S.S.Pres.Grant". E $20 MIN.10
SS-303. Yosemite, CA, 1916, G+ Amer/A14 (tip crs) "U.S.Sea P.O./T/3" circled h/s; 1c Wash. on PPC to England. E $50 MIN.26
SS-305. Cannes, France, 1956, F 18f pictorial slogan meter "Agent Cannes/Building du Casino/Consignation Frêt Passages/Travel Bureau" w/illus.ship, tying 2c Jefferson on S.S.Independence PPC. E $14
SS-306. Rudesheim, Germany, 1932, G DCDS (crnrs crs) "Schiffs Restauration/H.R./Deutsches Eck" sawtooth double oval h/s at L on ship's PPC. E $20
SS-307. Gibraltar, 1902, VG duplex; 1p on "Kaiserin Maria Theresia" ship's PPC to U.S.; printed date in caption, 3 days before mailed. E $15 MIN.8
SS-308. Liverpool, Great Britain, 1959, F CDS; 6p + 2p paying air rate on ship's PPC to U.S., datelined "On board the 'Media'". E $12

SS-310. Hong Kong, 1956, G+ slogan machine tying $1 Hong Kong & "Kingsholm' World Cruise/Swedish American Line" 30x45mm pictorial ad label: ship & map of world (label about 1mm off T edge of card) on ad PPC w/printed "script" ad for ship's 1957 world cruise. E $24 MIN.12

SS-311. Tokyo, Japan, 1962, G+ DCDS; boxed "Seamail" h/s; 25y AIRMAIL on PPC to U.S. E $14

SS-312. Louisville/5, KY, [1848], G+ blue CDS w/"STEAM" h/s at L (bit lite tone) on SPL datelined St.Louis, to Charlestown, IN. E $20

SS-313. Eliot, ME, 1888, G+ CDS/cork (lite tone) "Paid Liverpool/U.S.Packet/2D" VG red CDS at lower L; 2c + 1c on 2c PSE to England. E $15


SS-315. Linn, MO, 1904, G+ duplex (ruff R; part lite tone) "Hermann Ferry & Packet Co., Hermann, Mo." 67x43mm pictorial oval h/s on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8

SS-316. New York, NY, 1900, G+ duplex (bit lite soiled) USMS St.Paul engraved logo cc (banner) on cvr. E $16

SS-317. Stettin, Poland, 1935, G+ DCDS (tip cr) tying 1.5m Finland; "Ans Dampfschiff" boxed h/s at L on PPC to U.S. E $16

SS-318. Mallorca, Spain, 1970, G repeater; "Voyage of the Radiant II" 59x40mm pictorial poster stamp at L (not tied but obviously belongs) on ship's PPC: "cancelled cruise to N.Africa cause of cholera". E $20

SS-319. Norfolk, VA, 1905, F duplex (tip crs) on Old Dominion Line PPC datelined "On Board O.D.S.S.Co's S.S. (Ship Hamilton)" w/ms ship name. E $15 MIN.8

SS-320. Seattle, WA, 1959, VG Univ.; 4c Silver Cent'l on C.P.R.Princess Marguerite PPC: "Writing... while returning... on this ship..." E $12


SS-322. Delta Queen Contract Sta./Steamboat Mail, 1985, VF 3-bar on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6

SS-323. Democratic-Transportation-Co./Excursion Ticket, Good For One First Class Passage Up Salt River, On The Iron-clad Jeffersonian Boat "Grover": 2.25x6" Coupon, 1888 (Nov 13), "Good for return passage in Nov., 1892". E $15 MIN.8

SS-324. "Oceanic S.S.Co./PassDep't/114 Montgomery St./San Francisco", 1899, F fancy oval private h/s as rec'd b/s; indistinct RPO origin; on cvr. E $16

SS-325. Post Office/ Maritime Mail, ca.1943?, G+ red dateless DCDS origin (dial bit hi; bit o/s) Yeoworth, Great Britain, G DCDS as transit (B arc & year partial) on PPC w/"4D/To Pay/873" h/s penciled thru. E $15

STAMPS on Covers & Cards (Scott # is followed by centering of stamp.)
ST-1. 1, F-A (lower L margin barely touches frame), New York, NY, 1840s, G+ red CDS/grid on folded letter (crs; no contents) w/tiny "Calves" (French expert) h/s in lower R crnr. E $600
ST-3. 24, A (couple nib perfs), Milwaukee, WI, 1858, partial CDS w/variant spelling; Newhall House overall illus.back ad (B flap faults, partly in ad) on cvr to local address. E $50 MIN.26
ST-4. 24, A, New York, NY, ca.1859, G CDS (year partial) on cvr (small lite tone spot). E $50
ST-5. 63 (x3: pair & single), A, McLean, PA, 1868s, G+ CDS/target on cvr (trim R). E $50 MIN.26
ST-6. 63, A, Ottawa, IL, [1867], G+ DCDS/cork (not tied but clearly belongs) on local cvr. E $40
ST-7. 68/73/65, A, Montville, MA, [1866], partial CDS; tied on back of 2.25x5.25" cvr (flap trim) to Germany. E $150 MIN.75
ST-8. 68, A, Buffalo, NY, [1869], VG CDS/cork; Bremen VG boxed h/s as transit on cvr to Germany. E $80
ST-9. 71, A, Boston/24, MA, [1865], G+ red CDS; "p China" ms instruction at T (referring to ship on which this was carried) 30c solo on folded letter (crs; tiny tear T; no contents) to France. E $400
ST-10. 73 pair/63 pair; A, Ottawa, IL, 1865, G+ blue DCDS/target on 2.75x4.75" cvr (trim R, barely in 1x 3c stamp; 2c pair OK) to Canada West. E $120
ST-11. 113/145, A/F, Mendota, IL, ca.1870, G+ CDS/cork on 2.25x5.25" cvr (trim R) w/albino
embossed woman's head on flap. NICE 2c 1869 & 1c banknote combo. E $120 MIN.60
ST-12. 114, A, Louisville, KY, [1869], G+ CDS/cork on cvr (trim R; upper R tip nib). E $20
ST-13. 116, A (1 short perf), New Orleans, LA, [1870], G+ CDS/cork (not tied, but clearly belongs) J.Avet double oval h/s cc on cvr (lite crs). E $400
ST-14. 135 (x2), F (1 w/SE at R); Chicago, IL, [1873], G CDS/cork; Jas.Hawkins, Chemist & Confectioner cc on cvr (lite tone; pen note partly on cc; bit edge wear; tears T & L). E $90 MIN.46
ST-15. 149 (x2), F/A, Ottawa, IL, [1872], G+ CDS w/neg.star cut in cork on cvr (R tips nick; bit ruff B; toned) to Germany. E $150 MIN.75
ST-16. 149, A, LaSalle, IL, [1872], VG CDS/cork on cvr to Germany. E $120 MIN.60
ST-17. 185 (x2)/184, A/F, Castleton, IL, ca.1879, G CDS/ms on reg'd cvr (lower R edge bit trim). E $24
ST-18. 205, F, Ypsilanti, MI, 1884, G+ CDS/target on cvr to Germany. E $20 MIN.10
ST-19. 205, F, Detroit, MI, [1887], G+ duplex on cvr (toned; tears B) to Germany. E $15 MIN.8
ST-20. 205, F, Detroit, MI, [1887], F duplex on cvr (bit trim L) to Germany. E $20 MIN.10
ST-21. 205, F, Detroit, MI, 1888, G+ duplex on cvr (toned) to Germany. E $15 MIN.8
ST-22. 205, F-A, Detroit, MI, ca.1888, G+ duplex on cvr (lite tone) to Germany. E $15 MIN.8
ST-23. 216, F, Detroit, MI, [1888], F duplex on cvr to Germany. E $30 MIN.15
ST-24. 219, F, Wall St.Sta., NY, 1907, G+ Int'l; LATE USE on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-25. 219, A (lite tone), Olivet, MI, 1909, G+ duplex; LATE use on PPC. E $6
ST-26. 219, A, Richmond, VA, 1931, VG Univ.; 1c small banknote used late on PPC. E $8
ST-27. 226, F-A, New York, NY, 1890, partial duplex; 5th Ave.Hotel cc on cvr (trim R) to London, UK; fwd to Killarney & back to London; Low's Exchange/London Office oval h/s on back. E $20
ST-29. 232, F, Mendota, IL, 1894, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard CDS w/11-bar killer on 2c PSE (lite tone; L edge crs) to Germany. E $24 MIN.12
ST-30. 252 w/PL#151 at B; A, St.Paul & Des Moines/RPO, 1895, G CDS/cork on cvr w/enc. E $14
ST-31. 252 pair, w/PL#145 & partial imprint at B; F-A, New York, NY, 1896, G+ Barry on 1c Colum.PSE (nicks R; part lite tone) to GERMANY. E $14
ST-32. 258 w/PL#55 at B (selvage about 1/3 gone, but # complete); F, (indistinct town), ME, 1895, partial reg'd straight-line h/s on reg.cvr. E $14
ST-33. 264 w/about 2/3 of PL#167 at B; F-A, Bradford, VT, 1896, G+ CDS/cork on toned cvr. E $14
ST-34. 267 w/PL#226 at B; F, Mitchell, SD, 1896, G+ duplex on cvr (trim R; edge tear R). E $14
ST-35. 279B w/PL#888 at B; F-A, Washington, DC, 1900, VG Int'l on cvr (bit lite tone) w/enc.; "Pull Either Wire" printed at B (wire removed). E $24
ST-36. 280, F-A, Springfield, OH, 1901, partial duplex; O.S.Kelly Co.cc; solo use on cvr (ruff L). E $8
ST-37. 281, A, Oakland, CA, 1901, F Amer/B14() on cvr (edge tears) to England w/2 diff.due markings. E $12 MIN.6
ST-38. 285 pair; F (SE's at L), St.Louis, MO, 1898, VF Amer/B14(2); C.H.Mekoel cc w/"Stamp & Publ.Co." blanked out w/bar overprint on cvr (slight ruff slit T; edge tears T). E $15 MIN.8
ST-39. 285, A (3mm tear), Hoboken, NJ, 1898, G+ Barry; paying UPU U.S. 1c printed matter rate on "American-Souvenir-Card" PPC (lite tone) to GERMANY. Violates priv.mailing card rule; meets UPU Convention. RARE. E $120 MIN.60
ST-40. 285, F, New York, NY, 1899, VG Barry on 1c PSE. E $8
ST-41. 300, F-A (SE's & GUIDE LINES at L & T), Grand Rapids, MI, 1905, F Int'l on 3.5x6.25" G.J.Johnson Cigar ad PPC (lite tone; crnr crs). E $20 MIN.10
ST-42. 303, F-A, Albany, NY, 1904, VG Int'l on cvr (lite tone). E $15 MIN.8
ST-43. 319, F-A (SE at L), Boston/Milton Sta., MA, 1907 (Jan 2), G+ duplex on PPC (part toned; tip crs) to Sweden, w/"T/Centimes 15 N.Y." opera glass DUE MARKING because message written on address side, requiring 5c letter rate. RARE. E $20 MIN.10
ST-44. 319, VF (WIDE margins; SE at L), Carlin, NV, 1908, F 4-bar on PPC (toned; lite crs). E $20
ST-45. 319, A, Topeka, KS, 1908, F Int'l; paying proper rate on 2.75x6.25" "Printed Matter" PPC, w/message at L, requiring 2c postage. E $16
ST-46. 326, F-A, Brooklyn/Sta.B, NY, 1904, VG Int'l; "per Str.Kronprinz Wilhelm" instruction at
L on cvr to Germany. E $40 MIN.20

ST-47. 328 (x2; bit overlap); A, Elizabeth, NJ, 1907, VF Amer/B14() on PPC to Germany w/Gyhum G+ DCDS as transit. E $15 MIN.8

ST-48. 328, A, Lansing, MI, 1907, G+ Barry on PPC. E $5

ST-49. 328 (pair), F, Buffalo, NY, 1907, VG duplex on PPC to Canada. E $14

ST-50. 329, A, Elizabeth, NJ, (1907), G+ duplex w/year reading "1906" in error on PPC (lite tone; tip cr) to Germany. E $15 MIN.8

ST-51. 329, A, New Orleans, LA, 1907, F Int'l; overpaying on PPC (crnr cr). E $8

ST-52. 329, A, Lake City, CO, 1907, VG duplex; overpaying rate on PPC. E $5

ST-53. 329, A, Lake City, CO, 1908, G+ duplex; 2c Jamestown overpaying rate on PPC. E $5

ST-54. 330, F (SE at B), New York/Sta.P, NY, 1907, G+ Int'l; Ernst Wiener Co.cc on cvr to Germany. E $70

ST-55. 330, A (SE at B), Bloomington, IL, 1907, G+ Amer/B14 on cvr (ruff R to stamp) to IRELAND. E $40

ST-56. 330, F (SE at T), New York/Sta.E, NY, 1908, G+ Amer/B38(1) (town mostly not struck) "Per S.S.Deutschland" typed above address on cvr (bit lite soiled; bit cr) to England. E $75 MIN.38

ST-57. 331 w/PL#4975 at B; Chicago/(Indistinct Sta.), IL, 1909, partial duplex on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

ST-58. 331 w/95% PL#4993 & most of open * at B; F, Olympia, WA, 1909, G+ Doremus on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

ST-59. 331 w/PL#5124 & open * at B; F, St.Louis, MO, 1909, F Int'l on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

ST-60. 331 w/90% PL#5186 & open * B; Cleveland, OH, 1910, F Int'l on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

ST-61. 331 w/PL#5111 & open star at B; F, Sioux City, IA, 1910, F Int'l on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

ST-62. 331 booklet pair; F (SE's at B,L & R), Junction City, KS, 1910, partial Doremus; overpaying 1c rate on PPC. E $20

ST-63. 331, VF-F (WIDE margins), Sabin, MN, 1910, VF Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $20

ST-64. 331 w/PL#5187 & bit of open * at B; F, Chicago, IL, 1910, G+ Time-Cmns on lite tone PPC. E $15 MIN.8

ST-65. 331, VF-F (WIDE margins), Kempton, ND, 1910, VG+ purple 4-bar on PPC (bit tone). E $20

ST-66. 331 w/PL#5192 & most open star at B; A, New York/Sta.D, NY, 1910, G+ Int'l on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

ST-67. 331 w/PL#5287 & bit of * at B; F, Milwaukee, WI, 1910, VF Int'l on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

ST-68. 331, VF-F (WIDE margins), Poland, WI, 1910, G+ Doane 2/5 on PPC. E $20

ST-69. 331 w/PL#5259 & open * at B; VF (WIDE margins), (Vermilion, OH?), ca.1910, partial duplex (killer only; stamp not tied; AS IS for that) on lite tone PPC. E $8

ST-70. 331 w/PL#5179 & open * at B; F-A, Ionia, MI, 1911, VF Amer/B14 on bit lite tone PPC. E $12 MIN.6

ST-71. 331 w/PL#5192 & open * at B; F-A, Milwaukee, WI, 1911, G+ Int'l on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

ST-72. 337, A, Chicago, IL, 1909, G+ DCDS/Reg'd; Illinois Life Ins.Co. green cc; w/2x 2c on reg'd cvr. E $16

ST-73. 343 w/USAV perfs ty.1, F (small surface scuffs in margin), Washington, DC, 1909 (Apr 9), VG Int'l on part lite tone PPC. E $75

ST-74. 343 w/USAV perfs ty.1, F, Portland/Sta.E, OR, 1910, VG Int'l on lite tone PPC. E $75 MIN.38

ST-75. 343 w/USAV ty.1 perfs; F, Portland/Sta.E, OR, 1910, VF Int'l on PPC. E $120 MIN.60

ST-76. 343, F, Rock Island, IL, 1910, G+ Time-Cmns; Modern Woodmen receipt in message area on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

ST-77. 343, A, Rock Island, IL, 1910, VG Time-Cmns; Modern Woodman receipt on ad PPC. E $12 MIN.6

ST-78. 343, F-A, Toledo, OH, 1910, VF Int'l on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

ST-79. 343, F-A, Rock Island, IL, 1911, G+ Time-Cmns; Modern Woodmen rec't at L on PPC (lite tone; tip cr). E $15 MIN.8

ST-80. 344 w/Schermack ty.3 perfs; A (SE at L; full perfs at R), Chicago, IL, 1909, VG+ Time-Cmns; Geo.L.Shuman & Co.cc on lite tone window cvr (ruff L; tiny tear R). E $20

ST-81. 344 w/Schermack ty.3 perfs; F, Detroit, MI, 1910, VF Int'l; Michigan State Telephone Co.cc on cvr (trim L). E $20

ST-82. 344, F-A, San Francisco, CA, 1910, G+ Int'l; H.M.Newhall & Co.cc on cvr (part ruff slit R). E $15 MIN.8
ST-83. 348, F, San Francisco, CA, 1910, VG Int'l on Pan-Pac Expo PPC. E $70
ST-84. 353, F, Detroit, MI, 1910, F Int'l; Detroit Copper & Brass Rolling Mills cc on window cvr. E $280
ST-85. 357, F-A, Washington, DC, 1909, VG Int'l on PPC. E $120 MIN.60
ST-86. 357, A, Baltimore, MD, 1909, F Int'l; 1c BLUSH PAPER on PPC (Union Sta., Wash., DC). RARELY SEEN used outside Washington, DC. E $180 MIN.90
ST-87. 357, F (SE at B), Washington, DC, 1909, G+ Int'l; 1c bluish paper on PPC. E $80 MIN.40
ST-88. 357, F, Washington/Sta.G, DC, 1909, VF Int'l; NICE, DARK example of 1c bluish paper on PPC. E $150 MIN.75
ST-89. 357, F, Washington, DC, 1909, VG Int'l; 1c BLUSH PAPER on PPC. NICE centering for this, & darker than usual paper. E $120 MIN.60
ST-90. 357, F (SE at L), Washington, DC, 1909, F Int'l; 1c BLUSH PAPER on PPC. E $80 MIN.40
ST-91. 357, A, Washington, DC, 1909, G+ Int'l; 1c BLUSH PAPER on PPC w/multi crs, not affecting stamp. E $60 MIN.30
ST-92. 357, F-VF, Washington, DC, 1909, VF Int'l; 1c BLUSH PAPER on bit lite tone & bit cr PPC. E $150 MIN.75
ST-93. 357, F, Washington, DC, 1909, VF Int'l; 1c BLUSH PAPER on PPC w/crs R. E $60 MIN.30
ST-94. 357, A (edge tear & crnr cr, but nice appearing), Washington/Sta.G, DC, 1909, VG Int'l; 1c BLUSH PAPER on PPC. AS IS for fault; GREAT to use as REFERENCE COPY. E $60 MIN.30
ST-95. 357, F (SE at B; few perfs lite tone), Washington, DC, 1909, F Int'l; 1c BLUSH PAPER on PPC (edge tear & nick T in card). E $60 MIN.30
ST-96. 357, F-A, Washington, DC, 1909, G+ Int'l; 1c BLUSH PAPER on PPC. E $120 MIN.60
ST-97. 367, F, Lincoln, NE, 1909, F Int'; 2c Lincoln, overpaying; on lite tone PPC (bit even trim R). E $5
ST-98. 370, F, Woodhaven, NY, 1909, G duplex on PPC (bit uneven trim ends; upper R tip nib) to DENMARK. E $12 MIN.6
ST-99. 375, F, Brooklyn/Sta.D, NY, 1911, G+ duplex on tiny 1.5x3" cvr. E $12 MIN.6
ST-100. 375 (x5)/374, A (SE's), Chicago, IL, 1911, G+ duplex; 5x 2c +1c on special del.PPC (lite tone). E $30
ST-101. 378, A, (indistinct town), MT, 1912, partial duplex; 5c Wash.overpaying by 4c; on PPC. E $8
ST-102. 383 w/Schermack ty.3 perfs; F-A, New York/Sta.V, NY, 1911, VG Int'l on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
ST-103. 383, F-A, Rock Island, IL, 1911, G+ Time-Cmns; Modern Woodman receipt on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-104. 383V vert.coil; A (part of adjacent stamp at T), Atlanta, GA, 1912, VG Int'l; Georgian Terrace Hotel illus.logo ad on ad PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-105. 383 w/Mail-O-Meter ty.IV perfs; A (SE at L on frame; complete perfs & bit of adjacent stamp's frame at R), St.Louis, MO, 1912, VG Int'l on PPC. E $75 MIN.38
ST-106. 383 pair, F (1 faulty), Kansas City, KS, 1912, F Time-Cmns on cvr (trim L). E $15 MIN.8
ST-107. 384 w/Mail-O-Meter ty.IV perfs; F-A, Wichita, KS, 1911, VG Int'; Wm.Barr Dry Goods Co.cc on window cvr. E $120
ST-108. 384 w/Mail-O-Meter ty.IV perfs; F-A (SE at L to frame at L; full perfs at R), St.Louis, MO, 1912, G+ Int'; Wm.Barr Dry Goods Co.cc on window cvr (upper L edge bit ruff). E $100
ST-109. 384 w/Schermack ty.3 perfs; F, Chicago, IL, 1912, VG+ Time-Cmns; Marshall Field & Co.cc on cvr (toned). E $15 MIN.8
ST-110. 387 (or 352?), A, Davenport, IA, 1911, VG Int'l on bit lite tone PPC. E $85
ST-111. 387 (or 352?), F, Detroit, MI, 1911, VG Int'l on PPC (couple small pink tone spots, not affecting stamp). E $100
ST-112. 387 (or 352?), F, Galaton, PA, 1911, VG Amer/A14 on PPC (lite tone; tip crs). E $140
ST-113. 387 (or 352?), A; Chi, W.Lib & Co.Bluffs RPO/T.R., 1911, G+ duplex on PPC. E $85
ST-114. 387 (or 352?), F, Moline, IL, 1912, G+ Int'l on PPC. E $150
ST-115. 387 (or 352?), A, Cleveland/Sta.C, OH, 1912, G+ Amer/B38 on PPC. E $80
ST-116. 387 (or 352?), F, Jackson, MI, 1912, VG Time-Cmns on PPC. E $140
ST-117. 390: TALL stamp w/paste-up at B; F (tip cr), Pittsburgh/Ewalt Sta., PA, 1912, F Amer/B38 on PPC. E $24
ST-118. 390 w/PASTE UP at B; F, Louisville, KY, 1917, F Univ. on PPC. E $30
ST-119. 392, A (miscut, into frame at T; next stamp's frame at B), Colorado Springs, CO, 1911,
F Int'l on bit cr PPC. E $30
ST-120. 392, F-A, Detroit, MI, 1911, VF Int'l on PPC. E $55
ST-121. 392 w/PASTE-UP at L; F, Colorado Springs, CO, 1911, F Int'l on PPC. E $95
ST-122. 392, F, Niagara Falls/Falls Sta., NY, 1911, VG Amer/A38 on PPC. E $65
ST-123. 392, F, Des Moines, IA, 1911, VG Int'l on part toned PPC. E $50 MIN.26
ST-124. 392, F, Detroit, MI, 1911, G+ Int'l on PPC. E $65
ST-125. 392, F-A, Boston Circuit, 1911, G+ BO-10-e flag machine (bit spotty) on PPC. E $50 MIN.26
ST-126. 392, A, Detroit, MI, 1911, F Int'l on PPC. E $65
ST-127. 392, F, Buffalo, NY, 1911, VF Int'l on PPC. E $60
ST-128. 392, F (couple nib perfs), Detroit, MI, 1911, G+ Int'l on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
ST-129. 392, F-A, Detroit, MI, 1911, VG Int'l on PPC. E $60
ST-130. 392, F, St.Paul/Commercial Sta., MN, 1912, VF Int'l; 3rd class dateless dial on PPC: Puritan Flour calendar ad for April; punch hole for hanging at L (bit edge wear). E $70
ST-131. 392, F-A, St.Louis, MO, 1912, G+ Int'l on PPC. E $70
ST-133. 392, F, Chicago, IL, 1912, F Time-Cmns on bit cr PPC. E $50
ST-134. 392, F, St.Paul, MN, 1912, G+ Int'; Puritan Flour ad on PPC (small hang hole at L). E $70
ST-135. 392, A, Detroit, MI, 1912, G+ Time-Cmns on PPC. E $40
ST-136. 392, A, Detroit, MI, 1912, F Int'l on PPC. E $50
ST-137. 392, A (few R perfs clip), Portland, OR, 1912, G+ Int'l Pan-Pac Expo slogan on PPC. E $15
ST-138. 392, F, Omaha/Union Depot Postal Sta., NE, 1912, VG Int'l on PPC. E $65
ST-139. 392, F, Omaha, NE, 1912, G+ Int'l on part lite tone PPC. E $75
ST-140. 392, F, Louisville, KY, 1912, VG Int'l on PPC. E $50
ST-141. 392, F, Omaha/Union Depot Postal Sta., NE, 1913, F Int'l on PPC. E $65
ST-142. 392, A, Butte, MT, 1915, G+ Int'l on PPC. E $50
ST-143. 393, F, St.Louis, MO, 1912, F Int'; Plant Seed Co.cc on window cvr. E $40
ST-144. 393, F (L perfs mostly trimmed), St.Louis, MO, 1912, VG Int'; Mercantile Adjuster cc on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
ST-145. 393, A (miscut: SE at L; full perfs & margin at R), Dayton/Sta.C, OH, 1914, VG Int'; Nat'l Cash Register Co.cc on cvr (trim R). E $50
ST-146. 397, A (SE at T), Sanders, MT, 1914 (Jan 1), VG 4-bar on PPC (heavy cr). E $5
ST-147. 401, F, Los Angeles, CA, 1915, F PPIE slogan SF15-13 on PPC. E $15
ST-148. 401, F, Roseburg, OR, 1915, VG Amer/B14; lc perf.10 Balboa on PPC. E $6
ST-149. 401, F, Los Angeles, CA, 1915, F Int'l on PPC. E $8
ST-150. 401, F, Portland, OR, 1915, F Int'l on PPC. E $8
ST-151. 401, F (SE at L), Portland, OR, 1916, F Int'l on PPC. E $8
ST-152. 405 w/PL#6036 at R; F-A, Springfield, IL, 1913, G+ Time-Cmns on lite tone PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ST-153. 405, VF, Seneca Falls, NY, 1913, G Int'l on PPC. NICE centering. E $6
ST-154. 408/482: Lot of 2 cvrs; Glastonbury, CT, 1916-17, G+ Time-Cmns/duplex; 1 w/soio 1c; 1 w/soio 2c. E $12 MIN.6
ST-155. 408 w/Schermack ty.3 perfs; F, Des Moines, IA, 1913, G+ Univ.; Iowa State Traveling Men's Assn.printed message on back; on bit cr PC. E $16
ST-156. 408 Schermack ty.3 (toned), A, Chicago, IL, 1913, VG Int'l toned Iowa State Traveling Men's Assn.receipt for assessment PC on bit cr PPC. E $15
ST-157. 408 w/Schermack ty.3 perfs; F-A (SE at L), Times Sq.Sta., NY, 1914, VG Univ. on toned priv.mailing card: Int'l Magazine Co.sub notice. E $20
ST-158. 408 w/Schermack ty.3 perfs; F (SE at L; full perfs at R), Des Moines, IA, 1914, F Univ.; Iowa State Traveling Men's Assn.printed message on back; on PC. E $16
ST-159. 408 w/Schermack ty.3 perfs; F, Des Moines, IA, 1914, G+ Univ.; Iowa State Traveling Men's Assn.printed message on back; on cr PC. E $16
ST-160. 408 (or 481?) w/Schermack ty.3 perfs; F (SE at L; perfs barely show at R); New York/Gd.Cent.Sta., NY, 1916, G+ Univ.; Ridgway Co./Everybody's Magazine cc on cvr. E $20
ST-161. 409 w/Schermack perfs ty.3; F, Brooklyn, NY, 1912, F Int'; N.Y.Telephone Co.logo cc on lite tone window cvr. E $20
ST-162. 409 w/Schermack ty.3 perfs; F (SE at R), Chicago, IL, 1912, F Time-Cmns; Ed.V.Price & Co.cc on FRONT ONLY (trim L). E $12 MIN.6

ST-163. 409, VF, Glastonbury, CT, 1913, G+ Time-Cmns; W.C.Phillips & Co.cc on cvr (edge tear T; bit cr). E $20

ST-164. 409, F, Denver, CO, 1914, VG Int'l; Nast & Co./The Photographers cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

ST-165. 409 w/Schermack ty.3 perfs; A, Framingham, MA, 1915, VG Amer/A14; Dennison Mfg.Co.logo ad on window cvr. E $20

ST-166. 409 w/Mail-O-Meter ty.IV perfs; A, St.Louis/Central Sta., MO, 1915, VG Int'l; 3rd Nat'l Bank return add.on flap on cvr (upper R tip slit). E $16

ST-167. 409 w/Mail-O-Meter ty.IV perfs; F (SE at L; nearly complete perfs at R), St.Louis/Central Sta., MO, 1915, F Int'l; Famous & Barr Co.cc; illus.ad on back (bldg & logo) on cvr. E $20

ST-168. 410, F-A, Scranton, PA, 1913, G+ Time-Cmns; Mack Stamp Co.cc on unsealed PINK cvr. E $20

ST-169. 411, F, Armington, IL, 1912, G duplex; E.F.Verry & Sons/Grain & Coal cc on cvr (slight ruff trim T). E $20

ST-170. 412 w/PASTE-UP at L, F, Chicago, IL, 1912, F Time-Cmns on bit lite tone PPC. E $40

ST-171. 412, F, Detroit, MI, 1912, F Time-Cmns on PPC. E $24

ST-172. 412, A, St.Louis, MO, 1912, VG Int'l on PPC w/tone spot at L edge. E $20

ST-173. 412, F (nib perf), Detroit, MI, 1912, F Int'l on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

ST-174. 412, F, Detroit, MI, 1912, G+ Int'l on light tone PPC. E $20

ST-175. 412, F, Chicago, IL, 1912, G+ Time-Cmns on PPC. E $24

ST-176. 412, F-A, Rock Island, IL, 1912, G+ Time-Cmns; Modern Woodman receipt on ad PPC (part lite tone). E $20

ST-177. 412 w/PASTE-UP at L, A (SE at L), Detroit, MI, 1912, VG+ Int'l on lite tone PPC. E $30 MIN.15

ST-178. 412, F, Portland, OR, 1913, VG Pan-Pac slogan flag on unsealed 3x4.75" local cvr. E $30

ST-179. 412, F-A, Chicago, IL, 1913, VF Time-Cmns on PPC. E $24

ST-180. 412, F, Salt Lake City, UT, 1913, F Int'l on PPC (crnr cr). E $24

ST-181. 412, F (couple perf tips scuff), Rock Island, IL, 1913, F Int'l on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

ST-182. 412 w/PASTE-UP at L, A, Battle Creek, MI, 1913, G+ Univ. on PPC. E $40 MIN.20

ST-183. 412, F, Detroit, MI, 1913, VG Univ. on PPC. E $40

ST-184. 412 w/PASTE-UP at L, F, Detroit, MI, 1913, VG Univ. on bit cr PPC. E $40

ST-185. 412, F, Chicago, IL, 1913, F Int'l on PPC. E $20

ST-186. 412, F, Pleasant Hill, MO, 1914, G+ duplex on PPC. E $20

ST-187. 412, F-A, Chicago, IL, 1914, F Int'l on PPC (bit cr; bit lite tone). E $24

ST-188. 412, F, Elkhart, IN, 1914, G+ Univ. on PPC. E $16

ST-189. 412, F-A, Dubuque, IA, 1916, VG Univ. on PPC. Late use for this. E $20

ST-190. 412 pair, F, Chattanooga, TN, 1918, VG Int'l on PPC (lite tone; tip crs). E $50

ST-191. 413, F (l perfs short); Philadelphia, PA, 1912, VF Int'l; Phila.Trust Safe Deposit & Ins.Co.cc on cvr. E $30

ST-192. 413, F (tip cr), St.Louis, MO, 1912, G+ Int’l; "Schwartz" cc w/illus.banner on cvr (tears T; lite tone). E $24

ST-193. 413 w/PASTE-UP seam at L; F, New York/Sta.A, NY, 1913, F Int’l; Samstag & Hilder Bros./Importers boxed cc on window cvr. E $50


ST-195. 413, F (clip perfs), Chicago/Canal Sta., IL, 1913, VG Int’l on PPC (crs in message area). E $5

ST-196. 413, F-A (short perfs at L), Philadelphia/Middle City Sta., PA, 1913, VG Int’l; Interstate Finance Corp.cc on cvr (lite tone). E $24

ST-197. 413, F, Norfolk, VA, 1914, F Int’l; Hampton Guano Co./Fertilizers cc on cvr (trim R). E $30

ST-198. 413, F, Norfolk, VA, 1914, F Int’l; Hampton Guano Co./Fertilizers cc on cvr (trim R; upper R tip ruff). E $24


ST-200. 428, F, Farwell, MN, 1915, G+ 4-bar; 5c Wash.overpaying lc rate on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

ST-201. 443 w/PASTE-UP at L; A (SE at L), Niagara Falls, NY, ca.1914, G Int’l (year partial) on PPC. E $60
ST-202. 443, F-A (1 short perf), Chicago, IL, 1914, F Int'l on PPC. E $30
ST-203. 443, F, Louisville, KY, 1914, G+ Univ. on PPC. E $40
ST-204. 443, F, Detroit, MI, 1915, VG Univ. on PPC. E $24
ST-205. 443, F, Toledo/Trans.Clk, OH, 1915, G duplex on PPC. E $30
ST-206. 443, F-A (few nib perfs), Bowling Green, KY, 1915, G+ Amer/B14(1) on lite tone PPC. E $30 MIN.15
ST-207. 443, F, Detroit, MI, 1915, F Univ. on PPC. E $26
ST-208. 443, A, Syracuse/Northrup Sta., NY, 1915, F Int'l on PPC. E $24
ST-209. 443, F-A, Los Angeles/Sta.C, CA, 1915, F Int'l on lite tone PPC. E $50
ST-210. 443 (x2; 1 w/PASTE-UP strip at L & bit ruff upper R edge; 1 w/l short perf) F-A, East Orange, NJ, 1918, G+ Amer/A14; Savings Investment & Trust cc on cvr. E $50
ST-211. 443, A, Chicago, IL, 1923, F Univ. on PPC. LATE use for this. E $20
ST-213. 444, F, Carbondale, PA, 1914, VG Univ. on cvr (slit 3 sides). E $40
ST-215. 444, F-A, Orangeburg, NY, 1914, VG Univ.; Bell & Co.cc on cvr. E $50
ST-217. 444, F (SE at L), St.Louis, MO, 1915, G+ Int'l; Simmons Hardware Co.header; Keen Kutter logo at L; overall back ad w/illus.tools on window cvr. E $40
ST-218. 450, A, Newark, NJ, 1916, F Int'l on window cvr (trim R; edge tear T) w/Polarine overall illus.back ad. E $16
ST-219. 452, F-A, New Richmond, IN, 1915, G duplex; J.T.Detchon Co.cc on 1c PSE. E $20
ST-220. 452: 2 pieces of stamp (7mm & 9mm wide strips, reading "U.S" & "AGE" at top; most of portrait gone), accepted as postage; Buffalo, NY, 1915, VG Univ. on PPC. E $14
ST-222. 452, F-A, Milwaukee, WI, 1915, F Int'l on PPC. E $20
ST-223. 453, A, Madison Sq.Sta., NY, 1914, F Univ.; Demmerle & Co.illus.logo cc on cvr w/part ruff trim opened at R. E $15
ST-224. 453, F, Utica, NY, 1915, F Int'l; Commercial Travelers Mutual cc on bit cr window cvr. E $15
ST-225. 453, F, Chicago, IL, 1915, F Int'l; Hotel Sherman illus.ad on cvr (part ruff trim R). E $24 MIN.12
ST-226. 454, F, New York/Penn Term.Sta., NY, 1915, VG Amer/A38(5); No.Shore Realty Co.cc on window cvr (bit ruff trim L). E $30
ST-227. 454, F, Beverly, MA, 1915, VG Amer/B14; Mekeel-Severn-Wylie Co.cc on cvr (part ruff slit 3 sides). E $40
ST-228. 454, F-A (few short perfs), Rochester, NY, 1915, F Int'l; German-Amer.Button Co.cc on cvr. E $40
ST-229. 454, F-A, Lynchburg, VA, 1915, partial Univ.CDS only; Barker-Jennings Hardware cc; illus.ad (bdg) on back on cvr (trim R). E $40
ST-230. 454, F, Cincinnati, OH, 1916, F Int'l; Monitor Stove & Range Co.logo cc on cvr (ruff opened at R) w/enc. E $24
ST-231. 454, A, Bay City, MI, 1916, VF Univ.; North Amer.Construction Co.cc on #10 cvr (toned; trim R; tears T). E $30
ST-232. 454, F, Minneapolis, MN, 1917, VF Int'l; Powers Mercantile Co.cc on oil window cvr. E $40
ST-233. 474 (or 435?), F, F (At R), Springfield, MA, 1917, G+ DCDS as origin b/s; Hotel Kimball illus.ad cc; 12c Frank.solo on reg'd cvr. E $24 MIN.12
ST-234. 482 w/Shermack ty.3 perfs; A (full perfs at L; SE at R), New York/Wall St.Sta., NY, 1918, VG Univ.; Nat'l City Bank of N.Y.cc on cvr (cr L; edge tear T). E $16
ST-235. 482, F-A (full perfs at L); Philadelphia/Penn Sq.Sta., PA, 1919, G+ Univ.; Girard Trust Co.cc on window cvr. E $20
ST-236. 484, F, Detroit, MI, 1918, G+ Univ. on cvr (trim R). E $15 MIN.8
ST-237. 498 (x2; 1 faulty); F, Columbus, OH, 1917, G+ Int'l "Held for Postage" h/s on bit cr 6.5x2.25" "Mailing Card"; add'1 1c required for message written at L. E $14
ST-238. 499 (x5)/498, A (2 w/SE's), Chicago, IL, 1917, G+ duplex; 5x 2c +1c on special del.PPC
(lite tone). E $30

ST-239. 500, F, Boston/Jamaica Plain Sta., MA, 1920, G+ Univ. on cvr. E $700 MIN.350
ST-240. 500, F (couple lite cr perfs), Huntington, IN, 1920, VG Int'l; John Strodel Co./Dry Goods cc on cvr (ruff R, barely in under stamp) w/enc. E $400 MIN.200
ST-241. 500, F, Boston, MA, 1923, F Int'l on cvr w/trim R. E $500 MIN.250
ST-242. 504 w/PL#8486 at B; F (crnr cr), Highland Park, MI, 1921, G+ DCDS as origin b/s; w/5c Sc.550 +2x 2c Wash. on 6.5x7" reg'd cvr to Canada. E $20
ST-243. 529, F, Everett, MA, 1918, G+ Amer/B14; 3c offset Wash.solo use paying war/treaty rate on bit faulty cvr (tear R; bit cr) to Sydenham, England, & fwd twice, to Hastings & Durham. E $24
ST-244. 534B w/Schermack ty.3 perfs; guide line at R; F (shorter perfs at L, wide at R), Chicago, IL, 1921, VG Univ.; Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co. logo cc on window cvr. E $400 MIN.200
ST-245. 535 w/Schermack ty.3 perfs; F-A (full perfs at R; SE at L), Chicago, IL, 1919, F Univ.; Carson Pirie Scott cc on window cvr. E $80
ST-246. 536, F-A (few very lite tone perf tips), Washington, DC, 1919 (Aug 25), G+ Univ.; EARLY use on PPC. E $130 MIN.65
ST-247. 537, F-A, Philadelphia/Germantown Sta., PA, 1919 (Jun 16), VG Univ. on PPC. E $6
ST-248. 538, A, Washington, DC, 1919, G+ Univ. on lite tone PPC. E $20
ST-249. 538, A (couple nib perfs), Washington, DC, 1920, G+ Univ. on PPC. E $18
ST-250. 538, A-F, Washington, DC, 1921, G+ Univ. on PPC. E $20
ST-251. 542, A, Washington, DC, 1920, G+ Univ. on PPC. E $6
ST-252. 542, A, St.Louis, MO, 1921, VG Int'l on PPC. E $6
ST-253. 542, F, Los Angeles, FL, 1921 (May 1), VG Univ. on PPC. E $6
ST-254. 542, A, Washington, DC, 1921, VG Univ. on PPC. E $6
ST-255. 542, A, Minneapolis, MN, 1921, G+ Univ. (couple nib perfs) on PPC. E $6
ST-256. 542, A, Madison, IN, 1921, G+ Amer/A14 on PPC. E $6
ST-257. 546, A (SE at T; lite cr in T margin), Hudson, NY, 1922, G+ Univ.; "Wendover Neefus, Stamps for Collections" cc on FRONT ONLY. E $500 MIN.250
ST-258. 551/498, A/F, St.Louis, MO, 1925, VG Int'l; sender's name in message area on Xmas PPC. SCARCE mixed issue franking to make 1.5c rate. E $24
ST-259. 552 (x6: strip of 5 +single) paying 3c postage due; F-A; tied by South Hadley, MA, 1936, partial DCDS/Parcel Post; 3c Wash.origin postage on bit lite tone 4x6.25" cvr. E $14
ST-260. 554 w/PL#17666 at B; F, Wolsey, SD, 1926, G+ duplex on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-261. 554 pair, w/PL#21419 at R (selvage part ruff, but # OK); F-A, Chicago, IL, 1936, VG 4-bar; w/4c Nat'l Park on toned cvr. E $12 MIN.6
ST-262. 577/482, F, West Bend, WI, 1927, G+ Univ.; 2 diff.2c imperfs on commer.cvr (bit trim L). E $16
ST-263. 597 (x3: line pair +single), F, Salt Lake City, UT, 1936, G+ duplex on PPC w/small salt bag tied on rivet at L. E $24 MIN.12
ST-264. 614, F (SE at B), West Salem, IL, 1924, G+ duplex on bit lite tone PPC. E $5
ST-265. 614, F, Washington, DC, 1924, G+ Int'l on PPC. E $5
ST-266. 614, F, Philadelphia, PA, 1925, F Int'l on PPC (tip cr). E $5
ST-267. 617/551/552, F/A, Boston/So.Postal Sta., MA, 1925, G+ duplex on PPC (lower L crnr water tone) to POLAND. E $20
ST-268. 621, F, Cincinnati, OH, 1925, VG duplex; contractor's cc; 5c overpaying rate on commer.cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ST-269. 634A, A, Grand Cent.Sta., NY, 1930, F Int'l; Rae D.Henkle/Publishers on cvr. E $20
ST-270. 634A, A, Wisconsin Veterans Home, WI, 1931, F duplex on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ST-271. 634A, F, Amarillo, TX, 1931, G+ Int'l on cvr. E $16
ST-272. 635, F-A, Washington, DC, 1929, VG Int'l; 3c Lincoln solo on PPC to Germany. E $12 MIN.6
ST-273. 643 (block/4 w/PL#19042 at L)/644, A/F, St.Louis, MO, 1927, F duplex; Hotel Marquette cc on commer.air cvr. E $20
ST-274. 650, F-A, San Diego, CA, 1929, G+ duplex; 5c paying air rate within U.S. on PPC (toned) from Mexico, w/25c air Sc.c3 origin, to Fairfield, IA. SCARCE use. E $40
ST-275. 650, F-A, Grand Cent.Sta., NY, 1929, G+ Int'l; Harmonie Club of New York engraved return add.on flap; ms "Str.Acquitania" instruction at T on cvr (tape tone marks at L & R) to
Bavaria. E $12 MIN.6
ST-276. 651 block/8, F, Hartford, CT, 1929, G+ DCDS as origin b/s; w/5c Sc.628 on 6x9.5" reg'd cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ST-277. 657 (block/8)/656 pair/669, F/F-A, Hartford, CT, 1929, F DCDS as origin b/s on 6x9.5" reg'd cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ST-278. 657 (block/8 w/PL#19783 at B)/656 pair/669, F/F-A, Hartford, CT, 1929, F DCDS as origin b/s on 6x9.5" reg'd cvr. E $20 MIN.10
ST-279. 658, F-A, (indistinct town), KS, 1929, partial duplex; 1c "Kans." overprint on PPC. E $8
ST-281. 659/704, A, Protection, KS, 1932, G+ Amer/A14; 1.5c "Kans." overprint +1/2c Wash. on commer.cvr (bit trim R). E $15 MIN.8
ST-282. 660, F-A, (Indistinct town), KS, 1929, partial duplex; 2c "Kans." overprint on cvr (upper L tip nick; no flap). E $8
ST-283. 660, A, Marquette, KS, 1929, G+ Amer/A14; 2c "Kans." overprint on commer.cvr (bit uneven trim T; lite tone). E $15 MIN.8
ST-284. 660, A, Anthony, KS, 1929, VG Amer/A14; realtor/ins.agt.cc; 2c "Kans." overprint on commer.cvr (bit uneven trim T). E $15 MIN.8
ST-287. 660, F, LaCrosse, KS, 1929, F Amer/A14; Clerk of Dist.Ct.cc; 2c "Kans." overprint on commer.cvr (slight trim T). E $15 MIN.8
ST-288. 660, F-A, Fredonia, KS, 1929, partial duplex; 2c "Kans." overprint on cvr (edge tear T). E $8
ST-289. 660, A, Council Grove, KS, 1929, F Amer/A14; Realtors/ins.agts.cc; 2c "Kans." overprint on commer.cvr (slight ruff slit T). E $15 MIN.8
ST-290. 660, F, (indistinct town), KS, 1929, partial duplex; 2c "Kans." overprint on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-291. 660, F-A, Bucklin, KS, 1930, VG Amer/A14; realtors cc; 2c "Kans." overprint on commer.cvr (bit uneven trim T). E $15 MIN.8
ST-292. 669, A, Falls City, NE, 1929, F Int'l; 1c "Nebr." overprint on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-293. 669, A, Havelock, NE, 1929, F Univ.; 1c "Nebr." overprint on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-294. 669, F-A (3 short perfs), Creighton, NE, 1929, partial duplex; 1c "Nebr." overprint on PPC. E $5
ST-295. 669, A, Grofton, NE, 1930, F Amer/A14; 1c "Nebr." overprint on commer.cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ST-296. 669, A, Henderson, NE, 1931, VG 4-bar ty.E; 1c "Nebr." overprint on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-297. 671, A, Bayard, NE, 1929, G Amer/A14 (town partial) 2c "Nebr." overprint on commer.cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ST-298. 671, F, Milford, NE, 1930, VG+ Amer/A14; dentist cc; 2c "Nebr." overprint on commer.cvr (bit ruff trim R to stamp). E $15 MIN.8
ST-299. 671, F-A, Crofton, NE, 1931, VG Amer/A14; drug store cc; 2c "Nebr." overprint on commer.cvr (trim L; bit trim T). E $12 MIN.6
ST-300. 712 (x3; 2 torn), A, Colorado Springs, CO, 1934, G+ DCDS as origin b/s; w/10c Monroe on reg'd cvr (tear T). E $8
ST-301. 713, F, Des Moines, IA, 1932, G+ duplex; Union Mutual Casualty cc on air cvr (lite tone; trim R). E $15 MIN.8
ST-302. 720 (x3)/632 (x2; 1 faulty), A, Pittsburgh/Squirrel Hill Sta., PA, 1934, G+ duplex on SPECIAL DELIVERY PPC (crs; internal tear above message, from receiving canx on pix side). E $30
MIN.15
ST-309. 720 (x4)/632, A (1c w/few nib perfs), Staten Island, NY, 1937, G duplex; 13c on special del.PPC. E $30 MIN.15
ST-310. 776 block/6 w/PL#21539 at R; F, Fairfield, IA, 1936, F DCDS as origin b/s on reg'd cvr. E $12 MIN.6
ST-311. 794/696, F, Parkville, MO, 1937, G+ DCDS (part spotty) & mute box h/s on insured cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ST-312. 804 (x8), F, Fort Walton, FL, 1945, G duplex; 8x 1c Prexies applied as forwarding postage on cvr originally mailed w/4.5c Prexie Sc.809 (mostly covered by 1c). NICE combo & use. E $40
ST-313. 804, F, New York/Parkchester Sta., NY, 1947, G+ DCDS on 2.5x4" certificate of mailing. E $12 MIN.6
ST-314. 807a: 3x booklet pairs; F Farmington, CT, 1947, G duplex & machine; 3c Prexies on air/special del.cvr. E $20
ST-315. 810, F, Baltimore, MD, 1939, VG Int'l (part o/s) censor tape L on cvr to Denmark. E $15 MIN.8
ST-316. 810, F, Effingham, IL, 1950, G Int'l; 5c Prexie solo on PPC (tip crs) to SWEDEN. E $16
ST-317. 810, F-A, APO 323, 1960, VG machine on Japan 4+1s semi-postal GPC, used as postcard, to U.S. E $14
ST-318. 812 (strip of 3) + 905 pair, F, Miami, FL, ca.1943, G+ mute roller; "Wisteria Fruit Co." typed return add.in message area on faulty PPC (crs; small holes at edges; edge tear T; addressee & sender names inked thru) which obviously was used as SHIPPING LABEL on FRUIT CARTON. SCARCE usage. E $50
ST-319. 812 pair/C26, F, Mulvane, KS, 1945, VF DCDS as origin b/s on reg'd air cvr. E $24 MIN.12
ST-320. 813, F-A, Atlantic City, NJ, 1945, G+ Univ.; 8c Prexie solo on air PPC. E $20
ST-321. 819/908, A/F, Alexandria, VA, 1943, G+ DCDS as origin b/s on #10 reg'd air PSE (crnrs). E $20
ST-322. 820/685, F/A, Charleston, SC, 1942, G+ duplex; soldier at Stark Gen'l Hospital return add.; on 2.75x5.25" mailing tag (lite tone; crs). E $8
ST-323. 825/817/pair 806/C25, F/A, APO 40, 1946, partial DCDS as origin b/s on #10 reg'd air penalty cvr. E $40
ST-324. 825/815/810/807/804, F/A (some wear; few perf nibs); Denver, CO, 1949, G+ DCDS/Parcel Post struck on side; mute ovals tying stamps; "Denver Lens Co."illus.mailing label (glasses frame); 20c+10c+5c+3c+1c Prexies on 5.75x3x1.25" box, sent via 3rd Class Mail w/$5.65 C.O.D. E $50
ST-325. 825/820/816, F-A (20c & 11c w/"SFE" perfins); Chicago/Old Post Office, IL, 1950, G+ DCDS as origin b/s; stamp dealer cc on reg'd air cvr. E $16
ST-326. 826, F-A, Washington (Benj.Franklin Sta.), DC, 1939, G+ DCDS as origin b/s; 21c Prexie solo on #10 reg'd cvr. E $24
ST-327. 826, F-A, New York/Grd Cent.Anx, NY, 1941, F duplex; 21c Prexie solo on 9.5x6.5" cvr. E $40
ST-328. 826, F-A, Birmingham, AL, 1942, G+ DCDS as origin b/s; 21c Prexie solo on reg'd cvr. E $30
ST-329. 826/804/905, F, San Diego (Ocean Beach Sta.), CA, 1944, VF DCDS as origin b/s on reg'd 2c PSE (trim R). E $20
ST-330. 827/826/952 pair; F, Miami/Shenandoah Sta., FL, 1957, F DCDS as origin b/s; Douglas P.Ball/The Hub/Latin-American Philately ad cc w/illus."stamp" on 4.75x7" reg'd cvr. E $24 MIN.12
ST-331. 829, F, APO 707, 1953, G+ Univ. origin, inverted at lower L (partial 4-bar killer tying stamp) on air cvr to Philippines, fwd to Japan. E $24 MIN.12
ST-333. 830/825/808, F/A, Omaha, NE, 1955, VG DCDS as origin b/s on reg'd 6c air PSE to Argentina. E $20
ST-335. 832, F, Rockville/Twinbrook Sta., MD, 1969, G+ DCDS as origin b/s; $1 Wilson solo on
reg'd air cvr to Canada. E $30
ST-336. 842 (x6)/839 (x4), F-A (crs), Philadelphia, PA, 1944, G+ duplex on air/special del.cvr (crs). E $12 MIN.6
ST-337. 842, F, New York/GPO, NY, 1948, G+ duplex on 7x9" "JUMBO" PPC. E $20
ST-338. 846, F-A, Chicago/Old P.O.Sta., IL, 1957, G+ Univ.; 6c Prexie coil solo on #10 air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ST-339. 879 (x3)/E15, F, Louisville, KY, 1940, F duplex & roller canx on special del.cvr (bit uneven slit T). E $15
ST-340. 909 pair/805; F/A, Lafayette, IN, 1943, G duplex; 5c Poland flags paying special del.rate, w/1.5c Prexie on 1.5c PSE. E $14
ST-341. 948, F, Salt Lake City, UT, 1963, VF Univ.; Hollandia Plumbing & Heating; 15c CIPEX souvenir sheet solo use; late, but on commer.#10 air cvr (tear R) to NETHERLANDS. E $20
ST-343. 1031, F, applied as postage due stamp; tied by Erie, KS, mute box h/s; St.Petersburg, FL, 1963, F machine origin on 3c Sc.1031; "Postage Due 1 Cent" h/s on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-344. 1031A, F, Detroit, MI, 1960s, VF precanx; Downtown Branch, YWCA, cc; "Non-Profit Org'n" boxed h/s at B on unsealed #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ST-345. 1031A: block/4 +single, part overlap; F, New Orleans, LA, 1963, VG machine on air PPC. E $15
ST-346. 1032 (pair), F, New York, NY, 1960, G+ Int'l on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-347. 1035 (x3)/1031; F, New York/Grand Cent.Sta., NY, 1955, F duplex on airmail PPC. SCARCE combo. E $15
ST-348. 1041, F, Pompano Beach, FL, 1959, G Univ.CDS only; 8c Liberty on air PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-350. 1049 pair/1035, F-A, Glendale, CA, 1958, F DCDS as origin b/s on reg'd #10 cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
ST-351. 1055, F-A, Traverse City, MI, 1958 (Aug 14), G+ Univ.; "Postage Due 1 Cent" h/s; 1c due Sc.80 (not tied) at L on PPC; 13 days after rate change to 3c. E $15 MIN.8
ST-352. 1055, F-A, Riverdale, MD, ca.1960s, VF precanx; Senator Carl T.Curtis, Nat'l Right to Work Committe cc; "Non-Profit Org." printed above stamp; "ADDITIONAL/POSTAGE PAID" red h/s at L of stamp on #10 window cvr. E $80
ST-353. 1055, F, San Diego, CA, 1985, G+ machine; 2c coil underpaying 22c rate on 5.5x7.5" cvr (trim R) to San Diego Municipal Court. E $15 MIN.8
ST-354. 1057, F-A, Detroit, MI, 1960s, VF precanx; 2x tiny "Bulk Rate" h/s tying stamp on #10 window cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ST-355. 1097 block/4 w/perfed "guttersnipe" selvage at L; mint stamps only; no cvr. E $8
ST-356. 1304C strip of 4, A, USPS, SD, 1983, G+ machine (last digit of year heavy inked, but appears to be '83) 4x 5c "clean shaven" coil paying 20c rate on commer.cvr (upper L crnr water toned, not affecting stamps); still sealed, w/enc.radio station contest entry. RARE usage. E $120
ST-357. 1393D, F, USPS, RI, 1975 (Sep 22), G+ machine (dial bit hi) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-358. 1393D, F, Moab, UT, 1975 (Sep 22), G machine (dial hi: "AB" mostly off) on PPC: "...Have paid as high as 61c for gas..." E $12 MIN.6
ST-359. 1393D, F (tiny tear T), Portland, CT, 1975 (Sep 23), VF machine on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-360. 1393D, F, June Lake, CA, 1975 (Sep 25), G+ machine on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-361. 1393D, F, Jacksonville, FL, 1975 (Sep 30), VG machine on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-362. 1393D, F, USPS, HI, 1975 (Oct ??), G machine (day not clear, but used during short-term 7c rate period) on PPC. E $5
ST-363. 1393D, F, Bluefield, WV, 1975 (Oct 6), G+ machine on PPC. E $8
ST-364. 1393D, F-A, USPS, MD, 1975 (Oct 10?), G machine (day partial) on PPC. E $8
ST-365. 1393D, F, Woodstock, VT, 1975 (Oct 11), G+ machine on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-366. 1393D, F-A, Attica, IN, 1975 (Oct 13), partial machine on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-367. 1393D, F, West Yellowstone, MT, 1975 (Oct 14), G+ machine on PPC (small tone spot). E $12 MIN.6
ST-368. 1393D, F, Canaan, NH, 1975 (Oct 14), G+ machine (o/s) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-370. 1393D, F, Nashville, TN, 1975 (Oct 20), G+ machine on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-373. 1393D, F, Kennedy Space Center, FL, 1975 (Oct 22), VG machine on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-374. 1393D, F, Philadelphia, PA, 1975 (Nov 1), G+ machine on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-375. 1393D, F, USPS, FL, 1975 (Nov 7), G+ machine on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-376. 1393D, F, USPS, NY, 1975 (Nov 7), G+ machine on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-377. 1393D, F, Death Valley, CA, 1975 (Nov 10), G+ machine on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-378. 1393D, F, Tampa, FL, 1975 (Nov 21), G machine (month/day not struck, but message dated) on PPC. E $8
ST-379. 1393D, F, Tinley Park, IL, 1975 (Dec 12), G+ machine on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-380. 1393D, F, El Paso, TX, 1975 (Dec 13), G+ machine (near F) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-381. 1393D, F, Honolulu, HI, 1975 (Dec 15), G+ machine on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-382. 1393D, F, Lemoore, CA, 1975 (Dec 16), G+ machine on PPC. E $8
ST-383. 1393D, F, Shellsburg, IA, 1975 (Dec 16), G+ machine on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-384. 1393D, F, Waterford, VT, 1975 (Dec 17), G+ machine on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-385. 1393D, F, Newark, OH, 1975 (Dec 29), VG machine on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-386. 1393D, F, Ft.Lauderdale, FL, 1975 (Dec 30), G machine (o/s) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-387. 1549, F, paying POSTAGE DUE; tied by St.Anns, MO, partial DCDS; Ottawa, Canada, 1974, VG ZERODENOMINATION meter origin; "Postage Due 10c" h/s applied at Memphis, TN, on #10 cvr. E $14
ST-388. 1596c, F, Peoria, IL, 1976 (Jul 4), VG 4-bar; line perf variety on unadd.cvr. E $15
ST-389. 1616, F, Pleasantville, NY, ca.1976, VF precanc on Reader's Digest gift notice PPC. E $6
ST-390. 1892 (x3), F, St.Charles, MO, 1981, G+ machine; 6c from booklets, paying 18c rate on commer.#10 cvr. E $20
ST-391. 1898A/2176, A/F, Phoenix, AZ, 1988, G+ machine; 4c stagecoach cut from envelope & illegally glued on PPC, w/14c to make rate. E $12 MIN.6
ST-392. 2195, F, APO 09112, 1988, G+ duplex; solo used on certified ret.rect.cvr (ruff slit T). E $6
ST-393. 2261, F, (Washington, DC), [1990], VG Mailers Postmark Permit Number 1 h/s on #10 cvr w/Audio Week magazine encs. E $15 MIN.8
ST-394. 2457, F, (Casper, WY), 1990s, (no origin canx, as intended, but slightly "tied" by roller mark) P.O.P., Inc., vending machine co.ad at L; 10c truck on 5.5x8.5" PPC (illus.candy bars, drinks). E $12 MIN.6
ST-395. 2523 w/PL#7; F, Anaheim, CA, 1992, VG machine on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
ST-396. 2523 w/PL#4; F, St.Petersburg, FL, 1992, VG machine on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
ST-397. 2903 w/PL#1111; F, (Washington, DC, [1996], (no origin canx) 1996 Presidential Trust, Republican Nat'l Committee cc; Pres.Clinton photo w/"Had Enough?" caption on 9x12" window cvr. E $8
ST-398. 2955, F, Buffalo, NY, 1997, VG machine; 32c Nixon applied on hand-drawn criss cross grid, simulating jail bars; on #10 cvr. E $8
ST-399. 2955, F, Milwaukee, WI, 2006, VG sprayer; 32c Nixon applied on Arsen Melkonian cachet, completing image of him in suit, gripping jail bars; on #10 cvr w/5c +2c at L, to make 39c rate. E $15 MIN.8
ST-400. 3031, F, DVD P & DC, NJ, 2004, G+ machine; 1c accepted as 37c postage on commer.#10 cvr. E $14
ST-401. 3561-3610: lot of 50 diff."Greetings" issue, all on cvrs (mix of #6 & #10 sizes); about 90% are solo uses from 2002; others are later combos; VERY difficult to assemble, all from our incoming mail. MIN.$24
ST-402. C11/632, A, Boston/Back Bay Sta., MA, 1929, G duplex; 5c beacon +1c Frank on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-403. C11, F, Philadelphia/Middle City Sta., PA, 1929, G+ duplex on PPC: Broad St.Sta., Penna.R.R. E $14
ST-404. C11, F (SE at L), Cleveland, OH, 1929, G+ duplex on PPC (lite soiled; upper L tip nib). E $6
ST-405. C12, F (SE at R), Denver/Air Mail, CO, 1931, G+ duplex; 5c winged globe on air PPC: ". . . Have been... to the Episcopal Convention... (met) several of the women delegates from Hawaii..." E $15
ST-406. C19 w/PL#21326 at B; F, Lake Worth, FL, 1936, F Univ. on commer.cvr. E $8
ST-408. C34, F, Detroit, MI, 1956, G Univ. on PPC to "Show Case/Price is Right" w/contest guess at L. E $8
ST-410. C35, F, New Smyrna Beach, FL, 1953, VG Int'l; 15c green Liberty on PPC to Switzerland. E $8
ST-411. C35, F, Martinez, CA, 1954, VF machine on cvr to BELGIUM. E $8
ST-412. C51, F, Minot, ND, 1959, G+ machine; also tying Canada 7c (Sc.320) on PPC (lite crs). E $8
ST-413. C62, F, San Juan, PR, 1971, partial machine on PPC to Germany. E $6
ST-414. C63 (x2), F, Spokane, WA, 1960s, G machine (date partial) on cvr to BELGIUM. E $12 MIN.6
ST-416. C113/2170, F, Portland, OR, 1988, VG machine on PPC to Germany. E $6
ST-417. C115, F, San Diego, CA, 1987, F machine; 44c air overpaying 22c rate on 5.5x7.5" cvr (trim R) to San Diego Municipal Court. E $12 MIN.6
ST-418. C116, F, San Diego, CA, 1988, VG machine; 45c air overpaying 25c rate on 5.5x7.5" cvr (trim R) to San Diego Municipal Court. E $12 MIN.6
ST-419. C116, F, San Diego, CA, 1989, VG machine; 45c air overpaying 25c rate on 5.5x7.5" cvr (trim R) to San Diego Municipal Court. E $12 MIN.6
ST-420. C118, F, New York, NY, 1988, VG machine on PPC (bit cr) to DENMARK. E $12 MIN.6
ST-421. E2, F-A (scuff speck T), Boston, MA, 1892, G Amer; w/Sc.219 pair on special del.cvr (ruff R; bit ruff B). E $20
ST-422. E5, Boston/Sta.A, MA, 1901, G+ duplex on 2c PSE (bit trim R). E $20
ST-423. E6/300, A/F (lite tone), Salem, MA, 1908, G+ duplex on special del.PPC (toned) w/Wash & Bluemont/RPO G+ duplex & Woodbury & Salem/RPO VG duplex as transit. E $20
ST-424. E8, F (edge tear; crnr cr), Rowley, IA, 1912, VG duplex; 10c special del. on GPC Sc.UX24 (file holes B). E $15 MIN.8
ST-425. E11, F, New York/GPO, NY, 1919, VG duplex; Waldorf-Astoria cc; 10c spec.del. w/bit faulty 3c Wash. on cvr (lite tone; trim R). E $8
ST-426. E11c/499, F (crnr perf nib), Vincennes, IN, 1923, VG Int'l on special del.cvr (bit ruff L) w/encl. E $12 MIN.6
ST-427. E12a/632, F-A/A, Lafayette, IN, 1925, partial duplex on bit cr special del.PC. E $30
ST-428. E15, A, Providence, RI, 1934, G+ duplex; 10c special del. on 1c GPC Sc.UX27 (tear T). E $24
ST-430. E15, F, Corpus Christi, TX, 1937, G+ machine; 10c special del. on 1c GPC UX27 (uneven lite tone; lower L tip nib): notice to appear in court for jury duty on DAY AFTER card mailed. E $24 MIN.12
ST-432. E15/899, F/A, Brooklyn, NY, 1943, G+ duplex; 10c special del.+1c Defense on GPC Sc.UX27. E $30
ST-433. E15, F, New York/Church St.Anx, NY, 1944, G+ duplex; "Essential Military Mail" header; War Dept.cc; 10c paying special del.rate on bit faulty #10 penalty cvr (crs; upper L slit thru cc). E $40
ST-434. E16/804, F, Brooklyn, MI, 1951, VG machine on special del.PC. E $40
ST-435. E17/804, Winnipesaukee, NH, 1945, G 4-bar on special del.PPC. E $30
ST-436. E17/839, F, Norris, TN, 1945, G+ machine on special del.PPC. E $30
ST-437. E21, F, North Wales, PA, 1961, G+ machine on 4c Pony Express PSE to probation officer. E $12 MIN.6
ST-438. FX-NY1a(iii), A, Camden/Sta.#2, NJ, 1909, F DCDS; 2x 5c +2x 4c Wash. +1c Frank. on #12 reg’d cvr (lite crs) to Switzerland. E $100
ST-439. J23, A, Delight, KS, 1894, G CDS/target (town very heavy inked) 2c due accepted as origin postage on cvr (trim L). E $20
ST-440. J38/300, A, Sandusky, OH, 1906, F Amer/B14 (tears R) & "Due 1 cent." h/s; on PPC; due required because writing on message side. E $12 MIN.6
ST-441. J38 (2 pairs), F, Govan, Great Britain, 1906, VG+ DCDS on cr PPC to Pittsfield, MA, & fwd to Peoria, IL. E $20
ST-442. J38, A, St.Louis/Annex Sta., MO, 1906, G+ Int'l; required due to message on address
ST-443. J38 tied by RFD 11E ms date only at Springfield, OH; Columbus, OH, 1909, F Int'l origin; 1c Frank. on PPC assessed add'l 1c for heavy embossed pix side. E $15 MIN.8
ST-444. J38, A (crnr fault), New York/D, NY, 1909, G+ duplex; due tied by mute oval; "Due 1" aux/h.s on PPC. E $8
ST-445. J38, A (1 crnr clip), tied at Baldwin, KS; Pittsburg, KS, 1910, VG Amer/B14(1) origin; ms "1c due" on PPC. Letter rate required because message written into address area. E $8
ST-446. J39 (or J32?), A, New York, NY, 1899, G+ duplex; 2c due tied by Southington, CT, CDS; on cvr. E $6
ST-447. J39 x3 (2 faulty), F, applied at Chicago; Londonderry, UK, 1905, G+ DCDS origin on PPC. E $8
ST-448. J39 pair/J38, F/A, tied by CDS; Kissinger, Germany, 1905, partial CDS origin; pair 5pf Bavaria on PPC (crnr cr; toned) w/New York, NY/Due 5 Cents G+ opera glass Int'l. E $14
ST-449. J39 strip/3 (1 faulty), F, w/pen canx; Belfast, Great Britain, 1905, G+ DCDS origin; 1p on PPC (crs) w/New York, NY/Due 6 Cents G+ opera glass Int'l. E $14
ST-450. J39 pair (1 bit faulty) J38, A/F, tied by CDS; Bochum, Germany, 1905, F DCDS origin; 10p on lite tone PPC w/New York, NY/Due 5 Cents G+ opera glass Int'l & other markings. E $14
ST-451. J39, F, w/3 pen lines canx; Ballydehob, Great Britain, 1909, G+ CDS origin; "Due 2 Cents" h/s; 1/2p on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-452. J45, F, tied by Lake Mills, IA, 1913, partial CDS/Recd; w/1c Wash.; add'l 1c required for felt pennant on pix side; on PPC (crnr crs). E $8
ST-453. J45, F (SE at R) tied by partial canx; (Indistinct town), OH, [1914], partial duplex on PPC (part toned) assessed add'l 1c for heavy embossed pix side. E $12 MIN.6
ST-454. J52, F-A (SE at L), tied by Springfield, OH, mute oval as recd; Newton Hamilton, PA, 1917, partial duplex origin on 1c Wash.; "Due 1 cent" h/s on PPC. Add'l 1c required for message into address area. E $20
ST-455. J60, F (horiz.crs), canxwd w/ms pencil "X"; Tooting, Great Britain, 1916, G+ repeater machine as origin canx, tying 1/2p on PPC. Nice use of scarce stamp, fault aside. E $50
ST-456. J61, A, w/Kansas City, MO, G+ inverted precanx; Kansas City, MO, 1918, F Univ. origin; 1c Wash. on local PPC (lite tone; tip crs); add'l 1c to pay War Rate. E $12 MIN.6
ST-457. J61, F, Crown Point, IN, 1925, F duplex; "Postage due 2 cents" h/s corrected to "1" in bright red pencil; on PPC. E $8
ST-458. J61, F, tied by partial East Syracuse, NY, duplex; Buffalo, NY, 1925 (Jun 9), VG Univ. origin; "Due 1 Cent." h/s; 1c Frank.coll on part lite tone PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-459. J61, F, St.Louis, MO, 1927, F Int'l; "Due 1 Cent-H" h/s; w/1c Frank. on PPC. E $8
ST-460. J62 pair (not canxwd, but apparently belong); F, Port Elizabeth, South Africa, 1926, G+ slogan repeater; 2p on cvr (trim R) w/enc.to Flushing, OH; partial New York, NY/Due 4 Cents G+ opera glass Int'l. E $14
ST-461. J62 x2 (1 bit faulty where off T edge), F/A, w/mute h/s canx; Nassau, Bahamas, 1930, G CDS origin; 1c Panama attempted as postage on PPC to Boston, MA. E $14
ST-462. J63, F (nib perf), New York, NY, mute oval precanx; Portugal (indistinct town), 1919, partial DCDS origin; 2c orange Ceres on PPC. E $8
ST-463. J64/J61, F-A, tied by Bridgeport, CT, mute ovals; Elland, Great Britain, 1922, G DCDS origin; "Collect/Postage/6 Cents" h/s on toned PPC. E $14
ST-464. J68/J61, A/F, Auburn, NY, [1925], VF Univ. w/dateless dial as origin; due stamps precanxwd w/duplex; "Postage Due 1(1/2) Cent" h/s w/amount correction in ms pencil on 1.5c PSE (tip cr). E $16
ST-465. J68, F-A (SE at R), Monmouth, IL, G+ precanx (shift); Waco, TX, 1926, G+ Univ.; "Postage due 1/2 cents" h/s by address; 1.5c Harding on PPC (tip cr). E $16
ST-466. J68, A, w/blue pencil "X" canx; Pocono Manor, PA, 1927, G duplex tying 1.5c Sc.553; "Postage due 1/2 cents" (sic) h/s on PPC (heavy crs). E $20
ST-467. J80 pair; F, tied by Prairie Du Sac, WI, G+ mute roller; Lodi, WI, 1946, G+ duplex origin; forwarding address notice on 3x5" penalty PC w/"Postage Due 2 Cents" printed above address. E $12 MIN.6
ST-468. J80: 2 pairs, 1 w/PL#22807 at R; A/F, Sidney, OH, mute ovals; Columbus, OH, 1952, G+ Int'l origin on bus.reply cvr. E $5
ST-469. J80/J84, F (10c torn, when applied); Brussels, Belgium, 1957, G CDS origin; "Postage Due (11) Cents/Foreign Sect.G.P.O.N.Y." h/s; 20c Netherlands attempted as postage on PPC. E $12
ST-470. J80, F; tied by Kansas City/Antioch Sta., MO, DCDS as rec'd; Phoenix, AZ, 1962, G+ machine origin; "Postage Due 1 Cent" h/s; on PPC. Letter rate required because message written into address area. E $14

ST-471. J81, A (cr), Toronto, ON, Canada, 1939, F Univ.; 1c Canada on cr PPC, short paid to U.S. E $8

ST-472. J81, F; tied by St.Louis, MO, mute oval; Colorado Springs, CO, 1940, G+ machine origin; "Due 2 Cents-J" h/s; on PPC. Letter rate required because message written into address area. E $14

ST-473. J81 vert.pair, A, Quincy, IL, 1941, VG Univ.; dues tied by mute ovals; City Treasurer cc on #10 cvr (uneven lute tone). E $12

ST-474. J81, F, tied by St.Louis mute oval; Detroit, MI, 1941, F Int'l origin; ms "Postage Due 2 cent" at B; on PPC. E $8

ST-475. J81/899, F-A, Columbus, OH, 1941, G+ Int'l; "Postage Due (2) Cents" h/s on PPC. Letter rate required for message partly into address area. E $12 MIN.6

ST-476. J81, F, tied by mute oval at Hutchinson, KS; Quantico, VA, 1942, G+ Univ. origin tying 1c Defense; "Postage Due, 2 Cents" h/s on PPC. Letter rate required for message into address area, despite sender's vert.line "redrawing" sections. E $15

ST-477. J81, F, tied by partial DCDS; Montreal, Canada, 1948, G+ machine origin; 3c on 2-panel lettercard. E $14

ST-478. J81, F, tied by Palmyra, IL, DCDS; Greenfield, IL, 1952, VG Colum. origin (o/s); ms "due 2c" by stamp; 2c Prexie origin on unsealed cvr w/enc., assessed add'l 2c when forwarded. E $20

ST-479. J81, F, tied by Palmyra, IL, DCDS; Hettick, IL, 1952, VF DCDS origin (o/s); ms "Fwd Due 2c" by address; 2c Prexie COIL origin on unsealed cvr w/enc., assessed add'l 2c when forwarded. E $24

ST-480. J82, F, tied by G+ West Lafayette, IN, DCDS/Parcel Post; Brownsburg, IN, 1935, G+ duplex origin; "Postage Due (3) Cents" h/s; 3c Wash. on cvr (edge tears) w/"Foster Film Service" printed address; "Negatives for Englargements or Reprints... Order Sheets or Correspondence" printed at L. E $20

ST-481. J82/J83, F/A, tied by Dixon, IL, DCDS; Niagara Falls, ON, Canada, 1956, G+ Univ. origin; boxed "8 Cents Due" h/s on PPC mailed w/o stamp. E $12 MIN.6

ST-482. J82/J80, F, Tahoe Valley, CA, 1959, G+ duplex; dues applied at Mecosta, MI; tied on PPC. E $8

ST-483. J83/J82, A, tied by Allentown, PA, roller; Rimini, Italy, 1956, G+ DCDS origin on 12L stamp; ms "notified 8/14/56" & partial New York/Due 8 Cents opera glass on PPC. E $12

ST-484. J84/J81 (x4); F/A, tied by Evanston, IL, mute ovals; Indianapolis, IN, 1937, F Int'l origin on "top-of-stack" business reply pc. E $12 MIN.6

ST-485. J89, A (bit scuff in frame), tied by mute oval at Memphis, TN; Baton Rouge, LA, 1960, G+ machine; ms "Due 01c"; 2c Jeff. on PPC. E $8

ST-486. J89, F, tied by mute oval at Elmhurst, IL; Phoenix, AZ, 1961, G+ machine origin; "Postage Due 1 Cent" h/s; 3c Liberty on bit cr PPC. E $8

ST-487. J89, F, tied by pencil canx at Dakota, IL; Mountain View, CA, 1961, G DCDS origin; "Postage Due 1 Cent" h/s; 2c Jefferson coil on PPC. E $8

ST-488. J89, F, tied by mute ovals at El Dorado, KS; Wichita, KS, 1963, G+ machine origin on 3c Liberty; "Postage Due 1 Cent" h/s on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

ST-489. J89, F, tied by Bourbon, IN, G+ DCDS; Honolulu, HI, 1963, G+ machine origin tying 4c Homer; "Postage Due 1 Cent" h/s on PPC. Letter rate required for message partly into address area. E $8

ST-490. J89, F, tied by partial Centerview, OH, 4-bar; San Francisco, CA, 1963, G+ 4-bar origin; "Postage Due 1 Cent" h/s; 5c Wash. on PPC. E $8

ST-491. J89, F-A, w/Milwaukee, OR, mute roller; Springfield, MO, 1963, G+ machine origin; "Postage Due 1 Cent" h/s; 5c Wash. on air PPC. E $12 MIN.6

ST-492. J89 (x4: pair + 2 singles), F, pen canxed at Rockville, MO; Wichita, KS, 1963, VG machine origin; "Postage Due 4 Cents" h/s on PPC mailed w/o stamp. E $12

ST-493. J89, F, tied by mute oval at Racine, WI; Painesville, OH, 1964, G+ machine origin; "Postage Due 1 Cent" h/s; 3c Liberty on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

ST-494. J89, F, tied by Forrest, IL, DCDS; Bordentown, NJ, 1965, G machine origin tying 4c + 1c; "Postage Due (1) Cents" h/s on air PPC. E $14
ST-495. J89/1304, F/A, New York, NY, 1968, G+ machine origin; 1c due tied by Assumption, IL, partial mute box h/s; on 5.5x7" PPC w/message into address area. E $8

ST-496. J89 (x2)/J91, F, tied by 3 strikes of St.Marys, OH, DCDS as recd; Camp Lejeune, NC, 1970, VG machine origin on bit lite tone PPC. E $14

ST-497. J89, F, mute oval; Denver, CO, 1971, G+ machine origin; 8c Eisenhower coil on AIR PPC. E $8

ST-498. J90, F, tied by mute oval; Geneva, Switzerland, 1961, partial machine origin; "Postage Due (2) Cents/Foreign Section GPO N.Y." h/s; 50c Europa on air PPC. E $12 MIN.6

ST-499. J90 pair, F (1 faulty when applied), tied by Fairmount, IN, DCDS; (New York, NY), 1963, partial DCDS origin; "Postage Due, 4 Cents" h/s on PPC mailed w/o stamp. E $8

ST-500. J90 (x4: 2 pairs), F-A (2 faulty, w/pieces out when applied), tied by Cumberland, OH, DCDS; (indistinct town), Canada, 1964, partial DCDS origin; "T/8 Cents" circled h/s; 5c Wash. attempted as postage on PPC. E $8

ST-501. J90 pair, F, tied by partial Freeport, MI, 4-bar; Eagar, AZ, 1967, G 4-bar origin, covered by stamps; "Postage Due (4) Cents" h/s on PPC. E $8

ST-502. J90/J89, F, tied by partial Lebo, KS, 4-bar; Aviemore, Great Britain, 1967, partial machine; "Postage Due (3) Cents" h/s & "T(2)/9 SO" boxed h/s; 4d GB stamp on PPC. E $12

ST-503. J90 (x2), F, tied by Bethel, CT, DCDS as recd; Londonderry, VT, 1967, G+ machine origin; "Postage Due (4) cents" h/s on PPC mailed w/o stamp. E $12 MIN.6

ST-504. J90, F, tied by partial Holton, KS, DCDS; San Pedro, CA, 1968, F machine origin tying 6c; "Postage Due, 2 Cents" h/s on air PPC. E $12 MIN.6

ST-505. J91, F, w/Omaha, NE, mute roller precanc; Clearwater, FL, 1961, G+ DCDS origin; "Postage due 3 cents" h/s on PPC mailed w/o stamp. E $12 MIN.6


ST-507. J91, F, canxed w/ms "X" at Newton Falls, OH; Ft.Scott, KS, 1962, F Int'l origin; "Postage Due 3 Cents" h/s on PPC. E $8

ST-508. J92 pair, F, tied by mute ovals at Superior, WI; Vancouver, BC, Canada, 1963, G+ machine tying bit faulty 4c Lincoln, attempted as postage; "8 Cents Due" boxed h/s on PPC (part lite tone) to U.S. E $14

ST-509. J92, F, tied by Sulphur Spgs., AR, mute box; Washington, DC, ca.1963, partial machine origin; "Postage Due (4) Cents" h/s on PPC (bit lite tone) mailed w/o postage. E $8

ST-510. J92, F, tied by mute oval at Denver CO; Uvalde, FL, 1964, G+ DCDS origin; "Postage Due (4) Cents" h/s on PPC mailed w/o postage. E $8

ST-511. J92, F, tied by mute oval; Salem, OR, 1964, G+ machine; 4c Canada attempted as postage on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

ST-512. J92, F, tied by mute oval at Ft.Wayne, IN; Phoenix, AZ, 1965, VG DCDS origin, w/rim partly inexplicably covered by obviously used 4c Lincoln; "Postage Due, 4 Cents" h/s on PPC. E $8

ST-513. J92, F, tied by mute oval applied at Ft.Wayne, IN; Lordsburg, NM, 1965, VG machine origin; fuzzy "Postage Due (4) Cents" h/s, partly covered; on PPC mailed w/o stamp. E $8

ST-514. J92, F, tied by mute oval at Denver, CO; Pasadena, CA, 1966, G+ 4-bar origin; "Postage Due (4) Cents" h/s on PPC mailed w/o stamp. E $8

ST-515. J92, F, tied by mute ovals; Chicago, IL, 1967, F machine; "Postage Due, 4 Cents" h/s on PPC mailed w/o stamp. E $8

ST-516. J92 (2 pairs, w/1 pair mostly covering the other), F, tied by McMinnville, OR, DCDS; Quebec, Canada, 1968, G+ mute bars origin; "8 Cents Due" boxed h/s, but 16c applied; 6c FDR coil attempted as postage on PPC. E $20 MIN.10

ST-517. J93, F, tied by Perkasie, PA, mute box; APO 227, 1962, G+ machine origin; "Postage Due (3)c" h/s, but 5c charged; 4c Lincoln on air PPC (Eiffel Tower). E $12 MIN.6

ST-518. J93, F, tied by mute oval at Bradenton, FL; New York, NY, 1963, G+ duplex origin; Theta Delta Chi return add.on flap; "Postage Due 5 Cents" h/s w/separately applied numeral on cvr mailed w/o stamp. E $8

ST-519. J93, F, tied by mute bars; Coal Valley, IL, 1969, F machine origin; Pine Acres Christmas Trees h/s cc; "Postage Due (6)c" h/s; pair 6c FDR coils on underpaid #10 cvr. E $8

ST-520. J93/J89, F/A, tied by Fairborn, OH, DCDS; Dayton, OH, 1969, G+ 4-bar origin; "Postage Due 6c" h/s on cvr mailed w/o stamp. E $8

ST-521. J93, F, w/ms canx; Kandersteg, Switzerland, 1971, G+ pictorial CDS origin; "Postage Due
5 Cents/Foreign" h/s; 30c Switz. on PPC. E $8
ST-522. J93/J91, F, tied by partial Plainwell, MI, DCDS; Richland, MI, 1972, G machine origin; Gull Lake High School h/s cc; "Postage Due ◊" h/s w/no amount; on cvr mailed w/o stamp. E $12 MIN.6
ST-523. J93 (x3), F/A, tied by Maddock, ND, DCDS; Aberdeen, SD, 1989, G+ machine origin; ms "No Good" w/arrow pointing to & "tying" 18c Wash. (for no obvious reason); "Postage Due ◊" h/s w/no amount on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
ST-524. J96 pair, F (partly extend off T edge of card), mute ovals canx; Amherst, NS, Canada, 1972, G+ CDS origin; 8c Ike attempted as postage on PPC. E $14
ST-525. J97, F, tied by Peoria, IL, G+ mute box; Vancouver, BC, Canada, 1961, VF slogan machine origin; "10 Cents Due" boxed h/s on cvr w/enc.to U.S., mailed w/o stamp. E $12 MIN.6
ST-526. J100 strip/3; J97 block/4; F; tied by mute ovals; McKeesport, PA, 1973, G+ Int'l on "top-of-stack" #10 bus.reply cvr (uneven trim T; lite tone; lite crs; no flap). E $14
ST-527. 049, A (SE at L), Manchester, MD, [1877], G+ CDS/target on official cvr w/enc.Rect.for Reg'd Packages. E $24 MIN.12
ST-528. 0121 (or 0125?), F, Cincinnati, OH, 1914, VG Int'l on #10 penalty cvr (town in address scribbled out). E $15 MIN.8
ST-529. 0124, F, Washington, DC, 1914, VG Int'l on #10 official PSE Sc.UO70 (town in address scribbled out). E $40
ST-530. 0141, F (few short perfs), Rock Island, IL, 1990, VG machine; U.S.Air Force recruiter h/s cc on 3-panel folded recruitment flyer. E $8
ST-531. OX27, F (2 SE's), wrapped around T edge, canxed w/ms clerk's initials/date; LaPorte, IN, 1944, F Int'l origin; "Misdirected/Returned to Writer/Unclaimed from Chicago, Ill(D.8.)..." pointing hand; "Not Claimed" h/s; on cvr w/tape tone at T edge. E $50
ST-532. OX28 (x7); F/A (some faults); Kansas City, MO, 1949, VG Univ.; 2 on front, 5 on back, repairing tears on #10 cvr (crs; part ruff R). E $30 MIN.15
ST-533. OX39, F, at L of address; precanxced w/New York/Church St.Sta.mute oval; NY/Church St.Sta., NY, 1955, VG duplex origin tying strip of 3x3c Liberty (ruff slit T; tears L; brown tape repair at R) on #10 cvr. E $20
ST-534. OX51, F, tied to back by East Moline, IL, partial DCDS; Chicago, IL, 1993, F sprayer origin; "Rec'd Unsealed at East Moline..." spotty h/s on #10 window cvr. E $24 MIN.12
ST-535. Q1, A (SE at R; bit lite tone), Chicago, IL, 1913 (Mar --), VG Time-Cmns ty.J142-5(C) w/day omitted, but month included; o/s by Southborough, MA, dated 3/7, as fwd; Goodman Rainproof Coat Co.cc on parcel post cvr (toned; tears R; bit cr). E $70
ST-536. Q1, F, Cleveland/Sta.G, OH, 1913, VG duplex on PPC. E $5
ST-537. Q1, F, Toledo, OH, 1913, F Int'l "Perry's Victory" slogan on PPC. E $6
ST-538. Q1, F, Hutchinson, KS, 1913, G+ Colum. on PPC. E $8
ST-539. Q1, Q1 (SE at R), Columbus, OH, 1913, VG Int'l on PPC. E $5
ST-540. Q1, A, Bethlehem, NH, 1913, G+ Time-Cmns on PPC. E $5
ST-541. Q1, F, Rippey, IA, 1913, G+ duplex on lite tone PPC. E $5
ST-542. Q1, F-A, Bigspring, NE, 1913, G duplex on PPC. E $6
ST-543. Q1, A (SE at L), Earlville, IL, 1913, VG duplex on PPC. E $5
ST-544. Q1, F, New Hampton, IA, 1913, VG duplex on PPC (crs). E $6
ST-545. Q1, A, Davenport, IA, 1913, G+ Univ. on PPC. E $5
ST-546. Q1, F (SE at T), Owosso, MI, 1913, G+ Amer/B14 on bit cr PPC (edge tear T). E $5
ST-547. Q1, F, Cimarron, KS, 1913, G+ duplex on PPC (addressee name scribbled thru). E $5
ST-548. Q1, F, Topeka, KS, 1913, VG Int'l on PPC (part toned; bit trim R). E $5
ST-549. Q1, A, Lexington, IL, 1913, partial duplex (town not struck) on PPC. E $5
ST-550. Q1, F, New York/Sta.U, NY, 1913, G+ Univ. on PPC. E $8
ST-551. Q1, A, Topeka/N.Topeka Sta., KS, 1913, VG duplex on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-552. Q1, F-A, Mitchell, SD, 1913, F Int'l; 1c Parcel Post on PPC (crnr crs). E $6
ST-553. Q1, F (SE at B), Wichita, KS, 1913, G+ Int'l on PPC (tip cr; few scuff specks). E $5
ST-554. Q1, F, Boston, MA, 1913, G+ Amer/A14(5) on PPC. E $8
ST-555. Q1, VF-F, South Gate, IN, 1913, G+ 4-bar (dial hi) 1c Parcel Post on lite tone PPC. E $8
ST-556. R15, F; Ohio & Mississippi RR Line 3.25x7" bank check, 1866. E $12 MIN.6
ST-557. R15 w/perfed "guttersnipe" margin at R; A; STAMP ONLY; ms date/initials canx, 1870. E $5

ST-559. R152: F (R perfs clip; SE at B), 4x9" bank check; People's Nat'l Bank, Rock Island, IL; 1882, (crs; cut canx). E $15 MIN.8

ST-560. R163: Lot 2) on 7.5x5.5" receipts (1 toned) from 2 diff. Express Companies, both headed Fall River, MA, 1899. E $20

ST-561. R196 (or R207?), F, Hutchinson, KS, 1916, VF Column.; 1c revenue accepted as postage on PPC (edge tear R; bit lite tone; bit cr). E $40

ST-562. R229, F (SE at L), Chicago, IL, 1937, F Univ.; "Kuchinskas & Kuchinskas, 2221 W.Cermak Rd." cc on commer.#10 cvr to Town Collector, Cicero, IL. E $30


ST-564. R727/R677/R670/R641 +4 small stamps; F/A (some SE's), Mason & Carter, Inc., (Baltimore, MD), 1960, company's F straight-line h/s w/ms dates on back of folded 8.5x11" "Memorandum of Audit" document. E $24 MIN.12

ST-565. RN-B16: 3x8.75" bank check; Bank of California, San Francisco; North Pacific Transportation Co.illus.SAILING SHIP, 1869, (crs; cut canx). E $24 MIN.12

ST-566. RN-D1: 3x8.5" bank check; Merchants' Savings Loan & Trust Co./McCormick Reapers; illus.farm scene & wheat sheaf, 1874, (crs; cut canx; ink spot at upper L). E $15 MIN.8

ST-567. RN-D1: 2.75x7.75" cashier's check; Stissing Nat'l Bank, Pine Plains, NY; green ink, 1874, (crs; cut canx). E $15 MIN.8

ST-568. RN-G1: 3.25x7.75" bank check; Manhattan Silver Mining Co./To Paxton & Curtis, Bankers, Austin, NV, 1880, (crs; cut canx). E $20 MIN.10

ST-569. RN-G1: 3.75x8.25" bank check; Union Bank of Abingdon, IL/1st Nat'l Bank of Chicago; illus.woman's portrait, 1882, (crs; cut canx). E $15 MIN.8

ST-570. RN38, F, ms signature canx, [1971], on back of folded hunting license. E $12 MIN.6

ST-571. U1, Truxton, NY, 1850s, G CDS (upper L tip nick; lite crs) on PSE w/G.F.Nesbitt/N.Y. seal on flap. E $70 MIN.36

ST-572. U2 (uneven toned; tiny tear L), LaSalle, IL, 1850s, F CDS on PSE w/Nesbitt seal intact on flap. E $24

ST-573. U50, mint (lite crs; bit lite tone). E $15 MIN.8

ST-574. U74: lot of 2, used, 1870s, (1 bit cr). E $20 MIN.10

ST-575. U74 (lower R tip nib), New Rutland, IL, [1875], partial CDS (57-77) on PSE. E $24

ST-576. U76: lot of 3, used, 1870s. E $15 MIN.8

ST-577. U111, (Winona), MN, ca.1880, VG cork only on PSE. E $15 MIN.8

ST-578. U163, Nottingham, PA, 1908, VG 4-bar on PSE w/enc. Late use. E $15 MIN.8

ST-579. U181, mint (bit cr). E $15 MIN.8

ST-580. U218, Richmond, VA, ca.1876, G+ CDS/cork (trim L; bit lite tone) music & news dealer h/s cc on PSE. E $15 MIN.8

ST-581. U223, mint. E $12 MIN.6

ST-582. U229, mint. E $12 MIN.6

ST-583. U279 CUT-OUT (crudely cut) ILLEGALLY used & accepted as postage; New York, NY, 1891, G+ duplex on bit lite tone cvr. E $15 MIN.8

ST-584. U311: STAMP CUT-OUT, used illegally as postage; New Haven, CT, 1896, VG Barry on cvr. E $14

ST-585. U411 stamp CUT-OUT ONLY, illegally used as postage; Burlington Flats, NY, 1909, G+ 4-bar (brown glue stain around stamp) on cvr. E $14

ST-586. U429 w/HEAVY inked stamp; most of letters not showing; East Orange, NJ, 1925, G+ Univ. (bit uneven trim T; no flap) A.C.Roessler return add. on PSE. E $14

ST-587. U525a, w/"S" of "POSTAGE" raised; addressed but unmailed. E $15 MIN.8

ST-588. U528 w/Post Office Dept.penalty clause overprint (vert.cr), Dubuque, IA, 1949, VG Univ. (vert.cr) "Postal Savings System/Dubuque" in shield & "Postmaster" h/s cc on #10 PSE to local address. Late, "overpaid" use of remainder stock. E $16

ST-589. U548A CUT-OUT ILLEGALLY used & accepted as postage, w/13c Liberty Bell + 1/2c Precix; Rochester, NY, 1980, G+ machine on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

ST-590. U552, et.al: LOT of 67 mint PSE's: U552 (8x #6; 10x #10); U553 (8x #6; 15x #10); U561 (15x #6; 8x #10); U562 (3x #6); mostly window types; cat.value $180+. MIN.$18

ST-591. UC4: Lot 33) various origins; mostly Atlanta, GA, 1942-44, (mostly fine; few faults) on
air PSE. E $350 MIN.180
ST-592. UC7 w/bicolor border, mint. E $14
ST-593. U087, (Portsmouth, NH), ca.1992, (no canx, as usual; printed address on computer label much faded) on PSE. E $100
ST-594. UX6, Stapleton, NY, 1890, G CDS/cork (bit cr) on GPC to Germany. E $20
ST-595. UX6, New York, NY, 1894, G+ Int'l on 2c GPC to Portugal. E $24
ST-596. UX14, Niagara Falls, NY, 1898, G+ duplex; 76x62mm printed photo illus. (Falls) on back of GPC. SCARCE PPC forerunner. E $50
ST-597. UX21, Chicago, IL, 1910, G Time-Cmns (o/s) on GPC w/Globe Assn.sugar ad on back. E $14
ST-598. UX24, unused; Valentine & Co., N.Y.City, full-color illus.ad on back (Spearmint gum; JAP Rose Cream; Cream of Wheat; etc.); illus.woman's silhouette w/Kellogg's box on add.side (uneven lite tone; tip cr). E $15
ST-599. UX25, Port Huron, MI, 1935, VG+ Int'l on GPC to Canada. Late use, paying proper rate. E $20 MIN.10
ST-600. UX27var, Peoria, IL, 1936, F Univ. (canx inverted at lower L; lower R crnr cr) "Block & Kuhn Co." printed ad at L; SERRATED T & B edges; on GPC. E $24
ST-601. UX27 CUT-OUT (cut to shape) ILLEGALLY used & accepted as postage; Allendale, NJ, 1942, G+ Int'l on PPC. E $15.8
ST-602. UX27 (x2) stamp cut-outs, illegally used as postage; Rhinebeck, NY, 1957, F machine on PPC: "Dear Mom & Dad, Got the letter... and the money..." Money apparently not spent on postage. E $24 MIN.12
ST-603. UX46, Chadron, NE, 2007, G+ DCDS on "nonmailable" 3c GPC w/20c +1c stamps added to make 24c rate, taped to 4.75x8" card (bit uneven trim?) w/printed explanation on back: "...does not meet the... minimum standards for domestic..." & full regulations; then remailed, per instructions. E $20
ST-604. UX61, Savanna, IL, 1972, G+ machine (tip cr) on GPC. Commer.use. E $8
ST-606. UX62, Savanna, IL, 1973, VF machine (tiny tear T) on GPC. Commer.use. E $8
ST-607. UX63, Cloverdale, OH, 1972, F machine on commer.GPC. E $8
ST-608. UX104, So.Maine, 2013, VG slogan sprayer inverted at lower L; complete 13c GPC FULLY ADHERED on #10 cvr. ILLEGAL use w/3 more stamps, overpaying 46c rate. E $15 MIN.8
ST-609. UX142a: lot of 3 uncut sheets of 4; mint. E $20 MIN.10
ST-610. UX223, Mansfield, OH, 1997, G+ machine on GPC. Solo use. E $5
ST-611. UX11, Oklahoma City, OK, 1954, VF Univ. (lite tip cr) on commer.GPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-612. UX28 (file hole L; surface tears T, just in stamp), Rydal Park, PA, 2003, G DCDS on GPC to Austria. E $12 MIN.6
ST-613. UX2; mint; att'd message/reply GPC's. E $20
ST-614. UX6, Chicago/Canal Sta., IL, 1914, F Int'l; notice re.Independent German-Amer.Woman's Club visit to Joliet Penitentiary on message GPC w/att'd unused reply GPC. E $20
ST-615. UY13r/UX38: CUT-OUTS ILLEGALLY attempted as postage; Longview, WA, 1961, G+ Univ.; "Postage Due, 4 Cents" h/s on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ST-616. UY14m/var: message GPC overprinted as a SINGLE CARD; Kingston, NY, [1952], G+ Univ.; Home Delivery News Service cc on GPC. Accompanying article & correspondence. E $120 MIN.6
ST-617. WS7, F-A, New York/Church St.Sta., NY, 1944, VG Int'l; 10c War Savings stamp accepted as postage on cvr (tears T). E $14
ST-618. 1CVP20a (JFK), F, Toledo, OH, 2005, G machine on commer.cvr. E $6

TERRITORIES
TR-1. Albrook Field, CZ, 1941 (Dec 29), VG duplex; 15c air on censored cvr. E $15 MIN.8
TR-2. Ancon, CZ, 1922, G+ Time-Cmns (crs) Int'l Banking Corp.cc; bit faulty 2c Sc.56 on cvr to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
TR-3. Havana, Cuba, 1905, G+ duplex (lite tone; lite cr) on Detroit Publ.priv.mailing card #5394 (mule cart) w/caption at B; 2nd card accompanying w/caption vertically at R. E $15 MIN.8
TR-5. Cavitte, PI, 1906, VG+ duplex (edge tear; lite tone; crnr crs) 4c on PPC to U.S. E $8
TR-7. Pago Pago, PR, 1967, VG machine; 6c air on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TR-8. San Juan, PR, 1930, partial duplex; Korber & Co.cc; 20c map air on 2c PSE. E $15 MIN.8
TR-9. San Juan, PR, 1930, G duplex (trim R) Palace Hotel illus.ad; 10c Lindbergh air on cvr. E $20
TR-10. San Juan, PR, 1939, G+ Univ. (staple holes; tiny tear T) 10c Prexie on cvr w/air mail label tied at L. E $12 MIN.6
TR-12. Cruz Bay, VI, 1927, G+ 4-bar (near VG) 2c Lex-Concord on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

WORLDWIDE
WW-2. Biskra & Constantine (Algeria), 1903, G+ scalloped CDS RPO (tip cr; lite tone) w/Philippeville DCDS as transit; 2x 5c France on PPC to ENGLAND. E $20 MIN.10
WW-3. Saint John's, Antigua, 1961, partial DCDS; 6c fort + 4c harbour on PPC to U.S. E $6
WW-4. Saint John's, Antigua, 1965, G DCDS; 8c + 4c + 3c on air PPC to U.S. E $6
WW-5. Buenos Aires, Argentina, 1951, partial DCDS (lite tone) Pan American Airways printed "script" ad at L on air PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-6. Moss Vale, NSW, Australia, 1936, VG CDS; faulty 2c telephone link on PPC to Switzerland. E $6
WW-7. Wilkes, Australian Antarctic Territory, 1962, G CDS (town mostly not struck) "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-8. Innsbruck, Austria, 1910, G+ DCDS repeater (lite tone) "Carl Kayser's/Pensien-, Park-, Familien-Hotel/(nicht Kaiserhof)!" h/s ad above address on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-9. Meran, Austria, 1915, G+ DCDS; faulty 3h & 2h (Sc.113/112) on PPC. E $5
WW-10. Vienna Austria, 1910, G DCDS; 5h Jubilee (Sc.131) on PPC. E $8
WW-11. Vienna, Austria, 1952, G+ machine (bit lite tone) "Alliente Zensurstelle/141" censor's circled h/s; 1'45s costume on PPC to U.S. $8
WW-14. Nassau, Bahamas, 1959, VG machine; 6p Cent.of 1st Postage Stamp (Sc.176) on PPC to U.S. E $6
WW-16. Bridgetown, Barbados, 1986, VG 45c meter tying 14c Sinclair Lewis, attempted as postage on Virgin Isls.PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-17. Bailey's Bay, Bermuda, 1938, G CDS; 2x 1d (both partly wrapped around B edge) + 4x 2.5d; Bailey's Bay registry label at L on reg'd air cvr to U.S. E $16
WW-18. Crawl, Bermuda, 1958, G+ CDS; 6d bird on PPC to U.S. E $12
WW-19. Hamilton, Bermuda, 1947, G+ "Bermuda Aquarium..." slogan machine; Butterfield & Co.return add.on flap; 6d Par-la-Ville on air cvr to U.S. E $12
WW-20. Hamilton, Bermuda, 1949, VG slogan machine; 6d stamp centenary on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-21. Hamilton, Bermuda, 1953 (Nov 26), G+ CDS; "ER/Royal Visit/1953/First Day Cover" 40x59mm red h/s at L, partly tying 6d Sc.163 on air PPC to Crown Agents Representative, 1800 K St.NW, Washington, DC: "Thoroughly enjoyed our Gracious Queen's visit". E $16
WW-22. Bermuda (indistinct town), 1937, partial CDS (crnr cr; lite tone) "T/Bermuda/Centimes/(10)" opera glass h/s; New York, NY/Due 2 Cents h/s; 2c due stamp on PPC. E $14
WW-23. (Rio de Janeiro), Brazil, 1951, G DCDS (tip cr) Moore-McCormack Lines printed "script" ad at L on ad PPC to travel bureau in U.S. E $14
WW-24. Sao Paulo, Brazil, 1941, partial DCDS; censor tape L; "By Air Mail Via U.S.A." h/s on cvr to Switzerland. E $12 MIN.6
WW-25. Sofia, Bulgaria, 1945, F repeater machine (adhesive tone around stamp) on #10 window cvr. E $12
WW-26. Banff, AB, Canada, 1942, Univ.; censor tape L; 20c +10c on air cvr to Switzerland w/Lisbon, Portugal, G+ repeater as transit b/s. E $12 MIN.6
WW-27. Billing's Bridge, ON, Canada, 1906, G+ split-ring CDS/grid (address part smear) (65-51) on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-28. Claybank, SK, Canada, 1913?, G+ split-ring CDS (EARLY; year partial, o/w VG+; part lite tone) on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-29. Edmonton, AB, Canada, 1928, F Univ. slogan (lite tone; 2 gum tone lines) "The Macdonald" hotel printed header; Canadian Nat'l Rwys. illus.ad on back (5 hotels) on cvr to U.S. E $12
WW-30. Florence, ON, Canada, 1916, VG split-ring CDS (most on stamp) on PPC. E $6
WW-32. Harrisons Corners, ON, Canada, 1908, VG split-ring CDS/grid; 1c Centenary commem. (71-70) on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-33. Hespeler, ON, Canada, 1961, G+ meter; Dept.of Lands & Forests illus.insignia cc; "You Can Prevent Forest Fires" at B; full-color illus.campsite & burned forest on back on #10 cvr to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-34. Indian Brook, NS, Canada, 1910, G+ split-ring CDS/cork (part spotty; bit lite tone) (73-58) on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-35. Indian Islands, NF, Canada, 1942, G+ split-ring CDS (LITE strike; "S" not struck or omitted; toned) 5c (40-59) on cvr to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-36. Lajord, SK, Canada, 1909, G+ split-ring CDS/grid (EARLY; stamp fault) on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-37. Niagara Falls/Ont, Canada, 1931, F machine; 2c coil (Sc.181) on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-38. Owlsley Lake, AB, Canada, 1941, G+ split-ring CDS/grid; 2x 10c (13-71) on censored air cvr to Switzerland. E $15 MIN.8
WW-39. Owlsley Lake, AB, Canada, 1942, F split-ring CDS/grid; 3x 10c (13-71) on censored air cvr to Switzerland w/Lisbon, Portugal, VF repeater as transit b/s. E $15 MIN.8
WW-40. Regina, SK, Canada, 1924, F Univ. "Write Often/and Keep/the Family/Together" slogan on PPC. E $8
WW-41. South Bolton, PQ, Canada, 1920s, G+ split-ring CDS/grid (bit lite tone) (91-69) on REAL PHOTO PPC. E $8
WW-42. Stanley House, ON, Canada, 1926, G+ split-ring CDS/grid (near VF; lite tone) (88/69) on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-43. Stony Mountain, MB, Canada, 1909, VG split-ring CDS/grid on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WW-44. Tillsonburg, ON, Canada, 1927, G+ duplex; 1c (Sc.105) + 1c (Sc.141) on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-45. Toronto, ON, Canada, 1917, VF Int'l "Win the War" slogan; "Free Under Convention" frank on Money Order Advice cvr to U.S. E $15
WW-46. Victoria, BC, Canada, 1908, G+ Int'l (stuttered) bit lite tone 1c Sc.97 on PPC to U.S. E $6
WW-47. Winnipeg, MB, Canada, 1949, G machine; solo 17c air/special del. Sc.CE4 on #10 cvr to U.S. E $14
WW-48. Zurich, ON, Canada, 1910, G+ split-ring CDS/grid (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WW-49. Bridgeburg & St.Thomas RPO/E (Canada), 1911, G+ CDS (toned; crs) on PPC to U.S. E $14
WW-50. St.Thomas & Windsor RPO/E (Canada), 1912, G+ CDS (mostly on stamp) on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-51. Tor & Mont G.T.R.R.P.O./Nol, (Canada), 1912, G+ CDS (nearly all on stamps) 2x 1c on cvr w/enc. E $30
WW-52. George Town, Cayman Islands, 1960, G+ DCDS (upper arc partial; edge tear B) 9d harbor on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-53. George Town, Cayman Islands, 1989, G+ CDS (tip crs) 10c lobster w/pirate treasure on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-54. Colombo, Ceylon, 1960, G+ slogan machine; "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad; pair 4c on "Printed Matter" PPC (Snake Charmer w/Cobra) to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-55. Colombo, Ceylon, 1960 (Dec 1), G+ slogan machine; Pentothal "Dear Doctor" script ad; 2x 4c on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-56. Shanghai, China, 1948, F dotted CDS; $200,000 Sc.759 on PPC to U.S. E $20
WW-57. China (indistinct town), 1997, G+ DCDS; 20f car (Sc.2691) +2x 2f on PPC to U.S. E $5
WW-58. Rarotonga, Cook Islands, 1962, G CDS (lite tone) 1p +faulty 8p on air PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-60. Havana, Cuba, 1945, G+ Int’l; U.S.Censor #50297 h/s at L; 2 pairs 1/2c postal tax Sc.RA6 (2 faulty) on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-62. Willemstad, Curacao, 1950, VG slogan machine (lit tone) 12.5c Ojeda Sc.204 on Cunard PPC (Venezuela) to U.S. E $15
WW-63. Stará Boleslav, Czechoslovakia, 1938, G+ magenta DCDS w/"Jubilem Paladia" slogan in B arc; strip of 3x 50h on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-64. Helleup, Denmark, 1925, F CDS tying 10o postage due Sc.J15; Gd.Cent.Sta., NY, F Int'l origin; 2c Wash. on PPC w/"F/N.Y./Centimes/10/D" opera glass h/s. E $15
WW-65. Correos del Ecuador/Latitud 0o 0' 0"/Linea Equinoccial, [1957], F+ 69x47mm undated cogwheel double oval w/pictorial monument; straight-line dater at L (bit lite tone; tip cr) mailing label covers bit of rim, so applied AFTER canxds (maybe card "precanceled" & date applied when mailed?) $1 air + 20c on REAL PHOTO PPC (San Antonio de Pichincha Equatorial monument—same as in canx) to U.S. E $15
WW-66. Alexandria, Egypt, 1912, G+ CDS on PPC to Greece, rec'd 3 days before mailed, due to calendar difference. E $14
WW-68. Nadi Airport, Fiji, 1959, G+ CDS w/due h/s; 3d loading copra on PPC to U.S. E $6
WW-69. Nadi Airport, Fiji, 1959, partial CDS; 1'- spear fishing (Sc.156) on air PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-70. Suva, Fiji, 1967, G DCDS; 1/diver on PPC to U.S., datelined "Enroute from New Caledonia to Fiji". E $8
WW-71. Suva, Fiji, 1976, VG+ pictorial slogan; 10c Blind Soc'y +2c on air PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-72. Helsinki, Finland, 1906, G+ DCDS (tip cr) on PPC. E $5
WW-73. Kuopio, Finland, 1958, VG repeater; 10p+2p raspberry Sc.B151 w/socked-on-nose CDS; Xmas seal (#35) tied at L on PPC to U.S. E $15
WW-74. Argis-S-Aube, France, 1873, F CDS/141 grid; Lasnier Pere/Grains & Farines oval h/s; 25c Sc.58 on folded letter. E $30
WW-75. Avalon, France, [1876], G+ DCDS (toned) 15c Sc.56 on PC. E $15 MIN.8
WW-76. Bagnoles, France, 1923, partial CDS/slogan; Hotel des Thermes illus.ad on flap; 1fr on cvr to Belgium. E $15 MIN.8
WW-77. Bordeaux, France, 1871, G+ DCDS/grid (horiz cr) 20c imperf Sc.45 on folded letter. E $24 MIN.12
WW-78. Bordeaux, France, 1873, VG DCDS; pair 5c Sc.53 on PC. E $15 MIN.8
WW-79. Castres-sur-l'Agout, France, 1846, G+ DCDS (part lite tone; crs) on SFL (no contents). E $5
WW-80. Chateau-Thierry, France, 1856, VG DCDS/grid; 20c Sc.15; WIDE margins w/edges of 2 adjacent stamps on folded letter. E $20
WW-81. Dijon, France, 1873, VF DCDS/"130" & "307" grids; "A Mairet & Villet" h/s cc; 40c Sc.59 +30c Sc.62 on folded letter. E $20
WW-82. Dijon, France, 1889, VF DCDS; 15c on folded letter w/Ordre des Avocats Pres La Cour d'Appel letterhead. E $15 MIN.8
WW-83. Gare de Chateau-Thierry, France, 1902, G+ DCDS (partly off edge) pair 5c on pix side of PPC (chateau). E $12 MIN.6
WW-84. Grandvilliers, France, 1856, VG+ DCDS/1439 grids; 2x 20c Sc.15 on folded letter. E $15 MIN.8
WW-85. Guebwiller, France, 1867, VG DCDS/1726 grid; N.Schlumberger & Cie oval h/s cc; 20c +faulty 40c on folded letter to Switzerland. E $30
WW-86. Ivry, France, 1871, G DCDS/grid w/small "1852" (bit trim L; upper L tip ruff) 20c Sc.57 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
WW-87. Ivry-Sur-Seine Ppal/Val de Marne, France, 1967, G+ CDS (tears L; crs; bit ruff trim T) 10c +5x 30c on cvr to Paris w/"Pneumatieue" at L. E $20
WW-88. Lyon, France, 1872, G+ DCDS/grid; Deriaz-Audra & Cie oval h/s cc; 40c Sc.59 on folded letter. E $15 MIN.8
WW-89. Lyon-Gare, France, 1926, VG slogan machine; 75c on PPC to Latvia. E $12 MIN.6
WW-90. Marseille, France, 1859, G DCDS/grid; 20c Sc.15 w/printing flaw (white dot behind head) on folded letter (no contents) to railroad. E $15 MIN.8
WW-91. Marseille, France, 1875, G+ DCDS; bit faulty 30c Sc.62 on folded letter to Switzerland w/Ambulant F DCDS as b/s. E $30
WW-92. Montoire, France, 1876, partial DCDS; candle dealer's albino embossed cc on back; 15c on PC. E $15 MIN.8
WW-93. Nantua, France, 1857, G+ DCDS/grid; Baudin Avoue h/s cc; 20c Sc.15 w/printing flaw ('"bee cluster" by neck) on 2x6" folded letter (no contents). E $30
WW-94. Nice, France, ca.1913, G+ CDS (date spotty) "Mont-Boron Palace Hotel" header; overall illus.back ad (hotel; city) 20c + 5c on 4.75x6" cvr to U.S. E $16
WW-95. Nice, France, 1935, VG DCDS/slogan machine; 45c MONACO stamp on lite tone PPC to U.S. E $14
WW-96. Nimes, France, 1872, G+ DCDS/grid; Chalaye & Rasse Aine oval h/s cc; 25c +15c on folded letter. E $15 MIN.8
WW-97. Nort, France, 1857, G+ DCSD/2294 grid (small surface hole B) 20c Sc.15 on 2.25x5.5" cvr. E $12 MIN.6
WW-98. Orleans, France, 1857, G+ DCDS/grid; pair 20c Sc.15 on folded letter w/"Feuillatre" embossed letterhead. E $15 MIN.8
WW-100. Paris, France, 1873, F DCDS/grid (cr) Machaux double-oval h/s cc; 25c Sc.58 on folded letter w/Lyon Mars, Rapid VF DCDS as transit b/s. E $15 MIN.8
WW-102. Paris, France, 1874, G+ DCDS/dotted 6-point star (2 tiny spindles L, 1 sealed) 15c Sc.56 on Carte Postale "de bureau a bureau". E $15 MIN.8
WW-103. Paris, France, 1875, G+ DCDS/star grid; 40c Sc.59 on folded letter. E $12 MIN.6
WW-104. Paris, France, 1876, G+ CDS/star grid; 10c Sc.60 on Carte Postale. E $15 MIN.8
WW-105. Gare du Nord/Paris, France, 1881, F blue octagon on 30c Pneumatic Tube GPC. E $15 MIN.8
WW-106. Paris, France, 1911, partial CDS (crs; slit 2 sides) Chambre Des Deputes cc on "Enveloppe Pneumatique" cvr w/enc.signed LL Klotz (scrawled); invented the postal check. E $24 MIN.12
WW-107. Paris, France, 1911, G CDS (lower L tip nick) on 30c 2.75x4.5" "Carte Pneumatique" lettersheet; message signed LL Klotz (scrawled); invented the postal check. E $20 MIN.10
WW-109. Paris, France, 1915, G CDS w/ms date (upper R tip nick) Chambre Des Deputes cc w/ms "Pneumatique" below on 3x4.5" cvr w/enc.note card signed LL Klotz (scrawled). E $24 MIN.12
WW-110. Paris, France, 1925, G+ machine; 60c sover (Sc.148) on PPC to U.S. E $10
WW-111. Paris, France, 1925, G CDS as recd tying 2x 20c dues on PPC from U.S. w/2c Wash.origin postage. E $12 MIN.6
WW-112. Paris, France, 1926, partial CDS as recd tying 50c due; "T 10/Centimes" h/s on PPC from U.S. w/2c Wash.origin postage. E $12 MIN.6
WW-113. Paris, France, 1935, VG repeater w/"Paris Mai-Juillet Exposition d'Art Italien" slogan (edge tear T, in rim; bit trim T) "Via SS Europa" typed instruction; 1f50 + 90c commens on 4.5x6" cvr to U.S. E $12
WW-114. Paris, France, 1935, partial CDS as recd tying 60c due; magenta "T/N.Y./Centimes/10/D" h/s on PPC from U.S. w/pair 1c Frank.origin postage. E $12 MIN.6
WW-115. Paris, France, 1946, G machine; "Polski Czerwony Krzyz/Croix Rouge Polonaise" cc w/red cross; 5x 2f on cvr to Red Cross Int'l, Geneva, Switzerland. E $15 MIN.8
WW-116. Paris, France, [1958], partial CDS (crs) 3f +pair 5f on 2.75x4.5" 6f pneumatique lettersheet. E $15 MIN.8
WW-117. Paris Exposition/Beaux-Arts, France, 1911, G DCDS (o/s) "Pneumatique" header; 30c on 3.5x4.75" cvr w/enc.signed LL Klotz (scrawled); invented the postal check. E $20 MIN.10
WW-118. Pont-D'Ain, France, 1846, VG+ DCDS w/red "P.P." boxed h/s on 2.25x5.5" stampless cvr. E $15 MIN.8
WW-119. Rouen, France, 1858, VG DCDS/grid (2 small surface file holes in add.) 10c yellow imperf Sc.14a on 2.25x4.25" folded letter. E $80
WW-120. Roues, France, 1861, F DCDS/grid; pair 10c imperfs (Sc.14; 1 bit cr) on 2.5x4" folded letter. E $20
WW-121. Saint Gaultier, France, 1857, G+ DCDS/3073 grid; 2x 20c imperf Sc.15 on folded letter.
E $20
WW-122. Saint Gaultier, France, 1857, G+ DCDS/3073 grid; 20c imperf Sc.15 on folded letter. E $15 MIN.8
WW-123. Saint Jean-d'Angely, France, 1872, G+ DCDS/grid; 25c Sc.58 w/partly doubled B frame on folded letter. E $30
WW-124. Saint Maur-Des-Fosses, France, 1957, VF repeater; "F.M." ms free frank on cvr w/enc.to sailor in Algeria. E $15 MIN.8
WW-125. Tourtoirac, France, 1942, G+ DCDS; U.S.censor tape L; 10f $2x 5f $2x 50c on air cvr to Mexico. E $15 MIN.8
WW-126. Tourtoirac, France, 1942, partial DCDS; faulty U.S.censor tape L; 2x 10f $2x 50c on cvr to Mexico. E $12 MIN.6
WW-127. Troyes, France, 1856, VG DCDS/grid (crs) N.Leriche double oval h/s cc; 20c imperf Sc.15 on 2.25x5.5" folded letter (no contents). E $12 MIN.6
WW-128. Verdun, France, 1875, G DCDS/4139 grid (fuzzy strike; crs) 40c Sc.59 +30c Sc.62 on folded letter. E $20
WW-129. Versailles, France, 1938, F slogan machine; 1f75 visit on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
WW-130. Versailles, France, 1938, G slogan machine; 1f75 visit +2x 20c on reg'd cvr. E $20
WW-131. France (Indistinct town), 1923, partial CDS tying 1c Sc.109 on pix side of PPC to U.S., w/"Imprime" h/s. E $15 MIN.8
WW-132. Lot 35) 20c imperfs (France), 1850s-60s, on cvrs. Unchecked for shades/varieties. MIN.$70
WW-133. Avricourt a Paris (France), 1875, VG+ DCDS w/"APV2" grid; 25c Sc.58 on folded letter. E $20
WW-134. Knutange-Acieries/Marseille (France), 1923, G+ hexagon tying 1c Sc.109 on pix side of PPC to U.S., w/"Imprime" h/s & ms. E $15 MIN.8
WW-135. Lamballe a Lison (France), 1901, VF DCDS on cvr. E $24
WW-136. Trouville a Paris (France), 1906, G+ octagon ("TROU" partly off edge) w/partial 2nd strike tying 5c on pix side of PPC w/Paris a Trouville F octagon as transit on add.side. E $15 MIN.8
WW-137. Vimoutiers a Ste.Gauburge (France), 1904, VG scalloped CDS on pix side of PPC to Portugal. E $24
WW-138. Dieboldsheim (Unterels) (France; German Occupation), 1930s, VF undated straight-line h/s town only; pair 6pf w/"Elsass" overprint on cvr to Germany. E $24 MIN.12
WW-140. Pev-Ville-Nouvelle, French Morocco, 1922, partial CDS; 1c Protectorat Francais overprint on 1c (Sc.38) on pix side of PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-141. Rabat RP, French Morocco, 1916, G+ CDS; 3c-on-3c Sc.28 on pix side of unadd.PPC; Lecture du Coran. E $12
WW-143. Rabat RP, French Morocco, 1916, G+ purple CDS; 5c-on-5c Sc.29 on pix side of unadd.PPC; Marrakech/Mosque des Beni Youshph. E $12
WW-144. French Morocco (indistinct town), 1916, partial CDS; 2c-on-2c Sc.27 on pix side of unadd.PPC; Marrakech/La Palmeraie. E $8
WW-145. Centre Te???, Ile de Tahiti, French Polynesia, 1985, partial CDS (mostly obscured on stamp; bit cr) 46f Moto'i Lei (Sc.400) on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-146. Centre-Tri-Avion-FAAA, French Polynesia, 1984, G+ CDS; 40f Sc.C202 on air PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-147. Papeete, French Polynesia, 1959, G CDS; 10f girl/shells (tip nick) + 7f man/headdress on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-148. Papeete/Ile Tahiti, French Polynesia, 1968, G+ CDS; 13f javelin on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WW-149. Papeete, Ile de Tahiti, French Polynesia, 1971, G machine; 14f residence + 2f air diver on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-152. Papeete, French Polynesia, 1978, G+ slogan machine w/guitar; 25f shell on PPC to U.S. E
§8

WW-153. Djibouti, French Somalia, 1961 (Feb 7), G+ CDS (UNLISTED date) Poulenc Ltd. Rovamycine ad; treatment for respiratory infections, whooping cough, GONORRHEA, etc.; 6f +4f on PPC to Canada. E $24 MIN.12


WW-155. Baden Baden, Germany, 1923 (Aug 11), partial DCDS (upper R tip nib; lower L tip cr; bit lite tone) 1000m +2x 400m (1 w/cr perf) on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6


WW-157. Berlin, Germany, 1939, VF DCDS on air cvr to Switzerland w/Telegram/Bern/Eilzustellung VP octagon as rec'd b/s. E $24

WW-158. Cologne, Germany, 1924, G DCDS (toned; L edge tears) 5x 5pf (1 bit faulty) on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6

WW-159. Creusen, Germany, [1947], partial DCDS (toned; tip crs) Munich/U.S.Civil Censorship repeater; 45pf on PPC w/Hebrew text printed on "pix" side, to U.S. E $14

WW-160. Duisburg, Germany, 1923 (Aug 13), G DCDS (bit ruff T) 30th m-on-10m on 5.5x6" window cvr. E $12 MIN.6

WW-161. Egenbittel, Germany, 1972, G DCDS; 3 diff. Animal Protection semi-postals (B481-3) on air PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6

WW-162. Essen, Germany, 1923 (Sep 8), partial; repeater 75th m-on-1000m on 5x6" cvr. E $16

WW-163. Frankfort, Germany, 1954, G+ DCDS; 20pf St.Bonifatius (Sc.724) on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6

WW-164. Gutersloh, Germany, 1954, VG DCDS; 20+10pf Senckenberg (Sc.B336) on PPC to U.S. E $20

WW-165. Mercur/Hannover, Germany, 1891, G+ octagon tying faulty 2.5pf local (running Mercury) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

WW-166. Hannover, Germany, 1923 (Oct 26), F DCDS (taped tear upper L) pair 5mil m on 5x6" cvr. E $12 MIN.6

WW-167. Heidelberg, Germany, 1908, F CDS (dial bit hi) part o/s by Hotel de l'Europe triple oval h/s on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6

WW-168. Heilbronn, Germany, 1837, G+ straight-line h/s on SFL to France (no contents). E $12

WW-169. Heilbronn, Germany, 1920, G DCDS (toned) "Freigegeben/S1" circled h/s; 15pf +10pf +5pf on PPC to Austria. E $20

WW-170. Kiel, Germany, 1952, VG DCDS; 9 stamps (2pf-25pf; Sc.670-678) on air cvr to U.S. E $24 MIN.12

WW-171. Leer, Germany, [1847], F CDS (crs; bit lite tone) on SFL to England. E $15

WW-172. Lipsia, Germany, 1893, G CDS (edge tears; crs) tying 3pf Lipsia local (king) on 5x6" cvr to Leipzig. E $15

WW-173. Mulhausen, Germany, 1910, VG DCDS; 5pf on PPC to France w/10c due stamp tied by Chaumont en Vexin CDS. E $15 MIN.8

WW-174. Munich, Germany, 1894, G+ CDS on cvr to Prinzessin Alfons von Bayern, Schloss Mentelberg bei Innsbruck, Austria w/enc.signed "Alfons"; insignia on flap & enc. E $30

WW-175. Neumarkt, Germany, 1899, G+ CDS on free-franked cvr to Prinzessin Alfons von Bayern w/enc.signed "Alfons"; nearly complete Coat of Arms in red sealing wax on flap. E $30

WW-176. Neutitschein, Germany, 1940, G+ DCDS (trim L) Nazi censor tape & h/s on back on cvr w/long enc.to Italy. E $20

WW-177. Nuremberg, Germany, 1920, G+ DCDS repeater; 15pf Bavaria overprint Sc.140 on PPC. E $8

WW-178. Oberammergau, Germany, 1923 (Oct 8), G+ DCDS; 2mil-on-200m (crnr cr) + pair 800th-on-1000m on PPC to U.S. E $15

WW-179. Saint Ludwig, Germany, 1918, VF DCDS; 10pf +5pf Germany +10c +5c France on censored cvr. NICE mixed franking. E $50

WW-180. Schmalkalden, Germany, 1946, G+ DCDS; 5 diff. Thuringia (5, 8, 12, 20, 30pf; Sc.16N3/16N8) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

WW-181. Siegburg, Germany, 1927, F DCDS; 15 pf (Sc.356) + 2x 10pf (Sc.328) on air PPC to France. E $20

WW-182. Sinn, Germany, 1923 (Mar 22), G DCDS; 100m on 5x6.5" cvr. E $12 MIN.6

WW-183. D.Geislingen (Germany), ca.1784, VF undated straight-line h/s town only (bit lite tone) on SFL (no contents). E $24
WW-184. D. Geislingen (Germany), ca.1786, VF undated straight-line h/s town only on SPL (no contents). E $24

WW-185. Hadersleben-Christiansfeld/Bahnhpost/Zug 5 (Germany), 1909, G+ oval (part on stamp; toned) on PPC to U.S. E $14

WW-186. Hohnstein-Kohlmuhle/Bahnhpost, (Germany), 1921, G+ oval (upper R tip tear) 10pf +pair 40pf on PPC to U.S. E $15

WW-187. Limburg/Bahnhof (Germany), 1916, VF DCDS (lite tone) "Feldpost" free frank on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

WW-188. Mannheim-Wurzburg/Bahnhpost/Zug 338 (Germany), 1908, G+ oval (part on stamp; crnr crs) on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8

WW-189. Metz-Luxemburg/Bahnhpost/Zug 987 (Germany), 1905, G+ oval (tip crs) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

WW-190. Stuttgart/Bahnhof 1 (Germany), 1916, G+ CDS (near VF) "Feldpost" free frank on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

WW-191. Constantinopel/Deutsche Post (Germany: Offices in Turkey), 1907, G DCDS (diai HI: town mostly off; upper R tip nick) 20pa on 10pf overprint on PPC to U.S. E $20

WW-192. Gibraltar, 1907, G DCDS; 1p Edw.VII on PPC to U.S. E $6


WW-194. Hampstead, Great Britain, 1947, G machine; 2.5p +3p Peace on crv to Germany/USA Zone w/US CIVIL Censorship h/s. E $15 MIN.8


WW-196. Lincoln, Great Britain, 1942, F machine (tear T) censor tape L; 2.5p +1/2p on crv to Argentina. E $12 MIN.6

WW-197. Liverpool, Great Britain, [1945], G+ "V" & bells slogan machine; 2.5p on "National Economy" address label, affixed on previously used crv; to U.S. E $15 MIN.8

WW-198. (London), Great Britain, 1831, G+ red CDS w/crown at T (crs) on SPL w/enc. letter. E $16

WW-199. London, Great Britain, 1943, VG machine (tip cr) on censored 2p GPC to Argentina. E $12 MIN.6


WW-201. Stourbridge, Great Britain, 1944, VG machine on crv mailed to local add.; brown tape wrapped around T edge, flipped over & remailed to Maj.C.L.Lancaster, APO 648, U.S. Army. E $15 MIN.8

WW-202. Windsor, Great Britain, 1959, G+ machine & CDS (flap faults; crs) 3d + 6x 2d on 6-panel foldout pictorial folder (multi-color illus. of Lyme Regis; letter on reverse) via air to U.S. E $8

WW-203. British Post Office/Tangier, (Great Britain: Offices in Morocco), 1956, G DCDS (diai HI; tip cr) 7p "Tangier" overprint Sc.568 on air PPC to U.S. E $14

WW-204. British Post Office/Constantinople (Great Britain: Offices in Turkey), 1905, G CDS ("LE" partly off R; o/s) 1p Gr.Brit. on PPC to U.S., w/Pera Palace Hotel clock-dial DCDS "origin" inverted at L. E $20 MIN.10

WW-205. Athens, Greece, 1940, partial DCDS; 8d +5d on reg'd PC to U.S. Stamp dealer's request for $1.30 balance overdue. E $30 MIN.15

WW-206. Frederikshab, Greenland, 1963, G+ DCDS; illus.bicycle ad; 60o +5o on 5x6" cvr. E $15

WW-207. GPO, Grenada, 1973, G+ DCDS; 12c tortoise on PPC to U.S. E $6

WW-208. Kowloon, Hong Kong, 1972, G slogan machine; $1 tunne on air PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6

WW-209. Hong Kong, 1960 (Mar 25), G+ slogan machine; Pentothal "Dear Doctor" script ad; 15c on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8

WW-210. Hong Kong, 1960 (Mar 30), G+ slogan machine; Pentothal "Dear Doctor" script ad; 15c on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8

WW-211. Hong Kong, 2008, G CDS; souvenir sheet Sc.810a +$5 airport +3 more stamps (1 faulty) on back of 6x9.25" reg'd air cvr to U.S. E $20

WW-212. Budapest, Hungary, 1910, G DCDS (crnrs nib; toned) 1k +40f +2x 2f on pix side of reg'd PPC to U.S. E $40 MIN.20

WW-213. Reykjavik, Iceland, 1958, G DCDS (lite tone) 1kr manuscript on PPC to U.S. E $5


WW-215. Reykjavik, Iceland, 2007, F DCDS machine (bit cr) 80k Pjodskjalasafn Islands on
8.5x3.75" PPC (puffins flying from cliff) to U.S. $5
WW-216. Selfoss, Iceland, 2009, partial DCDS; 160k Biosynngar a Islandi on air PPC (Blue Lagoon) to U.S. E $5
WW-217. Allahabad, India, 1914, G CDS (ruff slit T; ink spot T; crs) on cvr w/enc.re.parathyphoid epidemic, to England. E $20
WW-218. Allahabad, India, 1914, VG DCDS (edge faults; crs) on cvr w/enc.re.cathedral & Lord Roberts; Germans in Flanders; to England. E $15 MIN.8
WW-219. Allahabad, India, 1918, partial DCDS (part ruff slit T; bit ruff L) on cvr w/enc.re.war; to England. E $15 MIN.8
WW-220. Chikalda, India, 1909, G+ squared CDS; partial Sea Post Office/Bombay-Aden CDS as transit on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-221. Darjeeling, India, 1938, G+ DCDS (tip cr) 2a Dak runner on PPC to U.S. E $6
WW-224. Stock Exchange/Bombay, India, 1948, G+ DCDS (bit wrinkled) Stock Exchange registry label; on reg’d cvr to U.S. E $8
WW-225. Lot 23) India: telegram receipts; approx.3.5x7", 1909-28, various origins & canx types (varied condition; some spindles, etc.). E $40
WW-226. Baile A'tha Cliath, Ireland, 1968, VG slogan machine; 8p air on PPC to U.S. E $5
WW-227. Baile Atha Cliath, Ireland, 1934, G+ slogan (lite crs) 2x 1p on PPC to U.S.; 12-panel pictorial fold-out under flap. E $12 MIN.6
WW-228. Douglas, Isle of Man, 1979, G+ Millennium slogan machine; 10p Castle Rushen on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-229. Jerusalem, Israel, 1950, G+ "Paye" CDS (meter impression?) w/Hebrew & Arabic text (pencil notes, 1 just into dial) on PPC to U.S. E $15
WW-230. Jerusalem, Israel, 1972, G+ machine; 55a Tomb of Nebi Shuayb on PPC to U.S. E $5
WW-231. Genoa, Italy, 1902, partial flag machine; "Hotel Smith/Genova Italy" octagon h/s at L (date spotty) on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-232. Milan, Italy, 1922, partial DCDS; "Bristol/Hotel Schmid/Milano" h/s on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-234. Monfalcone, Italy, [1834], F town in oval (cr; small surface hole by address) on SFL. E $8
WW-235. Grand-Bassam, Ivory Coast, ca.1940, G+ DCDS (year partial) 2x 1f75 on censored air cvr to France. E $12 MIN.6
WW-236. Kingston, Jamaica, 1958, G+ pictorial slogan machine; 5d on PPC to U.S. E $6
WW-237. Lower Isle, Jamaica, 1956, G DCDS (diaL bit hi) 2x 2 1/2d on PPC to U.S. E $5
WW-238. (Hongo), Japan, [1909], VG CDS w/Gapanese characters (lite tone) ms "Via Siberia" (sic) instruction at T; 4s on PPC to France. E $16
WW-239. (Nara), Japan, [1972], G+ tiny circled h/s (tip cr) 25s +20s underpaying rate on PPC to U.S. w/4 STRIKES of "SEA MAIL" h/s covering "Air Mail" instructions; "T (10)/50" & "Postage Due (3) Cents" h/s w/ms rates; faulty 3c due Sc.91. E $15
WW-240. Utajimabashi, Japan, 2006, G+ straight-line (roller?) 11 stamps (9 diff.) on 7.75x10.5" EMS Global Express cvr. E $12 MIN.6
WW-242. Jerusalem, Jordan, 1966, partial CDS, but town name shows clearly (tip cr) 2x 25f on air PPC to U.S. E $6
WW-243. Jordan (indistinct town), 1949, partial CDS; 9x 3m (overlapped) at T +4x 5m (overlapped; 1 partly wrapped around) at B, tied by partial censor h/s on PPC to U.S. E $14
WW-244. Nairobi, Kenya, 1956, G+ DCDS; 1/lion + 30c dam on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-245. Nairobi, Kenya, 1972, G+ slogan machine; 2x 70c Rinderpest Campaign (1 bit faulty) on PPC to U.S. E $6
WW-246. City Square, Nairobi, Kenya, 1985, VG machine; 5/flowers (Sc.258) on PPC to U.S. E $5
WW-247. City Square, Nairobi, Kenya, 1988, VG machine; 2x 2/50 flowers (Sc.256) on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-248. Kenya, [1971], G+ slogan machine (dial not struck; crnr cr) bit scrape 1'30s elephant on PPC to U.S. E $5
WW-249. Riga, Latvia, 1932, F DCDS (trim L) 3s Riga Exhibition overprint Sc.164 on 2.25x3.75" cvr. E $20
WW-250. Beirut, Lebanon, 1965, G+ DCDS (lite tone; lite crs; edge tear L) 30p butterfly on PPC to England. E $6
WW-251. Triesenberg, Liechtenstein, 1936, VG slogan machine & DCDS (upper R tip nib) 10rp +15rp +20rp +30rp +50rp aid (Sc.9-13) on req'd air cvr to Germany. E $80 MIN.40
WW-255. Vaduz, Liechtenstein, 1970, G+ DCDS/pictorial slogan machine; 50rp + 5rp on air PPC to U.S. E $6
WW-256. Vaduz, Liechtenstein, 1971, G DCDS/slogan; 50rp Olympics + 5rp St.Joseph on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-257. Vaduz, Liechtenstein, 1980, G+ DCDS/pictorial slogan machine; pair 50rp EFTA (1 faulty) on air PPC to U.S. E $6
WW-258. Echternach, Luxembourg, 1971, G+ DCDS; 3f census + 4f Grand Duke on air PPC to INDIA. E $12 MIN.6
WW-259. Ambulant/Trois Viersges, Luxembourg, 1905, G+ box h/s on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WW-260. Troisviersges, Luxembourg, 1910, G+ DCDS (5c stamp faulty) w/Diekirch DCDS as recd on PPC. E $12
WW-261. Luxembourg, 1963, G+ DCDS (lite crs) 6f Europa on air PPC to U.S. E $5
WW-262. Luxembourg, 1965, G DCDS (tip cr) 6f Europa (Sc.404) on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-263. Luxembourg, 1971, G DCDS; 2x 3f school savings + 1f Grand Duke on PPC to INDIA. E $12 MIN.6
WW-264. Luxembourg, 1972, VG+ DCDS; 1f bowl + pair 3f mask on air PPC to INDIA. E $12 MIN.6
WW-265. Luxembourg, 1972, G+ DCDS/slogan (tip crs; edge tear B) 2.50f Europa Sc.382 + pair 1.50f coins on PPC to INDIA & returned. E $12 MIN.6
WW-266. Luxembourg, 1972, VG DCDS/slogan (tip cr) pair 3f archer on air PPC to INDIA. E $12 MIN.6
WW-267. Luxembourg, 1972, G DCDS machine (lite tone; tip cr) pair 3f fox on air PPC to INDIA. E $12 MIN.6
WW-268. Luxembourg, 1972, G DCDS (tip cr) 3f+50c + (2x) 1.50f+25c + (2x) 1f+25c stained glass semi-postals on air PPC to INDIA. E $12 MIN.6
WW-269. Luxembourg, 1973, weak DCDS machine (tip cr) 1f+25c + (2x) 3f+50c on air PPC to INDIA. E $12 MIN.6
WW-270. Macao, 1975, G+ DCDS; 30a Chinnery on air PPC to U.S. E $16
WW-271. Macau, 1953, G hexagon; 10 stamps on front, 2 on back (50a total) on commer.cvr to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-272. Kuala Lumpur, Selangor, Malaya, 1964 (Dec 2), F machine; "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad at L; 8c + 2c on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-273. Port Louis, Mauritius, 1961 (Jan 23), VG slogan machine; "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad at L; 20c on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-274. Port Louis, Mauritius, 1961 (Apr 5), F machine; "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad at L; 20c on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-275. Mexico, Mexico, 1903, VG Barr-Fyke flag on 2c GPC to Zacatecas. E $8
WW-276. Monte Carlo, Monaco, 1945, G CDS; 10 diff.stamps on pix side of PPC to France. E $14
WW-277. Monte Carlo, Monaco, 1960, F "Festival International due Cirque" pictorial slogan machine w/illus.circus tent; 2fr Protula on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-278. Monaco, 1956, G CDS (few tone spots, affect 1f, 2f, 3f) complete Wedding set (Sc.366-70) +50f Palace (Sc.361) on req'd cvr to U.S. E $14
WW-279. Vila Cabral, Mozambique, 1959, G+ DCDS (dial bit hi; lite tone) 10e +4.50e butterfly on commer.reg'd air cvr w/enc.to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-280. Windhoek, Namibia, 1992, G slogan machine; 45c spinning wheel on air PPC to MEXICO. E
WW-282. Nepal (indistinct town), [1978], partial CDS (very HEAVY vert cr; bit lite tone) 1.25r
Tukuche Peak on air PPC to U.S. E $6
WW-283. Hilleweg, Netherlands, 1985, F DCDS; Breck Holland text ad at L on "Surface mail/Air Lifted" PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-284. Netherlands (Indistinct town), 1914, G CDS; 2.5c (Sc.90) on PPC to U.S. E $15
WW-285. Netherlands (indistinct town), 1984, partial DCDS (crs) (2x) 65+30c semi-postals + (2x) 70c on air PPC to TOGO. E $15 MIN.8
WW-286. Willestad, (Netherlands Antilles), 1960, G+ DCDS (crnr cr) 20c St.Eustatius (Sc.248) on air PPC to U.S. E $5
WW-287. Noumea, New Caledonia, 1946, VG DCDS (lite tone) 2f50 Kagu on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-288. Lusaka, Northern Rhodesia, 1953, partiaol DCDS (edge tear R) 1/6+6d +2d (Sc.31) +1d (Sc.28) on commer.air cvr to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-289. Oslo, Norway, 1947, G+ DCDS; 45o locomotive Sc.285 +20o lion on air PPC to U.S. E $6
WW-290. Oslo, Norway, 1975, G+ machine (part ruff slit T) 1.40k Sc.653; Canadian Embassy cc on #10 cvr to Canada. E $12 MIN.6
WW-291. Agencia Postal, Panama, 1924, VF magenta 6-bar on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-292. Panama (indistinct town), 1968, partial DCDS (tip cr) 10c football + 3c hunting on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-293. Panama (indistinct town), 1968, partial CDS; large 13c air (sailing ships painting) on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-294. Callao, Peru, 1908, G+ DCDS (lite tone) pair 2c on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-295. Lidzbark, Poland, 1947, G CDS; censor tape & h/s L; 62l +2x 2zl on cvr to Germany. E $12 MIN.6
WW-296. Sinaia, Romania, [1916], partial CDS (lite tone) 5b +5b postal tax overprint on PPC to Bacau. E $8
WW-297. Leningrad, Russia, 1960, G+ DCDS (crs) 2 diff.due markings overlap on PPC to U.S. E $6
WW-298. Russia (indistinct town), 1983, G CDS tying 50k Hockey souvenir sheet (Sc.4062) on PPC to U.S. E $12
WW-299. Castries, Saint Lucia, ca.1961, G+ DCDS; pair 8c on PPC to U.S. E $6
WW-300. Castries, Saint Lucia, 1971, G+ DCDS; 15c island on air PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-301. Kingstown, Saint Vincent, 1961, partial CDS (3 more complete strikes on back; trim L; lite tone) 20c +5c + 2x 3c Eliz.II on commer.reg'd air cvr w/enc.to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-303. Dakar, Senegal, 1940, G+ DCDS; 1f75 Sc.185; blue censor h/s on cvr to France. E $12 MIN.6
WW-304. Dakar, Senegal, ca.1945, partial DCDS; Fr.West Africa 5f50-on-65c +4f-on-65c on censored air cvr to France. E $15 MIN.8
WW-305. Dakar, Senegal, 1959, G+ CDS; French West Africa 20f (wrapped around edge) + 25f on PPC to BRAZIL. E $12
WW-306. Rufisque, Senegal, 1970, G+ CDS (bit lite tone) 15f + 30f + pair 20f on air PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-307. Saint-Louis, Senegal, 1940, G+ DCDS; 2f on censored air cvr w/enc to France. E $12 MIN.6
WW-308. Serbia (indistinct town), 1907, partial DCDS (horiz.cr) 5p on PPC to Turkey, w/2 diff.CDS as recd. E $15
WW-309. Freetown, Sierra Leone, 1971, G+ CDS; 3.5c Traffic Changeover self-adhesive on cvr to Kamakwie Hospital. E $14
WW-310. Johannesburg, South Africa, 1953, VG meter w/Geogut auto illus.ad slogan (lite tone; no flap bit trim T) on cvr to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-311. Barcelona, Spain, 1939, partial DCDS; Salon Filatelicfo/J.Morache cc; 40c+30c on censored cvr to France. E $12 MIN.6
WW-312. Barcelona/Primera Expo'n Nacional De Matasellos Especiales, Spain, 1947, G+ DCDS; 1c imperf on pix side of related unadd.PPC. E $6
WW-313. Madrid, Spain, 1859, VG DCDS; "Espagne/Par St.Jean de Luz" F red DCDS as transit on stemless cvr to France. E $30
WW-314. Lot 5: Spain; censored mail to France (4 cvrs; 1 PPC), 1937-45, various frankings
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(varied condition). MIN.$20
WW-315. Paramaribo, Surinam, 1940, G+ DCDS; censor tape L; 40c air on cvr to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-316. Suriname (indistinct town), 1989, partial DCDS; 90c parrot + 15c cacao on PPC to U.S. E $6
WW-317. Helsingborg, Sweden, 1922, G+ DCDS (lite tone; crnr cr) 250 coil on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-318. Basel, Switzerland, 1938, VG DCDS; 20c Sc.238 on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-319. Birzfelden, Switzerland, 1888, F DCDS (ruff L) 25c green on cvr to U.S. E $15
WW-320. Brunnen, Switzerland, 1924, G+ DCDS; 20c "50th Anniv. of UPU" on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-321. Geneva, Switzerland, 1917, G+ machine on censored 10c GPC to Serbia. E $20
WW-322. Geneva, Switzerland, 1956, G+ DCDS; 10c w/Bureau Int'l D'Education overprint (Sc.4030) on PC to Sec'y, Pan Amer.Union, Washington, DC. E $15
WW-323. Gstaad, Switzerland, 1949, G+ pictorial DCDS; 25c UPU (Sc.323) + 40c (Sc.321) on air PPC to U.S. E $24
WW-324. Lonay, Switzerland, 1912, F DCDS as recd (bit cr) w/Stuttgart, Germany, F CDS origin on properly used 10c Switzerland INTERNATIONAL REPLY GPC. E $40
WW-325. Neuchatel, Switzerland, 1921, partial DCDS tying 10c postage due; 1c Wash.underpaying rate on bit tone PPC. E $14
WW-326. Zurich, Switzerland, 1915, G DCDS tying 13c-on-12c (Sc.188) on pix side of PPC to Holland; VF strike on add.side. E $15
WW-327. Zurich, Switzerland, 1921, G DCDS (dialed hi: "URI partly off; toned) 15c +10c on PC to U.S. RARE combo & usage. E $50 MIN.26
WW-328. Bangkok, Thailand, 1963, G CDS; 3b Post Building (Sc.396) + 1.15b (Sc.289) on PPC. E $8
WW-329. P.O./Trinidad, 1953, G DCDS (tip cr) 8c + 2c on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-330. Port of Spain, Trinidad, 1943, G+ slogan machine; censor tape at L; 6c (Sc.55) on cvr to U.S. E $8
WW-331. Port of Spain, Trinidad, 1958, G DCDS; 8c park + 2c college on PPC. E $8
WW-332. Port of Spain, Trinidad, 1960, VG DCDS; 8c park on PPC. E $6
WW-333. Port of Spain, Trinidad, 1971, G+ slogan machine (crnr cr) 12c citrus + 3c brocket-deer on air PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-334. Port of Spain, Trinidad, 1972, G+ slogan machine (cr) 15c crest on PPC. E $5
WW-335. Scarborough, Trinidad & Tobago, 1994, G machine; $2 bird on PPC to U.S. E $5
WW-336. Bakanliklar, Turkey, 1983, VG 7000k slogan meter; Karahanlar Corp.cc on #10 cvr to U.S. E $5
WW-337. Beyoglu, Turkey, 1959, G+ CDS (part on stamp; crnr crs) 75k blackboard on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-338. Karakoy, Turkey, 1978, G+ CDS; pair 325k on PPC to U.S. E $6
WW-339. Vatican City, 1965, VG machine (lite tone) 100l Pope on PPC w/"This post card, when surrendered... in the Vatican Pavilion at the N.Y. World's Fair will be flown to... Vatican City & ... airmailed" printed at B. E $12 MIN.6
WW-340. Ha-Noi, Vietnam, 1951, VG CDS; "Daivet" on flap; 3p on air cvr to France. E $12 MIN.6
WW-341. Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia, [1935], partial DCDS; 1.75d King Alexander Memorial on PPC to Austria. E $8
WW-342. University-Lusaka, Zambia, 1985, G+ DCDS; 32n mushroom + (2x) 5n semi-nude woman & pottery on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-343. Zanzibar, 1937, partial DCDS; 15c Sc.203 on PPC to U.S. E $14

MISCELLANEOUS
MX-1. Lot 4) Tombstone, AZ, 1981, VF-G+ "Mailer's Postmark/Permit #2" tying 18c Surrey; each w/"Bucket of Blood Saloon" local post label tied at lower R (2 w/"Ariz.Terr.Local Post" h/s; 2 w/"Pioneer Trail Express/Local Post System" h/s) on unadd.cvr(s); diff cachet on each, commemorating "100th Anniversary/Shoot-Out at the OK Corral". E $15 MIN.8
MX-2. LaJolla, CA, 1942, VG Int'l; actual LIPSTICK KISS "sealing" flap on back of air PSE to Canada. E $15 MIN.8
MX-3. Modesto, CA, 1932, VF Univ.; "F.L.Sheller, Gen'l Delivery" return add. on cvr w/encs.: order form for Sheller's money-making scheme booklets, returned to customer w/"I can not fill your order as I am traveling...I am returning your 10c". E $12
MX-4. San Diego, CA, 1969, partial 4-bar (edge tear R) on DISNEYLAND 14-panel 4x6" pictorial
folder; 26 scenes. E $12 MIN.6
MX-5. San Francisco/Rincon Anx, CA, 1948, VG duplex (bit stutter; lite tone; lite crs; bit edge wear) on thick 10.5x4.75" die-cut PPC: map in shape of state w/Various cities; long printed "script" message. E $15 MIN.8
MX-6. Santa Ana, CA, 1953, F Int'l w/3rd Nat'l Jamboree/Boy Scouts slogan; Johnny Appleseed cachet; 3c Scouts on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MX-7. Tujunga, CA, 1959, VF Mailer's Postmark Permit 79 w/separately applied dater (o/s) on commer. PSE. E $15 MIN.8
MX-8. Laird, CO, 1959, G+ 4-bar on comic PPC w/embossed thin plastic picture side, w/cracks & pieces off. Rarely seen mailed, for that reason. E $15 MIN.8
MX-9. Pueblo, CO, 1909, G Barry (lite tone; pencil lines on message, probably to show it was read) "Rec'd/dated/The Colorado News Company" G+ magenta clock-dial DCDS as recd on PPC. E $15
MX-11. Washington, DC, 1946, F Int'l; P.O.Dept.cc on penalty PC w/announcement re.5c air mail stamp & PSE issues on back. E $15 MIN.8
MX-12. Washington, DC, 1947, F Int'l; P.O.Dept.cc on penalty PC w/announcement re.3c stamp, 15c souvenir sheet & 5c air mail issues on back. E $15 MIN.8
MX-14. Miami, FL, 1915, G+ Colum. (bit cr) 1c Cuba w/bit faulty 1c Wash. on PPC datelined Havana. E $8
MX-15. Orlando, FL, 2006, partial CDS; "Postage Due (15c) h/s; 23c Wash.+1c bird on commer.8.25x4.5" PPC, die-cut to shape of illus.: WINNIE the POOH. RARE to see novelty card mailed. E $15 MIN.8
MX-16. (Atlanta) GA, ca.1990s, printed permit; Atlanta Casualty ad on 6x9" PPC w/Popeye & Olive Oyl on pix side. E $5
MX-17. Honolulu, HI, 1988, VG machine; on PPC: TOPLESS Hawaiian woman reclining on beach. SCARCE to see semi-nude image mailed; 1st seen on CONTINENTAL-size card. E $20 MIN.10
MX-18. Honolulu, HI, 1990, VF machine (pinhole; lite offset canx ink on pix side) on PPC ("Aloha"): BARE-BREASTED young woman reclining on beach. RARE to see mailed. E $20 MIN.10
MX-19. Honolulu, HI, 1996, VG machine on PPC (sunset & palm trees) w/VULGAR caption: "Just another sh*tty day in paradise..." RARE to see mailed. E $15 MIN.8
MX-20. Bradford, IL, 1920, VG Time-Cmns (lite tone) on PPC w/THIN WOOD BACKING. E $20
MX-21. Champaign, IL, 1962, F machine, struck almost fully on 2 pieces brown masking tape covering 1x3.5" area, inc.4c Lincoln on #10 window cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MX-22. Galesburg, IL, 1962, F Int'l (no flap) Boy Scouts of America/Prairie Council #125 cc w/3 illus.logos on commer.cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MX-23. Hoyleton, IL, 1914, G+ 4-bar on GLASSINE cvr w/enc.thick embossed PPC. E $14
MX-24. LaSalle, IL, 1964, G+ machine; obviously reused & faulty 5c Wash., taped on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MX-25. Ottawa, IL, [1849], partial CDS w/"X" h/s rate "negated" by circled grid, then "5" h/s applied (L arc not struck; bit o/s) "If Mrs.M.is not at your house, Mr.Lauman, please forward this without del(ay), as it is important" ms instruction at T on SFL to Allegheny City w/Pittsburgh, PA, G CDS & ms "2" rate as fwd. E $100
MX-26. (Rock Island), IL, [1998], printed permit (no origin canx) on 6x9.5" cvr w/enc.USPS Xmas card; insert signed by 4 bulk mail facility workers. E $12 MIN.6
MX-27. Greenwood, IN, 2000, F DCDS; 5.25x4" hand-painted CAT looking out window at L on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MX-28. Indianapolis, IN, 1964, VF machine (ruff slit L; tear R; slit 3 sides) RED stamp-shaped adhesive residue (?) at upper R on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MX-29. Newcastle, IN, 1909, VF Int'l (lite tone) 2c Wash.properly paying letter rate for address at L, long message at R, on undiv.back PPC w/hand-drawn pencil lines separating address & message; sender then confused by preprinted "This Side for the Address." at lower L. E $15 MIN.8
MX-30. Ames/Sta.A, IA, 1925, G+ Colum. (bit lite soiled) illus.DEVIL roasting praying man over open flame on cvr to President, IA Chapter Sigma Delta Chi. E $20
as postage on #10 cvr trim to #6. E $8
MX-32. Tipton, IA, 1895, G CDS/cork (lower R ruff; tear R) on cvr w/enc.wedding invitation naming father of bride, no mother. E $12 MIN.6
MX-33. Manhattan, KS, 1893, G+ CDS/cork; Kansas State Ag.College header on back of GPC, w/2.25x2.5" newspaper article adhered to back. E $14
MX-34. Wichita, KS, 1909, 1c Frank. at upper R, w/2nd 1c Frank.inverted at lower L; both canxed w/Colum.machine, 1 hour apart; inexplicable oddity on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MX-35. Alexandria, LA, ca.1913, F mute oval (edge wear; edge tear L) 2c Wash.w/"MP/RY" perf in 4.25x6.25" pictorial folder ("From the Sunny South": mostly blacks). E $14
MX-36. Waterpof, LA, 1905, VG duplex (part lite tone; tip crs) on GPC w/"prayer chain letter" message on back. E $12 MIN.6
MX-37. Tow & Catons RPO/Balto., MD, 1907, G+ duplex (tip crs) on GPC w/NICE, detailed hand-drawn illus.woman in "Gibson girl" style; "Teasing!" caption. E $20
MX-38. Ayer, MA, 1906, G+ duplex (lite tone) 2c Sc.319 on glitter PPC w/small env.applique (edge slit) w/enc.on pix side. E $15 MIN.8
MX-39. Boston, MA, 1898, G+ Amer/Bl4(1) (uneven lite tone) 2c red on PIONEER PPC (Historic Battle Fields) w/no special wording on add.side. E $100 MIN.50
MX-41. Hyde Park, MA, 1904, VG Amer/Bl4(1) on GPC w/Massachusetts Reformatory/Rec'd 61x36mm blue boxed h/s as recd. E $15
MX-42. Springfield, MA, [1862], G+ CDS/grid (lower R tip ruff) on cvr w/enc.: writer complains to sister he wasn't told about mother's death. E $15 MIN.8
MX-43. U.S.Postal Service, MA, 1976, F 7-bar repeater w/large CDS on #10 cvr. 54mm high type, normally used on large flats. E $12 MIN.6
MX-44. Skanee, MI, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (edge tears; crs) on GLASSINE cvr w/enc.glitter PPC. E $12
MX-46. Waseca, MN, 1906, F duplex (lite crs) on UX18 w/27x45mm photograph of woman adhered to back; no postage due assessed. E $15
MX-47. Kansas City, MO, 1906, G+ duplex (T tips ruff) 2c Sc.319 on GLASSINE cvr; enc.PPC w/lace "A" monogram appliquéd. E $15 MIN.8
MX-49. Atlantic City, NJ, 1904, G Int'1 (o/s; tip crs; bit edge wear) on priv.mailing card w/"Post Card" wording printed (unnecessarily) above; Heinz 57 Pier ad on pix side (swimmers caught in undertow). E $20 MIN.10
MX-50. Albany, NY, 1870s, G+ CDS/cork on GPC Sc.UX3 re.suitor who "has been a goose, a fool, a dunce... But last night... my rebellious heart ran away with my will & went straight over to him..." E $15 MIN.8
MX-51. Alexandria Bay, NY, 1905, F duplex (lite tone; 2 tips nick) 2c Sc.319 overpaying 1c rate on priv.mailing card to Bronx, NY, but w/"T/N/Y" CDS foreign destination DUE MARKING applied in ERROR. E $14
MX-52. Buffalo/A.P.S.Convention Sta., NY, 1940, F+ 4-bar (tip cr) on PPC. E $8
MX-53. New York, NY, 1901, VG Int'1 (lite tone; part lite soiled) "Druggists Circular" cc; printed "Pull Either Wire."; B edge slit by wire; on cvr. E $16
MX-54. New York, NY, 1938 (Jul 2), G Int'1; 3c Connecticut commem on cvr w/enc.signed by Elaine Rawlinson, DESIGNER of 1938 PREXIE stamp series, re.her "sketch... now in possession of the Treasury Dept.". E $20
MX-55. New York/Penn Term Sta., NY, 1917 (Dec 24), G+ Univ. (toned) "London/M.O.D." boxed h/s (Dec4; "M" partly off L) on penalty cvr. E $15
MX-57. Rochester, NY, 1932 (Jul 5), VG Univ.; LAST DAY of 2c RATE; 2c Wash. on commer.cvr. E $20
MX-58. Fullerton, ND, 1913, G 4-bar (dial hi) on PPC ("From a Friend in LaMoure N.D.") w/THICK METAL ELK HEAD applique on pix side, att'd w/4 brads. SCARCE to see mailed intact. E $20
MX-59. Grand Forks, ND, 1968, G machine (upper R tip slit) "Add ZIP To Your Mail/Always Use ZIP Code" label accepted as air mail postage on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MX-60. Cincinnati, OH, 1905, partial duplex on wood PPC w/"burned" illus. & design. E $15 MIN.8
MX-61. Cleveland/Sta.B, OH, 1904, partial Barry; shiny gold "Private Mailing Card & wide bar overprinting "Souvenir Mailing Card" wording (which partly shows thru) at L of stamp; on PC. E $30 MIN.15
MX-62. Deshley, OH, 1908, partial duplex; 2x 1c Sc.300 on chain-letter PPC mailed twice. E $8
MX-63. Gratiot, OH, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (toned) 1c Sc.300 on PPC; small env.applique w/enc.on pix side; should have required 2c. E $12 MIN.6
MX-64. Marion, OH, 1964, VG machine (slit 3 sides) Homemakers' Library League label accepted as "stapm" on commer.cvr to that organization. E $12 MIN.6
MX-65. Piqua, OH, 1915, F Colum.; square adhesive paper in address area to hold sender's photo, which shows through oval cutout on pix side of PPC. E $8
MX-66. Youngstown, OH, 2002, G+ machine; Den Leader, Pack 122, Bear Den #4 cc w/illus.Bear patch & 3 Cub Scouts on #10 cvr. E $8
MX-67. Oklahoma City, OK, 1973 (Apr 10), VF 4-bar h/s w/"1st Day of Issue" slogan tying "Independent Postal System of America" 25¢ Martin Luther King stamp on unadd.cachedet cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MX-68. Greensburg, PA, 1989, G+ machine; Health & Wealth Associates cc; pair 3c White "paying" 1st Class rate on #10 cvr w/enc.SCAM letter offering "secret" to paying only 6c postage; 2 more accompanying short-paid cvrs; & NEWS ARTICLE explaining scam. E $20
MX-69. Lansdale, PA, 1908, partial duplex (town not struck; uneven toned; crs) on PPC w/"Heart of Lansdale" heart-shaped applique, secured by metal clasp; multi-panel illus.fold-out inside. E $20 MIN.10
MX-70. (Houston), TX, ca.1960s?, VG "Via Texas Armored Carrier/Corporation ** No Postage" h/s at upper R on #12 cvr to Texas Nat'l Bank (illus.bank at L. E $15 MIN.8
MX-71. (Waco), TX, ca.1960s?, VF "Via Armored Carrier" h/s at upper R; Citizens Nat'l Bank of Waco cc on #10 window cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MX-72. Waco/No.Waco Sta., TX, 1907, G+ duplex (toned) 1c Sc.300 on 1c GPC. Add'l 1c required for slightly larger fancy-edged note card adhered to back. E $15 MIN.8
MX-73. Elma, WA, 1933, VF Int'l; Minard & Co.cc; "Sec.435 1/2 P.L. & R." printed on stamp on 1c PSE to RFD Box Holder. E $15 MIN.8
MX-74. Seattle, WA, 1913, VF PPIE slogan on "POCKET" PPC (B edge slit, maybe when recd) w/enc.4-panel folded Xmas card. E $20 MIN.10
MX-75. Seattle, WA, 1984, G+ machine (tears; crs; oil stains) on cvr, but no "Damaged" markings; accompanying Phoenix, AZ, penalty cvr (ruff L) which carried this after damage. E $15 MIN.8
MX-76. Cheyenne, WY, 1971, partial machine; 5c Sc.U544 stamp cut-to-shape ILLEGALLY applied & accepted as postage w/1c Jeff. on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MX-77. Hold & Sterling/RPO, 1912, G+ duplex (lite tone) on 1c GPC w/illus.Valentine message printed on paper adhered to back; dotted edge & slightly smaller than GPC size suggests it was designed FOR THIS PURPOSE. E $15 MIN.8
MX-78. Attica, NY, 1981, G+ meter w/integrated illus.star at L, signifying prison mail (lit crs) "Box 149, Attica, NY 14011" printed cc on #10 window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MX-79. Attica, NY, 1987, VG meter w/"Wyoming Correctional Facility" slogan & illus.star (staple holes) & separate h/s w/same wording & star at L of address; inmate's ms return add. on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MX-80. Auburn, NY, 1982, G+ meter w/integrated illus.star at L, signifying prison mail (no flap; bit ruff T) prison inmate's ms return add.w/# ("7BB-326) on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MX-81. Auburn, NY, 1987, G+ meter w/"Auburn Correctional Facility" slogan & illus.star (staple holes) inmate's ms return add. on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MX-82. Gabriels, NY, 1985, VG+ meter w/"Camp Gabriels Correctional Facility" slogan & illus.star, inverted at lower L (bit uneven slit T) prison's printed cc, w/inmate's ms name & # on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MX-83. Malone, NY, 1989, G+ meter w/"Bare Hill Correctional Facility" slogan & illus.star (lite); inmate's ms return add.(as "Bearhill's C.F.") on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MX-84. Marcy, NY, 1988, VG meter w/"Midstate Correctional Facility" slogan & illus.star; inmate's ms return add. on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MX-85. Ossining, NY, 1984, G+ meter w/integrated illus.star at L (bit cr) signifying prison mail; inmate's ms return add. on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MX-86. Ossining, NY, 1988, VG meter w/"Sing Sing Correctional Facility" slogan & illus.star; "354 Hunter St., Ossining, NY 10562-5422" printed cc w/inmate's ms name & #; "Credit Purchases by Prison Inmates are Unauthorized and in (Violation of) New York State (Dept.of) Correctional Services Regulations" h/s (part not struck) at L on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MX-87. Rome, NY, 1990, VG meter canxed w/3 strikes of Utica, NY, machine (edge tear T; staple holes) "Mohawk Correction Facility" printed cc; inmate's ms name & #; censor's h/s star by address on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MX-88. Sonyea, NY, 1998, VF meter w/"Groveland Correctional Facility/Route 36/Soneya Rd..." slogan & illus.star; "P.O.Box 46" printed cc; inmate's ms name & # on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MX-89. Staten Island, NY, 1986, VG meter w/"Arthur Kill Correctional Facility" slogan & illus.star; Staten Isl.VG slogan machine canx; "2911 Arthur Kill Rd." printed cc; inmate's ms name & # on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MX-90. Wallkill, NY, 1987, G+ meter w/"Shawangunk Correctional Facility" slogan & illus.star (staple holes) prison's printed logo cc, w/inmate's ms name & # on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MX-91. Warwick, NY, 1985, VG meter w/"Mid-Orange Correctional Facility" slogan & illus.star (tape tone spot L; staple holes) "900 Kings Highway" printed cc; inmate's ms name & # on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MX-92. Locust Hill, VA, 1988, G 4-bar; "Inmate-Regional Jail, Saluda, Va." red h/s at L; inmate's ms return add. on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MX-93. Washington, DC, 1979, (no origin canx, as usual, but mailed) Dept.of Justice/FBI cc; official business penalty clause; "Wanted by FBI/Leon Lewis, Jr."; sought in connection w/a series of drug related HOMICIDES wherein victims were shot repeatedly; 3 photos w/fingerprints on 2-panel mailer to Bank of America, opens to 8x8" poster. E $30 MIN.15
MX-94. Washington, DC, 1980, (no origin canx, as usual, but mailed) Dept.of Justice/FBI cc; official business penalty clause; "Wanted by FBI/Peter Donohue" for MURDER of one POLICE OFFICER & attempted murder of another; 1 photo w/fingerprints on 2-panel mailer to Bank of America, opens to 8x8" poster. E $40 MIN.20
MX-95. Washington, DC, 1980, (no origin canx, as usual, but mailed) Dept.of Justice/FBI cc; official business penalty clause; "Wanted by FBI/Ronald Turney Williams"; was serving a life term for MURDER of a police officer; now wanted in connection w/mass prison escape in which guards overpowered & officer slain; 3 photos w/fingerprints on 2-panel mailer to Bank of America, opens to 8x8" poster. E $50 MIN.26
MX-96. Washington, DC, 1980, (no origin canx, as usual, but mailed; tear T) Dept.of Justice/FBI cc; official business penalty clause; "Wanted by FBI/Norman Edward Risinger"; alleged gunman in the execution-style, shotgun murders of 3 rival motorcycle gang members; bodies, weighted w/concrete blocks, found floating in rock pit; 2 photos w/fingerprints on 2-panel mailer to Bank of America, opens to 8x8" poster. E $40 MIN.20
MX-97. Buena Vista, GA, 1919, G+ duplex (crnr & edge faults; toned; AS IS for condition) "$50 Reward! Claude Rayburn who escaped from Marion County Gang (detailed description) Little finger off left hand, next finger off middle joint; next finger off at end..." on back of GPC. E $20 MIN.10
MX-98. Waycross, GA, 1928, F Univ. (toned) "Stolen... 1924 Tudor Ford Sedan... Reward..." on back of GPC, trim to 3x5". E $12 MIN.6
MX-99. Clay Center, KS, 1918, G+ Amer/Al4 flag (toned) "Stolen-Reward Offered...from picnic grounds at Clifton, Kansas, a 1918 Ford touring car...speedometer (sic) broken; top patched; dent in back of body...". on GPC. E $16
MX-100. Wichita, KS, 1922, F Univ. (edge tear T) "$50 Reward...Stolen: Buick Roadster. Model 1919...Body Black. Wheels Yellow. (long description)..." on UX27 GPC. E $14
MX-101. Wichita, KS, 1922, F Univ.; "Stolen...Ford Touring Car. 1917 Model...(detailed description)" on UX27 GPC. E $14
MX-102. Wichita, KS, 1922, F Univ.; "Ford Roadster 1922 Model (detailed description)...$25 for car...$25 for arrest..." on UX27 GPC trimmed to 3x5". E $15
MX-103. Wichita, KS, 1928, G+ Univ. (TONED; crs; small hole) "Buick Coupe...stolen from Hutchinson, Kans...(detailed description) $25 for arrest...$25 for recovery..." on GPC. E $8
MX-104. Kansas City, MO, 1923, VG Univ. (L edge cr) "Ford Touring Stolen/1923 Model...only used about 2 weeks...Stolen from private garage, Sedalia, Missouri...$25 for car...$25 for..."
thief..."; on GPC. E $12
MX-105. Kansas City, MO, 1923, VG+ Univ.; "Ford Coupe Stolen/$50 Reward...from Sedalia, Missouri...1923 model" on UX27 GPC trimmed to 3x5". E $15
MX-106. Kansas City, MO, 1923, F Univ.; "Ford Coupe Stolen/1923 Model...Protector steering wheel...Dash-light...from in front of Produce Exchange Bank...$25 for car...$25 for thief..."; on GPC. E $15
MX-107. Omaha/Harney Sta., NE, 1924, G+ Univ.; "$50 Reward/Ford Touring, 1923 Model...Dent on left side of body...$25 for car...$25 for thief..."; on GPC. E $15
MX-108. Omaha/Harney Sta., NE, 1924, VG Univ.; "$25 Reward $25...Dodge Touring 1922 Model...fender dented. Gearing column cut 2 1/2 in.short...from Overland Garage, Nebraska City..."; on GPC. E $16
MX-109. City Hall, NY, 1922, F Int'tl; "Dixie Flyer Speedster/Stolen... Liberal Reward... Interstate Auto Underwriters..." on back of GPC. E $15 MIN.8
MX-110. City Hall, NY, 1922, VG Int'tl; "Chandler Dispatch/Stolen... Liberal Reward... Interstate Auto Underwriters..." on back of GPC. E $15 MIN.8
MX-111. Hud.Term.Sta., NY, 1921, G+ Int'tl (cr) "Mitchell Touring/Stolen... Liberal Reward... Interstate Auto Underwriters..." on back of GPC. E $15 MIN.8
MX-112. Hud.Term.Sta., NY, 1922, G+ Int'tl (crnr cr) "Dort Touring/Stolen... Liberal Reward... Interstate Auto Underwriters..." on back of GPC. E $15 MIN.8
MX-113. Varick Sta., NY, 1922, F Int'tl (crs) "Overland Touring/Stolen... Liberal Reward... Interstate Auto Underwriters..." on back of GPC. E $15 MIN.8
MX-114. Varick Sta., NY, 1922, VG Int'tl; "Ford Sedan/Stolen... Liberal Reward... Interstate Auto Underwriters..." on back of GPC. E $15 MIN.8
MX-115. Varick Sta., NY, 1922, VG Int'tl; "Oldsmobile Touring/Stolen... Liberal Reward... Interstate Auto Underwriters..." on back of GPC. E $15 MIN.8
MX-116. Cleveland, OH, 1921, VG Int'tl; "Hudson Touring Car Stolen...1919 Model, blue body & running gear...Windshield deflectors...14,000 miles...Fenders slightly dented...Kindly make inquiries in garages, etc."...on GPC. E $16
MX-117. "Wanted by FBI/Robert Cary Curvey" for MURDER of a POLICE OFFICER, who was robbed & shot at point blank range, 1979, 2 photos w/fingerprints (edge tear T) on unmailed 2-panel mailer, opens to 8x8" poster. E $40 MIN.20
MX-119. "Wanted by FBI/William Clifford Mendenhall" for Interstate Flight-Escape; reportedly had attempted to run over an Idaho Police Office w/a pickup truck; escaped from an Idaho County Jail, 1974, 1 photo w/fingerprints (2 file holes T; few bank clerks' initials) on unmailed 2-panel mailer, opens to 8x8" poster. E $24 MIN.12
MX-120. "Wanted for Assault & Robbery/WILLIAM SUTTON"; famous bank robber "Willie Sutton"; 2 photos & fingerprints; detailed description, 1933 (Aug 13), (lite tone) "Police Dept./City of New York/Detective Div'n/Circular #11" header on 8x8" poster, adhered to card stock for filing; later pencil note on back: "Subject wanted by Supt County Prisons Philadelphia 2-10-47 with Frederick Tenuto for ESCAPE". E $350 MIN.180
MX-121. "Wanted: James Edward Jackson, Mr./Conspiracy to Advocate the Violent Overthrow of the Government"; 2 photos & fingerprints; detailed description; Communist Party member, 1951, FBI/Dept.of Justice cc & penalty clause on back (but unmailed) w/long list of phone #'s for FBI offices; on 2-panel (8x8" overall) poster. E $40 MIN.20
MX-122. "Wanted: William J.Harrison... for the Kidnaping of Edward G.Bremer..."; long description; front & side view photos; fingerprints, 1935, (lite tone; 2 file holes T) FBI/Dept.of Justice cc & penalty clause on back (but unmailed) w/phone #'s for 30 FBI offices; on 2-panel (8x8" overall) poster. Harrison was member of Barker-Karpis ("Ma Barker") Gang, killed by fellow gang members 1/6/35, apparently not known by FBI when poster printed. Bremer kidnaping was gang's last major crime. E $100 MIN.50
MX-123. (Rock Island), IL, [2011], Xmas card w/message & signed "Your letter carrier, Tracey"; w/unmailed cvr, but w/name/street. E $6
MX-125. Winter Scene w/mailbox & birds, ca.1960s, (lite tone) printed message on back of mail carrier’s PPC. E $8
MX-126. Lot 3 diff.) Washington Dept.of Fisheries Salmon Stamps; used; on licenses, 1982-4. E $30
MX-127. Lot 30) Certificate of Mailing forms; 3x5"; all w/multiple stamp combos, inc.special del., certified mail, plate singles, fractional, precancx, etc., early 2000’s, all w/foreign country destinations. MIN.$44
MX-128. Lot 30) Certificate of Mailing forms; 3x5"; all w/multiple stamp combos, inc.special del., fractional, precancx, service inscribed, etc., 1990’s-2000’s, all w/foreign country destinations. MIN.$44
MX-129. Lot 30) Certificate of Mailing forms; 3x5"; all w/multiple stamp combos, inc.special del., fractional, precancx, service inscribed, etc., 1990’s-2000’s, all w/foreign country destinations. MIN.$44
MX-130. Lot 30) Certificate of Mailing forms; 3x5"; all w/multiple stamp combos, inc.special del., certified mail, fractional, precancx, service inscribed, etc., 1990’s-2000’s, all w/foreign country destinations. MIN.$44
MX-131. Lot 30) Certificate of Mailing forms; 3x5"; all w/multiple stamp combos, inc.special del., certified mail, fractional, service inscribed, dues, etc., early 2000’s, all w/foreign country destinations. MIN.$44
MX-132. Lot 30) Certificate of Mailing forms; 3x5"; all w/multiple stamp combos, inc.special del., certified mail, fractional, service inscribed, etc., mostly early 2000’s, all w/foreign country destinations. MIN.$44
MX-133. Lot 44) cvrs w/Zazzle.com & Stamps.com computer stamps; various designs, some w/senders' photos, 2005-16, (some duplication) all properly used, some canxed, some not; all from our incoming mail. NICE batch. MIN.$38
MX-134. Lot 65) special event cvrs, inc.stamp shows, Postique types, etc.; some made as souvenirs, but many are COMMERCIAL usages on our incoming mail; some cached, 1972-2013, mostly on cvrs; some cards. MIN.$38
MX-135. Lot 76) cvrs, w/hotel illus.ads or cc's; sent by cornet player Harold Stambaugh to his wife while on tour w/John Philip Sousa's band, 1924-26, (varied condition; some toned, trim, etc.) all w/commems of the era. MIN.$120
MX-136. Lot 82) Jas.T.Rozmus cvrs: all meticulously created from illus.calendar pages, magazine pages, etc., often using stamps w/related subjects; few w/original drawings, 1997-2008, all commer.usages, incoming mail from one of our most creative customers. LOW min.bid for this wonderfully artistic batch. MIN.$80
MX-137. Lot 180+) Mailer’s Postmark Permit canxes & precancel permit usages; MANY stamp uses & combos, 1990-2001, expect duplication of users/types, but still MUCH variety; from our incoming mail; mostly on cvrs; some cards. MIN.$48
MX-138. Lot 200) cvrs (few cards & other mailers): towns, commem, plate #'s, auxiliary, higher values, ads, express mail, misc., 20th-21st Century, (varied condition) INTERESTING batch of uses, combos, etc.; mostly larger size items; most from our incoming mail for 25+ years. LOW minimum bid. MIN.$50
MX-139. Lot 210) cvrs (few cards) w/slogan machine cancels, 1963-2006, some duplication, but mostly different; mostly #10 size. LOW minimum bid. MIN.$28
MX-140. Lot 550+) mostly cvrs, ALL w/commemorative stamps; towns, cities, 4-bars, slogans; nearly all from our incoming mail for 25+ years, 20th-21st Century, mostly #10 size. MIN.$85
MX-141. Lot 550+) mostly cvrs, ALL w/commemorative stamps; towns, cities, 4-bars, slogans; nearly all from our incoming mail for 25+ years, 20th-21st Century, mostly #10 size. MIN.$85
MX-142. Lot 1100+) mostly cvrs, ALL w/commemorative stamps; towns, cities, 4-bars, slogans; nearly all from our incoming mail for 25+ years, mostly #10 size. MIN.$150
MX-143. Lot 1100+) mostly cvrs, ALL w/commemorative stamps; towns, cities, 4-bars, slogans; nearly all from our incoming mail for 25+ years, mostly #10 size. MIN.$150
MX-144. Lot 1100+) mostly cvrs, ALL w/commemorative stamps; towns, cities, 4-bars, slogans; nearly all from our incoming mail for 25+ years, mostly #10 size. MIN.$150
MX-145. Lot 1100+) sprayer cancels; nearly all on cvrs; mostly w/commems; mostly from our incoming mail, 1990s-2000s, inc.duplication, but hundreds of diff.origins, slogans & types; mostly #10 size. MIN.$150
MX-146. Lot 1100+) sprayer cancels; nearly all on cvrs; mostly w/commems; mostly from our
incoming mail, 1990s-2000s, inc.duplication, but hundreds of diff.origins, slogans & types; mostly #10 size. MIN.$150
MX-147. Lot 1350+ covers, all w/stamps w/PLATE NUMBERS; singles, pairs, blocks; mostly commems from all eras; mostly from our incoming mail, 1990s-2000s, mostly #10 size. MIN.$190
MX-148. Lot 2100+ mostly cvrs, ALL w/commemorative stamps; towns, cities, 4-bars, slogans; nearly all from our incoming mail for 25+ years, mostly #10 size. MIN.$290
MX-149. Lot 2100+ mostly cvrs, ALL w/commemorative stamps; towns, cities, 4-bars, slogans; nearly all from our incoming mail for 25+ years, mostly #10 size. MIN.$290
MX-150. 1-pound accumulation of U.S.stamps on paper, cut from our incoming mail for 25+ years; majority commems from all eras, 1930s onward. MIN.$18
MX-151. 1-pound accumulation of U.S.stamps on paper, cut from our incoming mail for 25+ years; majority commems from all eras, 1930s onward. MIN.$18
MX-152. 1-pound accumulation of U.S.stamps on paper, cut from our incoming mail for 25+ years; majority commems from all eras, 1930s onward. MIN.$18
MX-153. 1-pound accumulation of U.S.stamps on paper, cut from our incoming mail for 25+ years; majority commems from all eras, 1930s onward. MIN.$18
MX-154. 2-pound accumulation of U.S.stamps on paper, cut from our incoming mail for 25+ years; majority commems from all eras, 1930s onward. MIN.$34
MX-155. 2-pound accumulation of U.S.stamps on paper, cut from our incoming mail for 25+ years; majority commems from all eras, 1930s onward. MIN.$34
MX-156. 3-pound accumulation of U.S.stamps on paper, cut from our incoming mail for 25+ years; majority commems from all eras, 1930s onward. MIN.$48
MX-158. (Berlin?), Germany, 2006, partial DCDS/pictorial slogan on embossed PPC w/GERMAN BRAILLE ALPHABET on pix side (bit lite offset ink in center). E $12
MX-159. London, Great Britain, 1994, G machine on 4x5.75" 3-D PPC w/"Winky Girl" changing image. SCARCE to see mailed. E $14
MX-160. Upminster, Great Britain, 1948, G+ machine on cvr to Virginia Mayo, Samuel Goldwyn Studios. E $8
MX-161. Kunduwa, Papua & New Guinea, 1976, VF CDS (lite cr) on PPC to U.S.: Chimbu Lodge & Resturant w/6 natives seated on ground, inc.2 BARE-BREASTED women. Unusual view, RARE to see mailed. E $15 MIN.8
MX-162. Lima, Peru, 1963, partial DCDS (year partial, but stamp from '63; lite crs) on air PPC to U.S. ("Indian Girl Bathing") NUDE young woman in pond (side view; breasts showing). RARE to see mailed. E $24 MIN.12
MX-163. Siringao, Philippines, 1910, G+ duplex (lower L tip nib) on litho PPC (2 young girls, 1 TOPLESS: "Manila girl & her uncivilized sister") to U.S. SCARCE to see mailed. E $15 MIN.8
MX-164. Cape Town, South Africa, 1955, F machine (cr; tone spot, lite adhesions in crnr & few scuff spots, but none affect central image) on black & white REAL PHOTO PPC to U.S.: native family & grass hut; mother w/BARE BREAST exposed. RARE to see mailed. E $15 MIN.8
MX-165. Lot 875+) foreign; nearly all on cvrs; many Canada & Israel, but many other countries represented as well; mostly from our incoming mail, 1990s-2000s, mostly #10 size. MIN.$140
MX-166. "Bicentennial Collection": 36-pg.3.5x5" illus.booklet; pubbl.by Salesians Missions, 1976. E $5
MX-167. "Casino de Paris/Exciting Paris": 5x7" 32 pg brochure of acts w/Advertisements for perfume, champagne, Air France etc. & cover illustration topless showgirl (tip crs; tone cover). E $16
MX-168. "Classic American Aircraft": 5 diff.(Model B; Stearman; Mustang; Vega; Tri-Motor) in designs of 32c Sc.3142 stamps; 14x16", in orig.env. (couple tone spots on env.; prints OK), ready-to-frame. E $12 MIN.6
MX-169. Valentina Cortese (1925-2019): Italian actress; autograph, inscribed "To Barry", on 4x5.5" pink paper. E $30
MX-170. Cunard Line Stateroom Baggage: 5x7" label; mint, ca.1930s-40s. E $20
MX-171. Farmers' Mutual Fire Insurance Co.policy: folded, opens to 16x21"; illus.horse-drawn fire engine, 1889. E $20
MX-172. Formost Foundations/Panty Girdle: 5x9" illus.plastic package; woman on front; 2 girdles on back, 1950s. E $5
MX-173. France (German Occupation): "Quartiershein fur Privatquatiere"; 8.25x10.5" document; requisition for private lodging of officer (large ms "X" in center), 1942, w/accompanying blank form. E $24

MX-174. France: "Bulletin des Lois de la Republique Francaise #440"; 6x9" parchment; inc.modification of California correspondence, 1851. E $40

MX-175. France: "Droits Royaux Sur Les Soyes"; 5.5x6" "passport" document for silk carrier; unused, ca.1710. E $20

MX-176. France: "Journal de l'Empire"; 8x13.5" 4-pg.publication; part on Austerlitz Battle, 1806 (Apr 20), (crs; few worm holes at lower L) partial pictorial revenue h/s. E $24

MX-177. Lot 7) France: "Journal de l'Empire"; 8x13.5" 4-pg.publications w/news of the world, 1806 (May 25-31), (few faults) partial pictorial revenue h/s. E $100

MX-178. Lot 2) France: "Journal de l'Empire"; 8x13.5" 4-pg.publications; long articles on Barrows trip to China, 1806 (Apr 21, 28), (crs; B crnr faults) partial pictorial revenue h/s. E $40

MX-179. France: "Journal du Departement de la Moselle" 6.5x8.5" 8-pg.parchment publication; long text re.ANTI-SEMITISM, 1808, (crs) partial pictorial revenue h/s. E $30 MIN.15

MX-180. France: "Journal du Departement de la Moselle" 6.5x8.5" 8-pg.parchment publication; mentions Pres.JEFFERSON leaving office; Madison & Clinton waiting (prior to election); ascension of Garnerin's balloon, 1808, (lite crs) fuzzy pictorial revenue h/s. E $30 MIN.15

MX-181. France: "Sauf-Conduit" (Safe Conduct) 5.5x8.5" form; printed 1914 year w/ms correction (or update?). 1915, (crs; edge tears). E $20

MX-182. France: "Sauf-Conduit" (Safe Conduct) 5x8" form, 1914, (crs; nicks). E $20

MX-183. France: 7x10" manuscript parchment document headed "Ceci est mon testament" w/4 signatures, dated "18 Messidor de jan douze", [1804], (small hole, not in text; crs) VF 25c pictorial revenue h/s at upper L; albino embossed revenue in text. E $40


MX-185. France: La Gazette de France: 18x25" 4-pg.newspaper, 1870, (crs) w/red pictorial h/s revenue; beginnings of 1870-71 war; during Paris siege. E $20

MX-186. France: La Gironde: 18.5x26" 4-pg.Bordeaux newspaper (folded), 1866, 5c pictorial revenue h/s. E $30


MX-188. India: 6x8" telegram form; Ajmer/G.T.O. F DCDS; 3 ads around edges of message side; 15 ads on back, inc.Quaker Oats, Castrol, MARCONPHONES Wireless Apparatus, 1924, (crs; tiny hole). E $20

MX-189. Klavalier/Knights of the Ku Klux Klan/Jas.W.Spivey, Imperial Wizard/Int'l Office, Atlanta, GA: 5.5x8.5" membership application, ca.1990s, (vert.cr) unused. E $15 MIN.8

MX-190. "Model Form of Address" PPC-sized card, issued by Post Office Dept., showing proper way to address mail, w/instructions & sample, ca.1909?, "More than 13 million pieces of mail matter were sent to the Div'n of Dead Letters last year..." (toned; tip nick; edge tear T) "Rural Free Delivery" comic adhered to back (man & woman embracing); RARE P.O.Dep't item. E $30


MX-192. "Queer Reserve Note/The Disgruntled States of America": fantasy $3 bill w/Bill Clinton portrait, 1990s. E $6

MX-193. "Souvenir of the Holy Land/Artistic Pictures/Jerusalem/Old City/Serie 1": 6) 2.5x3.5" photos (inc.Dome of the Rock) & bit faulty env.(not mailed), ca.1940s?. E $15

MX-194. "Souvenir of the Holy Land/Artistic Pictures/Jerusalem/New City/Serie 5": 6) 2.5x3.5" photos (inc.Australian Soldiers Club) & bit faulty env.(not mailed), ca.1940s?. E $15

MX-195. Spring Wells, Wayne Co., MI: 8x12.5" ms document; "Survey of the back concession of my Farm..." (folded), 1824. E $20 MIN.10

MX-196. Springfield (IL) Business College/Bookkeeping, Shorthand & Stenotypy: ad card (PPC-sized) w/illus.stenotype machine & keyboard on 1 side; portraits (school president & AB LINCOLN) & 5 landmarks on other side, ca.1910?. E $12 MIN.6

MX-197. "The Town of Newbury Post to Abrm Perkins": 6.25x9.75" document; ms invoice(?) w/list of goods & prices, inc.voting boxes, trumpets, ink pots, etc., 1808, (crs). E $15 MIN.8

MX-198. Western Union "Holiday Greeting" form w/full-color header: colonial man & children
w/Xmas tree; 7x8.5", 1936, (lite tone). E $12 MIN.6
MX-199. Young's New Million Dollar Pier, Atlantic City, NJ: 3.75x5.75" 3-panel illus.ad pamphlet, [1910], (crs) ballroom, airships over grounds, etc.. E $15 MIN.8
MX-200. Outdoor Theatre, Bartow, FL, 1960 (Jul 24-30), 5.25x7.5" illus.weekly program (crnr cr) "Please Don't Eat the Daisies"; 5 others, w/Mitchum, Edw.G.Robinson, Borgnine. E $12 MIN.6
MX-201. Roxy/Lakeland's (Fla.) Colored Theatre: 5.25x7.25" illus.ad card for week, [1954] (Nov 21-27), inc."Botany Bay" (Alan Ladd); "Gorilla at Large". E $12 MIN.6
MX-202. Roxy/Lakeland's (Fla.) Colored Theatre: 5.25x7.5" illus.ad card for week, [1954] (Dec 12-18), inc."Siege at Red River" (Van Johnson); "Racing Blood"; "Drums of Tahiti". E $12 MIN.6
MX-203. Roxy/Lakeland's (Fla.) Colored Theatre: 5.25x7.5" illus.ad card for week, [1955] (Jan 23-29), (L edge cr) inc."The Robe" (Richard Burton); "The Creeper" (horror). E $12 MIN.6
MX-204. Roxy/Lakeland's (Fla.) Colored Theatre: 5.5x7.5" illus.ad card for week, [1954] (Jul 11-17), (L edge cr; nick T) inc."The Slasher"; "The Maze"; "Fighting Lawman". E $12 MIN.6
MX-205. Roxy/Lakeland's (Fla.) Colored Theatre: 5x7.5" illus.ad card for week, [1952] (Mar 9-15), inc."Captive Girl" (Weissmuller); "Little Big Horn"; "Wyoming Mail". E $12 MIN.6
MX-206. Roxy/Lakeland's (Fla.) Colored Theatre: 5x7.5" illus.ad card for week, [1952] (Mar 16-22), inc."Secret of Convict Lake" (Glenn Ford); "Iron Man" (Jeff Chandler). E $12 MIN.6
MX-207. Lot 2 diff.) American Express stock certificates; engraved illus.allegorical figure. E $15 MIN.8
MX-208. Buffalo & Cripple Creek Gold Mining Co.: 8x9" stock certificate; L end (coupons?) trimmed away; "Stock delivered..." ms note vertically, 1898. E $20
MX-209. Compagnie Universelle du Canal Interoceanique de Panama: 10.75x12.75" stock certificate (cr), 1889, pictorial h/s revenue. E $40
MX-210. Constructions d'Appareillages et de Specialites Electriques stock certificate w/13 coupons att'd (2 margin tears), 1923. E $15 MIN.8
MX-211. Lot 4 diff.) Glen Alden stock certificates; all w/engraved illus.allegorical figures. E $20 MIN.10
MX-212. International Mercantile Marine Co.stock certificate; parent co.of White Star Line, which owned TITANIC; signed by Franklin, who said ship was unsinkable, 1915. E $24
MX-213. Lot 4) International Mercantile Marine Co.stock certificates; parent co.of White Star Line, which owned TITANIC; all w/engraved illus.SHIP (punch hole canxes in illus.), 1918-37. E $70
MX-214. Lot 4) International Mercantile Marine Co.stock certificates; parent co.of White Star Line, which owned TITANIC; signed by Franklin, who said ship was unsinkable, 1915. E $80
MX-216. Pennsylvania RR Co.stock certificate; engraved illus.trains in valley; 2 allegorical figures, 1964. E $15 MIN.8
MX-217. Societe de l'Hotel Plaza, Paris, RED stock certificate; fancy border, 1924. E $15 MIN.8
MX-218. Lot 25) Stock Certificates: nearly all diff.; 3 or 4 dupes; many w/engraved illus.vignettes; nice batch. MIN.$60
MX-219. Lot 13 diff.) Telephone companies stock certificates; engraved illus. (Alex.Bell portrait; globe & phones; wall phone). MIN.$30
MX-220. Pretty lady w/apron & basket: printed, 3x5" trade card w/ad back for Lion Coffee (crs; tone). E $8
MX-221. "Clark's 'Mile-End' Cotton Spool": printed, 2.5x5.5" trade card w/girl dangling rope w/spools for rabbit to jump & ad back (tip crs). E $12 MIN.6
MX-222. "Summer": printed, 3x5" trade card w/girls playing in river & ad back for Fleischmann Yeast (part toned). E $8
MX-223. "No, thanks, I don't kith gentlemen": printed, 2.75x4.25" trade card w/little girl in coat & ad back for Nine O'Clock Washing Tea. E $12 MIN.6